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The tenth edition provides a complete and integrated overview of the world of busi-

ness. It is important for students to understand how the functional areas of business 

have to be coordinated as changes in the economy, technology, global competition, 

and consumer decision making continue to evolve. All of these changes are pre-

sented in concepts that entry-level students can understand. Our book contains all of 

the essentials that most students should learn in a semester. Business: A Changing 
World has, since its inception, been a concise presentation of the essential mate-

rial needed to teach introduction to business. From our experience in teaching the 

course, we know that the most effective way to engage a student is by making busi-

ness exciting, relevant, and up to date. Our teachable, from-the-ground-up approach 

involves a variety of media, application exercises, and subject matter, including up-

to-date content supplements, boxed examples, video cases, PowerPoints, and testing 

materials that work for entry-level business students. We have worked hard to make 

sure that the content of this edition is as up to date as possible in order to best refl ect 

today’s dynamic world of business. 

The Tenth Edition
The tenth edition represents a complete revision. This is because so many recent 

events and changes in the environment relate to the foundational concepts in busi-

ness. This means that an Introduction to Business textbook has to provide adequate 

coverage of dynamic changes in the economy as they relate to business decisions. We 

have listened to your feedback and incorporated needed changes in content, boxes, 

cases, exercises, and other features.

This is our third edition with a chapter on digital marketing and social network-

ing in business. Since launching this chapter in the eighth edition, this dynamic area 

continues to change the face of business. Entrepreneurs and small businesses have 

to be able to increase sales and reduce costs by using social networking to com-

municate and develop relationships with customers. Because this area is a moving 

target, we have made substantial changes to the tenth edition of Chapter 13, Digital 

Marketing and Social Networking. Digital marketing has helped many entrepreneurs 

launch successful businesses.

While the title of our book remains Business: A Changing World, we could have 

changed the title to Business: In a Green World. Throughout the book, we recognize 

the importance of sustainability and “green” business. By using the philosophy re-
duce, reuse, and recycle, we believe every business can be more profi table and con-

tribute to a better world through green initiatives. There is a new “Going Green” box 

in each chapter that covers these environmental changes. Our “Entrepreneurship in 

Action” boxes also discuss many innovations and opportunities to use sustainability 

for business success.

We have been careful to continue our coverage of global business, ethics and 

social responsibility, and information technology as it relates to the foundations 

Welcome
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important in an introduction to business course. Our co-author team has a diver-

sity of expertise in these important areas. O.C. Ferrell and Linda Ferrell have been 

recognized as leaders in business ethics education, and their insights are refl ected 

in every chapter and in the “Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility” boxes. In 

addition, they maintain a website, http://danielsethics.mgt.unm.edu/, that provides 

free resources such as PowerPoints and cases that can be used in the classroom. 

Geoff Hirt has a strong background in global business development, especially world 

 fi nancial markets and trade relationships.

The foundational areas of introduction to business, entrepreneurship, small busi-

ness management, marketing, accounting, and fi nance have been completely revised. 

Examples have been provided to which students can easily relate. An understanding 

of core functional areas of business is presented so students get a holistic view of the 

world of business. Box examples related to “Responding to Business Challenges,” 

“Entrepreneurship in Action,” “Going Green,” and “Consider Ethics and Social 

 Responsibility” help provide real-world examples in these areas.

Our goal is to make sure that the content and teaching package for this book are 

of the highest quality possible. We wish to seize this opportunity to gain your trust, 

and we appreciate any feedback to help us continually improve these materials. We 

hope that the real benefi ciary of all of our work will be well-informed students who 

appreciate the role of business in society and take advantage of the opportunity to 

play a signifi cant role in improving our world. As students understand how our free 

enterprise system operates and how we fi t into the global competitive environment, 

they will develop the foundation for creating their own success and improving our 

quality of life.

O.C. Ferrell

Geoffrey A. Hirt

Linda Ferrell
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It’s easy for students taking their fi rst steps into business 

to become overwhelmed. Longer books try to solve this 

problem by chopping out examples or topics to make ad 

hoc shorter editions. Business: A Changing World carefully 

builds just the right mix of coverage and applications to give 

your students a fi rm grounding in business principles. Where 

other books have you sprinting through the semester to get 

everything in, Ferrell/Hirt/Ferrell allows you the breathing 

space to explore topics and incorporate other activities that 

are important to you and your students. The exceptional 

resources and the Active Classroom Resource Manual 

support you in this effort every step of the way.

Built from the 
Ground Up 

The best-selling integrated text and digital resource package on the market, 

 Business: A Changing World was built from the ground up—that is, developed and 

written expressly for faculty and students who value a brief, fl exible, and affordable 

resource that is exciting, applicable, and happening!

What sets this fastest growing learning program apart from the competition? An 

unrivaled mixture of exciting content and resources, application-focused text and 

activities, and fresh topics and examples that show students what is happening in 

the world of business today!

Built from the Ground Up to Be Exciting, 
Applicable, and Happening!



 Built from the Ground Up to be Exciting, Applicable, and Happening! xiii

It’s exciting to see students succeed! It’s exciting to see 

more As and Bs in a course without grade infl ation. 

Ferrell/Hirt/Ferrell makes these results possible for 

your course with its integrated learning package that 

is proven effective, tailored to each individual student, 

and easy to use.

Exciting 

Applicable When students see how content applies to them, their 

life, their career, and the world around them, they are 

more engaged in the course. Business: A Changing 

World helps students maximize their learning efforts 

by setting clear objectives; delivering interesting cases 

and examples; focusing on core issues; and providing 

engaging activities to apply concepts, build skills, and 

solve problems.

Happening! Because it isn’t tied to the revision cycle of a larger 

book, Business: A Changing World inherits no outdated 

or irrelevant examples or coverage. Everything in the 

tenth edition refl ects the very latest developments in 

the business world—from the recent recession, high 

unemployment rates, and the fi nancial instability in 

Europe, to the growth of digital marketing and social 

networking. In addition, ethics continues to be a key 

issue, and Ferrell/Hirt/Ferrell use “Consider Ethics and 

Social Responsibility” boxes to instill in students the 

importance of ethical conduct in business. To ensure 

you always know what’s happening, join the author-led 

Facebook group page supporting this text.
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Exciting & Results-Driven

Across the country, instructors and students continue to raise an important question: How can Intro-

duction to Business courses further support students throughout the learning process to shape future 

business leaders? While there is no one solution, we see the impact of new learning technologies and 

innovative study tools that not only fully engage students in course material but also inform instruc-

tors of the students’ skills  and comprehension levels.

Interactive learning tools, including those offered through McGraw-Hill  Connect, are being 

implemented to increase teaching effectiveness and learning effi ciency in thousands of colleges 

and universities. By facilitating a stronger connection with the course and incorporating the latest 

 technologies—such as  McGraw-Hill LearnSmart, an adaptive learning program—these tools enable 

 students to succeed in their college careers, which will ultimately increase the percentage of students 

completing their postsecondary degrees and create the business leaders of the future.

McGraw-Hill Connect
Connect is an all-digital teaching and learning environment designed from the ground 

up to work with the way instructors and students think, teach, and learn. As a digital 

teaching, assignment, and assessment platform, Connect strengthens the link among 

faculty, students, and coursework, helping everyone accomplish more in less time. 

LearnSmart
The smartest way to get from B to A 
LearnSmart is the most widely used and intelligent adaptive learning resource. It is proven to 

strengthen memory recall, improve course retention, and boost grades by distinguishing between 

what students know and what they don’t know and honing in on the concepts that they are most 

likely to forget. LearnSmart continuously adapts to each student’s needs by building an individual 

learning path. As a result, students study smarter and retain more knowledge.

SmartBook 
A revolution in reading 
Fueled by LearnSmart, SmartBook is the 

fi rst and only adaptive reading experience 

available today. SmartBook personalizes 

content for each student in a continuously 

adapting reading experience. Reading is 

no longer a passive and linear experience, 

but an engaging and dynamic one where 

students are more likely to master and re-

tain important concepts, coming to class 

better prepared. 

LearnSmart Achieve 
Excel in your class
Accelerate student success with Learn-

Smart Achieve™—the fi rst and only 

Grade Distribution

Without 
LearnSmart

A
30.5%

B
33.5%

C
22.6%

A
19.3%

B
38.6%

C
28.0%

With 
LearnSmart

58% more As
with LearnSmart

With 
LearnSmart

Without 
LearnSmart

Student Pass Rate

25% more students
passed with LearnSmart

business

®



 Exciting & Results-Driven xv

adaptive study experience that pinpoints individual student 

knowledge gaps and  provides targeted, interactive help at the mo-

ment of need.

Interactive Applications
A higher level of learning
These exercises require students to APPLY what they have learned in a real-world scenario. These 

online exercises will help students assess their understanding of the concepts.

Videocases
Real-world assignments
Industry-leading video support helps students understand concepts and see how real companies and 

professionals implement business principles in the workplace. The videocases highlight companies 

from a broad range of industries, sizes, and geographic locations, giving students a perspective 

from a variety of businesses.

iSee it! Animated Video Explanations
What’s the difference between leadership and management? What are line vs. staff employees? 

Topics such as these are often confused by students learning the language of business for the 

fi rst time. What if you were able to convey important concepts in a fun, animated, and memo-

rable way that explains the topic in a way students will quickly understand and remember? What 

if students could quickly access the clip while they are reading their Connect eBook. Instructors 

can access these clips in their Instructor Resource Library. They can also be assigned as Inter-

active Videocases. 

End-of-Chapter “See for Yourself Videocase” Clips
Videocases at the end of every chapter are supported by a stimulating mix of clips providing topical rein-

forcement and real-world insight to help students master the most challenging business topics—segments 

such as “Redbox Succeeds by Identifying Market Need” or “Groupon Masters Promotion to Become a 

Popular Daily Deal Site” or “Should Employees Use Social Media Sites at Work?” The videos can be 

found in the Connect eBook. Instructors can access these clips in their Instructor Resource Library.

Manager’s Hotseat
Short videocases show real managers applying their years of experience in confronting certain man-

agement and organizational behavior issues. Students assume the role of the manager as they watch 

the video and answer multiple choice questions that pop up during the segment, forcing them to make 

decisions on the spot. Students learn from the managers’ unscripted mistakes and successes, and then 

do a report critiquing the managers’ approach by defending their reasoning. Instructors can access 

these clips in their Instructor Resource Library. They can also be assigned as Interactive Videocases.

Media Rich eBook
Connect provides students with a cost-saving alternative to the traditional textbook. A seamless inte-

gration of a media rich eBook features the following:

•  A web-optimized eBook, allowing for anytime, anywhere online access to the textbook.

•  Our iSeeit! animated video explanations of the most often confused topics.

•  Powerful search function to pinpoint and connect key concepts in a snap.

•  Highlighting and note-taking capabilities as well as access to shared instructors’ notations.
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Applicable

Chapter Objectives
These appear at the beginning of each chapter 

to provide goals for students to reach in their 

reading. The objectives are then used in the 

“Review Your Understanding,” the summary at 

the end of each chapter, and help the students 

gauge whether they’ve learned and retained 

the material.

Chapter Outlines
These provide a useful overview of all the topics 

covered in the chapter, giving students a sneak 

preview of what they’ll be learning.

Chapter-Opening Vignette
These anecdotes neatly illustrate the real-world 

implications of the business issues students will 

encounter in their reading. At the end of the 

chapter, students are asked to “Revisit the World 

of Business” and apply what they’ve 

learned throughout the chapter.

“So You Want a Job in . . .”
These end-of-chapter features offer 

valuable advice on a wide spectrum of 

business career choices.

Spotlights on Business Issues
Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility, Going Green, Responding to Business Challenges, and 
Entrepreneurship in Action boxed features are placed liberally throughout the book to highlight 

important business issues in companies with which students are familiar.

Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

 LO 5-1 Defi ne entrepreneurship and small business.

 LO 5-2 Investigate the importance of small business in the U.S. economy 

and why certain fi elds attract small business.

 LO 5-3 Specify the advantages of small-business ownership.

 LO 5-4 Summarize the disadvantages of small-business ownership, 

and analyze why many small businesses fail.

 LO 5-5 Describe how you go about starting a small business and what 

resources are needed.

 LO 5-6 Evaluate the demographic, technological, and economic trends that 

are affecting the future of small business.

 LO 5-7 Explain why many large businesses are trying to “think small.”

 LO 5-8 Assess two entrepreneurs’ plans for starting a small business.

5 Small Business, 
Entrepreneurship, 

and Franchising

Chapter 
Outline
Introduction
The Nature of Entrepreneurship 
and Small Business
What Is a Small Business?
The Role of Small Business in the 
American Economy

Industries That Attract Small Business
Advantages of Small-Business Ownership
Independence
Costs
Flexibility
Focus
Reputation
Disadvantages of Small-Business Ownership
High Stress Level
High Failure Rate
Starting a Small Business
The Business Plan
Forms of Business Ownership
Financial Resources
Approaches to Starting a Small Business
Help for Small-Business Managers
The Future for Small Business
Demographic Trends
Technological and Economic Trends
Making Big Businesses Act “Small”

fer79397_ch05_144-170.indd   144 16/10/14   3:47 PM
From page 144 of this text

Jobs dealing with organizational culture and structure are usu-
ally at the top of the organization. If you want to be a CEO or 
high-level manager, you will help shape these areas of business. 
On the other hand, if you are an entrepreneur or small-business 
person, you will need to make decisions about assigning tasks, 
departmentalization, and assigning responsibility. Even manag-
ers in small organizations have to make decisions about decen-

of opportunities for specific jobs that facilitate communication 
systems. Thanks to technology, there are job positions to help 
disseminate information through online newsletters, intranets, 
or internal computer networks to share information to increase 
collaboration. In addition to the many advances using electronic 
communications, there are technology concerns that create 
new job opportunities Monitoring workplace communications

So You Want a Job in Managing Organizational 
Culture, Teamwork, and Communication

fer79397_ch07_202-229.indd   225 16/10/14   3:54 PM

From page 225 of this text
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Application Exercises at the End of Every Chapter
Whether your students discover it on their own or you make it an integral part of your classroom and 

homework assignments, the end-of-chapter material provides a great opportunity to reinforce and 

expand upon the chapter content.

Review Your Understanding Are your students 

sometimes unsure whether they’ve properly absorbed the 

chapter material? This feature resummarizes the chapter 

objectives, leaving students in no doubt of 

what they’re expected to remember.

Revisit the World of 
Business These exercises refer to 

the chapter opening vignettes  and 

ask students to answer more in-depth 

questions using the knowledge they gained 

in their reading.

Build Your Skills These activities are designed 

to be carried out in teams, giving you a launching 

pad for a lively in-class discussion.

Solve the Dilemma These boxes give students 

an opportunity to think creatively in solving a 

realistic business situation.

Build Your Business 
Plan Written by Therese Maskulka 

of Walsh University, and used in her 

own classroom, the end-of-chapter 

feature “Build Your Business Plan” 

and Appendix A, “Guidelines for the 

Development of the Business Plan” 

help students through the steps of 

the business plan relating to each 

chapter. Additional information 

and resources can be found in the 

Instructor’s Manual.

See for Yourself Videocase Stim-

ulate your students with these engaging 

case videos.

Team Exercise Encourage your 

students to develop their teamwork and 

critical thinking skills while addressing 

real-world global business challenges.

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne entrepreneurship and small business.

An entrepreneur is a person who creates a business or product 
and manages his or her resources and takes risks to gain a 
profi t; entrepreneurship is the process of creating and manag-
ing a business to achieve desired objectives. A small business 
is one that is not dominant in its competitive area and does not 
employ more than 500 people.

Investiga
the U.S. e
small bus

Small busin
they provid
tailing, who
nology attr

fer79397_ch05_144-170.indd   165 16/10/14   3:48 PM

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. What are some likely reasons that Chobani Yogurt has 

become such a success?

 2. Describe some of the challenges that Chobani is facing.

 3. Why is 
product

fer79397_ch05_144-170.indd   166 16/10/14   3:48 PM

Build Your Skills 
Creativity

Background
The entrepreneurial success stories in this chap-
ter are about people who used their creative 
abilities to develop innovative products or ways 
of doing something that became the basis of a 

new business. Of course, being creative is not just for entrepre-
neurs or inventors; creativity is an important tool to help you 
fi nd the optimal solutions to the problems you face on a daily 
basis. Employees rely heavily on their creativity skills to help 
them solve daily workplace problems.

can “atroph
you’re givin

Task

 1. Take the
Quotien
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The Small-Business Challenge

Jack Gray and his best friend, Bruce McVay, de-
cided to start their own small business. Jack had 
developed recipes for fat-free and low-fat cook-
ies and muffi ns in an effort to satisfy his per-
sonal health needs. Bruce had extensive 

experience in managing food-service establishments. They 
knew that a startup company needs a quality product, adequate 
funds, a written business plan, some outside fi nancial support, 
and a good promotion program. Jack and Bruce felt they had all 
of this and more and were ready to embark on their new low-fat 
cookie/muffi n store. Each had $35,000 to invest and with their 
homes and other resources, they had borrowing power of an 
additional $125,000.
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Small Business, Entrepreneurship, and Franchising

Now you can get started writing your business 
plan! Refer to Guidelines for the Development of 
the Business Plan following Chapter 1, which 
provides you with an outline for your business 
plan. As you are developing your business plan, 

keep in mind that potential investors might be reviewing it. Or 
you might have plans to go to your local Small Business Devel-
opment Center for an SBA loan.

At this point in the process, you should think about collecting 
information from a variety of (free) resources. For example, if 

you are dev
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See for Yourself Videocase 
Sonic—A Successful Franchise with an Old-Fashione

For those who are nostalgic for the classic drive-
in diner experience, the Sonic fast-food chain 
helps fi ll that need. Sonic offers customers a dose 
of nostalgia with its 1950s-style curbside speak-
ers and carhop service. As the United States’ larg-

est drive-in fast-food chain, Sonic offers a unique and diverse 
menu selection that helps set it apart from a highly competitive 
fast-food franchise market. Founder Troy Smith launched the fi rst 
Sonic Drive-In (known then as Top Hat Drive-In) in Shawnee, 
Oklahoma, in 1953 as a sole proprietorship. He later added a part-
ner, Charlie Pappe, and eventually turned the business into a 
franchise.
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Team Exercise 
Explore successful global franchises. Go to the companies’ 
 websites and fi nd the requirements for applying for three 
 franchises. The chapter provides examples of  successful 
 franchises. What do the companies provide, and what is 
 expected to be provided by the franchiser? Compare and 
 contrast each group’s fi ndings for the franchises researched. 
For example, at Subway, the franchisee is responsible for the 
initial franchise fee, fi nding locations, leasehold improvements 

and equipment, h
and paying an 8 
into the advertisin
formulas and oper
ordering guidance
a  representative o
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Happening

Facebook Stay up to date! A lot changes in the business world, and on a daily basis, which is 

why the authors have created a Facebook page to stay connected with their readers from around the 

world and update them with relevant current events, study tips for students, and more. To join the 

community, please visit www.bit.ly/FerrellFacebook.

Unique Chapter on Digital Marketing and Social Networking—
Chapter 13 Digital media and digital marketing are recognized for their increasing value in stra-

tegic planning while adding new methods to the traditional marketing mix. Marketers’ new ability 

to convert all types of communications into digital media has created effi cient, inexpensive ways of 

connecting businesses and consumers and improves the fl ow and the usefulness of information. Addi-

tionally, this chapter describes how businesses use different types of social media and legal and ethical 

considerations marketers need to make.

New to This Edition As always, when revising this material for the current edition, all ex-

amples, fi gures, and statistics have been updated to incorporate the most recently published data and 

discuss any recent developments that affect the world of business. Additionally, content was updated 

to ensure the most pertinent topical coverage is provided. Here are the highlights for each chapter:

Chapter 1: The Dynamics of Business and Economics
 • New boxed features describing real-world business issues

 • New examples of entrepreneurs 

Chapter 2: Business Ethics and Social Responsibility
 • New examples of ethical issues facing today’s businesses

 • New “Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility” box in the appendix

Chapter 3: Business in a Borderless World
 • New examples of large multinational companies

 • New content on opportunities for foreign investment in Mexico’s oil industry

Chapter 4: Options for Organizing Business
 • New examples of companies with more than half their revenue generated outside the 

United States

 • New boxed features describing current global issues

Chapter 5: Small Business, Entrepreneurship, and Franchising
 • New coverage of social entrepreneurship

 • New examples of entrepreneurs

 • New boxed features describing current business issues

Chapter 6: The Nature of Management
 • Expanded leadership section

 • New See for Yourself Videocase—Ford Fusion
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Chapter 7: Organization, Teamwork, and Communication
 • New content on Pepsi’s global organizational structure

 • New See for Yourself Videocase—Zappos

Chapter 8: Managing Service and Manufacturing Operations
 • New boxed features describing current business operational issues

 • New See for Yourself Videocase—Home Run Inn

Chapter 9: Motivating the Workforce
 • New trend in businesses requiring their telecommuting workers to come back into the offi ce

 • New examples of companies with excellent motivational strategies

Chapter 10: Managing Human Resources
 • New updates on employee wages

 • New graphic demonstrating perspectives regarding performance reviews

Chapter 11: Customer-Driven Marketing
 • New content on McDonald’s emphasis on Millennials

 • New boxed features describing customer-oriented marketing issues

Chapter 12: Dimensions of Marketing Strategy
 • Expanded content on reference pricing

 • New examples of products in the life cycle

Chapter 13: Digital Marketing and Social Networking
 • Signifi cant restructuring and rearrangement of material

 • New information on Pinterest and Instagram

 • New examples of Facebook tools

 • New information on digital payment systems

Chapter 14: Accounting and Financial Statements
 • New information on the fi nancial information and ratios of Microsoft

 • Signifi cant updates to industry analysis section

 • More information on negative cash fl ow

 • New information on types of Google stock

Chapter 15: Money and the Financial System
 • Additional information on defl ation

 • New section on shadow banking

 • New boxed feature on Bitcoin

Chapter 16: Financial Management and Securities Markets
 • Description of beta as a fi nancial term

 • New content on electronic markets

Appendix D: Personal Financial Planning
 • New information on student debt

 • New advice about how to borrow for educational purposes
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Exciting, Applicable, Happening: With the Best 
Instructor Support on the Market

McGraw-Hill strengthens the link between faculty, students, and coursework, helping 

everyone accomplish more in less time.

Effi cient Administrative Capabilities
Connect offers you, the instructor, auto-gradable material in an effort to facilitate teaching and 

learning. 

60 minutes

without Connect

Reviewing Homework

60 minutes

without Connect

15 minutes

with Connect

60 minutes

without Connect

0 minutes

with Connect

12 minutes

with Connect

Giving Tests or Quizzes Grading

Student Progress Tracking
Connect keeps instructors informed about how each student, section, and class is performing, 

allowing for more productive use of lecture and offi ce hours. The progress tracking function enables 

instructors to:

•  View scored work immediately and track individual or group performance with assignment and 

grade reports.

•  Access an instant view of student or class performance relative to learning objectives.

•  Collect data and generate reports 

required by many accreditation 

organizations, such as AACSB.

Actionable Data
Connect Insight is a powerful data analytics tool 

that allows instructors to leverage aggregated 

information about their courses and students to 

provide a more personalized teaching and learning 

experience.

ics tool 

ated 

ents to

Connect and LearnSmart allow students to 

present course material to students in more 

ways than just the explanations they hear 

from me directly. Because of this, students 

are processing the material in new ways, 

requiring them to think. I now have more 

students asking questions in class because 

the more we think, the more we question.

Instructor at Hinds Community College

business

®
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Connect Instructor Library 
Connect’s instructor library serves as a one-stop, secure site for essential course materials, allowing 

you to save prep time before class. The instructor resources found in the library include:

 • Instructor’s Manual The Instructor’s Manual to accompany this text is an all-inclusive 

resource designed to support instructors in effectively teaching the Introduction to Business 

course. It includes learning objectives, lecture outlines, PowerPoint notes, supplemental lecture, 

answers to discussion questions and end-of-chapter exercises, notes for video cases, term paper 

and project topics, suggestions for guest speakers, and roles and options for implementing role-

playing exercises.

 • Test Bank and EZ Test Online The Test Bank offers more than 2,000 questions, which are 

categorized by topic, level of learning (knowledge, comprehension, or application), Learning 

Objectives, Bloom’s Taxonomy, and accreditation standards (AACSB).

 • PowerPoint Presentations The PowerPoint presentations feature slides that can be used 

and personalized by instructors to help present concepts to the students effectively. Each set of 

slides contains additional fi gures and tables from the text.

 • Videos McGraw-Hill provides industry-leading video support to help students understand 

concepts and see how they apply in the real world.

 • A Guide for Introducing and Teaching Ethics in Introduction to Business Written 

by O.C. Ferrell and Linda Ferrell, this is your one-stop guide for integrating this important issue 

into all aspects of your course. It helps you to demonstrate how business ethics leads to business 

success and offers a wide range of business ethics resources, including university centers, 

government resources, and corporate ethics programs.

 • Active Classroom Resource Guide An additional collection of team projects, cases, and 

exercises that instructors can choose from to be used in class or out.

Instructor’s Resource CD (IRCD) ISBN 1259305635
This CD contains the Instructor’s Manual, a Test Bank, and PowerPoint presentations.

Create
Instructors can now tailor their teaching resources to match the way they 

teach! With McGraw-Hill Create, www.mcgrawhillcreate.com, instructors 

can easily rearrange chapters, combine material from other content sources, and quickly upload and 

integrate their own content, like course syllabi or teaching notes. Find the right content in Create 

by searching through thousands of leading McGraw-Hill textbooks. Arrange the material to fi t 

your teaching style. Order a Create book and receive a complimentary print review copy in three to 

fi ve business days or a complimentary electronic review copy via e-mail within one hour. Go to 

www.mcgrawhillcreate.com today and register.
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Tegrity Campus 
Tegrity makes class time available 24/7 by automatically capturing every lecture 

in a searchable format for students to review when they study and complete 

assignments. With a simple one-click start-and-stop process, you capture all computer screens and 

corresponding audio. Students can replay any part of any class with easy-to-use browser-based 

viewing on a PC or Mac. Educators know that the more students can see, hear, and experience class 

resources, the better they learn. In fact, studies prove it. With patented Tegrity “search anything” 

technology, students instantly recall key class moments for replay online or on iPods and mobile 

devices. Instructors can help turn all their students’ study time into learning moments immediately 

supported by their lecture. To learn more about Tegrity, watch a two-minute Flash demo at 

http://tegritycampus.mhhe.com.

Blackboard® Partnership 
McGraw-Hill Education and Blackboard have teamed up to simplify your life. 

Now you and your students can access Connect and Create right from within 

your Blackboard course—all with one single sign-on. The grade books are 

seamless, so when a student completes an integrated Connect assignment, the 

grade for that assignment automatically (and instantly) feeds your Blackboard 

grade center. Learn more at www.domorenow.com.

McGraw-Hill Campus™
McGraw-Hill Campus is a new one-stop teaching and learning experience 

available to users of any learning management system. This institutional service 

allows faculty and students to enjoy single sign-on (SSO) access to all McGraw-Hill Education 

materials, including the award-winning McGraw-Hill Connect platform, from directly within 

the institution’s website. With McGraw-Hill Campus, faculty receive instant access to teaching 

materials (e.g., eTextbooks, test banks, PowerPoint slides, animations, learning objects, etc.), 

allowing them to browse, search, and use any instructor ancillary content in our vast library at no 

additional cost to instructor or students. 

Course Design and Delivery
In addition, students enjoy SSO access to a variety of free content (e.g., quizzes, fl ash cards, 

narrated presentations, etc.) and subscription-based products (e.g., McGraw-Hill Connect). With 

McGraw-Hill Campus enabled, faculty and students will never need to create another account to 

access McGraw-Hill products and services. Learn more at www.mhcampus.com.

Assurance of Learning Ready
Many educational institutions today focus on the notion of assurance of learning, an important 

element of some accreditation standards. Business is designed specifi cally to support instructors’ 

assurance of learning initiatives with a simple yet powerful solution. Each test bank question for 

Business maps to a specifi c chapter learning objective listed in the text. Instructors can use our test 

®
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bank software, EZ Test and EZ Test Online, to easily query for learning objectives that directly relate 

to the learning outcomes for their course. Instructors can then use the reporting features of EZ Test 

to aggregate student results in similar fashion, making the collection and presentation of assurance of 

learning data simple and easy.

AACSB Tagging 
McGraw-Hill Education is a proud corporate member of AACSB 

International. Understanding the importance and value of AACSB 

Accreditation, Business recognizes the curricula guidelines detailed in the AACSB standards for 

business accreditation by connecting selected questions in the text and the test bank to the six general 

knowledge and skill guidelines in the AACSB standards. The statements contained in Business 

are provided only as a guide for the users of this textbook. AACSB leaves content coverage and 

assessment within the purview of individual schools, the mission of the school, and the faculty. While 

the Business teaching package makes no claim of any specifi c AACSB qualifi cation or evaluation, 

we have within Business labeled selected questions according to the six general knowledge and 

skills areas.

McGraw-Hill Customer Experience Group Contact Information
At McGraw-Hill Education, we understand that getting the most from new technology can be 

challenging. That’s why our services don’t stop after you purchase our products. You can e-mail our 

Product Specialists 24 hours a day to get product training online. Or you can search our knowledge 

bank of Frequently Asked Questions on our support website. For Customer Support, call 800-331-
5094 or visit www.mhhe.com/support. One of our Technical Support Analysts will be able to assist 

you in a timely fashion.
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The tenth edition of Business: A Changing World would not have been possible with-

out the commitment, dedication, and patience of Jennifer Sawayda, Michelle Urban, 

and Danielle Jolley. Jennifer Sawayda provided oversight for editing and developing 

text content, cases, boxes, and the supplements. Michelle Urban assisted with editing, 

and Danielle Jolley and Michelle Urban assisted in developing some of the boxes in 

this edition. Brett Nafziger developed the PowerPoints, Test Bank, and Instructor’s 

Manual. Anke Weekes, Senior Brand Manager, provided leadership and creativity in 

planning and implementing all aspects of the tenth edition. Gabriela Gonzalez, Prod-

uct Developer, did an outstanding job of coordinating all aspects of the development 

and production process. Heather Ervolino was the Content Project Manager. Mark 

Christianson managed the technical aspects of Connect. Others important in this edi-

tion include Michael Gedatus  (Marketing Manager) and Debra Kubiak ( Designer). 

 Michael Hartline developed the Personal Career Plan in Appendix C. Vickie Bajtelsmit 

developed Appendix D on personal fi nancial planning. Eric Sandberg of Interactive 

Learning assisted in developing the interactive exercises. Many others have assisted 

us with their helpful comments, recommendations, and support throughout this and 

previous editions. We’d like to express our thanks to the reviewers who helped us 

shape the tenth edition:
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The Dynamics of 
Business and Economics

1
Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

 LO 1-1 Defi ne basic concepts such as business, product, and profi t.

 LO 1-2 Identify the main participants and activities of business and explain 

why studying business is important.

 LO 1-3 Defi ne economics and compare the four types of economic systems.

 LO 1-4 Describe the role of supply, demand, and competition in a free-

enterprise system.

 LO 1-5 Specify why and how the health of the economy is measured.

 LO 1-6 Trace the evolution of the American economy and discuss the role 

of the entrepreneur in the economy.

 LO 1-7 Evaluate a small-business owner’s situation and propose a course 

of action.



Enter the World of Business

Competition Is Good for Business
Mattel vs. Hasbro, Microsoft vs. Apple, Walmart vs. Target—the battles be-

tween these competitors are well known. Competition can be a strong motiva-

tor for business success. In a capitalist society, competition leads businesses 

to innovate and take risks. It is not uncommon for two or three key players to 

dominate an industry. These players often battle one another to provide the best 

product or experience for a customer, making it harder for new entrants to come 

in. It is essential that a business carefully monitor the progress of its primary 

competitor to maintain market share. However, sometimes the rivalry between 

businesses is so strong that their entire focus is on destroying the competition. 

When this occurs, businesses can fail to consider the threat of newer entrants 

and even face legal consequences because of anticompetitive actions.  

Perhaps one of the largest business rivalries is between Coca-Cola and 

Pepsi. Seven years after Coca-Cola was launched, Pepsi was released. The 

two companies quickly became rivals, battling for shelf space and their quest 

to become the beverage of choice for consumers. For years, these two players 

dominated the industry. However, as soda sales began to fl atten, competitors 

emerged to take advantage of new trends. Red Bull, for instance, tapped into 

the energy drink market.

Unlike Coca-Cola and Pepsi, Red Bull is not known for its good taste. Per-

haps for this reason, its threat to the two beverage makers appeared minimal. 

Yet with its focus and branding on extreme sports, Red Bull surpassed Pepsi 

in brand value. The drink is now the third most valuable brand in the industry, 

after Coca-Cola and Diet Coke. While rivalry is a strong motivator, businesses 

must not get distracted from the possibility of newer competitors.1
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Introduction
We begin our study of business in this chapter by examining the fundamentals of business 

and economics. First, we introduce the nature of business, including its goals, activities, 

and participants. Next, we describe the basics of economics and apply them to the United 

States economy. Finally, we establish a framework for studying business in this text.

The Nature of Business
A business tries to earn a profi t by providing products that satisfy people’s needs. 

The outcomes of its efforts are products that have both tangible and intangible char-

acteristics that provide satisfaction and benefi ts. When you purchase a product, you 

are buying the benefi ts and satisfaction you think the product will provide. A Subway 

sandwich, for example, may be purchased to satisfy hunger, while a Honda Accord 

may be purchased to satisfy the need for transportation and the desire to present a 

certain image.

Most people associate the word product with tangible goods—an automobile, 

computer, phone, coat, or some other tangible item. However, a product can also be 

a service, which occurs when people or machines provide or process something of 

value to customers. Dry cleaning, a checkup by a doctor, a performance by a basket-

ball player—these are examples of services. Some services, such as Flickr, an online 

photo management and sharing application, do not charge a fee for use but obtain rev-

enue from ads on their sites. A product can also be an idea. Accountants and attorneys, 

for example, generate ideas for solving problems.

The Goal of Business
The primary goal of all businesses is to earn a profi t, the difference between what 

it costs to make and sell a product and what a customer pays for it. If a company 

spends $8.00 to manufacture, fi nance, promote, and distribute a product that it sells 

for $10.00, the business earns a profi t of $2.00 on each product sold. Businesses have 

the right to keep and use their profi ts as they choose—within legal limits—because 

profi t is the reward for the risks they take in providing products. Earning profi ts con-

tributes to society by providing employment, which in turn provides money that is 

reinvested in the economy. In addition, profi ts must be earned in a responsible man-

ner. Not all organizations are businesses, however. Nonprofi t organizations, such as 

National Public Radio (NPR), Habitat for Humanity, and other charities and social 

causes, do not have the fundamental purpose of earning profi ts, although they may 

provide goods or services and engage in fund raising.

To earn a profi t, a person or organization needs management skills to plan, orga-

nize, and control the activities of the business and to fi nd and develop employees so 

that it can make products consumers will buy. A business also needs marketing ex-

pertise to learn what products consumers need and want and to develop, manufacture, 

price, promote, and distribute those products. Additionally, a business needs fi nancial 

resources and skills to fund, maintain, and expand its operations. Other challenges 

for businesspeople include abiding by laws and government regulations; acting in an 

ethical and socially responsible manner; and adapting to economic, technological, 

political, and social changes. Even nonprofi t organizations engage in management, 

marketing, and fi nance activities to help reach their goals.

To achieve and maintain profi tability, businesses have found that they must produce 

quality products, operate effi ciently, and be socially responsible and ethical in dealing 

with customers, employees, investors, government regulators, and the community. 

LO 1-1
business
individuals or organizations 
who try to earn a profi t by 
providing products that satisfy 
people’s needs

product
a good or service with 
tangible and intangible 
characteristics that provide 
satisfaction and benefi ts

profi t
the difference between 
what it costs to make and 
sell a product and what a 
customer pays for it

nonprofi t organizations
organizations that may 
provide goods or services but 
do not have the fundamental 
purpose of earning profi ts
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Because these groups have a stake in the success 

and outcomes of a business, they are sometimes 

called  stakeholders. Many businesses, for exam-

ple, are concerned about how the production and 

distribution of their products affect the environ-

ment. Concerns about landfi lls becoming high-tech 

graveyards plague many electronics fi rms. Sprint 

became the fi rst wireless company to institute a 

buyback program that encourages customers to turn 

in their used mobile devices in exchange for up to 

$300 in credit. The company cleans and updates the 

devices and sells them as refurbished phones at a 

lower cost. This initiative has reached developing 

markets because these devices are in high demand 

for an affordable price. Those devices that are unus-

able are sent to a certifi ed third party for recycling. 

The Environmental Protection Agency has recog-

nized the program as one of the best.2 Others are 

concerned with promoting business careers among 

African American, Hispanic, and  Native American 

students. The Diversity Pipeline Alliance is a net-

work of national organizations that work toward 

preparing students and professionals of color for 

leadership and management in the 21st-century 

workforce. The Pipeline assists individuals in getting 

into the appropriate college, pursuing a career in business, or earning an advanced 

degree in business.3 Other companies, such as Home Depot, have a long history of 

supporting natural  disaster victims, relief  efforts, and recovery.

The People and Activities of Business
Figure 1.1 shows the people and activities involved in business. At the center of the 

fi gure are owners, employees, and customers; the outer circle includes the primary 

business activities—management, marketing, and fi nance. Owners have to put up 

 resources—money or credit—to start a business. Employees are responsible for the 

work that goes on within a business. Owners can manage the business themselves 

or hire employees to accomplish this task. The president, CEO, and chairman of the 

board of Procter & Gamble, A.G. Lafl ey, does not own P&G, but is an employee who 

is responsible for managing all the other employees in a way that earns a profi t for 

investors, who are the real owners. Finally, and most importantly, a business’s major 

role is to satisfy the customers who buy its goods or services. Note also that people 

and forces beyond an organization’s control—such as legal and regulatory forces, the 

economy, competition, technology, the political environment, and ethical and social 

concerns—all have an impact on the daily operations of businesses. You will learn 

more about these participants in business activities throughout this book. Next, we 

will examine the major activities of business.

Management. Notice that in Figure  1.1 management and employees are in 

the same segment of the circle. This is because management involves coordinating 

 employees’ actions to achieve the fi rm’s goals, organizing people to work  effi ciently, 

and motivating them to achieve the business’s goals. Yang Yuanqing, CEO of 

Lenovo, recognizes the importance of management to company success. Under his 

stakeholders
groups that have a stake in 
the success and outcomes of 
a business
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Consumers are often willing to pay more for products they perceive as 
environmentally-friendly.
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6 Part 1   Business in a Changing World

 management, Lenovo has become one of the largest PC manufacturing businesses in 

the world, in addition to having a strong presence in other markets, such as mobile 

 devices and servers. Their success is largely due to unique and effi cient operations. 

All of the manufacturing activities are done in-house, allowing them to quickly adapt 

to changes in the market and consumer preferences.4 Management is also concerned 

with acquiring, developing, and using resources (including people) effectively and 

effi ciently. Amazon enlists workers and suppliers through its Vendor Flex Program to 

make distribution more effi cient.5

Production and manufacturing is another element of management. Hershey, for 

example, invested $300 million in developing infrastructure and building a new man-

ufacturing plant in Pennsylvania, which is equipped with production technology un-

precedented in the candy industry. They are also extensively training 700 employees 

to manage the plant’s operations.6 In essence, managers plan, organize, staff, and con-

trol the tasks required to carry out the work of the company or nonprofi t organization. 

We take a closer look at management activities in Parts 3 and 4 of this text.

Marketing. Marketing and consumers are in the same segment of Figure  1.1 

 because the focus of all marketing activities is satisfying customers.  Marketing in-

cludes all the activities designed to provide goods and services that satisfy consumers’ 

needs and wants. Marketers gather information and conduct research to determine 

what customers want. Using information gathered from marketing research, market-

ers plan and develop products and make decisions about how much to charge for their 

products and when and where to make them available. They also analyze the market-

ing environment to see if products need to be modifi ed. In response to First Lady 

Michelle Obama’s campaign against childhood obesity, many companies announced 

they would begin offering products with reduced sugars, fats, and salts. Coca-Cola 
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Chapter 1   The Dynamics of Business and Economics 7

has launched an anti-obesity campaign with videos encouraging people to be more 

active and promising to clearly label its products with calorie counts. Such a response 

could be a smart move on Coca-Cola’s part because sodas are often viewed as a main 

contributor to obesity. Several companies, including ConAgra Foods, Bumble Bee 

Foods, and General Mills, have all committed to reducing calories in their products. 

As a result, they have eliminated 6.4 trillion calories from grocery shelves since 2009.7

Marketers use promotion—advertising, personal selling, sales promotion (coupons, 

games, sweepstakes, movie tie-ins), and publicity—to communicate the benefi ts and 

advantages of their products to consumers and increase sales. Nonprofi t organiza-

tions also use promotion. For example, the National Fluid Milk Processor Promotion 

Board’s “milk mustache” advertising campaign has featured Brooke Shields, Beyoncé 

Knowles, Sheryl Crow, Elizabeth Hurley, Serena Williams, and even animated “celeb-

rities” such as Garfi eld.8 We will examine marketing activities in Part 5 of this text.

Finance. Owners and fi nance are in the same part of Figure 1.1 because, although 

management and marketing have to deal with fi nancial considerations, it is the pri-

mary responsibility of the owners to provide fi nancial resources for the operation of 

the business. Moreover, the owners have the most to lose if the business fails to make 

a profi t. Finance refers to all activities concerned with obtaining money and using it 

effectively. People who work as accountants, stockbrokers, investment advisors, or 

bankers are all part of the fi nancial world. Owners sometimes have to borrow money 

from banks to get started or attract additional investors who become partners or stock-

holders. Owners of small businesses in particular often rely on bank loans for funding. 

Part 6 of this text discusses fi nancial management.

Why Study Business?
Studying business can help you develop skills and acquire knowledge to prepare for 

your future career, regardless of whether you plan to work for a multinational  Fortune

The Afl ac duck advertisement 
uses humor to demonstrate 
that Afl ac focuses on the 
individual rather than the 
company. 
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8 Part 1   Business in a Changing World

500 fi rm, start your own business, work for a government agency, or manage or vol-

unteer at a nonprofi t organization. The fi eld of business offers a variety of interesting 

and challenging career opportunities throughout the world, such as marketing, human 

resources management, information technology, fi nance, production and operations, 

wholesaling and retailing, and many more.

Studying business can also help you better understand the many business activities 

that are necessary to provide satisfying goods and services—and that these activities 

carry a price tag. For example, if you buy a new compact disk, about half of the price 

goes toward activities related to distribution and the retailer’s expenses and profi t mar-

gins. The production (pressing) of the CD represents about $1, or a small percentage of 

its price. Most businesses charge a reasonable price for their products to ensure that they 

cover their production costs, pay their employees, provide their owners with a return 

on their investment, and perhaps give something back to their local communities. Bill 

Daniels founded Cablevision, building his fi rst cable TV system in Casper, Wyoming, 

in 1953, and is now considered “the father of cable television.” Prior to Daniels’ pass-

ing in 2000, he had established a foundation that currently has funding of $1.1 billion 

and supports a diversity of causes from education to business ethics. During his career, 

Daniels created the Young Americans Bank, where children could create bank accounts 

and learn about fi nancial responsibility, and this remains the world’s only charter bank 

for young people. He created the Daniels College of Business through a donation of 

$20 million to the University of Denver. During his life, he affected many individuals 

and organizations, and his business success has allowed his legacy to be one of giving 

and impacting communities throughout the United States.9 Thus, learning about busi-

ness can help you become a well-informed consumer and member of society.

Business activities help generate the profi ts that are essential not only to individual 

businesses and local economies but also to the health of the global economy. Without 

profi ts, businesses fi nd it diffi cult, if not impossible, to buy more raw materials, hire 

more employees, attract more capital, and create additional products that in turn make 

more profi ts and fuel the world economy. Understanding how our free-enterprise eco-

nomic system allocates resources and provides incentives for industry and the work-

place is important to everyone.

The Economic Foundations of Business
To continue our introduction to business, it is useful to explore the economic environ-

ment in which business is conducted. In this section, we examine economic systems, 

the free-enterprise system, the concepts of supply and demand, and the role of com-

petition. These concepts play important roles in determining how businesses operate 

in a particular society.

Economics is the study of how resources are distributed for the production of goods 

and services within a social system. You are already familiar with the types of re-

sources available. Land, forests, minerals, water, and other things that are not made by 

people are natural resources. Human resources, or labor, refer to the physical and 

mental abilities that people use to produce goods and services. Financial resources, 
or  capital, are the funds used to acquire the natural and human resources needed to 

provide products. Because natural, human, and fi nancial resources are used to pro-

duce goods and services, they are sometimes called factors of production. The fi rm 

can also have intangible resources such as a good reputation for quality products or 

being  socially responsible. The goal is to turn the factors of production and intangible 

resources into a competitive advantage.

LO 1-3

economics
the study of how resources are 
distributed for the production 
of goods and services within a 
social system

natural resources
land, forests, minerals, water, 
and other things that are not 
made by people

human resources
the physical and mental 
abilities that people use to 
produce goods and services; 
also called labor
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Chapter 1   The Dynamics of Business and Economics 9

Economic Systems
An economic system describes how a particular 

society distributes its resources to produce goods 

and services. A central issue of economics is how 

to fulfi ll an unlimited demand for goods and ser-

vices in a world with a limited supply of resources. 

 Different economic systems attempt to resolve this 

central issue in numerous ways, as we shall see.

Although economic systems handle the distribu-

tion of resources in different ways, all economic 

systems must address three important issues:

1. What goods and services, and how much of 

each, will satisfy consumers’ needs?

2. How will goods and services be produced, 

who will produce them, and with what 

resources will they be produced?

3. How are the goods and services to be 

distributed to consumers?

Communism, socialism, and capitalism, the basic economic systems found in the 

world today (Table 1.1), have fundamental differences in the way they address these 

issues. The factors of production in command economies are controlled by govern-

ment planning. In many cases, the government owns or controls the production of 

goods and services. Communism and socialism are, therefore, considered command 

economies.

Communism. Karl Marx (1818–1883) fi rst described  communism as a soci-

ety in which the people, without regard to class, own all the nation’s resources. In 

his ideal political-economic system, everyone contributes according to ability and 

receives benefi ts according to need. In a communist economy, the people (through 

the government) own and operate all businesses and factors of production. Central 

government planning determines what goods and services satisfy citizens’ needs, how 

the goods and services are produced, and how they are distributed. However, no true 

communist economy exists today that satisfi es Marx’s ideal.

On paper, communism appears to be effi cient and equitable, producing less of a 

gap between rich and poor. In practice, however, communist economies have been 

marked by low standards of living, critical shortages of consumer goods, high prices, 

corruption, and little freedom. Russia, Poland, Hungary, and other eastern European 

nations have turned away from communism and toward economic systems governed 

by supply and demand rather than by central planning. However, their experiments 

with alternative economic systems have been fraught with diffi culty and hardship. 

Cuba continues to apply communist principles to its economy, but Cuba is also 

 experiencing economic and political change. Countries such as Venezuela have tried 

to incorporate communist economic principles. However, communism is declin-

ing and its future as an economic system is uncertain. When Fidel Castro stepped 

down as president of Cuba, his younger brother Raul formally assumed the role and 

 eliminated many of the bans, including allowing the purchase of electric appliances, 

microwaves, computers, and cell phones. The communist country appears more open 

to free enterprise now.10 There is a plan to shift hundreds of thousands of Cuban 

fi nancial resources
the funds used to acquire the 
natural and human resources 
needed to provide products; 
also called capital

economic system
a description of how a 
particular society distributes 
its resources to produce 
goods and services

communism
fi rst described by Karl Marx as 
a society in which the people, 
without regard to class, own 
all the nation’s resources

The Young Americans Bank 
in Denver was created by 
cable magnate Bill Daniels. 
It is the only chartered bank 
in the world that makes loans 
to children.



10 Part 1   Business in a Changing World

workers from the public sector to the private sector. Similarly, China has become 

the fi rst communist country to make strong economic gains by adopting capitalist 

approaches to business. The Chinese state is the largest shareholder among China’s 

150 largest companies and infl uences thousands of other businesses.11 Economic 

prosperity has advanced in China with the government claiming to ensure market 

openness, equality, and fairness.12

Socialism. Socialism is an economic system in which the government owns and 

operates basic industries—postal service, telephone, utilities, transportation, health 

care, banking, and some manufacturing—but individuals own most businesses. For 

example, in France the postal service industry La Poste is fully owned by the French 

government and makes a profi t. Central planning determines what basic goods and 

services are produced, how they are produced, and how they are distributed. Individu-

als and small businesses provide other goods and services based on consumer demand 

and the availability of resources. Citizens are dependent on the government for many 

goods and services.

Most socialist nations, such as Sweden, India, and Israel, are democratic and 

recognize basic individual freedoms. Citizens can vote for political offi ces, but cen-

tral government planners usually make decisions about what is best for the nation. 

socialism
an economic system in which 
the government owns and 
operates basic industries 
but individuals own most 
businesses

TABLE 1.1 
Comparison of 

Communism, Socialism, 

and Capitalism

Communism Socialism Capitalism

Business ownership Most businesses are 
owned and operated by 
the government.

The government owns 
and operates major 
industries; individuals 
own small businesses.

Individuals own and 
operate all businesses.

Competition None. The government 
owns and operates 
everything.

Restricted in major 
industries; encouraged 
in small business.

Encouraged by market 
forces and government 
regulations.

Profi ts Excess income goes 
to the government.

Profi ts earned by 
small businesses may 
be reinvested in the 
business; profi ts from 
government-owned 
industries go to the 
government.

Individuals are free to 
keep profi ts and use 
them as they wish.

Product availability 
and price

Consumers have a 
limited choice of goods 
and services; prices 
are usually high.

Consumers have some 
choice of goods and 
services; prices are 
determined by supply 
and demand.

Consumers have a 
wide choice of goods 
and services; prices 
are determined by 
supply and demand.

Employment options Little choice in 
choosing a career; 
most people work for 
government-owned 
industries or farms.

Some choice of 
careers; many people 
work in government 
jobs.

Unlimited choice of 
careers.

Source: “Gross Domestic Product or Expenditure, 1930–2002,” InfoPlease (n.d.), www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0104575.html (accessed 
February 16, 2004).
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People are free to go into the occupa-

tion of their choice, but they often work 

in  government-operated organizations. 

Socialists believe their system permits a 

higher standard of living than other eco-

nomic systems, but the difference often 

applies to the nation as a whole rather 

than to its individual citizens. Social-

ist economies profess egalitarianism—

equal distribution of income and social 

services. They believe their economies 

are more stable than those of other na-

tions. Although this may be true, taxes 

and  unemployment are generally higher 

in  socialist countries. Perhaps as a re-

sult, many socialist countries have also 

experienced economic diffi culties.

Capitalism. Capitalism, or free enterprise, is an economic system in which in-

dividuals own and operate the majority of businesses that provide goods and services. 

Competition, supply, and demand determine which goods and services are produced, 

how they are produced, and how they are distributed. The United States, Canada, 

Japan, and Australia are examples of economic systems based on capitalism.

There are two forms of capitalism: pure capitalism and modifi ed capitalism. In 

pure capitalism, also called a free-market system, all economic decisions are made 

without government intervention. This economic system was fi rst described by Adam 

Smith in The Wealth of Nations (1776). Smith, often called the father of capitalism, 

believed that the “invisible hand of competition” best regulates the economy. He ar-

gued that competition should determine what goods and services people need. Smith’s 

system is also called laissez-faire (“let it be”) capitalism because the government does 

not interfere in business.

Modifi ed capitalism differs from pure capitalism in that the government intervenes 

and regulates business to some extent. One of the ways in which the United States and 

Canadian governments regulate business is through laws. Laws such as the Federal 

Trade Commission Act, which created the Federal Trade Commission to enforce an-

titrust laws, illustrate the importance of the government’s role in the economy. In the 

most recent recession, the government provided loans and took ownership positions 

in banks such as Citigroup, AIG (an insurance company), and General Motors. These 

actions were thought necessary to keep these fi rms from going out of business and 

creating a fi nancial disaster for the economy.

Mixed Economies. No country practices a pure form of communism, socialism, 

or capitalism, although most tend to favor one system over the others. Most nations 

operate as mixed economies, which have elements from more than one economic 

system. In socialist Sweden, most businesses are owned and operated by private 

individuals. In capitalist United States, an independent federal agency operates the 

postal service and another independent agency operates the Tennessee Valley Author-

ity, an electric utility. In Great Britain and Mexico, the governments are attempting 

to sell many state-run businesses to private individuals and companies. In Germany, 

the Deutsche Post is privatized and trades on the stock market. In once-communist 

capitalism (free 
enterprise)
an economic system in which 
individuals own and operate 
the majority of businesses 
that provide goods and 
services

free-market system
pure capitalism, in which 
all economic decisions are 
made without government 
intervention

mixed economies
economies made up of 
elements from more than 
one economic system

The Federal Trade Commission 
enforces antitrust laws and 
monitors businesses to ensure 
fair competition.
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Russia, Hungary, Poland, and other eastern European nations, capitalist ideas have 

been implemented, including private ownership of businesses.

Countries such as China and Russia have used state capitalism to advance the econ-

omy. State capitalism tries to integrate the powers of the state with the advantages of 

capitalism. It is led by the government but uses capitalistic tools such as listing state-

owned companies on the stock market and embracing globalization.13 State capitalism 

includes some of the world’s largest companies such as Russia’s  Gazprom, which is 

the largest natural gas company. China’s ability to make huge investments to the point 

of creating entirely new industries puts many private industries at a disadavantage.14

The Free-Enterprise System
Many economies—including those of the United States, Canada, and Japan—are 

based on free enterprise, and many communist and socialist countries, such as China 

and Russia, are applying more principles of free enterprise to their own economic 

systems. Free enterprise provides an opportunity for a business to succeed or fail 

on the basis of market demand. In a free-enterprise system, companies that can ef-

fi ciently manufacture and sell products that consumers desire will probably succeed. 

Ineffi cient businesses and those that sell products that do not offer needed benefi ts 

will likely fail as consumers take their business to fi rms that have more competitive 

products.

A number of basic individual and business rights must exist for free enterprise to 

work. These rights are the goals of many countries that have recently embraced free 

enterprise.

1. Individuals must have the right to own property and to pass this property on to 

their heirs. This right motivates people to work hard and save to buy property.

2. Individuals and businesses must have the right to earn profi ts and to use the 

profi ts as they wish, within the constraints of their society’s laws, principles, 

and values.

3. Individuals and businesses must have the right to make decisions that 

determine the way the business operates. Although there is government 

regulation, the philosophy in countries like the United States and Australia is 

to permit maximum freedom within a set of rules of fairness.

4. Individuals must have the right to choose what career to pursue, where to live, 

what goods and services to purchase, and more. Businesses must have the right 

to choose where to locate, what goods and services to produce, what resources 

to use in the production process, and so on.

Without these rights, businesses cannot function effectively because they are not 

motivated to succeed. Thus, these rights make possible the open exchange of goods 

and services. In the countries that favor free enterprise, such as the United States, 

citizens have the freedom to make many decisions about the employment they choose 

and create their own productivity systems. Many entrepreneurs are more productive 

in free-enterprise societies because personal and fi nancial incentives are available that 

can aid in entrepreneurial success. For many entrepreneurs, their work becomes a part 

of their system of goals, values, and lifestyle. Consider the panelists (“sharks”) on the 

ABC program Shark Tank. Panelists on Shark Tank give entrepreneurs a chance to 

receive funding to realize their dreams by deciding whether to invest in their projects. 

They include Barbara Corcoran, who built one of New York’s largest real estate com-

panies; Mark Cuban, founder of Broadcast.com and MicroSolutions; and Daymond 

John, founder of clothing company FUBU.15
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The Forces of Supply and Demand
In the United States and in other free-enterprise systems, the distribution of resources 

and products is determined by supply and demand.  Demand is the number of goods 

and services that consumers are willing to buy at different prices at a specifi c time. 

From your own experience, you probably recognize that consumers are usually will-

ing to buy more of an item as its price falls because they want to save money. Consider 

handmade rugs, for example. Consumers may be willing to buy six rugs at $350 each, 

four at $500 each, but only two at $650 each. The relationship between the price and 

the number of rugs consumers are willing to buy can be shown graphically with a 

demand curve (see Figure 1.2).

Supply is the number of products that businesses are willing to sell at different prices 

at a specifi c time. In general, because the potential for profi ts is higher, businesses are 

willing to supply more of a good or service at higher prices. For example, a company 

that sells rugs may be willing to sell six at $650 each, four at $500 each, but just two at 

$350 each. The relationship between the price of rugs and the quantity the company is 

willing to supply can be shown graphically with a supply curve (see Figure 1.2).

In Figure 1.2, the supply and demand curves intersect at the point where supply 

and demand are equal. The price at which the number of products that businesses are 

willing to supply equals the amount of products that consumers are willing to buy at 

a specifi c point in time is the equilibrium price. In our rug example, the company is 

willing to supply four rugs at $500 each, and consumers are willing to buy four rugs 

at $500 each. Therefore, $500 is the equilibrium price for a rug at that point in time, 

and most rug companies will price their rugs at $500. As you might imagine, a busi-

ness that charges more than $500 (or whatever the current equilibrium price is) for 

its rugs will not sell many and might not earn a profi t. On the other hand, a business 

that charges less than $500 accepts a lower profi t per rug than could be made at the 

equilibrium price.

If the cost of making rugs goes up, businesses will not offer as many at the old 

price. Changing the price alters the supply curve, and a new equilibrium price results. 

This is an ongoing process, with supply and demand constantly changing in response 

to changes in economic conditions, 

availability of resources, and degree of 

competition. For example, the price of 

oil can change rapidly and has been be-

tween $35 and $145 a barrel over the 

last fi ve years. Prices for goods and ser-

vices vary according to these changes in 

supply and demand. This concept is the 

force that drives the distribution of re-

sources (goods and services, labor, and 

money) in a free-enterprise economy.

Critics of supply and demand say 

the system does not distribute re-

sources equally. The forces of supply 

and demand prevent sellers who have 

to sell at higher prices (because their 

costs are high) and buyers who cannot 

afford to buy goods at the equilibrium 

price from participating in the market. 

According to critics, the wealthy can 
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demand
the number of goods and 
services that consumers are 
willing to buy at different 
prices at a specifi c time

supply
the number of products—
goods and services—that 
businesses are willing to sell 
at different prices at a specifi c 
time

equilibrium price
the price at which the number 
of products that businesses 
are willing to supply equals 
the amount of products that 
consumers are willing to buy 
at a specifi c point in time

An entrepreneur presents his idea for a new product. Entrepreneurs are more 
productive in free-enterprise systems. 
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afford to buy more than they need, but the poor may be unable to buy enough of what 

they need to survive.

The Nature of Competition
Competition, the rivalry among businesses for consumers’ dollars, is another vital 

element in free enterprise. According to Adam Smith, competition fosters effi ciency 

and low prices by forcing producers to offer the best products at the most reasonable 

price; those who fail to do so are not able to stay in business. Thus, competition should 

improve the quality of the goods and services available or reduce prices.  Consider 

Marriott International, for example. It went from a small root beer stand in 1927 to 

its current status of 3,900 high-quality hotels in 72 countries. Marriott believed that 

if it treated its employees well, they in turn would provide good service to customers. 

Marriott has garnered a reputation as a high-quality hotel chain. It is now competing 

to attract younger travelers with reinvented lobbies fi lled with amenities and conve-

nient ways to check in and out of a hotel, among other changes. It is also signifi cantly 

expanding in Africa and Asia to capitalize on new market opportunities. The Marriott 

has been ranked as one of the leading hotel groups across the world. Competition and 

its drive to succeed have helped the fi rm achieve its current high status.16

Within a free-enterprise system, there are four types of competitive environments: 

pure competition, monopolistic competition, oligopoly, and monopoly.

Pure competition exists when there are many small businesses selling one 

 standardized product, such as agricultural commodities like wheat, corn, and cotton. 

No one business sells enough of the product to infl uence the product’s price. And, 

 because there is no difference in the products, prices are determined solely by the 

forces of supply and demand.

Monopolistic competition exists when there are fewer businesses than in a pure-

competition environment and the differences among the goods they sell is small. As-

pirin, soft drinks, and vacuum cleaners are examples of such goods. These products 

differ slightly in packaging, warranty, name, and other characteristics, but all satisfy 

the same consumer need. Businesses have some power over the price they charge in 

competition
the rivalry among businesses 
for consumers’ dollars

pure competition
the market structure that 
exists when there are many 
small businesses selling one 
standardized product

monopolistic 
competition
the market structure that 
exists when there are fewer 
businesses than in a pure-
competition environment and 
the differences among the 
goods they sell are small
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monopolistic competition because they can make consumers aware of product differ-

ences through advertising. Jawbone, for example, differentiates its Jambox portable 

speakers through product design and quality. Consumers value some features more 

than others and are often willing to pay higher prices for a product with the features 

they want. For example, many consumers are willing to pay a higher price for organic 

fruits and vegetables rather than receive a bargain on nonorganic foods. The same 

holds true for non-genetically modifi ed foods.

An oligopoly exists when there are very few businesses selling a product. In an 

oligopoly, individual businesses have control over their products’ price because each 

business supplies a large portion of the products sold in the marketplace. Nonetheless, 

the prices charged by different fi rms stay fairly close because a price cut or increase 

by one company will trigger a similar response from another company. In the airline 

industry, for example, when one airline cuts fares to boost sales, other airlines quickly 

follow with rate decreases to remain competitive. On the other hand, airlines often 

raise prices at the same time. Oligopolies exist when it is expensive for new fi rms to 

enter the marketplace. Not just anyone can acquire enough fi nancial capital to build 

an automobile production facility or purchase enough airplanes and related resources 

to build an airline.

When there is one business providing a product in a given market, a monopoly 

exists. Utility companies that supply electricity, natural gas, and water are monopo-

lies. The government permits such monopolies because the cost of creating the good 

or supplying the service is so great that new producers cannot compete for sales. 

Government-granted monopolies are subject to government-regulated prices. Some 

monopolies exist because of technological developments that are protected by  patent 

laws. Patent laws grant the developer of new technology a period of time (usually 

20 years) during which no other producer can use the same technology without the 

oligopoly
the market structure that 
exists when there are very 
few businesses selling a 
product

monopoly
the market structure that 
exists when there is only one 
business providing a product 
in a given market

Swatch Works to Restructure Company, Supply Less Parts to Competition
The Swatch Group SA is known for its beautifully elegant 
watches as well as its high-quality and precisely made inter-
nal movements and components.  These internal parts have 
generated many sales for the company. At the same time, 
it has also generated a number of challenges. For several 
years, Swatch has been appealing to the Swiss Competition 
Commission to change regulation under the Swiss Cartel Act. 
The act mandates that Swatch supply movements and com-
ponents of watches to other watchmakers. In other words, 
Swatch must provide supplies to its competitors in the watch 
industry. Swatch wants to stop supplying components to its 
rivals. Being the main supplier increases Swatch’s expenses 
while allowing its competition to invest more money in ad-
vertising, thus stifl ing Swatch’s sales. Repeatedly, the com-
pany’s requests have been delayed or declined by the Swiss 
government because of the large market share that Swatch 
has in the industry. 

Swatch and its subsidiaries provide approximately 
70 percent of the movements and 90 percent of components 
to other domestic and foreign brands. Stopping the supply 
will have a tremendous effect on the entire industry. While 
the Swiss government has agreed to minimal reductions in 
Swatch’s supplying of movements, cuts to the supply of com-
ponents cannot be reduced.17 

Discussion Questions
 1. Why does Swatch want to stop selling watch components?
 2. Why is the Swiss government reluctant to allow Swatch to 

stop supplying components to its competitors?
 3. Based on the large share of the watch movements and com-

ponents industry that Swatch controls, which competitive 
environment do you think it operates in: pure competition, 
monopolistic competition, oligopoly, or monopoly?

Responding to Business Challenges
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16 Part 1   Business in a Changing World

agreement of the original developer. The United States granted its fi rst patent in 

1790. Now its patent offi ce receives hundreds of thousands of patent applications a 

year, although Asian countries—including Japan, China, and South Korea—are not 

far  behind.18 This monopoly allows the developer to recover research, development, 

and production expenses and to earn a reasonable profi t. An example of this type 

of  monopoly is the dry-copier process developed by Xerox. Xerox’s patents have 

 expired, however, and many imitators have forced market prices to decline.

Economic Cycles and Productivity

Expansion and Contraction. Economies are not stagnant; they expand and 

contract. Economic expansion occurs when an economy is growing and people are 

spending more money. Their purchases stimulate the production of goods and ser-

vices, which in turn stimulates employment. The standard of living rises because more 

people are employed and have money to spend. Rapid expansions of the economy, 

however, may result in infl ation, a continuing rise in prices. Infl ation can be harmful if 

individuals’ incomes do not increase at the same pace as rising prices, reducing their 

buying power. The worst case of hyperinfl ation occurred in Hungary in 1946. At one 

point, prices were doubling every 15.6 hours. One of the most recent cases of hyperin-

fl ation occurred in Zimbabwe.19 Zimbabwe suffered from hyperinfl ation so severe that 

its infl ation percentage rate rose into the hundreds of millions. With the elimination of 

the Zimbabwean dollar and certain price controls, the infl ation rate began to decrease, 

but not before the country’s economy was virtually decimated.20

Economic contraction occurs when spending declines. Businesses cut back on 

production and lay off workers, and the economy as a whole slows down. Contrac-

tions of the economy lead to recession—a decline in production, employment, and 

income. Recessions are often characterized by rising levels of unemployment, which 

is measured as the percentage of the population that wants to work but is unable 

to fi nd jobs. Figure 1.3 shows the overall unemployment rate in the civilian labor 

force over the past 80 years. Rising unemployment levels tend to stifl e demand for 

economic expansion
the situation that occurs 
when an economy is growing 
and people are spending 
more money; their purchases 
stimulate the production of 
goods and services, which in 
turn stimulates employment

infl ation
a condition characterized by a 
continuing rise in prices

economic contraction
a slowdown of the economy 
characterized by a decline in 
spending and during which 
businesses cut back on 
production and lay off workers

recession
a decline in production, 
employment, and income

unemployment
the condition in which a 
percentage of the population 
wants to work but is unable to 
fi nd jobs

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Household Data Annual Averages,” ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/lf/aa2010/pdf/cpsaat1.pdf (accessed February 20, 2014); Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, “Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey, http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14000000 (accessed February 20, 2014). 
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FIGURE 1.3 Annual Average Unemployment Rate, Civilian Labor Force, 16 Years and Over
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Chapter 1   The Dynamics of Business and Economics 17

goods and services, which can have the effect of forcing prices downward, a condition 

known as defl ation. The United States has experienced numerous recessions, the most 

recent ones occurring in 1990–1991, 2002–2003, and 2008–2011. The most recent 

recession (or economic slowdown) was caused by the collapse in housing prices and 

consumers’ inability to stay current on their mortgage and credit card payments. This 

caused a crisis in the banking industry, with the government bailing out banks to keep 

them from failing. This in turn caused a slowdown in spending on consumer goods 

and an increase in employment. Unemployment reached 10 percent of the labor force. 

Don’t forget that personal consumption makes up almost 70 percent of gross domestic 

product, so consumer behavior is extremely important for economic activity. A severe 

recession may turn into a depression, in which unemployment is very high, consumer 

spending is low, and business output is sharply reduced, such as what occurred in the 

United States in the early 1930s. The most recent recession is often called the Great 

Recession because it was the longest and most severe economic decline since the 

Great Depression.

Economies expand and contract in response to changes in consumer, business, and 

government spending. War also can affect an economy, sometimes stimulating it (as 

in the United States during World Wars I and II) and sometimes stifl ing it (as dur-

ing the Vietnam, Persian Gulf, and Iraq wars). Although fl uctuations in the econ-

omy are inevitable and to a certain extent predictable, their effects—infl ation and 

 unemployment—disrupt lives and thus governments try to minimize them.

Measuring the Economy. Countries measure the state of their economies 

to determine whether they are expanding or contracting and whether corrective ac-

tion is necessary to minimize the fl uctuations. One commonly used measure is gross 
 domestic product (GDP)—the sum of all goods and services produced in a country 

during a year. GDP measures only those goods and services made within a country 

and therefore does not include profi ts from companies’ overseas operations; it does 

include profi ts earned by foreign companies within the country being measured. How-

ever, it does not take into account the concept of GDP in relation to population (GDP 

per capita). Figure 1.4 shows the increase in GDP over several years, while Table 1.2 

compares a number of economic statistics for a sampling of countries.

depression
a condition of the economy in 
which unemployment is very 
high, consumer spending is 
low, and business output is 
sharply reduced

LO 1-5

gross domestic 
product (GDP)
the sum of all goods and 
services produced in a 
country during a year

You can see what the U.S. government currently owes—down to the penny—by going to the website for the Bureau of the Public Debt, 
www.publicdebt.treas.gov/
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18 Part 1   Business in a Changing World

TABLE 1.2
Economic Indicators 

of Different Countries
Country

GDP (in billions 
of dollars) GDP per Capita

Unemployment 
Rate (%)

Infl ation Rate 
(%)

Argentina 735.1 17,900 7.20 25.3

Australia 961 42,000 5.2 1.8

Brazil 2,330 11,700 5.5 5.4

Canada 1,474 42,300 7.3 1.5

China 12,260 9,100 6.5 2.6

France 2,238 35,300 9.8 2.2

Germany 3,167 38,700 5.5 2.1

India 4,716 3,800 8.5 9.7

Israel 260.9 33,900 6.9 1.7

Japan 4,576 35,900 4.4 0.0

Mexico 1,798 15,400 5.0 4.1

Russia 2,486 17,500 5.50 5.1

South Africa 576.1 11,300 25.1 5.7

United Kingdom 2,313 36,600 8.0 2.8

United States 16,803 51,700 7.4 2.1

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis, “National Economic Accounts,” www.bea.gov/national/
index.htm#gdp (accessed February 20, 2014); The CIA, The World Fact Book, www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
rankorder/rankorderguide.html (accessed February 20, 2014). 
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FIGURE 1.4 
Growth in U.S. Gross Domestic Product

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis, “National Economic Accounts,” www.bea.gov/national/index.htm#gdp (accessed February 20, 2014). 
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Another important indicator of a nation’s economic health is the relationship be-

tween its spending and income (from taxes). When a nation spends more than it takes 

in from taxes, it has a budget defi cit. In the 1990s, the U.S. government eliminated 

its long-standing budget defi cit by balancing the money spent for social, defense, and 

other programs with the amount of money taken in from taxes.

In recent years, however, the budget defi cit has reemerged and grown to record lev-

els, partly due to defense spending in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of  September 

11, 2001. Massive government stimulus spending during the most recent recession also 

increased the national debt. Because many Americans do not want their taxes increased 

and Congress has diffi culty agreeing on appropriate tax rates, it is diffi cult to increase 

taxes and reduce the defi cit. Like consumers and businesses, when the government 

needs money, it borrows from the public, banks, and even foreign investors. In 2013, the 

national debt (the amount of money the nation owes its lenders) exceeded $16 trillion, 

a new high.21 This fi gure is especially worrisome because, to reduce the debt to a man-

ageable level, the government either has to increase its revenues (raise taxes) or reduce 

spending on social, defense, and legal programs, neither of which is politically popular. 

The size of the national debt and little agreement on how to reduce the defi cit caused the 

credit rating of the U.S. debt to go down in 2011. The national debt fi gure changes daily 

and can be seen at the Department of the Treasury, Bureau of the Public Debt, website. 

Table 1.3 describes some of the other ways we evaluate our nation’s economy.

The American Economy
As we said previously, the United States is a mixed economy with a foundation based 

on capitalism. The answers to the three basic economic issues are determined pri-

marily by competition and the forces of supply and demand, although the federal 

government does intervene in economic decisions to a certain extent. To understand 

the current state of the American economy and its effect on business practices, it is 

helpful to examine its history and the roles of the entrepreneur and the government.

budget defi cit
the condition in which a 
nation spends more than it 
takes in from taxes

LO 1-6

TABLE 1.3
How Do We Evaluate 

Our Nation’s Economy?

Unit of Measure Description

Trade balance The difference between our exports and our imports. If the balance is negative, as 
it has been since the mid-1980s, it is called a trade defi cit and is generally viewed 
as unhealthy for our economy.

Consumer 
Price Index

Measures changes in prices of goods and services purchased for 
consumption by typical urban households.

Per capita 
income

Indicates the income level of “average” Americans. Useful in determining
how much “average” consumers spend and how much money Americans 
are earning.

Unemployment 
rate

Indicates how many working-age Americans are not working who otherwise want 
to work.*

Infl ation Monitors price increases in consumer goods and services over specifi ed periods 
of time. Used to determine if costs of goods and services are exceeding worker 
compensation over time.

Worker 
productivity

The amount of goods and services produced for each hour worked.

*Americans who do not work in a traditional sense, such as househusbands/housewives, are not counted as unemployed.
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A Brief History of the American Economy

The Early Economy. Before the colonization of North America, Native Americans

lived as hunter/gatherers and farmers, with some trade among tribes. The colonists who 

came later operated primarily as an agricultural economy. People were self- suffi cient 

and produced everything they needed at home, including food, clothing, and furniture. 

Abundant natural resources and a moderate climate nourished industries such as farm-

ing, fi shing, shipping, and fur trading. A few manufactured goods and money for the 

colonies’ burgeoning industries came from England and other countries.

As the nation expanded slowly toward the West, people found natural resources 

such as coal, copper, and iron ore and used them to produce goods such as horse-

shoes, farm implements, and kitchen utensils. Farm families who produced surplus 

goods sold or traded them for things they could not produce themselves, such as fi ne 

furniture and window glass. Some families also spent time turning raw materials into 

clothes and household goods. Because these goods were produced at home, this sys-

tem was called the domestic system.

The Industrial Revolution. The 19th century and the Industrial Revolution 

brought the development of new technology and factories. The factory brought to-

gether all the resources needed to make a product—materials, machines, and workers. 

Work in factories became specialized as workers focused on one or two tasks. As 

work became more effi cient, productivity increased, making more goods available at 

lower prices. Railroads brought major changes, allowing farmers to send their surplus 

crops and goods all over the nation for barter or for sale.

Factories began to spring up along the railways to manufacture farm equipment 

and a variety of other goods to be shipped by rail. Samuel Slater set up the fi rst 

Luxury Automakers Embracing Eco-Friendly Interiors
What type of car uses bamboo, eucalyptus, reclaimed logs, 
or old fence posts in its interior? The answer is luxury cars. 
Consumers of luxury cars prefer natural wood interiors 
rather than plastic or fi berglass. While exotic wood increases 
the luxury of the vehicle, the most valuable wood comes 
from old-growth forests and other vulnerable areas. Instead, 
automakers are turning to wood from reclaimed logs and 
bamboo. Using these woods allows luxury car makers to dif-
ferentiate themselves from competitors and appeal to the 
eco- conscious consumer.

Electric vehicle company Fisker has incorporated three 
types of reclaimed wood into its Karma sedans, includ-
ing wood collected from areas damaged by forest fi res, 
wood fallen to the bottom of lakes, and wood that fell dur-
ing storms. BMW announced that its electric vehicle, the i3 
plug-in, will have a eucalyptus interior, a plant that grows 
back quickly. Ford is using the tropical kenaf plant to replace 
oil-based materials in its Ford Escape. With more consumers 

desiring sustainable products, using plant-based materials 
can increase perceptions of brand value. 

There might also be another reason for using plant-based 
materials in car construction. In addition to being more sus-
tainable, some of these materials are lighter than traditional 
materials. For instance, Ford states that using kenaf plants 
to replace oil-based resins inside its doors reduces door 
bolsters by 25 percent. Lighter cars are more fuel-effi cient, 
which saves consumers money on gasoline.22

Discussion Questions
 1. Why might eco-friendly wood interior appeal to luxury car 

buyers?
 2. What impact could using these plant-based materials have 

on the reputations of luxury automakers?
 3. What are some benefi ts in using plant-based materials 

 besides appealing to the luxury car buyer? 

Going Green
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 Chapter 1   The Dynamics of Business and Economics 21

American textile factory after he memorized the plans for an English factory and emi-

grated to the United States. Eli Whitney revolutionized the cotton industry with his 

cotton gin. Francis Cabot Lowell’s factory organized all the steps in manufacturing 

cotton cloth for maximum effi ciency and productivity. John Deere’s farm equipment 

increased farm production and reduced the number of farmers required to feed the 

young nation. Farmers began to move to cities to fi nd jobs in factories and a higher 

standard of living. Henry Ford developed the assembly-line system to produce auto-

mobiles. Workers focused on one part of an automobile and then pushed it to the next 

stage until it rolled off the assembly line as a fi nished automobile. Ford’s assembly 

line could manufacture many automobiles effi ciently, and the price of his cars was 

$200, making them affordable to many Americans.

The Manufacturing and Marketing Economies. Industrialization 

brought increased prosperity, and the United States gradually became a manufac-
turing economy—one devoted to manufacturing goods and providing services rather 

than producing agricultural products. The assembly line was applied to more indus-

tries, increasing the variety of goods available to the consumer. Businesses became 

more concerned with the needs of the consumer and entered the marketing economy. 
Expensive goods such as cars and appliances could be purchased on a time-payment 

plan. Companies conducted research to fi nd out what products consumers needed and 

wanted. Advertising made consumers aware of products and important information 

about features, prices, and other competitive advantages.

Because these developments occurred in a free-enterprise system, consumers de-

termined what goods and services were produced. They did this by purchasing the 

products they liked at prices they were willing to pay. The United States prospered, 

and American citizens had one of the highest standards of living in the world.

The Service and New Digital Economy. After World War II, with the in-

creased standard of living, Americans had more money and more time. They began to 

pay others to perform services that made their lives easier. Beginning in the 1960s, more 

and more women entered the workforce. The United States began experiencing major 

shifts in the population. The U.S. population grew 9.7 percent in the past decade to about 

316 million. This is the slowest pace of growth since the Great Depression, with the South 

leading the population gains. While the birth rate in the United States is declining, new 

immigrants help with population gains.23 The profi le of the family is also changing: Today 

there are more single-parent families and individuals living alone, and in two-parent fami-

lies, both parents often work.

One result of this trend is that time-pressed Americans 

are increasingly paying others to do tasks they used to 

do at home, like cooking, laundry, landscaping, and child 

care. These trends have gradually changed the United 

States to a service economy—one devoted to the production of services that make life 

easier for busy consumers. Businesses increased their demand for services, especially 

in the areas of fi nance and information technology. Service industries such as restau-

rants, banking, health care, child care, auto repair, leisure-related industries, and even 

education are growing rapidly and may account for as much as 80 percent of the U.S. 

economy. These trends continue with advanced technology contributing to new service 

products based on technology and digital media that provide smart phones, social net-

working, and virtual worlds. Table 1.4 provides evidence that the new digital economy 

is changing how we use information and the service industry. More about the digital 

world, business, and new online social media can be found in Chapter 13.

DID YOU KNOW? Approximately 59 percent of adult 

women are engaged in the workforce.24
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22 Part 1   Business in a Changing World

The Role of the Entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is an individual who risks his or her wealth, time, and effort to de-

velop for profi t an innovative product or way of doing something. Nick Woodman is 

a true American entrepreneur. At 26, Woodman—who was an avid surfer— identifi ed 

the need to fi lm events from the athlete’s perspective. He developed GoPro Inc., 

which makes wearable cameras that are easily attachable to surfboards, ski helmets, 

and other equipment. Consumers who used a GoPro camera inundated YouTube 

with their own amateur videos, leading to strong word-of-mouth marketing. GoPro 

 became so popular that Woodman and the company’s backers want to take the fi rm 

public—at a valuation of more than $2.3 billion.25

The free-enterprise system provides the conditions necessary for entrepreneurs 

to succeed. In the past, entrepreneurs were often inventors who brought all the 

factors of production together to produce a new product. Thomas Edison, whose 

inventions include the record player and lightbulb, was an early American entre-

preneur. Henry Ford was one of the fi rst persons to develop mass assembly meth-

ods in the automobile industry. Other entrepreneurs, so-called captains of industry, 

invested in the country’s growth. John D. Rockefeller built Standard Oil out of the 

fl edgling oil industry, and Andrew Carnegie invested in railroads and founded the 

United States Steel  Corporation. Andrew Mellon built the Aluminum Company of 

America and Gulf Oil. J.P. Morgan started fi nancial institutions to fund the busi-

ness activities of other entrepreneurs. Although these entrepreneurs were born in 

another century, their legacy to the American economy lives on in the companies 

they started, many of which still operate today. Colonel Eli Lilly in Indianapolis, 

Indiana, was continually frustrated with the quality of pharmaceutical products sold 

at the time. As a pharmaceutical chemist, he decided to start his own fi rm that would 

offer the highest-quality medicines. His fi rm, Eli Lilly and Company, would go on 

to make landmark achievements, including being one of the fi rst pharmaceutical 

fi rms to mass-produce penicillin. Today, Eli Lilly is the 10th largest pharmaceutical 

fi rm in the world.26

Entrepreneurs are constantly changing American business practices with new 

technology and innovative management techniques. Bill Gates, for example, built 

entrepreneur
an individual who risks his 
or her wealth, time, and 
effort to develop for profi t an 
innovative product or way of 
doing something

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project Spring Tracking Survey, April 17–May 19, 2013. N 5 2,076 cell phone 
owners. Interviews were conducted in English and Spanish and on landline and cell phones. The margin of error for results based on 
all cell phone owners is 1/22.4 percentage points.

The % of cell phone owners who use their cell phone to . . .

81 send or receive text messages

60 access the Internet

52 send or receive email

50 download apps

49 get directions, recommendations, or other location-based information

48 listen to music

21 participate in a video call or video chat

8 “check in” or share your location

TABLE 1.4 
Cell Phone Activities
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Microsoft, a software company whose products include Word and Win-

dows, into a multibillion-dollar enterprise. Frederick Smith had an idea 

to deliver packages overnight, and now his FedEx Company plays an 

important role in getting documents and packages delivered all over 

the world for businesses and individuals. Steve Jobs co-founded Apple 

and turned the company into a successful consumer electronics fi rm 

that revolutionized many different industries, with products such as the 

iPod, iPhone, Mac computers, and iPad. The company went from near 

bankruptcy in the 1990s to become one of the most valuable brands in 

the entire world. Entrepreneurs have been associated with such uniquely 

American concepts as Dell Computers, Ben & Jerry’s, Levi’s, McDon-

ald’s, Dr Pepper, Apple, Google, Facebook, and Walmart. Walmart, 

founded by entrepreneur Sam Walton, was the fi rst retailer to reach 

$100 billion in sales in one year and now routinely passes that mark, 

with more than $466 billion in 2013.28 We will examine the importance 

of entrepreneurship further in Chapter 5.

The Role of Government in the American 
Economy
The American economic system is best described as modifi ed capitalism 

because the government regulates business to preserve competition and 

protect consumers and employees. Federal, state, and local governments 

intervene in the economy with laws and regulations designed to promote 

competition and to protect consumers, employees, and the environment. 

Many of these laws are discussed in Appendix B.

Additionally, government agencies such as the U.S. Department of 

Commerce measure the health of the economy (GDP, productivity, etc.) 

and, when necessary, take steps to minimize the disruptive effects of 

Emeco Makes Indestructible Chairs
Electric Machine and Equipment Company (Emeco)
Founder: Wilton Carlyle Dinges
Founded: 1944, in Hanover, Pennsylannia
Success: Although it started out with the Navy as its only 
customer, Emeco’s chair products are now common in 
 businesses across the world. 

Emeco was founded to make chairs for the Navy during 
World War II. The chairs had to meet certain specifi cations, 
such as the ability to withstand water, salt air, and sailors. The 
result was the virtually indestructible 1006, or the Navy Chair. 
It was made from aluminum and underwent a proprietary 
77-step handmade process still used today.  

After the war, however, Emeco faced diffi culties. The inde-
structible nature of the chairs reduced the need for replacement 

orders. Then Emeco discovered that a designer named Philippe 
Starck was incorporating the chairs into his redesign of New 
York’s Paramount Hotel. Emeco partnered with Starck to create 
redesigns that would appeal to more customers. This marked 
the beginning of a new personality for Emeco. 

Over the years, Emeco has increased its clientele. Its 
chairs are commonly found in restaurants and airports and 
are even featured in movies. Coca-Cola has approached 
Emeco to create a version of the 1006 chair made from 111 
recycled plastic bottles. Business markets appreciate the 
chairs’ ability to withstand extreme pressure, while others 
enjoy the beautiful designs suitable for art gallery exhibits. 
Collaborating with designers has allowed Emeco to continue 
for more than 70 years.27

Entrepreneurship in Action

Google Wallet is a mobile payments system 
that allows users to store their credit card or 
debit card information. When checking out at 
stores, users can bring up the app and use 
the information to pay for their purchases. 
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24 Part 1   Business in a Changing World

economic fl uctuations and reduce unemployment. 

When the economy is contracting and unemployment 

is rising, the federal government through the Federal 

Reserve Board (see Chapter 15) tries to spur growth 

so that consumers will spend more money and busi-

nesses will hire more employees. To accomplish 

this, it may reduce interest rates or increase its own 

spending for goods and services. When the economy 

expands so fast that infl ation results, the government 

may intervene to reduce infl ation by slowing down 

economic growth. This can be accomplished by rais-

ing interest rates to discourage spending by busi-

nesses and consumers. Techniques used to control 

the economy are discussed in Chapter 15.

The Role of Ethics and Social Responsibility in Business
In the past few years, you may have read about a number of scandals at a number 

of well-known corporations, including Enron, Countrywide Financial, BP, and even 

leading banks such as Bank of America and Citigroup. In many cases, misconduct by 

individuals within these fi rms had an adverse effect on current and retired employees, 

investors, and others associated with these fi rms. In some cases, individuals went to 

jail for their actions. Top executives like Enron’s Jeffrey Skilling and Tyco’s Dennis 

Kozlowski received long prison sentences for their roles in corporate misconduct. 

These scandals undermined public confi dence in corporate America and sparked a 

new debate about ethics in business. Business ethics generally refers to the standards 

and principles used by society to defi ne appropriate and inappropriate conduct in the 

workplace. In many cases, these standards have been codifi ed as laws prohibiting 

 actions deemed unacceptable.

Society is increasingly demanding that businesspeople behave ethically and so-

cially responsibly toward not only their customers but also employees, investors, 

government regulators, communities, and the natural environment. No area is more 

debated as online piracy. Software, music, and fi lm executives want to defend their 

intellectual property. On the other hand, companies such as Google are concerned that 

strict laws would stifl e innovation and enable censorship.29 When actions are heavily 

criticized, a balance is usually required to support and protect various stakeholders.

While one view is that ethics and social responsibility are a good supplement to 

business activities, there is an alternative viewpoint. Research has shown that ethical 

behavior can not only enhance a company’s reputation but can also drive profi ts.30

The ethical and socially responsible conduct of companies such as Whole Foods, 

Starbucks, and the hotel chain Marriott provides evidence that good ethics is good 

business. There is growing recognition that the long-term value of conducting busi-

ness in an ethical and socially responsible manner that considers the interests of all 

stakeholders creates superior fi nancial performance.31

To promote socially responsible and ethical behavior while achieving organiza-

tional goals, businesses can monitor changes and trends in society’s values. Busi-

nesses should determine what society wants and attempt to predict the long-term 

effects of their decisions. While it requires an effort to address the interests of all 

stakeholders, businesses can prioritize and attempt to balance confl icting demands. 

The goal is to develop a solid reputation of trust and avoid misconduct to develop 

 effective workplace ethics.

Many companies engage 
in socially responsible 
behavior to give back to their 
communities. Home Depot 
partners with Habitat for 
Humanity to build homes for 
disadvantaged families. 

Optimus Prime
Highlight

Optimus Prime
Highlight

Optimus Prime
Highlight

Optimus Prime
Highlight
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Can You Learn Business in a Classroom?
Obviously, the answer is yes, or there would be no purpose for this textbook! To be suc-

cessful in business, you need knowledge, skills, experience, and good judgment. The 

topics covered in this chapter and throughout this book provide some of the knowledge 

you need to understand the world of business. The opening vignette at the beginning of 

each chapter, boxes, examples within each chapter, and the case at the end of each chap-

ter describe experiences to help you develop good business judgment. The “Build Your 

Skills” exercise at the end of each chapter and the “Solve the Dilemma” box will help 

you develop skills that may be useful in your future career. However, good judgment is 

based on knowledge and experience plus personal insight and understanding. Therefore, 

you need more courses in business, along with some practical experience in the business 

world, to help you develop the special insight necessary to put your personal stamp on 

knowledge as you apply it. The challenge in business is in the area of judgment, and 

judgment does not develop from memorizing an introductory business textbook. If you 

are observant in your daily experiences as an employee, as a student, and as a consumer, 

you will improve your ability to make good business judgments.

Figure 1.5 is an overview of how the chapters in this book are linked together and how 

the chapters relate to the participants, the activities, and the environmental factors found 

in the business world. The topics presented in the chapters that follow are those that will 

give you the best opportunity to begin the process of understanding the world of business.
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Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne basic concepts such as business, product, 
and profi t.

A business is an organization or individual that seeks a profi t 
by providing products that satisfy people’s needs. A product is 
a good, service, or idea that has both tangible and intangible 
characteristics that provide satisfaction and benefi ts. Profi t, the 
basic goal of business, is the difference between what it costs to 
make and sell a product and what a customer pays for it.

Identify the main participants and activities of 
business and explain why studying business is 
important.

The three main participants in business are owners, employ-
ees, and customers, but others—government regulators, sup-
pliers, social groups, etc.—are also important. Management 
involves planning, organizing, and controlling the tasks required 
to carry out the work of the company. Marketing refers to those 
 activities—research, product development, promotion, pricing, 
and  distribution—designed to provide goods and services that sat-
isfy customers. Finance refers to activities concerned with funding 
a business and using its funds effectively. Studying business can 
help you prepare for a career and become a better consumer.

Defi ne economics and compare the four types of 
economic systems.

Economics is the study of how resources are distributed for the 
production of goods and services within a social system; an 
economic system describes how a particular society distributes 
its resources. Communism is an economic system in which the 
people, without regard to class, own all the nation’s resources. 
In a socialist system, the government owns and operates basic 
industries, but individuals own most businesses. Under capital-
ism, individuals own and operate the majority of businesses that 
provide goods and services. Mixed economies have elements 
from more than one economic system; most countries have 
mixed economies.

Describe the role of supply, demand, and 
competition in a free-enterprise system.

In a free-enterprise system, individuals own and operate the 
majority of businesses, and the distribution of resources is 
determined by competition, supply, and demand. Demand is 
the number of goods and services that consumers are will-
ing to buy at different prices at a specifi c time. Supply is the 
number of goods or services that businesses are willing to 

When most people think of a career in business, they see them-
selves entering the door to large companies and multination-
als that they read about in the news and that are discussed in 
class. In a national survey, students indicated they would like 
to work for Google, Walt Disney, Apple, and Ernst & Young. In 
fact, most jobs are not with large corporations, but are in small 
companies, nonprofi t organizations, government, and even self-
employed individuals. There are nearly 22 million individuals 
who own their own businesses and have no employees. With 
more than 75 percent of the economy based on services, there 
are jobs available in industries, such as health care, fi nance, 
education, hospitality, entertainment, and transportation. The 
world is changing quickly and large corporations replace the 
equivalent of their entire workforce every four years.

The fast pace of technology today means that you have to 
be prepared to take advantage of emerging job opportunities 
and markets. You must also become adaptive and recognize 
that business is becoming more global, with job opportuni-
ties around the world. If you want to obtain such a job, you 
shouldn’t miss a chance to spend some time overseas. To get 
you started on the path to thinking about job opportunities, 

consider all of the changes in business today that might affect 
your possible long-term track and that could bring you lots of 
success. You may want to stay completely out of large organi-
zations and corporations and put yourself in a position for an 
entrepreneurial role as a self-employed contractor or small-
business owner. However, there are many who feel that experi-
ence in larger businesses is helpful to your success later as an 
entrepreneur.

You’re on the road to learning the key knowledge, skills, and 
trends that you can use to be a star in business. Business’s 
impact on our society, especially in the area of sustainability 
and improvement of the environment, is a growing challenge 
and opportunity. Green businesses and green jobs in the busi-
ness world are provided to give you a glimpse at the possi-
bilities. Along the way, we will introduce you to some specific 
careers and offer advice on developing your own job opportuni-
ties. Research indicates that you won’t be that happy with your 
job unless you enjoy your work and feel that it has a purpose. 
Since you spend most of your waking hours every day at work, 
you need to seriously think about what is important to you in 
a job.32

So You Want a Job in the Business World

26
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Learn the Terms 

budget defi cit 19
business 4
capitalism (free enterprise) 11
communism 9
competition 14
demand 13
depression 17
economic contraction 16
economic expansion 16
economic system 9
economics 8

entrepreneur 22
equilibrium price 13
fi nancial resources 9
free-market system 11
gross domestic product (GDP) 17
human resources 8
infl ation 16
mixed economies 11
monopolistic competition 14
monopoly 15
natural resources 8

nonprofi t organizations 4
oligopoly 15
product 4
profi t 4
pure competition 14
recession 16
socialism 10
stakeholders 5
supply 13
unemployment 16

sell at different prices at a specifi c time. The price at which 
the supply of a product equals demand at a specifi c point in 
time is the equilibrium price. Competition is the rivalry among 
businesses to convince consumers to buy goods or services. 
Four types of competitive environments are pure competition, 
monopolistic competition, oligopoly, and monopoly. These eco-
nomic concepts determine how businesses may operate in a 
particular society and, often, how much they can charge for 
their products.

Specify why and how the health of the economy 
is measured.

A country measures the state of its economy to determine 
whether it is expanding or contracting and whether the country 
needs to take steps to minimize fl uctuations. One commonly 
used measure is gross domestic product (GDP), the sum of all 
goods and services produced in a country during a year. A bud-
get defi cit occurs when a nation spends more than it takes in 
from taxes.

Trace the evolution of the American economy 
and discuss the role of the entrepreneur in the 
economy.

The American economy has evolved through several stages: 
the early economy, the Industrial Revolution, the manufacturing 
economy, the marketing economy, and the service and Internet-
based economy of today. Entrepreneurs play an important role 
because they risk their time, wealth, and efforts to develop new 
goods, services, and ideas that fuel the growth of the American 
economy.

Evaluate a small-business owner’s situation 
and propose a course of action.

“Solve the Dilemma” on page 29 presents a problem for the 
owner of the fi rm. Should you, as the owner, raise prices, expand 
operations, or form a venture with a larger company to deal with 
demand? You should be able to apply your newfound under-
standing of the relationship between supply and demand to as-
sess the situation and reach a decision about how to proceed.

Revisit the World of Business 
Revisit the World of Business Questions

 • Why is competition important in a capitalist economy?

 • Why do businesses need to focus on both primary 
competitors and newer entrants?

 • How was Red Bull able to become a major competitor in 
an industry dominated by two main players?

Check Your Progress 

 1. What is the fundamental goal of business? Do all 
organizations share this goal?

 2. Name the forms a product may take and give some 
examples of each.

 3. Who are the main participants of business? What are the 
main activities? What other factors have an impact on the 
conduct of business in the United States?

 4. What are four types of economic systems? Can you 
provide an example of a country using each type?
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 5. Explain the terms supply, demand, equilibrium price, and 
competition. How do these forces interact in the American 
economy?

 6. List the four types of competitive environments and 
provide an example of a product of each environment.

 7. List and defi ne the various measures governments may use 
to gauge the state of their economies. If unemployment is 
high, will the growth of GDP be great or small?

 8. Why are fl uctuations in the economy harmful?

 9. How did the Industrial Revolution infl uence the growth of 
the American economy? Why do we apply the term service 
economy to the United States today?

 10. Explain the federal government’s role in the American 
economy.

Get Involved 

 1. Discuss the economic changes occurring in Russia and 
eastern European countries, which once operated as 
communist economic systems. Why are these changes 
occurring? What do you think the result will be?

 2. Why is it important for the government to measure the 
economy? What kinds of actions might it take to control 
the economy’s growth?

 3. Is the American economy currently expanding or 
contracting? Defend your answer with the latest statistics 
on GDP, infl ation, unemployment, and so on. How is the 
federal government responding?

Build Your Skills 
The Forces of Supply and Demand

Background
WagWumps are a new children’s toy with the 
potential to be a highly successful product. 
WagWumps are cute and furry, and their eyes 
glow in the dark. Each family set consists of a 

mother, a father, and two children. Wee-Toys’ manufacturing 
costs are about $6 per set, with $3 representing marketing and 

distribution costs. The wholesale price of a  WagWump family for 
a retailer is $15.75, and the toy carries a suggested retail price 
of $26.99.

Task
Assume you are a decision maker at a retailer, such as Target or 
Walmart, that must determine the price the stores in your district 

Prices of WagWumps

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Quantity of WagWumps

(in thousands)

$31.99

26.99

21.99

16.99

11.99

6.99

1.99

FIGURE 1.6
Equilibrium Price 

of WagWumps
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should charge customers for the WagWump family set. From the 
information provided, you know that the SRP (suggested retail 
price) is $26.99 per set and that your company can purchase 
the toy set from your wholesaler for $15.75 each. Based on the 
following assumptions, plot your company’s supply curve on the 
graph provided in Figure 1.6 and label it “supply curve.”

Quantity Price

3,000 $16.99
5,000  21.99
7,000  26.99

Using the following assumptions, plot your customers’ de-
mand curve on Figure 1.6 and label it “demand curve.”

Quantity Price

10,000 $16.99
6,000  21.99
2,000  26.99

For this specifi c time, determine the point at which the quan-
tity of toys your company is willing to supply equals the quantity 
of toys the customers in your sales district are willing to buy and 
label that point “equilibrium price.”

Solve the Dilemma 
Mrs. Acres Homemade Pies

Shelly Acres, whose grandmother gave her a 
family recipe for making pies, loved to cook, and 
she decided to start a business she called 
Mrs.  Acres Homemade Pies. The company 
 produces specialty pies and sells them in local 

supermarkets and select family restaurants. In each of the 
fi rst  six months, Shelly and three part-time employees sold 
2,000 pies for $4.50 each, netting $1.50 profi t per pie. The pies 
were quite successful and Shelly could not keep up with de-
mand. The company’s success results from a quality product 
and productive employees who are motivated by incentives 
and who enjoy being part of a successful new business.

To meet demand, Shelly expanded operations, borrowing 
money and increasing staff to four full-time employees. Produc-
tion and sales increased to 8,000 pies per month, and profits 

soared to $12,000 per month. However, demand for Mrs. Acres 
Homemade Pies continues to accelerate beyond what Shelly 
can supply. She has several options: (1) maintain current pro-
duction levels and raise prices; (2) expand the facility and staff 
while maintaining the current price; or (3) contract the produc-
tion of the pies to a national restaurant chain, giving Shelly a 
percentage of profits with minimal involvement.

Discussion Questions
 1. Explain and demonstrate the relationship between supply 

and demand for Mrs. Acres Homemade Pies.

 2. What challenges does Shelly face as she considers the 
three options?

 3. What would you do in Shelly’s position?

Build Your Business Plan 
The Dynamics of Business and Economics

Have you ever thought about owning your busi-
ness? If you have, how did your idea come 
about? Is it your experience with this particular 
fi eld? Or might it be an idea that evolved from 
your desires for a particular good or service not 

being offered in your community? For example, perhaps you 
and your friends have yearned for a place to go have coffee, 
relax, and talk. Now is an opportunity to create the café bar you 
have been thinking of!

Whether you consider yourself a visionary or a practical 
thinker, think about your community. What needs are not being 

met? While it is tempting to suggest a new restaurant (maybe 
even one near campus), easier-to-implement business plans 
can range from a lawn care business or a designated driver 
business to a placement service agency for teenagers.

Once you have an idea for a business plan, think about how 
profi table this idea might be. Is there suffi cient demand for this 
business? How large is the market for this particular business? 
What about competitors? How many are there?

To learn about your industry, you should do a thorough 
search of your initial ideas of a product on the Internet.

LO 1-7
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See for Yourself Videocase 
Redbox Succeeds by Identifying Market Need

Redbox’s tell-tale bright red kiosks in stores and 
fast-food restaurants across the country have 
become an image of what a great business 
model can accomplish. The company’s ability to 
offer customers a convenient and inexpensive 

DVD rental option has allowed them to grow despite the wide-
spread growth of streaming services such as Netfl ix and 
 Amazon. In addition, Redbox has responded competitively by 
partnering with Verizon to offer their own streaming service in 
conjunction with DVD rentals. As one of the top rental compa-
nies in the United States, Redbox is a true entrepreneurial suc-
cess story.

Building Redbox into a successful fi rm was not easy, how-
ever. It was fraught with challenges. Like most successful com-
panies, Redbox started out by identifying a need. It recognized 
that consumers could not often fi nd the movies they wanted in 
convenient locations. Like all good ideas, Redbox required fund-
ing to get started. This proved to be a major diffi culty. Realizing 
that customers did not want to pay much for renting movies, 
Redbox decided to charge only one dollar. Yet the kiosks, which 
contain over 800 components, required a large amount of capi-
tal. The combination of the capital-intensive nature of the busi-
ness and the low prices was not an attractive recipe for venture 
capital funding. 

However, Redbox was certain that demand for its product 
offerings would exceed the costs. The company fi nally found 
a partner in the more established Outerwall, formerly known 
as Coinstar, which already had partnerships with many differ-
ent retailers. The alliance opened the way for Redbox to begin 
installing kiosks at the front of stores.

Redbox did not immediately expand across the country. In-
stead, it took a cautious approach toward its business model. 
It began by focusing its efforts on making one kiosk profi table, 
then replicating this way of thinking regionally and nationally. In 
this way, Redbox was able to test its concept without taking the 
risk of widespread failure.

Even though it was expanding, it was some time before Red-
box was able to earn a profi t. Like all entrepreneurs, the founders 
of Redbox had to take many risks if they wanted the company to 
succeed. “The risks for starting Redbox were signifi cant,” said 
Marc Achler, vice president of new business, strategy, and in-
novation. “The fi rst couple years we had some red ink. It took us 
a while before we turned profi table.” Yet with persistence and 

continual relationship building with retailers, Redbox has been 
able to secure more than 50 percent of the DVD-rental market.

One way that Redbox has been able to secure such a large 
share of the market is by meeting the needs of a variety of 
stakeholders. Redbox views its customers as its fi rst priority 
and has developed its kiosks and database to meet their needs. 
For instance, customers can reserve movies online and pick 
them up at their nearest kiosk. If a kiosk happens to be out of 
a particular movie, customers can search the Redbox database 
to locate the movie at a nearby kiosk. This combination of con-
venience and low prices has attracted customers who desire a 
simplifi ed process to renting movies. The same is true for their 
streaming service, Redbox Instant by Verizon, which offers un-
limited streaming for the same price as competitors and the 
option to purchase DVDs from the site. 

Additionally, Redbox has created a process that also ben-
efi ts the needs of its retail partners. Redbox kiosks help attract 
consumers to the store, where they may purchase additional 
products. Customers must come back the next day to return 
their movie, where they may once again purchase more prod-
ucts from the retailer. In this way, Redbox creates a win-win 
situation for both itself and its partners.

This is not to say that everything is easy for Redbox. For in-
stance, it must continually safeguard against allowing underage 
children to rent inappropriate (rated-R) movies. And while Red-
box has approached this changing and dynamic marketplace 
proactively, it must continue to do so in order to maintain its 
competitive position. The company’s ability to price rentals and 
streaming services at 70 percent of the price of competitors 
and still make a 6 percent return is impressive, but this  can 
easily change as competitors fi nd ways to lower their prices or 
consumers’ desires change.33

Discussion Questions
 1. Why are consumers so willing to rent from Redbox? 

 2. How was Redbox able to overcome some of its earliest 
challenges?

 3. What are some recommendations for ways that Redbox 
can maintain its high market share?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Major economic systems, including capitalism, socialism, and 
communism, as well as mixed economies, were discussed 
in this chapter. Assuming that you want an economic sys-
tem that is best for the majority, not just a few members 

of society, defend one of the economic systems as the best 
system. Form groups and try to reach agreement on one eco-
nomic system. Defend why you support the system that you 
advance.
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Appendix A

Guidelines for the Development of the Business Plan
These guidelines are for students to create a hypotheti-

cal business plan for a good/service/business of their 

choice. Students should assume to have $25,000 to start 

this new business in their community.

At the end of every chapter, there will be a section 

entitled “Build Your Business Plan” to assist you in the 

development of the business plan.

Phase 1: Development of the 
Business Proposal
You are encouraged to submit your idea for approval 

to your instructor as soon as possible. This will elimi-

nate wasted effort on an idea that is not feasible in the 

 instructor’s view. Business plan proposals will be eval-

uated based on their thoroughness and your ability to 

provide support for the idea.

The business proposal consists of the following 

elements.

Business Description. This consists of an 

overview of the existing good/service or the  good/

service/business you will be starting (manufacturer, 

merchandiser, or service provider). This includes 

 developing a mission (reason for existence; overall 

 purpose of the fi rm) and a rationale for why you believe 

this business will be a success. What is your vision for 

this proposed product/business?

Brief Marketing Plan. (The marketing plan 

will be further developed as the plan evolves.) A de-

scription of your business/product is required. Identify 

the target market and develop a strategy for appealing 

to it. Justify your proposed location for this business. 

 Describe how you will promote the new business and 

provide a rationale for your pricing strategy. Select a 

name for this business. The name should be catchy yet 

relate to the competencies of the business.

Competitive Analysis. Identify the competi-

tion as broadly as possible. Indicate why this business 

will be successful given the market.

Phase 2: Final Written 
Business Plan

Executive Summary. The executive summary 

appears fi rst but should be written last.

Business Description. This section requires 

fl eshing out the body of the business plan, including 

material from your revised preliminary proposal with 

more data, charts, and appendices. Include a descrip-

tion of the proposed form of organization, either a part-

nership or corporation, and the rationalization of the 

form chosen.

Industry and Market Analysis. An analysis 

of the industry including the growth rate of the industry 

and number of new entrants into this fi eld is necessary. 

Identify uncontrollable variables within the industry. 

Determine an estimate of the proposed realistic size 

of the potential market. This will require interpretation 

of statistics from the U.S. census as well as from local 

sources such as the Chamber of Commerce.

Competitive Analysis. Include an exhaustive 

list of the primary and secondary competition, along 

with the competitive advantage of each.

Marketing Strategy. Target market specifi cs 

need to be developed.

Decisions on the marketing mix variables need to 

be made:

 • Price (at the market, below market, above market)

 • Promotion (sales associates, advertising budget, use 

of sales promotions, and publicity/goodwill)

 • Distribution—Rationale of choice and level of 

distribution

 • Product/Service—A detailed rationale of the 

perceived differential advantage of your product 

offering
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Operational Issues. How will you make or 

provide your product? Location rationale, facility type, 

leasing considerations, and sources of suppliers need to 

be detailed. Software/hardware requirements necessary 

to maintain operations must be determined.

Human Resources Requirement. Num-

ber and description of personnel needed, including re-

alistic required education and skills.

Financial Projections. Statement of cash 

fl ows must be prepared for the fi rst 12 months of the 

business. This must include startup costs, opening ex-

penses, and estimation of cash infl ows and outfl ows. A 

breakeven analysis should be included and an explana-

tion of your expected fi nancial expenditures.

Appendixes

Phase 3: Oral Presentation
Specifi c separate guidelines on the oral presentation 

will be provided.
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Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

 LO 2-1 Defi ne business ethics and social responsibility and examine their 

importance.

 LO 2-2 Detect some of the ethical issues that may arise in business.

 LO 2-3 Specify how businesses can promote ethical behavior.

 LO 2-4 Explain the four dimensions of social responsibility.

 LO 2-5 Debate an organization’s social responsibilities to owners, 

employees, consumers, the environment, and the community.

 LO 2-6 Evaluate the ethics of a business’s decision.

2
Business Ethics 

and Social Responsibility



Enter the World of Business

Antibacterial Soap Faces Regulatory 
and Consumer Pressure
The soap industry is a strong business within the United States, amounting 

to more than $5 billion in sales of soaps, shower products, and body washes. 

However, the industry has come under scrutiny over product safety and validity 

of claims, which could lead to signifi cant decreases in profi ts. If the soap is 

used too often, a chemical called triclosan—found in approximately 75 percent 

of antibacterial products—could lead to bacteria that are not only resistant 

to triclosan but to other antibiotics as well. Consumer advocates are also 

concerned that triclosan might interfere with hormones, making long-term use 

harmful for the body. In addition, critics claim that triclosan is not any more 

effective than regular soap and water. Studies have revealed the presence of 

triclosan in urine samples of 75 percent of respondents, suggesting that this 

chemical is highly present among the general population.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has proposed that antibacterial 

soap and body wash manufacturers provide additional evidence that their 

products are more effective than comparable products and are safe for long-

term use. If the proposal of the FDA goes through, it will have signifi cant im-

plications for soap manufacturers and other industries, such as cosmetics, 

that use triclosan in their products. If antibacterial soap manufacturers cannot 

prove their claims of effectiveness, they might have to relabel their products, 

reformulate them, or even remove them completely, which would be costly. In-

creased concern is causing some fi rms to begin to voluntarily remove triclosan. 

Johnson and Johnson and Reckitt Benckiser have begun phasing out triclosan 

from many of their products.1
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Introduction
Any organization, including nonprofi ts, has to manage the ethical behavior of employees 

and participants in the overall operations of the organization. Misconduct can take on 

many forms within the business environment, including deceptive business practices and 

the withholding of important information from investors or consumers. Wrongdoing by 

some businesses has focused public attention and government involvement on encour-

aging more acceptable business conduct. Any organizational decision may be judged as 

right or wrong, ethical or unethical, legal or illegal.

In this chapter, we take a look at the role of ethics and social responsibility in busi-

ness decision making. First we defi ne business ethics and examine why it is important to 

understand ethics’ role in business. Next we explore a number of business ethics issues to 

help you learn to recognize such issues when they arise. Finally, we consider steps busi-

nesses can take to improve ethical behavior in their organizations. The second half of the 

chapter focuses on social responsibility and unemployment. We survey some important 

issues and detail how companies have responded to them.

Business Ethics and Social Responsibility
In this chapter, we defi ne business ethics as the principles and standards that de-

termine acceptable conduct in business organizations. Personal ethics, on the other 

hand, relates to an individual’s values, principles, and standards of conduct. The ac-

ceptability of behavior in business is determined by not only the organization but also 

stakeholders such as customers, competitors, government regulators, interest groups, 

and the public, as well as each individual’s personal principles and values. The public-

ity and debate surrounding highly visible legal and ethical issues at a number of well-

known fi rms, including Diamond Foods, Target, and J.P. Morgan, highlight the need 

for businesses to integrate ethics and responsibility into all business decisions. For 

instance, Target was criticized for not having appropriate internal controls in place to 

prevent the theft of millions of their customers’ credit and debit card accounts. Most 

unethical activities within organizations are supported by an organizational culture 

that encourages employees to bend the rules. On the other hand, trust in business is 

the glue that holds relationships together. In Figure 2.1, you can see that trust in banks 

is lower than in other industries, except for government.

Organizations that exhibit a high ethical culture encourage employees to act with 

integrity and adhere to business values. Many experts agree that ethical leadership, 

ethical values, and compliance are important in creating good business ethics. To 

truly create an ethical culture, however, managers must show a strong commitment to 

ethics and compliance. This “tone at the top” requires top managers to acknowledge 

their own role in supporting ethics and compliance, create strong relationships with 

the general counsel and the ethics and compliance department, clearly communicate 

company expectations for ethical behavior to all employees, educate all managers and 

supervisors in the business about the company’s ethics policies, and train managers 

and employees on what to do if an ethics crisis occurs.2

Many consumers and social advocates believe that businesses should not only make 

a profi t but also consider the social implications of their activities. We defi ne social 
responsibility as a business’s obligation to maximize its positive impact and minimize 

its negative impact on society. Although many people use the terms social responsi-
bility and ethics interchangeably, they do not mean the same thing. Business ethics 

relates to an individual’s or a work group’s decisions that society evaluates as right or 
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wrong, whereas social responsibility is a broader concept that concerns the impact of 

the entire business’s activities on society. From an ethical perspective, for example, we 

may be concerned about a health care organization overcharging the government for 

Medicare services. From a social responsibility perspective, we might be concerned 

about the impact that this overcharging will have on the ability of the health care sys-

tem to provide adequate services for all citizens. It would appear that such concern is 

warranted. In 2013, a Detroit-based oncologist was charged with purposefully misdi-

agnosing patients and then charging Medicaid for their treatment. Not only was this a 

serious case of health care fraud, it also endangered the safety of patients.4

The most basic ethical and social responsibility concerns have been codifi ed by laws 

and regulations that encourage businesses to conform to society’s standards, values, and 

attitudes. For example, after accounting scandals at a number of well-known fi rms in the 

Listening for a Good Business Opportunity
OrigAudio
Founders: Jason Lucash and Mike Szymczak
Founded: 2009, in Costa Mesa, California
Success: OrigAudio released a recyclable foldable speaker 
that has helped the firm double its sales every year since its 
founding.

Jason Lucash and Mike Szymczak got the idea for their 
company from a Chinese food takeout box! This simple item 
inspired them to start OrigAudio and launch their first product: 
a set of portable speakers made out of recycled materials that 
can fold up! These speakers are made with 70 percent post-
recycled materials and require no external power sources. 

After being seen at a trade show by a QVC representative, 
the speakers were featured on the Home Shopping Network 
and sold more than $750,000 worth in two years. OrigAudio 
embraces simple products that make lives easier for consum-
ers. For instance, it sells small devices that allow consumers to 
turn ordinary items into speakers. It also demonstrates social 
responsibility with its “Beet” product line. For every pair of 
Beets headphones it sells, OrigAudio donates a can of beets to 
the Second Harvest Food Bank of Orange County. To date, the 
company’s recycled speakers and other items are sold on its 
website and in some well-known retail locations such as Bed, 
Bath, and Beyond.3
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21, 2014).
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early 2000s shook public confi dence in the integrity of corporate America, the reputa-

tions of every U.S. company suffered regardless of their association with the scandals.5 

To help restore confi dence in corporations and markets, Congress passed the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act, which criminalized securities fraud and stiffened penalties for corporate 

fraud. After the fi nancial crisis occurred in the most recent recession, the Dodd-Frank 

Act was passed to reform the fi nancial industry and offer consumers protection against 

complex and/or deceptive fi nancial products. At a minimum, managers are expected to 

obey all laws and regulations. Most legal issues arise as choices that society deems un-

ethical, irresponsible, or otherwise unacceptable.  However, all actions deemed unethical 

by society are not necessarily illegal, and both legal and ethical concerns change over 

time (see Table 2.1). Business law refers to the laws and regulations that govern the 

conduct of business. Many problems and confl icts in business can be avoided if owners, 

managers, and employees knew more about business law and the legal system. Business 

ethics, social responsibility, and laws together act as a compliance system, requiring that 

businesses and employees act responsibly in society. In this chapter, we explore ethics 

and social responsibility; Appendix B addresses business law, including the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act and the Dodd-Frank Act.

The Role of Ethics in Business
You have only to pick up The Wall Street Journal or USA Today to see examples of the 

growing concern about legal and ethical issues in business. For example, the federal 

government launched an investigation into whether Avon had violated the Foreign 

Corrupt Practices Act by offering gifts or payments to foreign government offi cials to 

gain licenses. Because Avon wants to move on from the crisis, it is offering to settle 

the probe. Such a large settlement will result in a loss for the company.6 Regardless of 

what an individual believes about a particular action, if society judges it to be unethi-

cal or wrong, whether correctly or not, that judgment directly affects the organiza-

tion’s ability to achieve its business goals.7

Well-publicized incidents of unethical and illegal activity— ranging from account-

ing fraud to using the Internet to steal another person’s credit card number, from 

deceptive advertising of food and diet products to unfair competitive practices in the 

computer software industry—strengthen the public’s perceptions that ethical stan-

dards and the level of trust in business need to be raised. Author David Callahan has 

commented, “Americans who wouldn’t so much as shoplift a pack of chewing gum 

are committing felonies at tax time, betraying the trust of their patients, misleading 

TABLE 2.1 Timeline of Ethical and Socially Responsible Activities

Source: Adapted from “Business Ethics Timeline,” copyright © 2003, Ethics Resource Center (n.d.), www.ethics.org, updated 2010. 

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s

•  Social issues

•  Consumer Bill 
of Rights

•  Disadvantaged 
consumer

•  Environmental issues

•  Product safety

•  Business ethics

•  Social responsibility

•  Diversity

•  Bribery

•  Discrimination

•  Identifying ethical 
issues

•  Standards for ethical 
conduct

•  Financial misconduct

•  Self-regulation

•  Codes of conduct

•  Ethics training

•  Corporate ethics 
programs

•  Regulation to support 
business ethics

•  Health issues

•  Safe working conditions

•  Detecting misconduct

•  Transparency in 
fi nancial markets

•  Corporate misconduct

•  Intellectual property

•  Regulation of 
accounting and fi nance

•  Executive compensation
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investors, ripping off their insurance companies, lying to their cli-

ents, and much more.”8 Often, such charges start as ethical confl icts 

but evolve into legal disputes when cooperative confl ict resolution 

cannot be accomplished. Headline-grabbing scandals like those as-

sociated with executive compensation and benefi ts packages create 

ethical concerns. It is estimated that the average CEO compensation 

is 204 times the amount paid to rank-and-fi le employees. This rep-

resents an increase in the compensation gap since 2009.9 Consumer 

outrage over executive compensation is prompting companies to 

begin reevaluating how they compensate their CEOs relative to cor-

porate performance. Walt Disney chairman and CEO Robert Iger saw 

a 15 percent drop in compensation after Disney failed to meet all its 

2013 performance targets that the board had set.10

However, it is important to understand that business ethics goes be-

yond legal issues. Ethical conduct builds trust among individuals and 

in business relationships, which validates and promotes confi dence in 

business relationships. Establishing trust and confi dence is much more 

diffi cult in organizations that have reputations for acting unethically. 

If you were to discover, for example, that a manager had misled you 

about company benefi ts when you were hired, your trust and confi -

dence in that company would probably diminish. And if you learned 

that a colleague had lied to you about something, you probably would 

not trust or rely on that person in the future.

Ethical issues are not limited to for-profi t organizations either. Ethical issues in-

clude all areas of organizational activities, including government. In government, 

several politicians and some high-ranking offi cials have faced disciplinary actions 

over ethical indiscretions. For instance, former New Orleans mayor Ray Nagin was 

found guilty of 20 counts of corruption. Allegations claim that he accepted more than 

$500,000 in bribes.11 Even sports can be subject to ethical lapses. New York Yankees 

third baseman Alex Rodriguez was suspended after he was accused of using illegal 

testosterone lozenges before baseball games. However, Rodriguez continues to main-

tain his innocence.12 Thus, whether made in science, politics, sports, or business, most 

decisions are judged as right or wrong, ethical or unethical. Negative judgments can 

affect an organization’s ability to build relationships with customers and suppliers, 

attract investors, and retain employees.13

Although we will not tell you in this chapter what you ought to do, others—your 

superiors, co-workers, and family—will make judgments about the ethics of your ac-

tions and decisions. Learning how to recognize and resolve ethical issues is a key step 

in evaluating ethical decisions in business.

Recognizing Ethical Issues in Business
Recognizing ethical issues is the most important step in understanding business eth-

ics. An ethical issue is an identifi able problem, situation, or opportunity that requires 

a person to choose from among several actions that may be evaluated as right or 

wrong, ethical or unethical. In business, such a choice often involves weighing mone-

tary profi t against what a person considers appropriate conduct. The best way to judge 

the ethics of a decision is to look at a situation from a customer’s or competitor’s 

viewpoint: Should liquid-diet manufacturers make unsubstantiated claims about their 

products? Should an engineer agree to divulge her former employer’s trade secrets to 
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ensure that she gets a better job with a competitor? 

Should a salesperson omit facts about a product’s 

poor safety record in his presentation to a customer? 

Such questions require the decision maker to evalu-

ate the ethics of his or her choice.

Many business issues seem straightforward and 

easy to resolve on the surface, but are in reality very 

complex. A person often needs several years of ex-

perience in business to understand what is acceptable 

or ethical. For example, it is considered improper to 

give or accept bribes, which are payments, gifts, or 

special favors intended to infl uence the outcome of a 

decision. A bribe benefi ts an individual or a company 

at the expense of other stakeholders. Companies that 

do business overseas should be aware that bribes are a 

signifi cant ethical issue and are, in fact, illegal in many 

countries. In the United States, the Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act imposes heavy penalties on companies 

found guilty of bribery. 

Ethics is also related to the culture in which a business operates. In the United 

States, for example, it would be inappropriate for a businessperson to bring an elabo-

rately wrapped gift to a prospective client on their fi rst meeting—the gift could be 

viewed as a bribe. In Japan, however, it is considered impolite not to bring a gift. 

Experience with the culture in which a business operates is critical to understanding 

what is ethical or unethical.

To help you understand ethical issues that perplex businesspeople today, we will 

take a brief look at some of them in this section. Ethical issues can be more complex 

now than in the past. The vast number of news-format investigative programs has in-

creased consumer and employee awareness of organizational misconduct. In addition, 

the multitude of cable channels and Internet resources has improved the awareness of 

ethical problems among the general public.

One of the principal causes of unethical behavior in organizations is overly aggressive 

fi nancial or business objectives. Many of these issues relate to decisions and concerns 

that managers have to deal with daily. It is not possible to discuss every issue, of course. 

However, a discussion of a few issues can help you begin to recognize the ethical prob-

lems with which businesspersons must deal. Many ethical issues in business can be cat-

egorized in the context of their relation with abusive and intimidating behavior, confl icts 

of interest, fairness and honesty, communications, misuse of company resources, and 

business associations. The National Business Ethics Survey found that workers  witness 

many instances of ethical misconduct in their organizations (see Table 2.2).

Misuse of Company Time. Theft of time is a common area of misconduct 

observed in the workplace.14 One example of misusing time in the workplace is by 

engaging in activities that are not necessary for the job. For instance, many employ-

ees spend an average of one hour each day using social networking sites or watching 

 YouTube. In this case, the employee is misusing not only time but also company 

 resources by using the company’s computer and Internet access for personal use.15 

Time theft costs can be diffi cult to measure but are estimated to cost companies 

hundreds of billions of dollars annually. It is widely believed that the average em-

ployee “steals” 4.5 hours a week with late arrivals, leaving early, long lunch breaks, 

bribes
payments, gifts, or special 
favors intended to infl uence 
the outcome of a decision

Ralph Lauren reported that its subsidiary had bribed foreign offi cials in 
Argentina. Because it took quick action to address the misconduct, the 
compay did not face charges. 
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inappropriate sick days, excessive socializing, and engaging in personal activities 

such as online shopping and watching sports while on the job. All of these activities 

add up to lost productivity and profi ts for the employer—and relate to ethical issues 

in the area of time theft.

Abusive and Intimidating Behavior. Abusive or intimidating behavior is 

the most common ethical problem for employees. These concepts can mean anything 

from physical threats, false accusations, profanity, insults, yelling, harshness, and 

unreasonableness to ignoring someone or simply being annoying; and the meaning 

of these words can differ by person—you probably 

have some ideas of your own. Abusive behavior can 

be placed on a continuum from a minor distraction 

to a disruption of the workplace. For example, what 

one person may defi ne as yelling might be another’s 

defi nition of normal speech. Civility in our society 

is a concern, and the workplace is no exception. The 

productivity level of many organizations has been 

diminished by the time spent unraveling abusive 

relationships.

Abusive behavior is diffi cult to assess and man-

age because of diversity in culture and lifestyle. What 

does it mean to speak profanely? Is profanity only 

related to specifi c words or other such terms that are 

common in today’s business world? If you are using 

words that are normal in your language but that oth-

ers consider to be profanity, have you just insulted, 

abused, or disrespected them?

Within the concept of abusive behavior, intent 

should be a consideration. If the employee was trying 

2011 (%) 2013 (%)

Overall 45 41

Abusive behavior 21 18

Lying to employees 20 17

Confl ict of interest 15 12

Violating company Internet use policies 16 12

Discrimination against employees 15 12

Violations of health or safety regulations 13 10

Lying to customers, vendors, the public 12 10

Retaliation against reporters of misconduct 10

Falsifying time reports/hours worked 12 10

Stealing or theft 12  9

TABLE 2.2
Percentage of U.S. 

Workforce Observing 

Specifi c Forms of 

Misconduct, 2011 and 

2013

The show Undercover Boss gives managers and business owners the 
chance to understand how their subordinates feel as they take on the 
responsibilities of their employees. Many bosses develop a stronger 
appreciation for their employees’ challenging jobs, as Kat Cole, 
president of Cinnabon Inc., did after spending time undercover in the 
company’s retail locations. 

Source: Ethics Resource Center, 2013 National Business Ethics Survey® of the U.S. Workforce (Arlington, VA: Ethics Resource Center, 
2014), pp. 41–42.
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to convey a compliment but the comment was considered abusive, then it was prob-

ably a mistake. The way a word is said (voice infl ection) can be important. Add to this 

the fact that we now live in a multicultural environment—doing business and working 

with many different cultural groups—and the businessperson soon realizes the depth 

of the ethical and legal issues that may arise. There are problems of word meanings 

by age and within cultures. For example, an expression such as “Did you guys hook 

up last night?” can have various meanings, including some that could be considered 

offensive in a work environment.

Bullying is associated with a hostile workplace when a person or group is targeted 

and is threatened, harassed, belittled, verbally abused, or overly criticized. Bullying 

may create what some consider a hostile environment, a term generally associated 

with sexual harassment. Although sexual harassment has legal recourse, bullying 

has little legal recourse at this time. Bullying is a widespread problem in the United 

States, and can cause psychological damage that can result in health- endangering 

consequences to the target. Surveys reveal that bullying in the workplace is on the 

rise.16 As Table 2.3 indicates, bullying can use a mix of verbal, nonverbal, and manip-

ulative threatening expressions to damage workplace productivity. One may wonder 

why workers tolerate such activities. The problem is that 81 percent of workplace 

bullies are supervisors. Additionally, bullying can occur in any type of business. A 

bullying scandal at the Miami Dolphins involved a player who abruptly left the team 

after a hazing incident. The player claimed he had been bullied mercilessly by three 

starters on the Dolphins’ offensive line, which harmed his mental well-being.17

Misuse of Company Resources. Misuse of company resources has been 

identifi ed by the Ethics Resource Center as a leading issue in observed misconduct 

in organizations. Issues might include spending an excessive amount of time on per-

sonal e-mails, submitting personal expenses on company expense reports, or using the 

company copier for personal use. A senior administrative city government worker in 

New York was fi red for misusing the company’s work cell phone. It was estimated she 

spent an hour a day making personal calls, racketing up charges of $3,000.18 While 

serious resource abuse can result in fi ring, some abuse can have legal repercussions. 

TABLE 2.3
Actions Associated 

with Bullies

 1.  Spreading rumors to damage others

 2.  Blocking others’ communication in the workplace

 3.  Flaunting status or authority to take advantage of others

 4.  Discrediting others’ ideas and opinions

 5.  Use of e-mails to demean others

 6.  Failing to communicate or return communication

 7.  Insults, yelling, and shouting

 8.  Using terminology to discriminate by gender, race, or age

 9.  Using eye or body language to hurt others or their reputation

10.  Taking credit for others’ work or ideas

Source: © O. C. Ferrell, 2011.
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A man from Reddick, Florida, was arrested after misusing his company credit card at 

gas stations. Investigations revealed he had used the card to purchase other people’s 

gas and then had them pay him a reduced charge to pocket.19

The most common way that employees abuse resources is by using company com-

puters for personal use. Typical examples of using a computer for personal use in-

clude shopping on the Internet, downloading music, doing personal banking, surfi ng 

the Internet for entertainment purposes, or visiting Facebook. Some companies have 

chosen to block certain sites such as YouTube or Pandora from employees. However, 

other companies choose to take a more fl exible approach. For example, many have 

instituted policies that allow for some personal computer use as long as the use does 

not detract signifi cantly from the workday.

No matter what approach a business chooses to take, it must have policies in place 

to prevent company resource abuse. Because misuse of company resources is such a 

widespread problem, many companies, like Boeing, have implemented offi cial poli-

cies delineating acceptable use of company resources. Boeing’s policy states that use 

of company resources is acceptable when it does not result in “signifi cant added costs, 

disruption of business processes, or any other disadvantage to the company.” The 

policy further states that use of company resources for noncompany purposes is ac-

ceptable only when an employee receives explicit permission to do so. This kind of 

policy is in line with that of many companies, particularly large ones that can easily 

lose millions of dollars and thousands of hours of productivity to these activities.20

Conflict of Interest. A confl ict of interest, one of the most common  ethical  issues 

identifi ed by employees, exists when a person must choose whether to  advance his or 

her own personal interests or those of others. For example, a manager in a corporation 

is supposed to ensure that the company is profi table so that its  stockholder-owners re-

ceive a return on their investment. In other words, the manager has a responsibility to 

investors. If she instead makes decisions that give her more power or money but do not 

help the company, then she has a confl ict of interest—she is acting to  benefi t herself at 

the expense of her company and is not fulfi lling her responsibilities as an employee. 

To avoid confl icts of interest, employees must be able to separate their personal fi nan-

cial interests from their business dealings. In the wake of the 2008 meltdown on Wall 

Street, stakeholders and legislators pushed for reform of the credit rating industry. 

Many cited rampant confl icts of interest between fi nancial fi rms and the companies 

that rate them as part of the reason no one recognized the impending fi nancial disaster. 

Confl ict of interest has long been a serious problem in the fi nancial industry because 

the fi nancial companies pay the credit raters money in order to be rated. Because dif-

ferent rating companies exist, fi nancial fi rms can also shop around for the best rating. 

There is no third-party mediator who oversees the fi nancial industry and how fi rms 

are rated.21

Insider trading is an example of a confl ict of interest. Insider trading is the buying 

or selling of stocks by insiders who possess material that is still not public. The Justice 

Department has taken an aggressive stance toward insider trading. For instance, SAC 

Capital Advisors LP settled with the Justice Department for $1.8 billion and agreed 

to close its investment advisory business after pleading guilty to insider trading. Sev-

eral key executives at SAC Capital Advisors have been convicted of insider trading 

charges.22 Bribery can also be a confl ict of interest. While bribery is an increasing 

issue in many countries, it is more prevalent in some countries than in others. Trans-

parency International has developed a Corruption Perceptions Index (Table 2.4). Note 

that there are 18 countries perceived as less corrupt than the United States.23
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Fairness and Honesty
Fairness and honesty are at the heart of business ethics and relate to the general val-

ues of decision makers. At a minimum, businesspersons are expected to follow all 

applicable laws and regulations. But beyond obeying the law, they are expected not 

to harm customers, employees, clients, or competitors knowingly through deception, 

misrepresentation, coercion, or discrimination. Honesty and fairness can relate to 

how the employees use the resources of the organization. In contrast, dishonesty is 

usually associated with a lack of integrity, lack of disclosure, and lying. One common 

example of dishonesty is theft of offi ce supplies. Fraud and theft occurs at approxi-

mately 35 percent of small businesses.24 Although the majority of offi ce supply thefts 

involve small things such as pencils or Post-it Notes, some workers admit to steal-

ing more expensive equipment such as laptops, PDAs, and cell phones. Employees 

should be aware of policies on taking items and recognize how these decisions relate 

to ethical behavior.

One aspect of fairness relates to competition. Although numerous laws have been 

passed to foster competition and make monopolistic practices illegal, companies 

sometimes gain control over markets by using questionable practices that harm com-

petition. Bullying can also occur between companies that are intense competitors. 

For example, European antitrust regulators alleged that some of the world’s biggest 

banks—including Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and J.P. Morgan— collaborated 

with an industry association to prevent exchanges from offering and trading in credit 

derivatives. The allegations claim that the collusion was done to prevent banks from 

losing revenue in this profi table area. If true, the banks would be in violation of 

 European laws dictating fair competition. The banks vehemently denied the accu-

sations.25 In many cases, the alleged misconduct not only can have monetary and 

legal implications but can also threaten reputation, investor confi dence, and customer 

TABLE 2.4
Least Corrupt Countries

Rank Country CPI Score*

 1. Denmark/New Zealand 91

 3. Finland/Sweden 89

 5. Norway/Singapore 86

 7. Switzerland 85

 8. Netherlands 83

 9. Australia/Canada 81

11. Luxembourg 80

12. Germany/Iceland 78

14. United Kingdom 76

15. Barbados/Belgium/Hong Kong 75

18. Japan 74

19. United States/Uruguay 73

*Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) score relates to perceptions of the degree of public sector corruption as seen by businesspeople 
and country analysts and ranges between 0 (highly corrupt) and 10 (very clean).

Source: Corruption Perceptions Index 2013, Copyright Transparency International 2013, http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2013/results/ 
(accessed February 21, 2014).
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loyalty. At the minimum, a business found guilty of anticompetitive practices will be 

forced to stop such conduct. However, many companies end up paying millions in 

penalties to settle allegations.26

Another aspect of fairness and honesty relates to disclosure of potential harm 

caused by product use. For instance, the FDA has become increasingly concerned 

about the use of trans fats in food. The FDA believes that disclosing trans fats through 

labeling is no longer suffi cient. Because trans fats are considered to be harmful, the 

FDA announced a proposal to phase out trans fats. If this proposal takes effect, food 

companies would have to eliminate trans fats from their ingredients or petition the 

agency and meet strong safety standards.27

Dishonesty has become a signifi cant problem in the United States. A survey of 

23,000 high school students reported that 51 percent of students admitted to cheating 

on an exam at least once in the past year, and 20 percent admitted to stealing. Perhaps 

even more disturbing, 93 percent of respondents stated that they were satisfi ed with 

their personal ethical character. If today’s students are tomorrow’s leaders, there is 

likely to be a correlation between acceptable behavior today and tomorrow. This adds 

to the argument that the leaders of today must be prepared for the ethical risks associ-

ated with this downward trend.28

Even military offi cers have felt the pressure to cheat. At one Air Force base in 

Montana, nearly half of the Air Force offi cers at the base cheated on a profi ciency 

exam. Another investigation was launched shortly afterward to determine whether 

senior Navy enlistees in South Carolina cheated on an exam containing classifi ed 

Misuse of company time through the use of personal social media is very costly to businesses. 
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information. Another 800 soldiers in the Army were placed under criminal investiga-

tion for being involved in kickbacks to soldiers who recruited friends. As a result of 

these scandals, the military is increasing its ethics training.29

Communications. Communications is another area in which ethical concerns 

may arise. False and misleading advertising, as well as deceptive personal-selling tac-

tics, anger consumers and can lead to the failure of a business. Truthfulness about 

product safety and quality is also important to consumers. General Motors (GM) issued 

a recall on its 2005–2007 Chevrolet Cobalt vehicles, but not until at least six deaths 

were attributed to Cobalt car accidents where the airbags did not deploy due to switch 

failure. It has been alleged that a GM engineer had encountered the problem as early 

as 2004, but GM did not issue a recall. Rather, the company sent a service bulletin to 

its dealers advising them to install snap-on key covers that would fi x the problem if 

customers complained. Many dealers did not install these key covers. A congressional 

hearing was ordered to investigate the situation, but before GM testifi ed, it launched an 

additional recall of 1.5 million vehicles for electric power steering issues.30

Some companies fail to provide enough information for consumers about dif-

ferences or similarities between products. For example, driven by high prices for 

TrunItIn is an Internet service that allows teachers to determine if their students have plagriarized content. 
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medicines, many consumers are turning to Canadian, 

Mexican, and overseas Internet sources for drugs to 

treat a variety of illnesses and conditions. However, 

research suggests that a signifi cant percentage of 

these imported pharmaceuticals may not actually 

contain the labeled drug, and the counterfeit drugs 

could even be harmful to those who take them.31

Another important aspect of communications that 

may raise ethical concerns relates to product label-

ing. This becomes an even greater concern with po-

tentially harmful products like cigarettes. In Europe, 

at least 30 percent of the front side of cigarette pack-

aging and 40 percent of the back needs to be taken 

up by the warning. The FDA passed similar rules for 

the United States, but its ruling was blocked until the 

lawsuit between the FDA and cigarette companies 

is resolved.32 However, labeling of other products 

raises ethical questions when it threatens basic rights, such as freedom of speech 

and expression. This is the heart of the controversy surrounding the movement to re-

quire warning labels on movies and videogames, rating their content, language, and 

appropriate audience age. Although people in the entertainment industry claim that 

such labeling violates their First Amendment right to freedom of expression, other 

consumers— particularly  parents—believe that labeling is needed to protect children 

from harmful infl uences. Similarly, alcoholic beverage and cigarette manufacturers 

have argued that a total ban on cigarette and alcohol advertisements violates the First 

Amendment. Internet regulation, particularly that designed to protect children and 

the elderly, is on the forefront in consumer protection legislation. Because of the 

debate surrounding the acceptability of these business activities, they remain major 

ethical issues.

Business Relationships. The behavior of businesspersons toward customers, 

suppliers, and others in their workplace may also generate ethical concerns. Ethical be-

havior within a business involves keeping company secrets, meeting obligations and 

responsibilities, and avoiding undue pressure that may force others to act unethically.

Managers in particular, because of the authority of their position, have the op-

portunity to infl uence employees’ actions. For example, a manager might infl uence 

employees to use pirated computer software to save costs. The use of illegal software 

puts the employee and the company at legal risk, but employees may feel pressured 

to do so by their superior’s authority. The National Business Ethics Survey found that 

employees who feel pressured to compromise ethical standards view top and middle 

managers as the greatest source of such pressure.33

It is the responsibility of managers to create a work environment that helps the or-

ganization achieve its objectives and fulfi ll its responsibilities. However, the methods 

that managers use to enforce these responsibilities should not compromise employee 

rights. Organizational pressures may encourage a person to engage in activities that he 

or she might otherwise view as unethical, such as invading others’ privacy or stealing 

a competitor’s secrets. The fi rm may provide only vague or lax supervision on ethi-

cal issues, creating the opportunity for misconduct. Managers who offer no ethical 

direction to employees create many opportunities for manipulation, dishonesty, and 

confl icts of interest.

New York Yankees third baseman Alex Rodriguez was suspended after 
evidence suggested he had been using performance-enhancing drugs. 
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Plagiarism—taking someone else’s work and presenting it as your own without 

mentioning the source—is another ethical issue. As a student, you may be familiar 

with plagiarism in school—for example, copying someone else’s term paper or quot-

ing from a published work or Internet source without acknowledging it. In business, 

an ethical issue arises when an employee copies reports or takes the work or ideas 

of others and presents it as his or her own. A manager attempting to take credit for a 

subordinate’s ideas is engaging in another type of plagiarism.

Making Decisions about Ethical Issues
Although we’ve presented a variety of ethical issues that may arise in business, it can 

be diffi cult to recognize specifi c ethical issues in practice. Whether a decision maker 

recognizes an issue as an ethical one often depends on the issue itself. Managers, for 

example, tend to be more concerned about issues that affect those close to them, as 

well as issues that have immediate rather than long-term consequences. Thus, the 

perceived importance of an ethical issue substantially affects choices. However, only 

a few issues receive scrutiny, and most receive no attention at all.34

Table 2.5 lists some questions you may want to ask yourself and others when trying 

to determine whether an action is ethical. Open discussion of ethical issues does not 

eliminate ethical problems, but it does promote both trust and learning in an organiza-

tion.35 When people feel that they cannot discuss what they are doing with their co-

workers or superiors, there is a good chance that an ethical issue exists. Once a person 

has recognized an ethical issue and can openly discuss it with others, he or she has 

begun the process of resolving that issue.

Improving Ethical Behavior in Business
Understanding how people make ethical choices and what prompts a person to act 

unethically may reverse the current trend toward unethical behavior in business. Ethi-

cal decisions in an organization are infl uenced by three key factors: individual moral 

standards, the infl uence of managers and co-workers, and the opportunity to engage 

in misconduct (Figure 2.2). While you have great control over your personal ethics 

plagiarism
the act of taking someone 
else’s work and presenting 
it as your own without 
mentioning the source
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TABLE 2.5
Questions to Consider in 

Determining Whether an 

Action Is Ethical

Are there any potential legal restrictions or violations that could result from the action?

Does your company have a specifi c code of ethics or policy on the action?

Is this activity customary in your industry? Are there any industry trade groups that provide guidelines 
or codes of conduct that address this issue?

Would this activity be accepted by your co-workers? Will your decision or action withstand open 
discussion with co-workers and managers and survive untarnished?

How does this activity fi t with your own beliefs and values?

Ethical/Unethical

Choices

in Business

Opportunity:

Codes and

Compliance

Requirements

Managers'

and

Co-workers'

Influence

Individual

Standards

and

Values

+ + =

FIGURE 2.2
Three Factors That 

Infl uence Business Ethics
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outside the workplace, your co-workers and superiors exert signifi cant control over 

your choices at work through authority and example. In fact, the activities and ex-

amples set by co-workers, along with rules and policies established by the fi rm, are 

critical in gaining consistent ethical compliance in an organization. If the company 

fails to provide good examples and direction for appropriate conduct, confusion and 

confl ict will develop and result in the opportunity for misconduct. If your boss or co-

workers leave work early, you may be tempted to do so as well. If you see co-workers 

engaged in personal activities such as shopping online or watching YouTube, then you 

may be more likely to do so also. In addition, having sound personal values contrib-

utes to an ethical workplace.

Because ethical issues often emerge from confl ict, it is useful to examine the causes 

of ethical confl ict. Business managers and employees often experience some tension 

between their own ethical beliefs and their obligations to the organizations in which 

they work. Many employees utilize different ethical standards at work than they do at 

home. This confl ict increases when employees feel that their company is encouraging 

unethical conduct or exerting pressure on them to engage in it.

It is diffi cult for employees to determine what conduct is acceptable within a com-

pany if the fi rm does not have established ethics policies and standards. And without 

such policies and standards, employees may base decisions on how their peers and 

superiors behave. Professional codes of ethics are formalized rules and standards 

that describe what the company expects of its employees. Codes of ethics do not have 

to be so detailed that they take into account every situation, but they should provide 

guidelines and principles that can help employees achieve organizational objectives 

and address risks in an acceptable and ethical way. The development of a code of eth-

ics should include not only a fi rm’s executives and board of directors, but also legal 

staff and employees from all areas of a fi rm.37 Table 2.6 lists some key things to con-

sider when developing a code of ethics.

codes of ethics
formalized rules and 
standards that describe what 
a company expects 
of its employees

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

Ralph Lauren Sets Example in FCPA Case
What does a company do when an internal audit fi nds that 
bribery has occurred? For Ralph Lauren Corporation, it turns 
itself in. The company discovered that from 2005 to 2009, 
bribes were paid to customs and government offi cials in 
 Argentina in the form of cash, dresses, handbags, and per-
fume to expedite processes of merchandise in the South 
American country. This misconduct violates the Foreign 
 Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), which makes it illegal for com-
panies with operations in the United States to bribe foreign 
offi cials.

When Ralph Lauren discovered the bribery, it immedi-
ately reported the misconduct to the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) and worked with government authorities 
in the investigation. The company agreed to pay $1.6 million 
to settle investigations. More than $700,000 of this payment 
covers the amount of the bribes paid to offi cials.

By turning itself in, Ralph Lauren received applause from 
several SEC offi cials, who deemed the company’s actions 
ethical. The clothing retailer was able to resolve charges and 
sign nonprosecution agreements. This was the fi rst such 
agreement in history related to the FCPA. This case demon-
strates that it pays to comply with the law when miscon-
duct is discovered. Not only can penalties be less severe, but 
Ralph Lauren’s reputation as a company committed to doing 
the right thing will likely improve.36

Discussion Questions
 1. How did Ralph Lauren violate the FCPA?
 2. Why did Ralph Lauren receive less severe penalties for the 

misconduct?
 3. How can the Ralph Lauren bribery case set a precedent for 

other fi rms when discovering misconduct?
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Codes of ethics, policies on ethics, and ethics training programs advance ethical 

behavior because they prescribe which activities are acceptable and which are not, 

and they limit the opportunity for misconduct by providing punishments for violations 

of the rules and standards. Codes and policies on ethics encourage the creation of an 

ethical culture in the company. According to the National Business Ethics Survey 

(NBES), employees in organizations that have written codes of conduct and ethics 

training, ethics offi ces or hotlines, and systems for reporting are more likely to report 

misconduct when they observe it. The survey found that a company’s ethical culture 

is the greatest determinant of future misconduct.38

The enforcement of ethical codes and policies through rewards and punishments 

increases the acceptance of ethical standards by employees. For instance, Texas 

Instruments has a strong code of ethics and a culture of corporate citizenship that 

encourages employee participation. Every year, the fi rm releases an ethics and citi-

zenship report and exercises transparency by making it easily accessible through 

its website. Texas Instruments posts periodic updates on its citizenship activities 

throughout the year, and a brochure featuring its values and ethical expectations 

can also be downloaded from its website. The company has been selected by the 

Ethisphere Institute as one of the world’s most ethical companies for seven con-

secutive years.39

One of the most important components of an ethics program is a means through 

which employees can report observed misconduct anonymously. Although the risk 

of retaliation is still a major factor in whether an employee will report illegal con-

duct, the NBES found that whistleblowing has increased in the past few years. 

Approximately 63 percent of respondents said they reported misconduct when they 

observed it.40 Whistleblowing occurs when an employee exposes an employer’s 

wrongdoing to outsiders, such as the media or government regulatory agencies. 

However, more companies are establishing programs to encourage employees to 

report illegal or unethical practices internally so that they can take steps to rem-

edy problems before they result in legal action or generate negative publicity. 

whistleblowing
the act of an employee 
exposing an employer’s 
wrongdoing to outsiders, such 
as the media or government 
regulatory agencies

TABLE 2.6
Key Things to Consider 

in Developing a Code of 

Ethics

•  Create a team to assist with the process of developing the code (include management and 
nonmanagement employees from across departments and functions).

•  Solicit input from employees from different departments, functions, and regions to compile a list of 
common questions and answers to include in the code document.

•  Make certain that the headings of the code sections can be easily understood by all employees.

•  Avoid referencing specifi c U.S. laws and regulations or those of specifi c countries, particularly for 
codes that will be distributed to employees in multiple regions.

•  Hold employee group meetings on a complete draft version (including graphics and pictures) of the 
text, using language that everyone can understand.

•  Inform employees that they will receive a copy of the code during an introduction session.

•  Let all employees know that they will receive future ethics training that will, in part, cover the 
important information contained in the code document.

Source: Adapted from William Miller, “Implementing an Organizational Code of Ethics,” International Business Ethics Review 7 
(Winter 2004), pp. 1, 6–10.
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Unfortunately, whistleblowers are often treated negatively in organizations. The 

government seeks to discourage this practice by rewarding fi rms that encourage 

employees to report misconduct—with reduced fi nes and penalties when viola-

tions occur. Congress has also taken steps to close a legislative loophole in whistle-

blowing legislation that has led to the dismissal of many whistleblowers. In 2010, 

Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Act, which includes a “whistleblower bounty pro-

gram.” The Securities and Exchange Commission can now award whistleblowers 

between 10 and 30 percent of monetary sanctions over $1 million. The hope is that 

incentives will encourage more people to come forward with information regarding 

corporate misconduct. 

The current trend is to move away from legally based ethical initiatives in orga-

nizations to cultural- or integrity-based initiatives that make ethics a part of core or-

ganizational values. Organizations recognize that effective business ethics programs 

are good for business performance. Firms that develop higher levels of trust function 

more effi ciently and effectively and avoid damaged company reputations and product 

images. Organizational ethics initiatives have been supportive of many positive and 

diverse organizational objectives, such as profi tability, hiring, employee satisfaction, 

and customer loyalty.41 Conversely, lack of organizational ethics initiatives and the 

absence of workplace values such as honesty, trust, and integrity can have a negative 

impact on organizational objectives and employee retention. According to one study, 

three of the most common factors that executives give for why turnover increases are 

employee loss of trust in the company, a lack of transparency among company lead-

ers, and unfair employee treatment.42

The Nature of Social Responsibility
For the purposes of this book, we classify four stages of social responsibility: fi nan-

cial, legal compliance, ethics, and philanthropy (Table 2.7). Another way of catego-

rizing these four dimensions of social responsibility: economic, legal, ethical, and 

voluntary (including philanthropic).43 Earning profi ts is the economic foundation, and 

complying with the law is the next step. However, a business whose sole objective 

is to maximize profi ts is not likely to consider its social responsibility, although its 

activities will probably be legal. (We looked at ethical responsibilities in the fi rst half 

of this chapter.) Finally, voluntary responsibilities are additional activities that may 

LO 2-4

TABLE 2.7
Social Responsibility 

Requirements

Stages Examples

Stage 1: Financial Viability Starbucks offers investors a healthy return on investment, 
including paying dividends.

Stage 2: Compliance with Legal 
and Regulatory Requirements

Starbucks specifi es in its code of conduct that payments made 
to foreign government offi cials must be lawful according to the 
laws of the United States and the foreign country. 

Stage 3: Ethics, Principles, and 
Values

Starbucks offers healthcare benefi ts to part-time employees 
and supports coffee growers by offering them fair prices.

Stage 4: Philanthropic Activities Starbucks created the Starbucks Foundation to award grants to 
eligible nonprofi ts and to give back to their communities.
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not be required but which promote human welfare or goodwill. Legal and economic 

concerns have long been acknowledged in business, but voluntary and ethical issues 

are more recent concerns.

Corporate citizenship is the extent to which businesses meet the legal, ethical, 

economic, and voluntary responsibilities placed on them by their various stakehold-

ers. It involves the activities and organizational processes adopted by businesses to 

meet their social responsibilities. A commitment to corporate citizenship by a fi rm 

indicates a strategic focus on fulfi lling the social responsibilities expected of it by its 

stakeholders. For example, CVS is attempting to demonstrate corporate citizenship 

by eliminating tobacco products from its pharmacies. Although this will cost the fi rm 

$2 billion in sales, CVS believes it is contradictory to market itself as a health care ser-

vices business while still selling a dangerous product.44 Corporate citizenship involves 

action and measurement of the extent to which a fi rm embraces the corporate citizen-

ship philosophy and then follows through by implementing citizenship and social 

responsibility initiatives. One of the major corporate citizenship issues is the focus 

on preserving the environment. The majority of people agree that climate change is a 

global emergency, but there is no agreement on how to solve the problem.45 Another 

example of a corporate citizenship issue might be animal rights—an issue that is im-

portant to many stakeholders. As the organic and local foods movements grow and 

become more profi table, more and more stakeholders are calling for more humane 

practices in factory farms as well.46 Large factory farms are where most Americans 

get their meat, but some businesses are looking at more animal-friendly options in 

response to public outcry.

Part of the answer to the climate change crisis is alternative energy such as solar, 

wind, bio-fuels, and hydro applications. The drive for alternative fuels such as ethanol 

from corn has added new issues such as food price increases and food shortages. More 

than 2 billion consumers earn less than $2 a day in wages. Sharply increased food 

costs have led to riots and government policies to restrict trade in basic commodities 

such as rice, corn, and soybeans.47

To respond to these developments, most companies are introducing eco-friendly 

products and marketing efforts. Netherlands-based Royal Philips has released its sec-

ond generation of 75-watt and 100-watt LED equivalent light bulbs. To demonstrate 

their sustainability, these bulbs have been ENERGY STAR certifi ed. LEDs are a more 

sustainable alternative to incandescent light bulbs, but they are more costly to the con-

sumer. In its desires to make adoption easier for consumers, Philips offered rebates 

of up to $10 per light bulb.48 However, although 69 percent of consumers say it is all 

right for a fi rm not to be environmentally perfect as long as it is honest, 78 percent 

claim that they will boycott fi rms caught making misleading environmental claims.49 

This is because many businesses are promoting themselves as green-conscious and 

concerned about the environment without actually making the necessary commit-

ments to environmental health.

The Ethisphere Institute selects an annual list of the world’s most ethical compa-

nies based on the following criteria: corporate citizenship and responsibility; cor-

porate governance; innovation that contributes to the public well-being; industry 

leadership; executive leadership and tone from the top; legal, regulatory, and reputa-

tion track record; and internal systems and ethics/compliance program.50 Table 2.8 

shows 26 from that list.

Although the concept of social responsibility is receiving more and more attention, 

it is still not universally accepted. Table 2.9 lists some of the arguments for and against 

social responsibility.

corporate citizenship
the extent to which 
businesses meet the legal, 
ethical, economic, and 
voluntary responsibilities 
placed on them by their 
stakeholders
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TABLE 2.9
The Arguments For 

and Against Social 

Responsibility

For:

1.  Business helped to create many of the social problems that exist today, so it should play a 
signifi cant role in solving them, especially in the areas of pollution reduction and cleanup.

2.  Businesses should be more responsible because they have the fi nancial and technical resources to 
help solve social problems.

3.  As members of society, businesses should do their fair share to help others.

4.  Socially responsible decision making by businesses can prevent increased government regulation.

5.  Social responsibility is necessary to ensure economic survival: If businesses want educated and 
healthy employees, customers with money to spend, and suppliers with quality goods and services 
in years to come, they must take steps to help solve the social and environmental problems that 
exist today.

Against:

1.  It sidetracks managers from the primary goal of business—earning profi ts. Every dollar donated to 
social causes or otherwise spent on society’s problems is a dollar less for owners and investors.

2.  Participation in social programs gives businesses greater power, perhaps at the expense of 
particular segments of society.

3.  Some people question whether business has the expertise needed to assess and make decisions 
about social problems.

4.  Many people believe that social problems are the responsibility of government agencies and 
offi cials, who can be held accountable by voters.

TABLE 2.8
A Selection of the World’s 

Most Ethical Companies

L’OREAL eBay

Starbucks Coffee Company Hospital Corporation of America (HCA)

Marks and Spencer Xerox Corporation

General Electric Company Eaton

T-Mobile USA Inc. Cummins

PepsiCo Ford Motor Company

ManpowerGroup Google Inc.

Colgate-Palmolive Company Gap, Inc.

International Paper Texas Instruments Incorporated

Adobe Systems Incorporated Waste Management

UPS Kellogg Company

Accenture Afl ac Incorporated

Salesforce.com Safeway Inc.

Source: “2014 World’s Most Ethical Companies—Honorees,” Ethisphere, http://ethisphere.com/worlds-most-ethical/wme-honorees/ 
(accessed April 7, 2014).
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Social Responsibility Issues
As with ethics, managers consider social responsibility on a daily basis. Among the 

many social issues that managers must consider are their fi rms’ relations with own-

ers and stockholders, employees, consumers, the environment, and the community. 

For example, Indra Nooyi, CEO of PepsiCo, believes that companies must embrace 

“purpose,” not just for fi nancial results, but also for the imprint they leave on society. 

She goes on to say that stakeholders, including employees, consumers, and regulators, 

“will leave no doubt that performance without purpose is not a long-term sustainable 

formula.”51

Social responsibility is a dynamic area with issues changing constantly in response 

to society’s demands. There is much evidence that social responsibility is associated 

with improved business performance. Consumers are refusing to buy from businesses 

that receive publicity about misconduct. A number of studies have found a direct 

 relationship between social responsibility and profi tability, as well as a link that 

 exists between employee commitment and customer loyalty—two major concerns of 

any fi rm trying to increase profi ts.52 This section highlights a few of the many social 

 responsibility issues that managers face; as managers become aware of and work 

 toward the solution of current social problems, new ones will certainly emerge.

Relations with Owners and Stockholders.  Businesses must fi rst be 

 responsible to their owners, who are primarily concerned with earning a profi t or 

a return on their investment in a company. In a small business, this responsibility is 

fairly easy to fulfi ll because the owner(s) personally manages the business or knows 

the managers well. In larger businesses, particularly corporations owned by thousands 

of stockholders, ensuring responsibility becomes a more diffi cult task.

A business’s obligations to its owners and investors, as well as to the fi nancial 

community at large, include maintaining proper accounting procedures, providing all 

relevant information to investors about the current and projected performance of the 

fi rm, and protecting the owners’ rights and investments. In short, the business must 

maximize the owners’ investments in the fi rm.

Employee Relations. Another issue of importance to a business is its responsi-

bilities to employees. Without employees, a business cannot carry out its goals. Em-

ployees expect businesses to provide a safe workplace, pay them adequately for their 

work, and keep them informed of what is happening in their company. They want em-

ployers to listen to their grievances and treat them fairly. For instance, after months of 

negotiations, Safeway and Giant Food supermarkets agreed to a three-year agreement 

with the United Food & Commercial Workers union to continue providing health care 

benefi ts and pensions to workers. However, the decision did not come easily. The 

union nearly organized a worker strike when the stores could not agree on a new con-

tract, especially as there was talk that the supermarkets were considering eliminating 

health care benefi ts for part-time workers and spouses. The agreement with the union 

will likely contribute to higher morale among employees.53

Congress has passed several laws regulating safety in the workplace, many of 

which are enforced by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 

Labor unions have also made signifi cant contributions to achieving safety in the work-

place and improving wages and benefi ts. Most organizations now recognize that the 

safety and satisfaction of their employees are critical ingredients in their success, and 

many strive to go beyond what is legally expected of them. Healthy, satisfi ed employ-

ees also supply more than just labor to their employers. Employers are beginning to 

LO 2-5
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realize the importance of obtaining input from even the lowest-level employees to 

help the company reach its objectives.

A major social responsibility for business is providing equal opportunities for all 

employees regardless of their sex, age, race, religion, or nationality. Women and mi-

norities have been slighted in the past in terms of education, employment, and ad-

vancement opportunities; additionally, many of their needs have not been addressed 

by business. Discrimination still occurs in business. The Equal Employment Opportu-

nity Commission (EEOC) fi led a class age discrimination lawsuit against Ruby Tues-

day for discriminating against employees 40 years or older in several of its locations. 

Ruby Tuesday paid $575,000 and committed toward audits and better training as part 

of the settlement.54 Women, who continue to bear most child-rearing responsibilities, 

often experience confl ict between those responsibilities and their duties as employ-

ees. Consequently, day care has become a major employment issue for women, and 

more companies are providing day care facilities as part of their effort to recruit and 

advance women in the workforce. In addition, companies are considering alternative 

scheduling such as fl ex-time and job sharing to accommodate employee concerns. 

Telecommuting has grown signifi cantly over the past 5 to 10 years as well. Many 

Americans today believe business has a social obligation to provide special opportuni-

ties for women and minorities to improve their standing in society.

Consumer Relations. A critical issue in business today is business’s responsi-

bility to customers, who look to business to provide them with satisfying, safe products 

and to respect their rights as consumers. The activities that independent individuals, 

groups, and organizations undertake to protect their rights as consumers are known as 

consumerism. To achieve their objectives, consumers and their advocates write let-

ters to companies, lobby government agencies, make public service announcements, 

and boycott companies whose activities they deem irresponsible.

Many of the desires of those involved in the consumer movement have a foundation 

in John F. Kennedy’s 1962 consumer bill of rights, which highlighted four rights. The 

right to safety means that a business must not knowingly sell anything that could result 

in personal injury or harm to consumers. Defective or dangerous products erode public 

confi dence in the ability of business to serve society. They also result in expensive 

litigation that ultimately increases the cost of products for all consumers. The right to 

safety also means businesses must provide a safe place for consumers to shop.

The right to be informed gives consumers the freedom to review complete informa-

tion about a product before they buy it. This means that detailed information about 

ingredients, risks, and instructions for use are to be printed on labels and packages. 

When companies mislead consumers about the benefi ts of their products, then they 

infringe on consumers’ rights to be informed. American Express Corporation paid 

$76 million to settle allegations that it had misled consumers about the benefi ts of its 

identity-theft protection add-on services.55 The right to choose ensures that consumers 

have access to a variety of goods and services at competitive prices. The assurance of 

both satisfactory quality and service at a fair price is also a part of the consumer’s right 

to choose. The right to be heard assures consumers that their interests will  receive full 

and sympathetic consideration when the government formulates policy. It also ensures 

the fair treatment of consumers who voice complaints about a purchased product.

The role of the Federal Trade Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Protection exists 

to protect consumers against unfair, deceptive, or fraudulent practices. The bureau, 

which enforces a variety of consumer protection laws, is divided into fi ve divisions. 

The Division of Enforcement monitors legal compliance and investigates violations of 

consumerism
the activities that independent 
individuals, groups, and 
organizations undertake 
to protect their rights as 
consumers
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laws, including unfulfi lled holiday delivery promises 

by online shopping sites, employment opportunities 

fraud, scholarship scams, misleading advertising for 

health care products, and more.

Sustainability Issues. Most people probably 

associate the term environment with nature, includ-

ing wildlife, trees, oceans, and mountains. Until the 

20th century, people generally thought of the envi-

ronment solely in terms of how these resources could 

be harnessed to satisfy their needs for food, shelter, 

transportation, and recreation. As the earth’s popula-

tion swelled throughout the 20th century, however, 

humans began to use more and more of these re-

sources and, with technological advancements, to do 

so with ever-greater effi ciency. Although these condi-

tions have resulted in a much-improved standard of 

living, they come with a cost. Plant and animal species, along with wildlife habitats, 

are disappearing at an accelerated rate, while pollution has rendered the atmosphere 

of some cities a gloomy haze. How to deal with these issues has become a major con-

cern for business and society in the 21st century.

Although the scope of the word sustainability is broad, in this book we discuss the 

term from a strategic business perspective. Thus, we defi ne sustainability as conduct-

ing activities in such a way as to provide for the long-term well-being of the natural 

environment, including all biological entities. Sustainability involves the interaction 

among nature and individuals, organizations, and business strategies and includes the 

assessment and improvement of business strategies, economic sectors, work practices, 

technologies, and lifestyles, so that they maintain the health of the natural environ-

ment. In recent years, business has played a signifi cant role in adapting, using, and 

maintaining the quality of sustainability.

Environmental protection emerged as a major issue in the 20th century in the face 

of increasing evidence that pollution, uncontrolled use of natural resources, and popu-

lation growth were putting increasing pressure on the long-term sustainability of these 

resources. Governments around the globe responded with environmental protection 

laws during the 1970s. In recent years, companies have been increasingly incorpo-

rating these issues into their overall business strategies. Some nonprofi t organiza-

tions have stepped forward to provide leadership in gaining the cooperation of diverse 

groups in responsible environmental activities. For example, the Coalition for En-

vironmentally Responsible Economies (CERES)—a union of businesses, consumer 

groups, environmentalists, and other stakeholders—has established a set of goals for 

environmental performance.

In the following section, we examine some of the most signifi cant sustainability 

and environmental health issues facing business and society today, including pollution 

and alternative energy.

Pollution. A major issue in the area of environmental responsibility is pollution. 

Water pollution results from dumping toxic chemicals and raw sewage into rivers 

and oceans, oil spills, and the burial of industrial waste in the ground where it may 

fi lter into underground water supplies. Fertilizers and insecticides used in farming 

and grounds maintenance also run off into water supplies with each rainfall. Water 

pollution problems are especially notable in heavily industrialized areas. Medical 

sustainability
conducting activities in 
a way that allows for the 
long-term well-being of 
the natural environment, 
including all biological entities. 
Sustainability involves the 
assessment and improvement 
of business strategies, 
economic sectors, work 
practices, technologies, and 
lifestyles so that they maintain 
the health of the natural 
environment.

The National Hockey League’s NHL Green iniatiative partners with 
organizations to contribute toward improving the environment. 
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waste—such as used syringes, vials of blood, and HIV-contaminated  materials—has 

turned up on beaches in New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts, as well as other 

places. Society is demanding that water supplies be clean and healthful to reduce the 

potential danger from these substances.

Air pollution is usually the result of smoke and other pollutants emitted by 

manufacturing facilities, as well as carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons emit-

ted by motor vehicles. In addition to the health risks posed by air pollution, when 

some chemical compounds emitted by manufacturing facilities react with air and 

rain, acid rain results. Acid rain has contributed to the deaths of many forests and 

lakes in North America as well as in Europe. Air pollution may also contribute to 

global warming; as carbon dioxide collects in the earth’s atmosphere, it traps the 

sun’s heat and prevents the earth’s surface from cooling. It is indisputable that the 

global surface temperature has been increasing over the past 35 years. Worldwide 

passenger vehicle ownership has been growing due to rapid industrialization and 

consumer purchasing power in China, India, and other developing countries with 

large populations. The most important way to contain climate change is to control 

carbon emissions. The move to green buildings, higher-mileage cars, and other 

emissions reductions resulting from better effi ciency have the potential to generate 

up to 50 percent of the reductions needed to keep warming at no more than 28°C 

above present temperatures—considered the “safe” level.56 The 2007 U.S. Federal 

Energy bill raised average fuel economy (CAFE) standards to 35 mpg for cars by 

2020, while Europe has the goal of a 40 mpg standard by the same deadline. Because 

buildings create half of U.S. greenhouse emissions, there is tremendous opportu-

nity to develop conservation measures. For example, some utilities charge more for 

electricity in peak demand periods, which encourages behavioral changes that re-

duce consumption. More and more consumers are recognizing the need to protect the 

planet. Figure 2.3 shows the conservation habits of consumers when they purchase, 

use, and dispose of products. Although most consumers admit that sustainable prod-

ucts are important and that they bear responsibility for properly using and disposing 

of the product, many admit that they fail to do this.

0 10 20 30 40 50
Percentage of Respondents

60 70 80 90 100

Dispose of products in way that
fulfills intended environmental benefit

Use products in way that fulfills
intended environmental benefit

Believe it is their responsibility to
properly use and dispose of products

Consider the environment
when they shop

Seek out environmental
information on products they buy

FIGURE 2.3 Conservation Behaviors of Consumers 

Online survey conducted March 7–10, 2013, by ORC International among a demographically representative sample of 1,068 adults, comprising 552 men and 516 women 
18 years of age and older. The margin of error associated with a sample of this size is ±3% at a 95% level of confi dence.

Source: Cone Communications, “Cone Releases 2013 Cone Communications Green Gap Trend Tracker,” April 2, 2013, www.conecomm.com/2013-green-gap-trend-tracker-1 
(accessed February 21, 2014).
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Land pollution is tied directly to water pollution because many of the chemicals 

and toxic wastes that are dumped on the land eventually work their way into the water 

supply. A study conducted by the Environmental Protection Agency found residues 

of prescription drugs, soaps, and other contaminants in virtually every waterway in 

the United States. Effects of these pollutants on humans and wildlife are uncertain, 

but there is some evidence to suggest that fi sh and other water- dwellers are starting 

to suffer serious effects.58 Land pollution results from the dumping of residential and 

industrial waste, strip mining, forest fi res, and poor forest conservation. In Brazil and 

other South American countries, rain forests are being destroyed—to make way for 

farms and ranches, at a cost of the extinction of the many animals and plants (some 

endangered species) that call the rain forest home. For example, annual deforestation 

in the Brazilian rainforest encompasses an area about the size of Delaware. The good 

news is that deforestation rates in Brazil may be decreasing due to new laws against 

illegal logging.59 Large-scale deforestation also depletes the oxygen supply available 

to humans and other animals.

Related to the problem of land pollution is the larger issue of how to dispose of 

waste in an environmentally responsible manner. Americans discard nearly 7 million 

tons of plastic bags each year. Hawaii has banned plastic bag use, and California, 

Delaware, New York, Illinois, Maine, and Rhode Island have adopted reuse, relabel, 

or recycling programs for plastic bags.60 Starting in 2014, Los Angeles also banned 

plastic bag use. Under the new law, shoppers will have to bring their own reusable 

bags or pay 10 cents for each paper bag. Los Angeles is the biggest city in the United 

States to ban plastic bag usage so far.61

Alternative Energy. With ongoing plans to reduce global carbon emissions, coun-

tries and companies alike are looking toward alternative energy sources. Traditional 

Sustainability Trade-offs: Lighter Vehicles and Higher Prices
As auto manufacturers focus on sustainability, vehicles are 
evolving into lighter versions of their old selves. Producing 
vehicles with materials such as aluminum, carbon fi ber, and 
high-strength steel are decreasing the weight of vehicles by 
about 200 pounds, while still providing the same amount of 
strength and without increasing the retail price. It is estimated 
that a vehicle’s weight accounts for two-thirds of the energy 
it uses, and lighter vehicles are expected to cut fuel usage 
in half. The use of lighter materials also allows for vehicles 
to be bound with structural adhesives and sealants, which 
can add rigidity to the body of the vehicle, absorb shock, and 
potentially provide a safer ride for the customer.

However, there is a downside. As cars become lighter, con-
sumers face higher repair costs when it comes time to repair 
their environmentally friendly vehicles. These lighter materi-
als are diffi cult to repair because welding and cutting weaken 
the surface. For example, customers may have to purchase 

an entire new panel for the damaged portion of the vehicle, 
which is more expensive than paying for repair work or re-
placement parts. Additionally, there have been cases wherein 
the auto adhesives have melted when reaching certain tem-
peratures. These are some examples of the kinds of trade-offs 
companies and consumers are facing in the quest to be more 
sustainable.57

Discussion Questions
 1. Discuss some of the trade-offs of having lighter, more sus-

tainable vehicles.
 2. Discuss any ethical issues you can identify in this scenario.
 3. In light of the negative consequences of producing these 

vehicles, do you think companies should continue to produce 
lighter-weight vehicles in the name of sustainability? Why or 
why not?

Going Green
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fossil fuels are problematic because of 

their emissions, but also because stores 

have been greatly depleted. Foreign fossil 

fuels are often imported from politically 

and economically unstable regions, often 

making it unsafe to conduct business there. 

However, the United States is becoming an 

energy powerhouse with its ability to drill 

for natural gas in large shale reserves. This 

is allowing the United States to move for-

ward on its goals to reach energy indepen-

dence. On the other hand, concerns over 

how these drilling methods are affecting 

the environment make this a controversial 

topic.

With global warming concerns and 

rising gas prices, the U.S. government 

has begun to recognize the need to look toward alternative forms of energy as a 

source of fuel and electricity. There have been many different ideas as to which 

form of alternative energy would best suit the United States’ energy needs. These 

sources include wind power, solar power, nuclear power, biofuels, electric cars, and 

hydro- and geothermal power. As of yet, no “best” form of alternative fuel has been 

selected to replace gasoline. Additionally, there are numerous challenges with the 

economic viability of alternative energy sources. For instance, wind and solar power 

cost signifi cantly more than traditional energy; watts from wind power are estimated 

to be 290 percent higher than from natural gas, and the costs of solar photovoltaic is 

estimated to be 230 percent more expensive. Alternative energy will likely require 

government subsidies to make any signifi cant strides. However, the news for solar 

power might be getting brighter. First Solar, an Arizona-based manufacturer of solar 

photovoltaic modules, has rebounded. Heavy competition from Chinese solar manu-

facturers had eaten up some of First Solar’s profi ts and bankrupted other American 

solar companies. Yet First Solar’s growth prospects appear to be high, refl ected in 

their climbing stock price.62

Response to Environmental Issues. Partly in response to federal legislation 

such as the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and partly due to consumer 

concerns, businesses are responding to environmental issues. Many small and large 

companies, including Walt Disney Company, Chevron, and Scott Paper, have cre-

ated an executive position—a vice president of environmental affairs—to help them 

achieve their business goals in an environmentally responsible manner. Some compa-

nies are fi nding that environmental consciousness can save them money. For example, 

one San Diego hotel saved more than $40,000 by changing how it uses energy and 

adopting more energy-saving devices.63

Many fi rms are trying to eliminate wasteful practices, the emission of pollutants, 

and/or the use of harmful chemicals from their manufacturing processes. Other com-

panies are seeking ways to improve their products. Utility providers, for example, are 

increasingly supplementing their services with alternative energy sources, including 

solar, wind, and geothermal power. Environmentalists are concerned that some com-

panies are merely greenwashing, or “creating a positive association with environmen-

tal issues for an unsuitable product, service, or practice.”

Solar power is growing in 
popularity as an alternative 
to traditional fuel sources, 
as this solar-power race car 
demonstrates. 
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In many places, local utility customers can even elect to 

purchase electricity from green sources— primarily wind 

power—for a few extra dollars a month.  Austin Energy 

of Austin, Texas, has an award-winning  GreenChoice 

program that includes many small and large businesses among its  customers.65 Indeed, 

a growing number of businesses and consumers are choosing green power sources 

where available. New Belgium Brewing Company, the third-largest craft brewer in the 

United States, is the fi rst all-wind-powered brewery in the country. Many businesses 

have turned to recycling, the reprocessing of materials—aluminum, paper, glass, and 

some plastic—for reuse. Such efforts to make products, packaging, and processes 

more environmentally friendly have been labeled “green” business or marketing by 

the public and media. New Belgium, for instance, started selling aluminum cans 

of its beers because aluminum is easily recyclable and creates less waste. Lumber 

products at The Home Depot may carry a seal from the Forest Stewardship Council 

to indicate that they were harvested from sustainable forests using environmentally 

friendly methods.66 Likewise, most Chiquita bananas are certifi ed through the Better 

Banana Project as having been grown with more environmentally and labor-friendly 

practices.67

It is important to recognize that, with current technology, environmental responsi-

bility requires trade-offs. Society must weigh the huge costs of limiting or eliminating 

pollution against the health threat posed by the pollution. Environmental responsibil-

ity imposes costs on both business and the public. Although people certainly do not 

want oil fouling beautiful waterways and killing wildlife, they insist on low-cost, 

readily available gasoline and heating oil. People do not want to contribute to the 

growing garbage-disposal problem, but they often refuse to pay more for “green” 

products packaged in an environmentally friendly manner, to recycle as much of their 

own waste as possible, or to permit the building of additional waste-disposal facilities 

(the “not in my backyard,” or NIMBY, syndrome). Managers must coordinate envi-

ronmental goals with other social and economic ones.

Community Relations. A fi nal, yet very signifi cant, issue for businesses con-

cerns their responsibilities to the general welfare of the communities and societies in 

which they operate. Many businesses simply want to make their communities better 

places for everyone to live and work. The most common way that businesses exercise 

their community responsibility is through donations to local and national charitable 

organizations. For example, General Electric employees hold fundraising efforts to 

raise money for the United Way. Additionally, GE donates 2 percent of its appliance 

sales from its online GE Appliance Outlet Store to the United Way.68 Small busi-

nesses also give back to their communities. Chattanooga-based coffee retailer Blue 

Smoke Coffee donates 10 percent of its sales to environmental and humanitarian 

causes.69 Even small companies participate in philanthropy through donations and 

volunteer support of local causes and national charities, such as the Red Cross and 

the United Way.

Unemployment
After realizing that the current pool of prospective employees lacks many basic skills 

necessary to work, many companies have become concerned about the quality of edu-

cation in the United States. Unemployment has become a signifi cant problem since 

the onset of the  fi nancial crisis in 2008. In the years following, unemployment reached 

DID YOU KNOW? Americans generate 4.4 million tons 

of electronic waste each year, including discarded laptops, 

mobile phones, and televisions.64
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as high as 10 percent in the United States.  Although it 

has fallen to about 7 percent since then, many consumers 

remain unemployed.70

Although most would argue that unemployment is 

an economic issue, it also carries ethical implications. 

Protests often occur in areas where unemployment is 

high, particularly when there seems to be a large gap be-

tween rich and poor. In Spain, high rates of unemploy-

ment caused unemployed citizens to arrange protests in 

the capital city of Madrid. Because Spain had received 

bailout money, international leaders have demanded steep 

spending cuts and tax rises. This has led to the unemploy-

ment of more than 6 million individuals. Spanish citizens 

protested the spending cuts imposed on them by other 

countries, feeling like they were unethical because they 

led to higher unemployment.71

Factory closures are another ethical issue because facto-

ries usually employ hundreds of workers. Sometimes it is 

necessary to close a plant due to economic reasons. How-

ever, factory closures not only affect individual employees, 

but their communities as well. When an Electrolux factory 

moved from Webster City, Iowa, to Juarez, Mexico, the 

city of 8,000 people lost its main employer. This is having 

repercussions on other businesses in the area because more 

unemployed people mean fewer sales.72

Another criticism levied against companies involves hiring standards. Studies 

 appear to show that while there are plenty of people unemployed, approximately 

35 percent of companies cite employees’ lack of experience as to why there are so 

many unfi lled positions. Yet only about 28 percent are investing in more training and 

development for new hires. While it is important for employees to have certain skills, 

many feel that businesses must be willing to train employees if they want to fi ll their 

vacancies and decrease the unemployment rate.73

On the other hand, several businesses are working to reduce unemployment. After be-

coming frustrated with high unemployment rates, Starbucks founder and CEO  Howard 

Schultz partnered with a national network of community lenders called  Opportunity 

Network to develop Create Jobs for USA. This program provides funding for com-

munity businesses with the intent to reduce unemployment in their areas. Starbucks 

initially donated $5 million to the initiative. Other companies have also made signifi cant 

contributions, including Banana Republic, Citi, Google Offers, and MasterCard.74

Additionally, businesses are beginning to take more responsibility for the hard-

core unemployed. These are people who have never had a job or who have been 

unemployed for a long period of time. Some are mentally or physically handicapped; 

some are homeless. Organizations such as the National Alliance of Businessmen fund 

programs to train the hard-core unemployed so that they can fi nd jobs and support 

themselves. Also, while numerous businesses laid off employees during the last reces-

sion, others were praised for their refusal to lay off workers. Boston Consulting Group 

(BCG), for instance, avoided laying off employees during the recession. As a result, 

employees at BCG are highly motivated and voted BCG as one of the best companies 

to work for.75 Such commitment enhances self-esteem and helps people become pro-

ductive members of society.

Thousands of jobs were lost after Blockbuster shuttered its stores. 



In the words of Kermit the Frog, “It’s not easy being green.” It may 
not be easy, but green business opportunities abound. A popular 
catch phrase, “Green is the new black,” indicates how fashionable 
green business is becoming. Consumers are more in tune with 
and concerned about green products, policies, and behaviors by 
companies than ever before. Companies are looking for new hires 
to help them see their business creatively and bring insights to all 
aspects of business operations. The American Solar Energy Soci-
ety estimates that the number of green jobs could rise to 40 million 
in the United States by 2030. Green business strategies not only 
give a fi rm a commercial advantage in the marketplace, but help 
lead the way toward a greener world. The fi ght to reduce our car-
bon footprint in an attempt against climate change has opened up 
opportunities for renewable energy, recycling, conservation, and 
increasing overall effi ciency in the way resources are used. New 
businesses that focus on hydro, wind, and solar power are on the 
rise and will need talented businesspeople to lead them. Carbon 
emissions’ trading is gaining popularity as large corporations and 
individuals alike seek to lower their footprints. A job in this growing 
fi eld could be similar to that of a stock trader, or you could lead the 
search for carbon-effi cient companies in which to invest.

In the ethics arena, current trends in business governance 
strongly support the development of ethics and compliance 
departments to help guide organizational integrity. This alone is a 
billion-dollar business, and there are jobs in developing organiza-
tional ethics programs, developing company policies, and training 

employees and management. An entry-level position might be as 
a communication specialist or trainer for programs in a business 
ethics department. Eventually there’s an opportunity to become 
an ethics officer that would have typical responsibilities of meet-
ing with employees, the board of directors, and top management 
to discuss and provide advice about ethics issues in the industry, 
developing and distributing a code of ethics, creating and maintain-
ing an anonymous, confidential service to answer questions about 
ethical issues, taking actions on possible ethics code violations, and 
reviewing and modifying the code of ethics of the organization.

There are also opportunities to help with initiatives to help 
companies relate social responsibility to stakeholder interests 
and needs. These jobs could involve coordinating and imple-
menting philanthropic programs that give back to others impor-
tant to the organization or developing a community volunteering 
program for employees. In addition to the human relations func-
tion, most companies develop programs to assist employees and 
their families to improve their quality of life. Companies have 
found that the healthier and happier employees are the more 
productive they will be in the workforce.

Social responsibility, ethics, and sustainable business prac-
tices are not a trend, they are good for business and the bottom 
line. New industries are being created and old ones are adapt-
ing to the new market demands, opening up many varied job 
opportunities that will lead not only to a paycheck, but also to the 
satisfaction of making the world a better place.76

So You Want a Job in Business Ethics 
and Social Responsibility

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne business ethics and social responsibility 
and examine their importance.
Business ethics refers to principles and standards that defi ne 
acceptable business conduct. Acceptable business behavior is 
defi ned by customers, competitors, government regulators, in-
terest groups, the public, and each individual’s personal moral 
principles and values. Social responsibility is the obligation an 
organization assumes to maximize its positive impact and mini-
mize its negative impact on society. Socially responsible busi-
nesses win the trust and respect of their employees, customers, 
and society and, in the long run, increase profi ts. Ethics is im-
portant in business because it builds trust and confi dence in 
business relationships. Unethical actions may result in negative 
publicity, declining sales, and even legal action.

Detect some of the ethical issues that may 
arise in business.

An ethical issue is an identifi able problem, situation, or oppor-
tunity requiring a person or organization to choose from among 

several actions that must be evaluated as right or wrong. Ethical 
issues can be categorized in the context of their relation with 
confl icts of interest, fairness and honesty, communications, and 
business associations.

Specify how businesses can promote ethical 
behavior by employees.

Businesses can promote ethical behavior by employees by lim-
iting their opportunity to engage in misconduct. Formal codes of 
ethics, ethical policies, and ethics training programs reduce the 
incidence of unethical behavior by informing employees what 
is expected of them and providing punishments for those who 
fail to comply.

Explain the four dimensions of social responsibility.

The four dimensions of social responsibility are economic or 
fi nancial viability (being profi table), legal (obeying the law), 
ethical (doing what is right, just, and fair), and philanthropic, or 
 voluntary (being a good corporate citizen).

62
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Debate an organization’s social responsibilities to 
owners, employees, consumers, the environment, 
and the community.

Businesses must maintain proper accounting procedures, provide 
all relevant information about the performance of the fi rm to inves-
tors, and protect the owners’ rights and investments. In relations 
with employees, businesses are expected to provide a safe work-
place, pay employees adequately for their work, and treat them 
fairly. Consumerism refers to the activities undertaken by indepen-
dent individuals, groups, and organizations to protect their rights 
as consumers. Increasingly, society expects businesses to take 

greater responsibility for the environment, especially with regard to 
animal rights, as well as water, air, land, and noise pollution. Many 
businesses engage in activities to make the communities in which 
they operate better places for everyone to live and work.

Evaluate the ethics of a business’s decision.

“Solve the Dilemma” on page 65 presents an ethical dilemma 
at Checkers Pizza. Using the material presented in this chapter, 
you should be able to analyze the ethical issues present in the 
dilemma, evaluate Barnard’s plan, and develop a course of ac-
tion for the fi rm.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. Describe the ethical issue.

 2. What are some of the potential negative effects of triclosan?

 3. What impact could the FDA’s proposal have on soap 
manufacturers?

Learn the Terms 

bribes 40
business ethics 36
codes of ethics 49
consumerism 55

corporate citizenship 52
ethical issue 39
plagiarism 48
social responsibility 36

sustainability 56
whistleblowing 50

Check Your Progress 

 1. Defi ne business ethics. Who determines whether a 
business activity is ethical? Is unethical conduct always 
illegal?

 2. Distinguish between ethics and social responsibility.

 3. Why has ethics become so important in business?

 4. What is an ethical issue? What are some of the 
ethical issues named in your text? Why are they 
ethical issues?

 5. What is a code of ethics? How can one reduce unethical 
behavior in business?

 6. List and discuss the arguments for and against social 
responsibility by business (Table 2.9). Can you think of any 
additional arguments (for or against)?

 7. What responsibilities does a business have toward its 
employees?

 8. What responsibilities does business have with regard to 
the environment? What steps have been taken by some 
responsible businesses to minimize the negative impact of 
their activities on the environment?

 9. What are a business’s responsibilities toward the 
community in which it operates?

Get Involved 

 1. Discuss some recent examples of businesses engaging in 
unethical practices. Classify these practices as issues of 
confl ict of interest, fairness and honesty, communications, 
or business relationships. Why do you think the businesses 
chose to behave unethically? What actions might the 
businesses have taken?

 2. Discuss with your class some possible methods of 
improving ethical standards in business. Do you think 

that business should regulate its own activities or that the 
federal government should establish and enforce ethical 
standards? How do you think businesspeople feel?

 3. Find some examples of socially responsible businesses in 
newspapers or business journals. Explain why you believe 
their actions are socially responsible. Why do you think the 
companies chose to act as they did?
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Build Your Skills 
Making Decisions about Ethical Issues

Background
The merger of Lockheed and Martin Marietta 
created Lockheed Martin, the number-one 
company in the defense industry—an industry 
that includes such companies as Raytheon and 

Northrop Grumman.
You and the rest of the class are managers at Lockheed 

Martin Corporation, Orlando, Florida. You are getting ready to 
do the group exercise in an ethics training session. The training 
instructor announces you will be playing Gray Matters: The Eth-
ics Game. You are told that Gray Matters, which was prepared 
for your company’s employees, is also played at 41 universi-
ties, including Harvard University, and at 65 other companies. 
Although there are 55 scenarios in Gray Matters, you will have 
time during this session to complete only the four scenarios that 
your group draws from the stack of cards.77

Task
Form into groups of four to six managers and appoint a group 
leader who will lead a discussion of the case, obtain a consen-
sus answer to the case, and be the one to report the group’s 
answers to the instructor. You will have fi ve minutes to reach 
each decision, after which time, the instructor will give the point 
values and rationale for each choice. Then you will have fi ve 
minutes for the next case, etc., until all four cases have been 
completed. Keep track of your group’s score for each case; the 
winning team will be the group scoring the most points.

Since this game is designed to refl ect life, you may believe that 
some cases lack clarity or that some of your choices are not as 
precise as you would have liked. Also, some cases have only one 
solution, while others have more than one solution. Each choice 
is assessed to refl ect which answer is the most correct. Your 

group’s task is to select only one option in each case.

4

Mini-Case
For several months now, one of your colleagues has been 
slacking off, and you are getting stuck doing the work. You 
think it is unfair. What do you do?

Potential Answers

 A. Recognize this as an opportunity for you to 
demonstrate how capable you are.

 B. Go to your supervisor and complain about this unfair 
workload.

 C. Discuss the problem with your colleague in an attempt 
to solve the problem without involving others.

 D. Discuss the problem with the human resources 
department.

36

Mini-Case
You work for a company that has implemented a policy of a 
smoke-free environment. You discover employees smoking 
in the restrooms of the building. You also smoke and don’t 
like having to go outside to do it. What do you do?

Potential Answers

 A. You ignore the situation.
 B. You confront the employees and ask them to stop.
 C. You join them, but only occasionally.
 D. You contact your ethics or human resources 

representative and ask him or her to handle the situation.

7

Mini-Case
You are aware that a fellow employee uses drugs on the 
job. Another friend encourages you to confront the person 
instead of informing the supervisor. What do you do?

Potential Answers

 A. You speak to the alleged user and encourage him to 
get help.

 B. You elect to tell your supervisor that you suspect an 
employee is using drugs on the job.

 C. You confront the alleged user and tell him either to 
quit using drugs or you will “turn him in.”

 D. Report the matter to employee assistance.

40

Mini-Case
Your co-worker is copying company-purchased software and 
taking it home. You know a certain program costs $400, and 
you have been saving for a while to buy it. What do you do?

Potential Answers

 A. You figure you can copy it too since nothing has ever 
happened to your co-worker.

 B. You tell your co-worker he can’t legally do this.
 C. You report the matter to the ethics office.
 D. You mention this to your supervisor.
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Solve the Dilemma 
Customer Privacy

Checkers Pizza was one of the fi rst to offer home 
delivery service, with overwhelming success. 
However, the major pizza chains soon followed 
suit, taking away Checkers’s competitive edge. 
Jon Barnard, Checkers’s founder and co-owner, 

needed a new gimmick to beat the competition. He decided to 
develop a computerized information database that would make 
Checkers the most effi cient competitor and provide insight into 
consumer buying behavior at the same time. Under the system, 
telephone customers were asked their phone number; if they had 
ordered from Checkers before, their address and previous order 
information came up on the computer screen.

After successfully testing the new system, Barnard put the 
computerized order network in place in all Checkers outlets. 
After three months of success, he decided to give an award to 

the family that ate the most Checkers pizza. Through the track-
ing system, the company identified the biggest customer, who 
had ordered a pizza every weekday for the past three months 
(63 pizzas). The company put together a program to surprise 
the family with an award, free-food certificates, and a news 
story announcing the award. As Barnard began to plan for the 
event, however, he began to think that maybe the family might 
not want all the attention and publicity.

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some of the ethical issues in giving customers an 

award for consumption behavior without notifying them fi rst?

 2. Do you see this as a potential violation of privacy? Explain.

 3. How would you handle the situation if you were Barnard?

Build Your Business Plan 
Business Ethics and Social Responsibility

Think about which industry you are considering 
competing in with your good/service. Is there 
any kind of questionable practices in the way the 
product has been traditionally sold? Produced? 
Advertised? Have there been any recent accusa-

tions regarding safety within the industry? What about any envi-
ronmental concerns?

For example, if you are thinking of opening a lawn care busi-
ness, you need to be thinking about what possible effects the 
chemicals you are using will have on the client and the environ-
ment. You have a responsibility to keep your customers safe 
and healthy. You also have the social responsibility to let the 
community know of any damaging effect you may be directly or 
indirectly responsible for.

LO 2-6

See for Yourself Videocase 
The Challenge of Building Trust in Business

Corporate scandals, a growing awareness of en-
vironmental issues, and the last global recession 
have greatly altered the public’s perspective of 
corporate America. Gone are the days in which 
consumers blindly trusted company publicity 

and rhetoric. The public’s trust in business has been shattered, 
and many companies have a long way to go to earn it back.

The Arthur Page Society and the Business Roundtable 
Institute for Corporate Ethics are dedicated to corporate 
 accountability and ethics. The organizations released a study 
addressing Americans’ mistrust of business and how corpora-
tions can begin to win back the hearts and minds of consumers. 
The study, entitled “The Dynamics of Public Trust in Business—
Emerging Opportunities for Leaders,” shows that public trust 
in business has reached a low point. As the economy begins 
to recover, trust in business has increased. However, trust of 

business continues to be a serious challenge for businesses to 
overcome. This presents major diffi culties for businesses be-
cause trust is the glue that holds relationships together.

A major issue appears to be the imbalance of power. Many 
consumers are still angry over business scandals and unem-
ployment rates while corporate management still makes huge 
profi ts. The government defended corporate bailouts as a way to 
keep large companies from failing (which could have worsened 
the recession). Most of the money has since been paid back, 
and the government has made a profi t. Unemployment has de-
creased in the last few years, although among young people 
it is still 15 percent. It is believed that if youth unemployment 
returned to pre-recession rates, the federal government would 
recoup $7.8 billion. 

Distrust of business is not limited to the United States. 
 According to the Edelman Trust Barometer, 54 percent of global 
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consumers indicate that they trust business. Financial service 
institutions and banks have the lowest rankings in consumer 
trust worldwide, at 51 percent. More recent scandals at J.P. 
Morgan Stanley, HSBC, and British fi nancial services fi rm Bar-
clays continue to keep trust in this sector low.

Although the Arthur Page Society and the Business Round-
table see their report as a way to start a national dialogue, the 
report does offer a series of suggestions for businesses. First 
and foremost, the balance of power must be equalized. Compa-
nies must focus on creating mutual value and leaders must try 
to gain and retain trust. The study also suggests that corpora-
tions create quality goods/services, sell goods/services at fair 
prices, create and maintain positive employment practices, give 
investors a fair return, remain active in social responsibility, and 
create transparency.

Most fi rms have not been involved in scandals or miscon-
duct. In fact, most companies operate in an ethical and socially 
responsible manner. Unfortunately, the public sees reports 
of misconduct in a few businesses and generalizes the mis-
conduct to all businesses. Nevertheless, companies need to 
communicate their values and maintain responsible conduct. 
Another example involves the growing public concern regarding 
how businesses affect the environment—investors want details 
on a business’s impact and what that business is doing to be 
more sustainable. As the public fi ghts to make its desires known 
regarding business behavior, businesses that sincerely want to 

help the world are receiving some help. Maryland, Vermont, 
New York, California, and three other states have made “benefi t 
corporations” legal. These corporations must make their values 
public, report yearly on their socially benefi cial behavior, and 
agree to third-party audits of their social responsibility actions. 
Acquiring this designation requires the approval of more than 
half a company’s shareholders. Companies may also establish 
themselves as B corporations, which certifi es their socially re-
sponsible focus. It is entirely possible for businesses to regain 
public trust, but it means a change in values for many busi-
nesses in today’s corporate America.78 

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some of the reasons cited in the Arthur Page 

Society and the Business Roundtable Institute for 
Corporate Ethics report for public distrust of corporations?

 2. What are some of the recommendations made by the 
report? Can you think of any other recommendations to 
give companies on how to behave more ethically?

 3. What are the benefi ts of being perceived as an ethical 
company? What are the downsides of having a reputation 
for ethical misconduct?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Sam Walton, founder of Walmart, had an early strategy for 
growing his business related to pricing. The “Opening Price 
Point” strategy used by Walton involved offering the introduc-
tory product in a product line at the lowest point in the mar-
ket. For example, a minimally equipped microwave oven would 
sell for less than anyone else in town could sell the same unit. 
The strategy was that if consumers saw a product, such as the 

microwave, and saw it as a good value, they would assume that 
all of the microwaves were good values. Walton also noted that 
most people don’t buy the entry-level product; they want more 
features and capabilities and often trade up.

Form teams and assign the role of defending this strategy or 
casting this strategy as an unethical act. Present your thoughts 
on either side of the issue.
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The Legal and Regulatory Environment
Business law refers to the rules and regulations that 

govern the conduct of business. Problems in this area 

come from the failure to keep promises, misunder-

standings, disagreements about expectations, or, in 

some cases, attempts to take advantage of others. The 

regulatory environment offers a framework and en-

forcement system in order to provide a fair playing 

fi eld for all businesses. The regulatory environment is 

created based on inputs from competitors, customers, 

employees, special interest groups, and the public’s 

elected representatives. Lobbying by pressure groups 

who try to infl uence legislation often shapes the legal 

and regulatory environment.

Sources of Law
Laws are classifi ed as either criminal or civil. Crimi-
nal law not only prohibits a specifi c kind of ac-

tion, such as unfair competition or mail fraud, but 

also imposes a fi ne or imprisonment as punishment 

for violating the law. A violation of a criminal law 

is thus called a crime. Civil law defi nes all the laws 

not classifi ed as criminal, and it specifi es the rights 

and duties of individuals and organizations (includ-

ing businesses). Violations of civil law may result in 

fi nes but not imprisonment. The primary difference 

between criminal and civil law is that criminal laws 

are enforced by the state or nation, whereas civil laws 

are enforced through the court system by individuals 

or organizations.

Criminal and civil laws are derived from four 

sources: the Constitution (constitutional law), prec-

edents established by judges (common law), federal 

and state statutes (statutory law), and federal and 

state administrative agencies (administrative law). 

Federal administrative agencies established by Con-

gress control and infl uence business by enforcing 

laws and regulations to encourage competition and 

protect consumers, workers, and the environment. 

The Supreme Court is the ultimate authority on legal 

and regulatory decisions for appropriate conduct in 

business.

Courts and the Resolution 
of Disputes
The primary method of resolving confl icts and busi-

ness disputes is through lawsuits, where one individual 

or organization takes another to court using civil laws. 

The legal system, therefore, provides a forum for busi-

nesspeople to resolve disputes based on our legal foun-

dations. The courts may decide when harm or damage 

results from the actions of others.

Because lawsuits are so frequent in the world of 

business, it is important to understand more about the 

court system where such disputes are resolved. Both 

fi nancial restitution and specifi c actions to undo wrong-

doing can result from going before a court to resolve 

a confl ict. All decisions made in the courts are based 

on criminal and civil laws derived from the legal and 

regulatory system.

A businessperson may win a lawsuit in court and re-

ceive a judgment, or court order, requiring the loser of 

the suit to pay monetary damages. However, this does 

not guarantee the victor will be able to collect those 

damages. If the loser of the suit lacks the fi nancial 

Appendix B

Hostess workers went on strike to protest wages. The company 
responded by declaring bankrupcty. Although a judge ordered 
mediation between Hostess and the union, an agreement was not 
reached and Hostess closed down.
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resources to pay the judgment—for example, if the 

loser is a bankrupt business—the winner of the suit 

may not be able to collect the award. Most business 

lawsuits involve a request for a sum of money, but some 

lawsuits request that a court specifi cally order a person 

or organization to do or to refrain from doing a certain 

act, such as slamming telephone customers.

The Court System
Jurisdiction is the legal power of a court, through a 

judge, to interpret and apply the law and make a bind-

ing decision in a particular case. In some instances, 

other courts will not enforce the decision of a prior 

court because it lacked jurisdiction. Federal courts are 

granted jurisdiction by the Constitution or by Con-

gress. State legislatures and constitutions determine 

which state courts hear certain types of cases. Courts 

of general jurisdiction hear all types of cases; those of 

limited jurisdiction hear only specifi c types of cases. 

The Federal Bankruptcy Court, for example, hears 

only cases involving bankruptcy. There is some com-

bination of limited and general jurisdiction courts in 

every state.

In a trial court (whether in a court of general or lim-

ited jurisdiction and whether in the state or the federal 

system), two tasks must be completed. First, the court 

(acting through the judge or a jury) must determine the 

facts of the case. In other words, if there is confl icting 

evidence, the judge or jury must decide who to believe. 

Second, the judge must decide which law or set of laws 

is pertinent to the case and must then apply those laws 

to resolve the dispute.

An appellate court, on the other hand, deals solely 

with appeals relating to the interpretation of law. 

Thus, when you hear about a case being appealed, it 

is not retried, but rather reevaluated. Appellate judges 

do not hear witnesses but instead base their decisions 

on a written transcript of the original trial. Moreover, 

appellate courts do not draw factual conclusions; the 

appellate judge is limited to deciding whether the 

trial judge made a mistake in interpreting the law that 

probably affected the outcome of the trial. If the trial 

judge made no mistake (or if mistakes would not have 

changed the result of the trial), the appellate court 

will let the trial court’s decision stand. If the appellate 

court fi nds a mistake, it usually sends the case back 

to the trial court so that the mistake can be corrected. 

Correction may involve the granting of a new trial. 

On occasion, appellate courts modify the verdict of 

the trial court without sending the case back to the 

trial court.

Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Methods
Although the main remedy for business disputes is a 

lawsuit, other dispute resolution methods are becoming 

popular. The schedules of state and federal trial courts 

are often crowded; long delays between the fi ling of 

a case and the trial date are common. Further, com-

plex cases can become quite expensive to pursue. As 

a result, many businesspeople are turning to alternative 

methods of resolving business arguments: mediation 

and arbitration, the mini-trial, and litigation in a private 

court.

Mediation is a form of negotiation to resolve a dis-

pute by bringing in one or more third-party mediators, 

usually chosen by the disputing parties, to help reach a 

settlement. The mediator suggests different ways to re-

solve a dispute between the parties. The mediator’s res-

olution is nonbinding—that is, the parties do not have 

to accept the mediator’s suggestions; they are strictly 

voluntary.

Arbitration involves submission of a dispute to one 

or more third-party arbitrators, usually chosen by the 

disputing parties, whose decision usually is fi nal. Arbi-

tration differs from mediation in that an arbitrator’s deci-

sion must be followed, whereas a mediator merely offers 

suggestions and facilitates negotiations. Cases may be 

submitted to arbitration because a contract—such as a 

labor contract—requires it or because the parties agree 

to do so. Some consumers are barred from  taking claims 

to court by agreements drafted by banks, brokers, health 

plans, and others. Instead, they are required to take 

complaints to mandatory arbitration. Arbitration can be 

an attractive alternative to a lawsuit because it is often 

cheaper and quicker, and the parties frequently can 

choose arbitrators who are knowledgeable about the par-

ticular area of business at issue.

A method of dispute resolution that may become 

increasingly important in settling complex disputes 

is the mini-trial, in which both parties agree to pres-

ent a summarized version of their case to an indepen-

dent third party. That person then advises them of his 

or her impression of the probable outcome if the case 

were to be tried. Representatives of both sides then at-

tempt to negotiate a settlement based on the advisor’s 
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recommendations. For example, employees in a large 

corporation who believe they have muscular or skeletal 

stress injuries caused by the strain of repetitive motion 

in using a computer could agree to a mini-trial to ad-

dress a dispute related to damages. Although the mini-

trial itself does not resolve the dispute, it can help the 

parties resolve the case before going to court. Because 

the mini-trial is not subject to formal court rules, it can 

save companies a great deal of money, allowing them 

to recognize the weaknesses in a particular case.

In some areas of the country, disputes can be sub-

mitted to a private nongovernmental court for resolu-

tion. In a sense, a private court system is similar to 

arbitration in that an independent third party resolves 

the case after hearing both sides of the story. Trials in 

private courts may be either informal or highly formal, 

depending on the people involved. Businesses typically 

agree to have their disputes decided in private courts to 

save time and money.

Regulatory Administrative 
Agencies
Federal and state administrative agencies (listed in 

Table  B.1) also have some judicial powers. Many 

 administrative agencies, such as the Federal Trade 

Commission, decide disputes that involve their regula-

tions. In such disputes, the resolution process is usually 

called a “hearing” rather than a trial. In these cases, an 

administrative law judge decides all issues.

Federal regulatory agencies infl uence many busi-

ness activities and cover product liability, safety, and 

TABLE B.1  The Major Regulatory Agencies

Agency Major Areas of Responsibility

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
Enforces laws and guidelines regarding business practices; takes action to stop false and 
deceptive advertising and labeling.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Enforces laws and regulations to prevent distribution of adulterated or misbranded foods, 
drugs, medical devices, cosmetics, veterinary products, and particularly hazardous 
consumer products.

Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC)

Ensures compliance with the Consumer Product Safety Act; protects the public from 
unreasonable risk of injury from any consumer product not covered by other regulatory 
agencies.

Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) Regulates franchises, rates, and fi nances of interstate rail, bus, truck, and water carriers.

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Regulates communication by wire, radio, and television in interstate and foreign commerce.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Develops and enforces environmental protection standards and conducts research into the 
adverse effects of pollution.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC)

Regulates rates and sales of natural gas products, thereby affecting the supply and price of 
gas available to consumers; also regulates wholesale rates for electricity and gas, pipeline 
construction, and U.S. imports and exports of natural gas and electricity.

Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC)

Investigates and resolves discrimination in employment practices.

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Oversees the policies and regulations of the airline industry.

Federal Highway Administration (FHA) Regulates vehicle safety requirements.

Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA)

Develops policy to promote worker safety and health and investigates infractions.

Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC)

Regulates corporate securities trading and develops protection from fraud and other 
abuses; provides an accounting oversight board.
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the regulation or deregulation of public utilities. Usu-

ally, these bodies have the power to enforce specifi c 

laws, such as the Federal Trade Commission Act, and 

have some discretion in establishing operating rules 

and regulations to guide certain types of industry 

practices. Because of this discretion and overlapping 

areas of responsibility, confusion or confl ict regarding 

which agencies have jurisdiction over which activities 

is common.

Of all the federal regulatory units, the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC) most infl uences business 

activities related to questionable practices that create 

disputes between businesses and their customers. Al-

though the FTC regulates a variety of business prac-

tices, it allocates a large portion of resources to curbing 

false advertising, misleading pricing, and deceptive 

packaging and labeling. When it receives a complaint 

or otherwise has reason to believe that a fi rm is violat-

ing a law, the FTC issues a complaint stating that the 

business is in violation.

If a company continues the questionable practice, 

the FTC can issue a cease-and-desist order, which is 

an order for the business to stop doing whatever has 

caused the complaint. In such cases, the charged fi rm 

can appeal to the federal courts to have the order re-

scinded. However, the FTC can seek civil penalties 

in court—up to a maximum penalty of $10,000 a 

day for each infraction—if a cease-and-desist order 

is violated. In its battle against unfair pricing, the 

FTC has issued consent decrees alleging that corpo-

rate attempts to engage in price fi xing or invitations 

to competitors to collude are violations even when 

the competitors in question refuse the invitations. 

The commission can also require companies to run 

 corrective advertising in response to previous ads 

considered misleading.

The FTC also assists businesses in complying with 

laws. New marketing methods are evaluated every year. 

When general sets of guidelines are needed to improve 

business practices in a particular industry, the FTC 

sometimes encourages fi rms within that industry to es-

tablish a set of trade practices voluntarily. The FTC may 

even sponsor a conference bringing together industry 

leaders and consumers for the purpose of establishing 

acceptable trade practices.

Unlike the FTC, other regulatory units are limited 

to dealing with specifi c goods, services, or business 

 activities. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

 enforces regulations prohibiting the sale and distribution 

of adulterated, misbranded, or hazardous food and drug 

products. For example, the FDA outlawed the sale and 

distribution of most over-the-counter hair-loss remedies 

after research indicated that few of the products were 

effective in restoring hair growth.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) devel-

ops and enforces environmental protection standards 

and conducts research into the adverse effects of pol-

lution. The Consumer Product Safety Commission re-

calls about 300 products a year, ranging from small, 

inexpensive toys to major appliances. The Consumer 

Product Safety Commission’s website provides details 

regarding current recalls.

The Consumer Product Safety commission has 

fallen under increasing scrutiny in the wake of a num-

ber of product safety scandals involving children’s 

toys. The most notable of these issues was lead paint 

discovered in toys produced in China. Other problems 

have included the manufacture of toys that include 

small magnets that pose a choking hazard, and lead-

tainted costume jewelry.79

Important Elements 
of Business Law
To avoid violating criminal and civil laws, as well as 

discouraging lawsuits from consumers, employees, 

suppliers, and others, businesspeople need to be famil-

iar with laws that address business practices.

The Uniform Commercial Code
At one time, states had their own specifi c laws gov-

erning various business practices, and transacting 

business across state lines was diffi cult because of 

the variation in the laws from state to state. To sim-

plify commerce, every state—except Louisiana—has 

enacted the  Uniform Commercial Code (Louisiana 

has enacted portions of the code). The Uniform 
Commercial Code (UCC) is a set of statutory laws 

covering several business law topics. Article II of the 

Uniform Commercial Code, which is discussed in 

the following paragraphs, has a signifi cant impact on 

business.

Sales Agreements. Article II of the Uni-

form Commercial Code covers sales agreements for 

goods and services such as installation but does not 

cover the sale of stocks and bonds, personal services, 
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or real estate. Among its many provisions, Article II 

stipulates that a sales agreement can be enforced even 

though it does not specify the selling price or the time 

or place of delivery. It also requires that a buyer pay 

a reasonable price for goods at the time of delivery if 

the buyer and seller have not reached an agreement on 

price. Specifi cally, Article II addresses the rights of 

buyers and sellers, transfers of ownership, warranties, 

and the legal placement of risk during manufacture 

and delivery.

Article II also deals with express and implied war-

ranties. An express warranty stipulates the specifi c 

terms the seller will honor. Many automobile manu-

facturers, for example, provide three-year or 36,000-

mile warranties on their vehicles, during which 

period they will fi x any and all defects specifi ed in 

the warranty. An implied warranty is imposed on the 

producer or seller by law, although it may not be a 

written document provided at the time of sale. Under 

Article II, a consumer may assume that the product 

for sale has a clear title (in other words, that it is not 

stolen) and that the product will serve the purpose for 

which it was made and sold as well as function as 

advertised.

The Law of Torts and Fraud
A tort is a private or civil wrong other than breach of 

contract. For example, a tort can result if the driver 

of a Domino’s Pizza delivery car loses control of the 

vehicle and damages property or injures a person. 

In the case of the delivery car accident, the injured 

persons might sue the driver and the owner of the com-

pany—Domino’s in this case—for damages resulting 

from the accident.

Fraud is a purposefully unlawful act to deceive or 

manipulate in order to damage others. Thus, in some 

cases, a tort may also represent a violation of criminal 

law. Health care fraud has become a major issue in the 

courts.

An important aspect of tort law involves product 
 liability—businesses’ legal responsibility for any neg-

ligence in the design, production, sale, and consump-

tion of products. Product liability laws have evolved 

from both common and statutory law. Some states 

have expanded the concept of product liability to in-

clude injuries by products whether or not the producer 

is proven negligent. Under this strict product liability, 

a consumer who fi les suit because of an injury has 

to prove only that the product was defective, that the 

defect caused the injury, and that the defect made the 

product unreasonably dangerous. For example, a carv-

ing knife is expected to be sharp and is not considered 

defective if you cut your fi nger using it. But an elec-

tric knife could be considered defective and unreason-

ably dangerous if it continued to operate after being 

switched off.

Reforming tort law, particularly in regard to 

product liability, has become a hot political issue as 

businesses look for relief from huge judgments in 

lawsuits. Although many lawsuits are warranted—

few would disagree that a wrong has occurred when 

a patient dies because of negligence during a medi-

cal procedure or when a child is seriously injured 

by a defective toy, and that the families deserve 

some compensation—many suits are not. Because of 

 multimillion-dollar judgments, companies are trying 

to minimize their liability, and sometimes they pass 

on the costs of the damage awards to their customers 

in the form of higher prices. Some states have passed 

laws limiting damage awards and some tort reform 

is occurring at the federal level. Table  B.2 lists the 

state courts systems the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s 

Institute for Legal Reform has identifi ed as being 

“friendliest” and “least friendly” to business in terms 

TABLE B.2  State Court Systems’ Reputations for 

Supporting Business

Most Friendly to 
Business

Least Friendly to Business

Delaware West Virginia

Nebraska Louisiana

Wyoming Mississippi

Minnesota California

Kansas Illinois

Idaho Montana

Virginia New Mexico

North Dakota Alabama

Utah Oklahoma

Iowa Florida

Source: U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform, “States,” 
www.instituteforlegalreform.com/states (accessed February 26, 2014).
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of juries’ fairness, judges’ competence and impartial-

ity, and other factors.

The Law of Contracts
Virtually every business transaction is carried out by 

means of a contract, a mutual agreement between 

two or more parties that can be enforced in a court if 

one party chooses not to comply with the terms of the 

contract. If you rent an apartment or house, for ex-

ample, your lease is a contract. If you have borrowed 

money under a student loan program, you have a con-

tractual agreement to repay the money. Many aspects 

of contract law are covered under the Uniform Com-

mercial Code.

A “handshake deal” is in most cases as fully and com-

pletely binding as a written, signed contract agreement. 

Indeed, many oil-drilling and construction contractors 

have for years agreed to take on projects on the basis 

of such handshake deals. However, individual states re-

quire that some contracts be in writing to be enforceable. 

Most states require that at least some of the following 

contracts be in writing:

 • Contracts involving the sale of land or an interest 

in land

 • Contracts to pay somebody else’s debt

 • Contracts that cannot be fulfi lled within one year

 • Contracts for the sale of goods that cost more than 

$500 (required by the Uniform Commercial Code)

Only those contracts that meet certain require-

ments—called elements—are enforceable by the 

courts. A person or business seeking to enforce a con-

tract must show that it contains the following elements: 

voluntary agreement, consideration, contractual capac-

ity of the parties, and legality.

For any agreement to be considered a legal contract, 

all persons involved must agree to be bound by the terms 

of the contract. Voluntary agreement typically comes 

about when one party makes an offer and the other ac-

cepts. If both the offer and the acceptance are freely, vol-

untarily, and knowingly made, the acceptance forms the 

basis for the contract. If, however, either the offer or the 

acceptance is the result of fraud or force, the individual 

or organization subject to the fraud or force can void, or 

invalidate, the resulting agreement or receive compensa-

tion for damages.

The second requirement for enforcement of a con-

tract is that it must be supported by consideration—that 

is, money or something of value must be given in return 

for fulfi lling a contract. As a general rule, a person can-

not be forced to abide by the terms of a promise unless 

that person receives a consideration. The something of 

value could be money, goods, services, or even a prom-

ise to do or not to do something.

Contractual capacity is the legal ability to enter into 

a contract. As a general rule, a court cannot enforce a 

contract if either party to the agreement lacks contrac-

tual capacity. A person’s contractual capacity may be 

limited or nonexistent if he or she is a minor (under 

the age of 18), mentally unstable, retarded, insane, or 

intoxicated.

Legality is the state or condition of being lawful. For 

an otherwise binding contract to be enforceable, both 

the purpose of and the consideration for the contract 

must be legal. A contract in which a bank loans money 

at a rate of interest prohibited by law, a practice known 

as usury, would be an illegal contract, for example. The 

fact that one of the parties may commit an illegal act 

while performing a contract does not render the contract 

itself illegal, however.

Breach of contract is the failure or refusal of a party 

to a contract to live up to his or her promises. In the case 

of an apartment lease, failure to pay rent would be con-

sidered breach of contract. The breaching party—the 

one who fails to comply—may be liable for monetary 

damages that he or she causes the other person.

The Law of Agency
An agency is a common business relationship created 

when one person acts on behalf of another and under 

that person’s control. Two parties are involved in an 

agency relationship: The principal is the one who 

wishes to have a specifi c task accomplished; the agent 
is the one who acts on behalf of the principal to ac-

complish the task. Authors, movie stars, and athletes 

often employ agents to help them obtain the best con-

tract terms.

An agency relationship is created by the mutual 

agreement of the principal and the agent. It is usually 

not necessary that such an agreement be in writing, al-

though putting it in writing is certainly advisable. An 

agency relationship continues as long as both the prin-

cipal and the agent so desire. It can be terminated by 

mutual agreement, by fulfi llment of the purpose of the 

agency, by the refusal of either party to continue in the 

relationship, or by the death of either the principal or 

the agent. In most cases, a principal grants authority to 
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the agent through a formal power of attorney, which is 

a legal document authorizing a person to act as some-

one else’s agent. The power of attorney can be used for 

any agency relationship, and its use is not limited to 

lawyers. For instance, in real estate transactions, often 

a lawyer or real estate agent is given power of attorney 

with the authority to purchase real estate for the buyer. 

Accounting fi rms often give employees agency rela-

tionships in making fi nancial transactions.

Both offi cers and directors of corporations are fi du-

ciaries, or people of trust, who use due care and loyalty 

as an agent in making decisions on behalf of the orga-

nization. This relationship creates a duty of care, also 

called duty of diligence, to make informed decisions. 

These agents of the corporation are not held respon-

sible for negative outcomes if they are informed and 

diligent in their decisions. The duty of loyalty means 

that all decisions should be in the interests of the cor-

poration and its stakeholders. Many people believe that 

executives at fi nancial fi rms such as Countrywide Fi-

nancial, Lehman Brothers, and Merrill Lynch failed to 

carry out their fi duciary duties. Lawsuits from share-

holders called for the offi cers and directors to pay large 

sums of money from their own pockets.

The Law of Property
Property law is extremely broad in scope because it cov-

ers the ownership and transfer of all kinds of real, per-

sonal, and intellectual property. Real property consists 

of real estate and everything permanently attached to it; 

personal property basically is everything else. Personal 

property can be further subdivided into tangible and in-

tangible property. Tangible property refers to items that 

have a physical existence, such as automobiles, business 

inventory, and clothing. Intangible property consists of 

rights and duties; its existence may be represented by a 

document or by some other tangible item. For example, 

accounts receivable, stock in a corporation, goodwill, 

and trademarks are all examples of intangible personal 

property. Intellectual property refers to property, such 

as musical works, artwork, books, and computer soft-

ware, that is generated by a person’s creative activities.

Copyrights, patents, and trademarks provide pro-

tection to the owners of property by giving them the 

exclusive right to use it. Copyrights protect the own-

ership rights on material (often intellectual property) 

such as books, music, videos, photos, and computer 

software. The creators of such works, or their heirs, 

generally have exclusive rights to the published or 

unpublished works for the creator’s lifetime, plus 

50 years. Patents give inventors exclusive rights to their 

invention for 20 years. The most intense competition for 

patents is in the pharmaceutical industry. Most patents 

take a minimum of 18 months to secure.

A trademark is a brand (name, mark, or symbol) that is 

registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Offi ce and 

is thus legally protected from use by any other fi rm. Among 

the symbols that have been so protected are  McDonald’s 

golden arches and Coca-Cola’s distinctive bottle shape. 

It is estimated that large multinational fi rms may have as 

many as 15,000 confl icts related to trademarks. Compa-

nies are diligent about protecting their trademarks both to 

avoid confusion in consumers’ minds and because a term 

that becomes part of everyday language can no longer be 

trademarked. The names aspirin and nylon, for example, 

were once the exclusive property of their creators but be-

came so widely used as product names (rather than brand 

names) that now anyone can use them.

As the trend toward globalization of trade continues, 

and more and more businesses trade across national 

boundaries, protecting property rights, particularly in-

tellectual property such as computer software, has be-

come an increasing challenge. While a company may 

be able to register as a trademark, a brand name, or a 

symbol in its home country, it may not be able to se-

cure that protection abroad. Some countries have copy-

right and patent laws that are less strict than those of 

the United States; some countries will not enforce U.S. 

laws. China, for example, has often been criticized for 

permitting U.S. goods to be counterfeited there. Such 

counterfeiting harms not only the sales of U.S. com-

panies but also their reputations if the knockoffs are of 

poor quality. Thus, businesses engaging in foreign trade 

may have to take extra steps to protect their property 

because local laws may be insuffi cient to protect them.

The Law of Bankruptcy
Although few businesses and individuals intentionally 

fail to repay (or default on) their debts, sometimes they 

cannot fulfi ll their fi nancial obligations. Individuals 

may charge goods and services beyond their ability to 

pay for them. Businesses may take on too much debt 

in order to fi nance growth, or business events such as 

an increase in the cost of commodities can bankrupt 

a company. An option of last resort in these cases is 

bankruptcy, or legal insolvency. Some well-known 

companies that have declared bankruptcy include Host-

ess, American  Airlines, and Blockbuster.
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Individuals or companies may ask a bankruptcy court 

to declare them unable to pay their debts and thus re-

lease them from the obligation of repaying those debts. 

The debtor’s assets may then be sold to pay off as much 

of the debt as possible. In the case of a personal bank-

ruptcy, although the individual is released from repay-

ing debts and can start over with a clean slate, obtaining 

credit after bankruptcy proceedings is very diffi cult. 

About 2 million households in the United States fi led 

for bankruptcy in 2005, the most ever. However, a new, 

more restrictive law went into effect in late 2005, al-

lowing fewer consumers to use bankruptcy to eliminate 

their debts. The law makes it harder for consumers to 

prove that they should be allowed to clear their debts for 

what is called a “fresh start” or Chapter 7 bankruptcy. 

Although the person or company in debt usually initi-

ates bankruptcy proceedings, creditors may also initi-

ate them. The subprime mortgage crisis caused a string 

of bankruptcies among individuals, and Chapter 7 and 

11 bankruptcies among banks and other businesses as 

well. Tougher bankruptcy laws and a slowing economy 

converged on the subprime crisis to create a situation 

in which bankruptcy fi lings skyrocketed. Table B.3 de-

scribes the various levels of bankruptcy protection a 

business or individual may seek.

Laws Affecting Business 
Practices
One of the government’s many roles is to act as 

a watchdog to ensure that businesses behave in 

 accordance with the wishes of society. Congress 

has enacted a number of laws that affect business 

practices; some of the most important of these are 

summarized in Table  B.4. Many state legislatures 

have enacted similar laws governing business within 

 specifi c states.

The Sherman Antitrust Act, passed in 1890 to pre-

vent businesses from restraining trade and monopoliz-

ing markets, condemns “every contract, combination, or 

conspiracy in restraint of trade.” For example, a request 

that a competitor agree to fi x prices or divide markets 

would, if accepted, result in a violation of the Sherman 

Antitrust Act. American Airlines faced serious resistance 

from the U.S. Justice Department in its bid to acquire 

U.S. Airways. Because there are few major airlines in 

the United States, the Justice Department felt the merger 

could threaten competition and result in higher prices 

for consumers. The merger was eventually given the go-

ahead after American Airlines agreed to give up some of 

its slots at major airports.80 The Sherman Antitrust Act, 

still highly relevant 100 years after its passage, is being 

copied throughout the world as the basis for regulating 

fair competition.

Because the provisions of the Sherman Antitrust Act 

are rather vague, courts have not always interpreted it 

as its creators intended. The  Clayton Act was passed in 

1914 to limit specifi c activities that can reduce compe-

tition. The Clayton Act prohibits price discrimination, 

tying and exclusive agreements, and the acquisition of 

stock in another corporation where the effect may be to 

substantially lessen competition or tend to create a mo-

nopoly. In addition, the Clayton Act prohibits members 

of one company’s board of directors from holding seats 

TABLE B.3 Types of Bankruptcy

Chapter 7 Requires that the business be dissolved and its assets liquidated, or sold, to pay off the debts. Individuals declaring 
Chapter 7 retain a limited amount of exempt assets, the amount of which may be determined by state or federal law, 
at the debtor’s option. Although the type and value of exempt assets vary from state to state, most states’ laws allow a 
bankrupt individual to keep an automobile, some household goods, clothing, furnishings, and at least some of the value 
of the debtor’s residence. All nonexempt assets must be sold to pay debts.

Chapter 11 Temporarily frees a business from its fi nancial obligations while it reorganizes and works out a payment plan with its 
creditors. The indebted company continues to operate its business during bankruptcy proceedings. Often, the business 
sells off assets and less-profi table subsidiaries to raise cash to pay off its immediate obligations.

Chapter 13 Similar to Chapter 11 but limited to individuals. This proceeding allows an individual to establish a three- to fi ve-year 
plan for repaying his or her debt. Under this plan, an individual ultimately may repay as little as 10 percent of his or 
her debt.
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Act (Date Enacted) Purpose

Sherman Antitrust Act (1890)
Prohibits contracts, combinations, or conspiracies to restrain trade; establishes as a 
misdemeanor monopolizing or attempting to monopolize.

Clayton Act (1914)
Prohibits specifi c practices such as price discrimination, exclusive dealer arrangements, and 
stock acquisitions in which the effect may notably lessen competition or tend to create a 
monopoly.

Federal Trade Commission Act 
(1914)

Created the Federal Trade Commission; also gives the FTC investigatory powers to be used in 
preventing unfair methods of competition.

Robinson-Patman Act (1936)
Prohibits price discrimination that lessens competition among wholesalers or retailers; prohibits 
producers from giving disproportionate services of facilities to large buyers.

Wheeler-Lea Act (1938)
Prohibits unfair and deceptive acts and practices regardless of whether competition is injured; 
places advertising of foods and drugs under the jurisdiction of the FTC.

Lanham Act (1946)
Provides protections and regulation of brand names, brand marks, trade names, and 
trademarks.

Celler-Kefauver Act (1950)
Prohibits any corporation engaged in commerce from acquiring the whole or any part of the 
stock or other share of the capital assets of another corporation when the effect substantially 
lessens competition or tends to create a monopoly.

Fair Packaging and Labeling Act 
(1966)

Makes illegal the unfair or deceptive packaging or labeling of consumer products.

Magnuson-Moss Warranty (FTC) 
Act (1975)

Provides for minimum disclosure standards for written consumer product warranties; defi nes 
minimum consent standards for written warranties; allows the FTC to prescribe interpretive 
rules in policy statements regarding unfair or deceptive practices.

Consumer Goods Pricing Act 
(1975)

Prohibits the use of price maintenance agreements among manufacturers and resellers in 
interstate commerce.

Antitrust Improvements Act 
(1976)

Requires large corporations to inform federal regulators of prospective mergers or acquisitions 
so that they can be studied for any possible violations of the law.

Trademark Counterfeiting Act 
(1980)

Provides civil and criminal penalties against those who deal in counterfeit consumer goods or 
any counterfeit goods that can threaten health or safety.

Trademark Law Revision Act 
(1988)

Amends the Lanham Act to allow brands not yet introduced to be protected through registration 
with the Patent and Trademark Offi ce.

Nutrition Labeling and Education 
Act (1990)

Prohibits exaggerated health claims and requires all processed foods to contain labels with 
nutritional information.

Telephone Consumer Protection 
Act (1991)

Establishes procedures to avoid unwanted telephone solicitations; prohibits marketers from 
using automated telephone dialing system or an artifi cial or prerecorded voice to certain 
telephone lines.

Federal Trademark Dilution Act 
(1995)

Provides trademark owners the right to protect trademarks and requires relinquishment of 
names that match or parallel existing trademarks.

Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(1998)

Refi ned copyright laws to protect digital versions of copyrighted materials, including music 
and movies.

continued

TABLE B.4 Major Federal Laws Affecting Business Practices
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on the boards of competing corporations. The act also 

exempts farm cooperatives and labor organizations from 

antitrust laws.

In spite of these laws regulating business practices, 

there are still many questions about the regulation of 

business. For instance, it is diffi cult to determine what 

constitutes an acceptable degree of competition and 

whether a monopoly is harmful to a particular mar-

ket. Many mergers were permitted that resulted in less 

competition in the banking, publishing, and automo-

bile industries. In some industries, such as utilities, it 

is not cost effective to have too many competitors. For 

this reason, the government permits utility monopo-

lies, although recently, the telephone, electricity, and 

communications industries have been deregulated. 

Furthermore, the antitrust laws are often rather vague 

and require interpretation, which may vary from judge 

to judge and court to court. Thus, what one judge de-

fi nes as a monopoly or trust today may be permitted by 

another judge a few years from now. Businesspeople 

need to understand what the law says on these issues 

and try to conduct their affairs within the bounds of 

these laws.

The Internet: Legal 
and Regulatory Issues
Our use and dependence on the Internet is increasingly 

creating a potential legal problem for businesses. With 

this growing use come questions of maintaining an ac-

ceptable level of privacy for consumers and proper com-

petitive use of the medium. Some might consider that 

tracking individuals who visit or “hit” their website by 

attaching a “cookie” (identifying you as a website visi-

tor for potential recontact and tracking your movement 

throughout the site) is an improper use of the Internet 

for business purposes. Others may fi nd such practices 

acceptable and similar to the practices of non-Internet 

retailers who copy information from checks or ask cus-

tomers for their name, address, or phone number before 

they will process a transaction. There are few specifi c 

laws that regulate business on the Internet, but the stan-

dards for acceptable behavior that are refl ected in the 

basic laws and regulations designed for traditional busi-

nesses can be applied to business on the Internet as well. 

One law aimed specifi cally at advertising on the inter-

net is the CAN-SPAM Act of 2004. The law restricts 

Act (Date Enacted) Purpose

Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection Act (2000)

Regulates the collection of personally identifi able information (name, address, e-mail address, 
hobbies, interests, or information collected through cookies) online from children under age 13.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act (2002)
Made securities fraud a criminal offense; stiffened penalties for corporate fraud; created an 
accounting oversight board; and instituted numerous other provisions designed to increase 
corporate transparency and compliance.

Do Not Call Implementation Act 
(2003)

Directs FCC and FTC to coordinate so their rules are consistent regarding telemarketing call 
practices, including the Do Not Call Registry.

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act 
(2010)

Increases accountability and transparency in the fi nancial industry, protects consumers from 
deceptive fi nancial practices, and establishes the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection.

TABLE B.4 continued

Whether you like it or not, Google, like Yahoo! And AOL, tracks 
people’s web browsing patterns. By tracking the sites you visit, the 
companies’ advertisers can aim ads targeted closer to your interests.



unsolicited e-mail advertisements by requiring the con-

sent of the recipient. Furthermore, the CAN-SPAM Act 

follows the “opt-out” model wherein recipients can elect 

to not receive further e-mails from a sender simply by 

clicking on a link.82

The central focus for future legislation of business 

conducted on the Internet is the protection of per-

sonal privacy. The present basis of personal privacy 

protection is the U.S. Constitution, various Supreme 

Court rulings, and laws such as the 1971 Fair Credit 

Reporting Act, the 1978 Right to Financial Privacy 

Act, and the 1974 Privacy Act, which deals with the 

release of government records. With few regulations 

on the use of information by businesses, companies 

legally buy and sell information on customers to gain 

competitive advantage. Sometimes existing laws are 

not enough to protect people, and the ease with which 

information on customers can be obtained becomes 

a problem. For example, identity theft has increased 

due to the proliferation of the use of the Internet. A 

disturbing trend is how many children have had their 

identities stolen. One study of 40,000 children re-

vealed that more than 10 percent have had their Social 

Security numbers stolen. The rates of child identity 

theft have risen since the advent of the Internet.83 It 

has been suggested that the treatment of personal data 

as property will ensure privacy rights by recognizing 

that customers have a right to control the use of their 

personal data.

Internet use is different from traditional interaction 

with businesses in that it is readily accessible, and 

most online businesses are able to develop databases 

of information on customers. Congress has restricted 

the development of databases on children using the 

Internet. The Children’s Online Privacy Protection 

Act of 2000 prohibits website and Internet provid-

ers from seeking personal information from children 

under age 13 without parental consent. Companies 

are still running afoul of COPPA. The Federal Trade 

Commission charged the social networking app Path 

with violating COPPA by collecting personal infor-

mation from about 3,000 minors without their par-

ents’ consent. The company agreed to pay $800,000 

to settle the charges.84

The Internet has also created a copyright di-

lemma for some organizations that have found that 

the web addresses of other online fi rms either match 

or are very similar to their company trademark. 

“Cyber squatters” attempt to sell back the registra-

tion of these matching sites to the trademark owner. 

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

Marvel Comics Wins Work Made-for-Hire Copyright Case
Copyrights protect works created by the author, including 
artwork, writing, music, movies, and any other artistic work 
that is fi xed or stable. However, there are exceptions in cases 
where the work is produced by an author hired by another 
party for the specifi c purpose of creating the work. The Copy-
right Act of 1909 states that any work made-for-hire belongs 
to the employer rather than the author.

Marvel Comics won a copyright dispute of this nature. Jack 
Kirby, who died in 1994, was the mind behind many of  Marvel 
Comics’ most famous characters, including Iron Man, the Incred-
ible Hulk, and X-Men. In 2009, his children notifi ed  Marvel Com-
ics that they intended to take back the copyrights to characters 
created by their father. The U.S. District Court for the Southern 
District of New York ruled that the characters rightfully belonged 
to Marvel Comics. Because Mr. Kirby was under contract, the 
characters fall under the defi nition of work made-for-hire in 
copyright law. His children appealed to the Second U.S. Circuit 

Court of Appeals. The judge again ruled that the characters be-
long to Marvel Comics.

The characters under consideration are profi table fi gures 
for Marvel Comics and its parent company Walt Disney. In 
2013, the Iron Man 3 movie brought in more than $400 mil-
lion. It is, therefore, a high priority for Marvel to defend its 
intellectual property.81

Discussion Questions
 1. According to the defi nition of copyright, why would comic 

book characters receive copyright status?
 2. Why is it important for companies or individuals to defend 

their intellectual property?
 3. Do you agree with the court’s decision that Jack Kirby’s 

characters were works made-for-hire and are thereby owned 
by Marvel Comics? Why or why not?

77
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Companies such as Taco Bell, MTC, and KFC have 

paid thousands of dollars to gain control of domain 

names that match or parallel company trademarks. 

The Federal Trademark Dilution Act of 1995 helps 

companies address this confl ict. The act provides 

trademark owners the right to protect trademarks, 

prevents the use of trademark-protected entities, and 

requires the relinquishment of names that match or 

closely parallel company trademarks. The reduction 

of geographic barriers, speed of response, and mem-

ory capability of the Internet will continue to create 

new challenges for the legal and regulatory environ-

ment in the future.

Legal Pressure for Responsible 
Business Conduct
To ensure greater compliance with society’s desires, 

both federal and state governments are moving toward 

increased organizational accountability for misconduct. 

Before 1991, laws mainly punished those employees 

directly responsible for an offense. Under new guide-

lines established by the Federal Sentencing Guidelines 

for Organizations (FSGO), however, both the respon-

sible employees and the fi rms that employ them are 

held accountable for violations of federal law. Thus, 

the government now places responsibility for control-

ling and preventing misconduct squarely on the shoul-

ders of top management. The main objectives of the 

federal guidelines are to train employees, self-monitor 

and supervise employee conduct, deter unethical acts, 

and punish those organizational members who engage 

in illegal acts.

A 2004 amendment to the FSGO requires that a 

business’s governing authority be well informed 

about its ethics program with respect to content, 

implementation, and effectiveness. This places the 

responsibility on the shoulders of the fi rm’s leader-

ship, usually the board of directors. The board must 

ensure that there is a high-ranking manager account-

able for the day-to-day operational oversight of the 

ethics program. The board must provide for adequate 

authority, resources, and access to the board or an ap-

propriate subcommittee of the board. The board must 

ensure that there are confi dential mechanisms avail-

able so that the organization’s employees and agents 

may report or seek guidance about potential or actual 

misconduct without fear of retaliation. Finally, the 

board is required to oversee the discovery of risks and 

to design, implement, and modify approaches to deal 

with those risks.

If an organization’s culture and policies reward 

or provide opportunities to engage in misconduct 

through lack of managerial concern or failure to 

comply with the seven minimum requirements of the 

FSGO (provided in Table B.5), then the organization 

may incur not only penalties but also the loss of cus-

tomer trust, public confi dence, and other intangible 

assets. For this reason, organizations cannot succeed 

solely through a legalistic approach to compliance 

with the sentencing guidelines; top management must 

cultivate high ethical standards that will serve as bar-

riers to illegal conduct. The organization must want 

TABLE B.5 Seven Steps to Compliance

1.  Develop standards and procedures to reduce the propensity for criminal conduct.

2.  Designate a high-level compliance manager or ethics offi cer to oversee the compliance program.

3.  Avoid delegating authority to people known to have a propensity to engage in misconduct.

4.   Communicate standards and procedures to employees, other agents, and independent contractors through training programs 
and publications.

5.  Establish systems to monitor and audit misconduct and to allow employees and agents to report criminal activity.

6.  Enforce standards and punishments consistently across all employees in the organization.

7.  Respond immediately to misconduct and take reasonable steps to prevent further criminal conduct.

Source: United States Sentencing Commission, Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations, 1991.
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to be a good citizen and recognize the importance of 

compliance to successful workplace activities and 

relationships.

The federal guidelines also require businesses to 

develop programs that can detect—and that will deter 

employees from engaging in—misconduct. To be 

considered effective, such compliance programs must 

include disclosure of any wrongdoing, cooperation 

with the government, and acceptance of responsibility 

for the misconduct. Codes of ethics, employee ethics 

training, hotlines (direct 800 phone numbers), com-

pliance directors, newsletters, brochures, and other 

communication methods are typical components of 

a compliance program. The ethics component, dis-

cussed in Chapter  2, acts as a buffer, keeping fi rms 

away from the thin line that separates unethical and 

illegal conduct.

Despite the existing legislation, a number of eth-

ics scandals in the early 2000s led Congress to 

pass— almost unanimously—the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 
which criminalized securities fraud and strengthened 

penalties for corporate fraud. It also created an ac-

counting oversight board that requires corporations to 

establish codes of ethics for fi nancial reporting and to 

develop greater transparency in fi nancial reports to in-

vestors and other interested parties. Additionally, the 

law requires top corporate executives to sign off on 

their fi rms’  fi nancial reports, and they risk fi nes and jail 

sentences if they misrepresent their companies’ fi nan-

cial position. Table B.6 summarizes the major provi-

sions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act has created a number of 

concerns and is considered burdensome and expen-

sive to corporations. Large corporations report spend-

ing more than $4 million each year to comply with the 

Act according to Financial Executives International. 

The Act has caused more than 500 public companies 

a year to report problems in their accounting systems. 

TABLE B.6 Major Provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act

 1.   Requires the establishment of a Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in charge of regulations administered by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission.

 2.   Requires CEOs and CFOs to certify that their companies’ fi nancial statements are true and without misleading statements.

 3.   Requires that corporate boards of directors’ audit committees consist of independent members who have no material interests 
in the company.

 4.   Prohibits corporations from making or offering loans to offi cers and board members.

 5.   Requires codes of ethics for senior fi nancial offi cers; code must be registered with the SEC.

 6.   Prohibits accounting fi rms from providing both auditing and consulting services to the same client without the approval of the 
client fi rm’s audit committee.

 7.   Requires company attorneys to report wrongdoing to top managers and, if necessary, to the board of directors; if managers and 
directors fail to respond to reports of wrongdoing, the attorney should stop representing the company.

 8.   Mandates “whistleblower protection” for persons who disclose wrongdoing to authorities.

 9.   Requires fi nancial securities analysts to certify that their recommendations are based on objective reports.

10.   Requires mutual fund managers to disclose how they vote shareholder proxies, giving investors information about how their 
shares infl uence decisions.

11.   Establishes a 10-year penalty for mail/wire fraud.

12.   Prohibits the two senior auditors from working on a corporation’s account for more than fi ve years; other auditors are prohibited 
from working on an account for more than seven years. In other words, accounting fi rms must rotate individual auditors from one 
account to another from time to time.

Source: Pub. L. 107-204, 116 Stat. 745 (2002).
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Additionally, Sarbanes-Oxley failed to prevent and de-

tect the widespread misconduct of fi nancial institutions 

that led to the fi nancial crisis. 

On the other hand, there are many benefi ts, in-

cluding greater accountability of top managers and 

boards of directors, that improve investor confi dence 

and protect employees, especially their retirement 

plans. It is believed that the law has more benefi ts than 

 drawbacks—with the greatest benefi t being that boards 

of directors and top managers are better informed. 

Some companies such as Cisco and Pitney Bowes 

 report improved effi ciency and cost savings from better 

fi nancial information.

In spite of the benefi ts Sarbanes-Oxley offers, it 

did not prevent widespread corporate corruption from 

leading to the most recent recession. The resulting fi -

nancial crisis prompted the Obama administration to 

create new regulation to reform Wall Street and the fi -

nancial industry. In 2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 

Reform and Consumer Protection Act was passed. 

In addition to new regulations for fi nancial institu-

tions, the legislation created a Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau (CFPB) to protect consumers from 

complex or deceptive fi nancial products. Table  B.7 

highlights some of the major provisions of the Dodd-

Frank Act.

The Dodd-Frank Act contains 16 titles meant to 

increase consumer protection, enhance transparency 

and accountability in the fi nancial sector, and create 

new fi nancial agencies. In some ways, Dodd-Frank is 

attempting to improve upon provisions laid out in the 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act. For instance, Dodd-Frank takes 

whistleblower protection a step further by offering 

additional incentives to whistleblowers for reporting 

TABLE B.7 Major Provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act

 1.   Enhances stability of the fi nance industry through the creation of two new fi nancial agencies, the Financial Oversight Stability 
Council and the Offi ce of Financial Research.

 2.   Institutes an orderly liquidation procedure for the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation to liquidate failing companies.

 3.   Eliminates the Offi ce of Thrift Supervision and transfers its powers to the Comptroller of the Currency.

 4.   Creates stronger regulation and greater oversight of hedge funds.

 5.   Establishes the Federal Insurance Agency to gather information and oversee the insurance industry for risks.

 6.   Requires regulators to have regulations in place for banks. Also prohibits and/or limits proprietary trading, hedge fund sponsorship 
and private equity funds, and relationships with hedge funds and private equity funds.

 7.   Regulates derivatives and complex fi nancial instruments by limiting where they can be traded and ensuring that traders have the 
fi nancial resources to meet their responsibilities.

 8.   Provides a framework for creating risk-management standards for fi nancial market utilities and the payment, clearing, and 
settlement activities performed by institutions.

 9.   Improves investor protection through acts such as creating a whistleblower bounty program and increasing consumer access to 
their credit scores.

10.   Institutes the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection to educate consumers and protect them from deceptive fi nancial products.

11.   Attempts to reform the Federal Reserve in ways that include limiting the Federal Reserve’s lending authority, reevaluating 
methods for Federal Reserve regulations and the appointment of Federal Reserve Bank directors, and instituting additional 
disclosure requirements.

12.   Reforms mortgage activities with new provisions that include increasing the lender’s responsibility to ensure the borrower can 
pay back the loan, prohibiting unfair lending practices, requiring additional disclosure in the mortgage loan process, and imposing 
penalties against those found guilty of noncompliance with the new standards.

Source: Brief Summary of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, http://banking.senate.gov/public/_fi les/070110_Dodd_Frank_Wall_Street_
Reform_comprehensive_summary_Final.pdf (accessed March 17, 2011).
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misconduct. If whistleblowers report misconduct that 

results in penalties of more than $1 million, the whis-

tleblower will be entitled to a percentage of the settle-

ment.85 Additionally, complex fi nancial instruments 

must now be made more transparent so that consumers 

will have a better understanding of what these instru-

ments involve.

The act also created three new agencies: the Con-

sumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), the Offi ce 

of Financial Research, and the Financial Stability Over-

sight Council. While the CFPB was  created to protect 

consumers, the other two agencies work to maintain 

stability in the fi nancial industry so such a crisis will 

not recur in the future.86 Although it is too early to tell 

whether these regulations will serve to create wides-

cale positive fi nancial reform, the Dodd-Frank Act is 

certainly leading to major changes on Wall Street and 

in the fi nancial sector.
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Enter the World of Business

Chinese Smartphone Company Faces 
Challenges in Expansion
Xiaomi, China’s hottest smartphone company, has established itself as an 

icon of innovation. Founded in 2010 by entrepreneur Lei Jun—who has been 

called “the Steve Jobs of China”—the company is already valued at more than 

$10 billion and is expanding into global markets. Xiaomi expanded into Taiwan 

and Hong Kong in 2013, and Singapore is the next country on the company’s 

list. So far, the company has seen increasing growth opportunities. However, 

this potential does not exist in all markets, especially in those where Apple and 

Samsung dominate the market.

The company is looking into ways of entering the United States, but many 

barriers to entry exist. A strength that Xiamoi has over competitors in China is 

its ability to create a high-quality, low-priced phone that appeals to the average 

Chinese consumer. This may not matter as much to Americans, who are will-

ing to pay a premium for Apple and Samsung brands. Xiaomi’s brand image, 

which is perceived as cool, hip, and cheap, could be tarnished in China if it is 

successful and becomes a global brand. More practically, getting the phones 

into retail locations may prove troublesome to the small cell phone maker. In 

the United States, cell phone companies must negotiate contracts with service 

providers, which is not the case in China. This process is highly competitive 

and hard for new entrants to break into. Another diffi culty is the name of the 

company itself, as many Americans are not able to say Xiaomi (sheow me).1
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Introduction
Consumers around the world can drink Coca-Cola and Pepsi; eat at McDonald’s 

and Pizza Hut; see movies from Mexico, England, France, Australia, and China; and 

watch CNN and MTV on Samsung televisions. It may surprise you that the Japanese 

fi rm Komatsu sells earth-moving equipment to China 

that is manufactured in Peoria, Illinois.2 The products 

you consume today are just as likely to have been made 

in China, India, or Germany as in the United States.4

 Likewise, consumers in other countries buy Western 

electrical equipment, clothing, rock music, cosmetics, and toiletries, as well as com-

puters, robots, and household goods.

Many U.S. fi rms are fi nding that international markets provide tremendous oppor-

tunities for growth. Accessing these markets can promote innovation while intensify-

ing global competition spurs companies to market better and less expensive products. 

Today, the more than 7 billion people that inhabit the earth comprise one tremendous 

marketplace.

In this chapter, we explore business in this exciting global marketplace. First, 

we look at the nature of international business, including barriers and promoters of 

trade across international boundaries. Next, we consider the levels of organizational 

 involvement in international business. Finally, we briefl y discuss strategies for trading 

across national borders.

The Role of International Business
International business refers to the buying, selling, and trading of goods and services 

across national boundaries. Falling political barriers and new technology are making 

it possible for more and more companies to sell their products overseas as well as at 

home. And, as differences among nations continue to narrow, the trend toward the glo-

balization of business is becoming increasingly important. Starbucks serves millions 

of global customers at more than 19,000 locations in 62 countries.5 The  Internet and 

the ease by which mobile applications can be de-

veloped provides many companies with easier entry 

to access global markets than opening bricks-and-

mortar stores.6 Amazon.com, an online retailer, has 

distribution centers from Nevada to Germany that 

fi ll millions of orders a day and ship them to cus-

tomers in every corner of the world. The Apple Store 

surpassed $10 billion in app sales alone in 2013. 

A total of $1 billion came into the company over 

a one-month period shortly after Apple released a 

new operating system. More than 70 percent of rev-

enues from Apple stores came from outside of the 

United States.7 Indeed, most of the world’s popula-

tion and two-thirds of its total purchasing power are 

outside the United States.

When McDonald’s sells a Big Mac in Moscow, 

Sony sells a stereo in Detroit, or a small Swiss medi-

cal supply company sells a shipment of orthopedic 

devices to a hospital in Monterrey, Mexico, the sale 
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DID YOU KNOW? Subway has surpassed McDonald’s 

as the largest global restaurant chain with more than 

41,000 restaurants.3

American companies such as McDonald’s have become widely popular 
in China. This restaurant in Beijing features elements from the Chinese 
culture as well as from American culture.
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affects the economies of the countries involved. The 

U.S. market, with 316 million consumers, makes up 

only a small part of the more than 7 billion people 

elsewhere in the world to whom global companies 

must consider marketing.8 Global marketing requires 

balancing your global brand with the needs of local 

consumers.9 To begin our study of international busi-

ness, we must fi rst consider some economic issues: 

why nations trade, exporting and  importing, and the 

balance of trade.

Why Nations Trade
Nations and businesses engage in international 

trade to obtain raw materials and goods that are 

otherwise unavailable to them or are available elsewhere at a lower price than that at 

which they themselves can produce. A nation, or individuals and organizations from 

a nation, sell surplus materials and goods to acquire funds to buy the goods, services, 

and ideas its people need. Poland, for example, began trading with Western nations in 

order to acquire new technology and techniques. Poland has taken these lessons and 

revitalized its formerly communist economy.10 Which goods and services a nation 

sells depends on what resources it has available.

Some nations have a monopoly on the production of a particular resource or prod-

uct. Such a monopoly, or absolute advantage, exists when a country is the only 

source of an item, the only producer of an item, or the most effi cient producer of 

an item. Utility distribution companies are often natural monopolies out of neces-

sity, whether they are regulated by governments or privately owned.11 Mexico, until 

recently, held an absolute advantage in oil production. However, because the country 

was not able to produce as much crude oil as its capacity allowed, President Pena 

Nieto nullifi ed the monopoly so other companies can enter the country and make use 

of Mexico’s resources.12

Most international trade is based on comparative advantage, which occurs when 

a country specializes in products that it can supply more effi ciently or at a lower 

cost than it can produce other items. Kenya has a comparative advantage in its use 

of mobile money, which involves payment services through mobile devices. Its use 

of mobile money has increased consumer convenience in completing everyday tasks. 

This advantage has served to modernize the country.13 The United States, having ad-

opted new technological methods in hydraulic fracturing, has created a comparative 

advantage in the mining and exporting of natural gas.14 Other countries, particularly 

India and Ireland, are also gaining a comparative advantage over the United States 

in the provision of some services, such as call-center operations, engineering, and 

software programming. As a result, U.S. companies are increasingly outsourcing, or 

transferring manufacturing and other tasks to countries where labor and supplies are 

less expensive. Outsourcing has become a controversial practice in the United States 

because many jobs have moved overseas where those tasks can be accomplished for 

lower costs. For example, the Philippines has surpassed India as the popular choice 

for call-center jobs. Call-center jobs are appealing to many Filipinos because the pay 

is almost as much as the average family income within the country. English is also 

one of the country’s offi cial languages, which makes it easier to communicate with 

English-speaking customers.15

absolute advantage
a monopoly that exists when 
a country is the only source of 
an item, the only producer of 
an item, or the most effi cient 
producer of an item

comparative advantage
the basis of most international 
trade, when a country 
specializes in products that 
it can supply more effi ciently 
or at a lower cost than it can 
produce other items

outsourcing
the transferring of 
manufacturing or other 
tasks—such as data 
processing—to countries 
where labor and supplies are 
less expensive

Many companies choose to 
outsource manufacturing to 
factories in Asia due to lower 
costs of labor. 
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Trade between Countries
To obtain needed goods and services and the funds to pay for them, nations trade 

by exporting and importing. Exporting is the sale of goods and services to foreign 

markets. The United States exported more than $2.3 trillion in goods and services 

in 2013.16 In China, Tesla Motors Inc. is working to implement charging stations for 

electric vehicles (EVs) for its exports as well as for use by Chinese-made EVs. U.S. 

companies that view China as both a growth market for exports and a market for 

lower-cost labor for imports can strategically integrate these into their operations. 

Successful integration can lead to signifi cantly higher profi ts than companies that 

only focus on one of the opportunities. Apple, for example, designed a less expensive 

version of the iPhone for the Chinese smartphone market, while also utilizing Chinese 

resources for manufacturing.17 U.S. businesses export many goods and services, par-

ticularly agricultural, entertainment (movies, television shows, etc.), and technologi-

cal products. Importing is the purchase of goods and services from foreign sources. 

Many of the goods you buy in the United States are likely to be imports or to have 

some imported components. Sometimes, you may not even realize they are imports. 

The United States imported more than $2.7 trillion in goods and services in 2013.18

Balance of Trade
You have probably read or heard about the fact that the United States has a trade 

defi cit, but what is a trade defi cit? A nation’s balance of trade is the difference in 

value between its exports and imports. Because the United States (and some other 

nations as well) imports more products than it exports, it has a negative balance of 

trade, or trade defi cit. Table 3.1 shows the trade defi cit for the United States. In 2013, 

the United States had a trade defi cit of more than $471 billion.19 The trade defi cit 

fl uctuates  according to such factors as the health of the United States and other econo-

mies, productivity, perceived quality, and exchange rates. As Figure  3.1 indicates, 

U.S.  exports to China have been rapidly increasing but not fast enough to offset the 

imports from China. Trade defi cits are harmful because they can mean the failure of 

businesses, the loss of jobs, and a lowered standard of living.

Of course, when a nation exports more goods than it imports, it has a favorable bal-

ance of trade, or trade surplus. Until about 1970, the United States had a trade surplus 

due to an abundance of natural resources and the relative effi ciency of its manufactur-

ing systems. Table 3.2 shows the top 10 countries with which the United States has a 

trade defi cit and a trade surplus.

The difference between the fl ow of money into and out of a country is called its 

balance of payments. A country’s balance of trade, foreign investments, foreign aid, 

exporting
the sale of goods and services 
to foreign markets

importing
the purchase of goods and 
services from foreign sources

balance of trade
the difference in value 
between a nation’s exports 
and its imports

trade defi cit
a nation’s negative balance 
of trade, which exists when 
that country imports more 
products than it exports

balance of payments
the difference between the 
fl ow of money into and out 
of a country

TABLE 3.1 U.S. Trade Deficit, 1980–2006 (in billions of dollars)

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Division, U.S. Trade in Goods and Services—Balance of Payments (BOP) Basis, February 6, 2014, www.census.gov/foreign-trade/
statistics/historical/gands.pdf (accessed February 27, 2014).

1990 2000 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Exports 535.2 1,072.8 1,652.9 1,840.3 1,578.2 1,844.5 2,112.8 2,210.6 2,272.3

Imports 616.1 1,450.1 2,351.9 2,542.6 1,961.8 2,343.8 2,669.7 2,745.2 2,743.9

Trade surplus/
defi cit

280.9 2377.3 2699.1 2702.3 2383.7 2499.4 2556.8 2534.7 2471.5

®
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loans, military expenditures, and money spent by tourists comprise its balance of pay-

ments. As you might expect, a country with a trade surplus generally has a favorable 

balance of payments because it is receiving more money from trade with foreign coun-

tries than it is paying out. When a country has a trade defi cit, more money fl ows out of 

the country than into it. If more money fl ows out of the country than into it from tour-

ism and other sources, the country may experience declining production and higher 

unemployment, because there is less money available for spending.
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FIGURE 3.1
U.S. Exports to China 

(millions of U.S. dollars)

Sources: “Trade in Goods (Imports, 
Exports and Trade Balance) with China,” 
U.S. Census Bureau: Foreign Trade 
Statistics, www.census.gov/foreign-
trade/balance/c5700.html (accessed 
February 27, 2014).

TABLE 3.2
Top Ten Countries with 

Which the United States 

Has Trade Defi cits/

Surpluses

Trade Defi cit Trade Surplus

 1. China Hong Kong

 2. Japan United Arab Emirates

 3. Germany Netherlands

 4. Mexico Switzerland

 5. Saudi Arabia Belgium

 6. Canada Brazil

 7. India Australia

 8. Ireland Panama

 9. South Korea Singapore

10. Italy Argentina

Sources: “Top Ten Countries with which the U.S. has a Trade Defi cit,” April 2013, www.census.gov/foreign-trade/top/dst/current/
defi cit.html (accessed February 27, 2014); “Top Ten Countries with which the U.S. has a Trade Surplus,” April 2013, www.census.gov/
foreign-trade/top/dst/current/surplus.html (accessed February 27, 2014).
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International Trade Barriers
Completely free trade seldom exists. When a company decides to do business outside 

its own country, it will encounter a number of barriers to international trade. Any fi rm 

considering international business must research the other country’s economic, legal, 

political, social, cultural, and technological background. Such research will help the 

company choose an appropriate level of involvement and operating strategies, as we 

will see later in this chapter.

Economic Barriers
When looking at doing business in another country, managers must consider a num-

ber of basic economic factors, such as economic development, infrastructure, and 

exchange rates.

Economic Development. When considering doing business abroad, U.S. busi-

nesspeople need to recognize that they cannot take for granted that other countries offer 

the same things as are found in industrialized nations—economically advanced countries 

such as the United States, Japan, Great Britain, and Canada. Many countries in Africa, 

Asia, and South America, for example, are in general poorer and less economically ad-

vanced than those in North America and Europe; they are often called less-developed 
countries (LDCs). LDCs are characterized by low per-capita income (income generated 

by the nation’s production of goods and services divided by the population), which means 

that consumers are less likely to purchase nonessential products. Nonetheless, LDCs rep-

resent a potentially huge and profi table market for many businesses because they may 

be buying technology to improve their infrastructures, and much of the population may 

desire consumer products. For example, automobile manufacturers are looking toward 

LDCs as a way to expand their customer base. The rising middle class has caused many 

consumers in India and China to desire their own vehicles. Companies such as General 

Motors are partnering with domestic manufacturers to create electric vehicles for the 

Chinese market.20

A country’s level of development is determined in part by its infrastructure, the 

physical facilities that support its economic activities, such as railroads, highways, 

ports, airfi elds, utilities and power plants, schools, hospitals, communication systems, 

and commercial distribution systems. When doing business in LDCs, for example, a 

business may need to compensate for rudimentary distribution and communication 

systems, or even a lack of technology.

Exchange Rates. The ratio at which one nation’s currency can be exchanged 

for another nation’s currency is the exchange rate. Exchange rates vary daily and 

can be found in newspapers and through many sites on the Internet. Familiarity with 

exchange rates is important because they affect the cost of imports and exports. When 

the value of the U.S. dollar declines relative to other currencies, such as the euro, the 

price of imports becomes relatively expensive for U.S. consumers. On the other hand, 

U.S. exports become relatively cheap for international markets—in this example, the 

European Union (EU).

Occasionally, a government may intentionally alter the value of its currency 

through fi scal policy. Devaluation decreases the value of currency in relation to 

other currencies. If the U.S. government were to devalue the dollar, it would lower 

the cost of American goods abroad and make trips to the United States less expen-

sive for foreign tourists. Thus, devaluation encourages the sale of domestic goods 

and tourism. Mexico has repeatedly devalued the peso for this reason. China has 
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been accused of devaluing the yuan as exports for the country have reached histori-

cal lows.22 Revaluation, which increases the value of a currency in relation to other 

currencies, occurs rarely.

Ethical, Legal, and Political Barriers
A company that decides to enter the international marketplace must contend with 

potentially complex relationships among the different laws of its own nation, inter-

national laws, and the laws of the nation with which it will be trading; various trade 

restrictions imposed on international trade; changing political climates; and different 

ethical values. Legal and ethical requirements for successful business are increasing 

globally. For instance, India has strict limitations on foreign retailers that want to 

operate within the country. Until recently, foreign retailers were required to partner 

with a domestic fi rm if they wanted to do business within India. Walmart partnered 

with Bharti Enterprises in order to gain entry into the country. However, this fi ve-year 

partnership came to an end after Walmart decided that navigating through Indian re-

strictions was too cumbersome and resulted in little progress. Internet legislation in 

other countries is causing some companies to pause out of concern. Brazil has pro-

posed a bill dictating that Internet companies that offer services in the country, such 

as Google and Yahoo!, buy local data storage space to keep data within the country. 

If the bill passes, the result is signifi cant extra costs that could serve as a deterrent to 

foreign investment.23

Laws and Regulations. The United States has a number of laws and regula-

tions that govern the activities of U.S. fi rms engaged in international trade. For ex-

ample, the Webb-Pomerene Export Trade Act of 1918 exempts American fi rms from 

antitrust laws if those fi rms are acting together to enter international trade. This law 

China’s Sustainability Initiatives
Over the past 10 years, China’s sustainable energy initia-
tives have become signifi cant. As a country that is home to 
much of the world’s industrial production, China began ex-
periencing an onslaught of detrimental consequences such 
as brownouts (when pollution becomes so saturated in the 
air that it inhibits vision), blackouts due to lack of adequate 
energy to supply demand, acid rain, and nonpotable water. 
Urbanization also became a contributing factor when people 
began migrating from rural areas to cities at a rate of 20 mil-
lion annually. As people move into cities and grow into the 
middle class, they tend to purchase larger houses and more 
automobiles that demand the use of more energy.

To correct the negative environmental impact, China has 
begun many sustainable initiatives to diversify its energy 
sources from coal (80 percent of Chinese energy comes from 
coal) to cleaner alternatives. The government has eliminated 
ineffi cient industrial programs, raised the minimum effi ciency 

standards for construction methods, and instituted automo-
bile fuel economy standards. The Chinese government also 
began designing policies and programs by which to standard-
ize initiatives and monitor their progress through green label-
ing practices. Investments in technology research related to 
biofuels, solar, wind farms, carbon capture, and more are a 
part of this corrective action. As a result, energy consumption 
has fallen more than 20 percent, and China has become a 
world leader in wind power capacity.21

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some of the problems China has faced due to 

pollution?
 2. Why does a rising middle class potentially threaten the 

environment?
 3. Describe some of the ways that the Chinese government is 

tackling the pollution issue.

Going Green
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allows selected U.S. fi rms to form monopolies to 

compete with foreign monopolistic organizations, 

although they are not allowed to limit free trade and 

competition within the United States or to use un-

fair methods of competition in international trade. 

The United States also has a variety of friendship, 

commerce, and navigation treaties with other na-

tions. These treaties allow business to be transacted 

between citizens of the specifi ed countries. Ireland 

is an up-and-coming example of a country that at-

tracts American foreign investment. Corporate tax 

rates that are among the lowest in Europe, low 

wages, and suffi cient infrastructure are just a few of 

the reasons investors are attracted to Ireland. Over 

the course of 2008 to 2012, American investment in 

the country totaled $129.5 billion—more than the 

prior 58 years combined.24

Once outside U.S. borders, businesspeople are 

likely to fi nd that the laws of other nations differ 

from those of the United States. Many of the legal rights that Americans take for 

granted do not exist in other countries, and a fi rm doing business abroad must under-

stand and obey the laws of the host country. Some countries have strict laws limiting 

the amount of local currency that can be taken out of the country and the amount 

of currency that can be brought in; others limit how foreign companies can operate 

within the country.

In Mexico, for example, foreigners cannot directly own property in what is known 

as the “Restricted Zone.” The Restricted Zone includes land within 100 kilometers 

of Mexico’s international borders along with land within 50 kilometers of Mexico’s 

oceans and beaches. Foreigners who wish to use property in these areas must obtain a 

title through a bank title transfer or through a corporation.25

Some countries have copyright and patent laws that are less strict than those of the 

United States, and some countries fail to honor U.S. laws. Because copying is a tradi-

tion in China and Vietnam and laws protecting copyrights and intellectual property 

are weak and minimally enforced, those countries are fl ooded with counterfeit videos, 

movies, CDs, computer software, furniture, and clothing. Companies are angry be-

cause the counterfeits harm not only their sales, but also their reputations if the knock-

offs are of poor quality. Such counterfeiting is not limited to China or Vietnam. It is 

estimated that nearly half of all software installed on personal computers worldwide 

is illegally pirated or copied.26 In countries where these activities occur, laws against 

them may not be suffi ciently enforced if counterfeiting is deemed illegal. Thus, busi-

nesses engaging in foreign trade may have to take extra steps to protect their products 

because local laws may be insuffi cient to do so.

Tariffs and Trade Restrictions. Tariffs and other trade restrictions are part 

of a country’s legal structure but may be established or removed for political reasons. 

An import tariff is a tax levied by a nation on goods imported into the country. A fi xed 
tariff is a specifi c amount of money levied on each unit of a product brought into the 

country, while an ad valorem tariff is based on the value of the item. Most countries 

allow citizens traveling abroad to bring home a certain amount of merchandise with-

out paying an import tariff. A U.S. citizen may bring $200 worth of merchandise into 

import tariff
a tax levied by a nation on 
goods imported into the 
country

Counterfeit products such as these fake luxury handbags are major 
challenges for international fi rms.
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the United States duty free. After that, U.S. citizens 

must pay an ad valorem tariff based on the cost of 

the item and the country of origin. Thus, identical 

items purchased in different countries might have 

different tariffs.

Countries sometimes levy tariffs for political 

reasons, as when they impose sanctions against 

other countries to protest their actions. However, 

import tariffs are more commonly imposed to 

protect domestic products by raising the price 

of imported ones. Such protective tariffs have 

become controversial, as Americans become in-

creasingly concerned over the U.S. trade defi cit. 

Protective tariffs allow more expensive domes-

tic goods to compete with foreign ones. For ex-

ample, the United States has lost a signifi cant 

number of steelworks over the past few decades 

to foreign competition in places such as China. 

Other markets can produce steel more cheaply 

than the United States. Many people and spe-

cial interest groups in the United States, such as 

unions, would like to see tariffs placed on Chi-

nese steel, which is signifi cantly less expensive, 

in order to protect remaining U.S. steel produc-

tion. The United States has also imposed tariffs 

on imported sugar for almost two centuries. The 

EU levies tariffs on many products, including 

some seafood imports.

Critics of protective tariffs argue that their use 

inhibits free trade and competition. Supporters of 

protective tariffs say they insulate domestic industries, particularly new ones, against 

well-established foreign competitors. Once an industry matures, however, its advo-

cates may be reluctant to let go of the tariff that protected it. Tariffs also help when, 

because of low labor costs and other advantages, foreign competitors can afford to 

sell their products at prices lower than those charged by domestic companies. Some 

Americans argue that tariffs should be used to keep domestic wages high and unem-

ployment low.

Exchange controls restrict the amount of currency that can be bought or sold. 

Some countries control their foreign trade by forcing businesspeople to buy and 

sell foreign products through a central bank. If John Deere, for example, receives 

payments for its tractors in a foreign currency, it may be required to sell the cur-

rency to that nation’s central bank. When foreign currency is in short supply, as it 

is in many LDCs, the government uses foreign currency to purchase necessities 

and capital goods and produces other products locally, thus limiting its need for 

foreign imports.

A quota limits the number of units of a particular product that can be imported into 

a country. A quota may be established by voluntary agreement or by government de-

cree. The United States imposes quotas on certain goods, such as garments produced 

in Vietnam and China. Quotas are designed to protect the industries and jobs of the 

country imposing the quota.

exchange controls
regulations that restrict the 
amount of currency that can 
be bought or sold

quota
a restriction on the number of 
units of a particular product 
that can be imported into a 
country

Due to the U.S. embargo 
against Cuba, many Cubans 
drive older automobiles. 
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An embargo prohibits trade in a particular product. Embargoes are generally di-

rected at specifi c goods or countries and may be established for political, economic, 

health, or religious reasons. While the United States maintains a trade embargo with 

Cuba, European hotel chains are engaged in a building boom on the Caribbean is-

land, where tourism is the number-one industry. U.S. hotel chains are eager to build 

in Cuba but have no opportunity until the embargo is lifted. Until recently, U.S. 

tourists were forbidden by the U.S. government to vacation in Cuba because of the 

embargo. However, the government has begun to allow more  Americans to visit Cuba 

with certain restrictions.27 It may be surprising to know that U.S. farmers export 

hundreds of millions of dollars worth of commodities to Cuba each year, based on a 

2000 law that provided permission for some trade to the embargoed country.28 Health 

embargoes prevent the importing of various pharmaceuticals, animals, plants, and 

agricultural products. Muslim nations forbid the importation of alcoholic beverages 

on religious grounds.

One common reason for setting quotas or tariffs is to prohibit dumping, which oc-

curs when a country or business sells products at less than what it costs to produce 

them. For example, in 2013 the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, along with 

Homeland Security Investigations, charged Honey Solutions and Groeb Farms Inc. with 

dumping violations concerning honey imports from China.29 A company may dump its 

products for several reasons. Dumping permits quick entry into a market. Sometimes 

dumping occurs when the domestic market for a fi rm’s product is too small to support 

an effi cient level of production. In other cases, technologically obsolete products that are 

no longer salable in the country of origin are dumped overseas. Dumping is relatively 

diffi cult to prove, but even the suspicion of dumping can lead to the imposition of quotas 

or tariffs. Honey Solutions paid $1 million in fi nes, while Groeb Farms Inc. agreed to 

pay $2 million at this point in the prosecution.30

Political Barriers. Unlike legal issues, political considerations are seldom writ-

ten down and often change rapidly. Nations that have been subject to economic sanc-

tions for political reasons in recent years include Cuba, Iran, Syria, and North Korea. 

While these were dramatic events, political considerations affect international busi-

ness daily as governments enact tariffs, embargoes, or other types of trade restrictions 

in response to political events.

Businesses engaged in international trade must 

consider the relative instability of countries such 

as Iraq, Ukraine, and Venezuela. Political unrest in 

countries such as Pakistan, Somalia, and the Demo-

cratic Republic of the Congo may create a hostile 

or even dangerous environment for foreign busi-

nesses. Natural disasters, like the 2013 typhoons in 

the Philippines and India,31 can cripple a country’s 

government, making the region even more unstable. 

Even a developed country such as Japan had its so-

cial, economic, and political institutions stressed by 

the 2011 earthquake and tsunamis. Finally, a sud-

den change in power can result in a regime that is 

hostile to foreign investment. Some businesses have 

been forced out of a country altogether, as when 

Hugo Chávez conducted a socialist revolution in 

Venezuela to force out or take over American oil 

embargo
a prohibition on trade in a 
particular product

dumping
the act of a country or 
business selling products 
at less than what it costs to 
produce them

A European complaint has alleged that China is dumping solar panels 
and urges the EU to implement import tariffs. China denies any such 
activity. 
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companies. Whether they like it or not, companies are often involved directly or indi-

rectly in international politics.

Political concerns may lead a group of nations to form a cartel, a group of fi rms 

or nations that agrees to act as a monopoly and not compete with each other, to gen-

erate a competitive advantage in world markets. Probably the most famous cartel is 

OPEC, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, founded in the 1960s to 

increase the price of petroleum throughout the world and to maintain high prices. 

By working to ensure stable oil prices, OPEC hopes to enhance the  economies of 

its member nations.

Social and Cultural Barriers
Most businesspeople engaged in international trade underestimate the importance of 

social and cultural differences; but these differences can derail an important trans-

action. Burger King recently formed a joint venture with Everstone Group to begin 

opening locations in India. The fast-food chain can take lessons from already es-

tablished competitors that learned the necessity of adapting their menus to refl ect 

the religious and social customs of the region.32 Additionally, Tiffany & Co. learned 

that more attentive customer service was necessary in order to succeed in Japan, 

and bold marketing and advertising served as the recipe for success in China.33 And 

in Europe, Starbucks took the unprecedented step of allowing its locations to be 

franchised in order to reach smaller markets that are unfamiliar. This way Starbucks 

reduced some of the cultural and social risks involved in entering such markets.34 

Unfortunately, cultural norms are rarely written down, and what is written down may 

well be inaccurate.

Cultural differences include differences in spoken and written language. Although 

it is certainly possible to translate words from one language to another, the true mean-

ing is sometimes misinterpreted or lost. Consider some translations that went awry in 

foreign markets:

•  Scandinavian vacuum manufacturer Electrolux used the following in an 

American campaign: “Nothing sucks like an Electrolux.”

•  The Coca-Cola name in China was fi rst read as “Ke-kou-ke-la,” meaning “bite 

the wax tadpole.”

•  In Italy, a campaign for Schweppes Tonic Water translated the name into 

Schweppes Toilet Water.35

Translators cannot just translate slogans, advertising campaigns, and website 

language; they must know the cultural differences that could affect a company’s 

success.

Differences in body language and personal space also affect international trade. 

Body language is nonverbal, usually unconscious communication through gestures, 

posture, and facial expression. Personal space is the distance at which one person 

feels comfortable talking to another. Americans tend to stand a moderate distance 

away from the person with whom they are speaking. Arab businessmen tend to stand 

face-to-face with the object of their conversation. Additionally, gestures vary from 

culture to culture, and gestures considered acceptable in American society—pointing, 

for example—may be considered rude in others. Table 3.3 shows some of the behav-

iors considered rude or unacceptable in other countries. Such cultural differences may 

generate uncomfortable feelings or misunderstandings when businesspeople of differ-

ent countries negotiate with each other.

cartel
a group of fi rms or nations 
that agrees to act as a 
monopoly and not compete 
with each other, in order 
to generate a competitive 
advantage in world markets
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Family roles also infl uence marketing activities. Many countries do not allow chil-

dren to be used in advertising, for example. Advertising that features people in nontra-

ditional social roles may or may not be successful either. Fine Indian jeweler Tanishq 

was criticized for an advertisement aired in its native country. The advertisement de-

picted a marriage ceremony between a single mother and a man who was obviously 

not the father of the child. Critics claimed the ad disregarded Indian values and morals 

because widowed and divorced women are often shunned from their communities. 

Remarriage and premarital relations, under any circumstances, are not appropriate 

in Indian culture. Others saw the ad starting a conversation about women’s rights.36

The people of other nations quite often have a different perception of time as well. 

Americans value promptness; a business meeting scheduled for a specifi c time seldom 

starts more than a few minutes late. In Mexico and Spain, however, it is not unusual 

for a meeting to be delayed half an hour or more. Such a late start might produce re-

sentment in an American negotiating in Spain for the fi rst time.

Companies engaged in foreign trade must observe the national and religious holi-

days and local customs of the host country. In many Islamic countries, for example, 

workers expect to take a break at certain times of the day to observe religious rites. 

Companies also must monitor their advertising to guard against offending customers. 

In Thailand and many other countries, public displays of affection between the sexes 

are unacceptable in advertising messages; in many Middle Eastern nations, it is unac-

ceptable to show the soles of one’s feet.37 In Russia, smiling is considered appropriate 

only in private settings, not in business.

With the exception of the United States, most nations use the metric system. This 

lack of uniformity creates problems for both buyers and sellers in the international 

marketplace. American sellers, for instance, must package goods destined for foreign 

markets in liters or meters, and Japanese sellers must convert to the English system 

if they plan to sell a product in the United States. Tools also must be calibrated in the 

correct system if they are to function correctly. Hyundai and Honda service techni-

cians need metric tools to make repairs on those cars.

The literature dealing with international business is fi lled with accounts of some-

times humorous but often costly mistakes that occurred because of a lack of un-

derstanding of the social and cultural differences between buyers and sellers. Such 

problems cannot always be avoided, but they can be minimized through research on 

the cultural and social differences of the host country.

TABLE 3.3
Cultural Behavioral 

Differences

Region Gestures Viewed as Rude or Unacceptable

Japan, Hong Kong, Middle East Summoning with the index fi nger

Middle and Far East Pointing with index fi nger

Thailand, Japan, France Sitting with soles of shoes showing

Brazil, Germany Forming a circle with fi ngers (the “O.K.” sign in the 
United States)

Japan Winking means “I love you”

Buddhist countries Patting someone on the head

Source: Adapted from Judie Haynes, “Communicating with Gestures,” EverythingESL (n.d.), www.everythingesl.net/inservices/
body_language.php (accessed March 8, 2010).
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Technological Barriers
Many countries lack the technological infra-

structure found in the United States, and some 

marketers are viewing such barriers as oppor-

tunities. For instance, marketers are targeting 

many countries such as India and China and 

some African countries where there are few 

private phone lines. Citizens of these countries 

are turning instead to wireless communication 

through cell phones. Technological advances 

are creating additional global marketing op-

portunities. Along with opportunities, chang-

ing technologies also create new challenges 

and competition. The U.S. market share of the 

personal computer market is dropping as new 

competitors emerge that are challenging U.S. 

PC makers. In fact, out of the top fi ve global 

PC companies—Lenovo, Hewlett- Packard, 

Dell, Acer Group, and ASUS—three are from Asian countries. On the other hand, 

Apple Inc.’s iPad and other tablet computer makers have already begun eroding the 

market share of traditional personal computers, leading many to believe that  personal 

computers have hit the maturity stage of the product life cycle.38

Trade Agreements, Alliances, and Organizations
Although these economic, political, legal, and sociocultural issues may seem like daunt-

ing barriers to international trade, there are also organizations and agreements—such 

as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the World Bank, and the International 

Monetary Fund—that foster international trade and can help companies get involved 

in and succeed in global markets. Various regional trade agreements, such as the North 

American Free Trade Agreement and the EU, also promote trade among member nations 

by eliminating tariffs and trade restrictions. In this section, we’ll look briefl y at these 

agreements and organizations.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
During the Great Depression of the 1930s, nations established so many protective 

tariffs covering so many products that international trade became virtually impos-

sible. By the end of World War II, there was considerable international momentum to 

liberalize trade and minimize the effects of tariffs. The General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT), originally signed by 23 nations in 1947, provided a forum for 

tariff negotiations and a place where international trade problems could be discussed 

and resolved. More than 100 nations abided by its rules. GATT sponsored rounds of 

negotiations aimed at reducing trade restrictions. The most recent round, the Uruguay 

Round (1988–1994), further reduced trade barriers for most products and provided 

new rules to prevent dumping.

The World Trade Organization (WTO), an international organization dealing with 

the rules of trade between nations, was created in 1995 by the Uruguay Round. Key 

to the World Trade Organization are the WTO agreements, which are the legal ground 

rules for international commerce. The agreements were negotiated and signed by most 

LO 3-3
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Cell phone services are taking off in Africa. They offer a viable alternative to 
landlines, which require infrastructure not always available in rural areas. 
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of the world’s trading nations and ratifi ed by their parliaments. The goal is to help 

producers of goods and services and exporters and importers conduct their business. 

In addition to administering the WTO trade agreements, the WTO presents a forum 

for trade negotiations, monitors national trade policies, provides technical assistance 

and training for developing countries, and cooperates with other international organi-

zations. Based in Geneva, Switzerland, the WTO has also adopted a leadership role in 

negotiating trade disputes among nations.40 For example, Argentina fi led a  dispute with 

the WTO to protest anti-dumping measures instituted against them by the EU. The EU 

claimed Argentina was engaging in dumping biodiesel.41

The North American Free Trade Agreement
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which went into effect on Jan-

uary 1, 1994, effectively merged Canada, the United States, and Mexico into one mar-

ket of nearly 470 million consumers. NAFTA virtually eliminated all  tariffs on goods 

produced and traded among Canada, Mexico, and the United States to create a free 

trade area. The estimated annual output for this trade alliance is about $17 trillion.42

NAFTA makes it easier for U.S. businesses to invest in Mexico and Canada; provides 

protection for intellectual property (of special interest to high-technology and enter-

tainment industries); expands trade by requiring equal treatment of U.S. fi rms in both 

countries; and simplifi es country-of-origin rules, hindering Japan’s use of Mexico as 

a staging ground for further penetration into U.S. markets.

Canada’s nearly 35 million consumers are relatively affl uent, with a per capita 

GDP of $43,100.43 Trade between the United States and Canada totals approximately 

$680 billion.44 About 79 percent of Canada’s exports go to the United States, includ-

ing mineral fuel and oil, vehicles, machinery, and plastic.45 In fact, Canada is the 

single largest trading partner of the United States.46

With a per capita GDP of $15,600. Mexico’s nearly 121 million consumers are less 

affl uent than Canadian consumers.47 However, trade with the United States and Mexico 

has tripled since NAFTA was initiated. Trade between the United States and Mexico 

totals more than $500 billion.48 Millions of Americans cite their heritage as Mexican, 

making them the most populous Hispanic group in the country. These individuals 

often have close ties to relatives in Mexico and assist in Mexican–U.S. economic de-

velopment and trade. Mexico is on a course of a market economy, rule of law, respect 

North American Free 
Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA)
agreement that eliminates 
most tariffs and trade 
restrictions on agricultural 
and manufactured products 
to encourage trade among 
Canada, the United States, 
and Mexico

Via Aviation: The Solution to an Industry Problem
Susan Mashibe
Business: Via Aviation
Founded: 2003, in Tanzania
Success: Via Aviation has achieved profitability in seven out 
of nine years.

A key to success for a new business is to address a 
widespread problem, and Tanzania-based Via Aviation does 
just that. Despite having 12 percent of the world population, 
Africa has less than 1 percent of the global air traffic mar-
ket. Air travel in Africa can be inefficient and troublesome 
because of a lack of connecting flights, high fuel taxes, and 

a lack of ground services to replenish the aircraft for the next 
flight. Via Aviation addresses the problem by offering these 
ground services at various airports around Africa to facilitate 
more flights and increase efficiency. Founder Susan Mashi-
be’s solution to this problem transformed air travel in Africa, 
not only by the establishment of these services, but also by 
accepting credit cards. Previously, pilots had to either pay 
for fuel in advance or carry thousands of dollars in cash with 
them in order to fuel their planes. Mashibe’s contribution to 
the industry and her country has made her a reputable fig-
ure and earned her many awards and distinctions.39

Entrepreneurship in Action
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for human rights, and responsible public policies. 

There is also a commitment to the environment and 

sustainable human development. Many U.S. com-

panies have taken advantage of Mexico’s low labor 

costs and proximity to the United States to set up 

production facilities, sometimes called maquila-
doras. Mexico is also attracting major technologi-

cal industries, including electronics, software, and 

aerospace. Investors see many growth opportunities 

in Mexico, particularly in light of recent reforms. 

For instance, Mexico is considering legislation 

that would open up its state-controlled oil reserves 

to foreign companies. Additionally, if the United 

States does well economically, Mexico—its biggest 

customer—is also likely to do well.49

However, there is great disparity within Mexico. 

The country’s southern states cannot seem to catch 

up with the more affl uent northern states on almost 

any socioeconomic indicator. The disparities are 

growing, as can be seen comparing the south to the 

northern industrial capital of Monterrey, which is 

beginning to seem like south Texas.50 However, drug gang wars threaten the economic 

stability of Mexico, especially in the northern states close to the U.S. border. On the 

other hand, this situation is improving as the economy is growing and violence is 

decreasing.

Despite its benefi ts, NAFTA has been controversial, and disputes continue to arise 

over the implementation of the trade agreement. While many Americans feared the 

agreement would erase jobs in the United States, Mexicans have been disappointed that 

the agreement failed to create more jobs. Moreover, Mexico’s rising standard of living 

has  increased the cost of doing business there; many hundreds of maquiladoras have 

closed their doors and transferred work to China and other nations where labor costs 

are cheaper. Indeed, China has become the United States’ second-largest importer.51 On 

the other hand, high transportation costs, intellectual property theft, quality failures, and 

the  diffi culty management often incurs in controlling a business so far away and under a 

communist regime are now causing some manufacturers to reconsider opting for Mexi-

can factories over China, even going so far as to relocate from China back to Mexico.52

Although NAFTA has been controversial, it has become a positive factor for U.S. 

fi rms wishing to engage in international marketing. Because licensing requirements 

have been relaxed under the pact, smaller businesses that previously could not afford 

to invest in Mexico and Canada will be able to do business in those markets without 

having to locate there. NAFTA’s long phase-in period provided time for adjustment by 

those fi rms affected by reduced tariffs on imports. Furthermore, increased competi-

tion should lead to a more effi cient market, and the long-term prospects of including 

most countries in the Western Hemisphere in the alliance promise additional opportu-

nities for U.S. marketers.

The European Union
The European Union (EU), also called the European Community or Common  Market,
was established in 1958 to promote trade among its members, which initially 

 included Belgium, France, Italy, West Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 

European Union (EU)
a union of European nations 
established in 1958 to 
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Canada.
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East and West Germany united in 1991, and by 1995 the United Kingdom, Spain, 

Denmark, Greece, Portugal, Ireland, Austria, Finland, and Sweden had joined as 

well. The Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, 

and Slovenia joined in 2004. In 2007, Bulgaria and Romania also became members, 

Cyprus and Malta joined in 2008, and Croatia joined in 2013, which brought total 

membership to 28. Macedonia, Iceland, and Turkey are candidate countries that hope 

to join the EU in the near future.53 Until 1993, each nation functioned as a separate 

market, but at that time members offi cially unifi ed into one of the largest single world 

markets, which today has nearly half a billion consumers with a GDP of more than 

$17 trillion.54

To facilitate free trade among members, the EU is working toward standardiza-

tion of business regulations and requirements, import duties, and value-added taxes; 

the elimination of customs checks; and the creation of a standardized currency for 

use by all members. Many European nations (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and 

Slovenia) link their exchange rates to a common currency, the euro; however, several 

EU members have rejected use of the euro in their countries. Although the common 

currency requires many marketers to modify their pricing strategies and will sub-

ject them to increased competition, the use of a single currency frees companies that 

sell goods among European countries from the nuisance of dealing with complex 

exchange rates.55 The long-term goals are to eliminate all trade barriers within the EU, 

improve the economic effi ciency of the EU nations, and stimulate economic growth, 

thus making the union’s economy more competitive in global markets, particularly 

against Japan and other Pacifi c Rim nations, and North America. However, several 

disputes and debates still divide the member nations, and many barriers to completely 

free trade remain. Consequently, it may take many years before the EU is truly one 

deregulated market.

The EU has also enacted some of the world’s strictest laws concerning antitrust issues, 

which have had unexpected consequences for some non-European fi rms. For instance, 

European competition regulators have been investigating whether Google has been en-

gaging in anticompetitive behavior since 2010. Google recently came to an agreement 

without admitting wrongdoing. To be more competitive, Google has agreed to display at 

least three of its rivals’ postings along with its own for specialized searches. Google has 

stated it is also removing conditions that made 

it harder for its advertisers to move to compet-

ing sites.56

The prosperity of the EU has suffered in 

recent years. EU members experienced a se-

vere economic crisis in 2010 that required 

steep bailouts from the International Mone-

tary Fund (IMF). The fi rst country to come to 

the forefront was Greece, which had so much 

debt that it risked default. With an increase 

in Greek bond yields and credit risks—along 

with a severe defi cit and other negative eco-

nomic factors—the country’s economy plum-

meted. Because Greece uses the euro as its 

currency, the massive downturn decreased the 

euro’s value. This had a profound effect on 

other countries in the euro zone. (The euro 
The Asia-Pacifi c Economic Cooperation (APEC) was established to promote open 
trade and cooperation among member nations. 
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zone refers collectively to European member countries that have adopted the euro 

as their form of currency.) Ireland and Portugal were particularly vulnerable because 

they had some of the region’s largest defi cits.57 Ireland began experiencing problems 

similar to Greece, including a debt crisis, failing economic health, and rising bond 

yields.58 Both Ireland and Portugal required bailout packages. In 2012, Spain and 

Cyprus also requested bailouts.

Greece continued to struggle even after the initial bailout because it did not have 

enough funds to repay its bondholders. Greece was forced to default. A default by one 

nation in the EU negatively affects the rest of the members by making them appear 

riskier as well.59 In 2013, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) downgraded the Netherlands from 

an AAA to an AA rating. As of 2013, only three countries in the euro zone—Finland, 

Germany, and Luxembourg—have maintained AAA ratings (the highest rating the 

S&P awards). Downgrades mean that the countries are perceived as riskier in terms 

of paying off their debt. Such downgrades could dissuade investors from investing in 

these countries.60 Germany, on the other hand, has largely avoided the economic woes 

plaguing other countries. Germany has many exporting companies and has a smaller 

budget defi cit and smaller household debt, which has enabled it to weather the crisis 

better than other EU members.61

Asia-Pacifi c Economic Cooperation
The Asia-Pacifi c Economic Cooperation (APEC), established in 1989, promotes 

open trade and economic and technical cooperation among member ecomonies, which 

initially included Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, 

 Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and the United States. 

Since then, the alliance has grown to include Chile; China; Hong Kong, China;  Mexico; 

Papua New Guinea; Peru; Russia; Chinese Taipei; and Viet Nam. The 21-member 

 alliance represents approximately 40 percent of the world’s population, 44 percent of 

world trade, and 55 percent of world GDP. APEC differs from other international trade 

alliances in its commitment to facilitating business and its practice of allowing the 

business/private sector to participate in a wide range of APEC activities.62

Companies of the APEC have become increasingly competitive and sophisticated 

in global business in the past three decades. The Japanese and South Koreans in par-

ticular have made tremendous inroads on world markets for automobiles, cameras, and 

audio and video equipment. Products from Samsung, Sony, Canon, Toyota,  Daewoo, 

Mitsubishi, Suzuki, and Lenovo are sold all over the world and have set  standards of 

quality by which other products are often judged. The People’s Republic of China, a 

country of more than 1.3 billion people, has launched a program of economic reform 

to stimulate its economy by privatizing many industries, restructuring its banking 

system, and increasing public spending on infrastructure (including railways and tele-

communications). As a result, China has become a manufacturing powerhouse, with 

an estimated economic growth rate of 7.7 percent a year.63 China’s export market has 

consistently outpaced its import growth in recent years and its GDP is the world’s 

second-largest economy, behind the United States. In fact, China has overtaken the 

United States as the world’s largest trader.64

Increased industrialization has also caused China to become the world’s largest 

emitter of greenhouse gases in 2008. China has overtaken the United States to become 

the world’s largest oil importer.65 On the other hand, China has also begun a quest to 

become a world leader in green initiatives and renewable energy. This is an increas-

ingly important quest as the country becomes more polluted.

Asia-Pacifi c Economic 
Cooperation (APEC)
an international trade alliance 
that promotes open trade 
and economic and technical 
cooperation among member 
nations
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Another risk area for China is the fact that the government owns or has stakes 

in so many enterprises. On the one hand, China’s system of state-directed capital-

ism has benefi ted the country because reforms and decisions can be made more 

quickly. On the other hand, state-backed companies lack many of the competitors 

that private industries have. Remember that competition often spurs innovation and 

lowers costs. If China’s fi rms lack suffi cient competition, their costs may very likely 

increase.67 China’s growing debt liabilities has also caused concern among foreign 

investors.68

Less visible Pacifi c Rim regions, such as Thailand, Singapore, Taiwan,  Vietnam, 

and Hong Kong, have also become major manufacturing and fi nancial centers. 

 Vietnam, with one of the world’s most open economies, has bypassed its communist 

government with private fi rms moving ahead despite bureaucracy, corruption, and 

poor infrastructure. In a country of 88 million, Vietnamese fi rms now compete inter-

nationally with an agricultural miracle, making the country one of the world’s main 

providers of farm produce. Starbucks is expanding into Vietnam, with its fi rst store in 

Ho Chi Minh City.69

Association of Southeast Asian Nations
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), established in 1967, 

 promotes trade and economic integration among member nations in Southeast Asia, 

including Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Brunei Darussalam, 

 Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Myanmar, and Cambodia.70 The 10-member alliance 

 represents 600 million people with a GDP of $2 trillion.71 ASEAN’s goals in-

clude the promotion of free trade, peace, and collaboration between its members.72 

Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN)
A trade alliance that 
promotes trade and economic 
integration among member 
nations in Southeast Asia

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

Bangladesh Factory Disasters Prompt Better Safety Standards
Tragedies in Bangladesh are causing retailers to rethink how 
they approach worker safety in the factories from which they 
outsource. A fi re at one Bangladesh factory killed 112 work-
ers, and a building collapse at another factory killed more 
than 1,100 workers. In response many of the companies that 
use factories in Bangladesh are joining together with Indus-
triALL, a global federation of unions, to ensure safe working 
conditions. The proposal, crafted for the purposes of global 
agreement, requires that companies conduct and pay for 
safety inspections, publish the results, and have money set 
aside for any necessary renovations. These measures are 
estimated to cost each company about $500,000 per year. 

Approximately 70 companies are included in the agreement, 
and it covers approximately 1,000 factories in Bangladesh. If a 
factory is found to have insuffi cient safety mechanisms, opera-
tions will be put on hold and workers will be sent home with 
pay until the repairs are made. 

While this agreement was tailored for a global audi-
ence, many American companies are wary of joining the 

collaborative effort. Walmart and Gap are cautious because 
the agreement would make them vulnerable to unrestricted 
liability and potential lawsuits. Instead, the two companies 
are drafting their own set of safety standards to address 
unsafe factory conditions. While most of their initiatives are 
similar to those of the IndustriALL pact, they stop short of 
committing to fi nancing necessary renovations. Supporters 
of the pact say that this last requirement is the enforceable 
part of the solution and that without it, there is no meaning-
ful proposal.66

Discussion Questions
 1. Why are suppliers fi nding the need to develop a global agree-

ment improving worker safety conditions in Bangladesh?
 2. Describe some ways that IndustriALL will improve worker 

safety.
 3. Why are companies like Walmart and Gap developing their 

own supplier agreements? 
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In 1993, ASEAN began to reduce or phase out tariffs among coun-

tries and eliminate nontariff trade barriers.73 This elimination of 

tariffs will encourage additional trade among countries and could 

be benefi cial to businesses that want to export to other countries 

in the trading bloc.

However, ASEAN is facing challenges in becoming a uni-

fi ed trade bloc. Unlike members of the EU, the economic systems 

of ASEAN members are quite different, with political systems 

 including dictatorships (Myanmar), democracies (Philippines and 

 Malaysia), constitutional monarchies (Thailand and Cambodia), 

and communism (Vietnam).74 Major confl icts have also occurred 

between member-nations.

Despite these challenges, ASEAN plans to increase economic 

integration by 2015, but unlike the EU, it will not have a common 

currency or fully free labor fl ows between member-nations. In this 

way, ASEAN plans to avoid some of the pitfalls that occurred among 

nations in the EU during the latest worldwide recession.75

World Bank
The World Bank, more formally known as the International Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development, was established by the indus-

trialized nations, including the United States, in 1946 to loan money 

to underdeveloped and developing countries.

It loans its own funds or borrows funds from member countries to fi nance projects 

ranging from road and factory construction to the building of medical and educational 

facilities. The World Bank and other multilateral development banks (banks with in-

ternational support that provide loans to developing countries) are the largest source of 

advice and assistance for developing nations. The International Development Associa-

tion and the International Finance Corporation are associated with the World Bank and 

provide loans to private businesses and member countries.

International Monetary Fund
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was established in 1947 to promote trade 

among member nations by eliminating trade barriers and fostering fi nancial coop-

eration. It also makes short-term loans to member countries that have balance-of- 

payment defi cits and provides foreign currencies to member nations. The IMF tries 

to avoid fi nancial crises and panics by alerting the international community about 

countries that will not be able to repay their debts. The IMF’s Internet site provides 

additional information about the organization, including news releases, frequently 

asked questions, and members.

The IMF is the closest thing the world has to an international central bank. If 

countries get into fi nancial trouble, they can borrow from the World Bank. However, 

the global economic crisis created many challenges for the IMF as it was forced to 

signifi cantly increase its loans to both emerging economies and more developed na-

tions. The usefulness of the IMF for developed countries is limited because these 

countries use private markets as a major source of capital.76 Yet the European debt 

crisis changed this somewhat. Portugal, Ireland, Greece, and Spain (often referred to 

with the acronym PIGS) required billions of dollars in bailouts from the IMF to keep 

their economies afl oat.

World Bank
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Coffee is an important export for Panama. 
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Getting Involved in International Business
Businesses may get involved in international trade at many levels—from a small 

 Kenyan fi rm that occasionally exports African crafts to a huge multinational corpora-

tion such as Shell Oil that sells products around the globe. The degree of commitment 

of resources and effort required increases according to the level at which a business 

involves itself in international trade. This section examines exporting and importing, 

trading companies, licensing and franchising, contract manufacturing, joint ventures, 

direct investment, and multinational corporations.

Exporting and Importing
Many companies fi rst get involved in international trade when they import goods 

from other countries for resale in their own businesses. For example, a grocery store 

chain may import bananas from Honduras and coffee from Colombia. A business may 

get involved in exporting when it is called upon to supply a foreign company with a 

particular product. Such exporting enables enterprises of all sizes to participate in in-

ternational business. Exporting to other countries becomes a necessity for established 

countries that seek to grow continually. Products often have higher sales growth po-

tential in foreign countries than they have in the parent country. For instance, General 

Motors and YUM Brands! sell more of their products in China than in the United 

States. Walmart experienced sales growth in international markets. Figure 3.2 shows 

some of the world’s largest exporting countries.

Exporting sometimes takes place through countertrade agreements, which in-

volve bartering products for other products instead of for currency. Such arrangements 

are fairly common in international trade, especially between Western companies and 

eastern European nations. An estimated 40 percent or more of all international trade 

agreements contain countertrade provisions.
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Top Exporting Countries

Source: “Country Comparison: Exports,” 
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Although a company may export its wares overseas directly or import goods  directly 

from their manufacturer, many choose to deal with an intermediary, commonly called 

an export agent. Export agents seldom produce goods themselves; instead, they usu-

ally handle international transactions for other fi rms. Export agents either purchase 

products outright or take them on consignment. If they purchase them outright, they 

generally mark up the price they have paid and attempt to sell the product in the inter-

national marketplace. They are also responsible for storage and transportation.

An advantage of trading through an agent instead of directly is that the company 

does not have to deal with foreign currencies or the red tape (paying tariffs and handling 

paperwork) of international business. A major disadvantage is that, because the export 

agent must make a profi t, either the price of the product must be increased or the domes-

tic company must provide a larger discount than it would in a domestic transaction.

Trading Companies
A trading company buys goods in one country and sells them to buyers in another 

country. Trading companies handle all activities required to move products from one 

country to another, including consulting, marketing research, advertising, insurance, 

product research and design, warehousing, and foreign exchange services to companies 

interested in selling their products in foreign markets. Trading companies are similar to 

export agents, but their role in international trade is larger. By linking sellers and buy-

ers of goods in different countries, trading companies promote international trade. The 

best-known U.S. trading company is Sears World Trade, which specializes in consumer 

goods, light industrial items, and processed foods.

Licensing and Franchising
Licensing is a trade arrangement in which one company—the licensor—allows another 

company—the licensee—to use its company name, products, patents, brands, trade-

marks, raw materials, and/or production processes in exchange for a fee or royalty. The 

Coca-Cola Company and PepsiCo frequently use licensing as a means to market their 

soft drinks, apparel, and other merchandise in other countries. Licensing is an attractive 

alternative to direct investment when the political stability of a foreign country is in 

doubt or when resources are unavailable for direct investment. Licensing is especially 

advantageous for small manufacturers wanting to launch a well-known brand interna-

tionally. Yoplait is a French yogurt that is licensed for production in the United States.

Franchising is a form of licensing in which a company—the franchiser—agrees to 

provide a franchisee the name, logo, methods of operation, advertising, products, and 

other elements associated with the franchiser’s business, in return for a fi nancial com-

mitment and the agreement to conduct business in accordance with the franchiser’s stan-

dard of operations. Wendy’s, McDonald’s, H&R Block, and Holiday Inn are well-known 

franchisers with international visibility. Table 3.4 lists some of the top global franchises.

Licensing and franchising enable a company to enter the international marketplace 

without spending large sums of money abroad or hiring or transferring personnel to 

handle overseas affairs. They also minimize problems associated with shipping costs, 

tariffs, and trade restrictions, and they allow the fi rm to establish goodwill for its 

products in a foreign market, which will help the company if it decides to produce or 

market its products directly in the foreign country at some future date. However, if 

the licensee (or franchisee) does not maintain high standards of quality, the product’s 

image may be hurt; therefore, it is important for the licensor to monitor its products 

overseas and to enforce its quality standards.

trading company
a fi rm that buys goods in one 
country and sells them to 
buyers in another country

licensing
a trade agreement in which 
one company—the licensor—
allows another company—the 
licensee—to use its company 
name, products, patents, 
brands, trademarks, raw 
materials, and/or production 
processes in exchange for a 
fee or royalty

franchising
a form of licensing in which a 
company—the franchiser—
agrees to provide a franchisee 
a name, logo, methods 
of operation, advertising, 
products, and other elements 
associated with a franchiser’s 
business in return for a 
fi nancial commitment and 
the agreement to conduct 
business in accordance with 
the franchiser’s standard of 
operations
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Contract Manufacturing
Contract manufacturing occurs when a company hires a foreign company to produce 

a specifi ed volume of the fi rm’s product to specifi cation; the fi nal product carries the 

domestic fi rm’s name. Spalding, for example, relies on contract manufacturing for its 

sports equipment; Reebok uses Korean contract manufacturers to manufacture many 

of its athletic shoes.

Outsourcing
Earlier, we defi ned outsourcing as transferring manufacturing or other tasks (such 

as information technology operations) to companies in countries where labor 

and supplies are less expensive. Many U.S. fi rms have outsourced tasks to India, 

 Ireland,  Mexico, and the Philippines, where there are many well-educated workers 

and s ignifi cantly lower labor costs. Services, such as taxes or customer service, can 

also be outsourced.

Although outsourcing has become politically controversial in recent years amid 

concerns over jobs lost to overseas workers, foreign companies transfer tasks and jobs 

to U.S. companies—sometimes called  insourcing—far more often than U.S. compa-

nies outsource tasks and jobs abroad.77 However, some fi rms are bringing their out-

sourced jobs back after concerns that foreign workers were not adding enough value. 

Companies such as General Electric and Caterpillar are returning to the United States 

due to increasing labor costs in places such as China, the expense of shipping products 

across the ocean, and fears of fraud or intellectual property theft. Companies from 

other countries have also been moving some of their production to the United States; 

Chinese computer-maker Lenovo is opening a production facility in the United States. 

Apple also announced it would start building a line of Mac computers in America.78

Offshoring
Offshoring is the relocation of a business process by a company, or a subsidiary, to an-

other country. Offshoring is different than outsourcing: the company retains control of 

contract manufacturing
the hiring of a foreign 
company to produce a 
specifi ed volume of the 
initiating company’s product 
to specifi cation; the fi nal 
product carries the domestic 
fi rm’s name

offshoring
the relocation of business 
processes by a company or 
subsidiary to another country; 
offshoring is different than 
outsourcing because the 
company retains control of the 
offshored processes

TABLE 3.4
Top Global Franchises

Source: “Top 100 Global Franchises—Rankings,” Franchise Direct, www.franchisedirect.com/top100globalfranchises/rankings/ 
 (accessed March 4, 2014).

Franchise Country Ranking

Subway United States 1

McDonald’s United States 2

DIA Spain 10

InterContinental Hotels Group United Kingdom 15

Groupe Casino France 29

Tim Hortons Canada 32

Kumon North America Inc. Japan 43

Husse Sweden 61

Cartridge World Australia 79

Five Guys Burgers and Fries United States 99
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the process because it is not subcontracting to a dif-

ferent company. Companies may choose to offshore 

for a number of reasons, ranging from lower wages, 

skilled labor, or taking advantage of time zone dif-

ferences in order to offer services around the clock. 

Some banks have chosen not to outsource because 

of concerns about data security in other countries. 

These institutions may instead engage in offshoring, 

which allows a company more control over interna-

tional operations because the offshore offi ce is an ex-

tension of the company. Barclays Bank, for instance, 

has an international offshore banking unit called 

Barclays Wealth International. This branch helps the 

company better serve wealthy clients with interna-

tional banking needs.79

Joint Ventures and Alliances
Many countries, particularly LDCs, do not permit direct investment by foreign compa-

nies or individuals. A company may also lack suffi cient resources or expertise to oper-

ate in another country. In such cases, a company that wants to do business in another 

country may set up a joint venture by fi nding a local partner (occasionally, the host 

nation itself) to share the costs and operation of the business. General Motors has been 

able to break into the Chinese market by partnering with local companies. During the 

1990s, GM formed a joint venture with state-owned SAIC Motor to form Shanghai 

General Motors Company. It currently operates 12 joint ventures in China.80

In some industries, such as automobiles and computers, strategic alliances are be-

coming the predominant means of competing. A strategic alliance is a partnership 

formed to create competitive advantage on a worldwide basis. In such industries, in-

ternational competition is so fi erce and the costs of competing on a global basis are 

so high that few fi rms have the resources to go it alone, so they collaborate with other 

companies. An example of a strategic alliance is the partnership between Polish bank 

PKO Bank Polski and payments service provider EVO Payments International LLC. 

The two companies embarked upon a 20-year strategic alliance. As part of the partner-

ship, EVO acquired a 66 percent stake in PKO’s merchant acquiring service eService. 

Over the duration of the partnership, the two companies will work to develop eService 

into a leading merchant acquirer.81

Direct Investment
Companies that want more control and are willing to invest considerable resources 

in international business may consider direct investment, the ownership of over-

seas facilities. Direct investment may involve the development and operation of new 

 facilities—such as when Starbucks opens a new coffee shop in Japan—or the purchase 

of all or part of an existing operation in a foreign country. Nokia acquired its part-

ner Siemens’ 50 percent stake in their joint venture Nokia Siemens Networks. Nokia 

Siemens Networks became a wholly owned subsidiary of Nokia after the fi rm paid 

Siemens 1.7 billion euros for the stake.82

The highest level of international business involvement is the multinational corpora-
tion (MNC), a corporation, such as IBM or ExxonMobil, that operates on a worldwide 

scale, without signifi cant ties to any one nation or region. Table 3.5 lists 10 well-known 

joint venture
the sharing of the costs 
and operation of a business 
between a foreign company 
and a local partner

strategic alliance
a partnership formed to create 
competitive advantage on a 
worldwide basis

direct investment
the ownership of overseas 
facilities

multinational 
corporation (MNC)
a corporation that operates 
on a worldwide scale, without 
signifi cant ties to any one 
nation or region

This Subway restaurant is part of the huge Souq Sharq shopping center 
in Kuwait City, Kuwait. 
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multinational corporations. MNCs are more than 

simple corporations. They often have greater assets 

than some of the countries in which they do busi-

ness. Nestlé, with headquarters in Switzerland, oper-

ates more than 400 factories around the world and 

receives revenues from Europe; North, Central, and 

South America; Africa; and Asia.83 The Royal Dutch/

Shell Group, one of the world’s major oil producers, 

is another MNC. Its main offi ces are located in The 

Hague and London. Other MNCs include BASF, 

British Petroleum, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Siemens, 

Texaco, Toyota, and Unilever. Many MNCs have 

been targeted by antiglobalization activists at global 

business forums, and some protests have turned vio-

lent. The activists contend that MNCs increase the 

gap between rich and poor nations, misuse and misal-

locate scarce resources, exploit the labor markets in 

LDCs, and harm their natural environments.84

International Business Strategies
Planning in a global economy requires businesspeople to understand the economic, 

legal, political, and sociocultural realities of the countries in which they will operate. 

These factors will affect the strategy a business chooses to use outside its own borders.

TABLE 3.5
Large Multinational 

Companies

Company Country Description

Royal Dutch Shell Netherlands Oil and gas; largest company in the world in terms of 
revenue

Toyota Japan Largest automobile manufacturer in the world

Walmart United States Largest retailer in the world; largest private employer 
in the world

Siemens Germany Engineering and electronics; largest engineering company 
in Europe

Nestlé Switzerland Nutritional, snack-food, and health-related consumer goods

Samsung South Korea Subsidiaries specializing in electronics, electronic 
components, telecommunications equipment, medical 
equipment, and more

Unilever United Kingdom Consumer goods including cleaning and personal care, 
foods, beverages

Boeing United States Aerospace and defense; largest U.S. exporter

Lenovo China Computer technology; highest share of PC market

Subway United States Largest fast-food chain; fastest growing franchises in 
105 countries

Walmart has chosen to invest directly in China. However, it must still 
make adjustments to fi t with the local culture. For instance, Walmart 
was pressured to allow Chinese employees to unionize. 
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Developing Strategies
Companies doing business internationally have traditionally used a multinational 
strategy, customizing their products, promotion, and distribution according to cul-

tural, technological, regional, and national differences. McDonald’s recently opened 

its fi rst restaurant in Vietnam. While it will offer its usual menu, McDonald’s also 

recognizes that Vietamese consumers have their own preferences. In addition to its 

usual offerings, McDonald’s Vietnam is also offering McPork sandwiches specifi cally 

targeted toward Vientnam consumers.85 Many soap and detergent manufacturers have 

adapted their products to local water conditions, washing equipment, and washing 

habits. For customers in some LDCs, Colgate-Palmolive Co. has developed an inex-

pensive, plastic, hand-powered washing machine for use in households that have no 

electricity. Even when products are standardized, advertising often has to be modifi ed 

to adapt to language and cultural differences. Also, celebrities used in advertising 

in the United States may be unfamiliar to foreign consumers and thus would not be 

 effective in advertising products in other countries.

More and more companies are moving from this customization strategy to a global 
strategy (globalization), which involves standardizing products (and, as much as pos-

sible, their promotion and distribution) for the whole world, as if it were a single 

entity. Examples of globalized products are American clothing, movies, music, and 

cosmetics. As it has become a global brand, Starbucks has standardized its products 

and stores. Starbucks was ranked as one of the world’s most engaged brands in terms 

of online activities, even surpassing Coca-Cola, which is another global brand.

Before moving outside their own borders, companies must conduct environmental 

analyses to evaluate the potential of and problems associated with various markets and 

to determine what strategy is best for doing business in those markets. Failure to do so 

may result in losses and even negative publicity. Some companies rely on local managers 

to gain greater insights and faster response to changes within a country. Astute business-

people today “think globally, act locally.” That is, while constantly being aware of the 

total picture, they adjust their fi rms’ strategies to conform to local needs and tastes.

Managing the Challenges of Global Business
As we’ve pointed out in this chapter, many past political barriers to trade have fallen 

or been minimized, expanding and opening new market opportunities. Managers who 

can meet the challenges of creating and implementing effective and sensitive business 

strategies for the global marketplace can help lead their companies to success. For 

example, the Commercial Service is the global business solutions unit of the U.S. 

Department of Commerce that offers U.S. fi rms wide and deep practical knowledge of 

international markets and industries, a unique global network, inventive use of infor-

mation technology, and a focus on small and mid-sized businesses. Another example 

is the benchmarking of best international practices that benefi ts U.S. fi rms, which is 

conducted by the network of CIBERs (Centers for International Business Education 

and Research) at leading business schools in the United States. These CIBERs are 

funded by the U.S. government to help U.S. fi rms become more competitive globally. 

A major element of the assistance that these governmental organizations can provide 

fi rms (especially for small and medium-sized fi rms) is knowledge of the internation-

alization process.86 Small businesses, too, can succeed in foreign markets when their 

managers have carefully studied those markets and prepared and implemented ap-

propriate strategies. Being globally aware is therefore an important quality for today’s 

managers and will become a critical attribute for managers of the 21st century.
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multinational strategy
a plan, used by international 
companies, that involves 
customizing products, 
promotion, and distribution 
according to cultural, 
technological, regional, 
and national differences

global strategy 
(globalization)
a strategy that involves 
standardizing products 
(and, as much as possible, 
their promotion and 
distribution) for the whole 
world, as if it were a 
single entity



Have you always dreamt of traveling the world? Whether back-
packing your way through Central America or sipping espressos 
at fi ve-star European restaurants is your style, the increasing 
globalization of business might just give you your chance to 
see what the world has to offer. Most new jobs will have at 
least some global component, even if located within the United 
States, so being globally aware and keeping an open mind to 
different cultures is vital in today’s business world. Think about 
the 1.3 billion consumers in China that have already purchased 
500 million mobile phones. In the future, some of the largest 
markets will be in Asia.

Many jobs discussed in chapters throughout this book tend 
to have strong international components. For example, product 
management and distribution management are discussed as 
marketing careers in Chapter 12. As more and more companies 
sell products around the globe, their function, design, pack-
aging, and promotions need to be culturally relevant to many 
different people in many different places. Products very often 
cross multiple borders before reaching the final consumer, both 
in their distribution and through the supply chain to produce 
the products.

Jobs exist in export and import management, product and 
pricing management, distribution and transportation, and adver-
tising. Many “born global” companies such as Google operate 
virtually and consider all countries their market. Many compa-
nies sell their products through eBay and other Internet sites 
and never leave the United States. Today communication and 
transportation facilitates selling and buying products worldwide 
with delivery in a few days. You may have sold or purchased 
a product on eBay outside the United States without thinking 
about how easy and accessible international markets are to 
business. If you have, welcome to the world of global business.

To be successful you must have an idea not only of differing 
regulations from country to country, but of different language, 
ethics, and communication styles and varying needs and wants 
of international markets. From a regulatory side, you may need 
to be aware of laws related to intellectual property, copyrights, 
antitrust, advertising, and pricing in every country. Translating is 
never only about translating the language. Perhaps even more 
important is ensuring that your message gets through. Whether 
on a product label or in advertising or promotional materials, 
the use of images and words varies widely across the globe.

So You Want a Job in Global Business

Review Your Understanding 
Explore some of the factors within the international 
trade environment that infl uence business.

International business is the buying, selling, and trading of goods 
and services across national boundaries. Importing is the pur-
chase of products and raw materials from another nation; export-
ing is the sale of domestic goods and materials to another nation. 
A nation’s balance of trade is the difference in value between its 
exports and imports; a negative balance of trade is a trade defi cit. 
The difference between the fl ow of money into a country and 
the fl ow of money out of it is called the balance of payments. An 
absolute or comparative advantage in trade may determine what 
products a company from a particular nation will export.

Investigate some of the economic, legal, political, 
social, cultural, and technological barriers to 
international business.

Companies engaged in international trade must consider the 
effects of economic, legal, political, social, and cultural dif-
ferences between nations. Economic barriers are a country’s 
level of development (infrastructure) and exchange rates. Wide-
ranging legal and political barriers include differing laws (and 
enforcement), tariffs, exchange controls, quotas, embargoes, 
political instability, and war. Ambiguous cultural and social bar-
riers involve differences in spoken and body language, time, 
holidays and other observances, and customs.

Specify some of the agreements, alliances, and 
organizations that may encourage trade across 
international boundaries.

Among the most important promoters of international busi-
ness are the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the World 
Trade Organization, the North American Free Trade Agreement, 
the European Union, the Asia-Pacifi c Economic Cooperation, the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, the World Bank, and 
the International Monetary Fund.

Summarize the different levels of organizational 
involvement in international trade.

A company may be involved in international trade at several 
levels, each requiring a greater commitment of resources and 
effort, ranging from importing/exporting to multinational corpo-
rations. Countertrade agreements occur at the import/export 
level and involve bartering products for other products instead 
of currency. At the next level, a trading company links buyers 
and sellers in different countries to foster trade. In licensing and 
franchising, one company agrees to allow a foreign company 
the use of its company name, products, patents, brands, trade-
marks, raw materials, and production processes in exchange 
for a fl at fee or royalty. Contract manufacturing occurs when 
a company hires a foreign company to produce a specifi ed 
volume of the fi rm’s product to specifi cation; the fi nal product 
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Learn the Terms 

absolute advantage 85
Asia-Pacifi c Economic Cooperation 

(APEC) 99
Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

(ASEAN) 100
balance of payments 86
balance of trade 86
cartel 93
comparative advantage 85
contract manufacturing 104
countertrade agreements 102
direct investment 105
dumping 92
embargo 92

European Union (EU) 97
exchange controls 91
exchange rate 88
exporting 86
franchising 103
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT) 95
global strategy (globalization) 107
import tariff 90
importing 86
infrastructure 88
international business 84
International Monetary Fund (IMF) 101
joint venture 105

licensing 103
multinational corporation (MNC) 105
multinational strategy 107
North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA) 96
offshoring 104
outsourcing 85
quota 91
strategic alliance 105
trade defi cit 86
trading company 103
World Bank 101
World Trade Organization (WTO) 95

carries the domestic fi rm’s name. A joint venture is a partner-
ship in which companies from different countries agree to share 
the costs and operation of the business. The purchase of over-
seas production and marketing facilities is direct investment. 
Outsourcing, a form of direct investment, involves transferring 
manufacturing to countries where labor and supplies are cheap. 
Offshoring is the relocation of business processes by a company 
or subsidiary to another country; it differs from outsourcing be-
cause the company retains control of the offshored processes. 
A multinational corporation is one that operates on a worldwide 
scale, without signifi cant ties to any one nation or region.

Contrast two basic strategies used 
in international business.

Companies typically use one of two basic strategies in interna-
tional business. A multinational strategy customizes products, 

promotion, and distribution according to cultural, technological, 
regional, and national differences. A global strategy (globaliza-
tion) standardizes products (and, as much as possible, their 
promotion and distribution) for the whole world, as if it were a 
single entity.

Assess the opportunities and problems facing a 
small business that is considering expanding into 
international markets.

“Solve the Dilemma” on page 111 presents a small business 
considering expansion into international markets. Based on the 
material provided in the chapter, analyze the business’s posi-
tion, evaluating specifi c markets, anticipating problems, and 
exploring methods of international involvement.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. Why does Xiamoi appeal to the average Chinese consumer?

 2. Why might Xiamoi’s cool, hip image in China be tarnished 
if it goes global?

 3. Describe the barriers Xiamoi will likely face as it expands 
into the United States.

Check Your Progress 

 1. Distinguish between an absolute advantage and a 
comparative advantage. Cite an example of a country that 
has an absolute advantage and one with a comparative 
advantage.

 2. What effect does devaluation have on a nation’s currency? 
Can you think of a country that has devaluated or 
revaluated its currency? What have been the results?

 3. What effect does a country’s economic development have 
on international business?

 4. How do political issues affect international business?

 5. What is an import tariff? A quota? Dumping? How might a 
country use import tariffs and quotas to control its balance 
of trade and payments? Why can dumping result in the 
imposition of tariffs and quotas?

 6. How do social and cultural differences create barriers to 
international trade? Can you think of any additional social 
or cultural barriers (other than those mentioned in this 
chapter) that might inhibit international business?
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Get Involved 

 1. If the United States were to impose additional tariffs on cars 
imported from Japan, what would happen to the price of 
Japanese cars sold in the United States? What would happen 
to the price of American cars? What action might Japan take 
to continue to compete in the U.S. automobile market?

 2. Although NAFTA has been controversial, it has been 
a positive factor for U.S. fi rms desiring to engage in 
international business. What industries and specifi c 
companies have the greatest potential for opening stores 
in Canada and Mexico? What opportunities exist for small 

businesses that cannot afford direct investment in Mexico 
and Canada?

 3. Identify a local company that is active in international trade. 
What is its level of international business involvement 
and why? Analyze the threats and opportunities it faces in 
foreign markets, as well as its strengths and weaknesses 
in meeting those challenges. Based on your analysis, 
make some recommendations for the business’s future 
involvement in international trade. (Your instructor may ask 
you to share your report with the class.)

Build Your Skills 
Global Awareness

 Background
As American businesspeople travel the globe, 
they encounter and must quickly adapt to a va-
riety of cultural norms quite different from the 
United States. When encountering individuals 

from other parts of the world, the best attitude to adopt is “Here 
is my way. Now what is yours?” The more you see that you are 
part of a complex world and that your culture is different from, 
not better than, others, the better you will communicate and the 
more effective you will be in a variety of situations. It takes time, 
energy, understanding, and tolerance to learn about and appre-
ciate other cultures. Naturally you’re more comfortable doing 
things the way you’ve always done them. Remember, however, 
that this fact will also be true of the people from other cultures 
with whom you are doing business.

Task
You will “travel the globe” by answering questions related to 
some of the cultural norms that are found in other countries. 
Form groups of four to six class members and determine the 
answers to the following questions. Your instructor has the 
answer key, which will allow you to determine your group’s 
Global Awareness IQ, which is based on a maximum score of 
100 points (10 points per question).

Match the country with the cultural descriptor provided.
 A. Saudi Arabia F. China
 B. Japan G. Greece
 C. Great Britain H. Korea
 D. Germany I. India
 E. Venezuela J. Mexico

 _____ 1.  When people in this country table a motion, they 
want to discuss it. In America, “to table a motion” 
means to put off discussion.

 _____ 2.  In this country, special forms of speech called keigo 
convey status among speakers. When talking with a 
person in this country, one should know the person’s 
rank. People from this country will not initiate a 
conversation without a formal introduction.

 _____ 3.  People from this country pride themselves on 
enhancing their image by keeping others waiting.

 _____ 4.  When writing a business letter, people in this 
country like to provide a great deal of background 
information and detail before presenting their main 
points.

 _____ 5.  For a man to inquire about another man’s wife 
(even a general question about how she is doing) is 
considered very offensive in this country.

 7. Explain how a countertrade agreement can be considered 
a trade promoter. How does the World Trade Organization 
encourage trade?

 8. At what levels might a fi rm get involved in international 
business? What level requires the least commitment of 
resources? What level requires the most?

 9. Compare and contrast licensing, franchising, contract 
manufacturing, and outsourcing.

 10. Compare multinational and global strategies. Which is 
better? Under what circumstances might each be used?
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 ______ 6.   When in this country, you are expected to negotiate 
the price on goods you wish to purchase.

 ______ 7.   While North Americans want to decide the main 
points at a business meeting and leave the details 
for later, people in this country need to have all 
details decided before the meeting ends to avoid 
suspicion and distrust.

 ______ 8.   Children in this country learn from a very early age 
to look down respectfully when talking to those of 
higher status.

 ______ 9.   In this country the husband is the ruler of the 
household, and the custom is to keep the women 
hidden.

 _____ 10.   Many businesspeople from the United States 
experience frustration because yes does not 
always mean the same thing in other cultures. For 
example, the word yes in this country means, “OK, 
I want to respect you and not offend you.” It does 
not necessarily show agreement.

Solve the Dilemma 
Global Expansion or Business as Usual?

Audiotech Electronics, founded in 1959 by a 
father and son, currently operates a 35,000-
square-foot factory with 75 employees. The 
company produces control consoles for televi-
sion and radio stations and recording studios. 

It is involved in every facet of production—designing the sys-
tems, installing the circuits in its computer boards, and even 
manufacturing and painting the metal cases housing the con-
soles. The company’s products are used by all the major 
broadcast and cable networks. The fi rm’s newest products 
allow television correspondents to simultaneously hear and 
communicate with their counterparts in different geographic 
locations. Audiotech has been very successful meeting its 
customers’ needs effi ciently.

Audiotech sales have historically been strong in the United 
States, but recently, growth is stagnating. Even though Audio-
tech is a small, family-owned firm, it believes it should evaluate 
and consider global expansion.

Discussion Questions
 1. What are the key issues that need to be considered in 

determining global expansion?

 2. What are some of the unique problems that a small 
business might face in global expansion that larger fi rms 
would not?

 3. Should Audiotech consider a joint venture? Should it hire a 
sales force of people native to the countries it enters?

Build Your Business Plan 
Business in a Borderless World

Think about the good/service you are contem-
plating for your business plan. If it is an already 
established good or service, try to fi nd out if the 
product is  currently being sold internationally. If 
not, can you identify opportunities to do so in the 

future? What countries do you think would respond most favor-
ably to your product? What problems would you encounter if you 
attempted to export your product to those countries?

If you are thinking of creating a new good or service for 
your business plan, think about the possibility of eventually 

marketing that product in another country. What countries or 
areas of the world do you think would be most responsive to 
your product?

Are there countries the United States has trade agreements 
or alliances with that would make your entry into the market 
easier? What would be the economic, social, cultural, and tech-
nological barriers you would have to recognize before entering 
the prospective country(ies)? Think about the specifi c cultural 
differences that would have to be taken into consideration be-
fore entering the prospective country.

LO 3-6
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Team Exercise 
Visit Transparency International’s Country Corruption Index 
website: http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2013/. Form groups and 
 select two countries. Research some of the economic, ethical, 
legal, regulatory, and political barriers that would have an impact 

on international trade. Be sure to pair a fairly ethical country with 
a fairly unethical country (Sweden with Myanmar, Australia with 
Haiti). Report your fi ndings.

See for Yourself Videocase 
Walt Disney around the Globe

Mickey Mouse has been a beloved American icon since the 
1930s. The success of this and other Disney characters helped 
to build Disney theme parks; fi rst in Anaheim, California, in 1955 
and then in Orlando, Florida, 16 years later. For decades, tourists 
from all over the globe traveled in droves to California or Florida 
to experience the “happiest place on earth.” What could be more 
natural for Disney than to introduce Mickey around the globe with 
international parks?

Disneyland fi rst opened on the international front in Tokyo, 
Japan, in 1983. Ten years later, Disney brought the magic to Paris, 
France. Finally, in 2005, Disneyland opened its gates in Hong 
Kong, China. Global expansion is tricky for any business. There 
are many challenges to overcome, such as economic, legal, politi-
cal, social, and cultural barriers. While Mickey may be recognized 
and loved around the world, this does not mean that duplicating 
American parks in other countries will be a success.

Perhaps the greatest challenge for Disney when entering new 
international markets has been how to handle cultural differences. 
Euro Disney (later renamed Disneyland Resort Paris) opened near 
Paris, France, in 1992 to fanfare and problems. Many well-known 
French citizens and labor unions vocally opposed the park be-
cause they felt that it was wrong to allow a symbol of American 
culture to become a focal point in France. Attendance for the fi rst 
three years was well below expectations, causing grave fi nancial 
diffi culties. Finally, in 1995, the park experienced a turnaround. 
Financial restructuring helped the park achieve profi tability. New 
attractions, lower admission prices, renaming the park as Disney-
land Paris, and a marketing campaign increased attendance. The 
park, now the number-one tourist attraction in Europe with nearly 
15 million visitors per year, continues to expand in anticipation of 
future growth. The theme park has attracted more than 250 mil-
lion visitors in its 20-year history.

Having learned from its experience in France, The Walt Dis-
ney Company entered its venture in Hong Kong with an eye 
to embracing and honoring local culture. The company had 
learned to be sensitive to cultural variations in events, trends, 
and cuisine. The parks must embrace local culture while stay-
ing true to the Disney message. To this end, Disney hired a 
feng shui consultant to assist with the layout of the Hong Kong 
park. The fourth fl oor was eliminated at all hotels because of 

the cultural belief that the number four is bad luck. One of the 
Hong Kong Disneyland ballrooms measures 888 square meters 
because eight signifi es wealth in Chinese culture. Even with 
this attention to detail, Hong Kong Disneyland’s fi rst years have 
been rough, with attendance far below projections and protes-
tors raising cultural and social objections. A major complaint 
among guests has been that the park is small. Over the next 
decade, the company plans to invest half a billion dollars in 
expansion efforts. Disney is also building another theme park 
in Shanghai, China. This park will be two to three times as large 
as Hong Kong Disney and is set to be completed in 2016.

While some locals continue to protest Disney’s presence, 
there are benefi ts to allowing a global company like Disney to 
enter foreign markets. Disney theme parks attract both local 
and global tourists, which can be a major stimulus to the local 
economy. For example, Hong Kong expects that Hong Kong 
Disneyland will bring more than 50,000 jobs to the city be-
tween 2005 and 2025. Experts predict that the park will bring 
$19 billion (U.S.) to the local economy during the park’s fi rst 
40 years. It is likely that, with expansion and further refi ne-
ment, Hong Kong Disneyland will be a success in the long run. 
Problems in France and Hong Kong have not deterred The 
Walt Disney Company from further global expansion. Hope-
fully, the company has learned that it must pay close atten-
tion to cultural and social variances in global markets in order 
to succeed.87

Discussion Questions
 1. What led The Walt Disney Company to believe that its 

theme parks would be successful internationally?

 2. What stumbling blocks did Disney encounter at their 
France and Hong Kong theme parks?

 3. What are some of the factors complicating international 
expansion of a brand like Disney? What can a multinational 
corporation do to mitigate these issues?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.
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PART 2

Starting and Growing a Business



Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

 LO 4-1 Defi ne and examine the advantages and disadvantages of the sole 

proprietorship form of organization.

 LO 4-2 Identify two types of partnership and evaluate the advantages and 

disadvantages of the partnership form of organization.

 LO 4-3 Describe the corporate form of organization and cite the advantages 

and disadvantages of corporations.

 LO 4-4 Defi ne and debate the advantages and disadvantages of mergers, 

acquisitions, and leveraged buyouts.

 LO 4-5 Propose an appropriate organizational form for a startup business.

4
Options for 

Organizing Business
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Trends in Business Ownership: Mergers and Acquisitions



Enter the World of Business

Shareholder Activism
Corporations are owned by investors, who receive shares of stock and are 

called shareholders. Investors are increasingly clashing with board members 

of major corporations. Shareholder activism occurs when shareholders use 

their ownership to put pressure on management. The majority of activist cam-

paigns are centered on getting corporations to increase dividends or change 

their boards of directors. Shareholders are also demanding more transparency 

about operations related to sustainability, human rights, and other social is-

sues. Investors target fi rms with large cash reserves to release this cash in the 

form of preferred stock or dividends. Apple Inc. received a blow when investor 

David Einhorn fi led a lawsuit demanding that Apple decrease its $137 billion 

cash stockpile by issuing preferred stock. Although the lawsuit was dropped, 

investor pressure on Apple continues. 

Another reason for shareholder activism is dissatisfaction with the board. 

Proxy battles, in which shareholders use their proxy votes to change board 

members or managers, are increasing. Hess shareholder Elliot Management 

launched a large fi ght against the company, accusing its board of weak dis-

cipline and accountability. The battle ended when Hess agreed to give Elliot 

three board seats if the fund would support fi ve of Hess’s directors. 

Shareholder activism can be benefi cial and problematic. On the one hand, 

activism allows owners to participate in the company, and fi rms have acknowl-

edged that activists sometimes have good ideas that benefi t the fi rms. How-

ever, proxy battles and lawsuits cost money, and some managers claim they 

are spending more time with shareholders and less on managing.1
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Introduction
The legal form of ownership taken by a business is seldom of great concern to you 

as a customer. When you eat at a restaurant, you probably don’t care whether the 

restaurant is owned by one person (a sole proprietorship), has two or more owners 

who share the business (a partnership), or is an entity owned by many stockholders 

(a corporation); all you want is good food. If you buy a foreign car, you probably don’t 

care whether the company that made it has laws governing its form of organization 

that are different from those for businesses in the United States. You are buying the 

car because it is well made, fi ts your price range, or appeals to your sense of style. 

Nonetheless, a business’s legal form of ownership affects how it operates, how much 

taxes it pays, and how much control its owners have.

This chapter examines three primary forms of business ownership—sole propri-

etorship, partnership, and corporation—and weighs the advantages and disadvantages 

of each. These forms are the most often used whether the business is a traditional 

bricks and mortar company, an online-only one, or a combination of both. We also 

take a look at S corporations, limited liability companies, and cooperatives and  discuss 

some trends in business ownership. You may wish to refer to Table 4.1 to compare the 

various forms of business ownership mentioned in the chapter.

Sole Proprietorships
Sole proprietorships, businesses owned and operated by one individual, are the most 

common form of business organization in the United States. Common examples 

 include many restaurants, hair salons, fl ower shops, dog kennels, and independent 

grocery stores. Many sole proprietors focus on services—small retail stores, fi nancial 

counseling, appliance repair, child care, and the like—rather than on the manufacture 

of goods, which often requires large sums of money not available to most small busi-

nesses. As you can see in Figure 4.1, proprietorships far outnumber corporations, but 

they net far fewer sales and less income.

LO 4-1

sole proprietorships
businesses owned and 
operated by one individual; 
the most common form of 
business organization in the 
United States

TABLE 4.1 Various Forms of Business Ownership

Structure Ownership Taxation Liability Use

Sole Proprietorship One owner Individual income taxed Unlimited Owned by a single individual 
and is the easiest way to 
conduct business

Partnership Two or more owners Individual owners’ 
income taxed

Somewhat limited Easy way for two individuals 
to conduct business

Corporation Any number of 
shareholders

Corporate and 
shareholder taxed

Limited A legal entity with 
shareholders or stockholders

S Corporation Up to 100 shareholders Taxed as a partnership Limited A legal entity with tax 
advantages for restricted 
number of shareholders

Limited Liability 
Company

Unlimited number of 
shareholders

Taxed as a partnership Limited Avoid personal lawsuits

®
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Sole proprietorships are typically small businesses employing fewer than 50  people. 

(We’ll look at small businesses in greater detail in Chapter 5.) Sole proprietorships 

constitute approximately three-fourths of all businesses in the United States. It is 

 interesting to note that men are twice as likely as women to start their own business.2 

In many areas, small businesses make up the vast majority of the economy.

Advantages of Sole Proprietorships
Sole proprietorships are generally managed by their owners. Because of this simple 

management structure, the owner/manager can make decisions quickly. This is just 

one of many advantages of the sole proprietorship form of business.

Ease and Cost of Formation. Forming a sole proprietorship is relatively 

easy and inexpensive. In some states, creating a sole proprietorship involves merely 

announcing the new business in the local newspaper. Other proprietorships, such as 

barber shops and restaurants, may require state and local licenses and permits because 

of the nature of the business. The cost of these permits may run from $25 to $100. No 

lawyer is needed to create such enterprises, and the owner can usually take care of the 

required paperwork without outside assistance.

Of course, an entrepreneur starting a new sole proprietorship must fi nd a suitable 

site from which to operate the business. Some sole proprietors look no farther than their 

garage or a spare bedroom when seeking a workshop or offi ce. Among the more famous 

businesses that sprang to life in their founders’ homes are Google, Walt Disney, Dell, 

eBay, Hewlett-Packard, Apple, and Mattel.3 Computers, personal copiers, scanners, 

and other high-tech gadgets have been a boon for home-based businesses, permitting 

them to interact quickly with customers, suppliers, and others. Many independent 

salespersons and contractors can perform their work using a smartphone or tablet 

computer as they travel. E-mail and social networks have made it possible for many 

proprietorships to develop in the services area. Internet connections also allow small 

businesses to establish websites to promote their products and even to make low-cost 

long-distance phone calls with voice-over Internet protocol (VoIP) technology. One 

of the most famous services using VoIP is Skype, which allows people to make free 

calls over the Internet.

FIGURE 4.1
Comparison of Sole 

Proprietorships, 

Partnerships, and 

Corporations

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, The 

2012 Statistical Abstract, www.
census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/
tables/12s0744.pdf (accessed March 
10, 2014).
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Secrecy. Sole proprietorships make 

possible the greatest degree of secrecy. 

The proprietor, unlike the owners of a 

partnership or corporation, does not have 

to discuss publicly his or her operating 

plans, minimizing the possibility that 

competitors can obtain trade secrets. Fi-

nancial reports need not be disclosed, as 

do the fi nancial reports of publicly owned 

corporations.

Distribution and Use of  Profits. 
All profi ts from a sole proprietorship 

 belong exclusively to the owner. He or she 

does not have to share them with any part-

ners or stockholders. The owner decides 

how to use the funds—for expansion of 

the business, or salary increases, for travel 

to purchase additional inventory, or to fi nd 

new customers.

Flexibility and Control of the Business. The sole proprietor has complete 

control over the business and can make decisions on the spot without anyone else’s 

approval. This control allows the owner to respond quickly to competitive business 

conditions or to changes in the economy. The ability to quickly change prices or prod-

ucts can provide a competitive advantage for the business.

Government Regulation. Sole proprietorships have the most freedom from 

government regulation. Many government regulations—federal, state, and local—

apply only to businesses that have a certain number of employees, and securities laws 

apply only to corporations that issue stock. Nonetheless, sole proprietors must ensure 

that they follow all laws that do apply to their business. For example, sole proprietor-

ships must be careful to obey employee and consumer protection regulation.

Taxation. Profi ts from sole proprietorships are considered personal income and 

are taxed at individual tax rates. The owner, therefore, pays one income tax that in-

cludes the business and individual income. Another tax benefi t is that a sole proprietor 

is allowed to establish a tax-exempt retirement account or a tax-exempt profi t-sharing 

account. Such accounts are exempt from current income tax, but  payments taken after 

retirement are taxed when they are received.

Closing the Business. A sole proprietorship can be dissolved easily. No ap-

proval of co-owners or partners is necessary. The only legal condition is that all fi nan-

cial obligations must be paid or resolved.

Disadvantages of Sole Proprietorships
What may be seen as an advantage by one person may turn out to be a disadvantage 

to another. For profi table businesses managed by capable owners, many of the follow-

ing factors do not cause problems. On the other hand, proprietors starting out with 

little management experience and little money are likely to encounter many of the 

disadvantages.

Many local restaurants are 
sole proprietorships. 
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Unlimited Liability. The sole proprietor has 

unlimited liability in meeting the debts of the busi-

ness. In other words, if the business cannot pay its 

creditors, the owner may be forced to use personal, 

nonbusiness holdings such as a car or a home to 

pay off the debts. There are only a few states in which 

houses and homesteads cannot be taken by creditors, 

even if the proprietor declares bankruptcy. The more 

wealth an individual has, the greater is the disadvan-

tage of unlimited liability.

Limited Sources of Funds. Among the rel-

atively few sources of money available to the sole 

proprietorship are banks, friends, family, the Small 

Business Administration, or his or her own funds. 

The owner’s personal fi nancial condition determines 

his or her credit standing. Additionally, sole propri-

etorships may have to pay higher interest rates on 

funds borrowed from banks than do large corpo-

rations because they are considered greater risks. 

Often, the only way a sole proprietor can borrow for 

business purposes is to pledge a car, a house, other 

real estate, or other personal assets to guarantee the 

loan. If the business fails, the owner may lose the 

personal assets as well as the business. Publicly 

owned corporations, in contrast, can not only obtain 

funds from commercial banks but can sell stocks 

and bonds to the public to raise money. If a public 

company goes out of business, the owners do not 

lose personal assets.

Limited Skills. The sole proprietor must be 

able to perform many functions and possess skills 

in  diverse fi elds such as management, marketing,  fi nance, accounting, bookkeep-

ing, and personnel management. Specialized professionals, such as accountants or 

attorneys, can be hired by businesses for help or advice. Sometimes, sole propri-

etors need assistance with certain business functions. For instance, Barrett Busi-

ness  Services provides businesses with staffi ng and management consulting. The 

50-year-old  company has refi ned personnel placement skills, ensuring good matches 

between employee and employer, while having a strong management knowledge 

base that serves to strengthen the foundation of any business. Many businesses take 

advantage of these kinds of services to gain a competitive  advantage.4 In the end, 

however, it is up to the business owner to make the fi nal decision in all areas of the 

business.

Lack of Continuity. The life expectancy of a sole proprietorship is directly 

linked to that of the owner and his or her ability to work. The serious illness of the 

owner could result in failure of the business if competent help cannot be found.

It is diffi cult to arrange for the sale of a proprietorship and at the same time as-

sure customers that the business will continue to meet their needs. For instance, how 

Sole proprietorships often have greater diffi culty attracting talented 
employees because of competition from larger companies. 
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does one sell a veterinary practice? A veterinarian’s major asset is patients. If the vet 

dies suddenly, the equipment can be sold, but the patients will not necessarily remain 

loyal to the offi ce. On the other hand, a veterinarian who wants to retire could take in 

a younger partner and sell the practice to the partner over time. One advantage to the 

partnership is that some of the customers are likely to stay with the business, even if 

ownership changes.

Lack of Qualified Employees. It is usually diffi cult for a small sole 

 proprietorship to match the wages and benefi ts offered by a large competing corpora-

tion because the proprietorship’s profi ts may not be as high. In addition, there is little 

room for advancement within a sole proprietorship, so the owner may have diffi culty 

attracting and retaining qualifi ed employees. On the other hand, the trend of large 

corporations downsizing and outsourcing tasks has created renewed opportunities for 

small businesses to acquire well-trained employees.

Taxation. Although we listed taxation as an advantage for sole proprietorships, it 

can also be a disadvantage, depending on the proprietor’s income. Under current tax 

rates, sole proprietors pay a higher marginal tax rate than do small corporations on 

income of less than $75,000. However, sole proprietorships avoid the double taxation 

that occurs with corporations. The tax effect often determines whether a sole propri-

etor chooses to incorporate his or her business.

Partnerships
One way to minimize the disadvantages of a sole proprietorship and maximize its 

advantages is to have more than one owner. Most states have a model law governing 

partnerships based on the Uniform Partnership Act. This law defi nes a  partnership 

as “an association of two or more persons who carry on as co-owners of a business for 

LO 4-2

partnership
a form of business 
organization defi ned by the 
Uniform Partnership Act as 
“an association of two or 
more persons who carry on 
as co-owners of a business 
for profi t”

Smashing Its Way to Success: Smashburger
Smashburger
Founder: Tom Ryan
Founded: 2007, in Denver, Colorado
Success: Since its founding, Smashburger has opened 200 
locations with annual profits of $250 million. 

Smashburger differentiates itself from fast-food com-
petitors with its unique approach to operations and service. 
When he opened Smashburger, founder Tom Ryan was 
aiming to create a “better burger” with fresh-quality ingre-
dients and unique healthy options—including flash-fried 
green beans and carrot sticks—to appeal to all food  lovers. 
To make Smashburger further stand out from competi-
tors, stores have a gallery-like atmosphere complete with 
murals and real silverware. Local twists on certain product 
offerings inspire customer loyalty, such as the Brooklyn 
Burger offered in Brooklyn, New York. 

A year after its creation, Smashburger was incorporated 
as a limited liability company. This means that the owners 
have limited liability for debt, but the organization is taxed 
like a partnership. Smashburger became a subsidiary of 
Burger Development LLC. It made the decision to become 
a franchise, allowing entrepreneurs to license the Smash-
burger name and open their own restaurants. According to 
Ryan, Smashburger views its franchisees as investors and 
important partners in the company. Strong partnership, 
quality food offerings, and customer engagement may be 
the edge Smashburger needs to propel it toward its goals 
and keep the competition at bay. The company has been 
included in Inc. magazine’s 500 fastest-growing private 
companies.5

Entrepreneurship in Action
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profi t.” Partnerships are the least used form of business (see Figure 4.1). They are 

typically larger than sole proprietorships but smaller than corporations.

Partnerships can be a fruitful form of business, as long as you follow some basic 

keys to success, which are outlined in Table 4.2.

Types of Partnership
There are two basic types of partnership: general partnership and limited partnership. A 

general partnership involves a complete sharing in the management of a business. In 

a general partnership, each partner has unlimited liability for the debts of the business. 

For example, Webco, a military retail service provider, is a general partnership that has 

four locations in the United States. These four locations are strategic business units 

that focus on many product categories at once. This strategy has allowed the company 

to become a leader in category management in the military retail market, sustaining 

its business for more than 50 years.6 Professionals such as lawyers, accountants, and 

architects often join together in general partnerships.

A limited partnership has at least one general partner, who assumes unlimited 

 liability, and at least one limited partner, whose liability is limited to his or her invest-

ment in the business. Limited partnerships exist for risky investment projects where 

the chance of loss is great. The general partners accept the risk of loss; the limited part-

ners’ losses are limited to their initial investment. Limited partners do not participate 

in the management of the business but share in the profi ts in accordance with the terms 

of a partnership agreement. Usually the general partner receives a larger share of the 

profi ts after the limited partners have received their initial investment back. Popular 

examples are oil-drilling partnerships and real estate partnerships.

Articles of Partnership
Articles of partnership are legal documents that set forth the basic agreement be-

tween partners. Most states require articles of partnership, but even if they are not 

general partnership
a partnership that involves a 
complete sharing in both the 
management and the liability 
of the business

limited partnership
a business organization 
that has at least one general 
partner, who assumes 
unlimited liability, and 
at least one limited partner, 
whose liability is limited to 
his or her investment in the 
business

articles of partnership
legal documents that set forth 
the basic agreement between 
partners

TABLE 4.2
Keys to Success in 

Business Partnerships

 1. Keep profi t sharing and ownership at 50/50, or you have an employer/employee relationship.

 2. Partners should have different skill sets to complement one another.

 3. Honesty is critical.

 4. Must maintain face-to-face communication in addition to phone and e-mail.

 5. Maintain transparency, sharing more information over time.

 6.  Be aware of funding constraints, and do not put yourself in a situation where neither you nor your 
partner can secure additional fi nancial support.

 7. To be successful, you need experience.

 8. Whereas family should be a priority, be careful to minimize the number of associated problems.

 9. Do not become too infatuated with “the idea” as opposed to implementation.

10. Couple optimism with realism in sales and growth expectations and planning.

Source: Abstracted from J. Watananbe, “14 Reasons Why 80% of New Business Partnerships Would Fail Within Their First 5 Years of 
Existence,” http://ezinearticles.com/?14-Reasons-Why-80-Percent-Of-New-Business-Partnerships-Would-Fail-Within-Their-First-5-
Years-Of-Exis&id=472498 (accessed March 16, 2010).
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required, it makes good sense for partners to draw them up. Articles of partnership 

usually list the money or assets that each partner has contributed (called partnership 
capital), state each partner’s individual management role or duty, specify how the 

profi ts and losses of the partnership will be divided among the partners, and describe 

how a partner may leave the partnership as well as any other restrictions that might 

apply to the agreement. Table 4.3 lists some of the issues and provisions that should 

be included in articles of partnership.

Advantages of Partnerships
Law fi rms, accounting fi rms, and investment 

fi rms with several hundred partners have part-

nership agreements that are quite complicated 

in comparison with the partnership agreement 

among two or three people owning a computer 

repair shop. The advantages must be compared 

with those offered by other forms of busi-

ness organization, and not all apply to every 

partnership.

Ease of Organization. Starting a part-

nership requires little more than drawing up ar-

ticles of  partnership. No legal charters have to 

be granted, but the name of the business should 

be registered with the state.

Sustainably Organized: Crimson Renewable Energy 
Crimson Midstream Limited Liability Corporation (LLC) is a 
holding company specializing in petroleum pipelines, the 
shipping of petro-chemicals, and specialty asphalt products. 
The LLC designation allows the company to have as many 
members or owners as it pleases of all different types (i.e., 
 individuals, corporations, partnerships, and so on). It also 
gives the company the ability to choose how much and when 
to pay distributions to stockholders, giving it more control 
over its fi nances. 

As a holding company, it is able to generate independent 
business units with slightly different functions within the 
same industry. Denver-based Crimson Renewable Energy 
Limited Partnership (LP) is one such business unit that pro-
duces oil and gas with a focus on biodiesel fuels. As an LP, 
Crimson Renewable Energy has limited its liability to its own 
business, while Crimson Midstream LLC serves as the gen-
eral partner that holds unlimited liability for the LP. 

Crimson Renewable Energy produces 25 million gallons of 
biodiesel per year. It invests heavily in its ability to transform 

natural materials such as used cooking oil waste, vegetable 
oils, algae oils, animal fats, and waste corn oil derived from 
ethanol production into biofuels. With more than 20 years of 
experience, the fi rm oversees the quality of its operations 
in-house through testing and has the capacity to customize 
fuel for customers to meet certain price points, function re-
quirements, or climate considerations. Crimson Renewable 
Energy’s supply chain consists of those who are dedicated 
to sustainable practices. The company also sources locally 
when possible.7 

Discussion Questions
 1. Crimson Midstream organized as a limited liability corpora-

tion. What are some of the advantages of an LLC?
 2. What protections does Crimson Renewable receive by orga-

nizing as a limited partnership?
 3. What does it mean that Crimson Midstream holds unlimited 

liability for Crimson Renewable LP?

Going Green

In 1996, Stanford students Sergey Brin and Larry Page partnered to form 
the search engine Google as part of a research project. The company was 
incorporated in 1998 and is now the world’s top search engine. 
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Availability of Capital and Credit. When a business has several partners, it 

has the benefi t of a combination of talents and skills and pooled fi nancial resources. 

Partnerships tend to be larger than sole proprietorships and therefore have greater 

earning power and better credit ratings. Because many limited partnerships have been 

formed for tax purposes rather than for economic profi ts, the combined income of all 

U.S. partnerships is quite low, as shown in Figure 4.1. Nevertheless, the professional 

partnerships of many lawyers, accountants, and banking fi rms make quite large prof-

its. For instance, the partners in the international law fi rm Davis Polk & Wardwell 

LLP take home an average of nearly $3 million a year.8

Combined Knowledge and Skills. Partners in the most successful partner-

ships acknowledge each other’s talents and avoid confusion and confl ict by special-

izing in a particular area of expertise such as marketing, production, accounting, or 

service. The diversity of skills in a partnership makes it possible for the business to 

be run by a management team of specialists instead of by a generalist sole propri-

etor.  Co-founders Justin Wetherill, Edward Trujillo, and David Reiff credit diversity 

as being a key component to the success of their company uBreakiFix, an iPhone 

repair service. In just six years, the startup has grown to 47 locations, generat-

ing $8.5 million in revenue. They have also embarked upon a franchising strategy, 

which is sure to spur further growth.9 Service-oriented partnerships in fi elds such as 

law, fi nancial planning, and accounting may attract customers because clients may 

think that the service offered by a diverse team is of higher quality than that pro-

vided by one person. Larger law fi rms, for example, often have individual partners 

who specialize in certain areas of the law—such as family, bankruptcy, corporate, 

entertainment, and criminal law.

TABLE 4.3
Issues and Provisions in 

Articles of Partnership

 1. Name, purpose, location

 2. Duration of the agreement

 3. Authority and responsibility of each partner

 4. Character of partners (i.e., general or limited, active or silent)

 5. Amount of contribution from each partner

 6. Division of profi ts or losses

 7. Salaries of each partner

 8. How much each partner is allowed to withdraw

 9. Death of partner

10. Sale of partnership interest

11. Arbitration of disputes

12. Required and prohibited actions

13. Absence and disability

14. Restrictive covenants

15. Buying and selling agreements
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Decision Making. Small partnerships can react more quickly to changes in the 

business environment than can large partnerships and corporations. Such fast reac-

tions are possible because the partners are involved in day-to-day operations and can 

make decisions quickly after consultation. Large partnerships with hundreds of part-

ners in many states are not common. In those that do exist, decision making is likely 

to be slow. However, some partnerships have been successful despite their large size. 

The accounting fi rm PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) is the third largest account-

ing and advisory fi rm in the United States with more than 9,500 partners and princi-

pals and more than 174,000 personnel. The company has gross revenues of more than 

$32 billion. Some have attributed PwC’s success to its strong diversifi cation tech-

niques and the ability to operate in different market niches.10

Regulatory Controls. Like a sole proprietorship, a partnership has fewer regu-

latory controls affecting its activities than does a corporation. A partnership does not 

have to fi le public fi nancial statements with government agencies or send out quarterly 

fi nancial statements to several thousand owners, as do corporations such as Apple and 

Ford Motor Co. A partnership does, however, have to abide by all laws relevant to the 

industry or profession in which it operates as well as state and federal laws relating to 

hiring and fi ring, food handling, and so on, just as the sole  proprietorship does.

Disadvantages of Partnerships
Partnerships have many advantages compared to sole proprietorships and corpora-

tions, but they also have some disadvantages. Limited partners have no voice in the 

management of the partnership, and they may bear most of the risk of the business 

while the general partner reaps a larger share of the benefi ts. There may be a change 

in the goals and objectives of one partner but not the other, particularly when the part-

ners are multinational organizations. This can cause friction, giving rise to an enter-

prise that fails to satisfy both parties or even forcing an end to the partnership. Many 

partnership disputes wind up in court or require outside mediation. A partnership can 

be jeopardized when two business partners cannot resolve disputes. For instance, 

Evan Spiegel and Bobby Murphy, co-founders of photo sharing mobile application 

 Snapchat, are being sued by an earlier founder, Reggie Brown, for one-third of the 

value of the company. Brown claims that the business is founded on his idea, which 

Spiegel and Murphy stole from him. Despite a few settlement talks, an agreement is 

still pending at this time.11 In some cases, the ultimate solution may be dissolving the 

partnership. Major disadvantages of partnerships include the following.

Unlimited Liability. In general partnerships, the general partners have unlimited 

liability for the debts incurred by the business, just as the sole proprietor has unlimited 

liability for his or her business. Such unlimited liability can be a distinct disadvantage 

to one partner if his or her personal fi nancial resources are greater than those of the 

others. A potential partner should check to make sure that all partners have compa-

rable resources to help the business in time of trouble. This disadvantage is eliminated 

for limited partners, who can lose only their initial investment.

Business Responsibility. All partners are responsible for the business actions 

of all others. Partners may have the ability to commit the partnership to a contract 

without approval of the other partners. A bad decision by one partner may put the 

other partners’ personal resources in jeopardy. Personal problems such as a divorce 

can eliminate a signifi cant portion of one partner’s fi nancial resources and weaken the 

fi nancial structure of the whole partnership.
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Life of the Partnership. A partnership is terminated when a partner dies or 

withdraws. In a two-person partnership, if one partner withdraws, the fi rm’s liabilities 

would be paid off and the assets divided between the partners. Obviously, the partner 

who wishes to continue in the business would be at a serious disadvantage. The busi-

ness could be disrupted, fi nancing would be reduced, and the management skills of 

the departing partner would be lost. The remaining partner would have to fi nd another 

or reorganize the business as a sole proprietorship. In very large partnerships such as 

those found in law fi rms and investment banks, the continuation of the partnership 

may be provided for in the articles of partnership. The provision may simply state the 

terms for a new partnership agreement among the remaining partners. In such cases, 

the disadvantage to the other partners is minimal.

Selling a partnership interest has the same effect as the death or withdrawal of a 

partner. It is diffi cult to place a value on a partner’s share of the partnership. No pub-

lic value is placed on the partnership, as there is on publicly owned corporations. 

What is a law fi rm worth? What is the local hardware store worth? Coming up with 

a fair value that all partners can agree to is not easy. Selling a partnership interest 

is easier if the articles of partnership specify a method of valuation. Even if there 

is not a procedure for selling one partner’s interest, the old partnership must still 

be dissolved and a new one created. In contrast, in the corporate form of business, 

the departure of owners has little effect on the fi nancial resources of the business, 

and the loss of managers does not cause long-term changes in the structure of the 

organization.

Distribution of Profits. Profi ts earned by the partnership are distributed to the 

partners in the proportions specifi ed in the articles of partnership. This may be a dis-

advantage if the division of the profi ts does not refl ect the work each partner puts into 

the business. You may have encountered this disadvantage while working on a student 

group project: You may have felt that you did most of the work and that the other 

students in the group received grades based on your efforts. Even the perception of an 

unfair profi t-sharing agreement may cause tension between the partners, and unhappy 

partners can have a negative effect on the profi tability of the business.

Limited Sources of Funds. As with a sole proprietorship, the sources of funds 

available to a partnership are limited. Because no public value is placed on the busi-

ness (such as the current trading price of a corporation’s stock), potential partners do 

not know what one partnership share is worth. Moreover, because partnership shares 

cannot be bought and sold easily in public markets, potential owners may not want to 

tie up their money in assets that cannot be readily sold on short notice. Accumulating 

enough funds to operate a national business, especially a business requiring intensive 

investments in facilities and equipment, can be diffi cult. Partnerships also may have 

to pay higher interest rates on funds borrowed from banks than do large corporations 

because partnerships may be considered greater risks.

Taxation of Partnerships
Partnerships are quasi-taxable organizations. This means that partnerships do not 

pay taxes when submitting the partnership tax return to the Internal Revenue Ser-

vice. The tax return simply provides information about the profi tability of the or-

ganization and the distribution of profi ts among the partners. Partners must report 

their share of profi ts on their individual tax returns and pay taxes at the income tax 

rate for individuals.
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Corporations
When you think of a business, you probably think of a huge corporation such as Gen-

eral Electric, Procter & Gamble, or Sony because a large portion of your consumer 

dollars go to such corporations. A corporation is a legal entity, created by the state, 

whose assets and liabilities are separate from its owners. As a legal entity, a corpora-

tion has many of the rights, duties, and powers of a person, such as the right to receive, 

own, and transfer property. Corporations can enter into contracts with individuals or 

with other legal entities, and they can sue and be sued in court.

Corporations account for the majority of all U.S. sales and income. Thus, most 

of the dollars you spend as a consumer probably go to incorporated businesses 

(see Figure 4.1). Most corporations are not mega-companies like General Mills or 

Ford Motor Co.; even small businesses can incorporate. As we shall see later in the 

chapter, many smaller fi rms elect to incorporate as “S Corporations,” which oper-

ate under slightly different rules and have greater fl exibility than do traditional 

“C Corporations” like General Mills.

Corporations are typically owned by many individuals and organizations who own 

shares of the business, called stock (thus, corporate owners are often called share-
holders or stockholders). Stockholders can buy, sell, give or receive as gifts, or inherit 

their shares of stock. As owners, the stockholders are entitled to all profi ts that are left 

after all the corporation’s other obligations have been paid. These profi ts may be dis-

tributed in the form of cash payments called dividends. For example, if a corporation 

earns $100 million after expenses and taxes and decides to pay the owners $40 million 

in dividends, the stockholders receive 40 percent of the profi ts in cash dividends. How-

ever, not all after-tax profi ts are paid to stockholders in dividends. Some corporations 

may retain profi ts to expand the business. For example, Berkshire Hathaway has al-

ways retained its earnings and reinvested them for the shareholders. This has resulted 

in an average 20 percent increase in per share investment over a 40-year period.12

Creating a Corporation
A corporation is created, or incorporated, under the laws of the state in which it incor-

porates. The individuals creating the corporation are known as incorporators. Each 

state has a specifi c procedure, sometimes called chartering the corporation, for in-

corporating a business. Most states require a minimum of three incorporators; thus, 

many small businesses can be and are incorporated. Another requirement is that the 

new corporation’s name cannot be similar to that of another business. In most states, 

a corporation’s name must end in “company,” “corporation,” “incorporated,” or “lim-

ited” to show that the owners have limited liability. (In this text, however, the word 

company means any organization engaged in a commercial enterprise and can refer to 

a sole proprietorship, a partnership, or a corporation.)

The incorporators must fi le legal documents generally referred to as articles of 
incorporation with the appropriate state offi ce (often the secretary of state). The ar-

ticles of incorporation contain basic information about the business. The following 10 

items are found in the Model Business Corporation Act, issued by the American Bar 

Association, which is followed by most states:

1. Name and address of the corporation.

2. Objectives of the corporation.

3. Classes of stock (common, preferred, voting, nonvoting) and the number of 

shares for each class of stock to be issued.

LO 4-3

corporation
a legal entity, created by 
the state, whose assets 
and liabilities are separate 
from its owners

stock
shares of a corporation that 
may be bought or sold

dividends
profi ts of a corporation 
that are distributed in the 
form of cash payments to 
stockholders
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4. Expected life of the corporation (corporations are usually created to last 

forever).

5. Financial capital required at the time of incorporation.

6. Provisions for transferring shares of stock between owners.

7. Provisions for the regulation of internal corporate affairs.

8. Address of the business offi ce registered with the state of incorporation.

9. Names and addresses of the initial board of directors.

10. Names and addresses of the incorporators.

Based on the information in the articles of incorporation, the state issues a 

 corporate charter to the company. After securing this charter, the owners hold an 

organizational meeting at which they establish the corporation’s bylaws and elect a 

board of directors. The bylaws might set up committees of the board of directors and 

describe the rules and procedures for their operation.

Types of Corporations
If the corporation does business in the state in which it is chartered, it is known as a 

domestic corporation. In other states where the corporation does business, it is known 

as a foreign corporation. If a corporation does business outside the nation in which 

it is incorporated, it is called an alien corporation. A corporation may be  privately or 

publicly owned.

A private corporation is owned by just one or a few people who are closely in-

volved in managing the business. These people, often a family, own all the corpora-

tion’s stock, and no stock is sold to the public. Many corporations are quite large, 

yet remain private, including Cargill, a farm products business. It is the nation’s 

largest private corporation with annual revenues of well over $100 billion. Founded 

at the end of the Civil War, descendents of the original founder have owned equity 

in the company for more than 140 years.13 The fi fth largest privately held company 

in the United States is Mars, founded by Frank C. Mars, who spent time in Switzer-

land learning to create chocolate confectionaries. Mars grew signifi cantly through 

the acquisition of the Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company. Founded in Tacoma, Washington, 

in 1911, Mars is now the world’s leading confectionary company and a leader in pet 

care products with Pedigree and Whiskas.14 The business was successful early on 

because it paid employees three times the normal wage for the time. The company 

remains successful to this day, largely because of its established brands, such as 

M&Ms, and healthy snack lines for kids, like Generation Max.15 Other well-known 

privately held companies include HJ Heinz, Publix Supermarkets, Toys ‘R’ Us, and 

Amway.16 Privately owned corporations are not required to disclose fi nancial infor-

mation publicly, but they must, of course, pay taxes.

A public corporation is one whose stock anyone may buy, sell, or trade. Table 4.4 

lists 10 U.S. corporations with more than half of their revenue coming from outside 

of the United States. Despite its high revenue, Amazon had negative profi ts in 2013.17  

Thousands of smaller public corporations in the United States have sales under 

$10 million. In large public corporations such as AT&T, the stockholders are often 

far removed from the management of the company. In other public corporations, the 

managers are often the founders and the major shareholders. Moelis & Co., for ex-

ample, became a public corporation under the terms that the founder, chairman, and 

CEO would remain in his position and control more than 50 percent of the company.18 

Forbes’ Global 2000 companies generate around $38 trillion in revenues, $2.4 trillion 

corporate charter
a legal document that the 
state issues to a company 
based on information the 
company provides in the 
articles of incorporation

private corporation
a corporation owned by just 
one or a few people who are 
closely involved in managing 
the business

public corporation
a corporation whose stock 
anyone may buy, sell, or trade
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in profi ts, and $159 trillion in assets. They are worth $39 trillion in market value.19 

Asia-Pacifi c companies account for the majority of the Global 2000 companies, but 

other nations are catching up. The rankings of the Global 2000 span across 63 coun-

tries.20 Publicly owned corporations must disclose fi nancial information to the public 

under specifi c laws that regulate the trade of stocks and other securities.

A private corporation that needs more money to expand or to take advantage of 

opportunities may have to obtain fi nancing by “going public” through an initial public 
offering (IPO), that is, becoming a public corporation by selling stock so that it can be 

traded in public markets. Digital media companies are leading a surge in initial public 

offerings. Twitter, Marketo (a cloud-based marketing services company), Rocket Fuel 

(a digital advertising company), and Veeva Systems (an enterprise cloud provider for 

life sciences companies) all released IPOs in 2013.21

Also, privately owned fi rms are occasionally forced to go public with stock offer-

ings when a major owner dies and the heirs have large estate taxes to pay. The tax 

payment may only be possible with the proceeds of the sale of stock. This happened to 

the brewer Adolph Coors Inc. After Adolph Coors died, the business went public and 

his family sold shares of stock to the public in order to pay the estate taxes.

On the other hand, public corporations can be “taken private” when one or a few 

individuals (perhaps the management of the fi rm) purchase all the fi rm’s stock so 

that it can no longer be sold publicly. Taking a corporation private may be desirable 

initial public offering (IPO)
selling a corporation’s stock 
on public markets for the fi rst 
time

TABLE 4.4
American Companies with 

More than Half of Their 

Revenues from Outside the 

United States

Company Description

Caterpillar Inc. Designs, manufactures, markets, and sells machinery, engines, 
and fi nancial products

Dow Chemical Manufactures chemicals, with products including plastics, oil, and 
crop technology

General Electric Operates in the technology infrastructure, energy, capital fi nance, 
and consumer and industrial fi elds, with products including 
appliances, locomotives, weapons, lighting, and gas

General Motors Sells automobiles with brands including Chevrolet, Buick, 
Cadillac, and Isuzu

IBM Conducts technological research, develops intellectual property 
including software and hardware, and offers consulting services

Intel Manufactures and develops semiconductor chips and 
microprocessors

McDonald’s Operates second-largest chain of fast-food restaurants worldwide 
after Subway

Nike Designs, develops, markets, and sells athletic shoes and clothing

Procter & Gamble Sells consumer goods with brands including Tide, Bounty, Crest, 
and Iams

Yum! Brands Operates and licenses restaurants including Taco Bell, Kentucky 
Fried Chicken, and Pizza Hut
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when owners want to exert more control over the fi rm or they want the fl exibility 

to make decisions for restructuring operations. For example, Michael Dell took his 

company private in order to set a new direction as PC sales continue to decline. 

Becoming a private company again allows Mr. Dell to focus on the needs of the 

company more fully than having to worry about the stock price for investors.22 Tak-

ing a corporation private is also one technique for avoiding a takeover by another 

corporation.

Quasi-public corporations and nonprofi ts are two types of public corporations. 

Quasi-public corporations are owned and operated by the federal, state, or local gov-

ernment. The focus of these entities is to provide a service to citizens, such as mail 

delivery, rather than earning a profi t. Indeed, many quasi-public corporations operate 

at a loss. Examples of quasi-public corporations include the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA) and the U.S. Postal Service.

Like quasi-public corporations, nonprofi t corporations focus on providing a 

service rather than earning a profi t, but they are not owned by a government entity. 

Organizations such as the Sesame Workshop, the Elks Clubs, the American Lung As-

sociation, the American Red Cross, museums, and private schools provide services 

without a profi t motive. To fund their operations and services, nonprofi t organizations 

solicit donations from individuals and companies and grants from the government and 

other charitable foundations.

Elements of a Corporation
The Board of Directors. A board of directors, elected by the stockholders to 

oversee the general operation of the corporation, sets the long-range objectives of the 

corporation. It is the board’s responsibility to ensure that the objectives are achieved 

on schedule. Board members are legally liable for the mismanagement of the fi rm or 

for any misuse of funds. An important duty of the board of directors is to hire cor-

porate offi cers, such as the president and the chief executive offi cer (CEO), who are 

responsible to the directors for the management and daily operations of the fi rm. The 

role and expectations of the board of directors took on greater signifi cance after the 

accounting scandals of the early 2000s and the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.23 

As a result, most corporations have restructured how they compensate board directors 

for their time and expertise.

However, some experts now speculate that Sarbanes-Oxley did little to motivate 

directors to increase company oversight. Founder and former chairman of Best 

Buy Richard Schulze found this out fi rsthand. He resigned after a probe revealed 

he had known about an inappropriate relationship between the Best Buy CEO and 

an  employee but failed to inform the board. Schulze later returned to Best Buy 

under a new title, chairman emeritus.24 At the same time, the pay rate of directors 

is  rising. On average, corporate directors are paid around $250,000. Over the past 

several years, the trend of increasing directors’ pay continues to reach higher and 

higher limits.  Although such pay is meant to attract top-quality directors, con-

cerns exist over whether excessive pay will have unintended consequences. Some 

believe that this trend is contributing to the declining effectiveness in corporate 

governance.25

Directors can be employees of the company (inside directors) or people  unaffi liated 

with the company (outside directors). Inside directors are usually the offi cers respon-

sible for running the company. Outside directors are often top executives from other 

companies, lawyers, bankers, even professors. Directors today are increasingly chosen 

quasi-public 
corporations
corporations owned and 
operated by the federal, state, 
or local government

nonprofi t corporations
corporations that focus on 
providing a service rather than 
earning a profi t but are not 
owned by a government entity

board of directors
a group of individuals, elected 
by the stockholders to oversee 
the general operation of the 
corporation, who set the 
corporation’s long-range 
objectives
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for their expertise, competence, and ability to bring diverse perspectives to strategic 

discussions. Outside directors are also thought to bring more independence to the 

monitoring function because they are not bound by past allegiances, friendships, a 

current role in the company, or some other issue that may create a confl ict of interest. 

Many of the corporate scandals uncovered in recent years might have been prevented 

if each of the companies’ boards of directors had been better qualifi ed, more knowl-

edgeable, and more independent.

There is a growing shortage of available and qualifi ed board members. Boards 

are increasingly telling their own CEOs that they should be focused on serving their 

company, not serving on outside boards. Because of this, the average CEO sits on 

less than one outside board. This represents a decline from a decade ago when the 

average was two. Because many CEOs are turning down outside positions, many 

companies have taken steps to ensure that boards have experienced directors. They 

have increased the mandatory retirement age to 72 or older, and some have raised it 

to 75 or even older. Minimizing the amount of overlap between directors sitting on 

different boards helps to limit confl icts of interest and provides for independence in 

decision making.

Stock Ownership. Corporations issue two types of stock: preferred and com-

mon. Owners of preferred stock are a special class of owners because, although they 

generally do not have any say in running the company, they have a claim to profi ts before 

any other stockholders do. Other stockholders do not receive any dividends unless the 

preferred stockholders have already been paid. Dividend payments on preferred stock 

are usually a fi xed percentage of the initial issuing price (set by the board of directors). 

For example, if a share of preferred stock originally cost $100 and the dividend rate was 

stated at 7.5 percent, the dividend payment will be $7.50 per share per year. Dividends 

are usually paid quarterly. Most preferred stock carries a cumulative claim to dividends. 

This means that if the company does not pay preferred-stock dividends in one year 

because of losses, the dividends accumulate to the next year. Such dividends unpaid 

from previous years must also 

be paid to preferred stockhold-

ers before other stockholders 

can receive any dividends.

Although owners of com-
mon stock do not get such 

preferential treatment with 

regard to dividends, they do 

get some say in the operation 

of the corporation. Their own-

ership gives them the right to 

vote for members of the board 

of directors and on other im-

portant issues. Common stock 

dividends may vary according 

to the profi tability of the busi-

ness, and some corporations 

do not issue dividends at all, 

but instead plow their profi ts 

back into the company to fund 

expansion.

preferred stock
a special type of stock 
whose owners, though not 
generally having a say in 
running the company, have a 
claim to profi ts before other 
stockholders do

common stock
stock whose owners 
have voting rights in the 
corporation, yet do not 
receive preferential treatment 
regarding dividends

Owners of preferred stock have fi rst claim to profi ts. 
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Common stockholders are the voting owners of a corporation. They are usually 

entitled to one vote per share of common stock. During an annual stockholders’ meet-

ing, common stockholders elect a board of directors. Some boards fi nd it easier than 

others to attract high profi le individuals. For example, the board of Procter & Gamble 

consists of Ernesto Zedillo, former president of Mexico;  Kenneth I. Chenault, CEO 

of the American Express Company; Scott D. Cook, founder of Intuit Inc.; Patricia A. 

Woerte, CEO of Archer Daniels Midland; W. James  McNerney Jr., CEO of Boeing; 

Margaret C. Whitman, CEO of Hewlett-Packard; and a few others.26 Because they 

can choose the board of directors, common stockholders have some say in how the 

company will operate. Common stockholders may vote by proxy, which is a written 

authorization by which stockholders assign their voting privilege to someone else, 

who then votes for his or her choice at the stockholders’ meeting. It is a normal 

practice for management to request proxy statements from shareholders who are not 

planning to attend the annual meeting. Most owners do not attend annual meetings 

of the very large companies, such as Westinghouse or Boeing, unless they live in the 

city where the meeting is held.

Common stockholders have another advantage over preferred shareholders. In 

most states, when the corporation decides to sell new shares of common stock in the 

marketplace, common stockholders have the fi rst right, called a preemptive right, to 

purchase new shares of the stock from the corporation. A preemptive right is often 

included in the articles of incorporation. This right is important because it allows 

stockholders to purchase new shares to maintain their original positions. For example, 

if a stockholder owns 10 percent of a corporation that decides to issue new shares, 

that stockholder has the right to buy enough of the new shares to retain the 10 percent 

ownership.

Advantages of Corporations
Because a corporation is a separate legal entity, it has some very specifi c advantages 

over other forms of ownership. The biggest advantage may be the limited liability of 

the owners.

Limited Liability. Because the corporation’s assets (money and resources) and 

liabilities (debts and other obligations) are separate from its owners’, in most cases 

the stockholders are not held responsible for the fi rm’s debts if it fails. Their liability 

or potential loss is limited to the amount of their original investment. Although a 

creditor can sue a corporation for not paying its debts, even forcing the corporation 

into bankruptcy, it cannot make the stockholders pay the corporation’s debts out of 

their personal assets. Occasionally, the owners of a private corporation may pledge 

personal assets to secure a loan for the corporation; this would be most unusual for a 

public corporation.

Ease of Transfer of Ownership. Stockholders can sell or trade shares of 

stock to other people without causing the termination of the corporation, and they can 

do this without the prior approval of other shareholders. The transfer of ownership 

(unless it is a majority position) does not affect the daily or long-term operations of 

the corporation.

Perpetual Life. A corporation usually is chartered to last forever unless its 

 articles of incorporation stipulate otherwise. The existence of the corporation is 

unaffected by the death or withdrawal of any of its stockholders. It survives until 
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the owners sell it or liquidate its assets. 

However, in some cases, bankruptcy 

ends a corporation’s life. Bankruptcies 

occur when companies are unable to 

compete and earn profi ts. Eventually, 

uncompetitive businesses must close or 

seek protection from creditors in bank-

ruptcy court while the business tries to 

reorganize.

External Sources of Funds. Of 

all the forms of business organization, 

the public corporation fi nds it easiest 

to raise money. When a corporation 

needs to raise more money, it can sell 

more stock shares or issue bonds (cor-

porate “IOUs,” which pledge to repay 

debt), attracting funds from anywhere 

in the United States and even overseas. The larger a corporation becomes, the more 

sources of fi nancing are available to it. We take a closer look at some of these in 

Chapter 15.

Expansion Potential. Because large public corporations can fi nd long-term 

 fi nancing readily, they can easily expand into national and international markets. And, 

as a legal  entity, a corporation can enter into contracts without as much diffi culty as 

a partnership.

Disadvantages of Corporations
Corporations have some distinct disadvantages  resulting from tax laws and govern-

ment regulation.

Double Taxation. As a legal entity, the corporation must pay taxes on its income 

just like you do. When after-tax corporate profi ts are paid out as dividends to the 

stockholders, the dividends are taxed a second time as part of the individual owner’s 

income. This process creates double taxation for the stockholders of dividend pay-

ing corporations. Double taxation does not occur with the other forms of business 

organization.

Forming a Corporation. The formation of a corporation can be costly. A char-

ter must be obtained, and this usually requires the services of an attorney and pay-

ment of legal fees. Filing fees ranging from $25 to $150 must be paid to the state that 

awards the corporate charter, and certain states require that an annual fee be paid to 

maintain the charter. Today, a number of Internet services such as LegalZoom.com 

and Business.com make it easier, quicker, and less costly to form a corporation. How-

ever, in making it easier for people to form businesses without expert consultation, 

these services have increased the risk that people will not choose the kind of organi-

zational form that is right for them. Sometimes, one form works better than another. 

The business’s founders may fail to take into account disadvantages, such as double 

taxation with corporations.

Volkswagen is the eighth-
largest corporation in the 
world. 
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Disclosure of Information. Corporations must 

make infor mation available to their owners, usually 

through an annual report to shareholders. The annual re-

port contains fi nancial information about the fi rm’s prof-

its, sales, facilities and equipment, and debts, as well as descriptions of the company’s 

operations, products, and plans for the future. Public corporations must also fi le re-

ports with the Securities and Exchange  Commission (SEC), the government regula-

tory agency that regulates securities such as stocks and bonds. The larger the fi rm, the 

more data the SEC requires. Because all reports fi led with the SEC are available to 

the public, competitors can access them.  Additionally, complying with securities laws 

takes time.

Employee–Owner Separation. Many employees are not stockholders of 

the company for which they work. This separation of owners and employees may 

cause employees to feel that their work benefi ts only the owners. Employees with-

out an ownership stake do not always see how they fi t into the corporate picture 

and may not understand the importance of profi ts to the health of the organization. 

If managers are part owners but other employees are not, management–labor rela-

tions take on a different, sometimes diffi cult, aspect from those in partnerships 

and sole proprietorships. However, this situation is changing as more corporations 

establish employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs), which give shares of the com-

pany’s stock to its employees. Such plans build a partnership between employee 

and employer and can boost productivity because they motivate employees to work 

harder so that they can earn dividends from their hard work as well as from their 

regular wages.

Other Types of Ownership
In this section we take a brief look at joint ventures, S corporations, limited liability 

companies, and cooperatives—businesses formed for special purposes.

Joint Ventures
A joint venture is a partnership established for a specifi c project or for a limited 

time. The partners in a joint venture may be individuals or organizations, as in the 

case of the international joint ventures discussed in Chapter 3. Control of a joint 

venture may be shared equally, or one partner may control decision making. Joint 

ventures are especially popular in situations that call for large investments, such as 

extraction of natural resources and the development of new products. Joint ventures 

are especially popular in situations that call for large investments and can even take 

place between businesses and governments. For example, Samsung and Venezuela 

formed a joint venture for the purpose of manufacturing electronics and appliances 

in the country. This partnership also serves to limit the amount of price manipula-

tion that occurs in the country by smaller companies that import items and mark 

them up.28

S Corporations
An S corporation is a form of business ownership that is taxed as though it were 

a partnership. Net profi ts or losses of the corporation pass to the owners, thus 

joint venture
a partnership established 
for a specifi c project or for 
a limited time

S corporation
corporation taxed as though 
it were a partnership with 
restrictions on shareholders

DID YOU KNOW? The fi rst corporation with a net 

income of more than $1 billion in one year was General Motors, 

with a net income in 1955 of $1,189,477,082.27
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eliminating double taxation. The 

benefi t of limited liability is re-

tained. Formally known as Sub-

chapter S Corporations, they have 

become a popular form of busi-

ness ownership for entrepreneurs 

and represent almost half of all 

corporate fi lings.29 Vista Bank 

Texas is an S corporation, and the 

owners get the benefi ts of tax ad-

vantages and limited liability. Ad-

vantages of S corporations include 

the simple method of taxation, the 

limited liability of shareholders, 

perpetual life, and the ability to 

shift income and appreciation to 

others. Disadvantages include re-

strictions on the number (75) and 

types (individuals, estates, and certain trusts) of shareholders and the diffi culty of 

formation and operation.

Limited Liability Companies
A limited liability company (LLC) is a form of business ownership that  provides 

limited liability, as in a corporation, but is taxed like a partnership. Although 

relatively new in the United States, LLCs have existed for many years abroad. 

 Professionals such as lawyers, doctors, and engineers often use the LLC form of 

ownership. Many consider the LLC a blend of the best characteristics of corpora-

tions, partnerships, and sole proprietorships. One of the major reasons for the LLC 

form of ownership is to protect the members’ personal assets in case of lawsuits. 

LLCs are fl exible, simple to run, and do not require the members to hold meetings, 

keep minutes, or make resolutions, all of which are necessary in corporations. 

For example, Domino’s Pizza, which sells and delivers pizza, is a limited liability 

company.30

Cooperatives
Another form of organization in business is the cooperative or co-op, an  organization 

composed of individuals or small businesses that have banded together to reap the 

benefi ts of belonging to a larger organization. ARISE Food Co-op, for example, is a 

food cooperative based in Massachusetts;31 Ocean Spray is a cooperative of cranberry 

farmers. REI operates a bit differently because it is owned by consumers rather than 

farmers or small businesses. A co-op is set up not to make money as an entity. It exists 

so that its members can become more profi table or save money. Co-ops are gener-

ally expected to operate without profi t or to create only enough profi t to maintain the 

co-op organization.

Many cooperatives exist in small farming communities. The co-op stores and mar-

kets grain; orders large quantities of fertilizer, seed, and other supplies at discounted 

prices; and reduces costs and increases effi ciency with good management. A co-op 

can purchase supplies in large quantities and pass the savings on to its members. It 

limited liability 
company (LLC)
form of ownership that 
provides limited liability and 
taxation like a partnership but 
places fewer restrictions on 
members

cooperative (co-op)
an organization composed 
of individuals or small 
businesses that have banded 
together to reap the benefi ts 
of belonging to a larger 
organization

REI is organized as a 
consumer cooperative. 
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also can help distribute the products of its members more effi ciently than each could 

on an individual basis. A cooperative can advertise its members’ products and thus 

generate demand. Ace Hardware, a cooperative of independent hardware store own-

ers, allows its members to share in the savings that result from buying supplies in large 

quantities; it also provides advertising, which individual members might not be able 

to afford on their own.

Trends in Business Ownership: Mergers 
and Acquisitions
Companies large and small achieve growth and improve profi tability by expanding 

their operations, often by developing and selling new products or selling current prod-

ucts to new groups of customers in different geographic areas. Such growth, when 

carefully planned and controlled, is usually benefi cial to the fi rm and ultimately helps 

it reach its goal of enhanced profi tability. But companies also grow by merging with 

or purchasing other companies.

A merger occurs when two companies (usually corporations) combine to form a 

new company. An acquisition occurs when one company purchases another, gener-

ally by buying most of its stock. The acquired company may become a subsidiary of 

the buyer, or its operations and assets may be merged with those of the buyer. The 

government sometimes scrutinizes mergers and acquisitions in an attempt to pro-

tect customers from monopolistic practices. For example, the decision to authorize 

Whole Foods’ acquisition of Wild Oats was carefully analyzed, as was the merger 

of Sirius and XM Satellite Radio. In 2013, Google paid $3.2 billion for smart home 

company, Nest Labs.33 The company was just one of many that Google acquired 
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merger
the combination of two 
companies (usually 
corporations) to form a new 
company

acquisition
the purchase of one company 
by another, usually by buying 
its stock

The Evolution of Sears Holdings Company
Sears Holdings began as a sole proprietorship in 1886 known 
as R.W. Sears Watch Company in Minneapolis. As the name 
suggests, founder Richard W. Sears sold only watches. Sears 
wanted to establish his company in Chicago and needed a 
partner to do so. He put an advertisement in the local paper, 
and Alvah C. Roebuck responded. Together, they formed 
Sears, Roebuck, and Co. as a corporation and expanded the 
business’s to offer more product lines through mail order 
catalogs.

Sears became a public corporation in 1901 to secure 
 fi nancing for growth. To manage its growth, the company 
 developed a time scheduling system that ensured orders were 
accurate and shipped on time. Expansion continued with the 
introduction of retail stores in 1925. The company’s Craftsman 
and Kenmore brands became popular, and soon retail sales 
outperformed mail order sales. Sears even sold arts and crafts 

for assembly on the customer’s property. Foreign expansion, 
the building of the famous Sears Tower, and the installation of 
Sears.com solidifi ed the retailer as a household name.

However, success can often breed complacency that re-
sults in a business’ decline. Lack of investment has resulted 
in less-than-pristine retail locations that customers no lon-
ger frequent. In 2004, Kmart acquired Sears for $11 billion 
and adopted the name Sears Holdings Company. The merged 
company continues to struggle with losses and is selling off 
its best-known business units and underperforming stores.32 

Discussion Questions
 1. Why did Sears become a public corporation? What benefi ts 

does this form of organization have to offer Sears?
 2. Describe some reasons for why the fi rm is struggling.
 3. What is Sears doing to bounce back from its losses?

Responding to Business Challenges
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during the year. While these acquisitions have the potential to diversify Google’s 

service offerings and benefi t it fi nancially, some believe that Google might be in-

vesting in companies of which it has little knowledge. In these cases, acquisitions 

could end up harming the acquiring company.34 Acquisitions sometimes involve the 

purchase of a division or some other part of a company rather than the entire com-

pany. The late 1990s saw a merger and acquisition frenzy, which is slowing in the 

21st century (see Table 4.5).

When fi rms that make and sell similar products to the same customers merge, it is 

known as a horizontal merger, as when Martin Marietta and Lockheed, both defense 

contractors, merged to form Lockheed Martin. Horizontal mergers, however, reduce 

the number of corporations competing within an industry, and for this reason they 

are usually reviewed carefully by federal regulators before the merger is allowed to 

proceed.

When companies operating at different but related levels of an industry merge, it is 

known as a vertical merger. In many instances, a vertical merger results when one cor-

poration merges with one of its customers or suppliers. For example, if Burger King 

were to purchase a large Idaho potato farm—to ensure a ready supply of potatoes for 

its french fries—a vertical merger would result.

A conglomerate merger results when two fi rms in unrelated industries merge. For 

example, the purchase of Sterling Drug, a pharmaceutical fi rm, by Eastman Kodak, 

best-known for its fi lms and cameras, represents a conglomerate merger because the 

two companies are of different industries. (Kodak later sold Sterling Drug to a phar-

maceutical company.)

TABLE 4.5 Major Mergers and Acquisitions Worldwide 2000–2010

Rank Year Acquirer Target
Transaction Value 
(in millions of U.S. dollars)

 1 2000 America Online Inc. (AOL) (Merger) Time Warner $164,747

 2 2000 Glaxo Wellcome Plc. SmithKline Beecham Plc. 75,961

 3 2004 Royal Dutch Petroleum Co. Shell Transport & Trading Co. 74,559

 4 2006 AT&T Inc. BellSouth Corporation 72,671

 5 2001 Comcast Corporation AT&T Broadband & Internet Svcs. 72,041

 6 2004 JP Morgan Chase & Co. Bank One Corporation 58,761

 7 2013 American Airlines U.S. Airways 11,000

 8 2008 Bank of America Countrywide 4,000

 9 2008 JP Morgan Chase & Co. Bear Stearns Companies Inc. 1,100

10 2011 Southwest Airlines AirTran Holdings 1,000

Unless noted, deal was an acquisition.

Sources: Institute of Mergers, Acquisitions and Alliances Research, Thomson Financial, www.imaa-institute.org/en/publications+mergers+acquisitions+m&a.
php#Reports (accessed March 16, 2010); “JPMorgan Chase Completes Bear Stearns Acquisition,” JPMorganChase News Release, May 31, 2008, www.bearstearns.com/
includes/pdfs/PressRelease_BSC_31May08.pdf (accessed March 1, 2010);  “Southwest Completes Purchase of Orlando-Based AirTran,” Orlando Sentinel, May 2, 2011, 
http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2011-05-02/business/os-southwest-airtran-reuters-update2-20110502_1_southwest-executive-vice-president-southwest-brand-airtran-
holdings (accessed January 27, 2012).
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When a company (or an individual), sometimes 

called a corporate raider, wants to acquire or take 

over another company, it fi rst offers to buy some 

or all of the other company’s stock at a premium 

over its current price in a tender offer. Most such 

offers are “friendly,” with both groups agreeing to 

the proposed deal, but some are “hostile,” when the 

second company does not want to be taken over. 

News Corp. adopted a poison pill plan to discourage 

challenges to Rupert Murdoch’s family-controlled 

media empire, which split into two businesses. (A 

poison pill is an attempt to make a takeover less at-

tractive to a potential acquirer.) News Corp.’s plan 

is set to go off if an outside company buys 15 per-

cent or more of the companies’ Class B voting shares. In this case, shareholders 

would have the option to buy new shares at a 50 percent discount. Because the 

Murdoch family owns many of the shares, this plan is a good way to maintain 

control of the fi rm.35

To head off a hostile takeover attempt, a threatened company’s managers may use 

one or more of several techniques. They may ask stockholders not to sell to the raider; 

fi le a lawsuit in an effort to abort the takeover; institute a poison pill (in which the 

fi rm allows stockholders to buy more shares of stock at prices lower than the current 

market value) or shark repellant (in which management requires a large majority of 

stockholders to approve the takeover); or seek a white knight (a more acceptable fi rm 

that is willing to acquire the threatened company). In some cases, management may 

take the company private or even take on more debt so that the heavy debt obligation 

will “scare off” the raider.

In a leveraged buyout (LBO), a group of investors borrows money from banks and 

other institutions to acquire a company (or a division of one), using the assets of the 

purchased company to guarantee repayment of the loan. In some LBOs, as much as 

95 percent of the buyout price is paid with borrowed money, which eventually must 

be repaid.

Because of the explosion of mergers, acquisitions, and leveraged buyouts in the 

1980s and 1990s, fi nancial journalists coined the term merger mania. Many compa-

nies joined the merger mania simply to enhance their own operations by consolidat-

ing them with the operations of other fi rms. Mergers and acquisitions enabled these 

companies to gain a larger market share in their industries, acquire valuable assets 

such as new products or plants and equipment, and lower their costs. Mergers also 

represent a means of making profi ts quickly, as was the case during the 1980s when 

many companies’ stock was undervalued. Quite simply, such companies represent a 

bargain to other companies that can afford to buy them. Additionally, deregulation of 

some industries has permitted consolidation of fi rms within those industries for the 

fi rst time, as is the case in the banking and airline industries.

Some people view mergers and acquisitions favorably, pointing out that they boost 

corporations’ stock prices and market value, to the benefi t of their stockholders. In 

many instances, mergers enhance a company’s ability to meet foreign competition 

in an increasingly global marketplace. Additionally, companies that are victims of 

hostile takeovers generally streamline their operations, reduce unnecessary staff, cut 

costs, and otherwise become more effi cient with their  operations, which  benefi ts their 

stockholders whether or not the takeover succeeds.

leveraged buyout (LBO)
a purchase in which a 
group of investors borrows 
money from banks and 
other institutions to acquire 
a company (or a division 
of one), using the assets 
of the purchased company 
to guarantee repayment of 
the loan

Eli Lilly purchased Novartis’ 
animal health unit for $5.4 
billion. 
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Critics, however, argue that mergers hurt companies because they force manag-

ers to focus their efforts on avoiding takeovers rather than managing effectively and 

profi tably. Some companies have taken on a heavy debt burden to stave off a take-

over, later to be forced into bankruptcy when economic downturns left them unable 

to handle the debt. Mergers and acquisitions also can damage employee morale and 

productivity, as well as the quality of the companies’ products.

Many mergers have been benefi cial for all involved; others have had damaging 

effects for the companies, their employees, and customers. No one can say whether 

mergers will continue to slow, but many experts say the utilities, telecommunications, 

fi nancial services, natural resources, computer hardware and software, gaming, man-

aged health care, and technology industries are likely targets.

If you have a good idea and want to turn it into a business, 
you are not alone. Small businesses are popping up all over 
the United States, and the concept of entrepreneurship is hot. 
Entrepreneurs seek opportunities and creative ways to make 
profi ts. Business emerges in a number of different organiza-
tional forms, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. 
Sole proprietorships are the most common form of business 
organization in the United States. They tend to be small busi-
nesses and can take pretty much any form—anything from a 
hair salon to a scuba shop, from an organic produce provider to 
a fi nancial advisor. Proprietorships are everywhere serving con-
sumers’ wants and needs. Proprietorships have a big advantage 
in that they tend to be simple to manage—decisions get made 
quickly when the owner and the manager are the same person 
and they are fairly simple and inexpensive to set up. Rules vary 
by state, but at most all you will need is a license from the state.

Many people have been part of a partnership at some point 
in their life. Group work in school is an example of a partner-
ship. If you ever worked as a DJ on the weekend with your 
friend and split the profits, then you have experienced a part-
nership. Partnerships can be either general or limited. General 
partners have unlimited liability and share completely in the 
management, debts, and profits of the business. Limited part-
ners, on the other hand, consist of at least one general partner 
and one or more limited partners who do not participate in 
the management of the company but share in the profits. This 
form of partnership is used more often in risky investments 
where the limited partner stands only to lose his or her initial 
investment. Real estate limited partnerships are an example 

of how investors can minimize their financial exposure, given 
the poor performance of the real estate market in recent years. 
Although it has its advantages, partnership is the least utilized 
form of business. Part of the reason is that all partners are 
responsible for the actions and decisions of all other part-
ners, whether or not all of the partners were involved. Usu-
ally, partners will have to write up an Articles of Partnership 
that outlines respective responsibilities in the business. Even 
in states where it is not required, it is a good idea to draw 
up this document as a way to cement each partner’s role and 
hopefully minimize conflict. Unlike a corporation, proprietor-
ships and partnerships both expire upon the death of one or 
more of those involved.

Corporations tend to be larger businesses, but do not need 
to be. A corporation can consist of nothing more than a small 
group of family members. In order to become a corporation, 
you will have to file in the state under which you wish to incor-
porate. Each state has its own procedure for incorporation, 
meaning there are no general guidelines to follow. You can 
make your corporation private or public, meaning the company 
issues stocks, and shareholders are the owners. While incor-
porating is a popular form of organization because it gives the 
company an unlimited lifespan and limited liability (meaning 
that if your business fails, you cannot lose personal funds to 
make up for losses), there is a downside. You will be taxed as 
a corporation and as an individual, resulting in double taxation. 
No matter what form of organization suits your business idea 
best, there is a world of options out there for you if you want to 
be or experiment with being an entrepreneur.

So You’d Like to Start a Business
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Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne and examine the advantages and 
disadvantages of the sole proprietorship form 
of organization.

Sole proprietorships—businesses owned and managed by 
one person—are the most common form of organization. 
Their major advantages are the following: (1) They are easy 
and inexpensive to form, (2) they allow a high level of secrecy, 
(3) all profi ts belong to the owner, (4) the owner has complete 
control over the business, (5) government regulation is mini-
mal, (6) taxes are paid only once, and (7) the business can be 
closed easily. The disadvantages include: (1) The owner may 
have to use personal assets to borrow money, (2) sources of 
external funds are diffi cult to fi nd, (3) the owner must have 
many diverse skills, (4) the survival of the business is tied to 
the life of the owner and his or her ability to work, (5) qualifi ed 
employees are hard to fi nd, and (6) wealthy sole proprietors 
pay a higher tax than they would under the corporate form of 
business.

Identify two types of partnership and evaluate the 
advantages and disadvantages of the partnership 
form of organization.

A partnership is a business formed by several individuals; a 
partnership may be general or limited. Partnerships offer the 
following advantages: (1) They are easy to organize, (2) they 
may have higher credit ratings because the partners possibly 
have more combined wealth, (3) partners can specialize, (4) 
partnerships can make decisions faster than larger businesses, 
and (5) government regulations are few. Partnerships also have 
several disadvantages: (1) General partners have unlimited li-
ability for the debts of the partnership, (2) partners are respon-
sible for each other’s decisions, (3) the death or termination 
of one partner requires a new partnership agreement to be 
drawn up, (4) it is diffi cult to sell a partnership interest at a 
fair price, (5) the distribution of profi ts may not correctly refl ect 
the amount of work done by each partner, and (6) partnerships 
cannot fi nd external sources of funds as easily as can large 
corporations.

Describe the corporate form of organization 
and cite the advantages and disadvantages of 
corporations.

A corporation is a legal entity created by the state, whose assets 
and liabilities are separate from those of its owners.  Corporations 
are chartered by a state through articles of incorporation. They 

have a board of directors made up of corporate offi cers or peo-
ple from outside the company. Corporations, whether private or 
public, are owned by stockholders.  Common stockholders have 
the right to elect the board of directors.  Preferred stockholders 
do not have a vote but get preferential dividend treatment over 
common stockholders.

Advantages of the corporate form of business include: 
(1)  The owners have limited liability, (2) ownership (stock) 
can be easily transferred, (3) corporations usually last forever, 
(4) raising money is easier than for other forms of business, and 
(5) expansion into new businesses is simpler because of the 
ability of the company to enter into contracts. Corporations also 
have disadvantages: (1) The company is taxed on its income, 
and owners pay a second tax on any profi ts received as divi-
dends; (2) forming a corporation can be expensive; (3) keeping 
trade secrets is diffi cult because so much information must be 
made available to the public and to government agencies; and 
(4) owners and managers are not always the same and can 
have different goals.

Defi ne and debate the advantages and 
disadvantages of mergers, acquisitions, 
and leveraged buyouts.

A merger occurs when two companies (usually corporations) 
combine to form a new company. An acquisition occurs when 
one company buys most of another company’s stock. In a lever-
aged buyout, a group of investors borrows money to acquire a 
company, using the assets of the purchased company to guar-
antee the loan. They can help merging fi rms to gain a larger 
market share in their industries, acquire valuable assets such 
as new products or plants and equipment, and lower their costs. 
Consequently, they can benefi t stockholders by improving the 
companies’ market value and stock prices. However, they also 
can hurt companies if they force managers to focus on avoid-
ing takeovers at the expense of productivity and profi ts. They 
may lead a company to take on too much debt and can harm 
employee morale and productivity.

Propose an appropriate organizational form for 
a startup business.

After reading the facts in “Solve the Dilemma” on page 141 and 
considering the advantages and disadvantages of the various 
forms of business organization described in this chapter, you 
should be able to suggest an appropriate form for the startup 
nursery.
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Revisit the World of Business 
 1. What are some of the major reasons for shareholder 

activism?

 2. Do you feel that large shareholders such as David Einhorn 
are justifi ed in fi ling lawsuits against corporations sitting 
on large cash reserves?

 3. What are some of the benefi ts of shareholder activism? 
Disadvantages?

Learn the Terms 

acquisition 135
articles of partnership 121
board of directors 129
common stock 130
cooperative (co-op) 134
corporate charter 127
corporation 126
dividends 126

general partnership 121
initial public offering (IPO) 128
joint venture 133
leveraged buyout (LBO) 137
limited liability company (LLC) 134
limited partnership 121
merger 135
nonprofi t corporations 129

partnership 120
preferred stock 130
private corporation 127
public corporation 127
quasi-public corporations 129
S corporation 133
sole proprietorships 116
stock 126

Check Your Progress 

 1. Name fi ve advantages of a sole proprietorship.

 2. List two different types of partnerships and describe each.

 3. Differentiate among the different types of corporations. 
Can you supply an example of each type?

 4. Would you rather own preferred stock or common stock? 
Why?

 5. Contrast how profi ts are distributed in sole proprietorships, 
partnerships, and corporations.

 6. Which form of business organization has the least 
government regulation? Which has the most?

 7. Compare the liability of the owners of partnerships, sole 
proprietorships, and corporations.

 8. Why would secrecy in operating a business be important 
to an owner? What form of organization would be most 
appropriate for a business requiring great secrecy?

 9. Which form of business requires the most specialization of 
skills? Which requires the least? Why?

 10. The most common example of a cooperative is a farm 
co-op. Explain the reasons for this and the benefi ts that 
result for members of cooperatives.

Get Involved 

 1. Select a publicly owned corporation and bring to class 
a list of its subsidiaries. These data should be available 
in the fi rm’s corporate annual report, Standard & Poor’s 
Corporate Records, or Moody Corporate Manuals. Ask your 
librarian for help in fi nding these resources.

 2. Select a publicly owned corporation and make a list of its 
outside directors. Information of this nature can be found 

in several places in your library: the company’s annual 
report, its list of corporate directors, and various fi nancial 
sources. If possible, include each director’s title and the 
name of the company that employs him or her on a full-
time basis.
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Build Your Skills 
Selecting a Form of Business

Background
Ali Bush sees an opportunity to start her own 
website development business. Ali has just 
graduated from the University of Mississippi 
with a master’s degree in computer science. 

Although she has many job opportunities outside the Oxford 
area, she wishes to remain there to care for her aging parents. 
She already has most of the computer equipment necessary to 
start the business, but she needs  additional software. She is 
considering the purchase of a server to maintain websites for 
small businesses. Ali feels she has the ability to take this start-
up fi rm and create a long-term career opportunity for herself 
and others. She knows she can hire Ole Miss students to work 
on a part-time basis to support her business. For now, as she 
starts the business, she can work out of the extra bedroom of 
her apartment. As the business grows, she’ll hire the additional 
full- and/or part-time help needed and reassess the location of 
the business.

Task

 1. Using what you’ve learned in this chapter, decide which 
form of business ownership is most appropriate for Ali. 
Use the tables provided to assist you in evaluating the 
advantages and disadvantages of each decision.

Sole Proprietorships

Advantages Disadvantages

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

Corporation

Advantages Disadvantages

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

Limited Liability Company

Advantages Disadvantages

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

Solve the Dilemma 
To Incorporate or not to Incorporate

Thomas O’Grady and Bryan Rossisky have 
decided to start a small business buying 
flowers, shrubs, and trees wholesale and re-
selling them to the general public. They plan 
to contribute $5,000 each in startup capital 

and lease a 2.5-acre tract of land with a small, portable 
sales office.

Thomas and Bryan are trying to decide what form of orga-
nization would be appropriate. Bryan thinks they should create 
a corporation because they would have limited liability and the 
image of a large organization. Thomas thinks a partnership would 
be easier to start and would allow them to rely on the combination 
of their talents and fi nancial resources. In addition, there might be 
fewer reports and regulatory controls to cope with.

LO 4-5
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Discussion Questions
 1. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of 

Thomas and Bryan forming a corporation?

 2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of their 
forming a partnership?

 3. Which organizational form do you think would be best for 
Thomas and Bryan’s company and why?

Build Your Business Plan 
Options for Organizing Business

Your team needs to think about how you should 
organize yourselves that would be most 
 effi cient and effective for your business plan. 
The benefi ts of having partners include having 
 others to share responsibilities with and to toss 

ideas off of each other. As your business evolves, you will have 
to decide whether one or two members will manage the busi-
ness while the other members are silent partners. Or perhaps 
you will all decide on working in the business to keep costs 
down, at least initially. However you decide on team member 

involvement in the business, it is imperative to have a written 
agreement so that all team members understand what their 
responsibilities are and what will happen if the partnership 
dissolves.

It is not too soon for you and your partners to start thinking 
about how you might want to fi nd additional funding for your 
business. Later on in the development of your business plan, 
you might want to show your business plan to family members. 
Together, you and your partners will want to develop a list of 
potential investors in your business.

See for Yourself Videocase 
PODS Excels at Organizing a Business

What happens when homeowners need to store 
their belongings temporarily? Before 1998, peo-
ple would choose to either rent storage space, 
which can be costly and inconvenient, or store 
their belongings in their front yards. Yet, starting 

in 1998, another option was introduced: PODS.
PODS, short for Portable On Demand Storage, was founded 

after a group of fi remen noticed the diffi culties that many people 
faced when they needed to store their belongings for a short pe-
riod. PODS delivers storage containers and leaves them in front 
of a house or business. A specially made hydraulic lift called 
Podzilla is able to place the container on ground level, which 
makes it easier for owners to store their belongings inside the 
container. PODS will then pick up the containers and move them 
to either its warehouses for storage or to anywhere else in the 
country. 

When PODS was fi rst started, banks and fi nancial institu-
tions were uncertain about how successful the moving and stor-
age services company would be. Another issue was the expense 
of the actual containers. PODS containers, made of plywood 
over steel frames, cost between $2,200 and $2,500 each. If 
the company failed, the banks could repossess the containers. 
However, because PODS was a fi rst-mover and there were no 
other comparable companies around, the banks feared that they 
would not be able to resell the containers. The risk for banks and 

fi nancial institutions was high. This meant that PODS initially 
depended on venture capitalists for funding.

Once the company got started, however, PODS proved it was 
well worth the investment. More than a decade later, PODS can 
be found on three continents and has more than 200 million 
customers across the United States, Canada, the United King-
dom, and Australia. In addition to its convenience, PODS has 
also become known for its high-quality services and social re-
sponsibility. For instance, the company provided PODS contain-
ers to help recovery efforts in Hurricane Katrina. In 2011, PODS 
became a fi nalist in the National Association of Professional 
Organizers award for best service provider.

As PODS has expanded, its business organization has also 
undergone changes. Originally, PODS was formed as a sole pro-
prietorship. Many businesses start off as sole proprietorships 
because of the benefi ts involved, such as ease of formation and 
greater control over operations. PODS’s initial name was PODS 
LLC, meaning that it was a limited liability company. Limited 
liability companies provide more protection to owners so that 
their personal belongings will not be seized to pay the com-
pany’s debts. It also frees owners from some of the restrictions 
that exist for corporations.

However, as businesses grow nationally, they become 
much more diffi cult for one or two individuals to handle. PODS 
soon realized that its rapid expansion required a new form of 
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business organization. PODS decided to become a private cor-
poration and renamed itself PODS Enterprises Inc. Although 
more people became involved in the ownership of the company, 
a small group of individuals maintains control over much of the 
general corporate operations. PODS stock is not issued publicly. 

Eventually, PODS also decided to adopt a franchise model. 
The corporation began to allow other entrepreneurs, called fran-
chisees, to license its name and products for a fee. This pro-
vided PODS with additional funding as well as the opportunity to 
expand into more areas. Because PODS is already successful, 
franchisees have a lower failure rate than starting their own 
businesses from scratch. Franchisees also understand their 
particular markets better than a corporation can. 

“Franchisees bring another advantage, though, and that is 
their knowledge and connections in the local market, so they 
can take advantage of particularities in a market,” said Ann 
Lehman, senior vice president of Franchise Operations. This in-
creases PODS’s adaptability when it expands into other areas.

On the other hand, because corporations are able to bring 
together several knowledgeable individuals, PODS corporate 

headquarters fi nds that it is better able to handle larger markets 
such as Los Angeles and Chicago. With this business model, 
PODS has fi gured out how to meet the needs of both local 
markets, through franchisees, and larger markets. Because of 
PODS’s ability to understand the best ways of organizing its 
business, the company has been able to reap the benefi ts from 
all types of market sizes.36

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some advantages of sole proprietorships for 

PODS? What are some disadvantages?

 2. What are some advantages of private corporations for 
PODS? What are some disadvantages?

 3. How has adopting a franchise model made PODS more 
adaptable?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Form groups and fi nd examples of mergers and acquisi-
tions. Mergers can be broken down into traditional merg-
ers, horizontal mergers, and conglomerate mergers. When 
companies are found, note how long the merger or acquisi-
tion took, if there were any requirements by the government 

before approval of the merger or acquisition, and if any failed 
mergers or acquisitions were found that did not achieve gov-
ernment approval. Report your fi ndings to the class, and ex-
plain what the companies hoped to gain from the merger or 
acquisition.
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Enter the World of Business

Chobani Yogurt Fights for Dominance in the 
Yogurt Market
For the founder of Chobani Yogurt, it took more than a good idea to propel the 

company into what it is today. It was almost by chance that Hamdi Ulukaya 

made it into the billion-dollar venture it is now. At one time, Greek yogurt 

accounted for less than 1 percent of the yogurt market in the United States; it 

now makes up 50 percent. With the help of a Small Business Administration 

loan, Ulukaya purchased a small yogurt plant Kraft was selling. Ulukaya 

decided to sell Greek yogurt, a product he knew was popular in other parts 

of the world.

When Chobani yogurt hit shelves in 2007, the product was an immediate 

success. Unlike his contemporaries, Ulukaya does not outsource but maintains 

control of the entire manufacturing process. Under his leadership, the company 

has become a challenger to the top yogurt makers in the industry in only a 

matter of years. It is for this reason that Hamdi Ulukaya has been nicknamed the 

“Steve Jobs of yogurt.” Today, Chobani Yogurt is netting more than $1 billion in 

sales and controls 17 percent of the yogurt market.

Chobani Yogurt has recently faced some challenges. For instance, in fall 

2013 the company had to recall its yogurt after reports that mold growing in 

the yogurt made consumers sick. Later that year, Whole Foods decided to drop 

Chobani Yogurt from its shelves. Chobani is also facing increased competition 

from more established rivals such as Danone’s Oikos brand and Yoplait Greek.1
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Introduction
Although many business students go to work for large corporations upon gradu-

ation, others may choose to start their own business or to fi nd employment op-

portunities in small organizations with 500 or fewer employees. Small businesses 

employ about half of all private-sector employees.2 Each small business represents 

the vision of its owners to succeed through providing new or better products. Small 

businesses are the heart of the U.S. economic and social system because they offer 

opportunities and demonstrate the freedom of people to make their own destinies. 

Today, the entrepreneurial spirit is growing around the world, from Russia and 

China to India, Germany, Brazil, and Mexico. For instance, within eastern Europe, 

approximately 24 percent of the population is engaged in entrepreneurial activities. 

Within the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, and China), the average is only 

slightly less at 21 percent.3

This chapter surveys the world of entrepreneurship and small business. First 

we defi ne entrepreneurship and small business and examine the role of small busi-

ness in the American economy. Then we explore the advantages and disadvantages 

of small-business ownership and analyze why small businesses succeed or fail. 

Next, we discuss how an entrepreneur goes about starting a business and the chal-

lenges facing small businesses today. Finally, we look at entrepreneurship in larger 

organizations.

The Nature of Entrepreneurship 
and Small Business
In Chapter 1, we defi ned an entrepreneur as a person who risks his or her wealth, 

time, and effort to develop for profi t an innovative product or way of doing some-

thing.  Entrepreneurship is the process of creating and managing a business to achieve 

desired objectives. Many large businesses you may recognize (Levi Strauss and Co., 

Procter & Gamble, McDonald’s, Dell Computers, Microsoft, and Google) all began 

as small businesses based on the visions of their founders. Some entrepreneurs who 

start small businesses have the ability to see emerging trends; in response, they cre-

ate a company to provide a product that serves customer needs. For example, rather 

than inventing a major new technology, an innovative company may take advantage 

of technology to create new markets, such as Amazon.com. Or they may offer a 

 familiar product that has been improved or placed in a unique retail environment, 

such as  Starbucks and its coffee shops. A company may innovate by focusing on 

a particular market segment and delivering a combination of features that consum-

ers in that  segment could not fi nd anywhere else. Tweezerman, which manufactures 

beauty tools, became successful after its founder, Dal LaMagna, developed diamond 

 tweezers directed specifi cally for beauty salons. For many years, the company only 

sold tweezers but has since expanded to encompass a range of other beauty tools.4

Of course, smaller businesses do not have to evolve into such highly visible 

 companies to be successful, but those entrepreneurial efforts that result in rapidly grow-

ing businesses gain visibility along with success. Entrepreneurs who have achieved 

success, like Michael Dell (Dell Computers), Bill Gates (Microsoft), Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin (Google), and the late Steve Jobs (Apple) are some of the most well known. 

Table 5.1 lists some of the greatest entrepreneurs of the past few decades.

The entrepreneurship movement is accelerating, and many new, smaller busi-

nesses are emerging. Technology once available only to the largest fi rms can now 

LO 5-1

enterpreneurship
the process of creating 
and managing a business 
to achieve desired objectives
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be obtained by a small business. Websites, podcasts, online videos, social media, 

cellular phones, and even expedited delivery services enable small businesses to 

be more competitive with today’s giant corporations. Small businesses can also 

form alliances with other companies to produce and sell products in domestic and 

global markets.

Another growing trend among small businesses is social entrepreneurship. Social 
entrepreneurs are individuals who use entrepreneurship to address social problems. 

They operate by the same principles as other entrepreneurs but view their organiza-

tions as vehicles to create social change. Although these entrepreneurs often start their 

own nonprofi t organizations, they can also operate for-profi t organizations committed 

to solving social issues. CEO of TOMS Shoes Blake Mycoskie is an example of a 

social entrepreneur who founded the fi rm with the purpose of donating one pair of 

shoes to a child in need for every pair of shoes sold to consumers. Muhammad Yunus, 

founder of micro-lending organization Grameen Bank, is another example of a social 

entrepreneur. Yunus seeks to combat poverty by providing small loans to low-income 

individuals to start their own businesses.

What Is a Small Business?
This question is diffi cult to answer because smallness is relative. In this book, we will 

defi ne a small business as any independently owned and operated business that is not 

dominant in its competitive area and does not employ more than 500 people. A local 

Mexican restaurant may be the most patronized Mexican restaurant in your commu-

nity, but because it does not dominate the restaurant industry as a whole, the restaurant 

can be considered a small business. This defi nition is similar to the one used by the 

Small Business Administration (SBA), an independent agency of the federal govern-

ment that offers managerial and fi nancial assistance to small businesses. On its web-

site, the SBA outlines the fi rst steps in starting a small business and offers a wealth of 

information to current and potential small-business owners.

small business
any independently owned and 
operated business that is not 
dominant in its competitive 
area and does not employ 
more than 500 people

Small Business 
Administration (SBA)
an independent agency 
of the federal government 
that offers managerial and 
fi nancial assistance to small 
businesses

TABLE 5.1
Great Entrepreneurs of 

Innovative Companies

Company Entrepreneur

Hewlett-Packard Bill Hewlett, David Packard

Walt Disney Productions Walt Disney

Starbucks Howard Schultz

Amazon.com Jeff Bezos

Dell Michael Dell

Microsoft Bill Gates

Apple Steve Jobs

Walmart Sam Walton

Google Larry Page, Sergey Brin

Ben & Jerry’s Ben Cohen, Jerry Greenfi eld

Ford Henry Ford

General Electric Thomas Edison
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The Role of Small Business in the American Economy
No matter how you defi ne a small business, one fact is clear: They are vital to the 

American economy. As you can see in Table 5.2, more than 99 percent of all U.S. 

fi rms are classifi ed as small businesses, and they employ about half of private workers. 

Small fi rms are also important as exporters, representing 98 percent of U.S. export-

ers of goods and contributing 33 percent of the value of exported goods.5 In addition, 

small businesses are largely responsible for fueling job creation and innovation. Small 

businesses also provide opportunities for minorities and women to succeed in business. 

Women-owned businesses are responsible for employing 7.7 million workers and con-

tribute $1.3 trillion in sales. Women own more than 8 million businesses nationwide, 

with great success in the professional services, retail, communication, and administra-

tive services areas.6 Minority-owned businesses have been growing faster than other 

classifi able fi rms as well, representing 21.3 percent of all small businesses.7 One suc-

cessful business was started by a refugee from Belgrade, Serbia (formerly Yugoslavia). 

Although Marie Gray’s early life was fi lled with hardship in WWII Yugoslavia, she 

immigrated to the United States and later used her passion for clothing to develop the 

women’s dressmaker brand, St. John. Today, the company earns $346 million in annual 

revenue.8

Job Creation. The energy, creativity, and innovative abilities of small-business 

owners have resulted in jobs for many people. About 63 percent of net new jobs an-

nually were created by small businesses.9 Table 5.3 indicates that 99.7 percent of all 

businesses employ fewer than 500 people. Businesses employing 19 or fewer people 

account for 89.8 percent of all businesses.10

Many small businesses today are being started because of encouragement from 

larger ones. Many new jobs are also created by big-company/small-company alli-

ances. Whether through formal joint ventures, supplier relationships, or product or 

marketing cooperative projects, the rewards of collaborative relationships are creat-

ing many jobs for small-business owners and their employees. In India, many small 

information technology (IT) fi rms provide IT services to global markets. Because of 

lower costs, international companies often can fi nd Indian businesses to provide their 

information processing solutions.11

Innovation. Perhaps one of the most signifi cant strengths of small businesses is 

their ability to innovate and to bring signifi cant benefi ts to customers. Small fi rms pro-

duce more than half of all innovations. Among the important 20th- century innovations 

Source: Small Business Administration Department of Advocacy, “Frequently Asked Questions,” March 2014, www.sba.gov/sites/
default/fi les/FAQ_March_2014_0.pdf (accessed April 10, 2014).

Small fi rms represent 99.7 percent of all employer fi rms.

Small fi rms have generated 63 percent of net new jobs.

Small fi rms hire approximately 37 percent of high-tech workers (such as scientists, engineers, 
computer programmers, and others).

Small fi rms produce 16 times more patents per employee than large patenting fi rms.

Small fi rms employ nearly half of all private-sector employees.

Small fi rms pay 42 percent of the total U.S. private payroll.

TABLE 5.2
Importance of Small 

Businesses to Our 

Economy
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by U.S. small fi rms are the airplane, the audio tape recorder, fi ber-optic examining 

equipment, the heart valve, the optical scanner, the pacemaker, the personal computer, 

soft contact lenses, the Internet, and the zipper. For instance, the founder and CEO of 

the small fi rm UniKey, Phil Dumas, invented a new way for consumers to keep their 

doors locked. Dumas invented Kevo, a motorized deadbolt lock that links to users’ 

iPhones. With just the touch of a fi nger, consumers can lock and unlock their doors 

from remote locations. UniKey distributes products in major retailers such as Lowe’s 

and Home Depot. This is just one example of a small company with the ability to in-

novate and contribute to the benefi t of customers.12

The innovation of successful fi rms take many forms. For instance, small fi rms make 

up approximately 52 percent of home-based businesses and 2 percent of franchises. 

Many of today’s largest businesses started off as small fi rms that used innovation to 

achieve success.13 Small businessman Ray Kroc found a new way to sell hamburgers 

and turned his ideas into one of the most successful fast-food franchises in the world—

McDonald’s. Small businesses have become an integral part of our lives. J. Darius 

Bikoff founded Glaceau in 1996 to market enhanced water drinks. He built his small 

Firm Size Number of Firms Percentage of All Firms

0–19 employees 5,104,014 89.8

20–99 employees 481,496 8.5

100–499 employees 81,243 1.4

5001 employees 17,671 0.3

Source: “Statistics of U.S. Businesses (SUSB),” Statistics of U.S. Businesses, www.census.gov/econ/susb/index.html (accessed April 10, 
2014).

TABLE 5.3
Number of Firms by 

Employment Size

Jeffrey Lubell founded 
premium apparel company 
True Religion in 2002. It has 
gone on to be listed among 
Forbes’ best publicly traded 
small companies in America.
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business offering slightly fl avored drinks in health food stores into a nationally recog-

nized company that Coca-Cola acquired in 2006. Its brands—including VitaminWater 

and SmartWater—are still popular today.14 Travis Kalanick co-launched the successful 

company Uber, an app-based car service company rapidly growing in cities through-

out the world. The Uber app allows consumers to rent a car or driver on demand. The 

cars arrive within a few minutes of the order. Much like Ray Kroc, Kalanick’s inno-

vative concept has the potential to change its industry—its low cost and convenience 

is making it a major player in the transportation rivaling traditional cab companies.15 

Entrepreneurs provide fresh ideas and usually have greater fl exibility to change than 

do large companies.

Industries That Attract Small Business
Small businesses are found in nearly every industry, but retailing and wholesaling, 

services, manufacturing, and high technology are especially attractive to entrepre-

neurs. These fi elds are relatively easy to enter and require low initial fi nancing. 

Small-business owners in these industries also fi nd it easier to focus on specifi c 

groups of consumers; new fi rms in these industries 

initially suffer less from heavy competition than do 

established fi rms.

Retailing and Wholesaling. Retailers ac-

quire goods from producers or wholesalers and sell 

them to consumers. Main streets and shopping cen-

ters and malls are generally lined with independent 

music stores, sporting-goods stores, dry cleaners, 

boutiques, drugstores, restaurants, caterers, service 

stations, and hardware stores that sell directly to 

consumers. Retailing attracts entrepreneurs because 

gaining experience and exposure in retailing is rela-

tively easy. Additionally, an entrepreneur opening a 

new retail store does not have to spend the large sums 

of money for the equipment and distribution sys-

tems that a manufacturing business requires. All that 

a new retailer needs is a lease on store space, mer-

chandise, money to sustain the business, knowledge 

about prospective customers’ needs and desires, and 

basic management and marketing skills. However, it 

is important for entrepreneurs to anticipate the costs 

of opening a retail or wholesale business before-

hand. When Patrick Leon Esquerré decided to open 

up a French bakery, he invested $100,000 into the 

 bakery—all the money he had. He was able to raise 

more money from friends in France and Texas and 

opened up his fi rst bakery, La Madeleine. After guests 

started asking for food,  Esquerré used his mother’s 

recipes to  expand the menu. Eventually, the com-

pany began  selling its products through stores such 

as Sam’s Club.  Esquerré’s initial $100,000  investment 

has led to 63 restaurant locations today.16

LO 5-2

The retailing industry is particularly attractive to entrepreneurs. Pike’s 
Perk Coffee & Tea House is a small locally owned coffee shop in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado. 
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Wholesalers supply products to industrial, retail, and institutional users for resale 

or for use in making other products. Wholesaling activities range from planning and 

negotiating for supplies, promoting, and distributing (warehousing and transporting) 

to providing management and  merchandising assistance to clients. Wholesalers are 

extremely important for many products, especially consumer goods, because of the 

marketing activities they perform. Although it is true that wholesalers themselves can 

be eliminated, their functions must be passed on to some other organization such as 

the producer, or another intermediary, often a small business. Frequently, small busi-

nesses are closer to the fi nal customers and know what it takes to keep them satisfi ed. 

Some smaller businesses start out manufacturing, but fi nd their real niche as a supplier 

or distributor of larger fi rms’ products.

Services. The service sector includes businesses that do not actually produce 

tangible goods. The service sector accounts for 80 percent of U.S. jobs, excluding 

farmworkers. Real-estate, insurance and personnel agencies, barbershops, banks, tele-

vision and computer repair shops, copy centers, dry cleaners, and accounting fi rms are 

all service businesses. Services also attract individuals—such as beauticians, morti-

cians, jewelers, doctors, and veterinarians—whose skills are not usually required by 

large fi rms. Many of these service providers are retailers who provide their services 

to ultimate consumers.

Manufacturing. Manufacturing goods can provide unique opportunities for 

small businesses. Consider Nashville-based specialty chocolate company Olive & 

Sinclair. Within four years of its founding, the company was selling chocolates in the 

United States, London, Singapore, and Japan. The manufacturing of the chocolate is 

distinctively “southern” in nature. Its varieties include two ingredients—buttermilk 

and brown sugar—commonly associated with the South and a grinding process used 

to make Southern-style grits. This association appeals to global consumers. Today, 

Olive & Sinclair manufactures 1,500 chocolate bars each day.18 Small businesses 

sometimes have an advantage over large fi rms because they can customize products 

to meet specifi c customer needs and wants. Such products include custom artwork, 

jewelry, clothing, and furniture.

From Farmer’s Market to Franchiser: Auntie Anne’s Soft Pretzels
Auntie Anne’s Soft Pretzels
Founder: Anne Beiler
Founded: 1988, in Downingtown, Pennsylvania
Success: Auntie Anne’s is the largest soft pretzel franchise in 
the world with sales of $410 million.

Auntie Anne’s Soft Pretzels began as a weekend opera-
tion at a farmer’s market in Downingtown, Pennsylvania, in 
February 1988. Founder Anne Beiler received a $6,000 loan 
from her husband’s parents to buy a pretzel stand at the 
farmer’s market. In the first weekend, the business earned 
close to $1,000. Beiler experimented with the pretzel reci-
pes, and the final product was twice as profitable as the 

original. She bought more ovens, hired more employees, 
and was soon making $2,000 each weekend. The company 
used sampling to market the product.

In July 1988, Beiler opened a store in Harrisburg, 
 Pennsylvania, and by the end of the year made approxi-
mately $100,000. Beiler received repeated requests from 
people wanting to sell her product, so she decided to allow 
friends and family to open 10 new stores under a licens-
ing agreement. By 1990, there were 75 locations in several 
states. Now owned by Focus Brands, Auntie Anne’s is the 
largest soft pretzel franchise in the world with 1,200 shops 
in 26 countries.17

Entrepreneurship in Action
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High Technology. High technology is a broad 

term used to describe businesses that depend heavily on 

 advanced scientifi c and engineering knowledge. People 

who were able to innovate or identify new markets in the 

fi elds of computers, biotechnology, genetic engineering, robotics, and other markets 

have become today’s high-tech giants. One innovative technology was developed by 

a teenager interested in virtual reality. Only a few years ago, virtual reality was con-

sidered a dead technology past its prime. However, when 19-year-old Palmer Luckey 

developed a virtual gaming headset, it caught the attention of programmer John 

 Carmack. Together, they brought virtual reality to a new level for gamers. The com-

pany, Oculus Rift, was sold to Facebook for $2 billion.20 In general, high-technology 

businesses require greater capital and have higher initial startup costs than do other 

small businesses. Many of the biggest, nonetheless, started out in garages, basements, 

kitchens, and dorm rooms.

Advantages of Small-Business Ownership
There are many advantages to establishing and running a small business. These can be 

categorized into personal advantages and business advantages. Table 5.4 lists some of 

the traits that can help entrepreneurs succeed.

Independence
Independence is probably one of the leading reasons that entrepreneurs choose 

to go into business for themselves. Being a small-business owner means being 

your own boss. Many people start their own businesses because they believe they 

will do better for themselves than they could do by remaining with their current 

employer or by changing jobs. They may feel stuck on the corporate ladder and 

that no business would take them seriously enough to fund their ideas. Sometimes 

people who venture forth to start their own small business are those who simply 

cannot work for someone else. Such people may say that they just do not fi t the 

“corporate mold.”

More often, small-business owners just want the freedom to choose whom they 

work with, the fl exibility to pick where and when to work, and the option of working 

in a family setting. The availability of the computer, copy machine, fax, and Internet 

has permitted many people to work at home. In the past, most of them would have 

needed the support that an offi ce provides.

LO 5-3

DID YOU KNOW? Small businesses hire 37 percent 

of high-tech workers in the United States?19

Intuitive Persistent

Creative Innovative

Productive Frugal

Patient Friendly

Charismatic Fearless

Source: Yan Susanto, “10 Successful Traits of Young Entrepreneurs,” Retire @ 21, April 10, 2009, www.retireat21.com/blog/
10-successful-traits-of-young-entrepreneurs (accessed March 17, 2011).

TABLE 5.4
10 Successful Traits of 

Young Entrepreneurs
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Costs
As already mentioned, small businesses often require less money to start and maintain 

than do large ones. Obviously, a fi rm with just 25 people in a small factory spends 

less money on wages and salaries, rent, utilities, and other expenses than does a fi rm 

employing tens of thousands of people in several large facilities. Rather than main-

tain the expense of keeping separate departments for accounting, advertising, and 

legal counseling, small businesses often hire other fi rms (sometimes small businesses 

themselves) to supply these services as they are needed. Additionally, small-business 

owners can sometimes rely on friends and family members to help them save money 

by volunteering to work on a diffi cult project.

Flexibility
With small size comes the fl exibility to adapt to changing market demands. Small 

businesses usually have only one layer of management—the owners. Decisions there-

fore can be made and executed quickly. In larger fi rms, decisions about even routine 

matters can take weeks because they must pass through multiple levels of manage-

ment before action is authorized. When Taco Bell introduces a new product, for ex-

ample, it must fi rst research what consumers want, then develop the product and test it 

before introducing it nationwide—a process that sometimes takes years. An indepen-

dent snack shop, however, can develop and introduce a new product (perhaps to meet 

a customer’s request) in a much shorter time.

Focus
Small fi rms can focus their efforts on a precisely defi ned market niche—that is, a spe-

cifi c group of customers. Many large corporations must compete in the mass market 

or for large market segments. Smaller fi rms can develop products for particular groups 

of customers or to satisfy a need that other companies have not addressed. For exam-

ple, Hampton Creek, based in San Francisco, focuses on using technology to produce 

sustainable protein products. The company developed a new type of egg substitute 

made from plant materials. This concept is likely to attract vegetarians and consumers 

concerned with sustainability, but founder and CEO Josh Tetrick has bigger plans. His 

concept is not to focus solely on a niche industry; he believes the solutions discovered 

at Hampton Creek will eventually help solve food shortages through alternatives that 

do not place a strain on the environment.21 By targeting small niches or product needs, 

businesses can sometimes avoid competition from larger fi rms, helping them to grow 

into stronger companies.

Reputation
Small fi rms, because of their capacity to focus on narrow niches, can develop  enviable 

reputations for quality and service. A good example of a small business with a formi-

dable reputation is W. Atlee Burpee and Co., which has the country’s premier bulb and 

seed catalog. Burpee has an unqualifi ed returns policy  (complete satisfaction or your 

money back) that demonstrates a strong commitment to  customer satisfaction.

Disadvantages of Small-Business Ownership
The rewards associated with running a small business are so enticing that it’s no won-

der many people dream of it. However, as with any undertaking, small-business own-

ership has its disadvantages.

LO 5-4
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High Stress Level
A small business is likely to provide a living for its owner, but not much more 

 (although there are exceptions as some examples in this chapter have shown). 

There are ongoing worries about competition, employee problems, new equipment, 

expanding inventory, rent increases, or changing market demand. In addition to 

other stresses, small-business owners tend to be victims of physical and psycho-

logical stress. The small-business person is often the owner, manager, sales force, 

shipping and receiving clerk, bookkeeper, and custodian. Having to multitask can 

result in long hours for most small-business owners. Many creative persons fail, 

not because of their business concepts, but rather because of diffi culties in manag-

ing their business.

High Failure Rate
Despite the importance of small businesses to our economy, there is no guarantee of 

success. Half of all new employer fi rms fail within the fi rst fi ve years.22 Restaurants 

are a case in point. Look around your own neighborhood, and you can probably spot 

the locations of several restaurants that are no longer in business.

Small businesses fail for many reasons (see Table 5.5). A poor business  concept—

such as insecticides for garbage cans (research found that consumers are not concerned 

with insects in their garbage)—will produce disaster nearly every time. Expanding a 

hobby into a business may work if a genuine market niche exists, but all too often 

people start such a business without identifying a real need for the goods or services. 

Other notable causes of small-business failure include the burdens imposed by gov-

ernment regulation, insuffi cient funds to withstand slow sales, and vulnerability to 

competition from larger companies. However, three major causes of small-business 

failure deserve a close look: undercapitalization, managerial inexperience or incom-

petence, and inability to cope with growth.

Entrepreneurs experience a 
great deal of independence 
but also a great deal of stress. 
Many fail. 
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Undercapitalization. The shortest path to failure in business is undercapitaliza-
tion, the lack of funds to operate a business normally. Too many entrepreneurs think that 

all they need is enough money to get started, that the business can survive on cash gener-

ated from sales soon thereafter. But almost all businesses suffer from seasonal variations 

in sales, which make cash tight, and few businesses make money from the start. Many 

small rural operations cannot obtain fi nancing within their own communities because 

small rural banks often lack the necessary fi nancing expertise or assets sizable enough to 

counter the risks involved with small-business loans. Without suffi cient funds, the best 

small-business idea in the world will fail.

Managerial Inexperience or Incompetence. Poor management is the 

cause of many business failures. Just because an entrepreneur has a brilliant vision 

for a small business does not mean he or she has the knowledge or experience to man-

age a growing business effectively. A person who is good at creating great product 

ideas and marketing them may lack the skills and experience to make good manage-

ment decisions in hiring, negotiating, fi nance, and control. Moreover, entrepreneurs 

may neglect those areas of management they know little about or fi nd tedious, at the 

expense of the business’s success.

Inability to Cope with Growth. Sometimes, the very factors that are advan-

tages for a small business turn into serious disadvantages when the time comes to 

grow. Growth often requires the owner to give up a certain amount of direct authority, 

and it is frequently hard for someone who has called all the shots to give up control. 

It has often been said that the greatest impediment to the success of a business is the 

entrepreneur. Similarly, growth requires specialized management skills in areas such 

as credit analysis and promotion—skills that the founder may lack or not have time to 

apply. The founders of many small businesses, including Dell Computers, found that 

they needed to bring in more experienced managers to help manage their companies 

through growing pains.

Poorly managed growth probably affects a company’s reputation more than any-

thing else, at least initially. And products that do not arrive on time or goods that are 

poorly made can quickly reverse a success. The principal immediate threats to small 

and mid-sized businesses include rising infl ation, energy and other supply shortages 

or cost escalations, and excessive household and/or corporate debt.

undercapitalization
the lack of funds to operate a 
business normally

TABLE 5.5
Challenges in Starting a 

New Business

 1. Underfunded (not providing adequate startup capital)

 2. Not understanding your competitive niche

 3. Lack of effective utilization of websites and social media

 4. Lack of a marketing and business plan

 5. If operating a retail store, poor site selection

 6. Pricing mistakes—too high or too low

 7. Underestimating the time commitment for success

 8. Not fi nding complementary partners to bring in additional experience

 9. Not hiring the right employees and/or not training them properly

10. Not understanding legal and ethical responsibilities
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Starting a Small Business
We’ve told you how important small businesses are, and why they succeed and fail, 

but how do you go about starting your own business in the fi rst place? To start any 

business, large or small, you must have some kind of general idea. Sam Walton, 

founder of Walmart stores, had a vision of a discount retailing enterprise that spawned 

the world’s largest retailing empire and changed the way companies look at busi-

ness. Next, you need to devise a strategy to guide planning and development in the 

business. Finally, you must make decisions about form of ownership, the fi nancial 

resources needed, and whether to acquire an existing business, start a new one, or buy 

a franchise.

The Business Plan
A key element of business success is a business plan—a precise statement of the 

rationale for the business and a step-by-step explanation of how it will achieve its 

goals. The business plan should include an explanation of the business, an analy-

sis of the competition, estimates of income and expenses, and other information. It 

should also establish a strategy for acquiring suffi cient funds to keep the business 

going. Many fi nancial institutions decide whether to loan a small business money 

based on its business plan. A good business plan should act as a guide and reference 

document—not a shackle that limits the business’s fl exibility and decision-making 

ability. The business plan must be revised periodically to ensure that the fi rm’s goals 

and strategies adapt to changes in the environment. Business plans allow companies 

to assess market potential, determine price and manufacturing requirements, identify 

optimal distribution channels, and refi ne product selection. Two college students had 
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business plan
a precise statement of the 
rationale for a business 
and a step-by-step 
explanation of how it will 
achieve its goals

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

The Differences between Successful Entrepreneurs and Fraudsters
What do Steve Jobs and Bernie Madoff have in common? 
One is a highly admired entrepreneur responsible for creating 
one of the most valuable brands in the world. The other is a 
criminal guilty of operating the largest Ponzi scheme in the 
United States. The outcomes of the two men could not be 
more different. However, there are surprising similarities in 
the characteristics of famous entrepreneurs and fraudsters. 

For instance, fraudsters tend to be intelligent, creative, 
persuasive, and seemingly confi dent—all characteristics 
of many successful entrepreneurs. Bernie Madoff built his 
enterprise from the ground-up, much like Oprah Winfrey, 
Bill Gates, and Steve Jobs. Successful entrepreneurs and 
fraudsters often display what has been termed “fearless 
dominance.” Those that display fearless dominance dem-
onstrate boldness, grace under pressure, charisma, and 
intelligence. 

If fraudsters and entrepreneurs share so many charac-
teristics, then what keeps entrepreneurs from becoming 

fraudsters? One trait is empathy. Being able to sympathize 
and care about others’ well-being is lacking among fraud-
sters. Al Dunlap, former CEO of Sunbeam, was known for fi r-
ing people and taking an aggressive approach to business. 
He was later implicated in accounting fraud. Another major 
characteristic is the ability to bounce back from failure. When 
Steve Jobs was ousted from Apple, he went on to found Pixar 
and later returned to save Apple from bankruptcy. When 
Bernie Madoff encountered fi nancial diffi culties, he covered 
them up through fraud.23 

Discussion Questions
 1. What characteristics do fraudsters and successful entrepre-

neurs share?
 2. What are some major differences in the personalities of 

fraudsters and successful entrepreneurs?
 3. Why is a lack of empathy fairly common among fraudsters? 
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an innovative idea that prompted them to create a business plan. They recognized a 

need for people to get a hold of their personal medical information. The two devel-

oped the concept for a medical management company that helps clients locate their 

records and pitched it in the Rutgers Business Plan Competition. After winning the 

fi rst prize of $20,000, the students launched Opcura.com, started hiring employees, 

and began promoting their business.24 The SBA website provides an overview of a 

plan for small businesses to use to gain fi nancing. Appendix A presents a compre-

hensive business plan.

Forms of Business Ownership
After developing a business plan, the entrepreneur has to decide on an appropriate 

legal form of business ownership—whether it is best to operate as a sole proprietor-

ship, partnership, or corporation—and to examine the many factors that affect that 

decision, which we explored in Chapter 4.

Financial Resources
The expression “it takes money to make money” holds especially true in developing a 

business enterprise. To make money from a small business, the owner must fi rst pro-

vide or obtain money (capital) to get started and to keep it running smoothly. Even a 

small retail store will probably need at least $50,000 in initial fi nancing to rent space, 

purchase or lease necessary equipment and furnishings, buy the initial inventory, and 

provide working capital. Often, the small-business owner has to put up a signifi cant 

percentage of the necessary capital. Few new business owners have a large amount of 

their own capital and must look to other sources for additional fi nancing.

Equity Financing. The most important source of funds for any new busi-

ness is the owner. Many owners include among their personal resources ownership 

of a home, the accumulated value in a life- 

insurance policy, or a savings account. A new 

business owner may sell or borrow against 

the value of such assets to obtain funds to 

operate a business. Additionally, the owner 

may bring useful personal assets—such as a 

computer, desks and other furniture, a car or 

truck—as part of his or her ownership interest 

in the fi rm. Such fi nancing is referred to as 

equity  fi nancing because the owner uses real 

personal assets rather than borrowing funds 

from outside sources to get started in a new 

business. The owner can also provide work-

ing capital by reinvesting profi ts into the busi-

ness or simply by not drawing a full salary.

Small businesses can also obtain equity 

fi nancing by fi nding investors for their opera-

tions. They may sell stock in the business to 

family members, friends, employees, or other 

investors. For example, Harvard alumnus 

 Katrina Lake created a website called Stitch 

Fix that uses algorithms and personal stylists 

®

Need help under-

standing How an 

Entrepreneur Can 

Secure Financing for 

a Small Business? 

Visit your Connect 

ebook video tab 

for a brief animated 

explanation.

Small-business owners often use debt fi nancing from banks or the Small 
Business Administration to start their own organization.
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to develop sets, or “fi xes,” of clothes based upon 

the consumer’s individual tastes. The fi xes are 

mailed to the consumer, who pays for what she 

wants to keep and mails the rest back. Stich 

Fix is meant to appeal to consumers who want 

to keep shopping simple and are turned off by 

the large number of choices on websites such 

as Amazon.com. Despite high shipping costs, 

Stich Fix received $12 million from a venture-

capital fi rm. These investors believe Stitch 

Fix has signifi cant potential to expand and be 

 successful.25 Venture capitalists are persons or 

organizations that agree to provide some funds 

for a new business in exchange for an owner-

ship interest or stock. Venture capitalists hope 

to purchase the stock of a small business at a 

low price and then sell the stock for a profi t after the business has grown successful. 

Although these forms of equity fi nancing have helped many small businesses, they re-

quire that the small-business owner share the profi ts of the business—and sometimes 

control, as well—with the investors.

Debt Financing. New businesses sometimes borrow more than half of their 

fi nancial resources. Banks are the main suppliers of external fi nancing to small 

businesses. On the federal level, the SBA offers fi nancial assistance to qualifying 

businesses. They can also look to family and friends as sources for long-term loans 

or other assets, such as computers or an automobile, that are exchanged for an owner-

ship interest in a business. In such cases, the business owner can usually structure a 

favorable repayment schedule and sometimes negotiate an interest rate below current 

bank rates. If the business goes bad, however, the emotional losses for all concerned 

may greatly exceed the money involved. Anyone lending a friend or family member 

money for a venture should state the agreement clearly in writing before any money 

changes hands.

The amount a bank or other institution is willing to loan depends on its assessment 

of the venture’s likelihood of success and of the entrepreneur’s ability to repay the 

loan. The bank will often require the entrepreneur to put up collateral, a fi nancial 

interest in the property or fi xtures of the business, to guarantee payment of the debt. 

Additionally, the small-business owner may have to provide personal property as col-

lateral, such as his or her home, in which case the loan is called a mortgage. If the 

small business fails to repay the loan, the lending institution may eventually claim and 

sell the collateral or mortgage to recover its loss.

Banks and other fi nancial institutions can also grant a small business a line of 
credit—an agreement by which a fi nancial institution promises to lend a business a 

predetermined sum on demand. A line of credit permits an entrepreneur to take quick 

advantage of opportunities that require external funding. Small businesses may obtain 

funding from their suppliers in the form of a trade credit—that is, suppliers allow the 

business to take  possession of the needed goods and services and pay for them at a 

later date or in installments. Occasionally, small businesses engage in bartering—

trading their own products for the goods and services offered by other businesses. 

For example, an accountant may offer accounting services to an offi ce supply fi rm in 

exchange for offi ce supplies and equipment.

venture capitalists
persons or organizations 
that agree to provide some 
funds for a new business in 
exchange for an ownership 
interest or stock

Some of the advantages of 
small businesses include 
fl exibility, lower startup costs, 
and perhaps most desirable, 
the ability to be your own 
boss.
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Additionally, some community groups sponsor loan funds to encourage the develop-

ment of particular types of businesses. State and local agencies may guarantee loans, 

especially to minority business people or for development in certain areas.

Approaches to Starting a Small Business
Starting from Scratch versus Buying an Existing Business. Al-

though entrepreneurs often start new small businesses from scratch much the way 

we have discussed in this section, they may elect instead to buy an existing business. 

This has the advantage of providing a built-in network of customers, suppliers, and 

distributors and reducing some of the guesswork inherent in starting a new business 

from the ground up. However, an entrepreneur who buys an existing business also 

takes on any problems the business already has.

Franchising. Many small-business owners fi nd entry into the business world 

through franchising. A license to sell another’s products or to use another’s name in 

business, or both, is a franchise. The company that sells a franchise is the  franchiser.
Dunkin’ Donuts, Subway, and Jiffy Lube are well-known franchisers with national 

visibility. The purchaser of a franchise is called a franchisee.
The franchisee acquires the rights to a name, logo, methods of operation, national 

advertising, products, and other elements associated with the franchiser’s business in 

return for a fi nancial commitment and the agreement to conduct business in accordance 

with the franchiser’s standard of operations. The initial fee to join a franchise varies 

greatly. In addition, franchisees buy equipment, pay for training, and obtain a mortgage 

or lease. The franchisee also pays the franchiser a monthly or annual fee based on a 

percentage of sales or profi ts. In return, the franchisee often receives building specifi -

cations and designs, site recommendations, management and accounting support, and 

perhaps most importantly, immediate name recognition. Visit the  website of the Inter-

national Franchise Association to learn more on this topic.

franchise
a license to sell another’s 
products or to use another’s 
name in business, or both

franchiser
the company that sells a 
franchise

franchisee
the purchaser of a franchise

ReFleece: A Simple but Sustainable Product
Sam Palmer and Jennifer Feller took a risk with their idea 
for a sustainable iPad case. They refi nanced their home and 
took out a home equity loan for $150,000 to found ReFleece 
in 2012, a business that uses up-cycled fl eece as material 
for tablet cases. Up-cycling refers to reusing material without 
compromising its quality. Equipped with design experience 
and a concern for sustainability, Palmer and Feller partnered 
with Patagonia’s Common Threads Initiative that brings in old 
consumer fl eece to be recycled. ReFleece gets most of its 
raw materials from this program. The only new materials on 
these tablet cases are thread, snaps, and elastic. These sus-
tainable tablet cases are manufactured in the United States, 
which helps the company save on costs. ReFleece is sold on 
Amazon, in Patagonia stores, and on refl eece.com for $25 to 
$32, depending on the size of the case. 

The entrepreneurs have been praised for their ability to 
create a useful product from old materials as well as for their 
commitment toward social responsibility. The company is a 
member of 1 percent for the Planet, donating 1 percent of its 
profi ts toward environmental nonprofi ts. ReFleece expects to 
earn $150,000 in sales of sustainable tablet cases.26

Discussion Questions
 1. Why do you think a simple concept such as a tablet case 

made from up-cycled material became successful?
 2. How were the ReFleece founders able to fund their startup 

company? What risks did they accept to make their idea into 
a reality?

 3. How has the partnership with Patagonia likely affected 
 ReFleece’s sales?

Going Green
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The practice of franchising fi rst began in the United States in the 19th century 

when Singer used it to sell sewing machines. The method of goods distribution soon 

became commonplace in the automobile, gasoline, soft drink, and hotel industries. 

The concept of franchising grew especially rapidly during the 1960s, when it ex-

panded to diverse industries. Table 5.6 shows the 10 fastest growing franchises and 

the top 10 new franchises.

The entrepreneur will fi nd that franchising has both advantages and disadvantages. 

Franchising allows a franchisee the opportunity to set up a small business relatively 

quickly, and because of its association with an established brand, a franchise outlet 

often reaches the break-even point faster than an independent business would. Fran-

chisees commonly report the following advantages:

• Management training and support.

• Brand-name appeal.

• Standardized quality of goods and services.

• National and local advertising programs.

• Financial assistance.

• Proven products and business formats.

• Centralized buying power.

• Site selection and territorial protection.

• Greater chance for success.27

However, the franchisee must sacrifi ce some freedom to the franchiser. Some short-

comings experienced by franchisees include:

• Franchise fees and profi t sharing with the franchiser.

• Strict adherence to standardized operations.

• Restrictions on purchasing.

TABLE 5.6
Fastest Growing and 

Hottest New Franchises

Top 10 Fastest Growing Franchises Top 10 Hottest New Franchises

Subway Kona Ice

Jan-Pro Franchising Int’l. Inc. Menchie’s

7-Eleven Inc. Orange Leaf Frozen Yogurt

Vanguard Cleaning Systems ShelfGenie Franchise Systems LLC

Liberty Tax Service Bricks 4 Kidz

Chester’s Smashburger Franchising LLC

Jazzercise Inc. Game Truck Licensing LLC

Jimmy John’s Gourmet Sandwiches Paul Davis Emergency Services

Dunkin’ Donuts Signal 88 Security

Anago Cleaning Systems Mac Tools

Sources: “2013 Fastest-Growing Franchise Rankings,” Entrepreneur, www.entrepreneur.com/franchises/rankings/
fastestgrowing-115162/2013,-1.html# (accessed April 10, 2014); “2013 New Franchise Rankings,” Entrepreneur, www.entrepreneur.
com/franchises/rankings/topnew-115520/2013,-1.html (accessed April 10, 2014).
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• Limited product line.

• Possible market saturation.

• Less freedom in business decisions.28

Strict uniformity is the rule rather than the exception. Entrepreneurs who want to be 

their own bosses are often frustrated with the restrictions of a franchise.

Help for Small-Business Managers
Because of the crucial role that small business and entrepreneurs play in the U.S. 

economy, a number of organizations offer programs to improve the small-business 

owner’s ability to compete. These include entrepreneurial training programs and 

programs sponsored by the SBA. Such programs provide small-business owners 

with invaluable assistance in managing their businesses, often at little or no cost to 

the owner.

Entrepreneurs can learn critical marketing, management, and fi nance skills in 

seminars and college courses. In addition, knowledge, experience, and judgment are 

necessary for success in a new business. While knowledge can be communicated and 

some experiences can be simulated in the classroom, good judgment must be devel-

oped by the entrepreneur. Local chambers of commerce and the U.S. Department of 

Commerce offer information and assistance helpful in operating a small business. 

National publications such as Inc. and Entrepreneur share statistics, advice, tips, and 

success/failure stories. Additionally, most urban areas have weekly business journals/

newspapers that provide stories on local businesses as well as on business techniques 

that a manager or small business can use.

The SBA offers many types of management assistance to small businesses, includ-

ing counseling for fi rms in diffi culty, consulting on improving operations, and training 

for owner/managers and their employees. Among its many programs, the SBA funds 

Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs). These are business clinics, usually 

located on college campuses, that provide counseling at no charge and training at only 

a nominal charge. SBDCs are often the SBA’s principal means of providing direct 

management assistance.

The Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE) and the Active Corps of Execu-

tives (ACE) are volunteer agencies funded by the SBA to provide advice for owners of 

small fi rms. Both are staffed by experienced managers whose talents and experience 

the small fi rms could not ordinarily afford. SCORE has more than 13,000  volunteers 

at 354 locations in the United States and has served more than 8.5 million small busi-

nesses.29 The SBA also has organized Small Business Institutes (SBIs) on almost 500 

university and college campuses in the United States. Seniors, graduate students, and 

faculty at each SBI provide onsite management counseling.

Finally, the small-business owner can obtain advice from other small-business 

owners, suppliers, and even customers. A customer may approach a small business it 

frequents with a request for a new product, for example, or a supplier may offer sug-

gestions for improving a manufacturing process. Networking—building relationships 

and sharing information with colleagues—is vital for any businessperson, whether you 

work for a huge corporation or run your own small business. Communicating with 

other business owners is a great way to fi nd ideas for dealing with employees and 

government regulation, improving processes, or solving problems. New technology is 

making it easier to network. For example, some states are establishing social network-

ing sites for the use of their businesses to network and share ideas.
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The Future for Small Business30

Although small businesses are crucial to the economy, their size and limited 

 resources can make them more vulnerable to turbulence and change in the market-

place than large businesses. Next, we take a brief look at the demographic, tech-

nological, and economic trends that will have the most impact on small business 

in the future.

Demographic Trends
America’s baby boom started in 1946 and ended in 1964. Many boomers are over 50, 

and in the next few years, millions more will pass that mark. The baby boomer genera-

tion represents 26 percent of Americans.31 This segment of the population is wealthy, 

but many small businesses do not actively pursue it. Some exceptions, however, in-

clude Gold Violin, which sells designer canes and other products online and through 

a catalog, and LifeSpring, which delivers nutritional meals and snacks directly to the 

customer. Industries such as travel, fi nancial planning, and health care will continue to 

grow as boomers age. Many experts believe that the boomer demographic is the market 

of the future.

Another market with huge potential for small business is the echo boomers, also 

called millennials or Generation Y. Millennials number around 75 million and possess 

a number of unique characteristics. Born between the early 1980s and the early 2000s, 

this cohort is not solely concerned about money. Those that fall into this group are 

also concerned with advancement, recognition, and improved capabilities. They need 

direct, timely feedback and frequent encouragement and recognition. Millennials do 

well when training sessions combine entertainment with learning. Working remotely 

is more acceptable to this group than previous generations, and virtual communica-

tion may become as important as face-to-face meetings.32

LO 5-6

The Latino population is the 
biggest and fastest growing 
minority segment in the United 
States—and a lucrative 
market for businesses 
looking for ways to meet the 
segment’s many needs. 
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Yet another trend is the growing number of immigrants living in the United 

States, who now represent about 16 percent of the population. If this trend 

 continues, by 2050 nearly one in fi ve Americans will be classifi ed as immigrants. 

The Latino population, the nation’s largest minority group, is expected to triple in 

size by 2050.33

This vast group provides still another greatly untapped market for small busi-

nesses. Retailers who specialize in ethnic products, and service providers who 

offer bi- or multilingual employees, will fi nd a large amount of business potential 

in this market. Table 5.7 ranks top cities in the United States for small businesses 

and startups.

Technological and Economic Trends
Advances in technology have opened up many new markets to small businesses. Un-

doubtedly, the Internet will continue to provide new opportunities for small busi-

nesses. Imgur is a photo-sharing hub fi lled with trivial and humorous photos. It has 

become popular as a meme site. The company generates income by posting display 

advertisements from movie studios and videogame publishers. It charges users of the 

site $24 a year if they want features like unlimited data storage. Users do not have 

to register to show approval or disapproval of a photo. The company’s users upload 

1.5 million images every day and is becoming one of the most traveled to sites in the 

world—despite the fact that it only has 11 employees.34

Technological advances and an increase in service exports have created new op-

portunities for small companies to expand their operations abroad. Changes in com-

munications and technology can allow small companies to customize their services 

quickly for international customers. Also, free trade agreements and trade alliances 

are helping to create an environment in which small businesses have fewer regulatory 

and legal barriers.

In recent years, economic turbulence has provided both opportunities and threats 

for small businesses. As large information technology companies such as Cisco, 

Oracle, and Sun Microsystems had to recover from an economic slowdown and an 

oversupply of Internet infrastructure products, some smaller fi rms found new niche 

markets. Smaller companies can react quickly to change and can stay close to their 

TABLE 5.7
Most Business-Friendly 

Cities

1. Austin, Texas

2. Virginia Beach, Virginia

3. Houston, Texas

4. Colorado Springs, Colorado

5. San Antonio, Texas

6. Nashville, Tennessee

7. Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas

8. Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina

Source: “8 most business-friendly cities,” CNN Money, 2013, http://money.cnn.com/gallery/smallbusiness/2013/06/18/best-places-
launch-cities/index.html (accessed April 10, 2014).
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customers. While well-funded dot-coms were failing, many small businesses were 

learning how to use the Internet to promote themselves and sell products online. For 

example, arts and crafts dealers and makers of specialty products found they could 

sell their wares on existing websites, such as eBay. Service providers related to tour-

ism, real estate, and construction also found they could reach customers through their 

own or existing websites.

Deregulation of the energy market and interest in alternative fuels and in fuel 

 conservation have spawned many small businesses. Southwest Windpower Inc. 

manufactures and markets small wind turbines for producing electric power for 

homes, sailboats, and telecommunications. Solar Attic Inc. has developed a process 

to recover heat from home attics to use in heating water or swimming pools. As 

entrepreneurs begin to realize that worldwide energy markets are valued in the hun-

dreds of billions of dollars, the number of innovative companies entering this mar-

ket will increase. In addition, many small businesses have the desire and employee 

commitment to purchase such environmentally friendly products. New Belgium 

Brewing Company received the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Depart-

ment of Energy Award for leadership in conservation for making a 10-year com-

mitment to purchase wind energy. The company’s employees unanimously agreed 

to cover the increased costs of wind-generated electricity from the employee profi t-

sharing program.

The future for small business remains promising. The opportunities to apply cre-

ativity and entrepreneurship to serve customers are unlimited. While large organiza-

tions such as Walmart, which has more than 2.1 million employees, typically must 

adapt to change slowly, a small business can adapt immediately to customer and com-

munity needs and changing trends. This fl exibility provides small businesses with a 

defi nite advantage over large companies.

Making Big Businesses Act “Small”
The continuing success and competitiveness of small businesses through rapidly 

changing conditions in the business world have led many large corporations to take 

a closer look at what makes their smaller rivals tick. More and more fi rms are emu-

lating small businesses in an effort to improve their own bottom line. Beginning in 

the 1980s and continuing through the present, the buzzword in business has been to 

downsize or right-size to reduce management layers, corporate staff, and work tasks in 

order to make the fi rm more fl exible, resourceful, and innovative. Many well-known 

U.S. companies, including IBM, Ford, Apple Computer, General  Electric, Xerox, 

and 3M, have downsized to improve their competitiveness, as have German, British, 

and Japanese fi rms. Other fi rms have sought to make their businesses “smaller” by 

making their operating units function more like independent small businesses, each 

responsible for its profi ts, losses, and resources. Of course, some large corporations, 

such as Southwest Airlines, have acted like small businesses from their inception, 

with great success.

Trying to capitalize on small-business success in introducing innovative new prod-

ucts, more and more companies are attempting to instill a spirit of entrepreneurship 

into even the largest fi rms. In major corporations, intrapreneurs, like entrepreneurs, 

take responsibility for, or “champion,” the development of innovations of any kind 

within the larger organization.35 Often, they use company resources and time to de-

velop a new product for the company.
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intrapreneurs
individuals in large fi rms who 
take responsibility for the 
development of innovations 
within the organizations



In times when jobs are scarce, many people turn to entrepreneur-
ship as a way to fi nd employment. As long as there are unfulfi lled 
needs from consumers, there will be a demand for entrepreneurs 
and small businesses. Entrepreneurs and small-business owners 
have been, and will continue to be, a vital part of the U.S. econ-
omy, whether in retailing, wholesaling, manufacturing, technology, 
or services. Creating a business around your idea has a lot of ad-
vantages. For many people, independence is the biggest advan-
tage of forming their own small business, especially for those who 
do not work well in a corporate setting and like to call their own 
shots. Smaller businesses are also cheaper to start up than large 
ones in terms of salaries, infrastructure, and equipment. Small-
ness also provides a lot of fl exibility to change with the times. If 
consumers suddenly start demanding new and different products, 
a small business is more likely to deliver quickly.

Starting your own business is not easy, especially in slow eco-
nomic times. Even in a good economy, taking an idea and turning 
it into a business has a very high failure rate. The possibility of 
failure can increase even more when money is tight. Reduced 
revenues and expensive materials can hurt a small business 
more than a large one because small businesses have fewer 
resources. When people are feeling the pinch from rising food 
and fuel prices, they tend to cut back on other expenditures—
which could potentially harm your small business. The increased 
cost of materials will also affect your bottom line. However, sev-
eral techniques can help your company survive:

 • Set clear payment schedules for all clients. Small 
businesses tend to be worse about collecting payments 
than large ones, especially if the clients are acquaintances. 
However, you need to keep cash fl owing into the company 
in order to keep business going.

 • Take the time to learn about tax breaks. A lot of people do 
not realize all of the deductions they can claim on items 
such as equipment and health insurance.

 • Focus on your current customers, and don’t spend a lot 
of time looking for new ones. It is far less expensive for a 
company to keep its existing customers happy.

 • Although entrepreneurs and small-business owners are 
more likely to be friends with their customers, do not let 
this be a temptation to give things away for free. Make 
it clear to your customers what the basic price is for 
what you are selling and charge for extra features, extra 
services, etc.

 • Make sure the offi ce has the conveniences employees 
need—like a good coffee maker and other drinks and 
snacks. This will not only make your employees happy, 
but it will also help maintain productivity by keeping 
employees closer to their desks.

 • Use your actions to set an example. If money is tight, show 
your commitment to cutting costs and making the business 
work by doing simple things like taking the bus to work or 
bringing a sack lunch every day.

 • Don’t forget to increase productivity in addition to cutting 
costs. Try not to focus so much attention on cost cutting 
that you don’t try to increase sales.

In unsure economic times, these measures should help new 
entrepreneurs and small-business owners sustain their busi-
nesses. Learning how to run a business on a shoestring is a 
great opportunity to cut the fat and to establish lean, effi cient 
operations.36

So You Want to Be an Entrepreneur 
or Small-Business Owner

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne entrepreneurship and small business.

An entrepreneur is a person who creates a business or product 
and manages his or her resources and takes risks to gain a 
profi t; entrepreneurship is the process of creating and manag-
ing a business to achieve desired objectives. A small business 
is one that is not dominant in its competitive area and does not 
employ more than 500 people.

Investigate the importance of small business in 
the U.S. economy and why certain fi elds attract 
small business.

Small businesses are vital to the American economy because 
they provide products, jobs, innovation, and opportunities. Re-
tailing, wholesaling, services, manufacturing, and high tech-
nology attract small businesses because these industries are 
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relatively easy to enter, require relatively low initial fi nancing, 
and may experience less heavy competition.

Specify the advantages of small-business 
ownership.

Small-business ownership offers some personal advantages, 
including independence, freedom of choice, and the option of 
working at home. Business advantages include fl exibility, the 
ability to focus on a few key customers, and the chance to de-
velop a reputation for quality and service.

Summarize the disadvantages of small-business 
ownership, and analyze why many small 
businesses fail.

Small businesses have many disadvantages for their owners 
such as expense, physical and psychological stress, and a high 
failure rate. Small businesses fail for many reasons: undercapi-
talization, management inexperience or incompetence, neglect, 
disproportionate burdens imposed by government regulation, 
and vulnerability to competition from larger companies.

Describe how you go about starting a small 
business and what resources are needed.

First, you must have an idea for developing a small business. 
Next, you need to devise a business plan to guide planning and 
development of the business. Then you must decide what form 
of business ownership to use: sole proprietorship, partnership, 
or corporation. Small-business owners are expected to pro-
vide some of the funds required to start their businesses, but 
funds also can be obtained from friends and family, fi nancial 
institutions, other businesses in the form of trade credit, inves-
tors (venture capitalists), state and local organizations, and the 
Small Business Administration. In addition to loans, the Small 
Business Administration and other organizations offer counsel-
ing, consulting, and training services. Finally, you must decide 

whether to start a new business from scratch, buy an existing 
one, or buy a franchise operation.

Evaluate the demographic, technological, and 
economic trends that are affecting the future 
of small business.

Changing demographic trends that represent areas of opportu-
nity for small businesses include more elderly people as baby 
boomers age, a large group in the 11 to 28 age range known 
as echo boomers, millennials, or Generation Y, and an increas-
ing number of immigrants to the United States. Technological 
advances and an increase in service exports have created new 
opportunities for small companies to expand their operations 
abroad, while trade agreements and alliances have created an 
environment in which small business has fewer regulatory and 
legal barriers. Economic turbulence presents both opportunities 
and threats to the survival of small businesses.

Explain why many large businesses are trying to 
“think small.”

More large companies are copying small businesses in an effort 
to make their fi rms more fl exible, resourceful, and innovative, 
and generally to improve their bottom line. This effort often in-
volves downsizing (reducing management layers, laying off em-
ployees, and reducing work tasks) and intrapreneurship, when 
an employee takes responsibility for (champions) developing 
innovations of any kind within the larger organization.

Assess two entrepreneurs’ plans for starting a 
small business.

Based on the facts given in “Solve the Dilemma” on page 168 
and the material presented in this chapter, you should be able to 
assess the feasibility and potential success of Gray and McVay’s 
idea for starting a small business.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. What are some likely reasons that Chobani Yogurt has 

become such a success?

 2. Describe some of the challenges that Chobani is facing.

 3. Why is it such an issue when a major retailer drops a 
product from its shelves?

Learn the Terms 

business plan 156
entrepreneurship 146
franchise 159
franchisee 159

franchiser 159
intrapreneurs 164
small business 147
Small Business Administration (SBA) 147

undercapitalization 155
venture capitalists 158
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Check Your Progress 

 1. Why are small businesses so important to the U.S. 
economy?

 2. Which fi elds tend to attract entrepreneurs the most? Why?

 3. What are the advantages of starting a small business? The 
disadvantages?

 4. What are the principal reasons for the high failure rate 
among small businesses?

 5. What decisions must an entrepreneur make when starting 
a small business?

 6. What types of fi nancing do small entrepreneurs typically 
use? What are some of the pros and cons of each?

 7. List the types of management and fi nancial assistance that 
the Small Business Administration offers.

 8. Describe the franchising relationship.

 9. What demographic, technological, and economic trends 
are infl uencing the future of small business?

 10. Why do large corporations want to become more like small 
businesses?

Get Involved 

 1. Interview a local small-business owner. Why did he or she 
start the business? What factors have led to the business’s 
success? What problems has the owner experienced? 
What advice would he or she offer a potential 
entrepreneur?

 2. Using business journals, fi nd an example of a company 
that is trying to emulate the factors that make small 
businesses fl exible and more responsive. Describe 

and evaluate the company’s activities. Have they been 
successful? Why or why not?

 3. Using the business plan outline in Appendix A, create a 
business plan for a business idea that you have. (A man 
named Fred Smith once did a similar project for a business 
class at Yale. His paper became the basis for the business 
he later founded: Federal Express!)

Build Your Skills 
Creativity

Background
The entrepreneurial success stories in this chap-
ter are about people who used their creative 
abilities to develop innovative products or ways 
of doing something that became the basis of a 

new business. Of course, being creative is not just for entrepre-
neurs or inventors; creativity is an important tool to help you 
fi nd the optimal solutions to the problems you face on a daily 
basis. Employees rely heavily on their creativity skills to help 
them solve daily workplace problems.

According to brain experts, the right-brain hemisphere is the 
source of creative thinking; and the creative part of the brain 

can “atrophy” from lack of use. Let’s see how much “exercise” 
you’re giving your right-brain hemisphere.

Task

 1. Take the following self-test to check your Creativity 
Quotient.37

 2. Write the appropriate number in the box next to each 
statement according to whether the statement describes 
your behavior always (3), sometimes (2), once in a while 
(1), or never (0).
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Always 

3

Sometimes 

2

Once in 

a While 

1

Never 

0

 1. I am a curious person who is interested in other people’s opinions.

 2. I look for opportunities to solve problems.

 3.  I respond to changes in my life creatively by using them to redefi ne my goals 
and revising plans to reach them.

 4. I am willing to develop and experiment with ideas of my own.

 5. I rely on my hunches and insights.

 6. I can reduce complex decisions to a few simple questions by seeing the “big picture.”

 7. I am good at promoting and gathering support for my ideas.

 8.  I think further ahead than most people I associate with by thinking long term 
and sharing my vision with others.

 9. I dig out research and information to support my ideas.

10.  I am supportive of the creative ideas from my peers and subordinates and welcome 
“better ideas” from others.

11.  I read books and magazine articles to stay on the “cutting edge” in my areas 
of interest. I am fascinated by the future.

12. I believe I am creative and have faith in my good ideas.

Subtotal for each column

Grand Total

 3. Check your score using the following scale:

30–36  High creativity. You are giving your right-brain 
hemisphere a regular workout.

20–29  Average creativity. You could use your creativity 
capacity more regularly to ensure against “creativity 
atrophy.”

10–19  Low creativity. You could benefi t by reviewing the 
questions you answered “never” in the above 
assessment and selecting one or two of the 
behaviors that you could start practicing.

0–9  Undiscovered creativity. You have yet to uncover 
your creative potential.

Solve the Dilemma 
The Small-Business Challenge

Jack Gray and his best friend, Bruce McVay, de-
cided to start their own small business. Jack had 
developed recipes for fat-free and low-fat cook-
ies and muffi ns in an effort to satisfy his per-
sonal health needs. Bruce had extensive 

experience in managing food-service establishments. They 
knew that a startup company needs a quality product, adequate 
funds, a written business plan, some outside fi nancial support, 
and a good promotion program. Jack and Bruce felt they had all 
of this and more and were ready to embark on their new low-fat 
cookie/muffi n store. Each had $35,000 to invest and with their 
homes and other resources, they had borrowing power of an 
additional $125,000.

However, they still have many decisions to make, including 
what form or organization to use, how to market their product, 
and how to determine exactly what products to sell—whether 
just cookies and muffi ns or additional products.

Discussion Questions
 1. Evaluate the idea of a low-fat cookie and muffi n retail 

store.

 2. Are there any concerns in connection with starting a small 
business that Jack and Bruce have not considered?

 3. What advice would you give Jack and Bruce as they start 
up their business?
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Build Your Business Plan 
Small Business, Entrepreneurship, and Franchising

Now you can get started writing your business 
plan! Refer to Guidelines for the Development of 
the Business Plan following Chapter 1, which 
provides you with an outline for your business 
plan. As you are developing your business plan, 

keep in mind that potential investors might be reviewing it. Or 
you might have plans to go to your local Small Business Devel-
opment Center for an SBA loan.

At this point in the process, you should think about collecting 
information from a variety of (free) resources. For example, if 

you are developing a business plan for a local business, product 
good, or service, you might want to check out any of the follow-
ing sources for demographic information: your local Chamber 
of Commerce, Economic Development office, census bureau, or 
City Planning office.

Go on the Internet and see if there have been any recent 
studies done or articles on your specific type of business, 
especially in your area. Remember, you always want to 
explore any secondary data before trying to conduct your 
own research.

See for Yourself Videocase 
Sonic—A Successful Franchise with an Old-Fashioned Drive-In Experience

For those who are nostalgic for the classic drive-
in diner experience, the Sonic fast-food chain 
helps fi ll that need. Sonic offers customers a dose 
of nostalgia with its 1950s-style curbside speak-
ers and carhop service. As the United States’ larg-

est drive-in fast-food chain, Sonic offers a unique and diverse 
menu selection that helps set it apart from a highly competitive 
fast-food franchise market. Founder Troy Smith launched the fi rst 
Sonic Drive-In (known then as Top Hat Drive-In) in Shawnee, 
Oklahoma, in 1953 as a sole proprietorship. He later added a part-
ner, Charlie Pappe, and eventually turned the business into a 
franchise.

Despite its traditional feel, the company has seized upon 
new trends and opportunities to secure more business. Cus-
tomers at Sonic frequently eat in their cars or at tables out-
side the restaurant. However, Sonic has begun building indoor 
dining prototypes in colder areas to test whether this will en-
tice more customers to eat at its locations. The prototype still 
makes use of the restaurant’s traditional patio but encloses it 
to protect customers from the elements. So far, prototypes have 
been set up in 10 locations. Each of these restaurants maintains 
its carhop and drive-thru features in order to retain the “Sonic 
experience.”

Today, Sonic is a publicly traded company and ranks as 
the 10th largest fast-food franchise in terms of sales revenue. 
Franchising is an appealing option for entrepreneurs looking to 
begin businesses without creating them from scratch. In the 
case of Sonic, when a franchisee purchases a franchise, he or 
she is getting a business that already has a national reputation 
and a national advertising campaign. The company also offers 
its franchisees tremendous support and training. As a pioneer, 
Troy Smith was required to innovate; as a Sonic franchisee, one 
steps into an already proven system.

That being said, successfully running a franchise is not 
easy. One entrepreneur who owns 22 Sonic franchises says the 

franchisee’s job is to ensure that each customer has the best 
experience possible, thereby making repeat visits more likely. 
To accomplish this, a franchisee must build his or her locations, 
purchase equipment, hire excellent employees, make certain the 
products live up to Sonic’s reputation, maintain a clean, inviting 
facility, and much more. In order to run 22 franchises, the entre-
preneur runs his locations as limited partnerships, ensuring that 
a managing partner is on site at each location to keep day-to-day 
operations running smoothly.

Some of Sonic’s success may be attributed to its stringent 
requirements for selecting franchisees. Although franchisees 
must have excellent fi nancial credentials and prior restaurant/
entrepreneurial experience, the most important factor is that 
each franchisee fi t into the Sonic culture. Sonic offers two types 
of franchises. The traditional franchise, which includes the 
full restaurant set-up, requires a total investment of between 
$1.1  million and $3 million. Franchisees are required to pay 
2 to 5 percent in ongoing royalty fees and a franchise fee of 
$45,000. A Sonic in a travel plaza, a mall food court, or a college 
campus are all examples of the nontraditional model. Because 
these set-ups do not include the drive-in and carhop features, 
initial investment is less. However, royalty and advertising fees 
still apply.

For entrepreneurs looking for limited risk, franchises like 
Sonic are great options. The advantages are abundant, as 
discussed earlier. There is a high failure rate among small 
businesses. Entering into a successful franchise signifi cantly 
cuts down on the risk of failure, although a franchisee does 
have to watch for market saturation, poor location choice, 
and other determining factors. However, there are also dis-
advantages; chiefl y, franchisees are often required to follow 
a strict model set by the franchiser. For instance, in addition 
to prior restaurant experience, Sonic requires its franchisees 
to be fi nancially and operationally able to open two or more 
drive-ins. These types of requirements may make it diffi cult 
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for entrepreneurs who want to set their own terms. However, 
with Sonic’s successful business model and brand equity, 
there is no shortage of individuals who would like to operate 
a Sonic franchise.38

Discussion Questions
 1. What is Sonic’s competitive advantage over other fast-food 

franchises?

 2. What are the advantages of becoming a Sonic 
franchisee?

 3. What are the disadvantages of buying into the Sonic 
franchise?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Explore successful global franchises. Go to the companies’ 
 websites and fi nd the requirements for applying for three 
 franchises. The chapter provides examples of  successful 
 franchises. What do the companies provide, and what is 
 expected to be provided by the franchiser? Compare and 
 contrast each group’s fi ndings for the franchises researched. 
For example, at Subway, the franchisee is responsible for the 
initial franchise fee, fi nding locations, leasehold improvements 

and equipment, hiring employees and operating restaurants, 
and paying an 8  percent royalty to the company and a fee 
into the advertising fund. The company provides access to 
formulas and operational systems, store design and equipment 
ordering guidance, a training program, an operations manual, 
a  representative on-site during opening, periodic evaluations 
and ongoing support, and informative publications.
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Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

 LO 6-1 Defi ne management, and explain its role in the achievement of 

organizational objectives.

 LO 6-2 Describe the major functions of management.

 LO 6-3 Distinguish among three levels of management and the concerns of 

managers at each level.

 LO 6-4 Specify the skills managers need in order to be successful.

 LO 6-5 Summarize the systematic approach to decision making used by 

many business managers.

 LO 6-6 Recommend a new strategy to revive a struggling business.

6
The Nature 

of Management



Enter the World of Business

The Importance of Middle Managers
Middle managers are responsible for tactical planning and implementing top 

management’s guidelines. Middle managers are expected to work across de-

partments, put in long hours, and often remain available outside of work. Unfor-

tunately, many middle managers feel that while they have much responsibility, 

they have very little authority. When cutbacks occur within an organization, 

middle managers are often the ones who are eliminated. Today there are 10.8 

million middle managers in the United States, or 7.6 percent of the workforce.

As the major contact person between front-line employees and top man-

agers, middle managers are required to have strong people skills and good 

communication. Middle managers have the responsibility of managing their 

teams while creating a positive infl uence on the company. Despite their often 

hectic work schedules, 44 percent of middle managers in one study reported 

that they were satisfi ed with their work/life balance, compared with 70 percent 

of nonmanagers. 

There are different steps middle managers can take to improve their careers 

and move into top leadership positions. Suggestions include thinking big, ask-

ing for input, being fl exible to new situations, clearly communicating between 

front-line employees and managers, and showing empathy for employees. 

Companies are also beginning to realize the benefi t of middle managers when 

it comes to leadership. Half of mid-level executives receive leadership training. 

Although it is possible to eliminate the middle manager position, it is impos-

sible to eliminate their functions—including communication, team building, and 

tactical planning—which are essential to leading the fi rm to success.1 
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Introduction
For any organization—small or large, for profi t or nonprofi t—to achieve its objectives, 

it must have equipment and raw materials to turn into products to market, employees 

to make and sell the products, and fi nancial resources to purchase additional goods 

and services, pay employees, and generally operate the business. To accomplish this, 

it must also have one or more managers to plan, organize, staff, direct, and control the 

work that goes on.

This chapter introduces the fi eld of management. It examines and surveys the vari-

ous functions, levels, and areas of management in business. The skills that managers 

need for success and the steps that lead to effective decision making are also discussed.

The Importance of Management
Management is a process designed to achieve an organization’s objectives by using 

its resources effectively and effi ciently in a changing environment. Effectively means 

having the intended result; effi ciently means accomplishing the objectives with a min-

imum of resources. Managers make decisions about the use of the organization’s 

resources and are concerned with planning, organizing, staffi ng, directing, and con-

trolling the organization’s activities so as to reach its objectives. The decision to in-

troduce new products in order to reach objectives is often a key management duty. 

For instance, Samsung managers were involved in the decision to introduce their new 

line of curved televisions with Ultra High Defi nition to rejuvenate sales. The curved 

screen increases the clarity of viewing from all angles and has proportions similar to 

movie theater screens, making this an attractive alternative to going to movie theaters.2 

Management is universal. It takes place not only in business, but also in government, 

the military, labor unions, hospitals, schools, and religious groups—any organization 

requiring the coordination of resources.

Every organization must acquire resources (people, raw materials and equip-

ment, money, and information) to effectively pursue its objectives and coordinate 

their use to turn out a fi nal good or service. Employees are one of the most im-

portant resources in helping a business attain its objectives. Successful companies 

recruit, train, compensate, and provide benefi ts (such as shares of stock and health 

insurance) to foster employee loyalty. Acquiring suppliers is another important part 

of managing resources and ensuring that products are made available to custom-

ers. As fi rms reach global markets, companies such 

as Walmart, Corning, and Charles Schwab enlist 

hundreds of diverse suppliers that provide goods 

and services to support operations. A good sup-

plier maximizes effi ciencies and provides creative 

solutions to help the company reduce expenses and 

reach its objectives. Finally, the manager needs ad-

equate fi nancial resources to pay for essential ac-

tivities. Primary funding comes from owners and 

shareholders, as well as banks and other fi nancial 

institutions. All these resources and activities must 

be coordinated and controlled if the company is to 

earn a profi t. Organizations must also have  adequate 

supplies of resources of all types, and managers 

must carefully coordinate their use if they are to 

achieve the organization’s objectives.

LO 6-1

management
a process designed to achieve 
an organization’s objectives by 
using its resources effectively 
and effi ciently in a changing 
environment

managers
those individuals in 
organizations who make 
decisions about the use 
of resources and who are 
concerned with planning, 
organizing, staffi ng, 
directing, and controlling the 
organization’s activities to 
reach its objectives

Mary Barra, the CEO of General Motors, must lead the company through 
a recall crisis involving faulty ignition switches. 
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Management Functions
To harmonize the use of resources so that the business can develop, produce, and sell 

products, managers engage in a series of activities: planning, organizing, staffi ng, 

directing, and controlling (Figure 6.1). Although this book discusses each of the fi ve 

functions separately, they are interrelated; managers may perform two or more of 

them at the same time.

Planning
Planning, the process of determining the organization’s objectives and deciding how to 

accomplish them, is the fi rst function of management. Planning is a crucial activity, for 

it designs the map that lays the groundwork for the other functions. It involves forecast-

ing events and determining the best course of action from a set of options or choices. 

The plan itself specifi es what should be done, by whom, where, when, and how. For 

example, Toys “R” Us implemented a plan to refresh operations, strengthen customer 

experience, and improve its image. The plan—called “Tru Transformation”—is based 

on consumer research and vendor feedback. It aims to simplify stores and bring them 

back to profi tability. The three major components of the plan are customers, inventory 

management, and cost management tactics. Stores will be redesigned with self-check-

out lanes, wider aisles, and knowledgeable salespeople; product life-cycle management 

initiatives have begun allowing inventory to move more quickly; and pricing, discount, 

and promotional activities are being simplifi ed and more targeted.3 All  businesses—

from the smallest restaurant to the largest multinational corporation—need to develop 

plans for achieving success. But before an organization can plan a course of action, it 

must fi rst determine what it wants to achieve.

Mission. A mission, or mission statement, is a declaration of an organization’s 

fundamental purpose and basic philosophy. It seeks to answer the question: “What 

business are we in?” Good mission statements are clear and concise statements that 

explain the organization’s reason for existence. A well-developed mission statement, 

no matter what the industry or size of business, will answer fi ve basic questions:

1. Who are we?

2. Who are our customers?

3. What is our operating philosophy (basic beliefs, values, ethics, etc.)?

4. What are our core competencies and competitive advantages?

5. What are our responsibilities with respect to being a good steward of 

environmental, fi nancial, and human resources?

LO 6-2

planning
the process of determining the 
organization’s objectives and 
deciding how to accomplish 
them; the fi rst function of 
management

mission
the statement of 
an organization’s fundamental 
purpose and basic philosophy

Planning
activities to
achieve the
organization's
objectives

Organizing
resources and
activities to
achieve the
organization's
objectives

Directing
employees'
activities
toward
achievement
of objectives

Controlling
the
organization's
activities
to keep it
on course

Staffing
the
organization
with qualified
people

Managers

FIGURE 6.1
The Functions of 

Management
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A mission statement that delivers a clear 

answer to these questions provides the foun-

dation for the development of a strong organi-

zational culture, a good marketing plan, and a 

coherent business strategy. Sustainable clean-

ing products company Seventh Generation 

states that its mission is to “inspire a revolu-

tion that nurtures the health of the next seven 

generations.”4

Goals. A goal is the result that a fi rm 

wishes to achieve. A company almost always 

has multiple goals, which illustrates the com-

plex nature of business. A goal has three key 

components: an attribute sought, such as prof-

its, customer satisfaction, or product quality; 

a target to be achieved, such as the volume of 

sales or extent of management training to be 

achieved; and a time frame, which is the time 

period in which the goal is to be achieved. CVS 

Caremark, under CEO Larry J. Merlo, set the 

goal of becoming a health care provider. As a 

result, the organization announced it would no 

longer sell cigarettes because it fundamentally 

confl icts with the company’s goal. Electronic 

cigarettes are also not sold at CVS because the 

harm they may cause consumers is still to be 

determined. To be successful, company goals should be specifi c. This allows for better 

decision making in organizations.5 To be successful at achieving goals, it is necessary 

to know what is to be achieved, how much, when, and how succeeding at a goal is to 

be determined.

Objectives. Objectives, the ends or results desired by an organization, derive 

from the organization’s mission. A business’s objectives may be elaborate or simple. 

Common objectives relate to profi t, competitive advantage, effi ciency, and growth. 

The principal difference between goals and objectives is that objectives are generally 

stated in such a way that they are measurable. Organizations with profi t as an objective 

want to have money and assets left over after paying off business expenses. Objec-

tives regarding competitive advantage are generally stated in terms of percentage of 

sales increase and market share, with the goal of increasing those fi gures. Effi ciency 

objectives involve making the best use of the organization’s resources. Dalhousie 

University has developed energy calculators for small and medium-sized businesses 

to help them become more aware of their energy usage and to reduce their energy 

expenditure. Growth objectives relate to an organization’s ability to adapt and to get 

new products to the marketplace in a timely fashion. One of the most important objec-

tives for businesses is sales. Nike, for example, has set its sales objectives for 2017 to 

reach $36 billion. In order to do this, it is putting effort into direct-to-consumer sales 

channels and using brick-and-mortar locations for testing new products.6 Objectives 

provide direction for all managerial decisions; additionally, they establish criteria by 

which performance can be evaluated.

Private-equity fi rms Apollo 
Global Management and 
Metropoulos made the 
strategic plan to purchase the 
Hostess snack business after 
the fi rm declared bankruptcy. 
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Plans. There are three general types of plans for meeting objectives—strategic, 

tactical, and operational. A fi rm’s highest managers develop its strategic plans, which 

establish the long-range objectives and overall strategy or course of action by which 

the fi rm fulfi lls its mission. Strategic plans generally cover periods ranging from one 

year or longer. They include plans to add products, purchase companies, sell unprof-

itable segments of the business, issue stock, and move into international markets. 

For example, Sony decided to sell its unprofi table personal computer unit in order to 

mitigate against projected losses of up to $1.1 billion. Companies have been known 

to close U.S. plants and move manufacturing activities overseas when faced with stiff 

competition, rising costs, and slowing sales. However, many companies, including 

General Electric, Ford, and Whirlpool, are moving these activities back to the United 

States (an activity known as re-shoring) as transportation costs and wages in Asian 

countries rise.7 Strategic plans must take into account the organization’s  capabilities 

and resources, the changing business environment, and organizational objectives. 

Plans should be market-driven, matching customers’ desire for value with operational 

capabilities, processes, and human resources.8

Tactical plans are short range and designed to implement the activities and 

 objectives specifi ed in the strategic plan. These plans, which usually cover a period of 

one year or less, help keep the organization on the course established in the strategic 

plan. Because tactical plans allow the organization to react to changes in the envi-

ronment while continuing to focus on the company’s overall strategy, management 

must periodically review and update them. Declining performance or failure to meet 

objectives set out in tactical plans may be one reason for revising them. The Michigan 

Department of Natural Resources Fisheries division developed a strategic plan to run 

through 2017. To implement this strategic plan, the department constructed a tactical 

plan with about 100 tasks to complete. For instance, a major goal of the tactical plan 

is to prevent the introduction of aquatic invasive species.9 The differences between 

the two types of planning result in different activities in the short term versus the 

strategic plans
those plans that establish the 
long-range objectives and 
overall strategy or course of 
action by which a fi rm fulfi lls 
its mission

tactical plans
short-range plans designed 
to implement the activities 
and objectives specifi ed in the 
strategic plan

Herbalife does businesses in 
90 countries, and contingency 
plans must often be made for 
fl uctuating exchange rates. 
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long  term. For instance, a strategic plan might include the use of social media to 

reach consumers. A tactical plan could involve fi nding ways to increase traffi c to the 

site or promoting premium content to those who visit the site. A fast-paced and ever- 

changing market requires companies to develop short-run or tactical plans to deal 

with the changing environment.

A retailing organization with a fi ve-year strategic plan to invest $5 billion in 500 

new retail stores may develop fi ve tactical plans (each covering one year) specifying 

how much to spend to set up each new store, where to locate, and when to open each 

new store. Tactical plans are designed to execute the overall strategic plan. Because of 

their short-term nature, they are easier to adjust or abandon if changes in the environ-

ment or the company’s performance so warrant.

Operational plans are very short term and specify what actions specifi c individu-

als, work groups, or departments need to accomplish in order to achieve the tactical 

plan and ultimately the strategic plan. They apply to details in executing activities in 

one month, week, or even day. For example, a work group may be assigned a weekly 

production quota to ensure there are suffi cient products available to elevate market 

share (tactical goal) and ultimately help the fi rm be number one in its product category 

(strategic goal). Returning to our retail store example, operational plans may specify 

the schedule for opening one new store, hiring and training new employees, obtaining 

merchandise, and opening for actual business.

Another element of planning is crisis management or contingency planning, 
which deals with potential disasters such as product tampering, oil spills, fi re, earth-

quake, computer viruses, or even a reputation crisis due to unethical or illegal con-

duct by one or more employees. Unfortunately, many businesses do not have updated 

contingency plans to handle the types of crises that their companies might encounter. 

Approximately 51 percent of companies have outdated disaster recovery and business 

continuity plans.10 Businesses that have correct and well-thought-out contingency 

plans tend to respond more effectively when problems occur than do businesses who 

lack such planning.

Many companies, including Ashland Oil, H. J. Heinz, and Johnson & Johnson, have 

crisis management teams to deal specifi cally with problems, permitting other manag-

ers to continue to focus on their regular duties. Some companies even hold periodic 

disaster drills to ensure that their employees know how to respond when a crisis does 

occur. After the horrifi c earthquake in Japan, many companies in U.S. earthquake zones 

reevaluated their crisis management plans. Crisis management plans generally cover 

maintaining business operations throughout a crisis and communicating with the public, 

employees, and offi cials about the nature of and the company’s response to the problem. 

Communication is especially important to minimize panic and damaging rumors; it also 

demonstrates that the company is aware of the problem and plans to respond.

Sometimes disasters occur that no one can anticipate, but companies can still plan 

for how to react to the disaster. The investment company Fred Alger Management 

Inc. was one company that displayed exemplary disaster recovery planning. When 

the company’s core investment team—including its president—was killed during the 

September 11  attacks (the offi ce was located in the World Trade Center), the fi rm re-

lied upon its  employee assistance programs and a recovery offi ce located in New Jer-

sey to help weather the emergency. Ten years later, the successful company continues 

to maintain disaster recovery plans, such as an unoccupied offi ce for emergencies 

and the use of vendors to back up essential data in case the company’s own data are 

destroyed.11 Incidents such as this highlight the importance of planning for crises and 

the need to respond publicly and quickly when a disaster occurs.

operational plans
very short-term plans 
that specify what actions 
individuals, work groups, 
or departments need to 
accomplish in order to 
achieve the tactical plan and 
ultimately the strategic plan

crisis management 
(contingency planning)
an element in planning that 
deals with potential disasters 
such as product tampering, 
oil spills, fi re, earthquake, 
computer virus, or airplane 
crash
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Organizing
Rarely are individuals in an organization able to achieve common goals without some 

form of structure. Organizing is the structuring of resources and activities to accom-

plish objectives in an effi cient and effective manner. Managers organize by reviewing 

plans and determining what activities are necessary to implement them; then, they 

divide the work into small units and assign it to specifi c individuals, groups, or depart-

ments. As companies reorganize for greater effi ciency, more often than not, they are 

organizing work into teams to handle core processes such as new product development 

instead of organizing around traditional departments such as marketing and produc-

tion. Organizing occurs continuously because change is inevitable.

Organizing is important for several reasons. It helps create synergy, whereby the 

effect of a whole system equals more than that of its parts. It also establishes lines 

of authority, improves communication, helps avoid duplication of resources, and can 

improve competitiveness by speeding up decision making. When Japanese consumer 

electronics fi rm Panasonic decided to reorganize its business, it reduced its workforce, 

formed overseas alliances to expand into new product areas such as industrial-use 

solar systems, and stopped investing in less profi table areas. Although eliminating 

jobs was a diffi cult move, Panasonic believed that it must reduce redundancies and 

streamline operations to create a more effi cient business.12 Because organizing is so 

important, we’ll take a closer look at it in Chapter 7.

Staffi ng
Once managers have determined what work is to be done and how it is to be orga-

nized, they must ensure that the organization has enough employees with appropriate 

skills to do the work. Hiring people to carry out the work of the organization is known 

as staffi ng. Beyond recruiting people for positions within the fi rm, managers must 

determine what skills are needed for specifi c jobs, how to motivate and train employ-

ees, how much to pay, what benefi ts to provide, and how to prepare employees for 

higher-level jobs in the fi rm at a later date. These elements of staffi ng will be explored 

in detail in Chapters 9 and 10.

Another aspect of staffi ng is downsizing, the elimination of signifi cant numbers of 

employees from an organization, which has been a pervasive and much-talked-about 

trend. Staffi ng can be outsourced to companies that focus on hiring and managing em-

ployees. For instance, Collabera provides IT staffi ng and a range of services to both 

Fortune 500 companies and mid-sized companies across the globe. The company has 

also been named “Best Staffi ng Firm to Work For” for three consecutive years, citing 

excellence in teamwork, trust, effectiveness, and compensation and benefi ts.13 Many 

fi rms downsize by outsourcing production, sales, and technical positions to compa-

nies in other countries with lower labor costs. Downsizing has helped numerous fi rms 

reduce costs quickly and become more profi table (or become profi table after lengthy 

losses) in a short period of time. Whether it is called downsizing, rightsizing, trim-

ming the fat, or the new reality in business, the implications of downsizing have been 

dramatic. During the recent economic recession, many companies laid off workers to 

cut costs. The nationwide unemployment rate climbed above 10 percent, but after the 

recovery, unemployment dropped signifi cantly.14

Downsizing and outsourcing, however, have painful consequences. Obviously, the 

biggest casualty is those who lose their jobs, along with their incomes, insurance, and 

pensions. Some fi nd new jobs quickly; others do not. Another victim is the morale of 

the remaining employees at downsized fi rms. Those left behind often feel insecure, 

organizing
the structuring of resources 
and activities to accomplish 
objectives in an effi cient and 
effective manner

staffi ng
the hiring of people to 
carry out the work of the 
organization

downsizing
the elimination of a signifi cant 
number of employees from an 
organization
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angry, and sad, and their productivity may decline as a result, the opposite of the effect 

sought. Studies have found that fi rms that lay off more than 10 percent of their surviv-

ing workforce can expect to see turnover increase to 15.5 percent versus 10.4 percent 

at fi rms that do not have layoffs.15

After a downsizing situation, an effective manager will promote optimism and posi-

tive thinking and minimize criticism and fault-fi nding. Management should also build 

teamwork and encourage positive group discussions. Honest communication is im-

portant during a time of change and will lead to trust. In reality, when departments are 

downsized, the remaining employees end up working harder to fi ll the gaps left by lay-

offs. Truthfulness about what has happened and about future expectations is essential.

Directing
Once the organization has been staffed, management must direct the employees. 

 Directing is motivating and leading employees to achieve organizational objectives. 

Good directing involves telling employees what to do and when to do it through 

the implementation of deadlines, and then encouraging them to do their work. For 

 example, as a sales manager, you would need to learn how to motivate salespersons; 

provide leadership; teach sales teams to be responsive to customer needs; and manage 

organizational issues as well as evaluate sales results. Finally, directing also involves 

determining and administering appropriate rewards and recognition. All manag-

ers are involved in directing, but it is especially important for lower-level managers 

who interact daily with the employees operating the organization. For example, an 

 assembly-line supervisor for Frito-Lay must ensure that her workers know how to use 

their equipment properly and have the resources needed to carry out their jobs safely 

and effi ciently, and she must motivate her workers to achieve their expected output of 

packaged snacks.

Managers may motivate employees by providing incentives—such as the prom-

ise of a raise or promotion—for them to do a good job. But most workers want 

more than money from their jobs: They need to know that their employer values 

their ideas and input. Managers should give younger employees some decision-

making authority as soon as possible. Smart managers, therefore, ask workers to 

contribute ideas for reducing costs, making equipment more effi cient, improving 

customer service, or even developing new products. For example, Rackspace, an IT 

hosting company, has made employee engagement a top priority to bring customer 

service to the highest level.16 This participation makes workers feel important, and 

directing
motivating and leading 
employees to achieve 
organizational objectives

Some companies choose to recruit people to hire through online job websites such as Monster.com. Monster.com is one of the world’s largest 
employment websites. Using websites like Monster.com falls under the staffi ng function of management. 
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the company benefi ts. Recognition and appreciation are often the best motivators. 

Employees who understand more about their effect on the fi nancial success of the 

company may be induced to work harder for that success, and managers who un-

derstand the needs and desires of workers can encourage their employees to work 

harder and more productively. The motivation of employees is discussed in detail 

in Chapter 9.

Controlling
Planning, organizing, staffi ng, and directing are all important to the success of an 

organization, whether its objective is earning a profi t or something else. But what hap-

pens when a fi rm fails to reach its goals despite a strong planning effort?  Controlling
is the process of evaluating and correcting activities to keep the organization on 

course. Control involves fi ve activities: (1) measuring  performance, (2) comparing 

present performance with standards or objectives, (3)  identifying deviations from the 

standards, (4) investigating the causes of deviations, and (5) taking corrective action 

when necessary.

Controlling and planning are closely linked. Planning establishes goals and stan-

dards. By monitoring performance and comparing it with standards, managers can 

determine whether performance is on target. When performance is substandard, man-

agement must determine why and take appropriate actions to get the fi rm back on 

course. In short, the control function helps managers assess the success of their plans. 

You might relate this to your performance in this class. If you did not perform as 

well on early projects or exams, you must take corrective action such as increasing 

studying or using website resources to achieve your overall objective of getting an A 

or B in the course. When the outcomes of plans do not meet expectations, the control 

process facilitates revision of the plans. Control can take many forms such as visual 

inspections, testing, and statistical modeling processes. The basic idea is to ensure 

that operations meet requirements and are satisfactory to reach objectives.

controlling
the process of evaluating and 
correcting activities to keep 
the organization on course

Ken Grossman’s Management of Sierra Nevada’s Growth
Ken Grossman, founder and CEO of Sierra Nevada Brewing Co., 
is familiar with the management challenges that accompany 
growth. Founded in 1980 in Chico, California, Sierra Nevada 
is now building another brewery in Mills River, North Carolina. 
This is a challenge to Grossman’s management style because 
he is very involved in the day-to-day operations of the brew-
ery. Walking around, talking to the company’s 650 employees 
every day, and ensuring the quality of the brews are just a few 
of his managerial responsibilities. 

Grossman also had to make the managerial decision to 
expand operations. The decision to expand was not merely 
driven by economic impetus, but also by environmental 
concerns. The new brewery will reduce the emissions the 
company creates in distribution. In addition, Grossman has 
installed 10,000 solar panels on the brewery in Chico, the 

largest private installation in the country, which accounts for 
80 percent of its energy usage. 

It is not all business for Grossman, however. He encour-
ages employees to think like owners and takes a group of em-
ployees out to lunch with him every other week. This  allows 
him to know people in the company on a personal level and 
establishes a mutual loyalty. Employees also receive subsi-
dized meals at the brewery restaurant and day care, as well 
as a free health clinic for employees and their families.17 

Questions for Discussion
 1. Describe some of the managerial skills that Ken Grossman 

possesses in successfully leading Sierra Nevada.
 2. How are the breweries increasing the fi rm’s sustainability?
 3. How does Ken Grossman motivate his employees? 

Going Green 
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The control process also helps managers deal with problems arising outside the 

fi rm. For example, if a fi rm is the subject of negative publicity, management should 

use the control process to determine why and to guide the fi rm’s response.

Types of Management
All managers—whether the sole proprietor of a jewelry store or the hundreds of man-

agers of a large company such as Paramount Pictures—perform the fi ve functions 

just discussed. In the case of the jewelry store, the owner handles all the functions, 

but in a large company with more than one manager, responsibilities must be divided 

and delegated. This division of responsibility is generally achieved by establishing 

levels of management and areas of specialization—fi nance, marketing, and so on.

Levels of Management
As we have hinted, many organizations have multiple levels of management—top 

management, middle management, and fi rst-line, or supervisory management. These 

levels form a pyramid, as shown in Figure 6.2. As the pyramid shape implies, there 

are generally more middle managers than top managers, and still more fi rst-line man-

agers. Very small organizations may have only one 

manager (typically, the owner), who assumes the 

responsibilities of all three levels. Large businesses 

have many managers at each level to coordinate the 

use of the organization’s resources. Managers at all 

three levels perform all fi ve management functions, 

but the amount of time they spend on each function 

varies, as we shall see (Figure 6.3).

Top Management. In businesses, top  managers 

include the president and other top executives, such as 

the chief executive offi cer (CEO), chief fi nancial offi cer 

(CFO), and chief operations offi cer (COO), who have 

overall responsibility for the organization. For exam-

ple, Mark Zuckerberg, CEO and founder of Facebook, 

manages the overall strategic direction of the company 

and plays a key role in representing the company to 

stakeholders. Sheryl Sandberg, Facebook’s chief oper-

ating offi cer, is responsible for the daily operation of 

the company. The COO reports to the CEO and is often 

considered to be number two in command. In pub-

lic corporations, even chief executive offi cers have a 

boss—the fi rm’s board of directors. With technological 

advances accelerating and privacy concerns increasing, 

some companies are adding a new top management 

position—chief privacy offi cer (CPO). The position of 

privacy offi cer has grown so widespread that the In-

ternational Association of Privacy Professionals boasts 

14,000 members in 83 countries.18 In government, top 

management refers to the president, a governor, or a 

mayor or city manager; in education, a chancellor of a 

university or a superintendent of education.

LO 6-3

top managers
the president and other top 
executives of a business, such 
as the chief executive offi cer 
(CEO), chief fi nancial offi cer 
(CFO), and chief operations 
offi cer (COO), who have 
overall responsibility for the 
organization

John Hammergren, CEO of McKesson, is the highest paid CEO at 
$131.2 million. 
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Top-level managers spend most of their time plan-

ning. They make the organization’s strategic decisions, 

decisions that focus on an overall scheme or key idea 

for using resources to take advantage of opportunities. 

They decide whether to add products, acquire companies, sell unprofi table business 

segments, and move into foreign markets. Top managers also represent their company 

to the public and to government regulators.

Top
Management

President, CEO,
Executive

Vice Presidents

Middle Management
Plant Managers, Division Managers,

Department Managers

First-Line Management
Foremen, Supervisors, Office Managers

FIGURE 6.2
Levels of Management
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DID YOU KNOW? Only 4.6 percent of Fortune 

500 CEOs are women.19

FIGURE 6.3
Importance of 

Management Functions to 

Managers in Each Level
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Given the importance and range of top managements’ decisions, top managers 

 generally have many years of varied experience and command top salaries. In  addition 

to salaries, top managers’ compensation packages typically include bonuses, long-

term incentive awards, stock, and stock options. Table  6.1 lists the compensation 

packages of different CEOs. Top management may also get perks and special treat-

ment that is criticized by stakeholders.

Compensation committees are increasingly working with boards of directors and 

CEOs to attempt to keep pay in line with performance in order to benefi t stockhold-

ers and key stakeholders. The majority of major companies cite their concern about 

attracting capable leadership for the CEO and other top executive positions in their 

organizations. However, many fi rms are trying to curb criticism of excessive execu-

tive compensation by trying to align CEO compensation with performance. In other 

words, if the company performs poorly, the CEO will not be paid as well. This type 

of compensation method is making a difference. An analysis of CEO compensa-

tion of 46 companies in the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index showed that the median 

increase in pay for 2013 amounted to 1 percent. This is compared to the year before 

when the increase was calculated at 15 percent.20 Successful management translates 

into happy stockholders who are willing to compensate their top executives fairly 

and in line with performance.

Workforce diversity is an important issue in today’s corporations. Effective man-

agers at enlightened corporations have found that diversity is good for workers and 

for the bottom line. Putting together different kinds of people to solve problems often 

results in better solutions. Sodexo Inc. topped DiversityInc’s list as the most diverse 

company of 2014. It has consistently been ranked on the list due to its corporate 

culture of inclusion and diversity and their priority as a part of the company’s overall 

strategy.21 A diverse workforce is better at making decisions regarding issues related 

to consumer diversity. Public relations agencies are working toward making their 

workforces more diverse with the help of special interest groups such as the Public 

Relations Society of America, PRSA Foundation, and the Council of Public Rela-

tions Firms. Reaching fast-growing demographic groups such as Hispanics, African 

CEO Company Compensation*

Larry Ellison Oracle $78.4 million

Robert Iger Walt Disney Productions $34.3 million

Kenneth I. Chenault American Express $24.4 million

Randall L. Stephenson Apple $20.6 million

Muhtar Kent Coca-Cola $20.4 million

James P. Gorman Morgan Stanley $18 million

Meg Whitman Hewlett-Packard $17.6 million

Virginia Rometty IBM $13.97 million

Jeff Bezos Amazon $1.68 million

Warren Buffett Berkshire Hathaway $485,606

TABLE 6.1
The Highest Paid CEOs

*2013 compensation results compiled from publicly available data.
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Americans, Asian Americans, and others will be benefi cial to large companies as they 

begin to target these markets.22 Managers from companies devoted to workforce di-

versity devised fi ve rules that make diversity recruiting work (see Table 6.2). Diversity 

is explored in greater detail in Chapter 10.

Middle Management. Rather than making strategic decisions about the whole 

organization, middle managers are responsible for tactical planning that will imple-

ment the general guidelines established by top management. Thus, their responsibility 

is more narrowly focused than that of top managers. Middle managers are involved in 

the specifi c operations of the organization and spend more time organizing than other 

managers. In business, plant managers, division managers, and department managers 

make up middle management. The product manager for laundry detergent at a consumer 

products manufacturer, the department chairperson in a university, and the head of a 

state public health department are all middle managers. The ranks of middle managers 

have been shrinking as more and more companies downsize to be more productive.

First-Line Management. Most people get their fi rst managerial experience 

as fi rst-line managers, those who supervise workers and the daily operations of the 

organization. They are responsible for implementing the plans established by middle 

management and directing workers’ daily performance on the job. They spend most 

of their time directing and controlling. Common titles for fi rst-line managers are fore-

man, supervisor, and offi ce service manager.

Areas of Management
At each level, there are managers who specialize in the basic functional areas of busi-

ness: fi nance, production and operations, human resources (personnel), marketing, 

and administration.

middle managers
those members of an 
organization responsible 
for the tactical planning 
that implements the general 
guidelines established by top 
management

fi rst-line managers
those who supervise both 
workers and the daily 
operations of an organization

TABLE 6.2
Five Rules of Successful 

Diversity Recruiting

Rule Action

1. Get everyone involved. Educate all employees on the tangible benefi ts of diversity 
recruiting to garner support and enthusiasm for those 
initiatives.

2. Showcase your diversity. Prospective employees are not likely to become excited 
about joining your company just because you say that 
your company is diversity-friendly; they need to see it.

3.  Work with diversity groups within 
your community.

By supporting community-based diversity organizations, 
your company will generate the priceless word-of-mouth 
publicity that will lead qualifi ed diversity candidates to 
your company.

4. Spend money. If you are serious about diversity recruiting, you will need 
to spend some money getting your message out to the 
right places.

5.  Sell, sell, sell—and measure your 
return on investment.

Employers need to sell their company to prospective 
diversity employees and present them with a convincing 
case as to why their company is a good fi t for the diversity 
candidate.

Source: Adapted from Juan Rodriguez, “The Five Rules of Successful Diversity Recruiting,” Diversityjobs.com, 
www.diversityjobs.com/Rules-of-Successful-Diversity-Recruiting (accessed February 25, 2010).

fi nancial managers 
those who focus on obtaining 
needed funds for the 
successful operation of an 
organization and using those 
funds to further organizational 
goals

production and 
operations managers 
those who develop and 
administer the activities 
involved in transforming 
resources into goods, 
services, and ideas ready for 
the marketplace

human resources 
managers 
those who handle the staffi ng 
function and deal with 
employees in a formalized 
manner

marketing managers 
those who are responsible 
for planning, pricing, and 
promoting products and 
making them available to 
customers through distribution

information technology 
(IT) managers 
those who are responsible for 
implementing, maintaining, 
and controlling technology 
applications in business, such 
as computer networks
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Each of these management areas is important to a business’s success. For instance, 

a fi rm cannot survive without someone obtaining needed fi nancial resources (fi nancial 

managers) or staff (human resources managers). While larger fi rms will most likely 

have all of these managers, and even more depending upon that particular fi rm’s needs, 

in smaller fi rms these important tasks may fall onto the owner or a few employees. 

Yet whether or not companies have managers for specifi c areas, every company must 

have someone  responsible for obtaining fi nancial resources, transforming resources 

into fi nished products for the marketplace, hiring and/or dealing with staff, marketing 

products, handling the fi rm’s information technology resources, and managing a busi-

ness segment or the overall business. These different types of managers are discussed 

in more detail in Table 6.3.

administrative managers 
those who manage an entire 
business or a major segment 
of a business; they are not 
specialists but coordinate 
the activities of specialized 
managers

Manager Function

Financial manager Focus on obtaining the money needed for the successful operation of the organization and 
using that money in accordance with organizational goals.

Production and operations 
manager

Develop and administer the activities involved in transforming resources into goods, 
services, and ideas ready for the marketplace.

Human resources manager Handle the staffi ng function and deals with employees in a formalized manner.

Marketing manager Responsible for planning, pricing, and promoting products and making them available to 
customers through distribution.

Information technology (IT) 
manager

Responsible for implementing, maintaining, and controlling technology applications in 
business, such as computer networks. 

Administrative manager Manage an entire business or a major segment of a business; do not specialize in a 
particular function.

TABLE 6.3 Areas of Management

Philip Pillsbury: The Entrepreneur behind the Billion-Dollar Brand
Pillsbury Company
Founder: Charles A. Pillsbury and John S. Pillsbury
Founded: 1872, in Minneapolis, Minnesota
Success: In its transition from commodities to consumer 
products, the Pillsbury Company became so successful that 
it was purchased by General Mills in 2001 for $10.5 billion. 

Although Charles Pillsbury co-founded the successful 
Pillsbury Company, it was his grandson who led the company 
toward its status as a billion-dollar brand. In 1940, Philip 
Pillsbury became president of his grandfather’s flour milling 
company. He had worked as a miller early in life and knew the 
industry. As the markets changed, Pillsbury’s entrepreneurial 
instinct and management skills allowed him to transform the 
company’s direction from commodities to consumer products. 

Pillsbury was a visionary with strong conceptual skills 
who recognized growing opportunities in the consumer mar-
ket. He targeted this market by investing in product research 
and development, resulting in product lines such as cake 
mixes and refrigerated rolls, biscuits, and cookies. He also 
infused the company’s marketing with the Grand National 
Recipe & Baking Contest, which later became known as 
the annual Pillsbury Bake-Off. Influential judges—including 
Eleanor  Roosevelt—drew the attention of 700,000 new cus-
tomers. International expansion was also part of Pillsbury’s 
strategy, and he implemented it with global acquisitions. By 
1974, Pillsbury had increased the company’s sales by seven 
times the 1940 level to $315 million.23 

Entrepreneurship in Action
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TABLE 6.4 Managerial Roles

Type of Role Specifi c Role Examples of Role Activities

Decisional Entrepreneur Commit organizational resources to develop innovative goods and services; decide to 
expand internationally to obtain new customers for the organization’s products.

Disturbance handler Move quickly to take corrective action to deal with unexpected problems facing the 
organization from the external environment, such as a crisis like an oil spill, or from the 
internal environment, such as producing faulty goods or services.

Resource allocator Allocate organizational resources among different functions and departments of the 
organization; set budgets and salaries of middle and fi rst-level managers.

Negotiator Work with suppliers, distributors, and labor unions to reach agreements about the quality 
and price of input, technical, and human resources; work with other organizations to 
establish agreements to pool resources to work on joint projects.

Informational Monitor Evaluate the performance of managers in different functions and take corrective action 
to improve their performance; watch for changes occurring in the external and internal 
environment that may affect the organization in the future.

Disseminator Inform employees about changes taking place in the external and internal environment that 
will affect them and the organization; communicate to employees the organization’s vision 
and purpose.

Spokesperson Launch a national advertising campaign to promote new goods and services; give a speech 
to inform the local community about the organization’s future intentions.

Interpersonal Figurehead Outline future organizational goals to employees at company meetings; open a new corporate 
headquarters building; state the organization’s ethical guidelines and the principles of 
behavior employees are to follow in their dealings with customers and suppliers.

Leader Provide an example for employees to follow; give direct commands and orders to 
subordinates; make decisions concerning the use of human and technical resources; 
mobilize employee support for specifi c organizational goals.

Liaison Coordinate the work of managers in different departments; establish alliances between 
different organizations to share resources to produce new goods and services.

Source: Gareth R. Jones and Jennifer M. George, Essentials of Contemporary Management (Burr Ridge, IL: McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2007, 3rd edition), p. 14.

Skills Needed by Managers
Managers are typically evaluated using the metrics of how effective and effi cient they 

are. Managing effectively and effi ciently requires certain skills—technical expertise, 

conceptual skills, analytical skills, human relations skills and leadership. Table 6.4 

describes some of the roles managers may fulfi ll.

Technical Expertise
Managers need technical expertise, the specialized knowledge and training required 

to perform jobs related to their area of management. Accounting managers need to be 

able to perform accounting jobs, and production managers need to be able to perform 

production jobs. Although a production manager may not actually perform a job, he or 

she needs technical expertise to train employees, answer questions, provide guidance, 

and solve problems. Technical skills are most needed by fi rst-line managers and are 

least critical to top-level managers.

LO 6-4

technical expertise
the specialized knowledge 
and training needed to 
perform jobs that are 
related to particular areas of 
management
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Conceptual Skills
Conceptual skills, the ability to think in abstract terms, 

and to see how parts fi t together to form the whole, 

are needed by all managers, but particularly top-level 

managers. Top management must be able to evaluate 

continually where the company will be in the future. 

Conceptual skills also involve the ability to think cre-

atively. Recent scientifi c research has revealed that 

creative thinking, which is behind the development of 

many innovative products and ideas, including fi ber 

optics and compact disks, can be learned. As a result, 

IBM, AT&T, GE, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, and other top 

U.S. fi rms hire creative consultants to teach their man-

agers how to think creatively.

Analytical Skills
Analytical skills refer to the ability to identify relevant 

issues and recognize their importance, understand the 

relationships between them, and perceive the under-

lying causes of a situation. When managers have identifi ed critical factors and causes, 

they can take appropriate action. All managers need to think logically, but this skill is 

probably most important to the success of top-level managers. To be analytical, it is 

necessary to think about a broad range of issues and to weigh different options before 

taking action. Because analytical skills are so important, questions that require ana-

lytical skills are often a part of job interviews. Questions such as “Tell me how you 

would resolve a problem at work if you had access to a large amount of data?” may 

be part of the interview process. The answer would require the interviewee to try to 

explain how to sort data to fi nd relevant facts that could resolve the issue. Analytical 

thinking is required in complex or diffi cult situations where the solution is often not 

clear. Resolving ethical issues often requires analytical skills.

Human Relations Skills
People skills, or human relations skills, are the ability to deal with people, both in-

side and outside the organization. Those who can relate to others, communicate well 

with others, understand the needs of others, and show a true appreciation for others 

are generally more successful than managers who lack such skills. People skills are 

especially important in hospitals, airline companies, banks, and other organizations 

that provide services. For example, Southwest Airlines places great value on its em-

ployees. New hires go through extensive training to teach employees about the airline 

and its reputation for impeccable customer service. All employees in management 

positions at Southwest take mandatory leadership classes that address skills related to 

listening, staying in touch with employees, and handling change without compromis-

ing values.

Leadership
Leadership is the ability to infl uence employees to work toward organizational goals. 

Strong leaders manage and pay attention to the culture of their organizations and the 

needs of their customers. Table 6.5 offers some tips for successful leadership.

conceptual skills
the ability to think in abstract 
terms and to see how parts fi t 
together to form the whole

analytical skills
the ability to identify relevant 
issues, recognize their 
importance, understand the 
relationships between them, 
and perceive the underlying 
causes of a situation

human relations skills
the ability to deal with people, 
both inside and outside the 
organization

leadership
the ability to infl uence 
employees to work toward 
organizational goals

This fi nancial manager of a city hedge fund analyzes data from 
fi nancial charts. Financial managers are responsible for obtaining the 
necessary funding for organizations to succeed, both in the short term 
and in the long term.
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Managers often can be classifi ed into three types based on their leadership style. 

Autocratic leaders make all the decisions and then tell employees what must be done 

and how to do it. They generally use their authority and economic rewards to get 

employees to comply with their directions. Martha Stewart is an example of an auto-

cratic leader. She built up her media empire by paying close attention to every detail.24

Democratic leaders involve their employees in decisions. The m anager presents a 

Howard Schultz, CEO of Starbucks, has great human relations skills and leadership abilities, as demonstrated by his ability to relate to others. 
Under his leadership, Starbucks decided to offer health insurance to its part-time workers. 

TABLE 6.5
Seven Tips for Successful 

Leadership

• Build effective and responsive interpersonal relationships.

• Communicate effectively—in person, print, e-mail, etc.

• Build the team and enable employees to collaborate effectively.

• Understand the fi nancial aspects of the business.

• Know how to create an environment in which people experience positive morale and recognition.

• Lead by example.

• Help people grow and develop.

Source: Susan M. Heathfi eld, “Seven Tips About Successful Management,” About.com, http://humanresources.about.com/cs/
managementissues/qt/mgmtsuccess.htm (accessed February 25, 2010)
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situation and encourages his or her subordinates to express opinions and contribute 

ideas. The manager then considers the employees’ points of view and makes the deci-

sion. Herb Kelleher, co-founder of Southwest Airlines, had a democratic leadership 

style. Under his leadership, employees were encouraged to discuss concerns and pro-

vide input.25 Free-rein leaders let their employees work without much interference. 

The manager sets performance standards and allows employees to fi nd their own ways 

to meet them. For this style to be effective, employees must know what the standards 

are, and they must be motivated to attain them. The free-rein style of leadership can 

be a powerful motivator because it demonstrates a great deal of trust and confi dence in 

the employee. Warren Buffett, CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, exhibits free-rein leader-

ship among the managers who run the company’s various businesses. 

The effectiveness of the autocratic, democratic, and free-rein styles depends on 

several factors. One consideration is the type of employees. An autocratic style of 

leadership is generally best for stimulating unskilled, unmotivated employees; highly 

skilled, trained, and motivated employees may respond better to democratic or free-

rein leadership styles. Employees who have been involved in decision making gener-

ally require less supervision than those not similarly involved. Other considerations 

are the manager’s abilities and the situation itself. When a situation requires quick 

decisions, an autocratic style of leadership may be best because the manager does not 

have to consider input from a lot of people. If a special task force must be set up to 

solve a quality-control problem, a normally democratic manager may give free rein 

to the task force. 

Many managers, however, are unable to use more than one style of leadership. 

Some are incapable of allowing their subordinates to participate in decision mak-

ing, let alone make any decisions. Thus, what leadership style is “best” depends on 

specifi c circumstances, and effective managers will strive to adapt their leadership 

style as circumstances warrant. Many organizations offer programs to develop goal 

leadership skills. When plans fail, very often leaders are held responsible for what 

goes wrong. For example, JCPenney Co.’s CEO Ron Johnson was booted out of the 

position after an unsuccessful attempt at turning the struggling company around. This 

came only 17 months after the company hired him to lead the company after a suc-

cessful run at Apple.26

Another type of leadership style that has been gaining in popularity is authen-

tic leadership. Authentic leadership is a bit different from the other three leadership 

styles because it is not exclusive. Both democratic and free-rein leaders could qualify 

as authentic leaders depending upon how they conduct themselves among stakehold-

ers. Authentic leaders are passionate about the goals and mission of the company, 

display corporate values in the workplace, and form long-term relationships with 

stakeholders.27 Kim Jordan of New Belgium Brewing is an authentic leader. As co-

founder of the company, she helped develop the fi rm’s core values and has ensured 

that everything New Belgium does aligns with these values. 

While leaders might incorporate different leadership styles depending on the busi-

ness and the situation, all leaders must be able to align employees behind a common 

vision to be effective.28 Strong leaders also realize the value that employees can pro-

vide by participating in the fi rm’s corporate culture. It is important that companies 

develop leadership training programs for employees. Because managers cannot over-

see everything that goes on in the company, empowering employees to take more 

responsibility for their decisions can aid in organizational growth and productivity. 

Leadership training also enables a smooth transition when an executive or manager 

leaves the organization. For instance, when CEO Jim Skinner of McDonald’s retired, 
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he made sure the current chief operating offi cer had enough leadership experience to 

take over the position of CEO. While it is common for stock prices to drop whenever 

an effective leader leaves the organization, in this case investors seemed so reassured 

that the new leader was up to the task that stock prices hardly dropped when Skinner’s 

resignation was announced.29 

Employee Empowerment 
Businesses are increasingly realizing the benefi ts of participative corporate cultures 

characterized by employee empowerment. Employee empowerment occurs when 

employees are provided with the ability to take on responsibilities and make deci-

sions about their jobs. Employee empowerment does not mean that managers are not 

needed. Managers are important for guiding employees, setting goals, making major 

decisions, and other responsibilities emphasized throughout this chapter. However, 

companies that have a participative corporate culture have been found to be benefi cial 

because employees feel like they are taking an active role in the fi rm’s success. 

Leaders who wish to empower employees must adopt systems that support an 

employee’s ability to provide input and feedback on company decisions. Employees 

must be encouraged to actively participate in decision making. While this might be 

simpler for some employees, other employees might fi nd it diffi cult if they come 

from more of an autocratic or authoritarian background, where lower-level employees 

were discouraged from speaking up. Managers also might fi nd it diffi cult to support 

a participative culture if they come from similar backgrounds. One of the best ways 

to overcome these challenges is through employee and managerial training. As men-

tioned earlier, employees should be trained in leadership skills, including teamwork, 

confl ict resolution, and decision making. Managers should also be trained in ways to 

empower employees to make decisions while also guiding employees to challenging 

situations in which the right decision might not be so clear.30 

A section on leadership would not be complete without a discussion of leader-

ship in teams. In today’s business world, decisions made by teams are becoming 

the norm. Employees at Zappos, for instance, often work in teams and are encour-

aged to make decisions that they believe will reinforce the company’s mission and 

values. Teamwork has often been an effective way for encouraging employee em-

powerment. Although decision making in teams is collective, the most effective 

teams are those in which all employees are encouraged to contribute their ideas 

and recommendations. Because each employee can bring in his or her own unique 

insights, teams often result in innovative ideas or decisions that would not have been 

reached by only one or two people. However, truly empowering employees in team 

decision making can be diffi cult. It is quite common for more outspoken employees 

to dominate the team and engage in groupthink, in which team members go with 

the majority rather than what they think is the right decision. Training employees 

how to listen to one another and provide relevant feedback can help to prevent these 

common challenges. Another way is to rotate the team leader so that no one person 

can assume dominancy.31 

Decision Making
Managers make many different kinds of decisions, such as the hours in a work-

day, which employees to hire, what products to introduce, and what price to charge 

for a product. Decision making is important in all management functions and at 

all levels, whether the decisions are on a strategic, tactical, or operational level. 

employee empowerment
when employees are provided 
with the ability to take on 
responsibilities and make 
decisions about their jobs

LO 6-5
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A systematic  approach using the following six steps usually leads to more effective 

decision making: (1) recognizing and defi ning the decision situation, (2)  developing 

options to resolve the situation, (3) analyzing the options, (4) selecting the best 

option, (5) implementing the decision, and (6) monitoring the consequences of the 

decision (Figure 6.4).

Recognizing and Defi ning the Decision Situation
The fi rst step in decision making is recognizing and defi ning the situation. The 

situation may be negative—for example, huge losses on a particular product—or 

positive—for example, an opportunity to increase sales.

Situations calling for small-scale decisions often occur without warning. Situations 

requiring large-scale decisions, however, generally occur after some warning signs. 

Develop
options

Analyze
options

Select the
best option

Implement
the decision

Monitor the
consequences

Recognize and
define the
decision situation

FIGURE 6.4
Steps in the Decision-

Making Process

Managers Discover Benefi ts of Feminine Traits for Leadership
The collective idea of what it means to be a great leader is 
changing. In the past, successful leadership has often been 
associated with authoritative traits such as decisiveness, re-
silience, and confi dence. These leaders tend to exude confi -
dence and charisma, resulting in admiration and a desire to 
follow. However, over the past several years, the leadership 
landscape has been changing. Recurring scandals involving 
leaders and the widespread use of technology has increased 
the need for leadership traits such as integrity. Employees 
as well as consumers are placing a major emphasis on the 
values of leaders.

One study showed that traits increasingly desired in 
leaders include patience, fl exibility, empathy, vulnerabil-
ity, inclusiveness, generosity, and balance. Interestingly, 
all of these characteristics are generally considered to be 
feminine. While assertiveness and ambition—considered 
more masculine traits—remain important, leaders who 
have an emotional connection to their work, good listening 

skills, and generosity are now thought to be important for 
a  successful fi rm. For instance, Oprah Winfrey, who has 
been described as a demanding but caring boss, and Whole 
Foods CEO John Mackey, who donates $100,000 every year 
toward a fund to help employees with personal struggles, 
have come to be highly admired. Leaders who exhibit these 
traits have been found to make more thoughtful decisions 
and have better relationships with their employees and 
customers, often resulting in successful company opera-
tions and profi ts.32 

Discussion Questions
 1. Why are some characteristics traditionally associated as 

feminine considered important for leadership?
 2. Why might a lack of empathy create a signifi cant disadvan-

tage in leadership? 
 3. Describe ways in which Oprah Winfrey and John Mackey of 

Whole Foods demonstrate strong leadership characteristics.

Responding to Business Challenges
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Effective managers pay attention to such signals. Declining profi ts, small-scale losses 

in previous years, inventory buildup, and retailers’ unwillingness to stock a product 

are signals that may foreshadow huge losses to come. If managers pay attention to 

such signals, problems can be contained.

Once a situation has been recognized, management must defi ne it. Losses reveal 

a problem—for example, a failing product. One manager may defi ne the situation 

as a product quality problem; another may defi ne it as a change in consumer prefer-

ence. These two viewpoints may lead to vastly different solutions. The fi rst manager, 

for example, may seek new sources of raw materials of better quality. The second 

manager may believe that the product has reached the end of its lifespan and decide 

to discontinue it. This example emphasizes the importance of carefully defi ning the 

problem rather than jumping to conclusions.

Developing Options
Once the decision situation has been recognized and defi ned, the next step is to de-

velop a list of possible courses of action. The best lists include both standard and cre-

ative plans. As a general rule, more time and expertise are devoted to the development 

stage of decision making when the decision is of major importance. When the deci-

sion is of less importance, less time and expertise will be spent on this stage. Options 

may be developed individually, by teams, or through analysis of similar situations in 

comparable organizations. Creativity is a very important part of selecting the most 

viable option. Creativity depends on new and useful ideas, regardless of where they 

originate or the method used to create them. The best option can range from a required 

solution to an identifi ed problem or a volunteered solution, to an observed problem by 

an outside work group member.33

Analyzing Options
After developing a list of possible courses of  action, management should analyze 

the practicality and  appropriateness of each option. An option may be deemed 

 impractical because of a lack of fi nancial resources, legal restrictions, ethical and 

social  responsibility considerations, authority constraints, technological constraints, 

economic limitations, or simply a lack of information and expertise. For example, 

a small computer manufacturer may recognize an opportunity to introduce a new 

type of computer but lack the fi nancial resources 

to do so. Other options may be more practical for 

the computer company: It may consider selling its 

technology to another computer company that has 

adequate resources, or it may allow itself to be pur-

chased by a larger company that can introduce the 

new technology.

When assessing appropriateness, the decision 

maker should consider whether the proposed option 

adequately addresses the situation. When analyzing 

the consequences of an option, managers should con-

sider its impact on the situation and on the organization 

as a whole. For example, when considering a price cut 

to boost sales, management must think about the con-

sequences of the action on the organization’s cash fl ow 

and consumers’ reaction to the price change.
Technology can help managers maintain an agenda, analyze options, 
and make decisions. 
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Selecting the Best Option
When all courses of action have been analyzed, management must select the best one. 

Selection is often a subjective procedure because many situations do not lend them-

selves to quantitative analysis. Of course, it is not always necessary to select only one 

option and reject all others; it may be possible to select and use a combination of several 

options. William Wrigley Jr. made a decision to sell his fi rm to Mars for $23 billion. The 

fi rm was founded by his great-grandfather in 1891, but hard times forced Wrigley to take 

what was considered to be the best option. This option was to create the  Mars-Wrigley 

fi rm, currently the world’s largest confectionary company with a distribution network in 

180 countries.34 A different set of choices would have been available to the company had 

it been able to purchase Hershey for $12 billion a few years earlier.

Implementing the Decision
To deal with the situation at hand, the selected option or options must be put into ac-

tion. Implementation can be fairly simple or very complex, depending on the nature 

of the decision. Effective implementation of a decision to abandon a product, close 

a plant, purchase a new business, or something similar requires planning. For ex-

ample, when a product is dropped, managers must decide how to handle distributors 

and customers and what to do with the idle production facility. Additionally, they 

should anticipate resistance from people within the organization. (People tend to 

resist change because they fear the unknown.) Finally, management should be ready 

to deal with the unexpected consequences. No matter how well planned implementa-

tion is, unforseen problems will arise. Management must be ready to address these 

situations when they occur.

Monitoring the Consequences
After managers have implemented the decision, they must determine whether it has ac-

complished the desired result. Without proper monitoring, the consequences of decisions 

may not be known quickly enough to make effi cient changes. If the desired result is 

achieved, management can reasonably conclude that it made a good choice. If the desired 

result is not achieved, further analysis is warranted. Was the decision simply wrong, or 

did the situation change? Should some other option have been implemented?

If the desired result is not achieved, management may discover that the situation 

was incorrectly defi ned from the beginning. That may require starting the decision-

making process all over again. Finally, management may determine that the decision 

was good even though the desired results have not yet shown up, or it may determine 

a fl aw in the decision’s implementation. In the latter case, management would not 

change the decision but would change the way in which it is implemented.

Management in Practice
Management is not a cut-and-dried process. There is no mathematical formula for 

managing an organization and achieving organizational goals, although many manag-

ers passionately wish for one! Managers plan, organize, staff, direct, and control, but 

management expert John P. Kotter says even these functions can be boiled down to 

two basic activities:

1. Figuring out what to do despite uncertainty, great diversity, and an enormous 

amount of potentially relevant information, and
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2. Getting things done through a large and diverse set of people despite having 

little direct control over most of them.35

Managers spend as much as 75 percent of their time working with others—not 

only with subordinates but with bosses, people outside their hierarchy at work, and 

people outside the organization itself. In these interactions, they discuss anything and 

everything remotely connected with their business.

Managers spend a lot of time establishing and updating an agenda of goals and 

plans for carrying out their responsibilities. An agenda contains both specifi c and 

vague items, covering short-term goals and long-term objectives. Like a calendar, an 

agenda helps the manager fi gure out what must be done and how to get it done to meet 

the objectives set by the organization. Technology tools such as smartphones can help 

managers manage their agendas, contacts, communications, and time.

Managers also spend a lot of time networking—building relationships and sharing 

information with colleagues who can help them achieve the items on their agendas. 

Managers spend much of their time communicating with a variety of people and par-

ticipating in activities that on the surface do not seem to have much to do with the 

goals of their organization. Nevertheless, these activities are crucial to getting the job 

done. Networks are not limited to immediate subordinates and bosses; they include 

other people in the company as well as customers, suppliers, and friends. These con-

tacts provide managers with information and advice on diverse topics. Managers ask, 

persuade, and even intimidate members of their network in order to get information 

and to get things done. Networking helps managers carry out their responsibilities. 

Social media sites have increased the ability of both managers and subordinates to 

network. Internal social networks such as Yammer allow employees to connect with 

one another, while social networks such as Facebook or Twitter enable managers to 

connect with customers. Sales managers are even using social networks to communi-

cate with their distributors. LinkedIn has been used for job networking and is gaining 

in popularity among the younger generation as an alternative to traditional job hunt-

ing. Some speculate that social networks might eventually replace traditional résumés 

and job boards.36

Finally, managers spend a great deal of time con-

fronting the complex and diffi cult challenges of the 

business world today. Some of these challenges re-

late to rapidly changing technology (especially in 

production and information processing), increased 

scrutiny of individual and corporate ethics and so-

cial responsibility, the impact of social media, the 

changing nature of the workforce, new laws and 

regulations, increased global competition and more 

challenging foreign markets, declining educational 

standards (which may limit the skills and knowl-

edge of the future labor and customer pool), and time 

itself—that is, making the best use of it. But such 

diverse issues cannot simply be plugged into a com-

puter program that supplies correct, easy-to-apply 

solutions. It is only through creativity and imagina-

tion that managers can make effective decisions that 

benefi t their organizations.

agenda
a calendar, containing both 
specifi c and vague items, that 
covers short-term goals and 
long-term objectives

networking
the building of relationships 
and sharing of information 
with colleagues who can help 
managers achieve the items 
on their agendas

Websites like LinkedIn are helping managers and employees network 
with one another to achieve their professional goals. 



Managers are needed in a wide variety of organizations. Experts 
suggest that employment will increase by millions of jobs by 
2016. But the requirements for the jobs become more demand-
ing with every passing year—with the speed of technology and 
communication increasing by the day, and the stress of global 
commerce increasing pressures to perform. However, if you like 
a challenge and if you have the right kind of personality, man-
agement remains a viable fi eld. Even as companies are forced 
to restructure, management remains a vital role in business. In 
fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that management 
positions in public relations, marketing, and advertising are set 
to increase around 12 percent overall between 2006 and 2016. 
Financial managers will be in even more demand, with jobs in-
creasing 13 percent in the same time period. Computer and IT 
managers will continue to be in strong demand, with the number 
of jobs increasing 16 percent between 2006 and 2016.37

Salaries for managerial positions remain strong overall. 
While pay can vary significantly depending on your level of 
experience, the firm where you work, and the region of the 

country where you live, below is a list of the nationwide aver-
age incomes for a variety of different managers:

Chief executive: $178,400
Computer and IT manager: $132,570
Marketing manager: $133,700
Financial manager: $126,660
General and operations manager: $116,090
Medical/health services manager: $101,340
Administrative services manager: $90,190
Human resources manager: $111,180
Sales manager: $123,15038

In short, if you want to be a manager, there are opportunities 
in almost every field. There may be fewer middle management 
positions available in firms, but managers remain a vital part of 
most industries and will continue to be long into the future—
especially as navigating global business becomes ever more 
complex.

So You Want to Be a Manager

What Kind of Manager Do You Want to Be?

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne management, and explain its role in the 
achievement of organizational objectives.

Management is a process designed to achieve an organization’s 
objectives by using its resources effectively and effi ciently in a 
changing environment. Managers make decisions about the use 
of the organization’s resources and are concerned with plan-
ning, organizing, staffi ng, directing, and controlling the organi-
zation’s activities so as to reach its objectives.

Describe the major functions of management.

Planning is the process of determining the organization’s objec-
tives and deciding how to accomplish them. Organizing is the 
structuring of resources and activities to accomplish those ob-
jectives effi ciently and effectively. Staffi ng obtains people with 
the necessary skills to carry out the work of the company. Di-
recting is motivating and leading employees to achieve organi-
zational objectives. Controlling is the process of evaluating and 
correcting activities to keep the organization on course.

Distinguish among three levels of management 
and the concerns of managers at each level.

Top management is responsible for the whole organization and 
focuses primarily on strategic planning. Middle management 
develops plans for specifi c operating areas and carries out the 

general guidelines set by top management. First-line, or super-
visory, management supervises the workers and day-to-day 
operations. Managers can also be categorized as to their area 
of responsibility: fi nance, production and operations, human re-
sources, marketing, or administration.

Specify the skills managers need in order to be 
successful.

To be successful, managers need leadership skills (the ability 
to infl uence employees to work toward organizational goals), 
technical expertise (the specialized knowledge and training 
needed to perform a job), conceptual skills (the ability to think in 
abstract terms and see how parts fi t together to form the whole), 
analytical skills (the ability to identify relevant issues and rec-
ognize their importance, understand the relationships between 
issues, and perceive the underlying causes of a situation), and 
human relations (people) skills.

Summarize the systematic approach to decision 
making used by many business managers.

A systematic approach to decision making follows these steps: 
recognizing and defi ning the situation, developing options, ana-
lyzing options, selecting the best option, implementing the deci-
sion, and monitoring the consequences.
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Recommend a new strategy to revive a struggling 
business.

Using the decision-making process described in this chapter, 
analyze the struggling company’s problems described in “Solve 

the Dilemma” on page 199 and formulate a strategy to turn the 
company around and aim it toward future success.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. What are the challenges middle managers commonly 

face?

 2. What are some good characteristics for effective middle 
managers to have?

 3. Why are the job functions of middle management 
important to organizational success? 

Learn the Terms 

administrative managers 186
agenda 195
analytical skills 188
conceptual skills 188
controlling 181
crisis management or 

contingency planning 178
directing 180
downsizing 179
employee empowerment 191
fi nancial managers 186

fi rst-line managers 185
human relations skills 188
human resources managers 186
information technology (IT) 

managers 186
leadership 188
management 174
managers 174
marketing managers 186
middle managers 185
mission 175

networking 195
operational plans 178
organizing 179
planning 175
production and operations 

managers 186
staffi ng 179
strategic plans 177
tactical plans 177
technical expertise 187
top managers 182

Check Your Progress 

 1. Why is management so important, and what is its 
purpose?

 2. Explain why the American Heart Association would need 
management, even though its goal is not profi t related.

 3. Why must a company have fi nancial resources before it 
can use human and physical resources?

 4. Name the fi ve functions of management, and briefl y 
describe each function.

 5. Identify the three levels of management. What is the focus 
of managers at each level?

 6. In what areas can managers specialize? From what area 
do top managers typically come?

 7. What skills do managers need? Give examples of how 
managers use these skills to do their jobs.

 8. What are three styles of leadership? Describe situations in 
which each style would be appropriate.

 9. Explain the steps in the decision-making process.

 10. What is the mathematical formula for perfect 
management? What do managers spend most of their time 
doing?

Get Involved 

 1. Give examples of the activities that each of the following 
managers might be involved in if he or she worked for the 
Coca-Cola Company:

Financial manager
Production and operations manager

Personnel manager
Marketing manager
Administrative manager
Information technology manager
Foreman
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 2. Interview a small sample of managers, attempting to 
include representatives from all three levels and all areas 
of management. Discuss their daily activities and relate 
these activities to the management functions of planning, 
organizing, staffi ng, directing, and controlling. What skills 
do the managers say they need to carry out their tasks?

 3. You are a manager of a fi rm that manufactures 
conventional ovens. Over the past several years, sales of 
many of your products have declined; this year, your losses 
may be quite large. Using the steps of the decision-making 
process, briefl y describe how you arrive at a strategy for 
correcting the situation.

Build Your Skills 
Functions of Management

Background
Although the text describes each of the fi ve 
management functions separately, you learned 
that these fi ve functions are interrelated, and 
managers sometimes perform two or more of 

them at the same time. Here you will broaden your perspective 
of how these functions occur simultaneously in management 
activities.

Task
1.   Imagine that you are the manager in each scenario de-

scribed in the following table and you have to decide which 
management function(s) to use in each.

2.   Mark your answers using the following codes:

Codes Management Functions

P Planning

O Organizing

S Staffi ng

D Directing

C Controlling

No. Scenario Answer(s)

1 Your group’s work is centered on a project that is due in two months. Although everyone is working on the 
project, you have observed your employees involved in what you believe is excessive socializing and other 
time-fi lling behaviors. You decide to meet with the group to have them help you break down the project into 
smaller subprojects with mini-deadlines. You believe this will help keep the group members focused on the 
project and that the quality of the fi nished project will then refl ect the true capabilities of your group.

2 Your fi rst impression of the new group you’ll be managing is not too great. You tell your friend at dinner after 
your fi rst day on the job: “Looks like I got a baby sitting job instead of a management job.”

3 You call a meeting of your work group and begin it by letting them know that a major procedure used by the 
work group for the past two years is being signifi cantly revamped, and your department will have to phase in 
the change during the next six weeks. You proceed by explaining to them the reasoning your boss gave you for 
this change. You then say, “Let’s take the next 5 to 10 minutes to let you voice your reactions to this change.” 
After 10 minutes elapse with the majority of comments being critical of the change, you say: “I appreciate each 
of you sharing your reactions; and I, too, recognize that all change creates problems. The way I see it, however, 
is that we can spend the remaining 45 minutes of our meeting focusing on why we don’t want the change 
and why we don’t think it’s necessary; or we can work together to come up with viable solutions to solve the 
problems that implementing this change will most likely create.” After about fi ve more minutes of comments 
being exchanged, the consensus of the group is that the remainder of the meeting needs to be focused on 
how to deal with the potential problems the group anticipates having to deal with as the new procedure is 
implemented.

4 You are preparing for the annual budget allocation meetings to be held in the plant manager’s offi ce next week. 
You are determined to present a strong case to support your department getting money for some high-tech 
equipment that will help your employees do their jobs better. You will stand fi rm against any suggestions of 
budget cuts in your area.
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5 Early in your career, you learned an important lesson about employee selection. One of the nurses on your fl oor 
unexpectedly quit. The other nurses were putting pressure on you to fi ll the position quickly because they were 
overworked even before the nurse left, and then things were really bad. After a hasty recruitment effort, you 
made a decision based on insuffi cient information. You ended up regretting your quick decision during the three 
months of problems that followed until you fi nally had to discharge the new hire. Since then, you have never let 
anybody pressure you into making a quick hiring decision.

Solve the Dilemma 
Making Infi nity Computers Competitive

Infi nity Computers Inc. produces notebook com-
puters, which it sells through direct mail catalog 
companies under the Infi nity name and in some 
retail computer stores under their private brand 
names. Infi nity’s products are not signifi cantly dif-

ferent from competitors’, nor do they have extra product- enhancing 
features, although they are very price competitive. The strength of 
the company has been its CEO and president, George Anderson, 
and a highly motivated, loyal workforce. The fi rm’s weakness is 
having too many employees and too great a reliance on one prod-
uct. The fi rm switched to computers with the Intel Core i5 proces-
sors after it saw a decline in its netbook computer sales.

Recognizing that the strategies that initially made the fi rm 
successful are no longer working effectively, Anderson wants 

to reorganize the company to make it more responsive and 
competitive and to cut costs. The threat of new technological 
developments and current competitive conditions could elimi-
nate Infi nity.

Discussion Questions
 1. Evaluate Infi nity’s current situation and analyze its 

strengths and weaknesses.

 2. Evaluate the opportunities for Infi nity, including using its 
current strategy, and propose alternative strategies.

 3. Suggest a plan for Infi nity to compete successfully over 
the next 10 years.

Build Your Business Plan 
The Nature of Management

The fi rst thing you need to be thinking about is 
“What is the mission of your business? What is 
the shared vision your team members have for 
this business? How do you know if there is de-
mand for this particular business?” Remember, 

you need to think about the customer’s ability and willingness to 
try this particular product.

Think about the various processes or stages of your busi-
ness in the creation and selling of your good, or service. What 

functions need to be performed for these processes to be com-
pleted? These functions might include buying, receiving, selling, 
customer service, and/or merchandising.

Operationally, if you are opening up a retail establishment, 
how do you plan to provide your customers with superior cus-
tomer service? What hours will your customers expect you to be 
open? At this point in time, how many employees are you think-
ing you will need to run your business? Do you (or one of your 
partners) need to be there all the time to supervise?

LO 6-6
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See for Yourself Videocase 
Planning Drives the Success of Ford Fusion

The release of the Ford Fusion was the culmina-
tion of six years of planning, implementation, 
and monitoring. Before the process began, top 
managers established the mission for the new 
vehicle as “the most talked about car of 2012.” 

This guided the strategic plan during various levels of the proj-
ect. The three goals for driving this strategy were to (1) become 
the company’s highest volume car in order to gain market share, 
(2) offer customers unparalleled levels of choice, and (3) have 
green offerings.

When Alan Mulally became CEO, he instituted the One Ford 
Strategy. The One Ford Strategy unites the operations of the 
company through four clear objectives. The fi rst objective in-
volves having the ability to adapt to the current status of demand 
and change the model mix to achieve operational profi tability. 
The second focuses on the rate of new product development 
while keeping customers’ wants and values in mind. The third 
objective aims toward the improvement of fi nancial planning. 
The fi nal objective is focused on teamwork. This plan has helped 
the company focus their efforts and work together through a 
single approach toward the same goals. The plan also encour-
ages measuring activities based on customer satisfaction and 
the happiness of employees and business partners. This allows 
the company to create high-quality, environmentally friendly, 
safe, and smart vehicles; create a durable and stable business; 
and contribute to the improvement of the world through sustain-
ability efforts.

The One Ford Plan facilitated the collaboration between 
marketing and product development for the Ford Fusion proj-
ect. This ensured the fi nal product was cohesive both in design 
and market positioning. This collaboration was especially im-
portant to the execution of tactical plans for this project. The 
tactical plans focused on suppliers, design, parts needed, and 
marketing plans (channels that would be used, which audience 
would be targeted, and the determination of communication ob-
jectives). Furthermore, the team developed plans for potential 
capacity issues such as shutdowns or ramp-ups, as well as for 
scenarios in which there would be an over- or undersupply. 

It is not enough to simply create plans—measuring the 
effects of a plan is imperative to successful execution. Ford 
uses a system called Launch Readiness, which began about 
two years before the launch with phase 1 or LR1. For exam-
ple, Ford’s marketing department measured consumer inter-
est months before the Fusion was introduced onto the market 
by holding events and using “Build and Price” on Ford.com. 
This allowed customers to log on to the website and choose 

features, colors, and prices of the new vehicle. The company 
measured customer interest by determining how many people 
logged onto to the website and used Build and Price. The Fu-
sion generated 1.6 million interactions, which was signifi cantly 
more interest than any other vehicle generated. This phase also 
measured the various aspects of quality present in suppliers, 
design, and parts.     

The operational part of planning is encompassed by LR2, the 
next phase in Launch Readiness. This phase focuses on execu-
tion and is informed by the previous phase. Details on the spe-
cifi cs of plans are established and refi ned, such as what events 
the company will attend and how they will use Facebook. This 
phase precedes the Final Status Review. Each of these phases 
serves as an overall control process for the entire project, and 
all phases are considered to be milestones that determine the 
project’s progress. 

The results of the Ford Fusion launch exceeded the com-
pany’s aggressive expectations, and these signifi cant results 
can be attributed to the level of planning the company engaged 
in. The Ford Fusion became one of the company’s best-selling 
vehicles, second only to the popular F-150 pickup truck. The 
company also achieved another one of its goals by gaining two 
points in market share as a result of its new product launch. This 
is especially signifi cant as a successful gain in market share in 
the automobile industry is one-tenth of a percentage point. 

The Ford Fusion became one of the most popular vehicles 
in the mid-sized sedan segment because it offered consumers 
more luxury and choices than were previously available. They 
were able to choose from four different types of engines and 
two types of transmissions (6-speed automatic or manual). The 
Fusion also propelled the company toward one of its long-term 
strategic goals to offer economically friendly vehicles, which 
Ford has continued to introduce to the market.39

Discussion Questions
 1. How did Ford use strategic and tactical planning in its 

launch of the Ford Fusion? 

 2. How did the companywide One Ford Plan contribute to the 
project-specifi c Launch Readiness plan?

 3. What was the role of implementation in the success of the 
Ford Fusion? 

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.
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Team Exercise 
Form groups and assign the responsibility of locating examples 
of crisis management implementation for companies dealing 
with natural disasters (explosions, fi res, earthquakes, etc.), 
technology disasters (viruses, plane crashes, compromised 

customer data, etc.), or ethical or legal disasters. How did these 
companies communicate with key stakeholders? What mea-
sures did the company take to provide support to those involved 
in the crisis? Report your fi ndings to the class.
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Enter the World of Business

CarMax Uses Decentralized Structure to 
Support Teamwork
In 1991, some executives from Circuit City decided to test-launch a new busi-

ness idea for a used car company termed Project X. Two years later, CarMax 

was offi cially launched. CarMax makes it a priority to develop satisfi ed employ-

ees. The company has a decentralized structure where employees are encour-

aged to submit recommendations and develop leadership skills. Over the past 

20 years, CarMax has grown to 119 stores with 18,000 employees. In 2013, 

CarMax was listed as one of Fortune’s Best Companies to Work For.

CarMax uses RFID technology to track how long cars sit in the lot, exten-

sive sales data to determine inventory needs accurately, and a fl at commission 

compensation system so salespeople will promote the cars that best meet 

customer needs rather than trying to sell the most expensive car.

Tom Folliard, the CEO of CarMax, learned that developing a decentralized 

corporate culture focusing on teamwork and employee empowerment generates 

positive results. CarMax prides itself on being founded on fundamental principles 

that every store must abide by. Values include respect, communication, customer 

focus, and teamwork. CarMax believes that employees who work together are 

able to place the customer fi rst and serve their best interests. Folliard stays 

accessible for employees through town hall meetings and steak cookouts.

With this type of company culture, employees are able to feel a sense of 

ownership and high levels of contribution to the company. This allows for 

employees to hold themselves to higher standards, resulting in higher work 

performance. In an industry that has a certain stigma about car salespeople, 

CarMax’s focus of empowering employees to provide quality customer service 

and take ownership of the company has revolutionized the used car industry.1
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Introduction
An organization’s structure determines how well it makes decisions and responds to 

problems, and it infl uences employees’ attitudes toward their work. A suitable struc-

ture can minimize a business’s costs and maximize its effi ciency. Even companies that 

operate within the same industry may utilize different organizational structures. For 

example, in the consumer electronics industry, Samsung is organized as a conglomer-

ate with separate business units or divisions. Samsung is largely decentralized. Apple, 

under CEO Tim Cook, has moved from a hierarchical structure to a more collabora-

tive approach between divisions.2

Because a business’s structure can so profoundly affect its success, this chapter 

will examine organizational structure in detail. First, we discuss how an organiza-

tion’s culture affects its operations. Then we consider the development of structure, 

including how tasks and responsibilities are organized through specialization and de-

partmentalization. Next, we explore some of the forms organizational structure may 

take. Finally, we consider communications within business.

Organizational Culture
One of the most important aspects of organizing a business is determining its 

 organizational culture, a fi rm’s shared values, beliefs, traditions, philosophies, rules, 

and role models for behavior. Also called corporate culture, an organizational culture 

exists in every organization, regardless of size, organizational type, product, or profi t 

objective. Sometimes behaviors, programs, and policies enhance and support the or-

ganizational culture. Netfl ix, for example, established a “freedom and responsibility 

culture,” which has become a culture code many Silicon Valley companies have used 

as a template for establishing their organizational cultures. One way Netfl ix expresses 

this culture is by not having a vacation policy. Employees are expected to be respon-

sible and disciplined while working, and in exchange, they are allowed the freedom 

to take vacation when they like and for as long as they like.3 A fi rm’s culture may be 

expressed formally through its mission statement, codes of ethics, memos, manuals, 

and ceremonies, but it is more commonly expressed informally. Examples of infor-

mal expressions of culture include dress codes (or the lack thereof), work habits, 

extracurricular activities, and stories. Employees often learn the accepted standards 

through discussions with co-workers.

TOMS Shoes’ organizational culture is determined by the founder’s desire to pro-

vide as many shoes as possible to children in developing countries (where shoeless 

children walk for miles to get water, food, and medical care). Blake Mycoskie gives 

hundreds of thousands of shoes to children around the world each year, creating a 

strong organizational culture of giving back and corporate social responsibility. His 

company operates with a program that for every pair of shoes purchased, a pair will 

be donated to children in need.4 Disneyland/DisneyWorld and McDonald’s have orga-

nizational cultures focused on cleanliness, value, and service. The company Zappos.

com created a culture of “fun and a little weirdness.” The company has a fl exible work 

environment with very few rules, and employees are encouraged to socialize and en-

gage in unique activities (such as ringing cowbells when visitors arrive). Zappos’ goal 

is to make both employees and customers feel good. Customer service is such a must 

at Zappos that new hires must work for one month at a call center, even if the new em-

ployees are not going to be interacting with customers normally.5 When such values 

organizational culture
a fi rm’s shared values, beliefs, 
traditions, philosophies, rules, 
and role models for behavior
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and philosophies are shared by all members of an or-

ganization, they will be expressed in its relationships 

with stakeholders. However, organizational cultures 

that lack such positive values may result in employ-

ees who are unproductive and indifferent and have 

poor attitudes, which will be refl ected externally to 

customers. The corporate culture may have contrib-

uted to the misconduct at a number of well-known 

companies. A survey found that executives in fi nan-

cial and technology companies are mostly cut-throat 

in collecting intelligence about competition, creating 

a corporate culture in which unethical acts might be 

tolerated if it means beating the competition.7

Organizational culture helps ensure that all mem-

bers of a company share values and suggests rules for 

how to behave and deal with problems within the or-

ganization. Table 7.1 confi rms that executives in this 

study believe that corporate culture has a signifi cant 

impact on organizational performance and the ability 

to retain good employees. The key to success in any 

organization is satisfying stakeholders, especially 

customers. Establishing a positive organizational 

culture sets the tone for all other decisions, including 

building an effi cient organizational structure.

Companies Embracing Greater Employee Interaction
Getting rid of cubicles, creating inconvenient work spaces, 
and eliminating work-from-home programs are some of the 
methods being used by companies to increase collabora-
tion, communication, and teamwork. Yahoo! and Best Buy, for 
 example, have eliminated their work-from-home programs to 
increase face-to-face interaction among employees. Studies 
have shown that employee interaction leads to more innova-
tive ideas.

Google and Zappos are among those companies taking 
the lead in using their space to encourage collaboration and 
innovation. Both are designing new buildings with smaller 
workspaces and break rooms and narrower hallways so 
employees will see each other more often and have more 
opportunity for chance discussions. Zappos CEO Tony Hsieh 
is purposefully designing inconvenience into the new Zappos 
headquarters so that employees will have to interact with one 
another. Campbell’s Soup is removing cubicles and installing 

more common spaces to increase employee teamwork and 
problem-solving.

Other companies are installing interactive devices in 
 elevators where silence is usually the norm. Salesforce.com 
is installing a lunch button kiosk. Employees can push a but-
ton on the kiosk, and the kiosk matches a fellow co-worker 
that shares a common interest with the employee. The em-
ployee can then invite that person to lunch—and a new rela-
tionship is formed. This increase in interaction is anticipated 
to improve communication and relationships in companies.6

Discussion Questions
 1. Describe methods some companies are using to increase 

employee interaction.
 2. Why is it important that employees interact with one another?
 3. Do you feel that the disadvantages of work-from-home pro-

grams are higher than their benefi ts?

Responding to Business Challenges

The organizational structure at TOMS Shoes consists of two parts. The 
for-profi t component of the company manages overall operations. Its 
nonprofi t component, Friends of TOMS, is responsible for volunteer 
activities and shoe donations. 
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Developing Organizational Structure
Structure is the arrangement or relationship of positions within an organization. 

Rarely is an organization, or any group of individuals working together, able to 

achieve  common objectives without some form of structure, whether that structure is 

explicitly defi ned or only implied. A professional baseball team such as the  Colorado 

 Rockies is a business organization with an explicit formal structure that guides 

the team’s activities so that it can increase game attendance, win games, and sell 

 souvenirs such as T-shirts. But even an informal group playing softball for fun has an 

organization that specifi es who will pitch, catch, bat, coach, and so on. Governments 

and nonprofi t organizations also have formal organizational structures to facilitate 

the achievement of their objectives. Getting people to work together effi ciently and 

coordinating the skills of diverse individuals require careful planning. Developing 

 appropriate organizational structures is therefore a major challenge for managers in 

both large and small organizations.

An organization’s structure develops when managers assign work tasks and activi-

ties to specifi c individuals or work groups and coordinate the diverse activities required 

to reach the fi rm’s objectives. When Macy’s, for example, has a sale, the store man-

ager must work with the advertising department to make the public aware of the sale, 

with department managers to ensure that extra salespeople are scheduled to handle the 

increased customer traffi c, and with merchandise buyers to ensure that enough sale 

merchandise is available to meet expected consumer demand. All the people occupy-

ing these positions must work together to achieve the store’s objectives.

The best way to begin to understand how organizational structure develops is to 

consider the evolution of a new business such as a clothing store. At fi rst, the busi-

ness is a sole proprietorship in which the owner does everything—buys, prices, and 

displays the merchandise; does the accounting and tax records; and assists custom-

ers. As the business grows, the owner hires a salesperson and perhaps a merchandise 

buyer to help run the store. As the business continues to grow, the owner hires more 

salespeople. The growth and success of the business now require the owner to be away 

from the store frequently, meeting with suppliers, engaging in public relations, and 

attending trade shows. Thus, the owner must designate someone to manage the sales-

people and maintain the accounting, payroll, and tax functions. If the owner decides to 

expand by opening more stores, still more managers will be needed.  Figure 7.1 shows 

these stages of growth with three organizational charts (visual displays of organiza-

tional structure, chain of command, and other relationships).

LO 7-1

structure
the arrangement or 
relationship of positions 
within an organization

organizational chart
a visual display of the 
organizational structure, 
lines of authority (chain of 
command), staff relationships, 
permanent committee 
arrangements, and lines of 
communication

TABLE 7.1
Attitudes and Behaviors 

Associated with Corporate 

Cultures

Employees Who View 
Their Culture Negatively

Employees Who View 
Their Culture Positively

Committed toward organization 17% 86%

Satisfi ed with organization 13 87

Likely to recommend their organization 
to others

13 88

Intend to leave the organizations 63 10

Alignment with leadership  8 59

N = 236 management and human resources professionals from U.S. companies with more than 100 employees.

Source: Survey conducted by Critical Metrics LLC, CR Magazine 3, June 2012, www.thecro.com/content/quantifying-corporate-culture.
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Growth requires organizing—the structuring of human, physical, and fi nancial 

resources to achieve objectives in an effective and effi cient manner. Growth neces-

sitates hiring people who have specialized skills. With more people and greater spe-

cialization, the organization needs to develop a formal structure to function effi ciently. 

Imagine the various organizational changes that Nokia has undergone. It was founded 

in 1865 as a paper mill in Finland and has become a global telecommunications com-

pany serving more than 1 billion customers. During its history, the company has trans-

formed itself various times—including as a rubber company, television maker, and a 

cable company—each time changing the organizational structure to accommodate its 

business.8 As we shall see, structuring an organization requires that management as-

sign work tasks to specifi c individuals and departments and assign responsibility for 

the achievement of specifi c organizational objectives.

Assigning Tasks
For a business to earn profi ts from the sale of its products, its managers must 

fi rst determine what activities are required to achieve its objectives. At Celestial 

Seasonings, for example, employees must purchase herbs from suppliers, dry the 

herbs and place them in tea bags, package and label the tea, and then ship the 

packages to grocery stores around the country. Other necessary activities include 

negotiating with supermarkets and other retailers for display space, developing 

new products, planning advertising, managing fi nances, and managing employees. 

All these activities must be coordinated, assigned to work groups, and controlled. 

Two important aspects of assigning these work activities are specialization and 

departmentalization.

Specialization
After identifying all activities that must be accomplished, managers then break these 

activities down into specifi c tasks that can be handled by individual employees. This 

division of labor into small, specifi c tasks and the assignment of employees to do a 

single task is called specialization.

LO 7-2

specialization
the division of labor into 
small, specifi c tasks and the 
assignment of employees to 
do a single task

FIGURE 7.1 The Evolution of a Clothing Store, Phases 1, 2, and 3
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The rationale for specializa-

tion is effi ciency. People can 

perform more effi ciently if they 

master just one task rather than all 

tasks. In The Wealth of Nations,
18th-century economist Adam 

Smith discussed specialization, 

using the manufacture of straight 

pins as an example. Individually, 

workers could produce 20 pins a 

day when each employee produced 

complete pins. Thus, 10 employ-

ees working independently of each 

other could produce 200 pins a day. 

However, when one worker drew 

the wire, another straightened it, 

a third cut it, and a fourth ground 

the point, 10 workers could pro-

duce 48,000 pins per day.9 To save 

money and achieve the benefi ts of specialization, some companies outsource and hire 

temporary workers to provide key skills. Many highly skilled, diverse, experienced 

workers are available through temp agencies.

Specialization means workers do not waste time shifting from one job to another, 

and training is easier. However, effi ciency is not the only motivation for specialization. 

Specialization also occurs when the activities that must be performed within an orga-

nization are too numerous for one person to handle. Recall the example of the clothing 

store. When the business was young and small, the owner could do everything; but 

when the business grew, the owner needed help waiting on customers, keeping the 

books, and managing other business activities.

Overspecialization can have negative consequences. Employees may become bored 

and dissatisfi ed with their jobs, and the result of their unhappiness is likely to be poor 

quality work, more injuries, and high employee turnover. In extreme cases,  employees 

in crowded specialized electronic plants are unable to form working relationships 

with one another. At Foxconn, a multinational electronics manufacturing fi rm and 

one of the suppliers of Apple iPhones and iPads, lack of working relationships, long 

work hours, low pay, and other conditions resulted in employee dissatisfaction and, 

tragically, depression and even suicide.10 This is why some manufacturing fi rms allow 

job rotation so that employees do not become dissatisfi ed and leave. Although some 

degree of specialization is necessary for effi ciency, because of differences in skills, 

abilities, and interests, all people are not equally suited for all jobs. We examine some 

strategies to overcome these issues in Chapter 9.

Departmentalization
After assigning specialized tasks to individuals, managers next organize workers 

doing similar jobs into groups to make them easier to manage.  Departmentalization is 

the grouping of jobs into working units usually called departments, units, groups, or 

divisions. As we shall see, departments are commonly organized by function, prod-

uct, geographic region, or customer (Figure  7.2). Most companies use more than 

one departmentalization plan to enhance productivity. For instance, many consumer 

departmentalization
the grouping of jobs into 
working units usually called 
departments, units, groups, 
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goods manufacturers have departments for specifi c product lines (beverages, frozen 

dinners, canned goods, and so on) as well as departments dealing with legal, purchas-

ing, fi nance, human resources, and other business functions. For smaller companies, 

accounting can be set up online, almost as an automated department. Accounting soft-

ware can handle electronic transfers so you never have to worry about a late bill. 

Many city governments also have departments for specifi c services (e.g., police, fi re, 

waste disposal) as well as departments for legal, human resources, and other business 

functions. Figure 7.3 depicts the organizational chart for the city of Corpus Christi, 

Texas, showing these departments.
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Functional Departmentalization. Functional departmentalization groups 

jobs that perform similar functional activities, such as fi nance, manufacturing, mar-

keting, and human resources. Each of these functions is managed by an expert in the 

work done by the department—an engineer supervises the production department; a 

fi nancial executive supervises the fi nance department. This approach is common in 

small organizations. Green Mountain Coffee is departmentalized into six functions: 

sales and marketing, operations, human resources, fi nance, information systems, and 

social responsibility. A weakness of functional departmentalization is that, because it 

tends to emphasize departmental units rather than the organization as a whole, deci-

sion making that involves more than one department may be slow, and it requires 

greater coordination. Thus, as businesses grow, they tend to adopt other approaches 

to organizing jobs.
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Source: “City of Corpus Christi Organizational Chart,” City of Corpus Christi www.cctexas.com/fi les/g5/cityorgchart.pdf (accessed February 11, 2010).
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Product Departmentalization. Product departmentalization, as you might 

guess, organizes jobs around the products of the fi rm. Unilever has global units, 

 including personal care, foods, refreshment, and home care.11 Each division  develops 

and implements its own product plans, monitors the results, and takes corrective  action 

as necessary. Functional activities—production, fi nance, marketing, and  others—are 

located within each product division. Consequently, organizing by products dupli-

cates functions and resources and emphasizes the product rather than achievement 

of the organization’s overall objectives. However, it simplifi es decision making and 

helps coordinate all activities related to a product or product group.  PepsiCo Inc. is or-

ganized into four business units: (1) PepsiCo Americas Foods, which includes brands 

such as Frito-Lay North America, Quaker Foods North America, and all of its Latin 

American food and snack businesses; (2) PepsiCo Americas Beverages, which in-

cludes the Mountain Dew, Lipton, and Tropicana brands; (3) PepsiCo Europe, which 

includes regional brands like Wimm-Bill-Dann and Marbo as well as all beverage, 

food, and snack businesses in Europe and South Africa; and (4) PepsiCo Asia, Middle 

East and Africa, which includes all beverage, food, and snack businesses in these 

regions. PepsiCo has actually adopted a combination of two types of departmental-

ization. While it clearly separates foods from beverages in the Americas, the com-

pany chooses to divide its segments into geographic regions—a type of geographic 

departmentalization.12

Geographical Departmentalization. Geographical departmentalization 

groups jobs according to geographic location, such as a state, region, country, or 

continent. Diageo, the premium beverage company known for brands such as Johnny 

Walker and Tanqueray, is organized into fi ve geographic regions, allowing the 

 company to get closer to its customers and respond more quickly and effi ciently to 

regional competitors.13 Multinational corporations often use a geographical  approach 

because of vast differences between different regions. Coca-Cola, General Motors, 

and Caterpillar are organized by region. However, organizing by region requires a 

large administrative staff and control system to coordinate operations, and tasks are 

duplicated among the different regions.

Customer Departmentalization. Customer departmentalization arranges 

jobs around the needs of various types of customers. Proctor & Gamble, for example, 

recently restructured their business divisions according to types of customers: global 

baby, feminine and family care; global beauty; global health and grooming; and global 

fabric and home care. This allows the company to address the unique requirements of 

each group.14 Airlines, such as British Airways and Delta, provide prices and services 

customized for either business/frequent travelers or infrequent/vacationing custom-

ers. Customer departmentalization, like geographical departmentalization, does not 

focus on the organization as a whole and therefore requires a large administrative staff 

to coordinate the operations of the various groups.

Assigning Responsibility
After all workers and work groups have been assigned their tasks, they must be given 

the responsibility to carry them out. Management must determine to what extent it 

will delegate responsibility throughout the organization and how many employees 

will report to each manager.
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Delegation of Authority
Delegation of authority means not only giving tasks to employees but also empower-

ing them to make commitments, use resources, and take whatever actions are neces-

sary to carry out those tasks. Let’s say a marketing manager at Nestlé has assigned 

an employee to design a new package that is less wasteful (more environmentally 

responsible) than the current package for one of the company’s frozen dinner lines. To 

carry out the assignment, the employee needs access to information and the author-

ity to make certain decisions on packaging materials, costs, and so on. Without the 

authority to carry out the assigned task, the employee would have to get the approval 

of others for every decision and every request for materials.

As a business grows, so do the number and complexity of decisions that must be 

made; no one manager can handle them all. Nordstrom delegates authority to its cus-

tomer service personnel by telling them to use their best judgment when dealing with 

customers. This allows employees to offer the best tailored service to each individual 

customer and is one reason the retailer is known for its superior customer service.15 

Delegation of authority frees a manager to concentrate on larger issues, such as plan-

ning or dealing with problems and opportunities.

Delegation also gives a responsibility, or obligation, to employees to carry out 

assigned tasks satisfactorily and holds them accountable for the proper execution of 

their assigned work. The principle of accountability means that employees who ac-

cept an assignment and the authority to carry it out are answerable to a superior for 

the outcome. Returning to the Nestlé example, if the packaging design prepared by 

the employee is unacceptable or late, the employee must accept the blame. If the new 

design is innovative, attractive, and cost-effi cient, as well as environmentally respon-

sible, or is completed ahead of schedule, the employee will accept the credit.

The process of delegating authority establishes a pattern of relationships and ac-

countability between a superior and his or her subordinates. The president of a fi rm 

delegates responsibility for all marketing activities to the vice president of marketing. 

The vice president accepts this responsibility and has the authority to obtain all rel-

evant information, make certain decisions, and delegate any or all activities to his or 

her subordinates. The vice president, in turn, delegates all advertising activities to the 

advertising manager, all sales activities to the sales manager, and so on. These manag-

ers then delegate specifi c tasks to their subordinates. However, the act of delegating au-

thority to a subordinate does not relieve the superior of accountability for the delegated 

job. Even though the vice president of marketing delegates work to subordinates, he or 

she is still ultimately accountable to the president for all marketing activities.

Degree of Centralization
The extent to which authority is delegated throughout an organization determines its 

degree of centralization.

Centralized Organizations. In a centralized organization, authority is con-

centrated at the top, and very little decision-making authority is delegated to lower 

levels. Although decision-making authority in centralized organizations rests with 

top levels of management, a vast amount of responsibility for carrying out daily and 

routine procedures is delegated to even the lowest levels of the organization. Many 

government organizations, including the U.S. Army, the Postal Service, and the IRS, 

are centralized.

Businesses tend to be more centralized when the decisions to be made are risky and 

when low-level managers are not highly skilled in decision making. In the banking 
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industry, for example, authority to make routine car loans is given to all loan manag-

ers, while the authority to make high-risk loans, such as for a large residential devel-

opment, may be restricted to upper-level loan offi cers.

Overcentralization can cause serious problems for a company, in part because it 

may take longer for the organization as a whole to implement decisions and to respond 

to changes and problems on a regional scale. McDonald’s, for example, was one of 

the last chains to introduce a chicken sandwich because of the amount of research, 

development, test marketing, and layers of approval the product had to go through.

Decentralized Organizations. A decentralized organization is one in 

which decision-making authority is delegated as far down the chain of command as 

possible. Decentralization is characteristic of organizations that operate in complex, 

unpredictable environments. Businesses that face intense competition often decen-

tralize to improve responsiveness and enhance creativity. Lower-level managers who 

interact with the external environment often develop a good understanding of it and 

thus are able to react quickly to changes. Johnson & Johnson has a very decentralized, 

fl at organizational structure.

Delegating authority to lower levels of managers may increase the organiza-

tion’s productivity. Decentralization requires that lower-level managers have strong 

 decision- making skills. In recent years, the trend has been toward more decentralized 

organizations, and some of the largest and most successful companies, including GE, 

IBM, Google, and Nike, have decentralized decision-making authority. McDonald’s, 

Taco Bell, and Pizza Hut have established themselves in the growing Indian market 

by decentralizing operations by varying products in specifi c markets to better meet 

customer demands. McDonald’s, for example, has implemented spicy and vegetarian 

menu options in India to appeal to the native tastes. Becoming decentralized can be dif-

fi cult for a fast-food restaurant that relies on standardized processes and core products. 

Burger King’s core offering, the Whopper, will not likely be well accepted in India 

because beef is rarely eaten. Some suggest the chain should offer vegetarian pizza since 

it is popular in India. Diversity and decentralization are the keys to being better, not just 

bigger.17 Nonprofi t organizations benefi t from decentralization as well.
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Nota Bene
Founders: Amy Bass and Evvy Diamond
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$500,000 in annual revenues.

The stationery shop Nota Bene was founded through the 
collaboration between the skills and interests of two friends, 
Amy Bass and Evvy Diamond. Diamond, who had had a life-
long attraction to stationery, started designing note cards 
when her children left for college. After an unsuccessful 
effort to sell her craft at a stationery show, she realized she 

needed a different outlet and a significant investment in order 
to properly sell her designs. Diamond sparked the interest of 
her friend Amy, who had business experience, and together 
they invested their money and started the business full-time 
in 2007. They formed a group with complementary skills 
in business and design and differentiated themselves from 
their competition by offering original designs, customization, 
and in-depth personal interaction with their customers. For 
instance, the entrepreneurs frequently meet with brides after-
hours to go over their needs for wedding announcements. Five 
years after its creation, the company is generating $500,000 
in annual revenues despite intense online competition.16

Entrepreneurship in Action
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Span of Management
How many subordinates should a manager manage? There is no simple answer. 

 Experts generally agree, however, that top managers should not directly supervise more 

than four to eight people, while lower-level managers who supervise routine tasks are 

 capable of managing a much larger number of subordinates. For example, the manager 

of the fi nance department may supervise 25 employees, whereas the vice president of 

fi nance may supervise only fi ve managers. Span of management refers to the number 

of subordinates who report to a particular manager. A wide span of management exists 

when a manager directly supervises a very large number of employees. A narrow span 
of management exists when a manager directly supervises only a few subordinates 

(Figure 7.4). At Whole Foods, the best employees are recruited and placed in small 

teams. Employees are empowered to discount, give away, and sample products, as 

well as to assist in creating a respectful workplace where goals are achieved, individual 

employees succeed, and customers are core in business decisions. Whole Foods teams 

get to vote on new employee hires as well. This approach allows Whole Foods to offer 

unique and “local market” experiences in each of its stores. This level of customization 

is in contrast to more centralized national supermarket chains such as Kroger, Safeway, 

and Publix.18

Should the span of management be wide or narrow? To answer this question, 

several factors need to be considered. A narrow span of management is appropriate 

when superiors and subordinates are not in close proximity, the manager has many 

responsibilities in addition to the supervision, the interaction between superiors and 

subordinates is frequent, and problems are common. However, when superiors 

and subordinates are located close to one another, the manager has few responsibili-

ties other than supervision, the level of interaction between superiors and subordinates 

is low, few problems arise, subordinates are highly competent, and a set of specifi c 

operating procedures governs the activities of managers and their subordinates, a wide 

span of management will be more appropriate. Narrow spans of management are typi-

cal in centralized organizations, while wide spans of management are more common 

in decentralized fi rms.

Organizational Layers
Complementing the concept of span of management is organizational layers, the 

levels of management in an organization. A company with many layers of man-

agers is considered tall; in a tall organization, the span of management is narrow 

(see Figure 7.4). Because each manager supervises only a few subordinates, many 
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layers of management are necessary to carry out the operations of the business. 

McDonald’s, for example, has a tall organization with many layers, including store 

managers, district managers, regional managers, and functional managers (fi nance, 

marketing, and so on), as well as a chief executive offi cer and many vice presidents. 

Because there are more managers in tall organizations than in fl at organizations, ad-

ministrative costs are usually higher. Communication is slower because information 

must pass through many layers.

Organizations with few layers are fl at and have wide spans of management. When 

managers supervise a large number of employees, fewer management layers are needed 

to conduct the organization’s activities. Managers in fl at organizations typically per-

form more administrative duties than managers in tall organizations because there are 

fewer of them. They also spend more time supervising and working with subordinates.

Many of the companies that have decentralized also fl attened their structures and 

widened their spans of management, often by eliminating layers of middle manage-

ment. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Johnson & Johnson has both a decentral-

ized and fl at organizational structure. Other corporations, including Avon, AT&T, and 

Ford Motor Company, embraced a more decentralized structure to reduce costs, speed 

up decision making, and boost overall productivity.

Forms of Organizational Structure
Along with assigning tasks and the responsibility for carrying them out, managers 

must consider how to structure their authority relationships—that is, what structure 

the organization itself will have and how it will appear on the organizational chart. 

Common forms of organization include line structure, line-and-staff structure, multi-

divisional structure, and matrix structure.

Line Structure
The simplest organizational structure, line structure, has direct lines of authority 

that extend from the top manager to employees at the lowest level of the orga-

nization. For example, a convenience store employee at 7-Eleven may report to 

an assistant manager, who reports to the store manager, who reports to a regional 

manager, or, in an independent store, directly to the owner (Figure 7.5). This struc-

ture has a clear chain of command, which enables managers to make decisions 

quickly. A mid-level manager facing a decision must consult only one person, his or 

her  immediate supervisor. However, this structure requires that managers possess a 

wide range of knowledge and skills. They are responsible for a variety of activities 

and must be knowledgeable about them all. Line structures are most common in 

small businesses.
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Line-and-Staff Structure
The line-and-staff structure has a traditional line relationship between superiors and 

subordinates, and specialized managers—called staff managers—are available to as-

sist line managers (Figure 7.6). Line managers can focus on their area of expertise in 

the operation of the business, while staff managers provide advice and support to line 

departments on specialized matters such as fi nance, engineering, human resources, and 

the law. In the city of Corpus Christi (refer back for Figure 7.3), for example, assistant 

city managers are line managers who oversee groups of related departments. However, 

the city attorney, police chief, and fi re chief are effectively staff managers who report 

directly to the city manager (the city equivalent of a business chief executive offi cer). 

Staff managers do not have direct authority over line managers or over the line man-

ager’s subordinates, but they do have direct authority over subordinates in their own 

departments. However, line-and-staff organizations may experience problems with 

overstaffi ng and ambiguous lines of communication. Additionally, employees may be-

come frustrated because they lack the authority to carry out certain decisions.

Multidivisional Structure
As companies grow and diversify, traditional line structures become diffi cult to co-

ordinate, making communication diffi cult and decision making slow. When the 

weaknesses of the structure—the “turf wars,” miscommunication, and working at 

cross-purposes—exceed the benefi ts, growing fi rms tend to restructure, often into the 
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divisionalized form. A multidivisional structure organizes departments into larger 

groups called divisions. Just as departments might be formed on the basis of geog-

raphy, customer, product, or a combination of these, so too divisions can be formed 

based on any of these methods of organizing. Within each of these divisions, de-

partments may be organized by product, geographic region, function, or some 

combination of all three. Indra Nooyi, CEO of PepsiCo, rearranged the company’s 

organizational structure. Prior to her tenure, PepsiCo was organized geographi-

cally. She created new units—PepsiCo Americas Foods (PAF), PepsiCo Americas 

Beverages (PAB), PepsiCo Europe, and PepsiCo Asia, Middle East & Africa—that 

span international boundaries and make it easier for employees in different geographic 

regions to share business practices.19

Multidivisional structures permit delegation of decision-making authority, allow-

ing divisional and department managers to specialize. They allow those closest to the 

action to make the decisions that will affect them. Delegation of authority and divi-

sionalized work also mean that better decisions are made faster, and they tend to be 

more innovative. Most importantly, by focusing each division on a common region, 

product, or customer, each is more likely to provide products that meet the needs 

of its particular customers. However, the divisional structure inevitably creates work 

duplication, which makes it more diffi cult to realize the economies of scale that result 

from grouping functions together.

Matrix Structure
Another structure that attempts to address issues that arise with growth, diversifi ca-

tion, productivity, and competitiveness, is the matrix. A matrix structure, also called 

a project management structure, sets up teams from different departments, thereby 

creating two or more intersecting lines of authority (Figure  7.7). One of the fi rst 
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organizations to design and implement a matrix structure was the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration (NASA) for the space program because it needed to 

coordinate different projects at the same time. The matrix structure superimposes 

project-based departments on the more traditional, function-based departments. Proj-

ect teams bring together specialists from a variety of areas to work together on a 

single project, such as developing a new fi ghter jet. In this arrangement, employees 

are responsible to two managers—functional managers and project managers. Matrix 

structures are usually temporary: Team members typically go back to their functional 

or line department after a project is fi nished. However, more fi rms are becoming per-

manent matrix structures, creating and dissolving project teams as needed to meet 

customer needs. The aerospace industry was one of the fi rst to apply the matrix struc-

ture, but today it is used by universities and schools, accounting fi rms, banks, and 

organizations in other industries.

Matrix structures provide fl exibility, enhanced cooperation, and creativity, and 

they enable the company to respond quickly to changes in the environment by giving 

special attention to specifi c projects or problems. However, they are generally expen-

sive and quite complex, and employees may be confused as to whose authority has 

priority—the project manager’s or the immediate supervisor’s.

The Role of Groups and Teams 
in Organizations
Regardless of how they are organized, most of the essential work of business occurs in 

individual work groups and teams, so we’ll take a closer look at them now. Although 

some experts do not make a distinction between groups and teams, in recent years 

there has been a gradual shift toward an emphasis on teams and managing them to 

enhance individual and organizational success. Some experts now believe that highest 

productivity results only when groups become teams.20

Traditionally, a group has been defi ned as two or more individuals who communi-

cate with one another, share a common identity, and have a common goal. A team is 

a small group whose members have complementary skills; have a common purpose, 

goals, and approach; and hold themselves mutually accountable.21 All teams are groups, 

but not all groups are teams. Table 7.2 points out some important differences between 

them. Work groups emphasize individual work products, individual accountability, and 

even individual leadership. Salespeople working independently for the same company 

could be a work group. In contrast, work teams share leadership roles, have both indi-

vidual and mutual accountability, and create collective work products. In other words, 

a work group’s performance depends on what its members do as individuals, while 

a team’s performance is based on creating a knowledge  center and a competency to 

work together to accomplish a goal. On the other hand, it is also important for team 

members to retain their individuality and avoid becoming just “another face in the 

crowd.” According to former corporate lawyer and negotiations consultant Susan Cain, 

the purpose of teams should be toward collaboration versus collectivism. Although the 

team is working toward a common goal, it is important that all team members actively 

contribute their ideas and work together to achieve this common goal.22

The type of groups an organization establishes depends on the tasks it needs to ac-

complish and the situation it faces. Some specifi c kinds of groups and teams include 

committees, task forces, project teams, product-development teams, quality-assurance 

teams, and self-directed work teams. All of these can be virtual teams—employees in 
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different locations who rely on e-mail, audio conferencing, fax, Internet, videocon-

ferencing, or other technological tools to accomplish their goals. Virtual teams are 

 becoming a part of everyday business, with the number of employees working remotely 

from their employer increasing more than 80 percent in the last several years.23 Virtual 

teams have also opened up opportunities for different companies. Not only does Cisco 

Systems Inc. work in virtual teams, but the company makes networking technology to 

support video conferencing. At Cisco Europe, 10,000 employees across 21 countries 

developed a set of team operating principles to aid team collaboration.24

Committees
A committee is usually a permanent, formal group that does some specifi c task. For 

example, many fi rms have a compensation or fi nance committee to examine the ef-

fectiveness of these areas of operation as well as the need for possible changes. Ethics 

committees are formed to develop and revise codes of ethics, suggest methods for 

implementing ethical standards, and review specifi c issues and concerns.

Task Forces
A task force is a temporary group of employees responsible for bringing about a 

particular change. They typically come from across all departments and levels of an 

organization. Task force membership is usually based on expertise rather than organi-

zational position. Occasionally, a task force may be formed from individuals outside a 

company. Coca-Cola has often used task forces to address problems and provide rec-

ommendations for improving company practices or products. While some task forces 

might last a few months, others last for years. When Coca-Cola faced lawsuits alleging 

discrimination practices in hiring and promotion, it developed a fi ve-year task force 

to examine pay and promotion practices among minority employees. Its experiences 

helped Coca-Cola realize the advantages of having a cross-functional task force made 

up of employees from different departments, and it continued to use task forces to 
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TABLE 7.2
Differences between 

Groups and Teams

Working Group Team

Has strong, clearly focused leader Has shared leadership roles

Has individual accountability Has individual and group accountability

Has the same purpose as the broader 
organizational mission

Has a specifi c purpose that the team itself 
delivers

Creates individual work products Creates collective work products

Runs effi cient meetings Encourages open-ended discussion and active 
problem-solving meetings

Measures its effectiveness indirectly by its effects 
on others (e.g., fi nancial performance of the 
business)

Measures performance directly by assessing 
collective work products

Discusses, decides, and delegates Discusses, decides, and does real work together

Source: Robert Gatewood, Robert Taylor, and O. C. Ferrell, Management: Comprehension Analysis and Application, 1995, p. 427. 
Copyright © 1995 Richard D. Irwin, a Times Mirror Higher Education Group, Inc., company. Reproduced with permission of the 
McGraw-Hill Companies.
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tackle major company issues. Other companies that 

have also recognized the benefi ts of task forces in-

clude IBM, Prudential, and General Electric.25

Teams
Teams are becoming far more common in the U.S. 

workplace as businesses strive to enhance productiv-

ity and global competitiveness. In general, teams have 

the benefi t of being able to pool members’ knowledge 

and skills and make greater use of them than can in-

dividuals working alone. Team building is becoming 

increasingly popular in organizations, with around 

half of executives indicating their companies had 

team-building training. Teams require harmony, co-

operation, synchronized effort, and fl exibility to maximize their contribution.26 Teams 

can also create more solutions to problems than can individuals. Furthermore, team 

participation enhances employee  acceptance of, understanding of, and commitment to 

team goals. Teams motivate workers by providing internal rewards in the form of an 

enhanced sense of accomplishment for employees as they achieve more, and external 

rewards in the form of praise and certain perks. Consequently, they can help get work-

ers more involved. They can help companies be more innovative, and they can boost 

productivity and cut costs.

According to psychologist Ivan Steiner, team productivity peaks at about fi ve team 

members. People become less motivated and group coordination becomes more diffi -

cult after this size. Jeff Bezos, Amazon.com CEO, says that he has a “two-pizza rule”: 

If a team cannot be fed by two pizzas, it is too large. Keep teams small enough where 

everyone gets a piece of the action.27

Project Teams. Project teams are similar to task forces, but normally they run 

their operation and have total control of a specifi c work project. Like task forces, their 

membership is likely to cut across the fi rm’s hierarchy and be composed of people 

from different functional areas. They are almost always temporary, although a large 

project, such as designing and building a new airplane at Boeing Corporation, may 

last for years.

Product-development teams are a special type of project team formed to devise, 

design, and implement a new product. Sometimes product-development teams exist 

within a functional area—research and development—but now they more frequently 

include people from numerous functional areas and may even include customers 

to help ensure that the end product meets the customers’ needs. Intel informs their 

product development process through indirect input from customers. They have a 

social scientist on staff who leads a research team on how customers actually use 

products. This is done mainly by observation and asking questions. Once enough 

information is gathered, it is relayed to the product-development team and incorpo-

rated into their designs.28

Quality-Assurance Teams. Quality-assurance teams, sometimes called 

quality circles, are fairly small groups of workers brought together from throughout 

the organization to solve specifi c quality, productivity, or service problems. Although 

the quality circle term is not as popular as it once was, the concern about quality is 

stronger than ever. Companies such as IBM and Xerox as well as companies in the 

project teams
groups similar to task 
forces that normally run their 
operation and have total 
control of a specifi c work 
project

product-development 
teams
a specifi c type of project team 
formed to devise, design, and 
implement a new product

quality-assurance teams 
(or quality circles)
small groups of workers 
brought together from 
throughout the organization 
to solve specifi c quality, 
productivity, or service 
problems

At Google, small teams work 
on research and engineering 
projects that often last 6–12 
months. 
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automobile industry have used quality circles to shift the organization to a more par-

ticipative culture. The use of teams to address quality issues will no doubt continue to 

increase throughout the business world.

Self-directed Work Teams. A self-directed work team (SDWT) is a group of 

employees responsible for an entire work process or segment that delivers a product 

to an internal or external customer.30 SDWTs permit the fl exibility to change rapidly 

to meet the competition or respond to customer needs. The defi ning characteristic 

of an SDWT is the extent to which it is empowered or given authority to make and 

implement work decisions. Thus, SDWTs are designed to give employees a feeling 

of “ownership” of a whole job. Employees at 3M as well as an increasing number of 

companies encourage employees to be active to perform a function or operational 

task. With shared team responsibility for work outcomes, team members often have 

broader job assignments and cross-train to master other jobs, thus permitting greater 

team fl exibility.

Communicating in Organizations
Communication within an organization can fl ow in a variety of directions and from 

a number of sources, each using both oral and written forms of communication. The 

success of communication systems within the organization has a tremendous effect on 

the overall success of the fi rm. Communication mistakes 

can lower productivity and morale.

Alternatives to face-to-face communications—such 

as meetings—are growing, thanks to technology such as 

voice-mail, e-mail, social media, and online newsletters. 

Many companies use internal networks called intranets 

self-directed work team 
(SDWT)
a group of employees 
responsible for an entire 
work process or segment 
that delivers a product to an 
internal or external customer
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Numi Organic Tea Utilizes Teamwork to Increase Sustainability Initiatives
Numi Organic Tea was organized as a Benefi t (B) corporation 
in 1999 in Oakland, California. This benefi t status is a certi-
fi cation that implies the company adheres to strict environ-
mental and socially responsible standards. Numi, a dried lime 
that can be brewed as tea, is a staple in Iraq, the native home 
of the founders: brother-and-sister team Ahmed and Reem 
Rahim. The company incorporates the quadruple bottom line 
(people, planet, product, and profi t) into their business model 
with organic tea that is completely natural and ethically and 
environmentally sourced. In reaching their shared goals, the 
founders quickly learned that effective communication is a 
vital component. Having different communication styles, 
Ahmed taught Reem to be more outspoken with her ideas 
and criticisms, while Reem taught Ahmed the value of listen-
ing to others and considering their opinions.

They translated these lessons externally to build partner-
ships with various Fair Trade organizations to extend their 

reach. As a result, Numi became one of the world’s leaders in 
importing Fair Trade–certifi ed organic tea and achieved an-
nual sales of more than $20 million with a presence in almost 
40 countries. Face-to-face communication is heavily empha-
sized by the company. The founders frequently travel to the 
farms where the tea leaves are sourced to make sure farm-
ers are receiving competitive compensation and Fair Trade 
standards are met. 

Their values are also apparent in their packaging. 
Numi became the fi rst company to receive verifi cation of 
its packaging and tea bags by the Non-GMO Project with 
its all-natural, completely recyclable, and biodegradable 
hemp-based tea bags that are printed with soy-based inks. 
Many companies, especially in the United States, make 
packaging and tea bags from genetically modifi ed materi-
als such as genetically modifi ed corn and  petroleum-based 
nylon.29

Going Green

DID YOU KNOW? A survey of managers and executives 

found that they feel 28 percent of meetings are a waste of time 

and that information could be communicated more effectively 

using other methods.31
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to share information with employees. Intranets 

increase communication across different de-

partments and levels of management and help 

with the fl ow of everyday business activities. 

Another innovative approach is cloud com-

puting. Rather than using physical products, 

companies using cloud computing technology 

can access computing resources and informa-

tion over a network. Cloud computing allows 

companies to have more control over comput-

ing resources and can be less expensive than 

hardware or software. Salesforce.com uses 

cloud computing in its customer relationship 

management solutions.32 Companies can even 

integrate aspects of social media into their in-

tranets, allowing employees to post comments 

and pictures, participate in polls, and create group calendars. However, increased ac-

cess to the Internet at work has also created many problems, including employee 

abuse of company email and Internet access.33

Formal Communication
Formal channels of communication are intentionally defi ned and designed by the 

organization. They represent the fl ow of communication within the formal organi-

zational structure, as shown on organizational charts. Traditionally, formal commu-

nication patterns were classifi ed as vertical and horizontal, but with the increased 

use of teams and matrix structures, formal communication may occur in a number of 

patterns (Figure 7.8).

Upward communication fl ows from lower to higher levels of the organization 

and includes information such as progress reports, suggestions for improvement, in-

quiries, and grievances. Downward communication refers to the traditional fl ow of 

Yammer is a social network 
that companies can use to 
connect employees with 
one another.
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information from upper organizational levels to lower levels. This type of communi-

cation typically involves directions, the assignment of tasks and responsibilities, per-

formance feedback, and certain details about the organization’s strategies and goals. 

Speeches, policy and procedures manuals, employee handbooks, company leafl ets, 

telecommunications, and job descriptions are examples of downward communication.

Horizontal communication involves the exchange of information among colleagues 

and peers on the same organizational level, such as across or within departments. 

Horizontal information informs, supports, and coordinates activities both within the 

department and with other departments. At times, the business will formally require 

horizontal communication among particular organizational members, as is the case 

with task forces or project teams.

With more and more companies downsizing and increasing the use of self- managed 

work teams, many workers are being required to communicate with others in differ-

ent departments and on different levels to solve problems and coordinate work. When 

these individuals from different units and organizational levels communicate, it is 

diagonal communication.

Informal Communication Channels
Along with the formal channels of communication shown on an organizational chart, 

all fi rms communicate informally as well. Communication between friends, for in-

stance, cuts across department, division, and even management–subordinate boundar-

ies. Such friendships and other nonwork social relationships comprise the informal 
organization of a fi rm, and their impact can be great.

The most signifi cant informal communication occurs through the grapevine, an in-

formal channel of communication, separate from management’s formal, offi cial com-

munication channels. Grapevines exist in all organizations. Information passed along 

the grapevine may relate to the job or organization, or it may be gossip and rumors 

unrelated to either. The accuracy of grapevine information has been of great concern 

to managers.

Additionally, managers can turn the grapevine to their advantage. Using it as a 

“sounding device” for possible new policies is one example. Managers can obtain 

valuable information from the grapevine that could improve decision making. Some 

organizations use the grapevine to their advantage by fl oating ideas, soliciting feed-

back, and reacting accordingly. People love to gossip, and managers need to be aware 

that grapevines exist in every organization. Managers who understand how the grape-

vine works also can use it to their advantage by feeding it facts to squelch rumors and 

incorrect information.

Monitoring Communications
Technological advances and the increased use of electronic communication in the 

workplace have made monitoring its use necessary for most companies. Failing to 

monitor employees’ use of e-mail, social media, and the Internet can be costly. Many 

companies require that employees sign and follow a policy on appropriate Internet 

use. These agreements often require that employees will use corporate computers 

only for work-related activities. Additionally, several companies use software pro-

grams to monitor employee computer usage.34 Instituting practices that show respect 

for employee privacy but do not abdicate employer responsibility are increasingly 

necessary in today’s workplace. Several websites provide model policies and detailed 

guidelines for conducting electronic monitoring, including the Model Electronic Pri-

vacy Act on the American Civil Liberties Union site.

grapevine
an informal channel of 
communication, separate from 
management’s formal, offi cial 
communication channels
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Improving Communication Effectiveness
Without effective communication, the activities and overall productivity of projects, 

groups, teams, and individuals will be diminished. Communication is an important 

area for a fi rm to address at all levels of management. Apple supplier Foxconn is 

one example of how essential communication is to a fi rm. Despite criticisms of un-

fair labor conditions, the Fair Labor Association determined that Foxconn had formal 

procedures in place at its factories to prevent many major accidents. However, it con-

cluded that the fi rm had a communication problem. These procedures were not being 

communicated to the factory workers, contributing to unsafe practices and two tragic 

explosions.35

One of the major issues of effective communication is in obtaining feedback. If 

feedback is not provided, then communication will be ineffective and can drag down 

overall performance. Managers should always encourage feedback, including con-

cerns and challenges about issues. Listening is a skill that involves hearing, and most 

employees listen much more than they actively communicate to others. Therefore, 

managers should encourage employees to provide feedback—even if it is negative. 

This will allow the organization to identify strengths and weaknesses and make ad-

justments when needed. At the same time, strong feedback mechanisms help to em-

power employees as they feel that their voices are being heard.

Interruptions can be a serious threat to effective communication. Various activities 

can interrupt the message. For example, interjecting a remark can create discontinu-

ance in the communication process or disrupt the uniformity of the message. Even 

small interruptions can be a problem if the messenger cannot adequately understand 

or interpret the communicator’s message. One suggestion is to give the communicator 

space or time to make another statement rather than quickly responding or making 

your own comment.

Strong and effective communication channels are a requirement for companies 

to distribute information to different levels of the company. Businesses have several 

channels for communication, including face-to-face, e-mail, phone, and written com-

munication (for example, memos). Each channel has advantages and disadvantages, 

and some are more appropriate to use than others. For instance, a small task requiring 

little instruction might be communicated through a short memo or e-mail. An in-depth 

task would most likely require a phone conversation or face-to-face contact. E-mail 

has become especially helpful for businesses, and both employees and managers are 

increasingly using e-mail rather than memos or phone conversations. However, it is 

important that employees use e-mail correctly. It is quite easy to send the wrong e-

mail to the wrong person, and messages sent over e-mail can be misinterpreted. Inap-

propriate e-mails can be forwarded without a second thought, and employees have 

gotten in trouble for sending personal e-mails in the workplace. It is therefore impor-

tant for companies to communicate their e-mail policies throughout the organization. 

Communicators using e-mail, whether managers or employees, must exert caution 

before pushing that “Send” button.

Communication is necessary in helping every organizational member understand 

what is expected of him or her. Many business problems can be avoided if clear com-

munication exists within the company. Even the best business strategies are of little 

use if those who will oversee them cannot understand what is intended. Communi-

cation might not seem to be as big of a concern to management as fi nances, human 

resources, and marketing, but in reality it can make the difference between successful 

implementation of business activities or failure.



Jobs dealing with organizational culture and structure are usu-
ally at the top of the organization. If you want to be a CEO or 
high-level manager, you will help shape these areas of business. 
On the other hand, if you are an entrepreneur or small-business 
person, you will need to make decisions about assigning tasks, 
departmentalization, and assigning responsibility. Even manag-
ers in small organizations have to make decisions about decen-
tralization, span of management, and forms of organizational 
structure. While these decisions may be part of your job, there 
are usually no job titles dealing with these specifi c areas. Spe-
cifi c jobs that attempt to improve organizational culture could 
include ethics and compliance positions as well as those who 
are in charge of communicating memos, manuals, and policies 
that help establish the culture. These positions will be in com-
munications, human resources, and positions that assist top 
organizational managers.

Teams are becoming more common in the workplace, 
and it is possible to become a member of a product develop-
ment group or quality assurance team. There are also human 
resource positions that encourage teamwork through training 
activities. The area of corporate communications provides lots 

of opportunities for specific jobs that facilitate communication 
systems. Thanks to technology, there are job positions to help 
disseminate information through online newsletters, intranets, 
or internal computer networks to share information to increase 
collaboration. In addition to the many advances using electronic 
communications, there are technology concerns that create 
new job opportunities. Monitoring workplace communications 
such as the use of e-mail and the Internet has created new 
industries. There have to be internal controls in the organiza-
tion to make sure that the organization does not engage in any 
copyright infringement. If this is an area of interest, there are 
specific jobs that provide an opportunity to use your techno-
logical skills to assist in maintaining appropriate standards in 
communicating and using technology.

If you go to work for a large company with many divisions, 
you can expect a number of positions dealing with the tasks 
discussed here. If you go to work for a small company, you will 
probably engage in most of these tasks as a part of your posi-
tion. Organizational flexibility requires individual flexibility, and 
those employees willing to take on new domains and challenges 
will be the employees who survive and prosper in the future.

So You Want a Job in Managing Organizational 
Culture, Teamwork, and Communication

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne organizational structure, and relate how 
organizational structures develop.

Structure is the arrangement or relationship of positions within 
an organization; it develops when managers assign work ac-
tivities to work groups and specifi c individuals and coordinate 
the diverse activities required to attain organizational objec-
tives. Organizational structure evolves to accommodate growth, 
which requires people with specialized skills.

Describe how specialization and 
departmentalization help an organization achieve 
its goals.

Structuring an organization requires that management assign 
work tasks to specifi c individuals and groups. Under special-
ization, managers break labor into small, specialized tasks 
and assign employees to do a single task, fostering effi ciency. 
Departmentalization is the grouping of jobs into working units 
(departments, units, groups, or divisions). Businesses may de-
partmentalize by function, product, geographic region, or cus-
tomer, or they may combine two or more of these.

Distinguish between groups and teams, and 
identify the types of groups that exist in 
organizations.

A group is two or more persons who communicate, share a com-
mon identity, and have a common goal. A team is a small group 
whose members have complementary skills, a common purpose, 
goals, and approach and who hold themselves mutually account-
able. The major distinction is that individual performance is most 
important in groups, while collective work group performance 
counts most in teams. Special kinds of groups include task forces, 
committees, project teams, product-development teams, quality-
assurance teams, and self-directed work teams.

Determine how organizations assign responsibility 
for tasks and delegate authority.

Delegation of authority means assigning tasks to employees and 
giving them the power to make commitments, use resources, 
and take whatever actions are necessary to accomplish the 
tasks. It lays responsibility on employees to carry out assigned 
tasks satisfactorily and holds them accountable to a superior for 
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the proper execution of their assigned work. The extent to which 
authority is delegated throughout an organization determines 
its degree of centralization. Span of management refers to the 
number of subordinates who report to a particular manager. A 
wide span of management occurs in fl at organizations; a narrow 
one exists in tall organizations.

Compare and contrast some common forms of 
organizational structure.

Line structures have direct lines of authority that extend from 
the top manager to employees at the lowest level of the orga-
nization. The line-and-staff structure has a traditional line rela-
tionship between superiors and subordinates, and specialized 
staff managers are available to assist line managers. A multidi-
visional structure gathers departments into larger groups called 
divisions. A matrix, or project-management, structure sets up 

teams from different departments, thereby creating two or more 
intersecting lines of authority.

Describe how communication occurs 
in organizations.

Communication occurs both formally and informally in orga-
nizations. Formal communication may be downward, upward, 
horizontal, and even diagonal. Informal communication takes 
place through friendships and the grapevine.

Analyze a business’s use of teams.

“Solve the Dilemma” on page 228 introduces a fi rm attempt-
ing to restructure to a team environment. Based on the mate-
rial presented in this chapter, you should be able to evaluate 
the fi rm’s efforts and make recommendations for resolving the 
problems that have developed.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. How does CarMax encourage employees to put customer 

needs first?

 2. How has CarMax developed a decentralized culture?

 3. Describe some ways that CarMax empowers its 
employees.

Learn the Terms 

accountability 212
centralized organization 212
committee 219
customer departmentalization 211
decentralized organization 213
delegation of authority 212
departmentalization 208
functional departmentalization 210
geographical departmentalization 211
grapevine 223

group 218
line-and-staff structure 216
line structure 215
matrix structure 217
multidivisional structure 217
organizational chart 206
organizational culture 204
organizational layers 214
product departmentalization 211
product-development teams 220

project teams 220
quality-assurance teams (or quality 

circles) 220
responsibility 212
self-directed work team (SDWT) 221
span of management 214
specialization 207
structure 206
task force 219
team 218

Check Your Progress 

 1. Identify four types of departmentalization and give an 
example of each type.

 2. Explain the difference between groups and teams.

 3. What are self-managed work teams and what tasks might 
they perform that traditionally are performed by managers?

 4. Explain how delegating authority, responsibility, and 
accountability are related.

 5. Distinguish between centralization and decentralization. 
Under what circumstances is each appropriate?

 6. Defi ne span of management. Why do some organizations 
have narrow spans and others wide spans?

 7. Discuss the different forms of organizational structure. 
What are the primary advantages and disadvantages of 
each form?

 8. Discuss the role of the grapevine within organizations. 
How can managers use it to further the goals of 
the fi rm?

 9. How have technological advances made electronic 
oversight a necessity in many companies?

 10. Discuss how an organization’s culture might infl uence 
its ability to achieve its objectives. Do you think that 
managers can “manage” the organization’s culture?
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School Groups/Teams Community Groups/Teams Employment Groups/Teams

u Sports teams u Fund-raising groups u Problem-solving teams

u Cheerleading squads u Religious groups u Work committees

u Musical groups u Sports teams u Project teams

u Hobby clubs u Political groups u Labor union groups

u Foreign language clubs u Boy/Girl Scout troops u Work crews

u Study groups u Volunteer organizations u Other _____

u Other _____ u Other _____

Get Involved 

 1. Explain, using a specifi c example (perhaps your own 
future business), how an organizational structure might 
evolve. How would you handle the issues of specialization, 
delegation of authority, and centralization? Which structure 
would you use? Explain your answers.

 2. Interview the department chairperson in charge of one of 
the academic departments in your college or university. 
Using Table 7.2 as a guideline, explore whether the 
professors function more like a group or a team. Contrast 
what you fi nd here with what you see on your school’s 
basketball, football, or baseball team.

Build Your Skills 
Teamwork

Background
Think about all the different kinds of groups 
and teams you have been a member of or been 

involved with. Here’s a checklist to help you remember them—
with “Other” spaces to fi ll in ones not listed. Check all that 
apply.

Task
 1. Of those you checked, circle those that you would 

categorize as a “really great team.”

 2. Examine the following table36 and circle those 
characteristics from columns two and three that were 
represented in your “really great” team experiences.

Indicator Good Team Experience Not-So-Good Team Experience

Members arrive on time? Members are prompt because they 
know others will be.

Members drift in sporadically, and some 
leave early.

Members prepared? Members are prepared and know what 
to expect.

Members are unclear what the 
agenda is.

Meeting organized? Members follow a planned agenda. The agenda is tossed aside, and free-
wheeling discussion ensues.

Members contribute equally? Members give each other a chance 
to speak; quiet members are 
encouraged.

Some members always dominate the 
discussion; some are reluctant to 
speak their minds.

Discussions help members make 
decisions?

Members learn from others’ points of 
view, new facts are discussed, creative 
ideas evolve, and alternatives emerge.

Members reinforce their belief in their 
own points of view, or their decisions 
were made long before the meeting.
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Indicator Good Team Experience Not-So-Good Team Experience

Any disagreement? Members follow a conflict-resolution 
process established as part of the 
team’s policies.

Conflict turns to argument, angry words, 
emotion, blaming.

More cooperation or more conflict? Cooperation is clearly an important 
ingredient.

Conflict flares openly, as well as sim-
mering below the surface.

Commitment to decisions? Members reach consensus before 
leaving.

Compromise is the best outcome pos-
sible; some members don’t care 
about the result.

Member feelings after team decision? Members are satisfied and are valued 
for their ideas.

Members are glad it’s over, not sure of 
results or outcome.

Members support decision afterward? Members are committed to 
implementation.

Some members second-guess or under-
mine the team’s decision.

 3. What can you take with you from your positive team 
experiences and apply to a work-related group or team 
situation in which you might be involved?

Solve the Dilemma 
Quest Star in Transition

Quest Star (QS), which manufactures quality ste-
reo loudspeakers, wants to improve its ability to 
compete against Japanese fi rms. Accordingly, 
the company has launched a comprehensive 
quality-improvement program for its Iowa plant. 

The QS Intracommunication Leadership Initiative (ILI) has fl at-
tened the layers of management. The program uses teams and 
peer pressure to accomplish the plant’s goals instead of multi-
ple management layers with their limited opportunities for com-
munication. Under the initiative, employees make all decisions 
within the boundaries of their responsibilities, and they elect 
team representatives to coordinate with other teams. Teams are 
also assigned tasks ranging from establishing policies to evalu-
ating on-the-job safety.

However, employees who are not self-motivated team 
players are having diffi culty getting used to their peers’ au-
thority within this system. Upper-level managers face stress 
and frustration because they must train workers to supervise 
themselves.

Discussion Questions
 1. What techniques or skills should an employee have to 

assume a leadership role within a work group?

 2. If each work group has a team representative, 
what problems will be faced in supervising these 
representatives?

 3. Evaluate the pros and cons of the system developed by QS.

Build Your Business Plan 
Organization, Teamwork, and Communication

 Developing a business plan as a team is a deliber-
ate move of your instructor to encourage you to 
familiarize yourself with the concept of teamwork. 
You need to realize that you are going to spend a 
large part of your professional life working with 

others. At this point in time, you are working on the business plan 
for a grade, but after graduation, you will be “teaming” with co-
workers and the success of your endeavor may determine whether 
you get a raise or a bonus. It is important that you be comfortable 
as soon as possible with working with others and holding them 
accountable for their contributions.

Some people are natural “leaders,” and leaders often feel that 
if team members are not doing their work, they take it upon them-
selves to “do it all.” This is not leadership, but rather micro-managing.

Leadership means holding members accountable for their re-
sponsibilities. Your instructor may provide ideas on how this could 
be implemented, possibly by utilizing peer reviews. Remember, you 
are not doing a team member a favor by doing their work for them.

If you are a “follower” (someone who takes directions well) 
rather than a leader, try to get into a team where others are hard 
workers and you will rise to their level. There is nothing wrong 
with being a follower; not everyone can be a leader!

LO 7-7
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See for Yourself  Videocase 
Zappos Creates Organizational Structure and Culture with Teams

Zappos began in 1999 as an online shoe retailer 
but has expanded into many product categories 
since then. The company has always taken pride 
in its focus on employees and customers and, as 
a result, has adopted a team structure to rein-

force the kind of organizational culture for which it aims. Jeanne 
Markel, the director of the Downtown Team, states that the 
managerial goal “is to drive the culture within Zappos.” As Zap-
pos began incorporating more product categories, the teams 
grew both in size and number. This helped to reduce the com-
plexity of company growth and establish a basis for success. 
Many companies utilize functional departmentalization as a 
structure to organize their activities. Zappos’ many teams serve 
this same purpose but are described as teams rather than de-
partments. This means that there is a team for each function 
under each product category, and if the product category is 
large enough, there will be teams for product subcategories.

While the company is run by teams in every department, one 
of the most important teams is the merchandising team, because 
team members are responsible for purchasing all inventory on 
the Zappos website. This team has approximately 200 people 
and is led by the Vice President of Merchandising. Under the VP is 
a Senior Director of Clothing and a General Manager of Footwear, 
who lead the directors responsible for each purchasing category, 
including clothing, fashion, and couture and accessories, as well 
as private-label, performance, and casual lifestyle categories. A 
team that encompasses such a large and integral responsibility 
to Zappos’ business model will likely change structure to accom-
modate growth. For example, over the course of seven years, 
Jeanne Markel saw her team grow from 4 people to 27.

Each purchasing category is composed of its own team as 
well. The casual lifestyle category, for instance, is led by the 
Director of Merchandising, who manages four directors respon-
sible for separate subcategories, including kids, comfort, size 
and width, and home and luggage. There is also a Lead Buyer 
for each subcategory. From here, the subcategories are divided 
into further categories. The kids category has a kids footwear 
merchandising team. The structure of this team begins with 
entry level Merchandising Assistants, who work closely with the 
next level of Assistant Buyers to learn the industry and the trade. 
Assistant Buyers are responsible for mentoring Merchandising 
Assistants as well as handling up to 15 brands and making de-
cisions on purchases. The next level consists of Buyers, who 
manage the Assistant Buyers and govern a group of brands. 
As an employee reaches higher levels in the team, his or her 
responsibility shifts more from buying activities to mentoring, 
training, and building the team. This is a core characteristic of 

Zappos’ structure. The company strives to empower employees 
from the bottom up so that when they are hired as an entry-level 
employee, within fi ve to seven years they have the opportunity 
to move up to leadership positions. The top-level positions on 
this team are the Lead Buyers, who manage the largest one or 
two brands on the team or on the company’s website, and the 
Director, who rarely ever buys and only mentors and manages.

Because Zappos is an online company, most of the commu-
nication that occurs is via e-mail. However in order to ensure that 
teams function properly and work to reinforce their strong organi-
zational culture, the company encourages face-to-face meetings. 
Formal meetings between the directors and the various levels on 
their teams will occur once per month. CEO Tony Hsieh also calls 
for directors to spend 20 percent of their time with their teams 
outside of work and gives them an allowance of $50 per month 
in order to do this. These kinds of activities strengthen the teams 
by making them more invested in collaboration and instilling trust 
among team members, as well as with other teams outside of 
their specifi c functional area. This serves as a valuable relation-
ship building activity that allows entry-level employees to engage 
with all levels of the company in a casual manner, promotes brain-
storming that results in creative solutions to challenges the team 
might be facing, and offers all employees a different perspective of 
their team members and the company they work for.

The most recent development the company has made in 
terms of organizational structure and teamwork is the adoption 
of Holacracy. This is a management structure that focuses on the 
type and amount of work that needs to be accomplished rather 
than on titles and hierarchy. This seems to be a natural transi-
tion for a company whose structure is highlighted by the use of 
teams and was instituted to avoid rigid structure that leads to 
infl exibility. The effects of this emerging management style are 
not fully known; however, it leaves Zappos with an opportunity to 
show others how it can be successful.37

Discussion Questions
 1. Why do companies like Zappos incorporate the use of 

teams into their organizational structure?

 2. How does the use of teams contribute to the organizational 
culture?

 3. How does a focus on the work to be accomplished versus 
the institution of titles relate to the concept of teamwork?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Assign the responsibility of providing the organizational structure for 
a company one of your team members has worked for. Was your or-
ganization centralized or decentralized in terms of decision making? 

Would you consider the span of control to be wide or narrow? Were 
any types of teams, committees, or task forces utilized in the orga-
nization? Report your work to the class.
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Enter the World of Business

Manufacturers Use Remote Monitoring 
Systems to Detect Problems
When something breaks at a manufacturing plant, an engineer or manager 

comes in to fi x the problem. Often, these problems happen after work hours, 

including the middle of the night. Loss of sleep and stress can profoundly af-

fect these employees, particularly as factories are facing a shortage of skilled 

workers to handle manufacturing malfunctions. This has created an opportu-

nity for global suppliers of factory automation equipment to expand into re-

mote monitoring.

For instance, ABB Ltd. works with Bayer AG to remotely monitor equipment 

at its plant in Berkeley, California, for signs that would indicate a problem with 

Bayer’s equipment. This monitoring helps factory employees detect a potential 

problem and correct it before it becomes an issue. ABB’s factory-automation 

gear also creates greater effi ciencies, removing the likelihood for error. Interna-

tional Paper has a similar system with Rockwell Automation. Rockwell moni-

tors International Paper’s factory in Ticonderoga, New York, from its location in 

Cleveland. If a problem is detected at International Paper’s factory, Rockwell 

engineers will contact International Paper and provide recommendations on 

how to fi x the problem.

Some organizations have found it benefi cial to offer 24-hour monitoring ser-

vices. Mitsubishi Power Systems, for instance, provides 24-hour remote moni-

toring services for turbine operators. Eaton technicians use a remote monitoring 

system to detect issues with the battery systems of clients. However, there are 

risks associated with allowing an outside supplier complete access to informa-

tion about manufacturing processes. Protecting their manufacturing processes 

is important for manufacturers to retain their competitive advantage. For this 

reason, some organizations such as Bayer are allowing remote monitoring of 

its systems only when the company requires help fi xing problems.1
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Introduction
All organizations create products—goods, services, or ideas—for customers. Thus, 

organizations as diverse as Toyota, Campbell Soup, UPS, and a public hospital share 

a number of similarities relating to how they transform resources into the products 

we consume. Most hospitals use similar admission procedures, while online so-

cial media companies, like Facebook and Twitter, use their technology and operat-

ing systems to create social networking opportunities and sell advertising. Such 

similarities are to be expected. But even organizations in unrelated industries take 

similar steps in creating goods or services. The check-in procedures of hotels and 

commercial airlines are comparable, for example. The way Subway assembles a 

sandwich and the way GMC assembles a truck are similar (both use automation and 

an assembly line). These similarities are the result of operations management, the 

focus of this chapter.

Here, we discuss the role of production or operations management in acquiring and 

managing the resources necessary to create goods and services. Production and opera-

tions management involves planning and designing the processes that will transform 

those resources into fi nished products, managing the movement of those resources 

through the transformation process, and ensuring that the products are of the quality 

expected by customers.

The Nature of Operations Management
Operations management (OM), the development and administration of the activi-

ties involved in transforming resources into goods and services, is of critical im-

portance. Operations managers oversee the transformation process and the planning 

and designing of operations systems, managing logistics, quality, and productiv-

ity. Quality and productivity have become fundamental aspects of operations man-

agement because a company that cannot make products of the quality desired by 

consumers, using resources effi ciently and effectively, will not be able to remain 

in business. OM is the “core” of most organizations because it is responsible for 

the creation of the organization’s goods and services. Some organizations like 

General Motors produce tangible products, but service is an important part of the 

total product for the customer.

Historically, operations management has been called “production” or “manufactur-

ing” primarily because of the view that it was limited to the manufacture of physi-

cal goods. Its focus was on methods and techniques required to operate a factory 

 effi ciently. The change from “production” to “operations” recognizes the increasing 

importance of organizations that provide services and ideas. Additionally, the term 

operations represents an interest in viewing the operations function as a whole rather 

than simply as an analysis of inputs and outputs.

Today, OM includes a wide range of organizational activities and situations out-

side of manufacturing, such as health care, food service, banking, entertainment, 

education, transportation, and charity. Thus, we use the terms manufacturing and 

 production interchangeably to represent the activities and processes used in making 

tangible products, whereas we use the broader term operations to describe those 

 processes used in the making of both tangible and intangible products. Manufacturing 

provides tangible products such as Hewlett-Packard’s latest printer, and operations 

provides intangibles such as a stay at Wyndham Hotels and Resorts.

LO 8-1

operations 
management (OM)
the development and 
administration of the activities 
involved in transforming 
resources into goods and 
services

manufacturing
the activities and processes 
used in making tangible 
products; also called 
production

production
the activities and processes 
used in making tangible 
products; also called 
manufacturing

operations
the activities and processes 
used in making both tangible 
and intangible products
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The Transformation Process
At the heart of operations management is the transformation process through which 

inputs (resources such as labor, money, materials, and energy) are converted into 

outputs (goods, services, and ideas). The transformation process combines inputs in 

predetermined ways using different equipment, administrative procedures, and tech-

nology to create a product (Figure 8.1). To ensure that this process generates quality 

products effi ciently, operations managers control the process by taking measurements 

(feedback) at various points in the transformation process and comparing them to pre-

viously established standards. If there is any deviation between the actual and desired 

outputs, the manager may take some sort of corrective action. All adjustments made 

to create a satisfying product are a part of the transformation process.

Transformation may take place through one or more processes. In a business 

that manufactures oak furniture, for example, inputs pass through several processes 

before being turned into the fi nal outputs—furniture that has been designed to meet 

the desires of customers (Figure 8.2). The furniture maker must fi rst strip the oak 

trees of their bark and saw them into appropriate sizes—one step in the transfor-

mation process. Next, the fi rm dries the strips of oak lumber, a second form of 

transformation. Third, the dried wood is routed into its appropriate shape and made 

smooth. Fourth, workers assemble and treat the wood pieces, then stain or varnish 

the piece of assembled furniture. Finally, the completed piece of furniture is stored 

until it can be shipped to customers at the appropriate time. Of course, many busi-

nesses choose to eliminate some of these stages by purchasing already processed 

materials—lumber, for example—or outsourcing some tasks to third-party fi rms 

with greater expertise.

Operations Management in Service Businesses
Different types of transformation processes take place in organizations that provide 

services, such as airlines, colleges, and most nonprofi t organizations. An airline trans-

forms inputs such as employees, time, money, and equipment through processes such 

as booking fl ights, fl ying airplanes, maintaining equipment, and training crews. The 

inputs
the resources—such as 
labor, money, materials, and 
energy—that are converted 
into outputs

outputs
the goods, services, and 
ideas that result from the 
conversion of inputs
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output of these processes is fl ying passengers and/or packages to their destinations. 

In a nonprofi t organization like Habitat for Humanity, inputs such as money, materi-

als, information, and volunteer time and labor are used to transform raw materials 

into homes for needy families. In this setting, transformation processes include fund-

raising and promoting the cause in order to gain new volunteers and donations of 

supplies, as well as pouring concrete, raising walls, and setting roofs. Transformation 

processes occur in all organizations, regardless of what they produce or their objec-

tives. For most organizations, the ultimate objective is for the produced outputs to be 

worth more than the combined costs of the inputs.

Unlike tangible goods, services are effectively actions or performances that must 

be directed toward the consumers who use them. Thus, there is a signifi cant customer-

contact component to most services. Examples of high-contact services include health 

care, real estate, tax preparation, and food service. At the Inn at Little Washington 

in Washington, Virginia, for example, food servers are critical to delivering the per-

fect dining experience expected by the most discriminating diners. Wait staff are ex-

pected not only to be courteous, but also to demonstrate a detailed knowledge of the 

Celebrity Auto Group Provides Unique Service—Matching Customized 
Cars to Celebrities
Celebrity Auto Group
Founder: Conor Delaney
Founded: 2006, in Sarasota, Florida 
Success: With annual revenue of $16 million, Celebrity Auto 
Group has grown 4,745 percent in the last three years.

Conor Delaney learned from his days as a professional 
tennis athlete that celebrities, especially professional basket-
ball players, buy about 2 to 12 cars every year at an average 
price of $150,000 each. They usually customize their vehicles 
by style, features, or comfort. This inspired Delaney to retire 
from tennis and open Celebrity Auto Group—a service opera-
tion that fi nds cars for celebrities, customizes them, trans-
ports them, and sells them when the celebrities no longer 

want them. Customization is an important component in 
 attracting celebrities. For  instance, one of its cars included a 
Rolls-Royce Phantom with built-in iPads.

Delaney has been successful because of his personal 
involvement and the trust he has built with clients.  Delaney 
promises never to reveal the names of the celebrities. 
 Because he does not reveal the identity of the previous owner, 
Delaney sells the vehicles for less than he would be able 
to if he disclosed this information. This kind of trust allows 
 Delaney to create and maintain long-term relationships with 
customers. Their loyalty is reinforced because Delaney sells 
them vehicles for less than other dealers.2

Entrepreneurship in Action
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restaurant’s offerings, and even to assess the mood of guests in order to respond to 

diners appropriately.3 Low-contact services, such as online auction services like eBay, 

often have a strong high-tech component.

Regardless of the level of customer contact, service businesses strive to provide 

a standardized process, and technology offers an interface that creates an automatic 

and structured response. The ideal service provider will be high-tech and high-touch. 

 JetBlue, for example, strives to maintain an excellent website; friendly, helpful 

 customer contact; and satellite TV service at every seat on each plane. Thus, service 

organizations must build their operations around good execution, which comes from 

hiring and training excellent employees, developing fl exible systems, customizing 

services, and maintaining adjustable capacity to deal with fl uctuating demand.4

Another challenge related to service operations is that the output is generally in-

tangible and even perishable. Few services can be saved, stored, resold, or returned.5 

A seat on an airline or a table in a restaurant, for example, cannot be sold or used at 

a later date. Because of the perishability of services, it can be extremely diffi cult for 

service providers to accurately estimate the demand in order to match the right supply 

of a service. If an airline overestimates demand, for example, it will still have to fl y 

each plane even with empty seats. The fl ight costs the same regardless of whether it 

is 50 percent full or 100 percent full, but the former will result in much higher costs 

per passenger. If the airline underestimates demand, the result can be long lines of 

annoyed customers or even the necessity of bumping some customers off of an over-

booked fl ight.

Businesses that manufacture tangible goods and those that provide services or 

ideas are similar yet different. For example, both types of organizations must make 

design and operating decisions. Most goods are manufactured prior to purchase, 

but most services are performed after purchase. Flight attendants at Southwest 

Airlines, hotel service personnel, and even the New York Giants football team engage 

in performances that are a part of the total product. Though manufacturers and service 

providers often perform similar activities, they also differ in several respects. We can 

classify these differences in fi ve basic ways.

Nature and Consumption of Output. First, manufacturers and service 

 providers differ in the nature and consumption of their output. For example, the term 

manufacturer implies a fi rm that makes tangible products. A service provider, on the 

other hand, produces more intangible outputs such as U.S. Postal Service delivery 

of priority mail or a business stay in a Hyatt hotel. As mentioned earlier, the very nature 

of the service provider’s product requires a higher degree of customer contact. More-

over, the actual performance of the service typically occurs at the point of consump-

tion. At the Hyatt, the business traveler may evaluate in-room communications and the 

restaurant. Automakers, on the other hand, can separate the production of a car from 

its actual use, but the service dimension requires closer contact with the consumer. 

Manufacturing, then, can occur in an isolated environment, away from the customer. 

However, service providers, because of their need for customer contact, are often more 

limited than manufacturers in selecting work methods, assigning jobs, scheduling work, 

and exercising control over operations. For this reason, Freddie Mac implemented the 

Quality Control Information Manager (QCIM) system, a secure, web-based system 

that allows lenders access to the status of quality control loan fi le requests. The system 

makes it easier to control this important aspect of lending.6 The quality of the service 

experience is often controlled by a service contact employee. However, some hospitals 

are studying the manufacturing processes and quality control mechanisms applied in 
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the automotive industry in an effort to improve 

their service quality. By analyzing work pro-

cesses to fi nd unnecessary steps to eliminate and 

using teams to identify and address problems as 

soon as they occur, these hospitals are slashing 

 patient waiting times, decreasing inventories of 

wheelchairs, readying operating rooms sooner, 

and generally moving patients through their 

hospital visit more quickly, with fewer errors, 

and at a lower cost.7

Uniformity of Inputs. A second way to 

classify differences between manufacturers and 

service providers has to do with the uniformity 

of inputs. Manufacturers typically have more 

control over the amount of variability of the 

resources they use than do service providers. 

For example, each customer calling Fidelity Investments is likely to require different 

services due to differing needs, whereas many of the tasks required to manufacture 

a Ford Focus are the same across each unit of output. Consequently, the products of 

service organizations tend to be more “customized” than those of their manufacturing 

counterparts. Consider, for example, a haircut versus a bottle of shampoo. The haircut 

is much more likely to incorporate your specifi c desires (customization) than is the 

bottle of shampoo.

Uniformity of Output. Manufacturers and service providers also differ in the 

uniformity of their output, the fi nal product. Because of the human element inherent 

in providing services, each service tends to be performed differently. Not all grocery 

checkers, for example, wait on customers in the same way. If a barber or stylist per-

forms 15 haircuts in a day, it is unlikely that any two of them will be exactly the same. 

Consequently, human and technological elements associated with a service can result 

in a different day-to-day or even hour-to-hour performance of that service. The ser-

vice experience can even vary at McDonald’s or Burger King despite the fact that the 

two chains employ very similar procedures and processes. Moreover, no two custom-

ers are exactly alike in their perception of the service experience. Health care offers 

another excellent example of this challenge. Every diagnosis, treatment, and surgery 

varies because every individual is different. In manufacturing, the high degree of au-

tomation available allows manufacturers to generate uniform outputs and, thus, the 

operations are more effective and effi cient. For example, we would expect every TAG 

Heuer or Rolex watch to maintain very high standards of quality and performance.

Labor Required. A fourth point of difference is the amount of labor required 

to produce an output. Service providers are generally more labor-intensive (require 

more labor) because of the high level of customer contact, perishability of the out-

put (must be consumed immediately), and high degree of variation of inputs and 

outputs  (customization). For example, Adecco provides temporary support person-

nel. Each temporary worker’s performance determines Adecco’s product quality. 

A manufacturer, on the other hand, is likely to be more capital-intensive because of 

the machinery and technology used in the mass production of highly similar goods. 

For instance, it would take a considerable investment for Ford to make an electric 

car that has  batteries with a longer life.

Subway’s inputs are sandwich components such as bread, tomatoes, and lettuce, 
while its outputs are customized sandwiches.
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Measurement of Productivity. The fi nal distinction between service provid-

ers and manufacturers involves the measurement of productivity for each output pro-

duced. For manufacturers, measuring productivity is fairly straightforward because of 

the tangibility of the output and its high degree of uniformity. For the service provider, 

variations in demand (for example, higher demand for air travel in some seasons than 

in others), variations in service requirements from job to job, and the intangibility of 

the product make productivity measurement more diffi cult. Consider, for example, 

how much easier it is to measure the productivity of employees involved in the pro-

duction of Intel computer processors as opposed to serving the needs of Prudential 

Securities’ clients.

It is convenient and simple to think of organizations as being either manufacturers 

or service providers as in the preceding discussion. In reality, however, most organi-

zations are a combination of the two, with both tangible and intangible qualities em-

bodied in what they produce. For example, Porsche provides customer services such 

as toll-free hotlines and warranty protection, while banks may sell checks and other 

tangible products that complement their primarily intangible product offering. Thus, 

we consider “products” to include both tangible physical goods and intangible service 

offerings. It is the level of tangibility of its principal product that tends to classify 

a company as either a manufacturer or a service provider. From an OM standpoint, 

this level of tangibility greatly infl uences the nature of the company’s operational 

 processes and procedures.

Planning and Designing Operations Systems
Before a company can produce any product, it must fi rst decide what it will produce 

and for what group of customers. It must then determine what processes it will use 

to make these products as well as the facilities it needs to produce them. These deci-

sions comprise operations planning. Although planning was once the sole realm of 

the production and operations department, today’s successful companies involve all 

departments within an organization, particularly marketing and research and develop-

ment, in these decisions.

Planning the Product
Before making any product, a company fi rst must determine what consumers want 

and then design a product to satisfy that want. Most companies use marketing research 

 (discussed in Chapter 11) to determine the kinds of goods and services to provide and 

the features they must possess. Twitter and Facebook provide new opportunities for 

businesses to discover what consumers want, then design the product accordingly. For 

instance, the hamburger restaurant chain Red Robin used the social network Yammer 

to solicit customer and employee feedback. It has become extremely popular among 

employees and restaurant owners. When Red Robin introduced its new Tavern Double 

Burger, restaurant servers and regional managers posted comments they had heard from 

customers. Based on these comments, Red Robin was able to make immediate changes 

to its recipe to satisfy its customer needs. This process, which traditionally takes 6 to 

12 months, took four weeks using social media.8 Marketing research can also help gauge 

the demand for a product and how much consumers are willing to pay for it. But when 

a market’s environment changes, fi rms have to be fl exible.

Developing a product can be a lengthy, expensive process. For example, in the 

 automobile industry, developing the new technology for night vision, parking as-

sist systems, and a satellite service that locates and analyzes car problems has been 

LO 8-3
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a lengthy, expensive process. Most companies work to reduce development time 

and costs. The University of Leicester and Polytec UK joined together to build the 

 Advanced Structural Dynamics Evaluation Centre (ASDEC), which reduces new 

product development time for the automotive and engineered systems industries.9 

Once management has developed an idea for a product that customers will buy, it 

must then plan how to produce the product.

Within a company, the engineering or research and development department is 

charged with turning a product idea into a workable design that can be produced 

economically. In smaller companies, a single individual (perhaps the owner) may be 

solely responsible for this crucial activity. Regardless of who is responsible for prod-

uct design, planning does not stop with a blueprint for a product or a description of a 

service; it must also work out effi cient production of the product to ensure that enough 

is available to satisfy consumer demand. How does a lawn mower company transform 

steel, aluminum, and other materials into a mower design that satisfi es consumer and 

environmental requirements? Operations managers must plan for the types and quan-

tities of materials needed to produce the product, the skills and quantity of people 

needed to make the product, and the actual processes through which the inputs must 

pass in their transformation to outputs.

Designing the Operations Processes
Before a fi rm can begin production, it must fi rst determine the appropriate method of 

transforming resources into the desired product. Often, consumers’ specifi c needs and 

desires dictate a process. Customer needs, for example, require that all 3/4-inch bolts 

have the same basic thread size, function, and quality; if they did not, engineers and 

builders could not rely on 3/4-inch bolts in their construction projects. A bolt manufac-

turer, then, will likely use a standardized process so that every 3/4-inch bolt produced is 

like every other one. On the other hand, a bridge often must be customized so that it is 

appropriate for the site and expected load; furthermore, the bridge must be constructed 

on site rather than in a factory. Typically, products are designed to be manufactured by 

one of three processes: standardization, modular design, or customization.

Standardization. Most fi rms that manufacture products in large quantities for 

many customers have found that they can make them cheaper and faster by standard-

izing designs. Standardization is making identical, interchangeable components or 

even complete products. With standardization, a customer may not get exactly what 

he or she wants, but the product generally costs less than a custom-designed product. 

Television sets, ballpoint pens, and tortilla chips are standardized products; most are 

manufactured on an assembly line. Standardization speeds up production and quality 

control and reduces production costs. And, as in the example of the 3/4-inch bolts, 

standardization provides consistency so that customers who need certain products 

to function uniformly all the time will get a product that meets their expectations. 

Standardization becomes more complex on a global scale because different coun-

tries have different standards for quality. To help solve this problem, the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) has developed a list of global standards that 

companies can adopt to assure stakeholders that they are complying with the highest 

quality, environmental, and managerial guidelines.

Modular Design. Modular design involves building an item in self-contained 

units, or modules, that can be combined or interchanged to create different products. 

IKEA furniture, for example, embodies a modular design with several components. 

standardization
the making of identical 
interchangeable components 
or products

modular design
the creation of an item in self-
contained units, or modules, 
that can be combined or 
interchanged to create 
different products
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This allows for customers to mix and match components for customized design. Be-

cause many modular components are produced as integrated units, the failure of any 

portion of a modular component usually means replacing the entire component. Mod-

ular design allows products to be repaired quickly, thus reducing the cost of labor, 

but the component itself is expensive, raising the cost of repair materials. Many au-

tomobile manufacturers use modular design in the production process. Manufactured 

homes are built on a modular design and often cost about one-fourth the cost of a 

conventionally built house.

Customization. Customization is making products to meet a particular cus-

tomer’s needs or wants. Products produced in this way are generally unique. Such 

products include repair services, photocopy services, custom artwork, jewelry, and 

furniture, as well as large-scale products such as bridges, ships, and computer soft-

ware. For instance, bicycles are popular products to customize. A company called 

Breadwinner Cycles designs eight models of bicycles in such a way that riders can 

customize various features and sizes to fi t their specifi c needs.10 Mass customiza-

tion relates to making products that meet the needs or wants of a large number 

of individual customers. The customer can select the model, size, color, style, or 

design of the product. Dell can customize a computer with the exact confi guration 

that fi ts a customer’s needs. Services such as fi tness programs and travel packages 

can also be custom designed for a large number of individual customers. For both 

goods and services, customers get to make choices and have options to determine 

the fi nal product.

Planning Capacity
Planning the operational processes for the organization involves two important areas: 

capacity planning and facilities planning. The term capacity basically refers to the 

maximum load that an organizational unit can carry or operate. The unit of measure-

ment may be a worker or machine, a department, a branch, or even an entire plant. 

Maximum capacity can be stated in terms of the inputs or outputs provided. For ex-

ample, an electric plant might state plant capacity in terms of the maximum number of 

kilowatt-hours that can be produced without causing a power outage, while a restau-

rant might state capacity in terms of the maximum number of customers who can be 

effectively—comfortably and courteously—served at any one particular time.

Effi ciently planning the organization’s capacity needs is an important process for 

the operations manager. Capacity levels that fall short can result in unmet demand, 

and consequently, lost customers. On the other hand, when there is more capacity 

available than needed, operating costs are driven up needlessly due to unused and 

often expensive resources. To avoid such situations, organizations must accurately 

forecast demand and then plan capacity based on these 

forecasts. Another reason for the importance of effi cient 

capacity planning has to do with long-term commitment 

of resources. Often, once a capacity decision—such as 

factory size—has been implemented, it is very diffi cult to 

change the decision without incurring substantial costs. Large companies have come 

to realize that although change can be expensive, not adjusting to future demand and 

stakeholder desires will be more expensive in the long run. For this reason, Honda has 

begun to adopt ISO 14001 guidelines for environmental management systems in its 

factories. These systems help fi rms monitor their impact on the environment. Thirteen 

of Honda’s 14 North American factories have received certifi cation.12

customization
making products to meet a 
particular customer’s needs 
or wants

capacity
the maximum load that an 
organizational unit can carry 
or operate

DID YOU KNOW? Hershey’s has the production 

capacity to make more than 80 million chocolate kisses 

per day.11
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Planning Facilities
Once a company knows what process it will use to create its products, it then can 

design and build an appropriate facility in which to make them. Many products are 

manufactured in factories, but others are produced in stores, at home, or where the 

product ultimately will be used. Companies must decide where to locate their opera-

tions facilities, what layout is best for producing their particular product, and even 

what technology to apply to the transformation process.

Many fi rms are developing both a traditional organization for customer contact 

and a virtual organization. Charles Schwab Corporation, a securities brokerage and 

investment company, maintains traditional offi ces and has developed complete tele-

phone and Internet services for customers. Through its website, investors can obtain 

personal investment information and trade securities over the Internet without leaving 

their home or offi ce.

Facility Location. Where to locate a fi rm’s facilities is a signifi cant question 

because, once the decision has been made and implemented, the fi rm must live with it 

due to the high costs involved. When a company decides to relocate or open a facility 

at a new location, it must pay careful attention to factors such as proximity to mar-

ket, availability of raw materials, availability of transportation, availability of power, 

climatic infl uences, availability of labor, community characteristics (quality of life), 

Apple stores are designed to make the most effi cient use of space. The layout of the stores allows customers to test its products before purchasing. 
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and taxes and inducements. Inducements and tax reductions have become an increas-

ingly important criterion in recent years. To increase production and to provide incen-

tives for small startups, many states are offering tax inducements for solar companies. 

State governments are willing to forgo some tax revenue in exchange for job growth, 

getting in on a burgeoning industry as well as the good publicity generated by the 

company. In a very solar-friendly state like Colorado, companies may get tax reduc-

tions for starting production, and consumers receive additional rebates for installing 

solar systems in their homes and businesses.13 Apple has followed the lead of other 

major companies by locating its manufacturing facilities in Asia to take advantage of 

lower labor and production costs. The facility-location decision is complex because 

it involves the evaluation of many factors, some of which cannot be measured with 

precision. Because of the long-term impact of the decision, however, it is one that 

cannot be taken lightly.

Facility Layout. Arranging the physical layout of a facility is a complex, 

highly technical task. Some industrial architects specialize in the design and layout 

of  certain types of businesses. There are three basic layouts: fi xed-position, process, 

and product.

A company using a fi xed-position layout brings all resources required to create 

the product to a central location. The product—perhaps an offi ce building, house, 

hydroelectric plant, or bridge—does not move. A company using a fi xed-position lay-

out may be called a project organization because it is typically involved in large, 

complex projects such as construction or exploration. Project organizations generally 

make a unique product, rely on highly skilled labor, produce very few units, and have 

high production costs per unit.

Firms that use a process layout organize the transformation process into depart-

ments that group related processes. A metal fabrication plant, for example, may have 

a cutting department, a drilling department, and a polishing department. A hospital 

may have an X-ray unit, an obstetrics unit, and so on. These types of organizations 

are sometimes called intermittent organizations, which deal with products of a lesser 

magnitude than do project organizations, and their products are not necessarily unique 

but possess a signifi cant number of differences. Doctors, makers of custom-made 

cabinets, commercial printers, and advertising agencies are intermittent organizations 

because they tend to create products to customers’ specifi cations and produce rela-

tively few units of each product. Because of the low level of output, the cost per unit 

of product is generally high.

The product layout requires that production be broken down into relatively simple 

tasks assigned to workers, who are usually positioned along an assembly line. Work-

ers remain in one location, and the product moves from one worker to another. Each 

person in turn performs his or her required tasks or activities. Companies that use 

assembly lines are usually known as continuous manufacturing organizations, so 

named because once they are set up, they run continuously, creating products with 

many similar characteristics. Examples of products produced on assembly lines are 

automobiles, television sets, vacuum cleaners, toothpaste, and meals from a cafeteria. 

Continuous manufacturing organizations using a product layout are characterized by 

the standardized product they produce, the large number of units produced, and the 

relatively low unit cost of production.

Many companies actually use a combination of layout designs. For example, an 

automobile manufacturer may rely on an assembly line (product layout) but may also 

use a process layout to manufacture parts.

fi xed-position layout
a layout that brings all 
resources required to create 
the product to a central 
location

project organization
a company using a fi xed-
position layout because it is 
typically involved in large, 
complex projects such as 
construction or exploration

process layout
a layout that organizes the 
transformation process into 
departments that group 
related processes

intermittent 
organizations
organizations that deal 
with products of a lesser 
magnitude than do project 
organizations; their products 
are not necessarily unique but 
possess a signifi cant number 
of differences

product layout
a layout requiring that 
production be broken down 
into relatively simple tasks 
assigned to workers, who are 
usually positioned along an 
assembly line

continuous manufacturing 
organizations
companies that use 
continuously running 
assembly lines, creating 
products with many similar 
characteristics
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Technology. Every industry has a basic, underlying technology that dictates the 

nature of its transformation process. The steel industry continually tries to improve 

steelmaking techniques. The health care industry performs research into medical 

technologies and pharmaceuticals to improve the quality of health care service. Two 

developments that have strongly infl uenced the operations of many businesses are 

computers and robotics.

Computers have been used for decades and on a relatively large scale since IBM 

introduced its 650 series in the late 1950s. The operations function makes great use 

of computers in all phases of the transformation process. Computer-assisted design 
(CAD), for example, helps engineers design components, products, and processes on 

the computer instead of on paper. CAD is used in 3D printing. CAD software is used 

to develop a 3D image. Then, the CAD fi le is sent to the printer. The printer is able 

to use layers of liquid, powder, paper, or metal to construct a 3D model.14 Computer-
assisted manufacturing (CAM) goes a step further, employing specialized computer 

systems to actually guide and control the transformation processes. Such systems can 

monitor the transformation process, gathering information about the equipment used 

to produce the products and about the product itself as it goes from one stage of the 

transformation process to the next. The computer provides information to an operator 

who may, if necessary, take corrective action. In some highly automated systems, the 

computer itself can take corrective action. At Dell’s OptiPlex Plant, electronic instruc-

tions are sent to double-decker conveyor belts that speed computer components to 

assembly stations. Two-member teams are told by computers which PC or server to 

build, with initial assembly taking only three to four minutes. Then more electronic 

commands move the products to a fi nishing area to be customized, boxed, and sent to 

waiting delivery trucks.

Using fl exible manufacturing, computers can direct machinery to adapt to differ-

ent versions of similar operations. For example, with instructions from a computer, 

one machine can be programmed to carry out its function for several different ver-

sions of an engine without shutting down the production line for refi tting.

Robots are also becoming increasingly useful in the transformation process. These 

“steel-collar” workers have become particularly important in industries such as nu-

clear power, hazardous-waste disposal, ocean research, and space construction and 

maintenance, in which human lives would otherwise be at risk. Robots are used in 

numerous applications by companies around the world. Many assembly operations—

cars, television sets, telephones, stereo equipment, and numerous other products—

depend on industrial robots. The Robotic Industries Association estimates that about 

228,000 robots are now at work in U.S. factories, making the United States one of 

the two largest users of robotics, second only to Japan. Researchers continue to make 

more sophisticated robots, extending their use beyond manufacturing and space pro-

grams to various industries, including laboratory research, education, medicine, and 

household activities. Projections for the next few years indicate that these emerging 

markets will account for the use of 22 million robots. There are many advantages in 

using robotics, such as more successful surgeries, re-shoring manufacturing activities 

back to America, energy conservation, and safer work practices.15

When all these technologies—CAD/CAM, fl exible manufacturing, robotics, com-

puter systems, and more—are integrated, the result is computer-integrated manu-
facturing (CIM), a complete system that designs products, manages machines and 

materials, and controls the operations function. Companies adopt CIM to boost pro-

ductivity and quality and reduce costs. Such technology, and computers in particular, 

will continue to make strong inroads into operations on two fronts—one dealing with 

computer-assisted 
design (CAD)
the design of components, 
products, and processes on
computers instead of on paper

computer-assisted 
manufacturing (CAM)
manufacturing that employs 
specialized computer systems 
to actually guide and control 
the transformation processes

fl exible manufacturing
the direction of machinery 
by computers to adapt to 
different versions of similar 
operations

computer-integrated 
manufacturing (CIM)
a complete system that 
designs products, manages 
machines and materials, 
and controls the operations 
function
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the technology involved in manufacturing and one dealing with the administrative 

functions and processes used by operations managers. The operations manager must 

be willing to work with computers and other forms of technology and to develop a 

high degree of computer literacy.

Sustainability and Manufacturing
Manufacturing and operations systems are moving quickly to establish  environmental 

sustainability and minimize negative impact on the natural environment. Sustainabil-

ity deals with conducting activities in such a way as to provide for the long-term 

well-being of the natural environment, including all biological entities. Sustainability 

issues are becoming increasingly important to stakeholders and consumers, as they 

pertain to the future health of the planet. Some sustainability issues include pollution 

of the land, air, and water, climate change, waste management, deforestation, urban 

sprawl, protection of biodiversity, and genetically modifi ed foods.

For example, Biogen Idec, the world’s oldest biotechnology company, set a goal 

in 2009 to increase sustainability of operations in water, energy, and materials usage 

by 15 percent in 2015. The company reached this goal in 2012 by using an internally 

developed tool called Risk-Weighted Environmental Index to measure the impact of 

its operations on the environment. As a result, the company was awarded a spot on the 

Dow Jones Sustainability World Index. Biogen Idec is the fi rst American biotechnol-

ogy company to be awarded this honor.17

New Belgium Brewing is another company that illustrates green initiatives in 

 operations and manufacturing. New Belgium was the fi rst brewery to adopt 100 percent 

wind-powered electricity, reducing carbon emissions by 1,800 metric tons a year. It uses 

a steam condenser to capture hot water to be reused for boiling the next batch of barley 

and hops. Then the steam is redirected to heat the fl oor tiles and de-ice the loading docks 

Lenovo Gains a Competitive Advantage through Manufacturing
Lenovo, a Chinese computer company and one of the largest 
PC manufacturers in the world, has defi ed the state of the 
personal computer market by experiencing rapid growth and 
increase in market share. In 2013, the company completed a 
240,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Whitsett, North 
Carolina, where it previously had a logistics center, customer 
solutions center, and national returns center. This expansion 
will enable it to become even larger, which is necessary for 
its next venture. 

While the company specializes in PCs, Lenovo is prepar-
ing to enter the U.S. mobile phone market. The market is 
highly competitive, with Apple and Samsung holding 70 per-
cent of the market. Despite the intense competition, however, 
Lenovo’s manufacturing plant could help it gain a competi-
tive advantage. For instance, the manufacturing plant could 
be used to increase the range of Lenovo’s product lines. The 
company also achieves effi ciencies in manufacturing that 

may help it save costs and meet changing market conditions. 
Lenovo sets itself apart from others in the industry by hav-
ing all parts of the production process in-house. It does not 
outsource any activities, unlike many other companies in the 
industry. This allows the fi rm to keep up with the changes in 
innovation by better understanding and controlling inventory, 
matching supply with demand, and handling fast inventory 
turnover.16 

Discussion Questions
 1. Despite the decline in PCs, Lenovo has surpassed most of its 

competitors in the computer market. Do you think it can do 
the same in the mobile phone industry?

 2. Describe some of the ways Lenovo sets itself apart from 
competitors.

 3. How might keeping the production process in-house help 
Lenovo?

Responding to Business Challenges
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in cold Colorado weather. Used barley and 

hops are given to local farmers to feed cattle. 

The company is moving to aluminum cans be-

cause they can be recycled an infi nite number 

of times, and recycling one can save enough 

electricity to run a television for three hours or 

save a half gallon of gasoline.

Biogen Idec and New Belgium Brewing 

demonstrate that reducing waste, recycling, 

conserving, and using renewable energy not 

only protect the environment, but can also 

gain the support of stakeholders. Green opera-

tions and manufacturing can improve a fi rm’s 

reputation along with customer and employee 

loyalty, leading to improved profi ts.

Much of the movement to green manu-

facturing and operations is the belief that 

global warming and climate change must 

decline. The McKinsey Global Institute 

(MGI) says that just by investing in existing 

 technologies, the world’s energy use could be reduced by 50 percent by the year 

2020. Creating green buildings and higher mileage cars could yield $900 billion in 

savings per year by 2020.18 Companies like General Motors and Ford are adapting to 

stakeholder  demands for greater sustainability by producing smaller and more fuel-

effi cient cars. Tesla has taken sustainability even further by making a purely electric 

vehicle that also ranks at the top in safety. The company also makes sure that its 

manufacturing facilities operate sustainably by installing solar panels and other re-

newable sources of energy. Green products produced through green operations and 

manufacturing are our future. A report authored by the Center for American Prog-

ress cites ways that cities and local governments can play a role. For example, Los 

Angeles plans to save the city utility costs by retrofi tting hundreds of city buildings 

while creating a green careers training program for low-income residents. Newark, 

New Jersey, and Richmond, California, also have green jobs training programs.19 

Government initiatives provide space for businesses to innovate their green opera-

tions and manufacturing.

Managing the Supply Chain
A major function of operations is supply chain management, which refers to con-

necting and integrating all parties or members of the distribution system in order to 

satisfy customers.20 Also called logistics, supply chain management includes all the 

activities involved in obtaining and managing raw materials and component parts, 

managing fi nished products, packaging them, and getting them to  customers. UPS im-

plemented a cloud-based supply chain management system to better control interna-

tional operations. This allowed for more accuracy and on-time delivery of shipments, 

better management and coordination of suppliers, and real-time shipment status of 

packages.21 The supply chain integrates fi rms such as raw material suppliers, manu-

facturers, retailers, and ultimate consumers into a seamless fl ow of information and 

products.22 Some aspects of logistics (warehousing, packaging, distributing) are so 

closely linked with marketing that we will discuss them in Chapter 12. In this section, 

LO 8-4

supply chain 
management
connecting and integrating 
all parties or members of the 
distribution system in order to 
satisfy customers

The outdoor clothing company 
Patagonia is always looking 
for a greener way to design, 
produce, and recycle its 
products. The company’s 
mission statement: Build 
the best product, cause 
no unnecessary harm, and 
use business to inspire and 
implement solutions to the 
environmental crisis. 
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we look at purchasing, managing inventory, outsourcing, and scheduling, which are 

vital tasks in the transformation of raw materials into fi nished goods. To illustrate 

logistics, consider a hypothetical small business—we’ll call it Rushing Water Canoes 

Inc.—that manufactures aluminum canoes, which it sells primarily to sporting goods 

stores and river-rafting expeditions. Our company also makes paddles and helmets, 

but the focus of the following discussion is the manufacture of the company’s quality 

canoes as they proceed through the logistics process.

Purchasing
Purchasing, also known as procurement, is the buying of all the materials needed 

by the organization. The purchasing department aims to obtain items of the desired 

quality in the right quantities at the lowest possible cost. Rushing Water Canoes, for 

example, must procure not only aluminum and other raw materials, and various canoe 

parts and components, but also machines and equipment, manufacturing supplies (oil, 

electricity, and so on), and offi ce supplies in order to make its canoes. People in the 

purchasing department locate and evaluate suppliers of these items. They must con-

stantly be on the lookout for new materials or parts that will do a better job or cost less 

than those currently being used. The purchasing function can be quite complex and is 

one area made much easier and more effi cient by technological advances.

Not all companies purchase all of the materials needed to create their products. 

Oftentimes, they can make some components more economically and effi ciently 

than can an outside supplier. Zara, a Spanish fast fashion retailer, manufactures the 

majority of the clothes it sells.23 On the other hand, fi rms sometimes fi nd that it is 

uneconomical to make or purchase an item, and instead arrange to lease it from an-

other organization. Some airlines, for example, lease airplanes rather than buy them. 

Whether to purchase, make, or lease a needed item generally depends on cost, as well 

as on product availability and supplier reliability.

Managing Inventory
Once the items needed to create a product have been procured, some provision has 

to be made for storing them until they are needed. Every raw material, component, 

completed or partially completed product, and piece of equipment a fi rm uses—its 

 inventory—must be accounted for, or controlled. There are three basic types of inven-

tory. Finished-goods inventory includes those products that are ready for sale, such 

as a fully assembled automobile ready to ship to a dealer. Work-in-process inventory 

consists of those products that are partly completed or are in some stage of the trans-

formation process. At McDonald’s, a cooking hamburger represents work-in-process 

inventory because it must go through several more stages before it can be sold to a 

customer. Raw materials inventory includes all the materials that have been purchased 

to be used as inputs for making other products. Nuts and bolts are raw materials for 

an automobile manufacturer, while hamburger patties, vegetables, and buns are raw 

materials for the fast-food restaurant. Our fi ctional Rushing Water Canoes has an in-

ventory of materials for making canoes, paddles, and helmets, as well as its inventory 

of fi nished products for sale to consumers. Inventory control is the process of deter-

mining how many supplies and goods are needed and keeping track of quantities on 

hand, where each item is, and who is responsible for it.

Operations management must be closely coordinated with inventory control. The 

production of televisions, for example, cannot be planned without some knowledge of 

the availability of all the necessary materials—the chassis, picture tubes, color guns, 

purchasing
the buying of all the materials 
needed by the organization; 
also called procurement

inventory
all raw materials, 
components, completed or 
partially completed products, 
and pieces of equipment a 
fi rm uses

inventory control
the process of determining 
how many supplies and goods 
are needed and keeping track 
of quantities on hand, where 
each item is, and who is 
responsible for it
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and so forth. Also, each item held in inventory—any 

type of inventory—carries with it a cost. For example, 

storing fully assembled televisions in a warehouse to 

sell to a dealer at a future date requires not only the 

use of space, but also the purchase of insurance to 

cover any losses that might occur due to fi re or other 

unforeseen events.

Inventory managers spend a great deal of time try-

ing to determine the proper inventory level for each 

item. The answer to the question of how many units 

to hold in inventory depends on variables such as the 

usage rate of the item, the cost of maintaining the 

item in inventory, future costs of inventory and other 

procedures associated with ordering or making the 

item, and the cost of the item itself. For example, the 

price of copper has fl uctuated between $1.50 and $3 

a pound over the past fi ve years.24 Firms using cop-

per wiring for construction, copper pipes for plumb-

ing, and other industries requiring copper have to 

analyze the trade-offs between inventory costs and 

expected changes in the price of copper. Several ap-

proaches may be used to determine how many units 

of a given item should be procured at one time and 

when that procurement should take place.

The Economic Order Quantity Model. To 

control the number of items maintained in inventory, 

managers need to determine how much of any given 

item they should order. One popular approach is the 

economic order quantity (EOQ) model, which iden-

tifi es the optimum number of items to order to mini-

mize the costs of managing (ordering, storing, and 

using) them.

Just-in-Time Inventory Management. An increasingly popular technique 

is just-in-time (JIT) inventory management, which eliminates waste by using smaller 

quantities of materials that arrive “just in time” for use in the transformation process and 

therefore require less storage space and other inventory management expense. JIT mini-

mizes inventory by providing an almost continuous fl ow of items from suppliers to the 

production facility. Many U.S. companies, including Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Harley 

Davidson, have adopted JIT to reduce costs and boost effi ciency.

Let’s say that Rushing Water Canoes uses 20 units of aluminum from a supplier per 

day. Traditionally, its inventory manager might order enough for one month at a time: 

440 units per order (20 units per day times 22 workdays per month). The expense of 

such a large inventory could be considerable because of the cost of insurance cover-

age, recordkeeping, rented storage space, and so on. The just-in-time approach would 

reduce these costs because aluminum would be purchased in smaller quantities, per-

haps in lot sizes of 20, which the supplier would deliver once a day. Of course, for 

such an approach to be effective, the supplier must be extremely reliable and relatively 

close to the production facility.

economic order 
quantity (EOQ) model
a model that identifi es the 
optimum number of items to 
order to minimize the costs of 
managing (ordering, storing, 
and using) them

just-in-time (JIT) 
inventory management
a technique using smaller 
quantities of materials that 
arrive “just in time” for use 
in the transformation process 
and therefore require less 
storage space and other 
inventory management 
expense

Operations managers are concerned with managing inventory to ensure 
that there is enough inventory in stock to meet demand. 
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On the other hand, there are some downsides to just-in-time inventory management 

that marketers must take into account. When the earthquake and tsunami hit Japan, re-

sulting in a nuclear reactor crisis, several Japanese companies halted their operations. 

Some multinationals relied so much upon their Japanese suppliers that their supply 

chains were also affected. In the case of natural disasters, having only enough inven-

tory to meet current needs could create delays in production and hurt the company’s 

bottom line. For this reason, many economists suggest that businesses store compo-

nents that are essential for production and diversify their supply chains. That way, if 

a natural disaster knocks out a major supplier, the company can continue to operate.25

Material-requirements Planning. Another inventory management technique 

is material-requirements planning (MRP), a planning system that schedules the pre-

cise quantity of materials needed to make the product. The basic components of MRP 

are a master production schedule, a bill of materials, and an inventory status fi le. At 

Rushing Water Canoes, for example, the inventory-control manager will look at the 

production schedule to determine how many canoes the company plans to make. He or 

she will then prepare a bill of materials—a list of all the materials needed to make that 

quantity of canoes. Next, the manager will determine the quantity of these items that 

RWC already holds in inventory (to avoid ordering excess materials) and then develop 

a schedule for ordering and accepting delivery of the right quantity of materials to sat-

isfy the fi rm’s needs. Because of the large number of parts and materials that go into a 

typical production process, MRP must be done on a computer. It can be, and often is, 

used in conjunction with just-in-time inventory management.

Outsourcing
Increasingly, outsourcing has become a component of supply chain management in 

operations. As we mentioned in Chapter 3, outsourcing refers to the contracting of 

manufacturing or other tasks to independent companies, often overseas. Many compa-

nies elect to outsource some aspects of their operations to companies that can provide 

these products more effi ciently, at a lower cost, and with greater customer satisfac-

tion. Globalization has put pressure on supply chain managers to improve speed and 

balance resources against competitive pressures. Companies outsourcing to China, 

in particular, face heavy regulation, high transportation costs, inadequate facilities, 

and unpredictable supply chain execution. Therefore, suppliers need to provide use-

ful, timely, and accurate information about every aspect of the quality requirements, 

schedules, and solutions to dealing with problems. Companies that hire suppliers 

must also make certain that their suppliers are following company standards; failure 

to do so could lead to criticism of the parent company. For example, Tesco, a British 

grocery chain, had to reevaluate its supply chain after some meat sold in its stores was 

found to have traces of horse meat. Some changes include sourcing meat from closer 

locations and conducting DNA testing on meat.26

Many high-tech fi rms have outsourced the production of chips, computers, and 

telecom equipment to Asian companies. The hourly labor costs in countries such as 

China, India, and Vietnam are far less than in the United States, Europe, or even 

Mexico. These developing countries have improved their manufacturing capabilities, 

infrastructure, and technical and business skills, making them more attractive regions 

for global sourcing. For instance, Nike outsources almost all of its production to Asian 

countries such as China and Vietnam. On the other hand, the cost of outsourcing half-

way around the world must be considered in decisions. While information technology 

material-requirements 
planning (MRP)
a planning system that 
schedules the precise quantity 
of materials needed to make 
the product
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is often outsourced today, transportation, human resources, services, and even mar-

keting functions can be outsourced. Our hypothetical Rushing Water Canoes might 

contract with a local janitorial service to clean its offi ces and with a local accountant 

to handle routine bookkeeping and tax-preparation functions.

Outsourcing, once used primarily as a cost-cutting tactic, has increasingly been 

linked with the development of competitive advantage through improved product qual-

ity, speeding up the time it takes products to get to the customer, and overall supply-

chain effi ciencies. Table 8.1 provides the world’s top fi ve outsourcing providers that 

assist mainly in information technology. Outsourcing allows companies to free up time 

and resources to focus on what they do best and to create better opportunities to focus on 

customer satisfaction. Many executives view outsourcing as an innovative way to boost 

productivity and remain competitive against low-wage offshore factories. However, out-

sourcing may create confl ict with labor and negative public opinion when it results in 

U.S. workers being replaced by lower-cost workers in other countries.

Automakers Look toward Hydrogen Fuel Vehicles
In order to meet the California government’s clean air re-
quirements, automakers have been investing millions of 
dollars into research and development for clean vehicle 
technology. Electric vehicles are becoming more popular, 
but a lack of infrastructure, the range of charge, and high 
prices are impacting widespread adoption. Automakers 
are investigating other forms of cleaner energy, including 
 hydrogen fuel. 

Investments into hydrogen fuel-cell technology have 
proved promising as the costs have signifi cantly fallen and 
vehicles can travel 250 miles on a single tank. However, 
there is still the service problem due to lack of infrastructure. 
Extracting hydrogen can be a diffi cult and time-consuming 
process. Additionally, hydrogen vehicles will require cities to 
build hydrogen fueling stations. Hydrogen fuel cars require 
high capital costs, which have led many automakers to con-
clude that wide-scale manufacturing of these cars will not be 
feasible until about 2020.

On the other hand, Toyota is not allowing these chal-
lenges to hinder its production. Toyota plans to release its 
fi rst  hydrogen fuel car in 2015. Honda has already begun 
selling hydrogen-fuel electric cars in California.  Additionally, 
 California announced plans to install 68 hydrogen  fueling 
 stations by the end of 2015. Whether automakers plan to 
introduce hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles in a few years or in 
 another decade, it seems clear that auto companies are very 
interested in this alternative fuel technology.27

Discussion Questions
 1. Why are automakers attempting to develop more eco-friendly 

vehicles?
 2. What are some of the challenges in the manufacturing and 

adoption of hydrogen fuel cars?
 3. Why do you think Toyota is willing to expend resources in de-

veloping hydrogen vehicles despite the high costs of capital 
involved?

Going Green

TABLE 8.1
The World’s Top Five 

Outsourcing Providers

Company Services

ISS Facility services

Accenture Management consulting, technology, and outsourcing

Wipro Global information technology, consulting, and outsourcing

CBRE Commercial real estate services

Infosys Business consulting, IT services, and product engineering

Source: International Association of Outsourcing, “The 2013 Global Outsourcing 100,” www.iaop.org/Content/19/165/3612 
(accessed April 24, 2014).
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Routing and Scheduling
After all materials have been procured and their use determined, managers must then 

consider the routing, or sequence of operations through which the product must pass. 

For example, before employees at Rushing Water Canoes can form aluminum sheets 

into a canoe, the aluminum must be cut to size. Likewise, the canoe’s fl otation material 

must be installed before workers can secure the wood seats. The sequence depends on 

the product specifi cations developed by the engineering department of the company.

Once management knows the routing, the actual work can be scheduled. 

 Scheduling assigns the tasks to be done to departments or even specifi c machines, 

workers, or teams. At Rushing Water, cutting aluminum for the company’s canoes 

might be scheduled to be done by the “cutting and fi nishing” department on machines 

designed especially for that purpose.

Many approaches to scheduling have been developed, ranging from simple trial and 

error to highly sophisticated computer programs. One popular method is the Program 
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), which identifi es all the major activities or 

events required to complete a project, arranges them in a sequence or path, determines 

the critical path, and estimates the time required for each event. Producing a McDonald’s 

Big Mac, for example, involves removing meat, cheese, sauce, and vegetables from the 

refrigerator; grilling the hamburger patties; assembling the ingredients; placing the com-

pleted Big Mac in its package; and serving it to the customer (Figure 8.3). The cheese, 

pickles, onions, and sauce cannot be put on before the hamburger patty is completely 

grilled and placed on the bun. The path that requires the longest time from start to fi nish 

is called the critical path because it determines the minimum amount of time in which 

the process can be completed. If any of the activities on the critical path for production of 

the Big Mac fall behind schedule, the sandwich will not be completed on time, causing 

customers to wait longer than they usually would.

routing
the sequence of operations 
through which the product 
must pass

scheduling
the assignment of required 
tasks to departments or even 
specifi c machines, workers, 
or teams
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FIGURE 8.3 A Hypothetical PERT Diagram for a McDonald’s Big Mac
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Managing Quality
Quality, like cost and effi ciency, is a critical element of operations management, for 

defective products can quickly ruin a fi rm. Quality refl ects the degree to which a good 

or service meets the demands and requirements of customers. Customers are increas-

ingly dissatisfi ed with the quality of service provided by many airlines. Table  8.2 

gives the rankings of U.S. airlines in certain operational areas. Determining quality 

can be diffi cult because it depends on customers’ perceptions of how well the product 

meets or exceeds their expectations. For example, customer satisfaction on airlines 

can vary wildly depending on individual customers’ perspectives. However, the air-

line industry is notorious for its dissatisfi ed customers. Flight delays are a common 

complaint from airline passengers; 30 percent of all fl ights arrive late. However, most 

passengers do not select an airline based on how often fl ights arrive on time.28

The fuel economy of an automobile or its reliability (defi ned in terms of frequency 

of repairs) can be measured with some degree of precision. Although automakers rely 

on their own measures of vehicle quality, they also look to independent sources such 

as the J.D. Power & Associates annual initial quality survey for confi rmation of their 

quality assessment as well as consumer perceptions of quality for the industry, as 

indicated in Figure 8.4.

It is especially diffi cult to measure quality characteristics when the product is a 

service. A company has to decide exactly which quality characteristics it consid-

ers important and then defi ne those characteristics in terms that can be measured. 

The inseparability of production and consumption and the level of customer contact 

LO 8-5

TABLE 8.2
2013 Airline Scorecard 

(Best to Worst)
Rank

Overall 
Rank

On-Time 
Arrival

Cancelled 
Flights

Baggage 
Handling

Bumping 
Passengers

Customer 
Complaints

1 Alaska Alaska Delta Virgin 
America

JetBlue Southwest

2 Delta Delta Frontier JetBlue Virgin 
America

Alaska

3 Virgin 
America

Virgin 
America

Virgin 
America

Delta Alaska Delta

4 Southwest US Airways Alaska Frontier American 
Airlines

JetBlue

5 JetBlue United Southwest US Airways US Airways Virgin 
America

6 US Airways American 
Airlines

JetBlue Alaska Delta US Airways

7 Frontier Southwest US Airways American 
Airlines

Frontier American 
Airlines

8 American 
Airlines

JetBlue United United Southwest United

9 United Frontier American 
Airlines

Southwest United Frontier

Sources: FlightStats; U.S. Department of Transportation.
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infl uence the selection of characteristics of the service that are most important. 

 Employees in high-contact services such as hairstyling, education, legal services, and 

even the barista at Starbucks are an important part of the product.

The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award is given each year to companies 

that meet rigorous standards of quality. The Baldrige criteria are (1) leadership, 

(2) information and analysis, (3) strategic planning, (4) human resource development 

and management, (5) process management, (6) business results, and (7)  customer focus 

and satisfaction. The criteria have become a worldwide framework for driving business 

improvement. Three organizations won the award in 2013, representing two different 

categories: Pewaukee School District, Pewaukee, Wisconsin (education); Baylor Re-

gional Medical Center at Plano, Plano, Texas (health care); and Sutter Davis Hospital, 

Davis, California (health care).29

Quality is so important that we need to examine it in the context of operations man-

agement. Quality control refers to the processes an organization uses to maintain its 

established quality standards. Kia recognized the importance of quality control when it 

sought to revamp its image. For years, Kia vehicles were seen as low quality. To change 

consumer perceptions of the Kia brand, the company had its quality-control managers 

provide fi nal approval for its products instead of sales executives, implemented bench-

marks for improving product quality, developed strong marketing campaigns promoting 

the brand, and cut dealers that they did not feel were supporting the Kia franchise. Kia’s 

quality efforts were largely successful; its overall sales grew 27 percent in a one-year 

period.30 Quality has become a major concern in many organizations, particularly in 

light of intense foreign competition and increasingly demanding customers. To regain a 

competitive edge, a number of fi rms have adopted a total quality management approach. 

Total quality management (TQM) is a philosophy that uniform commitment to quality 

in all areas of the organization will promote a culture that meets customers’ perceptions 

of quality. It involves coordinating efforts to improve customer satisfaction, increasing 

employee participation, forming and strengthening supplier partnerships, and facilitat-

ing an organizational culture of continuous quality improvement. TQM requires con-

stant improvements in all areas of the company as well as employee empowerment.

quality control
the processes an organization 
uses to maintain its 
established quality standards

total quality 
management (TQM)
a philosophy that uniform 
commitment to quality in all 
areas of an organization will 
promote a culture that meets 
customers’ perceptions of 
quality
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Source: J.D. Power and Associates, “2013 U.S. Initial Quality Study,” June 19, 2013, http://autos.jdpower.com/content/press-release/3WScQEz/
2013-j-d-power-initial-quality-study.htm (accessed April 24, 2014).
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Continuous improvement of an organization’s goods and services is built around 

the notion that quality is free; by contrast, not having high-quality goods and services 

can be very expensive, especially in terms of dissatisfi ed customers.31 A primary tool 

of the continuous improvement process is benchmarking, the measuring and evaluat-

ing of the quality of the organization’s goods, services, or processes as compared with 

the quality produced by the best-performing companies in the industry.32 Benchmark-

ing lets the organization know where it stands competitively in its industry, thus giv-

ing it a goal to aim for over time. Now that online digital media are becoming more 

important in businesses, companies such as Compuware Corporation offer bench-

marking tools so companies can monitor and compare the success of their websites. 

Such tools allow companies to track traffi c to the site versus competitors’ sites. Stud-

ies have shown a direct link between website performance and online sales, meaning 

this type of benchmarking is important.33

Companies employing TQM programs know that quality control should be 

incorporated throughout the transformation process, from the initial plans to the 

development of a specifi c product through the product and  production-facility de-

sign processes to the actual manufacture of the product. In other words, they view 

quality control as an element of the product itself, rather than as  simply a function 

of the operations process. When a company makes the  product  correctly from the 

outset, it eliminates the need to rework defective products,  expedites the trans-

formation process itself, and allows employees to make better use of their time 

and materials. One method through which many companies have tried to  improve 

quality is statistical process control, a system in which management collects and 

analyzes information about the production process to pinpoint quality problems in 

the production system.

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
Regardless of whether a company has a TQM program for quality control, it must fi rst 

determine what standard of quality it desires and then assess whether its products meet 

that standard. Product specifi cations and quality standards must be set so the company 

can create a product that will compete in the marketplace. Rushing Water Canoes, 

for example, may specify that each of its canoes has aluminum walls of a specifi ed 

 uniform thickness, that the front and back be 

reinforced with a specifi ed level of steel, and 

that each contain a specifi ed amount of fl ota-

tion material for safety. Production facilities 

must be designed that can produce products 

with the desired specifi cations.

Quality standards can be incorporated 

into service businesses as well. A hamburger 

chain, for example, may establish standards 

relating to how long it takes to cook an order 

and serve it to customers, how many fries 

are in each order, how thick the burgers are, 

or how many customer complaints might be 

 acceptable. Once the desired quality charac-

teristics, specifi cations, and standards have 

been stated in measurable terms, the next step 

is inspection.

statistical process 
control
a system in which 
management collects and 
analyzes information about 
the production process to 
pinpoint quality problems in 
the production system

Intel has adopted ISO 9000 quality standards to ensure consistent quality 
throughout its global operations.
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The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has created a series of 

quality management standards—ISO 9000—designed to ensure the customer’s qual-

ity standards are met. The standards provide a framework for documenting how a 

certifi ed business keeps records, trains employees, tests products, and fi xes defects. 

To obtain ISO 9000 certifi cation, an independent auditor must verify that a business’s 

factory, laboratory, or offi ce meets the quality standards spelled out by the Interna-

tional Organization for Standardization. The certifi cation process can require signifi -

cant investment, but for many companies, the process is essential to being able to 

compete. Thousands of companies have been certifi ed, including  General Electric 

Analytical Instruments, which has applied ISO standards to everything from the de-

sign to the manufacturing practices of its global facilities.34 Certifi cation has become 

a virtual necessity for doing business in Europe in some high-technology businesses. 

ISO 9002 certifi cation was established for service providers. ISO 14000 is a compre-

hensive set of environmental standards that encourages a cleaner and safer world. ISO 

14000 is a valuable standard because currently considerable variation exists between 

the regulations in different nations, and even regions within a nation. These varia-

tions make it diffi cult for organizations committed to sustainability to fi nd acceptable 

global solutions to problems. The goal of the ISO 14000 standards is to promote a 

more uniform approach to environmental management and to help companies attain 

and measure improvements in their environmental performance.

Inspection
Inspection reveals whether a product meets quality standards. Some product char-

acteristics may be discerned by fairly simple inspection techniques—weighing the 

contents of cereal boxes or measuring the time it takes for a customer to receive his or 

her hamburger. As part of the ongoing quality assurance program at Hershey Foods, 

all wrapped Hershey Kisses are checked, and all imperfectly wrapped kisses are re-

jected. Other inspection techniques are more elaborate. Automobile manufacturers 

use automated machines to open and close car doors to test the durability of latches 

and hinges. The food-processing and pharmaceutical industries use various chemical 

tests to determine the quality of their output. Rushing Water Canoes might use a spe-

cial device that can precisely measure the thickness of each canoe wall to ensure that 

it meets the company’s specifi cations.

Organizations normally inspect purchased items, work-in-process, and fi nished 

items. The inspection of purchased items and fi nished items takes place after the fact; 

the inspection of work-in-process is preventive. In other words, the purpose of inspec-

tion of purchased items and fi nished items is to determine what the quality level is. 

For items that are being worked on—an automobile moving down the assembly line 

or a canoe being assembled—the purpose of the inspection is to fi nd defects before 

the product is completed so that necessary corrections can be made.

Sampling
An important question relating to inspection is how many items should be inspected. 

Should all canoes produced by Rushing Water be inspected or just some of them? 

Whether to inspect 100 percent of the output or only part of it is related to the cost of 

the inspection process, the destructiveness of the inspection process (some tests last 

until the product fails), and the potential cost of product fl aws in terms of human lives 

and safety.

ISO 9000
a series of quality assurance 
standards designed by the 
International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) 
to ensure consistent 
product quality under 
many conditions

ISO 14000
a comprehensive set of 
environmental standards that 
encourages companies to 
conduct business in a cleaner, 
safer, and less wasteful way; 
ISO 14000 provides a uniform 
set of standards globally
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Some inspection procedures are quite expensive, use elaborate testing equipment, 

destroy products, and/or require a signifi cant number of hours to complete. In such 

cases, it is usually desirable to test only a sample of the output. If the sample passes 

inspection, the inspector may assume that all the items in the lot from which the sam-

ple was drawn would also pass inspection. By using principles of statistical inference, 

management can employ sampling techniques that ensure a relatively high probability 

of reaching the right conclusion—that is, rejecting a lot that does not meet standards 

and accepting a lot that does. Nevertheless, there will always be a risk of making an 

incorrect conclusion—accepting a population that does not meet standards (because 

the sample was satisfactory) or rejecting a population that does meet standards (be-

cause the sample contained too many defective items).

Sampling is likely to be used when inspection tests are destructive. Determining 

the life expectancy of lightbulbs by turning them on and recording how long they last 

would be foolish: There is no market for burned-out lightbulbs. Instead, a generaliza-

tion based on the quality of a sample would be applied to the entire population of 

lightbulbs from which the sample was drawn. However, human life and safety often 

depend on the proper functioning of specifi c items, such as the navigational systems 

installed in commercial airliners. For such items, even though the inspection process 

is costly, the potential cost of fl awed systems—in human lives and safety—is too great 

not to inspect 100 percent of the output.

Integrating Operations and 
Supply Chain Management
Managing operations and supply chains can be complex and challenging due to the 

number of independent organizations that must perform their responsibilities in cre-

ating product quality. Managing supply chains requires constant vigilance and the 

ability to make quick tactical changes.  Even Apple Inc., the most admired company 

in the world, has had supply chain problems. Reports of forced overtime, underage 

workers, and dangerous conditions at its Chinese supplier factories have resulted in 

negative publicity for the company.35 Therefore, managing the various partners in-

volved in supply chains and operations is important because many stakeholders hold 

the fi rm responsible for appropriate conduct related to product quality. This requires 

that the company exercise oversight over all suppliers involved in producing a prod-

uct. Encouraging suppliers to report problems, issues, or concerns requires excellent 

communication systems to obtain feedback. Ideally, suppliers will report potential 

problems before they reach the next level of the supply chain, which reduces damage.

Despite the challenges of monitoring global operations and supply chains, there 

are steps businesses can take to manage these risks. All companies who work with 

global suppliers should adopt a Global Supplier Code of Conduct and ensure that it 

is effectively communicated. Additionally, companies should encourage compliance 

and procurement employees to work together to fi nd ethical suppliers at reasonable 

costs. Those in procurement are concerned with the costs of obtaining materials for 

the company. As a result, supply chain and procurement managers must work to-

gether to make operational decisions to ensure the selection of the best suppliers from 

an ethical and cost-effective standpoint. Businesses must also work to make certain 

that their supply chains are diverse. Having only a few suppliers in one area can 

disrupt operations should a disaster strike. Finally, companies must perform regular 

audits on its suppliers and take action against those found to be in violation of com-

pany standards.36



While you might not have been familiar with terms such as sup-
ply chain or logistics or total quality management before taking 
this course, careers abound in the operations management fi eld. 
You will fi nd these careers in a wide variety of  organizations—
manufacturers, retailers, transportation companies, third-party 
logistics fi rms, government agencies, and service fi rms. Ap-
proximately $1.3 trillion is spent on transportation, inventory, 
and related logistics activities, and logistics alone accounts for 
more than 9.5 percent of U.S. gross domestic product.37 Closely 
managing how a company’s inputs and outputs fl ow from raw 
materials to the end consumer is vital to a fi rm’s success. Suc-
cessful companies also need to ensure that quality is measured 
and actively managed at each step.

Supply chain managers have a tremendous impact on the 
success of an organization. These managers are engaged in 
every facet of the business process, including planning, pur-
chasing, production, transportation, storage and distribution, 
customer service, and more. Their performance helps organi-
zations control expenses, boost sales, and maximize profits.

Warehouse managers are a vital part of manufacturing 
operations. A typical warehouse manager’s duties include 
overseeing and recording deliveries and pickups, maintain-
ing inventory records and the product tracking system, and 

adjusting inventory levels to reflect receipts and disburse-
ments. Warehouse managers also have to keep in mind cus-
tomer service and employee issues. Warehouse managers can 
earn up to $60,000 in some cases.

Operations management is also required in service busi-
nesses. With more than 80 percent of the U.S. economy in ser-
vices, jobs exist for services operations. Many service contact 
operations require standardized processes that often use tech-
nology to provide an interface that provides an automatic quality 
performance. Consider jobs in health care, the travel industry, fast 
food, and entertainment. Think of any job or task that is a part of 
the final product in these industries. Even an online retailer such 
as Amazon.com has a transformation process that includes infor-
mation technology and human activities that facilitate a trans-
action. These services have a standardized process and can be 
evaluated based on their level of achieved service quality.

Total quality management is becoming a key attribute for 
companies to ensure that quality pervades all aspects of the 
organization. Quality assurance managers make a median 
salary of $79,500. These managers monitor and advise on 
how a company’s quality management system is performing 
and publish data and reports regarding company performance 
in both manufacturing and service industries.38

So You Want a Job in Operations Management

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne operations management, and differentiate 
between operations and manufacturing.

Operations management (OM) is the development and adminis-
tration of the activities involved in transforming resources into 
goods and services. Operations managers oversee the trans-
formation process and the planning and designing of opera-
tions systems, managing logistics, quality, and productivity. The 
terms manufacturing and production are used interchangeably 
to describe the activities and processes used in making tangible 
products, whereas operations is a broader term used to describe 
the process of making both tangible and intangible products.

Explain how operations management differs in 
manufacturing and service fi rms.

Manufacturers and service fi rms both transform inputs into 
outputs, but service providers differ from manufacturers in 
several ways: They have greater customer contact because 
the service typically occurs at the point of consumption; their 
inputs and outputs are more variable than manufacturers’, 

largely because of the human element; service providers are 
generally more labor intensive; and their productivity measure-
ment is more complex.

Describe the elements involved in planning 
and designing an operations system.

Operations planning relates to decisions about what product(s) 
to make, for whom, and what processes and facilities are 
needed to produce them. OM is often joined by marketing and 
research and development in these decisions. Common facil-
ity layouts include fi xed-position layouts, process layouts, or 
product layouts. Where to locate operations facilities is a crucial 
decision that depends on proximity to the market, availability 
of raw materials, availability of transportation, availability of 
power, climatic infl uences, availability of labor, and community 
characteristics. Technology is also vital to operations, particu-
larly computer-assisted design, computer-assisted manufactur-
ing, fl exible manufacturing, robotics, and computer-integrated 
manufacturing.

255
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Specify some techniques managers may use to 
manage the logistics of transforming inputs into 
fi nished products.

Logistics, or supply chain management, includes all the activi-
ties involved in obtaining and managing raw materials and com-
ponent parts, managing fi nished products, packaging them, and 
getting them to customers. The organization must fi rst make or 
purchase (procure) all the materials it needs. Next, it must con-
trol its inventory by determining how many supplies and goods 
it needs and keeping track of every raw material, component, 
completed or partially completed product, and piece of equip-
ment, how many of each are on hand, where they are, and who 
has responsibility for them. Common approaches to inventory 
control include the economic order quantity (EOQ) model, the 
just-in-time (JIT) inventory concept, and material-requirements 
planning (MRP). Logistics also includes routing and scheduling 
processes and activities to complete products.

Assess the importance of quality in operations 
management.

Quality is a critical element of OM because low-quality prod-
ucts can hurt people and harm the business. Quality control 
refers to the processes an organization uses to maintain its 
established quality standards. To control quality, a company 
must establish what standard of quality it desires and then 
determine whether its products meet that standard through 
inspection.

Evaluate a business’s dilemma and propose a 
solution.

Based on this chapter and the facts presented in “Solve the 
 Dilemma” on page 258, you should be able to evaluate the 
 business’s problem and propose one or more solutions for 
 resolving it.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. Describe how suppliers of factory automation equipment 

are helping manufacturers to solve or prevent factory 
malfunctions.

 2. How might these remote monitoring systems create 
greater efficiencies at factories? 

 3. What are some of the risks associated with continual 
monitoring by a third-party supplier?

Learn the Terms 

capacity 239
computer-assisted design (CAD) 242
computer-assisted 

manufacturing (CAM) 242
computer-integrated 

manufacturing (CIM) 242
continuous manufacturing 

organizations 241
customization 239
economic order quantity 

(EOQ) model 246
fi xed-position layout 241
fl exible manufacturing 242
inputs 233

intermittent organizations 241
inventory 245
inventory control 245
ISO 9000 253
ISO 14000 253
just-in-time (JIT) inventory 

management 246
manufacturing 232
material-requirements 

planning (MRP) 247
modular design 238
operations 232
operations management (OM) 232

outputs 233
process layout 241
product layout 241
production 232
project organization 241
purchasing 245
quality control 251
routing 249
scheduling 249
standardization 238
statistical process control 252
supply chain management 244
total quality management (TQM) 251

Check Your Progress 

 1. What is operations management?

 2. Differentiate among the terms operations, production, and 
manufacturing.

 3. Compare and contrast a manufacturer versus a service 
provider in terms of operations management.

 4. Who is involved in planning products?
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 5. In what industry would the fi xed-position layout be most 
effi cient? The process layout? The product layout? Use real 
examples.

 6. What criteria do businesses use when deciding where to 
locate a plant?

 7. What is fl exible manufacturing? How can it help fi rms 
improve quality?

 8. Defi ne supply chain management and summarize the 
activities it involves.

 9. Describe some of the methods a fi rm may use to control 
inventory.

 10. When might a fi rm decide to inspect a sample of its 
products rather than test every product for quality?

Get Involved 

 1. Compare and contrast OM at McDonald’s with 
that of Honda of America. Compare and contrast 
OM at McDonald’s with that of a bank in your 
neighborhood.

 2. Find a real company that uses JIT, either in your local 
community or in a business journal. Why did the company 
decide to use JIT? What have been the advantages and 
disadvantages of using JIT for that particular company? 

What has been the overall effect on the quality of the 
company’s goods or services? What has been the overall 
effect on the company’s bottom line?

 3. Interview someone from your local Chamber of Commerce 
and ask him or her what incentives the community offers 
to encourage organizations to locate there. (See if these 
incentives relate to the criteria fi rms use to make location 
decisions.)

Build Your Skills 
Reducing Cycle Time

Background
An important goal of production and operations 
management is reducing cycle time—the time 
it takes to complete a task or process. The goal 
in cycle time reduction is to reduce costs and/or 

increase customer service.39 Many experts believe that the rate 
of change in our society is so fast that a fi rm must master speed 
and connectivity.40 Connectivity refers to a seamless integration 
of customers, suppliers, employees, and organizational, produc-
tion, and operations management. The use of the Internet and 
other telecommunications systems helps many organizations 
connect and reduce cycle time.

Task
Break up into pairs throughout the class. Select two businesses 
(local restaurants, retail stores, etc.) that both of you frequent, 
are employed by, and/or are fairly well acquainted with. For the 
fi rst business, one of you will role-play the “manager” and the 
other will role-play the “customer.” Reverse roles for the second 
business you have selected. As managers at your respective 
businesses, you are to prepare a list of fi ve questions you will 
ask the customer during the role-play. The questions you pre-
pare should be designed to get the customer’s viewpoint on how 
good the cycle time is at your business. If one of the responses 
leads to a problem area, you may need to ask a follow-up ques-
tion to determine the nature of the dissatisfaction. Prepare one 

main question and a follow-up, if necessary, for each of the fi ve 
dimensions of cycle time:

 1. Speed—the delivery of goods and services in the 
minimum time; efficient communications; the elimination 
of wasted time.

 2. Connectivity—all operations and systems in the business 
appear connected with the customer.

 3. Interactive relationships—a continual dialog exists 
among operations units, service providers, and 
customers that permits the exchange of feedback on 
concerns or needs.

 4. Customization—each product is tailored to the needs of 
the customer.

 5. Responsiveness—the willingness to make adjustments 
and be flexible to help customers and to provide prompt 
service when a problem develops.

Begin the two role-plays. When it is your turn to be the manager, 
listen carefully when your partner answers your prepared ques-
tions. You need to elicit information on how to improve the cycle 
time at your business. You will achieve this by identifying the 
problem areas (weaknesses) that need attention.

After completing both role-play situations, fi ll out the form on 
the next page for the role-play when you were the manager. You 
may not have gathered enough information to fi ll in all the boxes. 
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For example, for some categories, the customer may have had 
only good things to say; for others, the comments may all be 
negative. Be prepared to share the information you gain with the 
rest of the class.

I role-played the manager at (business). After listening care-
fully to the customer’s responses to my fi ve questions, I deter-
mined the following strengths and weaknesses as they relate to 
the cycle time at my business:

Dimension Strength Weakness

Speed

Connectivity

Interactive relationships

Customization

Responsiveness

Solve the Dilemma 
Planning for Pizza

McKing Corporation operates fast-food restau-
rants in 50 states, selling hamburgers, roast 
beef and chicken sandwiches, french fries, and 
salads. The company wants to diversify into the 
growing pizza business. Six months of tests re-

vealed that the ideal pizza to sell was a 16-inch pie in three 
varieties: cheese, pepperoni, and deluxe (multiple toppings). 
Research found the size and toppings acceptable to families as 
well as to individuals (single buyers could freeze the leftovers), 
and the price was acceptable for a fast-food restaurant ($7.99 
for cheese, $8.49 for pepperoni, and $9.99 for deluxe).

Marketing and human resources personnel prepared train-
ing manuals for employees, advertising materials, and the 
 rationale to present to the restaurant managers (many stores 
are franchised). Store managers, franchisees, and employees 
are excited about the new plan. There is just one problem: 

The drive-through windows in current restaurants are too 
small for a 16-inch pizza to pass through. The largest size 
the present windows can accommodate is a 12-inch pie. The 
managers and franchisees are concerned that if this aspect of 
operations has been overlooked, perhaps the product is not 
ready to be launched. Maybe there are other problems yet to 
be uncovered.

Discussion Questions
 1. What mistake did McKing make in approaching the 

introduction of pizza?

 2. How could this product introduction have been coordinated 
to avoid the problems that were encountered?

 3. If you were an executive at McKing, how would you 
proceed with the introduction of pizza into the restaurants?

LO 8-6

Build Your Business Plan 
Managing Service and Manufacturing Operations

For your business, you need to determine if you 
are providing raw materials that will be used in 
further production, or if you are a reseller of 
goods and services, known as a retailer. If you 
are the former, you need to determine what pro-

cesses you go through in making your product.

The text provides ideas of breaking the process into inputs, 
transformation processes, and outputs. If you are a provider of 
a service or a link in the supply chain, you need to know exactly 
what your customer expectations are. Services are intangible, so 
it is all the more important to better understand what exactly the 
customer is looking for in resolving a problem or fi lling a need.
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See for Yourself Videocase 
Home Run Inn’s Operational Excellence Propels It to Top Spot 

It’s not often that frozen pizza is compared fa-
vorably with fresh pizzas served in restaurants. 
Home Run Inn is the exception to the rule. Home 
Run Inn’s frozen cheese pizza is considered 
tastier than the fresh deep dish and original piz-

zas from Domino’s and Pizza Hut. In 2013, Consumer Reports 
named Home Run Inn as number one in the frozen pizza cate-
gory. Its popularity is evident as it has become one of the 
 fastest-growing frozen pizza companies in the nation. Today, 
Home Run Inn distributes pizza in 28 states and sells almost as 
much as DiGiorno and Tombstone brands combined.

Home Run Inn is a family-run business with headquarters in 
Chicago. The inspiration for the name happened after a base-
ball from a nearby sandlot crashed through Mary and Vincent 
Grittani’s window of their new restaurant in 1923. More than 
20 years later, in 1947 the Grittanis’ son-in-law Nick Perinno 
partnered with Mary Grittani to develop the recipe for the com-
pany’s all-natural Home Run Inn pizza. This pizza would place 
the restaurant on the map. 

During the 1950s, the business chose to expand into the 
frozen pizza business. In the 1980s, Nick’s son Joe Perrino, cur-
rently the president and CEO of the business, realized that they 
needed to expand if they wanted to grow. He began to look at 
ways to improve the organization’s operations through automa-
tion. “We started very basically with conveyers and ovens, and 
we then proceeded with different presses,” he said.

Soon, demand for Home Run Inn pizzas began to eclipse 
supply. Home Run Inn was unable to meet this demand with its 
current capacity due to manufacturing limitations. Cooking the 
pizzas and freezing them with conventional freezing methods 
was complex and placed constraints on how much the com-
pany could produce. As a result, Perrino decided to purchase 
a cryogenic freezer that freezes using CO2 gas. The equipment 
cost $250,000, which was approximately what it would cost to 
purchase a restaurant. However, the result was far worth the 
money spent. Perrino states, “We were able to produce pizzas 
three, four times as fast as we were currently doing with fewer 
people, so that really set a light bulb off in our heads.” 

Two years later, the company built a new facility to keep 
up with demand. The major reason for this high demand is the 
quality of the pizza. Home Run Inn guarantees that its frozen 

pizzas are just as good as the pizzas it serves in its restaurants 
(it currently has nine restaurant locations). The company does 
this by controlling quality in-house. Home Run Inn pizza uses 
all-natural ingredients and its homemade sauce, sausage, and 
cheese. These all-natural ingredients have enabled the com-
pany to differentiate its products, allowing it to have higher 
prices compared to competitors and still retain high demand.

In 2002, Home Run Inn decided to go a step further. The 
company partnered with former Kraft CEO Jay Williams to self-
distribute its pizzas. Until then, Home Run Inn frozen pizzas 
were stored in warehouses and then distributed to retailers. 
Self-distribution required the company to have its own fl eet of 
trucks to deliver the pizzas to the retailers. This requires Home 
Run Inn to keep careful track of inventory in the stores. It was 
a signifi cant investment for Home Run Inn, but it also allowed 
the company to control its supply chain and ensure that quality 
was maintained from manufacturing all the way to the fi nished 
product on the shelf. According to Perrino, this move helped the 
fi rm grow from 8 percent market share to 28 percent market 
share. 

 Thanks to quality operation processes, strong supply chain 
control, and careful monitoring of inventory, Home Run Inn pizza 
has secured its place as a top-quality frozen pizza business. 
Despite its high price compared to rivals, customers are eager 
to purchase Home Run Inn frozen pizza because they know the 
value is worth the price.41

Discussion Questions
 1. Describe how taking risks to increase its operational 

capacity turned Home Run Inn pizza into the top player in 
the frozen pizza industry.

 2. Why is Home Run Inn able to compete at prices higher 
than its rivals’?

 3. Why has self-distribution been so benefi cial for Home 
Run Inn? Do you think it would be successful for every 
manufacturing company? 

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Form groups and assign the responsibility of fi nding com-
panies that outsource their production to other countries. 
What are the key advantages of this outsourcing decision? 
Do you see any drawbacks or weaknesses in this approach? 

Why would a company not outsource when such a tactic can be 
undertaken to cut manufacturing costs? Report your fi ndings 
to the class.
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Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

 LO 9-1 Defi ne human relations, and determine why its study is important.

 LO 9-2 Summarize early studies that laid the groundwork for understanding 

employee motivation.

 LO 9-3 Compare and contrast the human-relations theories of Abraham 

Maslow and Frederick Herzberg.

 LO 9-4 Investigate various theories of motivation, including theories X, Y, 

and Z; equity theory; and expectancy theory.

 LO 9-5 Describe some of the strategies that managers use to motivate 

employees.

 LO 9-6 Critique a business’s program for motivating its sales force.



Enter the World of Business

Mars, Incorporated: Where Employees 
Love to Work
The 70,000 employees working at Mars Inc. look forward to going to work in the 

morning. Mars is the third largest private company in the United States that is 

100 percent family owned. The company specializes in six brand areas: choco-

late, pet care, Wrigley, food, drinks, and symbioscience. While the company is 

known for products such as Pedigree pet care, M&Ms, and Wrigley gum, it has 

also become known for its motivational corporate culture. Mars has consis-

tently made the list of Fortune’s “Best Companies to Work for.”

Mars aims to provide a positive work environment that motivates employees 

to strive for excellence and provide exceptional products for consumers every-

where. To do this, Mars has stayed a private company and has no plans to go 

public. This keeps the company from having to answer to stockholders regard-

ing every decision and motivates employees to develop and test new ideas. 

Employees fondly dub themselves “Martians” and abide by the company’s Five 

Principles of Mars embedded on the walls of the company’s offi ces. These 

principles are quality, responsibility, mutuality, effi ciency, and freedom.

Employee perks at Mars are various. Employees have access to vending 

machines that dispense free candy, the ability to grow within the company, and 

the opportunity to receive bonuses from 10 to 100 percent of their salaries. 

Employees of the company’s pet care division are encouraged to bring their 

dogs to work. Monitors display sales and fi nancial updates of the company, 

which motivate employees to strive for success. The company has been known 

to employ generations of families within the fi rm. As a result of its motivational 

environment, the company boosts a low 5 percent turnover rate.1
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Introduction
Because employees do the actual work of the business and infl uence whether the fi rm 

achieves its objectives, most top managers agree that employees are an organization’s 

most valuable resource. To achieve organizational objectives, employees must have 

the motivation, ability (appropriate knowledge and skills), and tools (proper training 

and equipment) to perform their jobs. Chapter 10 covers topics related to managing 

human resources, such as those listed earlier. This chapter focuses on how to motivate 

employees.

We examine employees’ needs and motivation, managers’ views of workers, and 

several strategies for motivating employees. Managers who understand the needs of 

their employees can help them reach higher levels of productivity and thus contribute 

to the achievement of organizational goals.

Nature of Human Relations
What motivates employees to perform on the job is the focus of human relations, the 

study of the behavior of individuals and groups in organizational settings. In business, 

human relations involves motivating employees to achieve organizational objectives 

effi ciently and effectively. The fi eld of human relations has become increasingly im-

portant over the years as businesses strive to understand how to boost workplace mo-

rale, maximize employees’ productivity and creativity, and motivate their ever more 

diverse employees to be more effective.

Motivation is an inner drive that directs a person’s behavior toward goals. A goal 

is the satisfaction of some need, and a need is the difference between a desired state 

and an actual state. Both needs and goals can be motivating. Motivation explains why 

people behave as they do; similarly, a lack of motivation explains, at times, why people 

avoid doing what they should do. Motivating employees to do the wrong things or for 

the wrong reasons can be problematic, however. Encouraging employees to take ex-

cessive risks through high compensation, for example, led to the downfall of AIG and 

most major U.S. banks. Also, encouraging employees to lie to customers or to create 

false documentation is unethical and could even have 

legal ramifi cations. A person who recognizes or feels 

a need is motivated to take action to satisfy the need 

and achieve a goal (Figure  9.1). Consider a person 

who takes a job as a salesperson. If his or her perfor-

mance is far below other salespeople’s, he or she will 

likely recognize a need to increase sales. To satisfy 

that need and achieve success, the person may try to 

acquire new insights from successful salespeople or 

obtain additional training to improve sales skills. In 

addition, a sales manager might try different means 

to motivate the salesperson to work harder and to im-

prove his or her skills. Human relations is concerned 

with the needs of employees, their goals and how they 

try to achieve them, and the impact of those needs and 

goals on job performance.

Effectively motivating employees helps keep them 

engaged in their work. Engagement involves emo-

tional involvement and commitment. Being engaged 

LO 9-1

human relations
the study of the behavior of 
individuals and groups in 
organizational settings

motivation
an inner drive that directs 
a person’s behavior toward 
goals

Many companies offer onsite day care as a benefi t for employees 
who have children. Company benefi ts such as these tend to increase 
employee satisfaction and motivation. 
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results in carrying out the expectations and obligations of employment. 

Many employees are actively engaged in their jobs, while others are not. 

Some employees do the minimum amount of work required to get by, 

and some employees are completely disengaged. Motivating employees to 

stay engaged is a key responsibility of management. For example, to test 

if his onsite production managers were fully engaged in their jobs, former 

Van Halen frontman David Lee Roth placed a line in the band’s rider ask-

ing for a bowl of M&Ms with the brown ones removed. It was a means for 

the band to test local stage production crews’ attention to detail. Because 

their shows were highly technical, David Lee Roth would demand a com-

plete recheck of everything if he found brown M&Ms in the bowl.2

One prominent aspect of human relations is morale—an employee’s 

attitude toward his or her job, employer, and colleagues. High morale 

contributes to high levels of productivity, high returns to stakeholders, 

and employee loyalty. Conversely, low morale may cause high rates of 

absenteeism and turnover (when employees quit or are fi red and must be 

replaced by new employees). Google recognizes the value of happy, com-

mitted employees and strives to engage in practices that will minimize 

turnover. Employees have access to onsite medical care, travel and emer-

gency insurance, educational reimbursements, and many more incentives 

that keep employees’ morale in good condition.3

Employees are motivated by their perceptions of extrinsic and in-

trinsic rewards. An intrinsic reward is the personal satisfaction and 

enjoyment that you feel from attaining a goal. For example, in this class you may 

feel personal enjoyment in learning how business works and aspire to have a career 

in business or to operate your own business one day. Extrinsic rewards are benefi ts 

and/or recognition that you receive from someone else. In this class, your grade is 

extrinsic recognition of your efforts and success in the class. In business, praise and 

recognition, pay increases, and bonuses are extrinsic rewards. If you believe that 

your job provides an opportunity to contribute to society or the environment, then 

that aspect would represent an intrinsic reward. Both intrinsic and extrinsic rewards 

contribute to motivation that stimulates employees to do their best in contributing 

to business goals.

morale
an employee’s attitude toward 
his or her job, employer, and 
colleagues

intrinsic rewards
the personal satisfaction 
and enjoyment felt after 
attaining a goal

extrinsic rewards
benefi ts and/or recognition 
received from someone else

Even small symbols of recognition, such as an 
“Employee of the Month” parking space, can 
serve as strong motivators for employees. 

FIGURE 9.1
The Motivation Process

Need

Goal-Directed
Behavior

Need Satisfaction
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Respect, involvement, appreciation, adequate compensation, promotions, a pleas-

ant work environment, and a positive organizational culture are all morale boosters. 

Table 9.1 lists some ways to retain good employees. Costco Wholesale, the second 

largest retailer in America, knows how to retain happy 

employees. The company pays an average annual rate 

of $20.89 per hour plus overtime, gives fi ve weeks of 

vacation per year, and matches 401(k) contributions; in 

addition, almost 90 percent of employees are covered by company-sponsored health 

insurance. The retail industry is peppered with unhappy employees and dwindling 

profi ts, but Costco’s efforts result in happy workers. The company was even able 

to give raises when the economic recession hit. In addition, the company has not 

experienced any major labor disputes in its more than 30 years of existence.5 Many 

companies offer a diverse array of  benefi ts designed to improve the quality of employ-

ees’ lives and increase their morale and satisfaction. Some of the “best companies to 

work for” offer onsite day care, concierge services (e.g., dry cleaning, shoe repair, 

prescription renewal), domestic partner benefi ts to same-sex couples, and fully paid 

sabbaticals. Table 9.2 offers suggestions as to how leaders can motivate employees on 

a daily basis.

TABLE 9.1
How to Retain Good 

Employees

 1. Challenge your employees.

 2. Provide adequate incentives.

 3. Don’t micromanage.

 4. Create a work-friendly environment.

 5. Provide opportunities for employee growth.

Source: Adapted from Geoff Williams, “Retaining Employees: 5 Things You Need to Know,” The Huffi ngton Post, February 2, 2012, 
www.huffi ngtonpost.com/2012/02/01/retaining-employees-5-things-you-need-to-know_n_976767.html (accessed April 24, 2014).

TABLE 9.2
How to Motivate 

Employees

1. Interact with employees in a friendly and open manner.

2. Equitably dispense rewards and other incentives.

3. Create a culture of collaboration.

4. Provide both positive and negative feedback and constructive criticism.

5. Make employees feel as if they are partners rather than workers.

6. Handle confl icts in an open and professional manner.

7. Provide continuous opportunities for improvement and employee growth.

8. Encourage creativity in problem solving.

9. Recognize employees for jobs well done.

10. Allow employees to make mistakes, as these become learning opportunities.

DID YOU KNOW? Absenteeism can cost a company as 

much as 36 percent of payroll.4
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Historical Perspectives 
on Employee Motivation
Throughout the 20th century, researchers have conducted numerous studies to try to 

identify ways to motivate workers and increase productivity. From these studies have 

come theories that have been applied to workers with varying degrees of success. A 

brief discussion of two of these theories—the classical theory of motivation and the 

Hawthorne studies—provides a background for understanding the present state of 

human relations.

Classical Theory of Motivation
The birth of the study of human relations can be traced to time and motion studies 

conducted at the turn of the century by Frederick W. Taylor and Frank and Lillian Gil-

breth. Their studies analyzed how workers perform specifi c work tasks in an effort to 

improve the employees’ productivity. These efforts led to the application of scientifi c 

principles to management.

According to the classical theory of motivation, money is the sole motivator for 

workers. Taylor suggested that workers who were paid more would produce more, 

an idea that would benefi t both companies and workers. To improve productivity, 

Taylor thought that managers should break down each job into its component tasks 

(specialization), determine the best way to perform each task, and specify the output 

to be achieved by a worker performing the task. Taylor also believed that incentives 

would motivate employees to be more productive. Thus, he suggested that managers 

link workers’ pay directly to their output. He developed the piece-rate system, under 

which employees were paid a certain amount for each unit they produced; those who 

exceeded their quota were paid a higher rate per unit for all the units they produced.

We can still see Taylor’s ideas in practice today in the use of fi nancial incentives 

for productivity. Moreover, companies are increasingly striving to relate pay to per-

formance at both the hourly and managerial level. Incentive planners choose an indi-

vidual incentive to motivate and reward their employees. In contrast, team incentives 

are used to generate partnership and collaboration to accomplish organizational goals. 

Boeing develops sales teams for most of its products, including commercial airplanes. 

The team dedicated to each product shares in the sales incentive program.

More and more corporations are tying pay to performance in order to motivate—

even up to the CEO level. The topic of executive pay has become controversial in 

recent years, and many corporate boards of directors have taken steps to link ex-

ecutive compensation more closely to corporate performance. Despite these changes, 

many top executives still receive large compensation packages. Larry Ellison, CEO of 

Oracle, earns $96.2 million in annual compensation.6

Like most managers of the early 20th century, Taylor believed that satisfactory 

pay and job security would motivate employees to work hard. However, later studies 

showed that other factors are also important in motivating workers.

The Hawthorne Studies
Elton Mayo and a team of researchers from Harvard University wanted to determine 

what physical conditions in the workplace—such as light and noise levels—would 

stimulate employees to be most productive. From 1924 to 1932, they studied a group 

of workers at the Hawthorne Works Plant of the Western Electric Company and mea-

sured their productivity under various physical conditions.

LO 9-2

classical theory 
of motivation
theory suggesting that money 
is the sole motivator for 
workers
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What the researchers discovered was quite 

unexpected and very puzzling: Productivity in-

creased regardless of the physical conditions. 

This phenomenon has been labeled the Haw-

thorne effect. When questioned about their be-

havior, the employees expressed satisfaction 

because their co-workers in the experiments 

were friendly and, more importantly, because 

their supervisors had asked for their help and 

cooperation in the study. In other words, they 

were responding to the attention they received, 

not the changing physical work conditions. 

The researchers concluded that social and psy-

chological factors could signifi cantly affect 

productivity and morale. The United Services 

Automobile Association (USAA) has a built-in 

psychological factor that  infl uences employee 

morale. The work of the fi nancial services 

company serves  military and veteran families, which enlivens employees. Genentech, 

a biotechnology company, also knows how to inspire employees through the devel-

opment of medications that better the lives of patients. Patients have been known to 

share their stories with employees, and in one instance, employees put in extra hours 

to ship breast cancer medication to a hospital when they discovered three patients 

were awaiting treatment. This shows how important it is for employees to feel like 

their work matters.8 Figure 9.2 indicates aspects of the job that appear to be most 

important for job satisfaction.

Wegmans Motivates Employees and Excels in Sustainability
Wegmans, a small grocery chain along the Atlantic region, 
is keen on motivating its more than 42,000 employees. The 
96-year-old grocer offers benefi ts such as fl exible schedul-
ing, employee scholarship programs, and a 66 percent rate 
of internal promotions to empower and motivate its work-
force to optimal levels. The company generated $6.7 billion 
in revenue in 2013 and has been consistently ranked as one 
of Fortune’s top fi ve best companies to work for since the list 
began in 1998.

Wellness programs for employees, which include free 
monthly health screenings, blood pressure and nutrition 
coaching, and onsite yoga and Zumba classes, are a prior-
ity for the chain. It will also subsidize other health programs 
that employees fi nd more effective. The result is highly en-
ergized, healthy, and happy employees who feel invested in 
the company. Employees undergo 40 hours of training before 

interacting with customers and are given the opportunity to 
travel in order to become experts in the store’s products.

Sustainability is another investment Wegmans values, and it 
encourages employees to feel the same. The company uses paper 
boats for sampling rather than plastic cups and grocery bags 
made from 40 percent recycled material. Wegmans retreaded the 
tires on its trucks rather than purchase new tires, saving more 
than 30,000 gallons of oil. Additionally, Greenpeace recently 
ranked the company number one in seafood sustainability.7

Discussion Questions
 1. How does Wegmans empower employees?
 2. Describe the employee benefi ts Wegmans offers and how 

this motivates them to offer better customer service.
 3. How might Wegmans’ sustainability endeavors infl uence 

 employees to be more sustainable in their own lives?

Going Green

Some companies let people bring their pets to work as an added incentive to 
make the workplace seem more friendly. 
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The Hawthorne experiments marked the beginning of a concern for human re-

lations in the workplace. They revealed that human factors do infl uence workers’ 

behavior and that managers who understand the needs, beliefs, and expectations of 

people have the greatest success in motivating their workers.

Theories of Employee Motivation
The research of Taylor, Mayo, and many others has led to the development of a num-

ber of theories that attempt to describe what motivates employees to perform. In this 

section, we will discuss some of the most important of these theories. The successful 

implementation of ideas based on these theories will vary, of course, depending on 

the company, its management, and its employees. It should be noted, too, that what 

worked in the past may no longer work today. Good managers must have the ability 

to adapt their ideas to an ever-changing, diverse group of employees.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
Psychologist Abraham Maslow theorized that people have fi ve basic needs: physiologi-

cal, security, social, esteem, and self-actualization. Maslow’s hierarchy arranges these 

needs into the order in which people strive to satisfy them (Figure 9.3).

Physiological needs, the most basic and fi rst needs to be satisfi ed, are the  essentials 

for living—water, food, shelter, and clothing. According to Maslow,  humans  devote 

all their efforts to satisfying physiological needs until they are met. Only when 

these needs are met can people focus their attention on satisfying the next level of 

needs—security.

Security needs relate to protecting yourself from physical and economic harm. 

 Actions that may be taken to achieve security include reporting a dangerous workplace 
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Job Aspects Important to 

Employee Satisfaction

Source: Society for Human Resource 
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Documents/12-0537%202012_
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(accessed May 5, 2014).
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condition to management, maintaining safety equipment, and purchasing insurance 

with income protection in the event you become unable to work. Once security needs 

have been satisfi ed, people may strive for social goals.

Social needs are the need for love, companionship, and friendship—the desire for 

acceptance by others. To fulfi ll social needs, a person may try many things: making 

friends with a co-worker, joining a group, volunteering at a hospital, throwing a party, 

and so on. Once their social needs have been satisfi ed, people attempt to satisfy their 

need for esteem.

Esteem needs relate to respect—both self-respect and respect from others. One 

aspect of esteem needs is competition—the need to feel that you can do something 

better than anyone else. Competition often motivates people to increase their produc-

tivity. Esteem needs are not as easily satisfi ed as the needs at lower levels in Maslow’s 

hierarchy because they do not always provide tangible evidence of success. However, 

these needs can be realized through rewards and increased involvement in organiza-

tional activities. Until esteem needs are met, people focus their attention on achieving 

 respect. When they feel they have achieved some measure of respect, self-actualization 

becomes the major goal of life.

social needs
the need for love, 
companionship, and 
friendship—the desire for 
acceptance by others

esteem needs
the need for respect—both 
self-respect and respect from 
others

Self-
Actualization

Needs

Esteem Needs

Social Needs

Security Needs

Physiological Needs

FIGURE 9.3
Maslow’s Hierarchy 

of Needs

Source: Adapted from Abraham 
H. Maslow, “A Theory of Human 
Motivation,” Psychology Review 
50 (1943), pp. 370–396. American 
Psychology Association.
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Self-actualization needs, at the top of Maslow’s hierarchy, mean being the best 

you can be. Self-actualization involves maximizing your potential. A self-actualized 

person feels that she or he is living life to its fullest in every way. For Stephen King, 

self-actualization might mean being praised as the best fi ction writer in the world; for 

actress Halle Berry, it might mean winning an Oscar.

Maslow’s theory maintains that the more basic needs at the bottom of the 

 hierarchy must be satisfi ed before higher-level goals can be pursued. Thus, people 

who are hungry and homeless are not concerned with obtaining respect from their 

colleagues. Only when physiological, security, and social needs have been more 

or less satisfi ed do people seek esteem. Maslow’s theory also suggests that if a 

low-level need is suddenly reactivated, the individual will try to satisfy that need 

rather than higher-level needs. Many laid off workers probably shift their focus 

from high-level esteem needs to the need for security. Managers should learn from 

Maslow’s hierarchy that employees will be motivated to contribute to organiza-

tional goals only if they are able to fi rst satisfy their physiological, security, and 

social needs through their work.

Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory
In the 1950s, psychologist Frederick Herzberg proposed a theory of motivation that 

focuses on the job and on the environment where work is done. Herzberg studied vari-

ous factors relating to the job and their relation to employee motivation and concluded 

that they can be divided into hygiene factors and motivational factors (Table 9.3).

Hygiene factors, which relate to the work setting and not to the content of the 

work, include adequate wages, comfortable and safe working conditions, fair com-

pany policies, and job security. These factors do not necessarily motivate employees 

to excel, but their absence may be a potential source of dissatisfaction and high turn-

over. Employee safety and comfort are clearly hygiene factors.

Many people feel that a good salary is one of the most important job factors, even 

more important than job security and the chance to use one’s mind and abilities. Sal-

ary and security, two of the hygiene factors identifi ed by Herzberg, make it possible 

for employees to satisfy the physiological and security needs identifi ed by Maslow. 

However, the presence of hygiene factors is unlikely to motivate employees to work 

harder. For example, many people do not feel motivated to pursue a career as a gas-

troenterologist (doctors who specialize in the digestive system). Although the job is 

important and pays more than $250,000 on average, the tasks are routine and most 

patients are not looking forward to their appointments.9

self-actualization needs
the need to be the best one 
can be; at the top of Maslow’s 
hierarchy

hygiene factors
aspects of Herzberg’s theory 
of motivation that focus on 
the work setting and not the 
content of the work; these 
aspects include adequate 
wages, comfortable and 
safe working conditions, fair 
company policies, and job 
security
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TABLE 9.3
Herzberg’s Hygiene 

and Motivational Factors

Hygiene Factors Motivational Factors

Company policies Achievement

Supervision Recognition

Working conditions Work itself

Relationships with peers, supervisors, and 
subordinates

Responsibility

Salary Advancement

Security Personal growth
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Motivational factors, which relate to the content of the work itself, include achieve-

ment, recognition, involvement, responsibility, and advancement. The absence of moti-

vational factors may not result in dissatisfaction, but their presence is likely to motivate 

employees to excel. Many companies are beginning to employ methods to give em-

ployees more responsibility and control and to involve them more in their work, which 

serves to motivate them to higher levels of productivity and quality. Hotels are adopt-

ing more customer-centric processes in order to better their experiences. Doubletree, a 

franchise owned by Hilton Hotels and Resorts, has created a CARE committee for each 

of its locations. The committee is composed of employees from all departments so that 

they can ensure maximum operational performance and customer satisfaction. Marriott 

International employees leave personal notes for guests, and their loyalty program is 

above comparison.10

Herzberg’s motivational factors and Maslow’s esteem and self-actualization needs 

are similar. Workers’ low-level needs (physiological and security) have largely been 

satisfi ed by minimum-wage laws and occupational-safety standards set by various 

government agencies and are therefore not motivators. Consequently, to improve 

productivity, management should focus on satisfying workers’ higher-level needs 

(motivational factors) by providing opportunities for achievement, involvement, and 

advancement and by recognizing good performance.

McGregor’s Theory X and Theory Y
In The Human Side of Enterprise, Douglas McGregor related Maslow’s ideas about 

personal needs to management. McGregor contrasted two views of management—the 

traditional view, which he called Theory X, and a humanistic view, which he called 

Theory Y.

According to McGregor, managers adopting Theory X assume that workers 

 generally dislike work and must be forced to do their jobs. They believe that the fol-

lowing statements are true of workers:

1. The average person naturally dislikes work and will avoid it when possible.

2. Most workers must be coerced, controlled, directed, or threatened with 

punishment to get them to work toward the achievement of organizational 

objectives.

3. The average worker prefers to be directed and to avoid responsibility, has 

relatively little ambition, and wants security.11

Managers who subscribe to the Theory X view maintain tight control over workers, 

provide almost constant supervision, try to motivate through fear, and make decisions in 

an autocratic fashion, eliciting little or no input from their subordinates. The Theory X 

style of management focuses on physiological and security needs and virtually  ignores 

the higher needs discussed by Maslow. Foxconn, a manufacturing company that creates 

components for tech products such as the Apple iPad, is a company that had adopted 

the Theory X perspective. In China, Foxconn workers live in crowded dorms and often 

work more than 60 hours per week.

The Theory X view of management does not take into account people’s needs 

for companionship, esteem, and personal growth, whereas Theory Y, the contrasting 

view of management, does. Managers subscribing to the Theory Y view assume that 

workers like to work and that under proper conditions employees will seek out re-

sponsibility in an attempt to satisfy their social, esteem, and self-actualization needs. 

McGregor describes the assumptions behind Theory Y in the following way:

motivational factors
aspects of Herzberg’s theory 
of motivation that focus 
on the content of the work 
itself; these aspects include 
achievement, recognition, 
involvement, responsibility, 
and advancement
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Theory X
McGregor’s traditional 
view of management whereby 
it is assumed that workers 
generally dislike work and 
must be forced to do their 
jobs

Theory Y
McGregor’s humanistic view 
of management whereby it is 
assumed that workers like to 
work and that under proper 
conditions employees will 
seek out responsibility in an 
attempt to satisfy their social, 
esteem, and self-actualization 
needs
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1. The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural as play 

or rest.

2. People will exercise self-direction and self-control to achieve objectives to 

which they are committed.

3. People will commit to objectives when they realize that the achievement of 

those goals will bring them personal reward.

4. The average person will accept and seek responsibility.

5. Imagination, ingenuity, and creativity can help solve organizational problems, 

but most organizations do not make adequate use of these characteristics in 

their employees.

6. Organizations today do not make full use of workers’ intellectual potential.13

Obviously, managers subscribing to the Theory Y philosophy have a management 

style very different from managers subscribing to the Theory X philosophy. Theory Y 

managers maintain less control and supervision, do not use fear as the primary mo-

tivator, and are more democratic in decision making, allowing subordinates to par-

ticipate in the process. Theory Y managers address the high-level needs in Maslow’s 

hierarchy as well as physiological and security needs. For instance, the Virgin Group, 

which is a conglomerate of various businesses in many industries, allows CEOs and 

managers to run their locations as they see fi t. This also applies to complicated expan-

sion measures such as opening foreign locations, which can become very complex. 

The company has achieved success by empowering employees to make their own 

decisions and follow their passions.14 Today, Theory Y enjoys widespread support and 

may have displaced Theory X.

Theory Z
Theory Z is a management philosophy that stresses employee participation in all 

aspects of company decision making. It was fi rst described by William Ouchi in 

his book Theory Z—How American Business Can Meet the Japanese Challenge.
Theory  Z incorporates many elements associated with the Japanese approach to 

Theory Z
a management philosophy 
that stresses employee 
participation in all aspects of 
company decision making

The Stein Mart Culture Is a Key Ingredient for Success
Stein Mart
Founder: Sam Stein
Founded: 1908, in Greenville, Mississippi
Success: Stein Mart has 263 retail stores in 29 states and 
earns more than $1 billion in total revenue.

Sam Stein couldn’t have known that his small merchan-
dise store in 1908 would one day grow into a thriving discount 
apparel chain helmed by his grandson. When Sam Stein’s son 
took over, he shifted the emphasis to apparel and renamed 
the store. Today, grandson Jay Stein runs the company. 
While other regional, discount, and high-end retailers have 
struggled through the economic downturn, Stein Mart has 
maintained a strong presence in the market. Its competitive 

advantage is its pricing strategy—it offers quality goods at 
the prices of a discount retailer. Stein Mart does this by pur-
chasing unsold merchandise from high-end retailers such as 
Saks Fifth Avenue and Neiman Marcus.

Stein’s emphasis on customers and employees contrib-
utes to the personal culture of the company. Employees can 
receive health benefits, paid time off, and 25 percent dis-
counts. Stein himself travels to stores weekly to meet and 
thank employees for their work. He also models good cus-
tomer service by giving out thank-you notes to customers 
when they make purchases. These types of incentives add a 
personal touch absent from other retailers, resulting in high 
employee empowerment.12

Entrepreneurship in Action
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management, such as trust and intimacy, but Japanese ideas have been adapted for 

use in the United States. In a Theory Z organization, managers and workers share 

responsibilities; the management style is participative; and employment is long term 

and often lifelong. Japan has faced a signifi cant period of slowing economic progress 

and competition from China and other Asian nations. This has led to experts ques-

tioning Theory Z, particularly at fi rms such as Sony and Toyota. Theory Z results in 

employees feeling organizational ownership. Research has found that such feelings 

of ownership may produce positive attitudinal and behavioral effects for employees.15 

In a Theory Y organization, managers focus on assumptions about the nature of the 

worker. The two theories can be seen as complementary. Table 9.4 compares the tra-

ditional American management style, the Japanese management style, and Theory Z 

(the modifi ed Japanese management style).

Equity Theory
According to equity theory, how much people are willing to contribute to an orga-

nization depends on their assessment of the fairness, or equity, of the rewards they 

will receive in exchange. In a fair situation, a person receives rewards proportional 

to the contribution he or she makes to the organization. However, in practice, equity 

is a subjective notion. Each worker regularly develops a personal input-output ratio 

by taking stock of his or her contribution (inputs) to the organization in time, effort, 

skills, and experience and assessing the rewards (outputs) offered by the organization 

in pay, benefi ts, recognition, and promotions. The worker compares his or her ratio 

to the input-output ratio of some other person—a “comparison other,” who may be a 

co-worker, a friend working in another organization, or an “average” of several people 

working in the organization. If the two ratios are close, the individual will feel that he 

or she is being treated equitably.

equity theory
an assumption that how 
much people are willing to 
contribute to an organization 
depends on their assessment 
of the fairness, or equity, of 
the rewards they will receive 
in exchange

TABLE 9.4 Comparison of American, Japanese, and Theory Z Management Styles

American Japanese Theory Z

Duration of employment Relatively short term; workers 
subject to layoffs when 
business slows

Lifelong; no layoffs Long term; layoffs rare

Rate of promotion Rapid Slow Slow

Amount of specialization Considerable; worker develops 
expertise in one area only

Minimal; worker develops 
expertise in all aspects 
of the organization

Moderate; worker learns all 
aspects of the organization

Decision making Individual Consensual; input from all 
concerned parties is considered

Consensual; emphasis on quality

Responsibility Assigned to the individual Shared by the group Assigned to the individual

Control Explicit and formal Less explicit and less formal Informal but with explicit 
performance measures

Concern for workers Focus is on work only Focus extends to worker’s 
whole life

Focus includes worker’s life 
and family

Source: Adapted from William Ouchi, Theory Z—How American Business Can Meet the Japanese Challenge, p. 58. © 1981 by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. 
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Let’s say you have a high-school education and earn $25,000 a year. When you 

compare your input-output ratio with that of a co-worker who has a college degree and 

makes $35,000 a year, you will probably feel that you are being paid fairly. However, 

if you perceive that your personal input-output ratio is lower than that of your college-

educated co-worker, you may feel that you are being treated unfairly and be motivated 

to seek change. Or if you learn that your co-worker who makes $35,000 has only a 

high-school diploma, you may feel cheated by your employer. To achieve equity, you 

could try to increase your outputs by asking for a raise or promotion. You could also 

try to have your co-worker’s inputs increased or his or her outputs decreased. Failing 

to achieve equity, you may be motivated to look for a job at a different company.

Equity theory might explain why many consumers are upset about CEO compensa-

tion. Although the job of the CEO can be incredibly stressful, the fact that they take 

home millions in compensation, bonuses, and stock options has been questioned. The 

high unemployment rate coupled with the misconduct that occurred at some large cor-

porations prior to the recession contributed largely to the Occupy Wall Street protests. 

To counter this perception of pay inequality, several corporations have now begun to 

tie CEO compensation with company performance. If the company performs poorly for 

the year, then fi rms such as Goldman Sachs will cut bonuses and other compensation.16

While lower compensation rates might appease the general public, some companies 

are worried that lower pay might deter talented individuals from wanting to assume the 

position of CEO at their fi rms.

Because almost all the issues involved in equity theory are subjective, they can be 

problematic. Author David Callahan has argued that feelings of inequity may underlie 

some unethical or illegal behavior in business. For example, due to employee theft 

and shoplifting, Walmart experiences billions in inventory losses every year. Some 

employees may take company resources to restore what they perceive to be equity. 

Theft of company resources is a major ethical issue, based on a survey by the Ethics 

Resource Center.17 Callahan believes that employees who do not feel they are being 

treated equitably may be motivated to equalize the situation by lying, cheating, or 

otherwise “improving” their pay, perhaps by stealing.18 Managers should try to avoid 

equity problems by ensuring that rewards are distributed on the basis of performance 

and that all employees clearly understand the basis for their pay and benefi ts.

Expectancy Theory
Psychologist Victor Vroom described expectancy 
theory, which states that motivation depends not 

only on how much a person wants something but 

also on the person’s perception of how likely he or 

she is to get it. A person who wants something and 

has reason to be optimistic will be strongly moti-

vated. For example, say you really want a promo-

tion. And let’s say because you have taken some 

night classes to improve your skills, and moreover, 

have just made a large, signifi cant sale, you feel con-

fi dent that you are qualifi ed and able to handle the 

new position. Therefore, you are motivated to try to 

get the promotion. In contrast, if you do not believe 

you are likely to get what you want, you may not 

be motivated to try to get it, even though you really 

want it.

expectancy theory
the assumption that 
motivation depends not only 
on how much a person wants 
something but also on how 
likely he or she is to get it

Your motivation depends not only on how much you want something, but also 
on how likely you are to get it. 
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Strategies for Motivating Employees
Based on the various theories that attempt to explain what motivates employees, busi-

nesses have developed several strategies for motivating their employees and boost-

ing morale and productivity. Some of these techniques include behavior modifi cation 

and job design, as well as the already described employee involvement programs and 

work teams.

Behavior Modifi cation
Behavior modifi cation involves changing behavior and encouraging appropriate ac-

tions by relating the consequences of behavior to the behavior itself. The concept 

of behavior modifi cation was developed by psychologist B. F. Skinner, who showed 

that there are two types of consequences that can modify behavior—reward and 

punishment. Skinner found that behavior that is rewarded will tend to be repeated, 

while behavior that is punished will tend to be eliminated. For example, employees 

who know that they will receive a bonus such as an expensive restaurant meal for 

making a sale over $2,000 may be more motivated to make sales. Workers who 

know they will be punished for being tardy are likely to make a greater effort to get 

to work on time.

However, the two strategies may not be equally effective. Punishing unacceptable 

behavior may provide quick results but may lead to undesirable long-term side ef-

fects, such as employee dissatisfaction and increased turnover. In general, rewarding 

appropriate behavior is a more effective way to modify behavior.

Job Design
Herzberg identifi ed the job itself as a motivational factor. Managers have several 

strategies that they can use to design jobs to help improve employee motivation. 

These include job rotation, job enlargement, job enrichment, and fl exible schedul-

ing strategies.

Job Rotation. Job rotation allows employees to move from one job to another 

in an effort to relieve the boredom that is often associated with job specialization. 

Businesses often turn to specialization in hopes of increasing productivity, but there 

is a negative side effect to this type of job design: Employees become bored and dis-

satisfi ed, and productivity declines. Job rotation reduces this boredom by allowing 

workers to undertake a greater variety of tasks and by giving them the opportunity to 

learn new skills. With job rotation, an employee spends a specifi ed amount of time 

performing one job and then moves on to another, different job. The worker eventually 

returns to the initial job and begins the cycle again.

Job rotation is a good idea, but it has one major drawback. Because employees 

may eventually become bored with all the jobs in the cycle, job rotation does not to-

tally eliminate the problem of boredom. Job rotation is extremely useful, however, in 

situations where a person is being trained for a position that requires an understand-

ing of various units in an organization. Eli Lilly is a strong believer in the  benefi ts of 

job rotation. The company leaves employees in their current jobs and asks them to 

take on short-term assignments outside their fi eld of expertise or interest. The results 

of the process have been positive, and Nokia is trying the same process with similar 

 outcomes.19 Many executive training programs require trainees to spend time learn-

ing a variety of specialized jobs. Job rotation is also used to cross-train today’s self-

directed work teams.

LO 9-5

behavior modifi cation
changing behavior and 
encouraging appropriate 
actions by relating the 
consequences of behavior to 
the behavior itself

job rotation
movement of employees 
from one job to another in an 
effort to relieve the boredom 
often associated with job 
specialization
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Job Enlargement. Job enlargement adds more tasks to a job instead of treat-

ing each task as separate. Like job rotation, job enlargement was developed to over-

come the boredom associated with specialization. The rationale behind this strategy 

is that jobs are more satisfying as the number of tasks performed by an individual 

increases. Employees sometimes enlarge, or craft, their jobs by noticing what needs 

to be done and then changing tasks and relationship boundaries to adjust. Individual 

orientation and motivation shape opportunities to craft new jobs and job relationships. 

Job enlargement strategies have been more successful in increasing job satisfaction 

than have job rotation strategies. IBM, AT&T, and Maytag are among the many com-

panies that have used job enlargement to motivate employees.

Job Enrichment. Job enrichment incorporates motivational factors such as op-

portunity for achievement, recognition, responsibility, and advancement into a job. It 

gives workers not only more tasks within the job, but more control and authority over 

the job. Job enrichment programs enhance a worker’s feeling of responsibility and 

provide opportunities for growth and advancement when the worker is able to take on 

the more challenging tasks. Hyatt Hotels Corporation and Clif Bar use job enrichment 

to improve the quality of work life for their employees. The potential benefi ts of job 

enrichment are great, but it requires careful planning and execution.

Flexible Scheduling Strategies. Many U.S. workers work a traditional 

40-hour workweek consisting of fi ve 8-hour days with fi xed starting and ending times. 

Facing problems of poor morale and high absenteeism as well as a diverse workforce 

with changing needs, many managers have turned to fl exible scheduling strategies 

such as fl extime, compressed workweeks, job sharing, part-time work, and telecom-

muting. A survey by WorldatWork showed that 88 percent of businesses offer some 

sort of telecommuting work. Employees have shown greater commitment to these 

organizations, reducing turnover and increasing job satisfaction.20

Flextime is a program that allows employees to choose their starting and ending 

times, as long as they are at work during a specifi ed core period (Figure 9.4). It does 

not reduce the total number of hours that employees work; instead, it gives employees 

more fl exibility in choosing which hours they work. A fi rm may specify that employ-

ees must be present from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. One employee may choose to come 

in at 7:00 a.m. and leave at the end of the core time, perhaps to attend classes at a 

nearby college after work. Another employee, a mother who lives in the suburbs, may 

job enlargement
the addition of more tasks to 
a job instead of treating each 
task as separate

job enrichment
the incorporation of 
motivational factors, such as 
opportunity for achievement, 
recognition, responsibility, and 
advancement, into a job

fl extime
a program that allows 
employees to choose their 
starting and ending times, 
provided that they are at work 
during a specifi ed core period
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come in at 9:00 a.m. in order to have time to drop off her children at a day-care center 

and commute by public transportation to her job. Flextime provides many benefi ts, in-

cluding improved ability to recruit and retain workers who wish to balance work and 

home life. Customers can be better served by allowing more coverage of customers 

over longer hours, workstations and facilities can be better utilized by staggering em-

ployee use, and rush hour traffi c may be reduced. In addition, fl exible schedules have 

been associated with an increase in healthy behaviors on the part of employees. More 

fl exible schedules are associated with healthier lifestyle choices such as increased 

physical activity and healthier sleep habits.21

Related to fl extime are the scheduling strategies of the compressed workweek and 

job sharing. The compressed workweek is a four-day (or shorter) period in which an 

employee works 40 hours. Under such a plan, employees typically work 10 hours per 

day for four days and have a three-day weekend. The compressed workweek reduces 

the company’s operating expenses because its actual hours of operation are reduced. It 

is also sometimes used by parents who want to have more days off to spend with their 

families. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics notes that the following career options 

provide greater fl exibility in scheduling: medical transcriptionist, fi nancial manager, 

nurse, database administrator, accountant, software developer, physical therapist as-

sistant, paralegal, graphic designer, and private investigator.22

Job sharing occurs when two people do one job. One person may work from 

8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.; the second person comes in at 12:30 p.m. and works until 

5:00 p.m. Job sharing gives both people the opportunity to work as well as time to 

fulfi ll other obligations, such as parenting or school. With job sharing, the company 

has the benefi t of the skills of two people for one job, often at a lower total cost for 

salaries and benefi ts than one person working eight hours a day would be paid.

Two other fl exible scheduling strategies  attaining wider use include allowing full-

time workers to work part time for a certain period and allowing workers to work at 

home either full or part time. Employees at some fi rms may be permitted to work 

part time for several months in order to care for a new baby or an elderly parent or 

just to slow down for a little while to “recharge their batteries.” When the employ-

ees return to full-time work, they are usually given a position comparable to their 

original full-time position. Other fi rms are al-

lowing employees to telecommute or telework 

(work at home a few days of the week), staying 

connected via computers, modems, and tele-

phones. Most telecommuters tend to combine 

going into the offi ce with working from home. 

Only about 3.3 million employees (not includ-

ing entrepreneurs) cite the home as their pri-

mary workplace.23

Although many employees ask for the option 

of working at home to ease the responsibilities 

of caring for family members, some have dis-

covered that they are more productive at home 

without the distractions of the workplace. PGi 

conducted a survey on telecommuting and found 

that telecommuters experienced a decrease in 

stress and absenteeism and an increase in mo-

rale and productivity. Perhaps due to the posi-

tive morale that telecommuting can create, many 

compressed workweek
a four-day (or shorter) period 
during which an employee 
works 40 hours

job sharing
performance of one full-time 
job by two people on part-
time hours

Working from home is becoming increasingly common. Telecommuting, job 
sharing, and fl extime can be benefi cial for employees who cannot work normal 
work hours. 
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Fortune 500 companies— including Apple, Google, and J. P. Morgan Chase—offer 

 several types of telecommuting  positions.25 Other employees, however, have discovered 

that they are not suited for working at home. For telecommuting to work, it must be 

a feasible alternative and must not create signifi cant costs for the company.26 Bank of 

America, Yahoo!, and Best Buy are all eliminating their work-from-home programs as 

they feel that being present in the workplace increases collaboration and productivity. 

Still, work-at-home programs can help reduce overhead costs for businesses. For ex-

ample, some companies used to maintain a surplus of offi ce space but have reduced the 

surplus through employee telecommuting, “hoteling” (being assigned to a desk through 

a reservation system), and “hot-desking” (several people using the same desk but at dif-

ferent times).

Companies are turning to fl exible work schedules to provide more options to em-

ployees who are trying to juggle their work duties with other responsibilities and 

needs. Preliminary results indicate that fl exible scheduling plans increase job satisfac-

tion, which, in turn, leads to increases in productivity. Some recent research, however, 

has indicated there are potential problems with telecommuting. Some managers are 

reluctant to adopt the practice because the pace of change in today’s workplace is 

faster than ever, and telecommuters may be left behind or actually cause managers 

more work in helping them stay abreast of changes. Some employers also worry that 

telecommuting workers create a security risk by creating more opportunities for com-

puter hackers or equipment thieves. Some employees have found that working outside 

the offi ce may hurt career advancement opportunities, and some report that instead 

of helping them balance work and family responsibilities, telecommuting increases 

the strain by blurring the barriers between the offi ce and home. Co-workers call at all 

The Pros and Cons of Working from Home
Allowing employees to work from home, known as telecom-
muting, has become a controversial topic for managers and 
human resources departments. With the advancement of 
technology, telecommuting has become easier and a part 
of many companies’ cultures. It has been reported that 80 
percent of companies listed on Fortune’s “Best Companies 
to Work For” offer employees the opportunity to work from 
home. Telecommuting has become a major benefi t for em-
ployees. However, working from home has many challenges, 
and some fi rms are reversing their companies’ work-from-
home policies. Yahoo! CEO Marissa Mayer declared that the 
majority of Yahoo! employees would no longer be allowed to 
work from home because she believes employees need to 
interact with one another to improve productivity and cohe-
siveness. Bank of America and Best Buy have also reduced or 
eliminated work-from-home programs.

For many employees, working from home provides the 
benefi t of achieving a work/life balance. Studies have shown 
that working from home can provide a happier environment 
and foster stronger loyalty from employees. This idea can be 

used as a motivational tool for employees if proper commu-
nication is provided linking employees to their businesses.

However, some employers believe that telecommuting is 
allowing collaboration among employees to suffer. By work-
ing from home, employees are becoming independent and 
potentially isolated, creating disconnections within the com-
pany. Also, employers are questioning whether employees 
abuse this privilege and are less effi cient than they would 
be in an offi ce environment. The question of whether tele-
commuting is productive and benefi cial for the company 
remains a center of debate.24

Discussion Questions
 1. What are the advantages of using work-from-home policies to 

motivate employees?
 2. What are the disadvantages of using work-from-home 

 policies to motivate employees?
 3. What impact do you feel reversing a fi rm’s work-from-home 

policies will have on employee motivation?

Responding to Business Challenges
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hours, and telecommuters are apt to continue 

to work when they are not supposed to (after 

regular business hours or during vacation time).

Importance of Motivational 
Strategies
Motivation is more than a tool that managers 

can use to foster employee loyalty and boost 

productivity. It is a process that affects all the 

relationships within an organization and infl u-

ences many areas such as pay, promotion, job 

design, training opportunities, and reporting 

relationships. Employees are motivated by the 

nature of the relationships they have with their 

supervisors, by the nature of their jobs, and by 

characteristics of the organization. Table  9.5 

shows companies with excellent motivational 

strategies, along with the types of strategies 

they use to motivate employees. Even the economic environment can change an 

employee’s motivation. In a slow growth or recession economy, sales can fl atten or 

decrease and morale can drop because of the need to cut jobs. In the most recent re-

cession, many workers feared losing their jobs and increased the amount they were 

Businesses have come up with different ways to motivate employees, including 
rewards such as trophies and plaques to show the company’s appreciation. 

TABLE 9.5 Companies with Excellent Motivational Strategies

Company Motivational Strategies

3M Gives employees 15–20 percent of their time to pursue on projects

Google Perks include a massage every other week, free gourmet lunches, tuition reimbursement, a volleyball 
court, and time to work on own projects 

Whole Foods Employees receive 20 percent discounts on company products, the opportunity to gain stock options, and 
the ability to make major decisions in small teams

Patagonia Provides areas for yoga and aerobics, in-house child care services, organic food in its café, and 
opportunities to go surfi ng during the day

The Container Store Provides more than 260 hours of employee training and hosts “We Love Our Employees” Day

Southwest Airlines Gives employees permission to interact with passengers as they see fi t, provides free or discounted 
fl ights, and hosts the “Adopt-a-Pilot” program to connect pilots with students across the nation

Nike Offers tuition assistance, product discounts, onsite fi tness centers, and the ability for employees to give 
insights on how to improve the fi rm

Apple Creates a fast-paced, innovative work environment where employees are encouraged to debate ideas

Marriott Offers discounts at hotels across the world as well as free hotel stays and travel opportunities for 
employees with exceptional service

Zappos Creates a fun, zany work environment for employees and empowers them to take as much times as 
needed to answer customer concerns
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saving. The fi rm may have to work harder to keep good employees and to motivate 

all employees to work to overcome obstacles. In good economic times, employees 

may be more demanding and be on the lookout for better opportunities. New rewards 

or incentives may help motivate workers in such economies. Motivation tools, then, 

must be varied as well. Managers can further nurture motivation by being honest, sup-

portive, empathic, accessible, fair, and open. Motivating employees to increase satis-

faction and productivity is an important concern for organizations seeking to remain 

competitive in the global marketplace.

If you are good at mediation, smoothing confl ict, and have a 
good understanding of motivation and human relations theo-
ries, then you might be a good leader, human resource man-
ager, or training expert. Most organizations, especially as 
they grow, will need to implement human relations programs. 
These are necessary to teach employees about sensitivity to 
other cultures, religions, and beliefs, as well as for teaching the 
workforce about the organization so that they understand how 
they fi t in the larger picture. Employees need to appreciate the 
benefi ts of working together to make the fi rm run smoothly, and 
they also need to understand how their contributions help the 
fi rm. To stay motivated, most employees need to feel like what 
they do each day contributes something of value to the fi rm. 
Disclosing information and including employees in decision-
making processes will also help employees feel valuable and 
wanted within the fi rm.

There are many different ways employers can reward and 
encourage employees. However, employers must be careful 
when considering what kinds of incentives to use. Different 
cultures value different kinds of incentives more highly than 
others. For example, a Japanese worker would probably not 
like it if she were singled out from the group and given a large 
cash bonus as reward for her work. Japanese workers tend to 
be more group oriented, and therefore anything that singles out 
individuals would not be an effective way of rewarding and mo-
tivating. American workers, on the other hand, are very individ-
ualistic, and a raise and public praise might be more effective. 
However, what might motivate a younger employee (bonuses, 
raises, and perks) may not be the same as what motivates a 
more seasoned, experienced, and fi nancially successful em-
ployee (recognition, opportunity for greater infl uence, and in-
creased training). Motivation is not an easy thing to understand, 
especially as fi rms become more global and more diverse.

Another important part of motivation is enjoying where you 
work and your career opportunities. Here is a list of the best 
places to do business and start careers in the United States, 
according to Forbes magazine. Chances are, workers who live 
in these places have encountered fewer frustrations than those 
places at the bottom of the list and, therefore, would probably 
be more content with where they work.27

Best Places for Businesses and Careers28

Rank Metro Area
Gross Metro 

Product*
Metro 

Population

1. Des Moines, Iowa $37 billion 589,500

2. Provo, Utah $18 billion 552,800

3. Raleigh, North Carolina $58 billion 1,194,100

4. Lincoln, Nebraska $17 billion 310,700

5. Nashville, Tennessee $83 billion 1,647,200

6. Denver, Colorado $153 billion 2,649,400

7. Fort Collins, Colorado $15 billion 311,300

8. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma $59 billion 1,297,900

9. Seattle, Washington $203 billion 2,744,100

10. Durham, North Carolina $34 billion 523,600

*Gross metro product is the market value of all products produced 
within a metropolitan area in a given time period; similar to GDP but 
on a metropolitan area.

So You Think You May Be Good 
at Motivating a Workforce
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Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne human relations, and determine why its 
study is important.

Human relations is the study of the behavior of individuals and 
groups in organizational settings. Its focus is what motivates 
employees to perform on the job. Human relations is important 
because businesses need to understand how to motivate their 
increasingly diverse employees to be more effective, boost work-
place morale, and maximize employees’ productivity and creativity.

Summarize studies that laid the groundwork for 
understanding employee motivation.

Time and motion studies by Frederick Taylor and others helped 
them analyze how employees perform specifi c work tasks in an 
effort to improve their productivity. Taylor and the early practitio-
ners of the classical theory of motivation felt that money and job 
security were the primary motivators of employees. However, 
the Hawthorne studies revealed that human factors also infl u-
ence workers’ behavior.

Compare and contrast the human-relations theories 
of Abraham Maslow and Frederick Herzberg.

Abraham Maslow defi ned fi ve basic needs of all people and ar-
ranged them in the order in which they must be satisfi ed: physi-
ological, security, social, esteem, and self-actualization. Frederick 
Herzberg divided characteristics of the job into hygiene factors and 
motivational factors. Hygiene factors relate to the work environment 
and must be present for employees to remain in a job. Motivational 
factors—recognition, responsibility, and  advancement—relate to 
the work itself. They encourage employees to be productive. Her-
zberg’s hygiene factors can be compared to Maslow’s physiologi-
cal and security needs; motivational factors may include Maslow’s 
social, esteem, and self-actualization needs.

Investigate various theories of motivation, including 
theories X, Y, and Z; equity theory; and expectancy 
theory.

Douglas McGregor contrasted two views of management: The-
ory X (traditional) suggests workers dislike work, while theory Y 
(humanistic) suggests that workers not only like work but seek 
out responsibility to satisfy their higher-order needs. Theory 
Z stresses employee participation in all aspects of company 
decision making, often through participative management pro-
grams and self-directed work teams. According to equity theory, 
how much people are willing to contribute to an organization 
depends on their assessment of the fairness, or equity, of the 
rewards they will receive in exchange. Expectancy theory states 
that motivation depends not only on how much a person wants 
something but also on the person’s perception of how likely he 
or she is to get it.

Describe some of the strategies that managers 
use to motivate employees.

Strategies for motivating workers include behavior modi-
fi cation (changing behavior and encouraging appropriate 
actions by relating the consequences of behavior to the be-
havior itself) and job design. Among the job design strate-
gies businesses use are job rotation (allowing employees to 
move from one job to another to try to relieve the boredom 
associated with job specialization), job enlargement (adding 
tasks to a job instead of treating each task as a separate 
job), job enrichment (incorporating motivational factors into 
a job situation), and fl exible scheduling strategies (fl extime, 
compressed workweeks, job sharing, part-time work, and 
telecommuting).

Critique a business’s program for motivating its 
sales force.

Using the information presented in the chapter, you should be 
able to analyze and defend Eagle Pharmaceutical’s motivation 
program in “Solve the Dilemma” on page 284, including the 
motivation theories the fi rm is applying to boost morale and 
productivity.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. Why do you think that Mars Inc. refuses to become a 

public company?

 2. How does Mars Inc. motivate its employees?

 3. How does employee motivation at Mars Inc. contribute to 
the firm’s success?

Learn the Terms 

behavior modifi cation 276
classical theory of motivation 267
compressed workweek 278
equity theory 274
esteem needs 270
expectancy theory 275
extrinsic rewards 265

fl extime 277
human relations 264
hygiene factors 271
intrinsic rewards 265
job enlargement 277
job enrichment 277
job rotation 276

job sharing 278
Maslow’s hierarchy 269
morale 265
motivation 264
motivational factors 272
physiological needs 269
security needs 269
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self-actualization needs 271
social needs 270

Theory X 272
Theory Y 272

Theory Z 273

Check Your Progress 

 1. Why do managers need to understand the needs of their 
employees?

 2. Describe the motivation process.

 3. What was the goal of the Hawthorne studies? What was 
the outcome of those studies?

 4. Explain Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. What does it tell us 
about employee motivation?

 5. What are Herzberg’s hygiene and motivational factors? 
How can managers use them to motivate workers?

 6. Contrast the assumptions of theory X and theory Y. Why 
has theory Y replaced theory X in management today?

 7. What is theory Z? How can businesses apply theory Z to 
the workplace?

 8. Identify and describe four job-design strategies.

 9. Name and describe some fl exible scheduling strategies. 
How can fl exible schedules help motivate workers?

 10. Why are motivational strategies important to both 
employees and employers?

Get Involved 

 1. Consider a person who is homeless: How would he or she 
be motivated and what actions would that person take? 
Use the motivation process to explain. Which of the needs 
in Maslow’s hierarchy are likely to be most important? 
Least important?

 2. View the video Cheaper by the Dozen (1950) and report 
on how the Gilbreths tried to incorporate their passion for 
effi ciency into their family life.

 3. What events and trends in society, technology, and 
economics do you think will shape human relations 
management theory in the future?

Build Your Skills 
Motivating

Background
 Do you think that, if employers could make work 
more like play, employees would be as enthu-
siastic about their jobs as they are about what 
they do in their leisure time? Let’s see where this 
idea might take us.

Task
After reading the “Characteristics of PLAY,” place a √ in col-
umn one for those characteristics you have experienced in your 
leisure time activities. Likewise, check column three for those 
“Characteristics of WORK” you have experienced in any of the 
jobs you’ve held.

All That Apply Characteristics of PLAY All That Apply Characteristics of WORK

 1.  New games can be played on different days.  1.  Job enrichment, job enlargement, or job rotation.
 2.  Flexible duration of play.  2.  Job sharing.
 3.  Flexible time of when to play.  3.  Flextime, telecommuting.
 4.  Opportunity to express oneself.  4.  Encourage and implement employee 

suggestions.
 5.  Opportunity to use one’s talents.  5.  Assignment of challenging projects.
 6.  Skillful play brings applause, praise, and 

recognition from spectators.
 6.  Employee-of-the-month awards, 

press releases, employee newsletter 
announcements.

 7.  Healthy competition, rivalry, and challenge 
exist.

 7.  Production goals with competition to see 
which team does best.

 8.  Opportunity for social interaction.  8.  Employee softball or bowling teams.
 9.  Mechanisms for scoring one’s 

performance are available (feedback).
 9.  Profi t sharing; peer performance appraisals.

10.  Rules ensure basic fairness and justice. 10.  Use tactful and consistent discipline.
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Discussion Questions

1.  What prevents managers from making work more like 
play?

2. Are these forces real or imagined?

3.  What would be the likely (positive and negative) results of 
making work more like play?

4.  Could others in the organization accept such creative 
behaviors?

Solve the Dilemma 
Motivating to Win

Eagle Pharmaceutical has long been recognized 
for its innovative techniques for motivating its 
salesforce. It features the salesperson who has 
been the most successful during the previous 
quarter in the company newsletter,  “Touchdown.” 

The salesperson also receives a football jersey, a plaque, and 
$1,000 worth of Eagle stock. Eagle’s “Superbowl Club” is for 
employees who reach or exceed their sales goal, and a  “Heisman 
Award,” which includes a trip to the Caribbean, is given annually 
to the top 20 salespeople in terms of goal achievement.

Eagle employs a video conference hookup between the 
honored salesperson and four regional sales managers to cap-
ture some of the successful tactics and strategies the winning 

salesperson uses to succeed. The managers summarize these 
ideas and pass them along to the salespeople they manage. 
Sales managers feel strongly that programs such as this are 
important and that, by sharing strategies and tactics with one 
another, they can be a successful team.

Discussion Questions
 1. Which motivational theories are in use at Eagle?
 2. What is the value of getting employees to compete against 

a goal instead of against one another?
 3. Put yourself in the shoes of one of the four regional sales 

managers and argue against potential cutbacks to the 
motivational program.

Build Your Business Plan 
Motivating the Workforce

As you determine the size of your workforce, you 
are going to face the reality that you cannot pro-
vide the level of fi nancial compensation that you 
would like to your employees, especially when 
you are starting your business.

Many employees are motivated by other things than money. 
Knowing that they are appreciated and doing a good job can 
bring great satisfaction to employees. Known as “stroking,” 
it can provide employees with internal gratifi cation that can 
be valued even more than fi nancial incentives. Listening to 

your employees’ suggestions, involving them in discussions 
about future growth, and valuing their input can go a long 
way toward building loyal employees and reducing employee 
turnover.

Think about what you could do in your business to motivate 
your employees without spending much money. Maybe you will 
have lunch brought in once a week or offer tickets to a local 
sporting event to the employee with the most sales. Whatever 
you elect to do, you must be consistent and fair with all your 
employees.

See for Yourself Videocase 
The Container Store’s Secret to Success: Employee Satisfaction

Can you form a successful company by selling 
containers, boxes, and other storage products? 
The Container Store has shown that the answer is 
yes. With more than 10,000 products available, 
The Container Store sells items such as hanging 

bins, drawers, trash cans, and other items to help make a hectic 
life more organized. While there might have been skeptics in the 
beginning, particularly as the fi rm started out in a small 1,600 
square-foot store, the idea quickly caught on with consumers.

“Word of mouth spread incredibly. It was just the oddest 
collection of merchandising anybody had ever seen to organize 
your home and to organize your life. A week into it, we knew we 
had something,” co-founder and CEO Kip Tindell said.

Yet in addition to its unusual product mix, The Container 
Store is also unique for its dedication to employees. The retail 
world can be diffi cult for employees because of high turnover, 
different hours every week, lower benefi ts, and constant in-
teraction with people. The turnover rate in the retail industry 
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is about 100 percent. This increases training costs, which can 
cause companies to decrease the amount of training offered.

This trend is reversed at The Container Store. First-year full-
time employees receive 263 hours of training, much higher than 
the industry average of 10 hours. Employees receive 50 percent 
more pay than at other retail establishments. Employee turnover 
at The Container Store is a low 10 percent. For more than a 
decade, The Container Store has been elected as one of the top 
100 companies to work for by Fortune magazine.

Yet, the satisfaction that employees feel toward the com-
pany is not solely a result of higher pay. According to Frederick 
Herzberg’s two-factor theory, good workplace conditions can 
prevent dissatisfaction but do not motivate the employee to go 
above and beyond what is required of them. As CEO of the com-
pany, Kip Tindell realizes that the amount of time and effort an 
employee gives to the company will determine productivity.

“The fi rst 25 percent for any employee is mandatory. If they 
don’t do that, they’re going to get fi red. But the next 75 percent 
of an employee’s productivity for any business in the world, I 
believe, is more or less voluntary. You do more or less of it de-
pending upon how you feel about your boss and your product 
and your company.”

Therefore, to enhance productivity, the fi rm has made em-
ployee satisfaction a priority. Employees come fi rst, followed 
by customers and then shareholders. One of the ways that The 
Container Store motivates its employees is by creating an open 
communication culture. Employees are encouraged to approach 
their managers on any topic. This causes employees to feel as 
if the organization cares about them enough to take their con-
cerns seriously. The Container Store also holds several events 
to show their appreciation of employee efforts. For instance, 
every February 14, The Container Store holds its “We Love Our 
Employees” day. At one of the events, the company announced 
the establishment of an emergency fund for employees. The 

company contributed $100,000 for unexpected costs that em-
ployees may fi nd themselves having to pay for due to natural 
disasters, terrorist attacks, or signifi cant medical issues.

Employees also receive many perks for working at The 
Container Store, and even part-time employees are eligible for 
health care benefi ts. Because employees take precedence at 
The Container Store, the company bases its decisions on what 
is best for employees even during hard times. During the reces-
sion, for instance, The Container Store refused to lay off em-
ployees. In addition to benefi ts, employees have access to all 
company data, including fi nancial reports.

Does this mean that The Container Store ignores its cus-
tomers for the sake of its employees? The high-quality cus-
tomer service that The Container Store offers suggests just 
the opposite. In fact, the extensive employee training and 
the company’s values demonstrate its high commitment to 
customer satisfaction. According to Tindell, the key to great 
customer service, however, is highly motivated employees.

“We believe that if you take better care of your employees 
than anybody else, they’ll take better care of the customer than 
anybody else, and if those two guys are ecstatic, ironically 
enough, your shareholder’s going to be ecstatic too.”29

Discussion Questions
 1. Name some of the hygiene factors at The Container Store.
 2. Name some of the ways that The Container Store 

motivates its employees.
 3. Do you believe Tindell’s statement that highly satisfi ed 

employees will lead to highly satisfi ed customers and 
shareholders?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Form groups and outline a compensation package that you 
would consider ideal in motivating an employee, recogniz-
ing performance, and assisting the company in attaining its 
cost-to-performance objectives. Think about the impact of 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and recognition. How can 
flexible scheduling strategies be used effectively to moti-
vate employees? Report your compensation package to 
the class.
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Learning Objectives
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

 LO 10-1 Defi ne human resources management, and explain its signifi cance.

 LO 10-2 Summarize the processes of recruiting and selecting human 

resources for a company.

 LO 10-3 Discuss how workers are trained and their performance appraised.

 LO 10-4 Identify the types of turnover companies may experience, and 

explain why turnover is an important issue.

 LO 10-5 Specify the various ways a worker may be compensated.

 LO 10-6 Discuss some of the issues associated with unionized employees, 

including collective bargaining and dispute resolution.

 LO 10-7 Describe the importance of diversity in the workforce.

 LO 10-8 Assess an organization’s efforts to reduce its workforce size and 

manage the resulting effects.



Enter the World of Business

The Recruitment Process of Cirque du Soleil
Cirque du Soleil is known for its fanciful shows and for being the only circus that 

does not use animals. It uses a blend of circus arts and street entertainment to 

entertain guests. This unique organization requires a unique hiring process. The 

company holds recruiting events on different continents to recruit the best talent. 

Yet, the hiring process is based on the creative capacity of applicants more than 

their current skills or past experience. People from various ethnic backgrounds 

and professional careers submit their applications through different categories 

called pools. Recruiters go through these pools to fi nd the applicants they think 

will be a good fi t for the company. About one-third of new hires come from these 

pools.

Cirque du Soleil requires the recruiter to look not only at skills and accom-

plishments, but also to foresee what the applicant could become if chosen to 

be part of the team. Transformation, creativity, and openness are crucial to the 

success of Cirque du Soleil productions and must be manifested in potential 

performers. Interviewers will often ask unusual questions to see what kinds of 

creative responses they get. The diversity of applicants requires that recruiters 

are sensitive to various ways of interacting with potential employees. For ex-

ample, some applicants are athletes who are contracted with their government, 

some are from circus families, and others are represented through agencies. 

Cirque du Soleil attracts a number of people with unique talents, from athletic 

skills to pick-pocketing as a part of the show. In each of these instances, there 

are different protocols and customs that must be observed. While looking for 

people with skill sets of high quality, the recruiters must also make sure that the 

applicants are open to becoming a true performer.1
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Introduction
If a business is to achieve success, it must have suffi cient numbers of employees who 

are qualifi ed and motivated to perform the required duties. Thus, managing the quan-

tity (from hiring to fi ring) and quality (through training, compensating, and so on) 

of employees is an important business function. Meeting the challenge of managing 

increasingly diverse human resources effectively can give a company a competitive 

edge in a global marketplace.

This chapter focuses on the quantity and quality of human resources. First we look 

at how human resources managers plan for, recruit, and select qualifi ed employees. 

Next we look at training, appraising, and compensating employees, aspects of human 

resources management designed to retain valued employees. Along the way, we’ll also 

consider the challenges of managing unionized employees and workplace diversity.

The Nature of Human Resources Management
Chapter 1 defi ned human resources as labor, the physical and men-

tal abilities that people use to produce goods and services. Human 
 resources management (HRM) refers to all the activities involved in 

determining an organization’s human resources needs, as well as ac-

quiring, training, and compensating people to fi ll those needs. Human 

resources managers are concerned with maximizing the satisfaction 

of employees and motivating them to meet organizational objectives 

productively. In some companies, this function is called personnel 

management.

HRM has increased in importance over the past few decades, in 

part because managers have developed a better understanding of 

human relations through the work of Maslow, Herzberg, and oth-

ers. Moreover, the human resources themselves are changing. Em-

ployees today are concerned not only about how much a job pays; 

they are concerned also with job satisfaction, personal performance, 

recreation, benefi ts, the work environment, and their opportunities 

for advancement. Once dominated by white men, today’s workforce 

includes signifi cantly more women, African Americans, Hispanics, 

and other minorities, as well as disabled and older workers. Human 

resources managers must be aware of these changes and leverage 

them to increase the productivity of their employees. Every manager 

practices some of the functions of human resources management at 

all times.

Planning for Human Resources Needs
When planning and developing strategies for reaching the organization’s  overall objec-

tives, a company must consider whether it will have the human resources  necessary to 

carry out its plans. After determining how many employees and what skills are needed 

to satisfy the overall plans, the human resources department (which may range from the 

owner in a small business to hundreds of people in a large corporation) ascertains how 

many employees the company currently has and how many will be retiring or otherwise 

leaving the organization during the planning period. With this information, the human 

resources manager can then forecast how many more employees the company will need 

to hire and what qualifi cations they must have, or determine if layoffs are required to 
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meet demand more effi ciently. HRM planning also requires forecasting the availability 

of people in the workforce who will have the necessary qualifi cations to meet the or-

ganization’s future needs. The human resources manager then develops a strategy for 

satisfying the  organization’s human resources needs. As organizations strive to increase 

effi ciency through outsourcing, automation, or learning to effectively use temporary 

workers, hiring needs can change dramatically.

Next, managers analyze the jobs within the organization so that they can match the 

human resources to the available assignments. Job analysis determines, through obser-

vation and study, pertinent information about a job—the specifi c tasks that comprise 

it; the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to perform it; and the environment in 

which it will be performed. Managers use the information obtained through a job analy-

sis to develop job descriptions and job specifi cations.

A job description is a formal, written explanation of a specifi c job that usually 

includes job title, tasks to be performed (for instance, waiting on customers), rela-

tionship with other jobs, physical and mental skills required (such as lifting heavy 

boxes or calculating data), duties, responsibilities, and working conditions. Job 

seekers might turn to online websites or databases to help fi nd job descriptions for 

specifi c occupations. For instance, the Occupational Information Network has an on-

line database with hundreds of occupational descriptors. These descriptors describe the 

skills, knowledge, and education needed to fulfi ll a particular occupation (e.g., human 

resources).2 A job specifi cation describes the qualifi cations necessary for a specifi c 

job, in terms of education (some jobs require a college degree), experience, personal 

characteristics (ads frequently request outgoing, hardworking persons), and physical 

characteristics. Both the job description and job specifi cation are used to develop re-

cruiting materials such as newspapers, trade publications, and online advertisements.

Recruiting and Selecting New Employees
After forecasting the fi rm’s human resources needs and comparing them to existing 

human resources, the human resources manager should have a general idea of how 

many new employees the fi rm needs to hire. With the aid of job analyses, management 

can then recruit and select employees who are qualifi ed to fi ll specifi c job openings.

Recruiting
Recruiting means forming a pool of qualifi ed applicants from which management 

can select employees. There are two sources from which to develop this pool of 

 applicants—internal and external.

Internal sources of applicants include the organization’s current employees. 

Many fi rms have a policy of giving fi rst consideration to their own employees—or 

promoting from within. The cost of hiring current employees to fi ll job openings is 

inexpensive when compared with the cost of hiring from external sources, and it is 

good for employee morale. However, hiring from within creates another job vacancy 

to be fi lled.

External sources of applicants consist of advertisements in newspapers and pro-

fessional journals, employment agencies, colleges, vocational schools, recommen-

dations from current employees, competing fi rms, unsolicited applications, online 

websites, and social networking sites such as LinkedIn. Internships are also a good 

way to solicit for potential employees. Many companies hire college students or re-

cent graduates to low-paying internships that give them the opportunity to get hands-

on experience on the job. If the intern proves to be a good fi t, an organization may 

job analysis
the determination, through 
observation and study, of 
pertinent information about 
a job—including specifi c 
tasks and necessary abilities, 
knowledge, and skills
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then hire the intern as a full-time worker. There are 

also hundreds of websites where employers can post 

job openings and job seekers can post their résumés, 

including Monster.com, USAJobs, Simply Hired, 

SnagaJob, and CareerBuilder.com.  TheLadders.com 

is a website that focuses on career-driven profes-

sionals who make salaries of $40,000 or more. Em-

ployers looking for employees for specialized jobs 

can use more focused sites such as computerwork.

com. Increasingly, companies can turn to their own 

websites for potential candidates: Nearly all of the 

Fortune 500 fi rms provide career websites where 

they recruit, provide employment information, and 

take applications. Using these sources of applicants 

is generally more expensive than hiring from within, 

but it may be necessary if there are no current em-

ployees who meet the job specifi cations or there are 

better-qualifi ed people outside of the organization. 

Recruiting for entry-level managerial and professional positions is often carried out 

on college and university campuses. For managerial or professional positions above 

the entry level, companies sometimes depend on employment agencies or executive 

search fi rms, sometimes called headhunters, which specialize in luring qualifi ed 

people away from other companies. Employers are also increasingly using profes-

sional social networking sites such as LinkedIn and Viadeo as recruitment tools. 

Figure 10.1 shows some ways that recruiters use social media to recruit and hire 

job candidates.

TheLadders.com is a website that targets career-driven professionals.
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Recruiting through Social 

Networking
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Selection
Selection is the process of collecting information about applicants and using that infor-

mation to decide which ones to hire. It includes the application itself, as well as interview-

ing, testing, and reference checking. This process can be quite lengthy and expensive. 

Procter & Gamble, for example, offers online applications for jobs in  approximately 

100 countries. The fi rst round of evaluation involves assessment, and if this stage goes 

well, the candidate interviews in the region or country to which the applicant  applied.3 

Such  rigorous scrutiny is necessary to fi nd those applicants who can do the work ex-

pected and fi t into the fi rm’s structure and culture. If an organization fi nds the “right” 

employees through its recruiting and selection process, it will not have to spend as much 

money later in recruiting, selecting, and training replacement employees.

The Application. In the fi rst stage of the selection process, the individual fi lls 

out an application form and perhaps has a brief interview. The application form 

asks for the applicant’s name, address, telephone number, education, and previous 

work experience. The goal of this stage of the selection process is to get acquainted 

with the applicants and to weed out those who are obviously not qualifi ed for the 

job. For employees with work experience, most companies ask for the following 

information before contacting a potential candidate: current salary, reason for seek-

ing a new job, years of experience, availability, and level of interest in the position. 

In addition to identifying obvious qualifi cations, the application can provide subtle 

clues about whether a person is appropriate for a particular job. For instance, an 

applicant who gives unusually creative answers may be perfect for a position at an 

advertising agency; a person who turns in a sloppy, hurriedly scrawled application 

probably would not be appropriate for a technical job requiring precise adjustments. 

Most companies now accept online applications. The online application for Target 

is designed not only to collect biographical data on the applicant, but also to create 

a picture of the applicant and how that person might contribute to the company. The 

completion of the survey takes about 15–45 minutes, depending on the position. 

To get a better view of the fi t between the applicant and the company, the online 

 application contains a questionnaire that asks applicants more specifi c questions, 

from how they might react in a certain situation to personality attributes like self-

esteem or ability to interact with people.

The Interview. The next phase of the selection process involves interviewing 

applicants. Table 10.1 provides some insights on fi nding the right work environment. 

Interviews allow management to obtain detailed information about the applicant’s 

 experience and skills, reasons for changing jobs, attitudes toward the job, and an idea 

of whether the person would fi t in with the company. Table 10.2 lists some of the most 

common questions asked by interviewers while Table  10.3 reveals some common 

selection
the process of collecting 
information about applicants 
and using that information to 
make hiring decisions

TABLE 10.1
Interviewing Tips

 1. Evaluate the work environment. Do employees seem to get along and work well in teams?

 2. Evaluate the attitude of employees. Are employees happy, tense, or overworked?

 3. Are employees enthusiastic and excited about their work?

 4. What is the organizational culture, and would you feel comfortable working there?

Source: Adapted from “What to Look for During Offi ce Visits,” http://careercenter.tamu.edu/guides/interviews/lookforinoffi ce.
cfm?sn=parents (accessed April 23, 2012).
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mistakes candidates make in interviewing. Furthermore, the interviewer can answer 

the applicant’s questions about the requirements for the job, compensation, working 

conditions, company policies, organizational culture, and so on. A potential employee’s 

questions may be just as revealing as his or her answers. Today’s students might be sur-

prised to have an interviewer ask them, “What’s on your Facebook account?” or have 

them show the interviewer their Facebook accounts. Currently, these are legal questions 

for an interviewer to ask.

Testing. Another step in the selection process is testing. Ability and performance 

tests are used to determine whether an applicant has the skills necessary for the job. 

TABLE 10.2
Most Common Questions 

Asked during the 

Interview

 1. Tell me about yourself.

 2. Why should I hire you?

 3. Please tell me about your future objectives.

 4. Has your education prepared you for your career?

 5. Have you been a team player?

 6. Did you encounter any confl ict with your previous professors or employer? What are the steps 
that you have taken to resolve this issue?

 7. What is your biggest weakness?

 8. How would your professors describe you?

 9. What are the qualities that a manager should possess?

 10. If you could turn back time, what would you change?

Source: “Job Interview Skills Training: Top Ten Interview Questions for College Graduates,” February 17, 2010, www.articlesbase.com/
business-articles/job-interview-skills-training-top-ten-interview-questions-for-college-graduates-1871741.html (accessed April 13, 
2011).

TABLE 10.3
Mistakes Made in 

Interviewing

 1. Not taking the interview seriously.

 2. Not dressing appropriately (dressing down).

 3. Not appropriately discussing experience, abilities, and education.

 4. Being too modest about your accomplishments.

 5. Talking too much.

 6. Too much concern about compensation.

 7. Speaking negatively of a former employer.

 8. Not asking enough or appropriate questions.

 9. Not showing the proper enthusiasm level.

 10. Not engaging in appropriate follow-up to the interview.

Source: “Avoid the Top 10 Job Interview Mistakes,” All Business, www.allbusiness.com/human-resources/careers-job-interview/
1611-1.html (accessed April 23, 2012).
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Aptitude, IQ, or personality tests may be used 

to assess an applicant’s potential for a certain 

kind of work and his or her ability to fi t into 

the organization’s culture. One of the most 

commonly used tests is the Myers-Briggs Type 

Indicator. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

Test is used worldwide by millions of people 

each year. Although polygraph (“lie detector”) 

tests were once a common technique for evalu-

ating the honesty of applicants, in 1988 their 

use was restricted to specifi c government jobs 

and those involving security or access to drugs. 

Applicants may also undergo physical exami-

nations to determine their suitability for some 

jobs, and many companies require applicants 

to be screened for illegal drug use. Illegal drug 

use and alcoholism can be particularly damag-

ing to businesses. It has been estimated that 8.4 percent of full-time employees en-

gage in illicit drug use, while 29.7 percent engage in binge drinking and 8.5 percent 

are considered to be heavy  drinkers.4 Small businesses may have a higher percentage 

of these employees because they do not engage in systematic drug testing. If you 

employ a drug or alcohol abuser, you can expect a 33 percent loss in productivity 

from this employee. Loss in  productivity from alcohol abuse alone costs companies 

$134 billion each year. Health care costs are also more expensive for those who abuse 

alcohol—twice as more than those for employees who do not abuse alcohol.5

Because computer knowledge is a requirement for many jobs today, certain compa-

nies also require an applicant to take a typing test or tests to determine their knowledge 

of MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and/or other necessary programs. Like the applica-

tion form and the interview, testing serves to eliminate those who do not meet the job 

specifi cations.

Reference Checking. Before making a job offer, the company should al-

ways check an applicant’s references. Reference checking usually involves verifying 

educational background and previous work experience. An Internet search is often 

done to determine social media activities or other public activities. While public 

Internet searches are usually deemed acceptable, asking for private information—

while legal—is deemed to be intrusive by many job seekers.6 Many states are al-

ready taking legislative action to ban this practice.7 Public companies are likely to do 

more extensive background searches to make sure applicants are not misrepresenting 

themselves.

Background checking is important because applicants may misrepresent them-

selves on their applications or résumés. Matthew Martoma, a trader for SAC Capital 

Advisors, was convicted of conspiracy and securities fraud. Court testimony revealed 

that he had been expelled from Harvard after forging a transcript for an application 

and creating an elaborate cover-up. Research has shown that those who are will-

ing to exaggerate or lie on their résumés are more likely to engage in unethical be-

haviors.8 As Table 10.4 illustrates, some of the most common types of résumé lies 

include the faking of credentials, overstatements of skills or accomplishments, lies 

concerning education/degrees, omissions of past employment, and the falsifi cation 

of references.9

Personality tests such as Myers-Briggs are used to assess an applicant’s 
potential for a certain kind of job. For instance, extroversion and a love of people 
would be good qualities for a retail job. 
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Reference checking is a vital, albeit often overlooked, stage in the selection 

process. Managers charged with hiring should be aware, however, that many orga-

nizations will confi rm only that an applicant is a former employee, perhaps with 

beginning and ending work dates, and will not release details about the quality of 

the employee’s work.

Legal Issues in Recruiting and Selecting
Legal constraints and regulations are present in almost every phase of the recruit-

ment and selection process, and a violation of these regulations can result in law-

suits and fi nes. Therefore, managers should be aware of these restrictions to avoid 

legal problems. Some of the laws affecting human resources management are dis-

cussed here.

Because one law pervades all areas of human resources management, we’ll take 

a quick look at it now. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimina-

tion in employment. It also created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-

sion (EEOC), a federal agency dedicated to increasing job opportunities for women 

and minorities and eliminating job discrimination based on race, religion, color, sex, 

national origin, or handicap. As a result of Title VII, employers must not impose 

sex distinctions in job specifi cations, job descriptions, or newspaper advertisements. 

In 2013, workplace discrimination charges fi led with the EEOC were 93,727. The 

EEOC received more than 7,200 charges of sexual harassment. Sexual harassment 

often makes up the largest number of claims the EEOC encounters each day.10 The 

Civil Rights Act of 1964 also outlaws the use of discriminatory tests for applicants. 

Aptitude tests and other indirect tests must be validated; in other words, employers 

must be able to demonstrate that scores on such tests are related to job performance, 

so that no one race has an advantage in taking the tests or is alternatively discrimi-

nated against. Although many hope for improvements in organizational diversity, 

only 4.4 percent of Fortune 500 companies are run by people of color. Despite the low 

Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act
prohibits discrimination in 
employment and created 
the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission

TABLE 10.4
Top 10 Résumé Lies

 1. Stretching dates of employment

 2. Infl ating past accomplishments and skills

 3. Enhancing job titles and responsibilities

 4. Education exaggeration and fabricating degrees

 5. Unexplained gaps and periods of “self employment”

 6. Omitting past employment

 7. Faking credentials

 8. Fabricating reasons for leaving previous job

 9. Providing fraudulent references

 10. Misrepresenting military record

Source: Christopher T. Marquet and Lisa J. B. Peterson, “Résumé Fraud: The Top 10 Lies,” www.marquetinternational.com/pdf/
Resume%20Fraud-Top%20Ten%20Lies.pdf (accessed April 13, 2011).
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number, this is an improvement from the 

mid-1990s when no Fortune 500 company 

had a person of color as a CEO. Addition-

ally, 13.3  percent of board seats are now 

held by racial minorities.11

Other laws affecting HRM include the 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 

which prevents discrimination against dis-

abled persons. It also classifi es people with 

AIDS as handicapped and, consequently, 

prohibits using a positive AIDS test as 

reason to deny an applicant employment. 

The Age Discrimination in Employment 

Act specifi cally outlaws discrimination 

based on age. Its focus is banning hiring 

practices that discriminate against people 

40 years and older. Generally, when com-

panies need employees, recruiters head to 

college campuses, and when downsizing is 

necessary, many older workers are offered 

early retirement. Forced retirement based 

on age, however, is generally considered 

to be  illegal in the United States, although 

claims of forced retirement still abound. 

Until recently, employees in the United 

Kingdom could be forced to retire at age 

65. However, a new law abolished the 

default retirement age.12 Indeed there are 

many benefi ts that companies are realizing in hiring older workers. Some of these 

benefi ts include the fact that they are more dedicated, punctual, honest, and detail-

oriented; are good listeners; take pride in their work; exhibit good organizational 

skills; are effi cient and confi dent; are mature; can be seen as role models; have good 

communication skills; and offer an opportunity for a reduced labor cost because of 

already having insurance plans.13 Figure 10.2 shows the age ranges of employed 

workers in the United States.

The Equal Pay Act mandates that men and women who do equal work must re-

ceive the same wage. Wage differences are acceptable only if they are attributed to 

seniority, performance, or qualifi cations. In the United States, the typical full-time 

female  employee earns 17.2 percent less than the average full-time  employee.14 In a 

study by PayScale, gender pay gaps can be found in positions such as chief execu-

tive (women earn 87 percent of what men earn), software architect (women earn 88 

percent of what men earn), and executive chef (women earn 91  percent of what men 

earn).15 Performance quality in these jobs is relatively subjective. Jobs like engi-

neers, actuaries, or electricians, where the performance evaluation is more objec-

tive, result in greater salary parity between men and women.16 However, despite the 

wage inequalities that still exist, women in the workplace are becoming increasingly 

 accepted among both genders. The working mother is no longer a novelty; in fact, 

many working mothers seek the same amount of achievement as working men and 

women who are not mothers. 

IS
ILLEGAL

EMPLOYMENTEMPLOYMENT
DISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATION

EMPLOYMENT
DISCRIMINATION

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination in employment. People who 
feel they have been discriminated against can fi le a formal complaint with the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission. 
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Developing the Workforce
Once the most qualifi ed applicants have been selected, have been offered positions, 

and have accepted their offers, they must be formally introduced to the organization 

and trained so they can begin to be productive members of the workforce. Orientation 

familiarizes the newly hired employees with fellow workers, company procedures, 

and the physical properties of the company. It generally includes a tour of the build-

ing; introductions to supervisors, co-workers, and subordinates; and the distribution 

of organizational manuals describing the organization’s policy on vacations, absen-

teeism, lunch breaks, company benefi ts, and so on. Orientation also involves social-

izing the new employee into the ethics and culture of the new company. Many larger 

companies now show videotapes of procedures, facilities, and key personnel in the 

organization to help speed the adjustment process.

Training and Development
Although recruiting and selection are designed to fi nd employees who have the 

knowledge, skills, and abilities the company needs, new employees still must undergo 

training to learn how to do their specifi c job tasks. On-the-job training allows workers 

to learn by actually performing the tasks of the job, while classroom training teaches 

employees with lectures, conferences, videotapes, case studies, and web-based train-

ing. For instance, McDonald’s trains those interested in company operations and 

leadership development at the Fred L. Turner Training Center, otherwise known as 

Hamburger University. Hamburger University employs full-time professors to train 

students in a variety of topics, including crew development, restaurant management, 

middle management, and executive development. Training includes classroom in-

struction, hands-on instruction, and computer e-learning.17 Development is training 

that augments the skills and knowledge of managers and professionals. Training and 

development are also used to improve the skills of employees in their present posi-

tions and to prepare them for increased responsibility and job promotions. Training 

orientation
familiarizing newly hired 
employees with fellow 
workers, company 
procedures, and the physical 
properties of the company
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training
teaching employees to do 
specifi c job tasks through 
either classroom development 
or on-the-job experience

development
training that augments the 
skills and knowledge of 
managers and professionals
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is therefore a vital function of human resources 

management. At the Container Store, for exam-

ple, fi rst-year sales personnel receive 263 hours 

of training about the company’s products.18 

Companies are engaging in more experiential 

and involvement-oriented training exercises for 

employees. Use of role-plays, simulations, and 

online training methods are becoming increas-

ingly popular in employee training.

Assessing Performance
Assessing an employee’s performance—his or 

her strengths and weaknesses on the job—is one 

of the most diffi cult tasks for managers. How-

ever, performance appraisal is crucial because it 

gives employees feedback on how they are doing 

and what they need to do to improve. It also pro-

vides a basis for determining how to compensate 

and reward employees, and it generates information about the quality of the fi rm’s selec-

tion, training, and development activities. Table 10.5 identifi es 16 characteristics that 

may be assessed in a performance review.

McDonald’s has expanded its famous Hamburger University into China. This 
branch of Hamburger University will train a new generation of Chinese students in 
such areas as restaurant management, leadership development, and other skills. 

TABLE 10.5
Performance 

Characteristics

 • Productivity—rate at which work is regularly produced

 • Quality—accuracy, professionalism, and deliverability of produced work

 • Job knowledge—understanding of the objectives, practices, and standards of work

 • Problem solving—ability to identify and correct problems effectively

 • Communication—effectiveness in written and verbal exchanges

 • Initiative—willingness to identify and address opportunities for improvement

 • Adaptability—ability to become comfortable with change

 • Planning and organization skills—refl ected through the ability to schedule projects, set goals, 
and maintain organizational systems

 • Teamwork and cooperation—effectiveness of collaborations with co-workers

 • Judgment—ability to determine appropriate actions in a timely manner

 • Dependability—responsiveness, reliability, and conscientiousness demonstrated on the job

 • Creativity—extent to which resourceful ideas, solutions, and methods for task completion are 
proposed

 • Sales—demonstrated through success in selling products, services, yourself, and your company

 • Customer service—ability to communicate effectively with customers, address problems, and 
offer solutions that meet or exceed their expectations

 • Leadership—tendency and ability to serve as a doer, guide, decision maker, and role model

 • Financial management—appropriateness of cost controls and fi nancial planning within the 
scope defi ned by the position
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Performance appraisals may be objective or subjective. An objec-

tive assessment is quantifi able. For example, a Westinghouse employee 

might be judged by how many circuit boards he typically produces in 

one day or by how many of his boards have defects. A Century 21 real 

estate agent might be judged by the number of houses she has shown 

or the number of sales she has closed. A company can also use tests 

as an objective method of assessment. Whatever method they use, 

 managers must take into account the work environment when they 

appraise performance objectively.

When jobs do not lend themselves to objective appraisal, the man-

ager must relate the employee’s performance to some other standard. 

One popular tool used in subjective assessment is the ranking sys-

tem, which lists various performance factors on which the manager 

ranks employees against each other. Although used by many large 

companies, ranking systems are unpopular with many employees. 

Qualitative criteria, such as teamwork and communication skills, 

used to evaluate employees are generally hard to gauge. Such grading 

systems have triggered employee lawsuits that allege discrimination 

in grade/ranking assignments. For example, one manager may grade 

a company’s employees one way, while another manager grades a 

group more harshly depending on the managers’ grading style. If lay-

offs occur, then employees graded by the second manager may be 

more likely to lose their jobs. Other criticisms of grading systems 

include unclear wording or inappropriate words that a manager may 

unintentionally write in a performance evaluation, like young or 

pretty to describe an employee’s appearance. These liabilities can all be fodder for 

lawsuits should employees allege that they were treated unfairly. It is therefore cru-

cial that managers use clear language in performance evaluations and be consistent 

with all employees.  Several employee grading 

computer packages have been developed to 

make performance evaluations easier for man-

agers and clearer for employees.19 Figure 10.3 

 demonstrates that employers are more likely to 

believe that performance reviews improve em-

ployee performance than employees do.

Another performance appraisal method used 

by many companies is the 360-degree feedback 

system, which provides feedback from a panel 

that typically includes superiors, peers, and 

subordinates. Because of the tensions it may 

cause, peer appraisal appears to be diffi cult for 

many. However, companies that have success 

with 360-degree feedback tend to be open to 

learning and willing to experiment and are led 

by executives who are direct about the expected 

benefi ts as well as the challenges.20 Managers 

and leaders with a high emotional intelligence 

(sensitivity to their own as well as others’ emo-

tions) assess and refl ect upon their interactions 

with colleagues on a daily basis. In addition, 

94%

62% Employers

Employees

Performance appraisals are important because they 
provide employees with feedback on how well they 
are doing as well as areas for improvement. 

FIGURE 10.3 Performance Reviews: Those Who Believe Reviews 

Improve Employees’ Performance

Robert Half survey of 1,400 chief fi nancial offi cers and 422 workers, 2012. Survey developed by 
Accountemps. 

Source: Accountemps, “Mixed Review for the Employee Review,” July 12, 2012, http://accountemps.rhi.
mediaroom.com/performance-review (accessed May 5, 2014). 
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they conduct follow-up analysis on their projects, asking the right questions and lis-

tening carefully to responses without getting defensive of their actions.21

Whether the assessment is objective or subjective, it is vital that the manager dis-

cuss the results with the employee, so that the employee knows how well he or she is 

doing the job. The results of a performance appraisal become useful only when they 

are communicated, tactfully, to the employee and presented as a tool to allow the em-

ployee to grow and improve in his or her position and beyond. Performance appraisals 

are also used to determine whether an employee should be promoted, transferred, or 

terminated from the organization.

Turnover
Turnover, which occurs when employees quit or are fi red and must be replaced by 

new employees, results in lost productivity from the vacancy, costs to recruit replace-

ment employees, management time devoted to interviewing, training, and socializa-

tion expenses for new employees. However, some companies have created innovative 

solutions for reducing turnover. Accenture, a global management consulting fi rm, has 

275,000 employees around the world who travel frequently. Because of the hectic 

pace of the job and constant traveling, the company has instituted a unique wellness 

program offered to its on-the-go employees to encourage them to take care of their 

health while getting their jobs done. This program is personalized to the lifestyles 

of the employees and offers health tips and exercises that are effective but not time 

consuming. Accenture employees have rated this program as fun and relevant to their 

lives, resulting in higher job satisfaction. Job satisfaction is one of the best ways of 

reducing turnover.22 Part of the reason for turnover may be overworked employees 

as a result of downsizing and a lack of training and advancement opportunities.23

Of course, turnover is not always an unhappy occasion when it takes the form of a 

promotion or transfer.

A promotion is an advancement to a higher-level job with increased 

authority, responsibility, and pay. In some companies and most labor 

unions, seniority—the length of time a person has been with the com-

pany or at a particular job classifi cation—is the key issue in determining 

who should be promoted. Most managers base promotions on seniority 

only when they have candidates with equal qualifi cations: Managers 

prefer to base promotions on merit.

A transfer is a move to another job within the company at essen-

tially the same level and wage. Transfers allow workers to obtain new 

skills or to fi nd a new position within an organization when their old 

position has been eliminated because of automation or downsizing.

Separations occur when employees resign, retire, are terminated, 

or are laid off. Employees may be terminated, or fi red, for poor per-

formance, violation of work rules, absenteeism, and so on. Busi-

nesses have traditionally been able to fi re employees at will, that is, 

for any reason other than for race, religion, sex, or age, or because an 

employee is a union organizer. However, recent legislation and court 

decisions now require that companies fi re employees fairly, for just 

cause only. Managers must take care, then, to warn employees when 

their performance is unacceptable and may lead to dismissal, elevat-

ing the importance of performance evaluations. They should also 

document all problems and warnings in employees’ work records. To 

avoid the possibility of lawsuits from individuals who may feel they 

turnover
occurs when employees 
quit or are fi red and must be 
replaced by new employees
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Many companies in recent years are choosing 
to downsize by eliminating jobs. Reasons for 
downsizing might be due to fi nancial constraints 
or the need to become more productive and 
competitive. 
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have been fi red unfairly, employers should provide clear, business-related reasons for 

any fi ring, supported by written documentation if possible. Employee disciplinary 

procedures should be carefully explained to all employees and should be set forth in 

employee handbooks. Table 10.6 illustrates what not to do when you are terminated.

Many companies have downsized in recent years, laying off tens of thousands of 

employees in their effort to become more productive and competitive. For example, 

Radio Shack had to lay off workers after it decided to close more than 1,000 stores 

in the United State. The electronics retailer suffered declining sales as consumers 

increasingly purchase such items online.24 Layoffs are sometimes temporary; employ-

ees may be brought back when business conditions improve. When layoffs are to be 

permanent, employers often help employees fi nd other jobs and may extend benefi ts 

while the employees search for new employment. Such actions help lessen the trauma 

of the layoffs. Fortunately, there are several business areas that are choosing not to 

downsize.

A well-organized human resources department strives to minimize losses due to 

separations and transfers because recruiting and training new employees is very ex-

pensive. Note that a high turnover rate in a company may signal problems with the 

selection and training process, the compensation program, or even the type of com-

pany. To help reduce turnover, companies have tried a number of strategies, including 

giving employees more interesting job responsibilities (job enrichment), allowing for 

increased job fl exibility, and providing more employee benefi ts.

Compensating the Workforce
People generally don’t work for free, and how much they are paid for their work is a 

complicated issue. Also, designing a fair compensation plan is an important task be-

cause pay and benefi ts represent a substantial portion of an organization’s expenses. 

Wages that are too high may result in the company’s products being priced too high, 

making them uncompetitive in the market. Wages that are too low may damage em-

ployee morale and result in costly turnover. Remember that compensation is one of 

the hygiene factors identifi ed by Herzberg.

Designing a fair compensation plan is a diffi cult task because it involves evaluat-

ing the relative worth of all jobs within the business while allowing for individual 

efforts. Compensation for a specifi c job is typically determined through a wage/
salary  survey, which tells the company how much compensation comparable fi rms 

are paying for specifi c jobs that the fi rms have in common. Compensation for indi-

viduals within a specifi c job category depends on both the compensation for that job 

and the individual’s productivity. Therefore, two employees with identical jobs may 

not receive exactly the same pay because of individual differences in performance.

LO 10-5
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TABLE 10.6
What You Should Not Do 

When You Are Terminated

 1. Do not tell off your boss and co-workers, even if you think they deserve it.

 2. Do not damage company property or steal something.

 3. Do not forget to ask for a reference.

 4. Do not badmouth your employer or any of your co-workers to your replacement.

 5. Do not badmouth your employer to a prospective employer when you go on a job interview.

Source: Dawn Rosenberg McKay, “Five Things Not to Do When You Leave Your Job,” http://careerplanning.about.com/od/
jobseparation/a/leave_mistakes.htm (accessed April 13, 2011).
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Financial Compensation
Financial compensation falls into two general categories—wages and salaries. Wages 

are fi nancial rewards based on the number of hours the employee works or the level 

of output achieved. Wages based on the number of hours worked are called time 

wages. The federal minimum wage increased to $7.25 per hour in 2009 for covered 

nonexempt workers.26 However, Congress is expected to vote on whether to increase 

the minimum wage to $10.10. If passed, the minimum wage would increase over the 

next few years. Many members of Congress want to increase the minimum wage to 

$15 per hour.27 Tipped wages must be $2.13 per hour as long as tips plus the wage of 

$2.13 per hour equal the minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.28 Many states also mandate 

minimum wages; in the case where the two wages are in confl ict, the higher of the 

two wages prevails. There may even be differences between city and state minimum 

wages. In New Mexico, the minimum wage is $7.50, whereas in the state capitol of 

Santa Fe, the minimum wage is $10.66, due to a higher cost of living. When Santa Fe 

went to $10.66 per hour on March 1, 2014, this became the third highest minimum 

wage in the United States after Seattle-Tacoma, Washington, at $15 per hour and San 

Francisco at $10.74 per hour.29 Table 10.7 compares wages and other information for 

Costco and Walmart, two well-known discount chains. Time wages are appropriate 

when employees are continually interrupted and when quality is more important than 

quantity. Assembly-line workers, clerks, and maintenance personnel are commonly 

paid on a time-wage basis. The advantage of time wages is the ease of computation. 

The disadvantage is that time wages provide no incentive to increase productivity. In 

fact, time wages may encourage employees to be less productive.

To overcome these disadvantages, many companies pay on an incentive sys-

tem, using piece wages or commissions. Piece wages are based on the level of out-

put achieved. A major advantage of piece wages is that they motivate employees to 

wages
fi nancial rewards based on 
the number of hours the 
employee works or the level 
of output achieved

Sustainability Job Opportunities
As businesses become more focused on their environmen-
tal impact, job opportunities in sustainability are increasing. 
These positions, while present in some small businesses, are 
more common in larger organizations that use a lot of  energy 
and generally have a larger impact on the environment. 
They exist in both the public and private sectors. Because 
these positions are becoming more important, sometimes 
 employees—if savvy and persuasive enough—can create a 
sustainability position or department within the companies at 
which they currently work.

Some positions in this fi eld require strong leadership 
and communication skills over technical knowledge in sus-
tainability practices. People in this area generally create an 
atmosphere of sustainability as an institutional goal, bring 
employees and departments together to defi ne and meet 
short-term goals, ensure communication channels around 
sustainability are open, and compile sustainability reports. 

Other positions require knowledge in life-cycle and supply 
chain operations and management. These people are gen-
erally inclined toward more quantitative responsibilities in 
engineering, fi nance, and technical project management and 
support the activities of energy systems and building main-
tenance requirements. Finally, sustainability positions can be 
found in planning and design. Employees in these positions 
engage in the development of transportation avenues, pro-
tection of forests and open spaces, and the incorporation of 
green attributes to new and existing structures.25

Discussion Questions
 1. Why are sustainability job opportunities increasing in the 

business fi eld?
 2. Why might a large organization want to adopt a sustainability 

position or department?
 3. Describe the responsibilities for different jobs in sustainability.

Going Green
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supervise their own activities and to increase output. Skilled craftworkers are often 

paid on a piece-wage basis.

The other incentive system, commission, pays a fi xed amount or a percentage 

of the employee’s sales. Kele & Co Jewelers in Plainfi eld, Illinois, make sterling 

silver jewelry and offer semi-precious stones and gemstones at affordable prices. 

Their handcrafted jewelry is sold through the Internet (www.keleonline.com) and 

through independent sales representatives (ISRs) all over the country. The unique 

aspect of Kele’s sales process is their innovative sales and commission structure. 

ISRs have no minimum sales quotas, sales are shared among team members during 

training and after being promoted, and there is no requirement to purchase inventory 

as jewelry is shipped from Kele headquarters. ISRs receive a 30 to 50 percent com-

mission on sales. The goal is to increase the profi t margin and earning potential of 

the salespeople. The company’s goal is to become the largest direct sales company in 

the industry.30 This method motivates employees to sell as much as they can. Some 

companies also combine payment based on commission with time wages or salaries.

A salary is a fi nancial reward calculated on a weekly, monthly, or annual basis. 

Salaries are associated with white-collar workers such as offi ce personnel, executives, 

and professional employees. Although a salary provides a stable stream of income, 

salaried workers may be required to work beyond usual hours without additional fi -

nancial compensation.

In addition to the basic wages or salaries paid to employees, a company may offer 

bonuses for exceptional performance as an incentive to increase productivity further. 

Many workers receive a bonus as a “thank you” for good work and an incentive to 

continue working hard. Many owners and managers are recognizing that simple bo-

nuses and perks foster happier employees and reduce turnover. Bonuses are especially 

popular among Wall Street fi rms. In 2014, Wall Street disbursed more than $26 billion 

in bonuses to more than 165,000 employees. This amount is 15 percent more than the 

year before and is the third largest bonus sum ever given out.31

Another form of compensation is profi t sharing, which distributes a percentage 

of company profi ts to the employees whose work helped to generate those profi ts. 

Some profi t-sharing plans involve distributing shares of company stock to employees. 

commission
an incentive system that 
pays a fi xed amount or a 
percentage of the employee’s 
sales

salary
a fi nancial reward calculated 
on a weekly, monthly, or 
annual basis

bonuses
monetary rewards offered by 
companies for exceptional 
performance as incentives to 
further increase productivity

profi t sharing
a form of compensation 
whereby a percentage of 
company profi ts is distributed 
to the employees whose work 
helped to generate them

TABLE 10.7
Costco versus Walmart

Costco Walmart

Number of employees 185,000+ 2,200,000

Revenues $99.1 billion $469.2 billion

Average pay per hour $21 $12.83

World’s most admired ranking 12 28

Strengths Management quality; fi nancial 
soundness; people management

Management quality; 
fi nancial soundness; 
global competitiveness

Sources: “Fortune Global 500,” CNN Money, 2014, http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/2013/full_list/?iid=G500_sp_
full (accessed May 5, 2014); “Fortune World’s Most Admired Rankings,” CNN Money, 2014, http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/
most-admired/2014/list/?iid=wma14_sp_full (accessed May 5, 2014); Costco Wholesale, “Investor Relations,” http://phx.corporate-ir.
net/phoenix.zhtml?c=83830&p=irol-homeprofi le (accessed May 5, 2014); Kevin Short, “11 Reasons to Love Costco That Have Nothing 
to Do with Shopping,” Huffi ngton Post, November 19, 2013, www.huffi ngtonpost.com/2013/11/19/reasons-love-costco_n_4275774.
html (accessed May 5, 2014); “Wal-Mart,” NY JobSource, January 26, 2014, http://nyjobsource.com/walmart.html (accessed May 5, 
2014).
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Usually referred to as ESOPs—employee stock ownership plans—they have been 

gaining popularity in recent years. One reason for the popularity of ESOPs is the sense 

of partnership that they create between the organization and employees. Profi t sharing 

can also motivate employees to work hard, because increased productivity and sales 

mean that the profi ts or the stock dividends will increase. Many organizations offer 

employees a stake in the company through stock purchase plans, ESOPs, or stock in-

vestments through 401(k) plans. Employees below senior management levels rarely re-

ceived stock options until recently. Companies are adopting broad-based stock option 

plans to build a stronger link between employees’ interests and the organization’s in-

terests. ESOPs have met with enormous success over the years, and employee-owned 

stock has even outperformed the stock market during certain periods. Many businesses 

have found employee stock options a great way to boost productivity and increase 

 morale. As of 2014, there were nearly 12,000 ESOPs in the United States.32

Benefi ts
Benefi ts are nonfi nancial forms of compensation provided to employees, such as 

 pension plans for retirement; health, disability, and life insurance; holidays and paid 

days off for vacation or illness; credit union membership; health programs; child 

care; elder care; assistance with adoption; and more. According to the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics, employer costs for employee compensation for civilian workers in 

the United States average $29.63 per hour worked. Wages and salaries account for 

 approximately 70.1 percent of those costs, while benefi ts account for 29.9 percent 

of the cost.  Legally required benefi ts (Social Security, Medicare, federal and state 

employment insurance, and workers’ compensation) account for 8.2 percent of total 

compensation.33 Such benefi ts increase employee security and, to a certain extent, 

their morale and motivation.

Table 10.8 lists some of the benefi ts Internet search engine Google offers its em-

ployees. Although health insurance is a common benefi t for full-time employees, rising 

health care costs have forced a growing number of employers to trim this benefi t. Even 

government workers, whose wages and benefi ts used to be virtually guaranteed safe, 

have seen reductions in health care and other 

benefi ts. Surveys have revealed that with the de-

crease in benefi ts comes a decrease in employee 

loyalty. Only 42 percent of employees say they 

feel a strong sense of loyalty to their employers. 

However, more than half of respondents indi-

cated that employee benefi ts were important in 

decisions to stay with the company. Benefi ts are 

particularly important to younger generations of 

employees.34 Starbucks recognizes the impor-

tance of how benefi ts can signifi cantly impact 

an employee’s health and well-being. As a re-

sult, it is the only fast-food company to offer its 

part-time employees health insurance.

A benefi t increasingly offered is the 

 employee assistance program (EAP). Each 

company’s EAP is different, but most offer 

counseling for and assistance with those 

 employees’ personal problems that might hurt 

benefi ts
nonfi nancial forms of 
compensation provided to 
employees, such as pension 
plans, health insurance, paid 
vacation and holidays, and 
the like

An onsite fi tness center is just one of the benefi ts that large companies have 
begun to offer employees. Such onsite benefi ts like fi tness centers and child care 
are particularly important for employees who work long hours or who struggle to 
maintain a healthy work-life balance. 
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their job performance if not addressed. The most common counseling services of-

fered include drug- and alcohol-abuse treatment programs, fi tness programs, smoking 

cessation clinics, stress-management clinics, fi nancial counseling, family counseling, 

and career counseling. Lowe’s, for example, offers work/life seminars, smoking ces-

sation clinics, and other assistance programs for its employees.35 EAPs help reduce 

costs associated with poor productivity, absenteeism, and other workplace issues by 

helping employees deal with personal problems that contribute to these issues. For 

example, exercise and fi tness programs reduce health insurance costs by helping 

 employees stay healthy. Family counseling may help workers trying to cope with a 

divorce or other personal problems to better focus on their jobs.

Companies try to provide the benefi ts they believe their employees want, but di-

verse people may want different things. In recent years, some single workers have felt 

that co-workers with spouses and children seem to get “special breaks” and extra time 

off to deal with family issues. Some companies use fl exible benefi t programs to allow 

employees to choose the benefi ts they would like, up to a specifi ed amount.

TABLE 10.8
Google’s Employees’ 

Benefi ts

• Health insurance:

  – Employee medical insurance

  – Dental insurance

  – Vision insurance

•  Vacation (15 days per year for one–three years’ employment; 20 days off for four–fi ve years’ 
employment; 25 days for more than six years’ employment)

• Twelve paid holidays/year

• Savings plans

  – 401(k) retirement plan, matched by Google

  – Flexible spending accounts

• Disability and life insurance

• Employee Assistance Program

• Free lunches and snacks

• Massages, gym membership, hair stylist, fi tness class, and bike repair

• Weekly activities

• Maternity leave

• Adoption assistance

• Tuition reimbursement

• Employee referral plan

• Onsite doctor

• Backup child care

•  Holiday parties, health fair, credit union, roller hockey, outdoor volleyball court, discounts for local 
attractions

Source: “Google Benefi ts,” www.google.com/about/careers/lifeatgoogle/benefi ts/ (accessed May 27, 2014).
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Fringe benefi ts include sick leave, vacation pay, pension plans, health plans, and 

any other extra compensation. Soft benefi ts include perks that help balance life and 

work. They include onsite child care, spas, food service, and even laundry services 

and hair salons. These soft benefi ts motivate employees and give them more time to 

focus on their job.

Cafeteria benefi t plans provide a fi nancial amount to employees so that they can se-

lect the specifi c benefi ts that fi t their needs. The key is making benefi ts fl exible, rather 

than giving employees identical benefi ts. As fi rms go global, the need for cafeteria or 

fl exible benefi t plans becomes even more important. For some employees, benefi ts 

are a greater motivator and differentiator in jobs than wages. For many Starbucks 

employees who receive health insurance when working part time, this benefi t could 

be the most important compensation.

Over the past two decades, the list of fringe benefi ts has grown dramatically, and 

new benefi ts are being added every year.

Managing Unionized Employees
Employees who are dissatisfi ed with their working conditions or compensation have 

to negotiate with management to bring about change. Dealing with management on 

an individual basis is not always effective, however, so employees may organize 

themselves into labor unions to deal with employers and to achieve better pay, 

hours, and working conditions. Organized employees are backed by the power of 

a large group that can hire specialists to represent the entire union in its dealings 

with management. Union workers make signifi cantly more than nonunion employ-

ees. The United States has a roughly 11.3 percent unionization rate. Figure 10.4 

 displays unionization rates by state. On average, the median usual weekly earnings 

of unionized full-time and salary workers are about $200 more than their non-union 

counterparts.37

However, union growth has slowed in recent years, and prospects for growth do 

not look good. One reason is that most blue-collar workers, the traditional members 
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labor unions
employee organizations 
formed to deal with employers 
for achieving better pay, 
hours, and working conditions

Urban Lending Solutions Hires Outside the Box
Urban Lending Solutions

Founders: Charles and Elisa Sanders
Founded: 2002, in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Success: Urban Lending Solutions generated revenue of 

$183.1 million in 2012.
In 2002, former professional athlete Charles Sanders 

and his wife, Elisa, founded Urban Lending Solutions (ULS), 
a real estate company in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. The real 
estate industry is highly competitive and especially vulner-
able to changes in the market. Because of this volatility in 
the market, Charles Sanders, who serves as CEO, takes a dif-
ferent approach to hiring employees. While other real estate 
companies focus on hiring seasoned professionals, Sanders 

looks for intellect and ambition in potential hires regardless of 
their experience. He has hired people ranging from managers 
at fast-food restaurants to the newly graduated. As a result, 
ULS has grown to more than 1,500 employees, a 257 percent 
increase since 2009.

ULS believes in the importance of employee training. It 
established its training program, called Urban University, to 
offer 15 courses meant to teach new hires everything they 
need to know, while preparing them to become adaptable 
when market conditions change. ULS’s training and hiring 
approach has allowed the company to expand its services 
across the nation, retain valuable employees, and successfully 
respond to the difficulties of the latest housing market crash.36

Entrepreneurship in Action
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of unions, have already been organized. Factories have become more automated and 

need fewer blue-collar workers. The United States has shifted from a manufacturing 

to a service economy, further reducing the demand for blue-collar workers. Moreover, 

in response to foreign competition, U.S. companies are scrambling to fi nd ways to 

become more productive and cost effi cient. Job enrichment programs and participa-

tive management have blurred the line between management and workers. Because 

workers’ say in the way plants are run is increasing, their need for union protection 

is decreasing.

Nonetheless, labor unions have been successful in organizing blue-collar manu-

facturing, government, and health care workers, as well as smaller percentages of 

employees in other industries. Consequently, signifi cant aspects of HRM, particularly 

compensation, are dictated to a large degree by union contracts at many companies. 

Therefore, we’ll take a brief look at collective bargaining and dispute resolution in 

this section.

FIGURE 10.4 Union Membership Rates by State
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Collective Bargaining
Collective bargaining is the negotiation process through which management and 

unions reach an agreement about compensation, working hours, and working condi-

tions for the bargaining unit (Figure 10.5). The objective of negotiations is to reach 

agreement about a labor contract, the formal, written document that spells out the 

relationship between the union and management for a specifi ed period of time, usu-

ally two or three years.

In collective bargaining, each side tries to negotiate an agreement that meets its 

demands; compromise is frequently necessary. Management tries to negotiate a labor 

contract that permits the company to retain control over things like work schedules; 

the hiring and fi ring of workers; production standards; promotions, transfers, and 

separations; the span of management in each department; and discipline. Unions tend 

collective bargaining
the negotiation process through 
which management and unions 
reach an agreement about 
compensation, working hours, 
and working conditions for the 
bargaining unit

labor contract
the formal, written document 
that spells out the relationship 
between the union and 
management for a specifi ed 
period of time—usually two or 
three years

FIGURE 10.5
The Collective 

Bargaining Process
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workers at
that work facility
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   Strikes
   Boycotts
   Picketing

Management tactics:
   Lockouts
   Strikebreakers
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Rejection of contract
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Benefits
Security
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to focus on contract issues such as magnitude of wages; better pay rates for overtime, 

holidays, and undesirable shifts; scheduling of pay increases; and benefi ts. These is-

sues will be spelled out in the labor contract, which union members will vote to either 

accept (and abide by) or reject.

Many labor contracts contain a cost-of-living escalator (or adjustment) (COLA) 
clause, which calls for automatic wage increases during periods of infl ation to pro-

tect the “real” income of the employees. During tough economic times, unions may 

be forced to accept givebacks—wage and benefi t concessions made to employers to 

allow them to remain competitive or, in some cases, to survive and continue to provide 

jobs for union workers.

Resolving Disputes
Sometimes, management and labor simply cannot agree on a contract. Most labor 

disputes are handled through collective bargaining or through grievance procedures. 

When these processes break down, however, either side may resort to more drastic 

measures to achieve its objectives.

Labor Tactics. Picketing is a public protest against management practices and 

involves union members marching (often waving antimanagement signs and plac-

ards) at the employer’s plant or work site. Picketing workers hope that their signs will 

arouse sympathy for their demands from the public and from other unions. Picketing 

may occur as a protest or in conjunction with a strike.

Strikes (employee walkouts) are one of the most effective weapons labor has. 

By striking, a union makes carrying out the normal operations of a business dif-

ficult at best and impossible at worst. Strikes receive widespread publicity, but 

they remain a weapon of last resort. However, in extreme cases, workers may 

organize a strike with the help of unions and coalitions to which they do not yet 

belong. Walmart employees, who are not unionized in the United States, held a 

series of strikes to voice concerns over low wages and poor working conditions. 

The situation escalated when the company fired 9 workers and disciplined 18 

others after one of the protests. This led to the intervention of the U.S. Labor 

Board by filing a complaint alleging violations of labor laws. While it is mostly 

the case that the mere threat of a strike is enough to make management back 

down, there are times when the issues are heatedly debated and regulatory agen-

cies become involved.38

A boycott is an attempt to keep people from purchasing the products of a company. 

In a boycott, union members are asked not to do business with the boycotted organi-

zation. Some unions may even impose fi nes on members who ignore the boycott. To 

gain further support for their objectives, a union involved in a boycott may also ask 

the public—through picketing and advertising—not to purchase the products of the 

picketed fi rm.

Management Tactics. Management’s version of a strike is the lockout; man-

agement actually closes a work site so that employees cannot go to work. Lockouts 

are used, as a general rule, only when a union strike has partially shut down a plant 

and it seems less expensive for the plant to close completely. Kellogg locked out 

workers from its Memphis cereal plant for three months due to failure to reach a ne-

gotiating agreement on employees’ wages and benefi ts. The situation escalated, with 

the company deciding to cut off the employees’ health insurance for the duration of 

the strike.39

picketing
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Strikebreakers, called “scabs” by striking union members, are people hired by 

management to replace striking employees. Managers hire strikebreakers to continue 

operations and reduce the losses associated with strikes—and to show the unions that 

they will not bow to their demands. Strikebreaking is generally a last-resort measure 

for management because it does great damage to the relationship between manage-

ment and labor.

Outside Resolution. Management and union members normally reach mutu-

ally agreeable decisions without outside assistance. Sometimes though, even after 

lengthy negotiations, strikes, lockouts, and other tactics, management and labor still 

cannot resolve a contract dispute. In such cases, they have three choices: conciliation, 

mediation, and arbitration. Conciliation brings in a neutral third party to keep labor 

and management talking. The conciliator has no formal power over union representa-

tives or over management. The conciliator’s goal is to get both parties to focus on the 

issues and to prevent negotiations from breaking down. Like conciliation,  mediation 

involves bringing in a neutral third party, but the mediator’s role is to suggest or pro-

pose a solution to the problem. The Association of Mineworkers and Construction 

Union (AMCU) and platinum workers had to meet with South African state mediators 

in order to resolve a $36 million per day dispute.40 Mediators have no formal power 

over either labor or management. With arbitration, a neutral third party is brought in 

to settle the dispute, but the arbitrator’s solution is legally binding and enforceable. 

Chevron won an arbitration case against the country of Ecuador regarding an ongoing 

20-year dispute over pollution. The international arbitration panel ruled that the origi-

nal case did not consider the fact that Ecuador had released the company from liability 

in the 1990s. Chevron was able to avoid a $19 billion penalty as a result.41 Generally, 

arbitration takes place on a voluntary basis—management and labor must agree to 

it, and they usually split the cost (the arbitrator’s fee and expenses) between them. 

Occasionally, management and labor submit to compulsory arbitration, in which an 

outside party (usually the federal government) requests arbitration as a means of elim-

inating a prolonged strike that threatens to disrupt the economy.

The Importance of Workforce Diversity
Customers, employees, suppliers—all the participants in the world of business—come 

in different ages, genders, races, ethnicities, nationalities, and abilities, a truth that 

business has come to label diversity. Understanding this diversity means recognizing 

and accepting differences as well as valuing the unique perspectives such differences 

can bring to the workplace.

The Characteristics of Diversity
When managers speak of diverse workforces, they typically mean differences in gen-

der and race. While gender and race are important characteristics of diversity, oth-

ers are also important. We can divide these differences into primary and secondary 

characteristics of diversity. In the lower segment of Figure 10.6, age, gender, race, 

ethnicity, abilities, and sexual orientation represent primary characteristics of diver-

sity that are inborn and cannot be changed. In the upper section of Figure 10.6 are 

eight secondary characteristics of diversity—work background, income, marital sta-

tus, military experience, religious beliefs, geographic location, parental status, and 

 education—which can be changed. We acquire, change, and discard them as we prog-

ress through our lives.
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Defi ning characteristics of diversity as either primary or secondary enhances our 

understanding, but we must remember that each person is defi ned by the interrelation 

of all characteristics. In dealing with diversity in the workforce, managers must con-

sider the complete person—not one or a few of a person’s differences.

Why Is Diversity Important?
The U.S. workforce is becoming increasingly di-

verse. Once dominated by white men, today’s work-

force includes signifi cantly more women, African 

Americans,  Hispanics, and other minorities, as well 

as disabled and older workers. The census bureau 

has predicted that by 2042, minorities will make 

up more than 50 percent of the U.S. population.42

These groups have traditionally faced discrimina-

tion and higher unemployment rates and have been 

denied opportunities to assume leadership roles in 

corporate America. Consequently, more and more 

companies are trying to improve HRM programs to 

recruit, develop, and retain more diverse employees 

to better serve their diverse customers. Some fi rms 

are providing special programs such as sponsored af-

fi nity groups, mentoring programs, and special career 
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FIGURE 10.6
Characteristics of 

Diversity

Source: Marilyn Loden and 
Judy B. Rosener, Workforce America! 
Managing Employee Diversity as a Vital 
Resource, 1991, p. 20. Used with 
permission. Copyright © 1991 
The McGraw-Hill Companies.

Some of the major benefi ts of diversity include a wider range of employee 
perspectives, greater innovaiton and creativity, and the ability to target a 
diverse customer base more effectively. 
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development opportunities. Kaiser Permanente has incorporated diversity into its goals 

and corporate strategies. More than half of the company’s board of directors consists 

of minorities, while 60 percent are women. This level of diversity has earned Kaiser 

 Permanente fourth place on Diversity Inc.’s Top 50 Companies for Diversity list.43 

Diversity and equal rights is so important to Kaiser Permanente that it has established 

the Institute for Culturally Competent Care and the nine Centers of Excellence to pave 

the way for equal health care for all, including minorities, immigrants, and those with 

disabilities.44 Table 10.9 shows the top companies for minorities according to a study 

by DiversityInc. Effectively managing diversity in the workforce involves cultivating 

and valuing its benefi ts and minimizing its problems.

TABLE 10.9
Top 50 Companies 

for Diversity

  1. Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation 26. BASF

  2. Sodexo 27. Eli Lilly and Company

  3. Ernst & Young 28. Northrop Grumman

  4. Kaiser Permanente 29. WellPoint

  5. PricewaterhouseCoopers 30. Colgate-Palmolive

  6. MasterCard Worldwide 31. Kellogg Company

  7. Procter & Gamble 32. Dell

  8. Prudential Financial 33. The Coca-Cola Company

  9. Johnson & Johnson 34. The Walt Disney Company

10. AT&T 35. Kraft Foods Group

11. Deloitte 36. TIAA-CREF

12. Accenture 37. Allstate Insurance Company

13. Abbott 38. Toyota Motor North America

14. Merck & Co 39. Wyndham Worldwide

15. Cummins 40. Rockwell Collins

16. Marriott International 41. Medtronic

17. Wells Fargo 42. Time Warner

18. Cox Communications 43. Verizon Communications

19. Aetna 44. Comcast

20. General Mills 45. TD Bank

21. KPMG 46. Monsanto

22. Target 47. KeyCorp

23. IBM 48. JCPenney

24. ADP 49. AbbVie

25. New York Life 50. Nielsen

Source: “The 2014 DiversityInc Top 50 Companies for Diversity,” DiversityInc, 2014, www.diversityinc.com/the-diversityinc-top-50-
companies-for-diversity-2014/ (accessed May 12, 2014).
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The Benefi ts of Workforce Diversity
There are a number of benefi ts to fostering and valuing workforce diversity, including 

the following:

1. More productive use of a company’s human resources.

2. Reduced confl ict among employees of different ethnicities, races, religions, 

and sexual orientations as they learn to respect each other’s differences.

3. More productive working relationships among diverse employees as they learn 

more about and accept each other.

4. Increased commitment to and sharing of organizational goals among diverse 

employees at all organizational levels.

5. Increased innovation and creativity as diverse employees bring new, unique 

perspectives to decision-making and problem-solving tasks.

6. Increased ability to serve the needs of an increasingly diverse customer base.45

Companies that do not value their diverse employees are likely to experience 

greater confl ict, as well as prejudice and discrimination. Among individual employ-

ees, for example, racial slurs and gestures, sexist comments, and other behaviors by 

co-workers harm the individuals at whom such behavior is directed. The victims of 

such behavior may feel hurt, depressed, or even threatened and suffer from lowered 

self-esteem, all of which harm their productivity and morale. In such cases, women 

and minority employees may simply leave the fi rm, wasting the time, money, and 

other resources spent on hiring and training them. When discrimination comes from a 

supervisor, employees may also fear for their jobs. A discriminatory atmosphere not 

only can harm productivity and increase turnover, but it may also subject a fi rm to 

costly lawsuits and negative publicity.

Astute businesses recognize that they need to modify their human resources man-

agement programs to target the needs of all their diverse employees as well as the 

needs of the fi rm itself. They realize that the benefi ts of diversity are long term in 

nature and come only to those organizations willing to make the commitment. Most 

importantly, as workforce diversity becomes a valued organizational asset, companies 

spend less time managing confl ict and more time accomplishing tasks and satisfying 

customers, which is, after all, the purpose of business.

Affi rmative Action
Many companies strive to improve their working environment through affi rmative 
 action programs, legally mandated plans that try to increase job opportunities for 

 minority groups by analyzing the current pool of workers, identifying areas where 

women and minorities are underrepresented, and establishing specifi c hiring and pro-

motion goals along with target dates for meeting those goals to resolve the discrepancy. 

Affi rmative action began in 1965 as Lyndon B. Johnson issued the fi rst of a series 

of presidential directives. It was designed to make up for past hiring and promotion 

prejudices, to overcome workplace discrimination, and to provide equal employment 

opportunities for blacks and whites. Since then, minorities have made solid gains.

Legislation passed in 1991 reinforces affi rmative action but prohibits organiza-

tions from setting hiring quotas that might result in reverse discrimination. Reverse 

discrimination occurs when a company’s policies force it to consider only minori-

ties or women instead of concentrating on hiring the person who is best qualifi ed. 

More companies are arguing that affi rmative action stifl es their ability to hire the best 

affi rmative action 
programs
legally mandated plans 
that try to increase job 
opportunities for minority 
groups by analyzing the 
current pool of workers, 
identifying areas where 
women and minorities are 
underrepresented, and 
establishing specifi c hiring 
and promotion goals, with 
target dates, for addressing 
the discrepancy
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employees, regardless of their minority status. Because of these problems, affi rmative 

action became politically questionable.

Trends in Management of the Workforce
As unemployment reached 10 percent during the last recession, businesses laid off 

almost 9 million employees. Even after the recession and fi nancial crisis, many fi rms 

reduced hiring and pushed workers to spend more time on the job for the same or less 

pay. Because of the economic uncertainty, this post-recession austerity has pervaded 

the workplace and infl ated U.S. productivity. While companies are squeezing workers 

to cut costs, they are also drawing clear lines between workers and managers and are 

reducing privileges and benefi ts.

Many employees are developing grievances, claiming that they are being over-

worked. The number of lawsuits fi led by employees against their employers continues 

to rise. Many of the claims include working overtime without being appropriately 

compensated, being overworked to the point of physical injury, and not being com-

pensated for time waiting for company mandated security checks.47

The nature of the workplace is changing as well. The increasing use of smart 

phones and tablet computers are blurring the lines between leisure and work time, 

with some employers calling employees after hours.48 Employees themselves are mix-

ing work and personal time by using social media in the offi ce. In fact, theft of time 

is a major form of misconduct in the workplace. This is requiring companies to come 

up with new policies that limit how employees can use social media in the workplace. 

Clearly, technology is changing the dynamics of the workplace in both positive and 

negative ways.

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

Employee Privacy or Employer Vulnerability: The Role of Social Media 
in the Financial Industry
Since the advent of social media in the workplace, many 
states have begun passing legislation to prevent employers 
from monitoring their employees’ social media activities. This 
is done to protect employee privacy. However, the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority and Wall Street are asking regu-
lators to make an exception for employees in the fi nancial 
industry. Worries of insider trading, potential Ponzi schemes, 
and infl uencing stock activity on the market are at the heart 
of this request. For instance, one CFO was fi red after venting 
on social media using confi dential fi nancial information. Such 
information could negatively affect the fi rm if released early.

Regulators allow financial firms to communicate in-
formation through social media outlets as long as they 
disclose to the investor where, when, and how they plan 
to divulge this information. This could lead employees to 
believe it is also all right to discuss nonpublic informa-
tion on social media. Financial firms are concerned that 

by protecting employee’s privacy on social media, they 
 become vulnerable to potential scandals involving the 
misappropriation of financial information, which could 
harm investors. While the requested amendment to the 
privacy laws will only be put to use if an employee is 
 suspected of releasing unwarranted information,  critics 
believe that such an exception will erode employee 
 privacy altogether.46

Discussion Questions
 1. What are advantages of laws forbidding employers from ac-

cessing employees’ social media activities?
 2. What are disadvantages of laws forbidding employers from 

accessing employees’ social media activities?
 3. Is there anything fi rms can do to keep employees from 

releasing nonpublic information over social media without 
infringing on their privacy?
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It is important for human resources managers to be aware of legal issues regarding 

worker rights. Strict criteria—such as having management responsibilities, having 

advanced degrees, or making more than $455 a week—determine whether an 

employee is exempt from overtime pay.49 Interestingly, although it might currently 

be legal for employers to request an applicant’s Facebook password, employees who 

“rant” about their employers on Facebook can receive some form of legal protection. 

Under the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, certain private-sector employees 

are allowed to complain about working conditions and pay—which seems to apply 

to social media sites as well. Threats, on the other hand, are not protected.50 Hence, 

human resources managers should understand these issues to ensure that an employee 

is not wrongfully terminated.

Despite the grim outlook of the past few years, hiring trends appear to be on the 

rise. Companies are fi nding that as consumer demands rise, their current employees 

are hitting the limits of productivity, requiring fi rms to hire more workers.51 This will 

require fi rms to not only know about relevant employee laws, but also to understand 

how benefi ts and employee morale can contribute to overall productivity. Many of the 

most successful fi rms have discovered ways to balance costs with the well-being of 

their employees.



Managing human resources is a challenging and creative facet 
of a business. It is the department that handles the recruiting, 
hiring, training, and fi ring of employees. Because of the dili-
gence and detail required in hiring and the sensitivity required 
in fi ring, human resources managers have a broad skill set. 
Human resources, therefore, is vital to the overall functioning of 
the business because without the right staff a fi rm will not be 
able to effectively carry out its plans. Like in basketball, a team 
is only as strong as its individual players, and those players 
must be able to work together and to enhance strengths and 
downplay weaknesses. In addition, a good human resources 
manager can anticipate upcoming needs and changes in the 
business, hiring in line with the dynamics of the market and 
organization.

Once a good workforce is in place, human resources man-
agers must ensure that employees are properly trained and ori-
ented and that they clearly understand some elements of what 
the organization expects. Hiring new people is expensive, time 
consuming, and turbulent; thus, it is imperative that all employ-
ees are carefully selected, trained, and motivated so that they 
will remain committed and loyal to the company. This is not 
an easy task, but it is one of the responsibilities of the human 
resources manager. Because even with references, a résumé, 
background checks, and an interview, it can be hard to tell how 
a person will fit in the organization—the HR manager needs 
to have skills to be able to anticipate how every individual will 
“fit in.” Human resources jobs include compensation, labor 

relations, benefits, training, ethics, and compliance managers. 
All of the tasks associated with the interface with hiring, devel-
oping, and maintaining employee motivation come into play in 
human resources management. Jobs are diverse and salaries 
will depend on responsibilities, education, and experience.

One of the major considerations for an HR manager is work-
force diversity. A multicultural, multiethnic workforce consisting 
of men and women will help to bring a variety of viewpoints 
and improve the quality and creativity of organizational deci-
sion making. Diversity is an asset and can help a company 
from having blindspots or harmony in thought, background, 
and perspective, which stifles good team decisions. However, a 
diverse workforce can present some management challenges. 
Human resources management is often responsible for manag-
ing diversity training and compliance to make sure employees 
do not violate the ethical culture of the organization or break 
the law. Different people have different goals, motivations, and 
ways of thinking about issues that are informed by their culture, 
religion, and the people closest to them. No one way of thinking 
is more right or more wrong than others, and they are all valu-
able. A human resources manager’s job can become very com-
plicated, however, because of diversity. To be good at human 
resources, you should be aware of the value of differences, 
strive to be culturally sensitive, and ideally should have a strong 
understanding and appreciation of different cultures and reli-
gions. Human resources managers’ ability to manage diversity 
and those differences will affect their overall career success.

So You Want to Work in Human Resources

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne human resources management, and explain 
its signifi cance.

Human resources, or personnel, management refers to all the 
activities involved in determining an organization’s human 
resources needs and acquiring, training, and compensating 
people to fi ll those needs. It is concerned with maximizing the 
satisfaction of employees and improving their effi ciency to meet 
organizational objectives.

Summarize the processes of recruiting and 
selecting human resources for a company.

First, the human resources manager must determine the fi rm’s 
future human resources needs and develop a strategy to meet 
them. Recruiting is the formation of a pool of qualifi ed appli-
cants from which management will select employees; it takes 
place both internally and externally. Selection is the process of 
collecting information about applicants and using that informa-
tion to decide which ones to hire; it includes the application, 
interviewing, testing, and reference checking.

Discuss how workers are trained and their 
performance appraised.

Training teaches employees how to do their specifi c job tasks; 
development is training that augments the skills and knowledge 
of managers and professionals, as well as current employees. 
Appraising performance involves identifying an employee’s 
strengths and weaknesses on the job. Performance appraisals 
may be subjective or objective.

Identify the types of turnover companies 
may experience, and explain why turnover 
is an important issue.

A promotion is an advancement to a higher-level job with in-
creased authority, responsibility, and pay. A transfer is a move 
to another job within the company at essentially the same level 
and wage. Separations occur when employees resign, retire, 
are terminated, or are laid off. Turnovers due to separation are 
expensive because of the time, money, and effort required to 
select, train, and manage new employees.

315
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Specify the various ways a worker 
may be compensated.

Wages are fi nancial compensation based on the number of 
hours worked (time wages) or the number of units produced 
(piece wages). Commissions are a fi xed amount or a percent-
age of a sale paid as compensation. Salaries are compensation 
calculated on a weekly, monthly, or annual basis, regardless of 
the number of hours worked or the number of items produced. 
Bonuses and profi t sharing are types of fi nancial incentives. 
Benefi ts are nonfi nancial forms of compensation, such as vaca-
tion, insurance, and sick leave.

Discuss some of the issues associated with 
unionized employees, including collective 
bargaining and dispute resolution.

Collective bargaining is the negotiation process through which 
management and unions reach an agreement on a labor 
contract—the formal, written document that spells out the rela-
tionship written between the union and management. If labor and 
management cannot agree on a contract, labor union members 

may picket, strike, or boycott the fi rm, while management may 
lock out striking employees, hire strikebreakers, or form employ-
ers’ associations. In a deadlock, labor disputes may be resolved 
by a third party—a conciliator, mediator, or arbitrator.

Describe the importance of diversity 
in the workforce.

When companies value and effectively manage their diverse 
workforces, they experience more productive use of human 
resources, reduced confl ict, better work relationships among 
workers, increased commitment to and sharing of organiza-
tional goals, increased innovation and creativity, and enhanced 
ability to serve diverse customers.

Assess an organization’s efforts to reduce its 
workforce size and manage the resulting effects.

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able 
to answer the questions posed in “Solve the Dilemma” on 
page 319 and evaluate the company’s efforts to manage the 
human consequences of its downsizing.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. Describe Cirque du Soleil’s recruitment and interview 

process.

 2. Why is creativity of new hires important to Cirque du Soleil?

 3. What are some of the diffi culties in hiring such a diverse 
group of performers?

Learn the Terms 

affi rmative action programs 312
arbitration 309
benefi ts 303
bonuses 302
boycott 308
collective bargaining 307
commission 302
conciliation 309
development 296
diversity 309
human resources 

management (HRM) 288

job analysis 289
job description 289
job specifi cation 289
labor contract 307
labor unions 305
lockout 308
mediation 309
orientation 296
picketing 308
profi t sharing 302
promotion 299
recruiting 289

salary 302
selection 291
separations 299
strikebreakers 309
strikes 308
Title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act 294
training 296
transfer 299
turnover 299
wage/salary survey 300
wages 301
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Check Your Progress 

 1. Distinguish among job analysis, job descriptions, and job 
specifi cations. How do they relate to planning in human 
resources management?

 2. What activities are involved in acquiring and maintaining 
the appropriate level of qualifi ed human resources? Name 
the stages of the selection process.

 3. What are the two types of training programs? Relate 
training to kinds of jobs.

 4. What is the signifi cance of performance appraisal? How do 
managers appraise employees?

 5. Why does turnover occur? List the types of turnover. 
Why do businesses want to reduce turnover due to 
separations?

 6. Relate wages, salaries, bonuses, and benefi ts to Herzberg’s 
distinction between hygiene and motivation factors. How 
does the form of compensation relate to the type of job?

 7. What is the role of benefi ts? Name some examples of 
benefi ts.

 8. Describe the negotiation process through which 
management and unions reach an agreement on a 
contract.

 9. Besides collective bargaining and the grievance 
procedures, what other alternatives are available to labor 
and management to handle labor disputes?

 10. What are the benefi ts associated with a diverse 
workforce?

Get Involved 

 1. Although many companies screen applicants and test 
employees for illegal drug use, such testing is somewhat 
controversial. Find some companies in your community 
that test applicants and/or employees for drugs. Why do 
they have such a policy? How do the employees feel about 
it? Using this information, debate the pros and cons of 
drug testing in the workplace.

 2. If collective bargaining and the grievance procedures 
have not been able to settle a current labor dispute, 

what tactics would you and other employees adopt? 
Which tactics would be best for which situations? Give 
examples.

 3. Find some examples of companies that value their diverse 
workforces, perhaps some of the companies mentioned 
in the chapter. In what ways have these fi rms derived 
benefi ts from promoting cultural diversity? How have 
they dealt with the problems associated with cultural 
diversity?

Build Your Skills 
Appreciating and Valuing Diversity

Background
Here’s a quick self-assessment to get you to 
think about diversity issues and evaluate the 

behaviors you exhibit that refl ect your level of appreciation of 
other cultures:

Do you . . . Regularly Sometimes Never

 1. Make a conscious effort not to think stereotypically?

 2. Listen with interest to the ideas of people who don’t think like you do?

 3. Respect other people’s opinions, even when you disagree?

 4.  Spend time with friends who are not your age, race, gender, or the same 
economic status and education?

continued
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Scoring

Number of Regularly checks _____ multiplied by 5 = _____
Number of Sometimes checks _____ multiplied by 3 = _____
Number of Never checks _____ multiplied by 0 = _____
 TOTAL _____

Indications from score

Do you . . . Regularly Sometimes Never

 5. Believe your way is not the only way?

 6. Adapt well to change and new situations?

 7.  Enjoy traveling, seeing new places, eating different foods, and experiencing 
other cultures?

 8. Try not to offend or hurt others?

 9.  Allow extra time to communicate with someone whose fi rst language is not 
yours?

10.  Consider the effect of cultural differences on the messages you send and 
adjust them accordingly?

Task
In a small group or class discussion, share the results of your assessment. After reading the following list of ways you can increase 
your knowledge and understanding of other cultures, select one of the items that you have done and share how it helped you learn 
more about another culture. Finish your discussion by generating your own ideas on other ways you can learn about and understand 
other cultures and fi ll in those ideas on the blank lines on page 319.

 • Be alert to and take advantage of opportunities to talk to and get to know people from other races and ethnic groups. You can 
fi nd them in your neighborhood, in your classes, at your fi tness center, at a concert or sporting event—just about anywhere 
you go. Take the initiative to strike up a conversation and show a genuine interest in getting to know the other person.

 • Select a culture you’re interested in and immerse yourself in that culture. Read novels, look at art, take courses, see plays.

 • College students often have unique opportunities to travel inexpensively to other countries—for example, as a member of a 
performing arts group, with a humanitarian mission group, or as part of a college course studying abroad. Actively seek out 
travel opportunities that will expose you to as many cultures as possible during your college education.

 • Study a foreign language.

40–50 You appear to understand the importance of valuing diversity and exhibit behaviors that support your appreciation of 
diversity.

6–39 You appear to have a basic understanding of the importance of valuing diversity and exhibit some behaviors that support 
that understanding.

13–5 You appear to lack a thorough understanding of the importance of valuing diversity and exhibit only some behaviors 
related to valuing diversity.

 0–1 You appear to lack an understanding of valuing diversity and exhibit few, if any, behaviors of an individual who appreciates 
and values diversity.
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 • Expand your taste buds. The next time you’re going to go to a restaurant, instead of choosing that old familiar favorite, fi nd a 
restaurant that serves ethnic food you’ve never tried before.

 • Many large metropolitan cities sponsor ethnic festivals, particularly in the summertime, where you can go and take in the 
sights and sounds of other cultures. Take advantage of these opportunities to have a fun time learning about cultures that are 
different from yours.

 • 

  

 •  

 

Solve the Dilemma 
Morale among the Survivors

Medallion Corporation manufactures quality car-
peting and linoleum for homes throughout the 
United States. A recession and subsequent 
downturn in home sales has sharply cut the 
company’s sales. Medallion found itself in the 

unenviable position of having to lay off hundreds of employees 
in the home offi ce (the manufacturing facilities) as well as many 
salespeople. Employees were called in on Friday afternoon and 
told about their status in individual meetings with their supervi-
sors. The laid-off employees were given one additional month of 
work and a month of severance pay, along with the opportunity 
to sign up for classes to help with the transition, including job 
search tactics and résumé writing.

Several months after the cutbacks, morale was at an all-
time low for the company, although productivity had improved. 
Medallion brought in consultants, who suggested that the 

leaner, fl atter organizational structure would be suitable for 
more team activities. Medallion therefore set up task forces and 
teams to deal with employee concerns, but the diversity of the 
workforce led to confl ict and misunderstandings among team 
members. Medallion is evaluating how to proceed with this new 
team approach.

Discussion Questions
 1. What did Medallion’s HRM department do right in dealing 

with the employees who were laid off?
 2. What are some of the potential problems that must be 

dealt with after an organization experiences a major 
trauma such as massive layoffs?

 3. What can Medallion do to make the team approach work 
more smoothly? What role do you think diversity training 
should play?

Build Your Business Plan 
Managing Human Resources

Now is the time to start thinking about the em-
ployees you will need to hire to implement your 
business plan. What kinds of background/skills 
are you going to look for in potential employees? 
Are you going to require a certain amount of 

work experience?
When you are starting a business, you are often only able to 

hire part-time employees because you cannot afford to pay the 
benefi ts for a full-time employee. Remember at the end of the 
last chapter we discussed how important it is to think of ways 
to motivate your employees when you cannot afford to pay them 
what you would like.

You need to consider how you are going to recruit your em-
ployees. When you are fi rst starting your business, it is often a 
good idea to ask people you respect (and not necessarily mem-
bers of your family) for any recommendations of potential em-
ployees they might have. You probably won’t be able to afford to 
advertise in the classifi eds, so announcements in sources such 
as church bulletins or community bulletin boards should be con-
sidered as an excellent way to attract potential candidates with 
little, if any, investment.

Finally, you need to think about hiring employees from di-
verse backgrounds, especially if you are considering targeting 
diverse segments. The more diverse your employees, the greater 
the chance you will be able to draw in diverse customers.

LO 10-8
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See for Yourself Videocase 
The Importance of Hollywood Labor Unions

You might be familiar with unions for teachers or 
autoworkers. But what about unions for actors, 
radio artists, and screenwriters? Because we 
tend to view Hollywood as a glamorous place, we 
are tempted to view unions as unnecessary for 

these types of professions. Yet Hollywood unions were, and con-
tinue to be, important players in the careers of Hollywood 
artists.

When actors fi rst became mainstream in the early 20th 
century, working conditions for the industry included long work 
weeks and low pay. Studios essentially “owned” their artists, 
which meant that rival studios would not hire actors or ac-
tresses once their contracts ended. Actors were forced to work 
for the same studio to advance their careers. Negotiations with 
studios often proved fruitless.

Because strikes can be so disruptive and risky, they are 
often used as a last resort. Yet, in 1919 the Actors’ Equity As-
sociation, a union for theatrical performers, and the American 
Federation of Labor staged a Broadway strike to protest harsh 
working conditions. The strike resulted in a fi ve-year contract 
and promises to improve labor conditions. Although the event 
happened off Broadway and not in Hollywood, it would inspire 
other artists to begin forming their own unions.

Working conditions might have improved somewhat for the-
atrical actors, but radio artists, fi lm actors, and screenwriters 
still had to bear with hard conditions. For instance, radio artists 
might do an entire show and then receive only a dollar. Film 
actors would work around the clock with few (if any) breaks. 
Screenwriters experienced salary cuts. As individuals, these art-
ists did not have much bargaining power with studios. Realizing 
that banding together could improve conditions, the Masquers 
Club (later the Screen Actors Guild of America) was created in 
1925. It was followed by the Screenwriters Guild (later renamed 
the Writers Guild of America) in 1933 and the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists in 1937.

It would take lawsuits, strikes, and hardline negotiations for 
Hollywood artists to receive more rights. This often required artists 
to take risks such as suspensions or fi rings in the hope of better 
treatment. In 1988, the Writers Guild of America organized the 
longest strike in Hollywood history after disagreements with pro-
ducers over payments and creative rights. The strike, which lasted 
fi ve months, was estimated to cost the industry $500 million.

Now that working conditions seem to have improved, it might 
be tempting to discard Hollywood unions as no longer useful. Yet, 
even today, confl icts often occur between artists and studios. 
For instance, the Screen Actors Guild of America (SAG) watches 
to make sure that low-budget actors know their rights and are 
not exploited by producers. Unequal treatment still happens in 
the entertainment industry. For instance, minorities and female 
 actors/actresses still tend to be paid less than Caucasian and 
male actors. The introduction of new media venues, particularly 
the Internet, may also warrant additional negotiations.

To address these challenges, many unions are banding to-
gether to address mutual concerns in the industry. In 2012, SAG 
united with the American Federation of Television and Radio Art-
ists (AFTRA). This increases the bargaining power of the com-
bined union. Additionally, Hollywood unions work closely with 
the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial 
Organizations (AFL-CIO), which represents a federation of labor 
unions. The merger between SAG and AFTRA creates solidarity 
in the industry’s unions through the formation of an Industry 
Coordinating Committee. This allows for coordination of activity 
among 10 or 12 major unions within the industry.

Although these unions are for movie stars and other artists, 
the goal is much the same as for other unions across the na-
tion. As the industry expands, Hollywood unions feel that they 
must work together to secure benefi ts for their members while 
striving to arrive at mutually benefi cial agreements with stu-
dios, producers, and other stakeholders in the entertainment 
industry.52

Discussion Questions
 1. Why are Hollywood labor unions considered necessary?

 2. Why is striking often avoided if possible?

 3. Why do you think unions in the entertainment industry are 
banding together?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Form groups and go to monster.com and look up job descrip-
tions for positions in business (account executive in advertis-
ing, marketing manager, human resource director, production 
supervisor, fi nancial analyst, bank teller, etc.). What are the 
key requirements for the position that you have been assigned 

(education, work experience, language/computer skills, etc.)? 
Does the position announcement provide a thorough under-
standing of the job? Was any key information that you would 
have expected omitted? Report your fi ndings to the class.
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Personal Career Plan
The tools and techniques used in creating a business 

plan are just as useful in designing a plan to help sell 

yourself to potential employers. The outline in this ap-

pendix is designed to assist you in writing a personal-

ized plan that will help you achieve your career goals. 

While this outline follows the same general format 

found in Appendix A, it has been adapted to be more 

relevant to career planning. Answering the questions 

presented in this outline will enable you to:

 1. Organize and structure the data and information 

you collect about job prospects, the overall job 

market, and your competition.

 2. Use this information to better understand your 

own personal strengths and weaknesses, as well 

as recognize the opportunities and threats that 

exist in your career development.

 3. Develop goals and objectives that will capitalize 

on your strengths.

 4. Develop a personalized strategy that will give 

you a competitive advantage.

 5. Outline a plan for implementing your 

personalized strategy.

As you work through the following outline, it is very 

important that you be honest with yourself. If you do 

not possess a strength in a given area, it is important 

to recognize that fact. Similarly, do not overlook your 

weaknesses. The viability of your SWOT analysis and 

your strategy depend on how well you have identifi ed 

all of the relevant issues in an honest manner.

 I. Summary
If you choose to write a summary, do so after you 

have written the entire plan. It should provide a 

brief overview of the strategy for your career. State 

your career objectives and what means you will use 

to achieve those objectives.

 II. Situation Analysis

 A. The External Environment

 1. Competition
 a. Who are your major competitors? 

What are their characteristics 

(number and growth in the 

number of graduates, skills, 

target employers)? Competitors 

to consider include peers at the 

same college or in the same degree 

fi eld, peers at different colleges 

or in different degree fi elds, and 

graduates of trade, technical, or 

community colleges.

 b. What are the key strengths and 

weaknesses of the total pool of 

potential employees (or recent 

college graduates)?

 c. What are other college graduates 

doing in terms of developing 

skills, networking, showing a 

willingness to relocate, and 

promoting themselves to potential 

employers?

 d. What are the current trends in terms 

of work experience versus getting an 

advanced degree?

 e. Is your competitive set likely to change 

in the future? If so, how? Who are these 

new competitors likely to be?

 2. Economic conditions
 a. What are the general economic 

conditions of the country, region, state, 

and local area in which you live or in 

which you want to relocate?

 b. Overall, are potential employers 

optimistic or pessimistic about the 

economy?

 c. What is the overall outlook for 

major job/career categories? Where 

do potential employers seem to be 

placing their recruitment and hiring 

emphasis?

 d. What is the trend in terms of 

starting salaries for major job/career 

categories?

Appendix C
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 3. Political trends
 a. Have recent elections changed the 

political landscape so that certain 

industries or companies are now 

more or less attractive as potential 

employers?

 4. Legal and regulatory factors
 a. What changes in international, 

federal, state, or local laws and 

regulations are being proposed 

that would affect your job/career 

prospects?

 b. Have recent court decisions made 

it easier or harder for you to fi nd 

employment?

 c. Have global trade agreements 

changed in any way that makes 

certain industries or companies 

more or less attractive as potential 

employers?

 5. Changes in technology
 a. What impact has changing 

technology had on potential 

employers in terms of their need 

for employees?

 b. What technological changes will 

affect the way you will have to work 

and compete for employment in the 

future?

 c. What technological changes will 

affect the way you market your 

skills and abilities to potential 

employers?

 d. How do technological advances 

threaten to make your skills and 

abilities obsolete?

 6. Cultural trends
 a. How are society’s demographics and 

values changing? What effect will these 

changes have on your:

  (1) Skills and abilities:

  (2) Career/lifestyle choices:

  (3) Ability to market yourself:

  (4) Willingness to relocate:

  (5) Required minimum salary:

 b. What problems or opportunities are 

being created by changes in the cultural 

diversity of the labor pool and the 

requirements of potential employers?

 c. What is the general attitude of 

society regarding the particular 

skills, abilities, and talents that you 

possess and the career/lifestyle 

choices that you have made?

 B. The Employer Environment

 1. Who are your potential employers?
 a. Identify characteristics: industry, 

products, size, growth, profi tability, 

hiring practices, union/nonunion, 

employee needs, etc.

 b. Geographic characteristics: home 

offi ce, local offi ces, global sites, 

expansion, etc.

 c. Organizational culture: mission 

statement, values, priorities, 

employee training, etc.

 d. In each organization, who is 

responsible for recruiting and 

selecting new employees?

 2. What do your potential employers 
look for in new employees?

 a. What are the basic or specifi c skills 

and abilities that employers are 

looking for in new employees?

 b. What are the basic or specifi c needs 

that are fulfi lled by the skills and 

abilities that you currently possess 

and that other potential employees 

currently possess?

 c. How well do your skills and abilities 

(and those of your competitors) 

currently meet the needs of 

potential employers?

 d. How are the needs of potential 

employers expected to change in the 

future?

 3. What are the recent hiring practices of 
your potential employers?

 a. How many employees are being hired? 

What combination of skills and abilities 

do these new hires possess?

 b. Is the growth or decline in hiring 

related to the recent expansion 

or downsizing of markets and/or 

territories? Changes in technology?

 c. Are there major hiring differences 

between large and small companies? 

If so, why?
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 4. Where and how do your potential 
employers recruit new employees?

 a. Where do employers make contact with 

potential employees?

  (1) College placement offi ces:

  (2) Job/career fairs:

  (3) Internship programs:

  (4) Headhunting fi rms:

  (5) Unsolicited applications:

  (6) The Internet:

 b. Do potential employers place a 

premium on experience or are 

they willing to hire new graduates 

without experience?

 5. When do your potential employers 
recruit new employees?

 a. Does recruiting follow a seasonal 

pattern or do employers recruit 

new employees on an ongoing 

basis?

 C. Personal Assessment

 1. Review of personal goals, objectives, 
and performance

 a. What are your personal goals and 

objectives in terms of employment, 

career, lifestyle, geographic 

preferences, etc.?

 b. Are your personal goals and 

objectives consistent with the 

realities of the labor market? Why 

or why not?

 c. Are your personal goals and 

objectives consistent with recent 

changes in the external or 

employer environments? Why or 

why not?

 d. How are your current strategies for 

success working in areas such as 

course performance, internships, 

networking, job leads, career 

development, interviewing skills, 

etc.?

 e. How does your current 

performance compare to that of 

your peers (competitors)? Are 

they performing well in terms of 

course performance, internships, 

networking, job leads, career 

development, interviewing skills, etc.?

 f. If your performance is improving, 

what actions can you take to ensure 

that your performance continues in 

this direction?

 2. Inventory of personal skills and 
resources

 a. What do you consider to be your 

marketable skills? This list should 

be as comprehensive as possible and 

include areas such as interpersonal 

skills, organizational skills, 

technological skills, communication 

skills (oral and written), 

networking/teambuilding skills, etc.

 b. Considering the current and future 

needs of your potential employers, what 

important skills are you lacking?

 c. Other than personal skills, what do 

you consider to be your other 

career-enhancing resources? This list 

should be as comprehensive as possible 

and include areas such as fi nancial 

resources (to pay for additional training, 

if necessary), personal contacts or 

“connections” with individuals who 

can assist your career development, 

specifi c degrees or certifi cates you hold, 

and intangible resources (family name, 

prestige of your educational institution, 

etc.).

 d. Considering the current and future 

needs of your potential employers, 

what important resources are you 

lacking?

 III.  SWOT Analysis (your personal strengths and 
weaknesses and the opportunities and threats 
that may impact your career)

     A. Personal Strengths
 1. Three key strengths

  a. Strength 1:

  b. Strength 2:

  c. Strength 3:

 2. How do these strengths allow you 

to meet the needs of your potential 

employers?

 3. How do these strengths compare to 

those of your peers/competitors? Do 

these strengths give you an advantage 

relative to your peers/competitors?
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 B. Personal Weaknesses

 1. Three key weaknesses

 a. Weakness 1:

 b. Weakness 2:

 c. Weakness 3:

 2. How do these weaknesses cause you to fall 

short of meeting the needs of your potential 

employers?

 3. How do these weaknesses compare to 

those of your peers/competitors? Do these 

weaknesses put you at a disadvantage 

relative to your peers/competitors?

 C. Career Opportunities

 1. Three key career opportunities

 a. Opportunity 1:

 b. Opportunity 2:

 c. Opportunity 3:

 2. How are these opportunities related 

to serving the needs of your potential 

employers?

 3. What actions must be taken to capitalize on 

these opportunities in the short term? In the 

long term?

 D. Career Threats

 1. Three key career threats

 a. Threat 1:

 b. Threat 2:

 c. Threat 3:

 2. How are these threats related to serving the 

needs of your potential employers?

 3. What actions must be taken to prevent these 

threats from limiting your capabilities in the 

short term? In the long term?

 E. The SWOT Matrix

 F. Matching, Converting, Minimizing, and 
Avoiding Strategies

 1. How can you match your strengths to 

your opportunities to better serve the 

needs of your potential employers?

 2. How can you convert your weaknesses 

into strengths?

 3. How can you convert your threats into 

opportunities?

 4. How can you minimize or avoid those 

weaknesses and threats that cannot be 

converted successfully?

 IV. Resources

       A. Financial
 1.  Do you have the fi nancial resources 

necessary to undertake and successfully 

complete this plan (that is, preparation/

duplication/mailing of a résumé; 

interviewing costs, including proper attire; 

etc.)?

       B. Human
 1. Is the industry in which you are 

interested currently hiring? Are 

companies in your area currently hiring?

      C. Experience and Expertise
 1. Do you have experience from either part-

time or summer employment that could 

prove useful in your current plan?

 2. Do you have the required expertise or 

skills to qualify for a job in your desired 

fi eld? If not, do you have the resources 

to obtain them?

  V. Strategies

       A. Objective(s)
 1. Potential employer A:

  a. Descriptive characteristics:

  b. Geographic locations:

  c. Culture/values/mission:

  d. Basic employee needs:

  e. Recruiting/hiring practices:

  f.  Employee training/compensation 

practices:

  g. Justifi cation for selection:

 2. Potential employer B:

  a. Descriptive characteristics:

  b. Geographic locations:

  c. Culture/values/mission:

  d. Basic employee needs:

  e. Recruiting/hiring practices:

  f.  Employee training/compensation 

practices:

  g. Justifi cation for selection:

       B.  Strategy(ies) for Using Capabilities and 
Resources

 1. Strategy A (to meet the needs of 

potential employer A)

  a.  Personal skills, abilities, and 

resources

    (1)  Description of your skills and 

abilities:
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     (2)  Specifi c employer needs that 

your skills/abilities can fulfi ll:

     (3)  Differentiation relative to 

peers/competitors (why should 

you be hired?):

     (4)  Additional resources that you 

have to offer:

     (5)  Needed or expected starting 

salary:

     (6) Expected employee benefi ts:

     (7)  Additional employer-paid 

training that you require:

     (8) Willingness to relocate:

     (9) Geographic areas to target:

    (10)  Corporate divisions or offi ces 

to target:

    (11) Summary of overall strategy:

    (12)  Tactics for standing out 

among the crowd of potential 

employees:

    (13)  Point of contact with potential 

employer:

    (14) Specifi c elements

 (a)  Résumé:

 (b)  Internships:

 (c)  Placement offi ces:

 (d)  Job fairs:

 (e)  Personal contacts:

 (f)  Unsolicited:

   (15)  Specifi c objectives and budget:

 2. Strategy B (to meet the needs of 

potential employer B)

  a.  Personal skills, abilities, and 

resources

   (1)  Description of your skills and 

abilities:

   (2)  Specifi c employer needs that 

your skills/abilities can fulfi ll:

   (3)  Differentiation relative to peers/

competitors (why should you be 

hired?):

   (4)  Additional resources that you 

have to offer:

   (5)  Needed or expected starting 

salary:

   (6)  Expected employee benefi ts:

   (7)  Additional employer-paid 

training that you require:

   (8) Willingness to relocate:

   (9) Geographic areas to target:

   (10)  Corporate divisions or offi ces 

to target:

   (11) Summary of overall strategy:

   (12)  Tactics for standing out 

among the crowd of potential 

employees:

   (13)  Point of contact with potential 

employer:

   (14) Specifi c elements

 (a)  Résumé:

 (b)  Internships:

 (c)  Placement offi ces:

 (d)  Job fairs:

 (e)  Personal contacts:

 (f)  Unsolicited:

   (15)  Specifi c objectives and budget:

 C. Strategy Summary
 1.  How does strategy A (B) give you a 

competitive advantage in serving the 

needs of potential employer A (B)?

 2. Is this competitive advantage 

sustainable? Why or why not?

 VI. Financial Projections and Budgets

 A. Do you have a clear idea of your budgetary 

requirements (for example, housing, 

furnishings, clothing, transportation, food, 

other living expenses)?

 B. Will the expected salaries/benefi ts 

from potential employers meet these 

requirements? If not, do you have an 

alternative plan (that is, a different job 

choice, a second job, requesting a higher 

salary)?

 VII. Controls and Evaluation

 A. Performance Standards
 1. What do you have to offer?

  Corrective actions that can be taken 

if your skills, abilities, and resources 

do not match the needs of potential 

employers:

 2. Are you worth it?

  Corrective actions that can be taken if 

potential employers do not think your 

skills/abilities are worth your asking 

price:

 3. Where do you want to go?

  Corrective actions that can be taken if 

potential employers do not offer you 
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a position in a preferred geographic 

location:

 4. How will you stand out among the 

crowd?

  Corrective actions that can be taken 

if your message is not being heard by 

potential employers or is not reaching 

the right people:

 B. Monitoring Procedures
 1. What types and levels of formal control 

mechanisms are in place to ensure the 

proper implementation of your plan?

  a.  Are your potential employers hiring?

  b.  Do you need additional training/

education?

  c.  Have you allocated suffi cient time to 

your career development?

  d.  Are your investments in career 

development adequate?

   (1)  Training/education:

   (2)  Networking/making contacts:

   (3)  Wardrobe/clothing:

   (4)  Development of interviewing 

skills:

  e.  Have you done your homework on 

potential employers?

  f.  Have you been involved in an 

internship program?

  g.  Have you attended job/career fairs?

  h.  Are you using the resources of your 

placement center?

  i.  Are you committed to your career 

development?

 C. Performance Analysis
 1. Number/quality/potential of all job 

contacts made:

 2. Number of job/career fairs attended and 

quality of the job leads generated:

 3. Number of résumés distributed:

  a.  Number of potential employers who 

responded:

  b.  Number of negative responses:

 4. Number of personal interviews:

 5. Number/quality of job offers:
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 LO 11-1 Defi ne marketing, and describe the exchange process.
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Enter the World of Business

Banana Republic Uses Marketing to Bring 
Brand to Life
Banana Republic owes its success to marketing. The international fi rm was 

founded in 1978 by Mel and Patricia Ziegler as a safari- and travel-themed 

clothing company. Mel and Patricia desired to produce eccentric, high-end 

apparel from exotic locations to appeal to customers looking for clothing with 

meaning behind the designs. Creating value and satisfying consumers followed 

several attempts to fi nd the right target market.

The idea came after the couple designed shirts and tried to sell them at 

a fl ea market. When the products did not sell, they altered their strategy, 

increasing the price and renaming the shirts Short-Armed Spanish Paratrooper 

shirts. The strategy was a success, and the two found that creating a visual 

story for customers appealed more to them than an average product. This 

form of customer-driven marketing helped propel the brand to profi tability 

through discovering the right market segment. The couple released catalogs 

with scenes of jungles and safaris to provide a back story to their apparel. 

Banana Republic also implemented themed decorations in its stores, 

incorporating authentic elements to aid in creating its brand. Sales grew. 

After being acquired by Gap, Banana Republic took a different approach to 

its clothes. Today’s Banana Republic does not look like it did when it was 

founded, but it often continues to incorporate “stories” that create the brand 

image to differentiate its products. For instance, the company made a deal 

with the popular TV show Mad Men allowing Banana Republic to develop a 

collection dedicated to classic designs from the vintage era. This showcases 

the company’s desire to use creativity to bring consumers into the stores.1
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Introduction
Marketing involves planning and executing the development, pricing, promotion, and 

distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual 

and organizational goals. These activities ensure that the products consumers want to 

buy are available at a price they are willing to pay and that consumers are provided 

with information about product features and availability. Organizations of all sizes 

and objectives engage in these activities.

In this chapter, we focus on the basic principles of marketing. First we defi ne and 

examine the nature of marketing. Then we look at how marketers develop marketing 

strategies to satisfy the needs and wants of their customers. Next we discuss buying 

behavior and how marketers use research to determine what consumers want to buy 

and why. Finally, we explore the impact of the environment on marketing activities.

Nature of Marketing
A vital part of any business undertaking, marketing is a group of activities designed to 

expedite transactions by creating, distributing, pricing, and promoting goods, services, 

and ideas. These activities create value by allowing individuals and organizations to 

obtain what they need and want. A business cannot achieve its objectives unless it pro-

vides something that customers value. But just creating an innovative product that meets 

many users’ needs isn’t suffi cient in today’s volatile global marketplace. Products must 

be conveniently available, competitively priced, and uniquely promoted.

Marketing is an important part of a fi rm’s overall strategy. Other functional areas 

of the business—such as operations, fi nance, and all areas of management—must be 

 coordinated with marketing decisions. Marketing has the important function of pro-

viding revenue to sustain a fi rm. Only by creating trust and effective relationships with 

customers can a fi rm succeed in the long run. Businesses try to respond to  consumer 

wants and needs and to anticipate changes in the environment. Unfortunately, it is 

 diffi cult to understand and predict what consumers want: Motives are often unclear; 

few principles can be applied consistently; and markets tend to fragment, each desir-

ing customized products, new value, or better service.

It is important to note what marketing is not: It is not manipulating consumers to get 

them to buy products they do not want. It is not just selling and advertising; it is a sys-

tematic approach to satisfying consumers. Marketing focuses on the many  activities—

planning, pricing, promoting, and distributing products—that foster  exchanges. 

Unfortunately, the mass media and movies sometimes portray marketing as unethical or 

as not adding value to business. In this chapter, we point out that marketing is essential 

and provides important benefi ts in making products available to consumers.

The Exchange Relationship
At the heart of all business is the exchange, the act of giving up one thing (money, 

credit, labor, goods) in return for something else (goods, services, or ideas). Businesses 

exchange their goods, services, or ideas for money or credit supplied by customers in 

a voluntary exchange relationship, illustrated in Figure 11.1. The buyer must feel good 

about the purchase, or the exchange will not continue. If your cell phone service works 

everywhere, you will probably feel good about using its services. But if you have a lot 

of dropped calls, you will probably use another phone service next time.

For an exchange to occur, certain conditions are required. As indicated by the 

arrows in Figure  11.1, buyers and sellers must be able to communicate about the 

LO 11-1
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“something of value” available to each. An exchange does not necessarily take place 

just because buyers and sellers have something of value to exchange. Each partici-

pant must be willing to give up his or her respective “something of value” to receive 

the “something” held by the other. You are willing to exchange your “something of 

value”—your money or credit—for soft drinks, football tickets, or new shoes because 

you consider those products more valuable or more important than holding on to your 

cash or credit potential.

When you think of marketing products, you may think of tangible things—cars, 

MP3 players, or books, for example. What most consumers want, however, is a way 

to get a job done, solve a problem, or gain some enjoyment. You may purchase a 

Hoover vacuum cleaner not because you want a vacuum cleaner but because you 

want clean carpets. Starbucks serves coffee drinks at a premium price, providing 

convenience, quality, and an inviting environment. Therefore, the tangible prod-

uct itself may not be as important as the image or the benefi ts associated with the 

product. This intangible “something of value” may be capability gained from using 

a product or the image evoked by it, or even the brand name. Good examples of 

brand names that are easy to remember include Avon’s Skin So Soft, Tide detergent, 

and the Ford Mustang. The label or brand name may also offer the added bonus 

of being a conversation piece in a social environment, such as Dancing Bull or Smok-

ing Loon wine.

Companies fi nd that communicating with customers through digital media sites can enhance customer relationships and create value for their 
brands.
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Functions of Marketing
Marketing focuses on a complex set of activities that must be performed to accomplish 

objectives and generate exchanges. These activities include buying, selling, transport-

ing, storing, grading, fi nancing, marketing research, and risk taking.

Buying. Everyone who shops for products (consumers, stores, businesses, govern-

ments) decides whether and what to buy. A marketer must understand buyers’ needs 

and desires to determine what products to make available.

Selling. The exchange process is expedited through selling. Marketers usually 

view selling as a persuasive activity that is accomplished through promotion (adver-

tising, personal selling, sales promotion, publicity, and packaging).

Transporting. Transporting is the process of moving products from the seller to 

the buyer. Marketers focus on transportation costs and services.

Storing. Like transporting, storing is part of the physical distribution of products 

and includes warehousing goods. Warehouses hold some products for lengthy periods 

in order to create time utility. Time utility has to do with being able to satisfy demand 

in a timely manner. This especially pertains to a seasonal good such as orange juice. 

Fresh oranges are only available for a few months annually, but consumers demand 

juice throughout the entire year. Sellers must arrange for cold storage of orange juice 

concentrate so that they can maintain a steady supply all of the time.

Grading. Grading refers to standardizing products by dividing them into sub-

groups and displaying and labeling them so that consumers clearly understand their 

nature and quality. Many products, such as meat, steel, and fruit, are graded according 

to a set of standards that often are established by the state or federal government.

Financing. For many products, especially large items such as automobiles, refrig-

erators, and new homes, the marketer arranges credit to expedite the purchase.

LO 11-2
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Marketing Research. Through research, marketers ascertain the need for new 

goods and services. By gathering information regularly, marketers can detect new 

trends and changes in consumer tastes.

Risk Taking. Risk is the chance of loss associated with marketing decisions. De-

veloping a new product creates a chance of loss if consumers do not like it enough 

to buy it. Spending money to hire a sales force or to conduct marketing research also 

involves risk. The implication of risk is that most marketing decisions result in either 

success or failure.

Creating Value with Marketing2

Value is an important element of managing long-term customer relationships and 

implementing the marking concept. We view value as a customer’s subjective as-

sessment of benefi ts relative to costs in determining the worth of a product (customer 

value 5 customer benefi ts 2 customer costs).

Customer benefi ts include anything a buyer receives in an exchange. Hotels and 

motels, for example, basically provide a room with a bed and bathroom, but each 

fi rm provides a different level of service, amenities, and atmosphere to satisfy its 

guests. Hampton Inn offers the minimum services necessary to maintain a quality, 

effi cient, low-price overnight accommodation. In contrast, the Ritz-Carlton provides 

every imaginable service a guest might desire and strives to ensure that all service is 

of the highest quality. Customers judge which type of accommodation offers them the 

best value according to the benefi ts they desire and their willingness and ability to pay 

for the costs associated with the benefi ts.

Customer costs include anything a buyer must give up to obtain the benefi ts the 

product provides. The most obvious cost is the monetary price of the product, but non-

monetary costs can be equally important in a customer’s determination of value. Two 

nonmonetary costs are the time and effort customers expend to fi nd and purchase de-

sired products. To reduce time and effort, a company can increase product availability, 

thereby making it more convenient for buyers to purchase the fi rm’s products. Another 

nonmonetary cost is risk, which can be reduced by offering good basic warranties for 

an additional charge. Another risk-reduction strategy is increasingly popular in to-

day’s catalog/telephone/Internet shopping environment. L.L. Bean, for example, uses 

a guarantee to reduce the risk involved in ordering merchandise from its catalogs.

In developing marketing activities, it is important to recognize that customers re-

ceive benefi ts based on their experiences. For example, many computer buyers con-

sider services such as fast delivery, ease of installation, technical advice, and training 

assistance to be important elements of the product. Customers also derive benefi ts from 

the act of shopping and selecting products. These benefi ts can be affected by the atmo-

sphere or environment of a store, such as Red Lobster’s nautical/seafood theme.

The Marketing Concept
A basic philosophy that guides all marketing activities is the marketing concept, 
the idea that an organization should try to satisfy customers’ needs through coordi-

nated activities that also allow it to achieve its own goals. According to the marketing 

concept, a business must fi nd out what consumers desire and then develop the good, 

service, or idea that fulfi lls their needs or wants. The business must then get the prod-

uct to the customer. In addition, the business must continually alter, adapt, and de-

velop products to keep pace with changing consumer needs and wants. For instance, 

value
a customer’s subjective 
assessment of benefi ts 
relative to costs in 
determining the worth of a 
product
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Domino’s has announced that it will begin to offer pizza with a gluten-free crust. With 

6 to 8 percent of consumers on a gluten-free diet, many restaurants and fast-food 

companies are developing new food products to meet the needs of this growing seg-

ment.4 To remain competitive, companies must be prepared to add to or adapt their 

product lines to satisfy customers’ desires for new fads or changes in eating habits. 

Each business must determine how best to implement the marketing concept, given 

its own goals and resources.

Trying to determine customers’ true needs is increasingly diffi cult because no one 

fully understands what motivates people to buy things. However, Estée Lauder, founder 

of her namesake cosmetics company, had a pretty good idea. When a prestigious store 

in Paris rejected her perfume in the 1960s, she “accidentally” dropped a bottle on the 

fl oor where nearby customers could get a whiff of it. 

So many asked about the scent that Galeries  Lafayette 

was obliged to place an order. Lauder ultimately built 

an empire using then-unheard-of tactics like free 

 samples and gifts with purchases to market her “jars 

of hope.”5

Although customer satisfaction is the goal of the 

marketing concept, a business must also achieve 

its own objectives, such as boosting  productivity, 

 reducing costs, or achieving a percentage of a 

 specifi c market. If it does not, it will not survive. For 

example, Lenovo could sell computers for $50 and 

give customers a lifetime guarantee, which would 

be great for customers but not so great for Lenovo. 

 Obviously, the company must strike a balance 

 between achieving organizational objectives and 

 satisfying customers.

To implement the marketing concept, a fi rm must 

have good information about what consumers want, 

It’Sugar: Novelty Candy Emporium
It’Sugar
Founder: Jeff Rubin
Founded: 2006, in south Florida
Success:  It’Sugar is the fastest-growing candy chain in the 
world, with 45 global stores and 30 outposts within depart-
ment stores.

Imagine a place where you are encouraged to cheat—
on your diet that is. It’Sugar is a novelty candy emporium 
founded by CEO Jeff Rubin, after a revolutionary idea hit him 
when visiting the candy aisle of a drugstore. He knew that 
children did not really care about novelty candy combina-
tions, but he recognized that an older demographic could be 
attracted to a store with products tailored specifically toward 

them. Rubin found the right target market in the 19-year-old 
female demographic as his single market segment. He real-
ized that if he could attract this demographic, he could also 
simultaneously attract their boyfriends, pre-teens, and older 
women longing for their younger days.

The candy found at It’Sugar is not found at other candy 
stores. Products include the world’s largest box of Nerd’s 
candy, Marilyn Monroe Gummy Lips, lingerie made of candy, 
and a Laffy Taffy leather jacket with Swarovski crystals priced 
at $2,499. These unique items have made a splash with con-
sumers, so much so that a store was recently opened at the 
Venetian hotel in Las Vegas.3

Entrepreneurship in Action

Trader Joe’s, which sells many lines of organic and natural food 
products, is often thought to have better deals than some of its 
competitors. The grocery chain attempts to meet consumer demands 
for high-quality food at reasonable prices. 
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adopt a consumer orientation, and coordinate its efforts throughout the entire organiza-

tion; otherwise, it may be awash with goods, services, and ideas that consumers do not 

want or need. Successfully implementing the marketing concept requires that a business 

view the customer’s perception of value as the ultimate measure of work performance and 

improving value, and the rate at which this is done, as the measure of success.6  Everyone 

in the organization who interacts with customers—all customer-contact  employees—

must know what customers want. They are selling ideas, benefi ts, philosophies, and 

 experiences—not just goods and services.

Someone once said that if you build a better mousetrap, the world will beat a path 

to your door. Suppose you do build a better mousetrap. What will happen? Actu-

ally, consumers are not likely to beat a path to your door because the market is so 

competitive. A coordinated effort by everyone involved with the mousetrap is needed 

to sell the product. Your company must reach out to customers and tell them about 

your mousetrap, especially how your mousetrap works better than those offered by 

competitors. If you do not make the benefi ts of your product widely known, in most 

cases, it will not be successful. One reason that Apple is so successful is because of 

its stores. Apple’s more than 400 national and international retail stores market com-

puters and electronics in a way unlike any other computer manufacturer or retail 

establishment. The upscale stores, located in high-rent shopping districts, show off 

Apple’s products in modern, spacious settings to encourage consumers to try new 

things—like making a movie on a computer. The stores also incorporate its products 

into the selling process. Not only are consumers allowed to try out or “test drive” 

Apple’s tech products, but the company has also begun to install iPad stations in its 

stores equipped with a customer service app to answer customer questions.7 So for 

some companies, like Apple Inc., you need to create stores to sell your product to con-

sumers. You could also fi nd stores that are willing to sell your product to consumers 

for you. In either situation, you must implement the marketing concept by making a 

product with satisfying benefi ts and making it available and visible.

Orville Wright said that an airplane is “a group of separate parts fl ying in close 

formation.” This is what most companies are trying to accomplish: They are striving 

for a team effort to deliver the right good or service to customers. A breakdown at any 

point in the organization—whether it be in production, purchasing, sales, distribution, 

or advertising—can result in lost sales, lost revenue, and dissatisfi ed customers.

Evolution of the Marketing Concept
The marketing concept may seem like the obvious approach to running a business 

and building relationships with customers. However, businesspeople are not always 

focused on customers when they create and operate businesses. Many companies fail 

to grasp the importance of customer relationships and fail to implement customer 

strategies. A fi rm’s marketing department needs to share information about custom-

ers and their desires with the entire organization. Our society and economic system 

have changed over time, and marketing has become more important as markets have 

become more competitive.

The Production Orientation. During the second half of the 19th century, 

the Industrial Revolution was well under way in the United States. New technolo-

gies, such as electricity, railroads, internal combustion engines, and mass-production 

techniques, made it possible to manufacture goods with ever increasing effi ciency. 

Together with new management ideas and ways of using labor, products poured into 

the marketplace, where demand for manufactured goods was strong.
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The Sales Orientation. By the early part of the 20th century, supply caught 

up with and then exceeded demand, and businesspeople began to realize they would 

have to “sell” products to buyers. During the fi rst half of the 20th century, business-

people viewed sales as the primary means of increasing profi ts in what has become 

known as a sales orientation. Those who adopted the sales orientation perspective 

believed the most important marketing activities were personal selling and advertis-

ing. Today some people still inaccurately equate marketing with a sales orientation.

The Market Orientation. By the 1950s, some businesspeople began to rec-

ognize that even effi cient production and extensive promotion did not guarantee 

sales. These businesses, and many others since, found that they must fi rst determine 

what customers want and then produce it, rather than making the products fi rst and 

then trying to persuade customers that they need them. Managers at General Electric 

fi rst suggested that the marketing concept was a companywide philosophy of doing 

business. As more organizations realized the importance of satisfying customers’ 

needs, U.S. businesses entered the marketing era, one of market orientation.

A market orientation requires organizations to gather information about customer 

needs, share that information throughout the entire fi rm, and use it to help build 

long-term relationships with customers. Top executives, marketing managers, non-

marketing managers (those in production, fi nance, human resources, and so on), and 

customers all become mutually dependent and cooperate in developing and carrying 

out a market orientation. Nonmarketing managers must communicate with marketing 

managers to share information important to understanding the customer. Consider 

the 123-year history of Wrigley’s gum. In 1891, the gum was given away to promote 

sales of baking powder (the company’s original product). The gum was launched 

as its own product in 1893, and after four generations of Wrigley family CEOs, the 

company continues to reinvent itself and focus on consumers. Eventually, the family 

made the decision to sell the company to Mars. Wrigley now functions as a stand-

alone subsidiary of Mars. The deal combined such popular brands as Wrigley’s gums 

and Life Savers with Mars’ M&M’s, Snickers, and Skittles to form the world’s largest 

confectionary company.

Trying to assess what customers want, 

which is diffi cult to begin with, is further 

complicated by the rate at which trends, 

fashions, and tastes can change. Busi-

nesses today want to satisfy customers and 

build meaningful long-term relationships 

with them. It is more effi cient and less ex-

pensive for the company to retain existing 

customers and even increase the amount 

of business each customer provides the 

organization than to fi nd new customers. 

Most companies’ success depends on in-

creasing the amount of repeat business; 

therefore, relationship building between 

company and customer is key. Many 

companies are turning to technologies as-

sociated with customer relationship man-

agement to help build relationships and 

boost business with existing customers.

market orientation
an approach requiring 
organizations to gather 
information about customer 
needs, share that information 
throughout the fi rm, and use 
that information to help build 
long-term relationships with 
customers

The Nissan Leaf meets the needs of consumers who care about the environment and 
wish to improve their environmental footprint by driving an electric vehicle.
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Although it might be easy to dismiss customer relationship management as time-

consuming and expensive, this mistake could destroy a company. Customer relation-

ship management (CRM) is important in a market orientation because it can result 

in loyal and profi table customers. Without loyal customers, businesses would not 

survive; therefore, achieving the full profi t potential of each customer relationship 

should be the goal of every marketing strategy. At the most basic level, profi ts can 

be obtained through relationships by acquiring new customers, enhancing the profi t-

ability of existing customers, and extending the duration of customer relationships. 

The profi tability of loyal customers throughout their relationship with the company 

(their lifetime customer value) should not be underestimated. For instance, Pizza Hut 

has a lifetime customer value of approximately $8,000, whereas Cadillac’s lifetime 

customer value is approximately $332,000.9

Communication remains a major element of any strategy to develop and manage 

long-term customer relationships. By providing multiple points of interactions with 

customers—that is, websites, telephone, fax, e-mail, and personal contact— companies 

can personalize customer relationships.10 Like many online retailers,  Amazon.com 

stores and analyzes purchase data in an attempt to understand each customer’s inter-

ests. This information helps the online retailer improve its ability to satisfy individual 

 customers and thereby increase sales of books, music, movies, and other products to 

each customer. The ability to identify individual customers allows marketers to shift 

their focus from targeting groups of similar customers to increasing their share of 

an individual customer’s purchases. Regardless of the medium through which com-

munication occurs, customers should ultimately be the drivers of marketing strategy 

because they understand what they want. Customer relationship management systems 

should ensure that marketers listen to customers in order to respond to their needs and 

concerns and build long-term relationships.

Sheetz: The Starbucks of Convenience Stores
Imagine a convenience store that resembles and employs the 
same atmosphere as a Starbucks. This might seem unusual, 
but Sheetz is looking to change that. Sheetz is a family busi-
ness and one of the largest and fastest-growing convenience 
store operators in the country. The company has annual reve-
nues of $7 billion and has created its own category of stores. 
Sheetz opens stores that offer made-to-order foods, gasoline, 
and other food items, including private-label candy, nuts, and 
beef jerky. The company has more than 400 locations across 
the East Coast.

While sales at convenience stores have dwindled, Sheetz 
is trying an innovative approach it hopes will help change 
the view that convenience stores do not offer good food. 
The company has introduced “convenience restaurants” as 
a way to boost sales. Sheetz found that it is most profi table 
in an area dubbed as America’s fourth meal—snacks. To 
take  advantage of Americans’ love of snacks, the company 
markets an array of food items, including deli sandwiches, 

burgers and hot dogs, pizza, and burritos available at all 
hours, every day. Sheetz even lets users customize their food 
using a touchscreen ordering system. The company brands 
and delivers its own gas and encourages Millennials to hang 
out in the booths and tables provided for customers.

Sheetz has been recognized through multiple awards. 
Forbes ranked Sheetz as the 61st top privately held company 
in the United States. Although consumers usually spend very 
little time in a convenience store, Sheetz is aiming to reverse 
this trend and encourage customers to stay awhile.8

Discussion Questions
 1. How is Sheetz trying to change the image associated with 

convenience stores?
 2. What demographics does Sheetz seem to be targeting with 

its convenience restaurants?
 3. Why do you think Sheetz allows customers to customize their 

menus using a touch screen?

Responding to Business Challenges
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Developing a Marketing Strategy
To implement the marketing concept and customer relationship management, a busi-

ness needs to develop and maintain a marketing strategy, a plan of action for devel-

oping, pricing, distributing, and promoting products that meet the needs of specifi c 

customers. This defi nition has two major components: selecting a target market and 

developing an appropriate marketing mix to satisfy that target market.

Selecting a Target Market
A market is a group of people who have a need, purchasing power, and the desire 

and authority to spend money on goods, services, and ideas. A target market is a 

more specifi c group of consumers on whose needs and wants a company focuses its 

marketing efforts. For instance, Lego focused on young boys as the target market for 

its products. This narrower strategic focus allowed the company to tailor products to 

attract this demographic with much success: revenues increased 105 percent since 

2006. In the past few years, the company has performed market studies on girls to 

reposition its brand to attract both genders.11 It recently launched Lego Friends, a line 

launched specifi cally for girls.12

Marketing managers may defi ne a target market as a relatively small number of 

people within a larger market, or they may defi ne it as the total market ( Figure 11.2). 

Rolls Royce, for example, targets its products at a very exclusive, high-income 

 market—people who want the ultimate in prestige in an automobile. On the other 

hand, Ford Motor Company manufactures a variety of vehicles including Lincolns, 

Mercurys, and Ford Trucks in order to appeal to varied tastes, needs, and desires.

Some fi rms use a total-market approach, in which they try to appeal to everyone 

and assume that all buyers have similar needs and wants. Sellers of salt, sugar, and 

many agricultural products use a total-market approach because everyone is a poten-

tial consumer of these products. Most fi rms, though, use market segmentation and 

divide the total market into groups of people. A market segment is a collection of 

individuals, groups, or organizations who share one or more characteristics and thus 

have relatively similar product needs and desires. Women are the largest market seg-

ment, with 51 percent of the U.S. population. At the household level, segmentation 

can identify each woman’s social attributes, culture, and stages in life to determine 

preferences and needs.

Another market segment on which many marketers are focusing is the growing 

 Hispanic population. Dodge launched an advertising campaign for it 1500 Ram called 

“A Todo, Con Todo” and hired Columbian music artist Juanes to be spokesperson. 

Fast food chain Wendy’s is also targeting the Hispanic market with its “Mucho Mejor” 

 campaign, featuring the “Rojos family.” The campaign’s message is one of food, fam-

ily, and working toward advancement.13 The companies hope to create relationships 

with Hispanic consumers in order to gain their loyalty. One of the challenges for mar-

keters in the future will be to effectively address an increasingly racially diverse United 

States. The minority population of the United States is about 116 million (37 percent of 

the total population).14 In future decades, the purchasing power of minority market seg-

ments is set to grow by leaps and bounds. Table 11.1 shows the buying power of minor-

ity groups in the United States. Companies will have to learn how to most  effectively 

reach these growing segments. Companies use market segmentation to focus their 

 efforts and resources on specifi c target markets so that they can develop a productive 

marketing strategy. Two common approaches to segmenting markets are the concentra-

tion approach and the multisegment approach.
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Single Marketing StrategyCompany

Total-Market Approach

Total Target Market

Single Marketing StrategyCompany

Concentration Approach

Single Target Market

Multiple Target Markets

 Marketing Strategy 1Company

Multisegment Approach

Marketing Strategy 2

FIGURE 11.2
Target Market Strategies

TABLE 11.1
Buying Power of U.S. 

Minorities by Race 

(billions)

*Because Hispanic is an ethnic group, they may belong to any of the other races.

Source: Jeffrey M. Humphreys, The Multicultural Economy 2012 (Athens, GA: The University of Georgia Terry College of Business Selig 
Center for Economic Growth, 2013).

1990 2000 2010 2012 2015

Total $4,200 $7,300 $11,200 $12,200 $15,100

Black 316 600 947 1,000 1,300

Native American 20 40 87 103 148

Asian 115 272 609 718 1,000

Hispanic* 210 488 1,000 1,200 1,700
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Market Segmentation Approaches. In the concentration approach, 
a company develops one marketing strategy for a single market segment. The 

 concentration approach allows a fi rm to specialize, focusing all its efforts on the 

one market segment. Porsche, for example, directs all its marketing efforts toward 

high-income individuals who want to own high-performance vehicles. A fi rm can 

generate a large sales volume by penetrating a single market segment deeply. The 

concentration approach may be especially effective when a fi rm can identify and 

develop products for a segment ignored by other companies in the industry.

In the multisegment approach, the marketer aims its marketing efforts at two or 

more segments, developing a marketing strategy for each. Many fi rms use a multiseg-

ment approach that includes different advertising messages for different segments. 

Companies also develop product variations to appeal to different market segments. 

The U.S. Post Offi ce, for example, offers personalized stamps, while Mars Inc. sells 

personalized M&M’s through mymms.com. Many other fi rms also attempt to use a 

multisegment approach to market segmentation, such as the manufacturer of Raleigh 

bicycles, which has designed separate marketing strategies for racers, tourers, com-

muters, and children.

Niche marketing is a narrow market segment focus when efforts are on one small, 

well-defi ned group that has a unique, specifi c set of needs. Niche segments are usually 

very small compared to the total market for the products. Many airlines cater to fi rst-

class fl yers, who comprise only 10 percent of international air travelers. To meet the 

needs of these elite customers, airlines include special perks along with the spacious 

seats. To take advantage of the growing niche market of wearable technologies, Apple is 

developing a smart watch called iWatch.15

For a fi rm to successfully use a concentration or multisegment approach to market 

segmentation, several requirements must be met:

1. Consumers’ needs for the product must be heterogeneous.

2. The segments must be identifi able and divisible.

3. The total market must be divided in a way that allows estimated sales 

potential, cost, and profi ts of the segments to be compared.

4. At least one segment must have enough profi t potential to justify developing 

and maintaining a special marketing strategy.

5. The fi rm must be able to reach the chosen market segment with a particular 

market strategy.

Bases for Segmenting Markets. Companies segment markets on the basis 

of several variables:

1. Demographic—age, sex, race, ethnicity, income, education, occupation, family 

size, religion, social class. These characteristics are often closely related to 

customers’ product needs and purchasing behavior, and they can be readily 

measured. For example, deodorants are often segmented by sex: Secret and 

Soft n’ Dri for women; Old Spice and Mennen for men.

2. Geographic—climate, terrain, natural resources, population density, subcultural 

values. These infl uence consumers’ needs and product usage. Climate, for 

example, infl uences consumers’ purchases of clothing, automobiles, heating 

and air conditioning equipment, and leisure activity equipment.

3. Psychographic—personality characteristics, motives, lifestyles. Soft-drink 

marketers provide their products in several types of packaging, including two-

liter bottles and cases of cans, to satisfy different lifestyles and motives.

concentration approach
a market segmentation 
approach whereby a company 
develops one marketing 
strategy for a single market 
segment

multisegment approach
a market segmentation 
approach whereby the 
marketer aims its efforts 
at two or more segments, 
developing a marketing 
strategy for each
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4. Behavioristic—some characteristic of the consumer’s behavior toward the 

product. These characteristics commonly involve some aspect of product use.

Developing a Marketing Mix
The second step in developing a marketing strategy is to create and maintain a satisfy-

ing marketing mix. The marketing mix refers to four marketing activities—product, 

price, distribution, and promotion—that the fi rm can control to achieve specifi c goals 

within a dynamic marketing environment (Figure 11.3). The buyer or the target mar-

ket is the central focus of all marketing activities.

Product. A product—whether a good, a service, an idea, or some combination—

is a complex mix of tangible and intangible attributes that provide satisfaction and 

benefi ts. A good is a physical entity you can touch. A Porsche Cayenne, a Hewlett-

Packard printer, and a kitten available for adoption at an animal shelter are examples 

of goods. A service is the application of human and mechanical efforts to people or 

objects to provide intangible benefi ts to customers. Air travel, dry cleaning, haircuts, 

banking, insurance, medical care, and day care are examples of services. Ideas include 

concepts, philosophies, images, and issues. For instance, an attorney, for a fee, may 

advise you about what rights you have in the event that the IRS decides to audit your 

tax return. Other marketers of ideas include political parties, churches, and schools.

A product has emotional and psychological, as well as physical characteristics, that 

include everything that the buyer receives from an exchange. This defi nition includes 

supporting services such as installation, guarantees, product information, and promises 

of repair. Products usually have both favorable and unfavorable attributes; therefore, 

almost every purchase or exchange involves trade-offs as consumers try to maximize 

their benefi ts and satisfaction and minimize unfavorable attributes.

Products are among a fi rm’s most visible contacts with consumers. If they do not 

meet consumer needs and expectations, sales will be diffi cult, and product life spans 

will be brief. The product is an important variable—often the central focus—of the 

marketing mix; the other variables (price, promotion, and distribution) must be coor-

dinated with product decisions.

Price. Almost anything can be assessed by a price, a value placed on an object ex-

changed between a buyer and a seller. Although the seller usually establishes the price, 

marketing mix
the four marketing activites—
product, price, promotion, and 
distribution—that the fi rm 
can control to achieve specifi c 
goals within a dynamic 
marketing environment

price
a value placed on an object 
exchanged between a buyer 
and a seller

CustomerPromotion Price

Distribution

Product

Marketing Environment

FIGURE 11.3
The Marketing Mix: 

Product, Price, Promotion, 

and Distribution
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it may be negotiated between the buyer and the seller. The buyer usually  exchanges 

purchasing power—income, credit, wealth—for the satisfaction or utility associated 

with a product. Because fi nancial price is the measure of value commonly used in an 

exchange, it quantifi es value and is the basis of most market exchanges.

Marketers view price as much more than a way of as-

sessing value, however. It is a key element of the market-

ing mix because it relates directly to the generation of 

revenue and profi ts. Prices can also be changed quickly 

to stimulate demand or respond to competitors’ actions. 

The sudden increase in the cost of commodities such as 

oil can create price increases or a drop in consumer demand for a product. When gas 

prices rise, consumers purchase more fuel-effi cient cars; when prices fall, consumers 

return to larger vehicles.17

Distribution. Distribution (sometimes referred to as “place” because it helps to 

remember the marketing mix as the “4 Ps”) is making products available to custom-

ers in the quantities desired. For example, consumers can rent DVDs and videogames 

from a physical store, a vending machine, or an online service. Intermediaries, usually 

wholesalers and retailers, perform many of the activities required to move products 

effi ciently from producers to consumers or industrial buyers. These activities involve 

transporting, warehousing, materials handling, and inventory control, as well as pack-

aging and communication.

Critics who suggest that eliminating wholesalers and other middlemen would  result 

in lower prices for consumers do not recognize that eliminating intermediaries would 

not do away with the need for their services. Other institutions would have to perform 

those services, and consumers would still have to pay for them. In addition, in the 

absence of wholesalers, all producers would have to deal directly with  retailers or cus-

tomers, keeping voluminous records and hiring extra people to deal with customers.

Promotion. Promotion is a persuasive form of communication that attempts to ex-

pedite a marketing exchange by infl uencing individuals, groups, and organizations to 

accept goods, services, and ideas. 

Promotion includes advertising, 

personal selling, publicity, and sales 

promotion, all of which we will 

look at more closely in Chapter 12.

The aim of promotion is to com-

municate directly or indirectly with 

individuals, groups, and organiza-

tions to facilitate exchanges. When 

marketers use advertising and other 

forms of promotion, they must ef-

fectively manage their promotional 

resources and understand product 

and target-market characteristics 

to ensure that these promotional 

activities contribute to the fi rm’s 

objectives.

Most major companies have 

set up websites on the Internet 

distribution
making products available 
to customers in the quantities 
desired

promotion
a persuasive form of 
communication that attempts 
to expedite a marketing 
exchange by infl uencing 
individuals, groups, and 
organizations to accept goods, 
services, and ideas

DID YOU KNOW? During its fi rst year of operation, 

sales of Coca-Cola averaged just nine drinks per day for 

total fi rst-year sales of $50. Today, Coca-Cola products are 

consumed at the rate of 1.8 billion drinks per day.16

Netfl ix uses both traditional mail and streaming to distribute its products. 
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to promote themselves and their products. While traditional advertising media 

such as television, radio, newspapers, and magazines remain important, digital 

advertising on websites and social media sites is growing. Not only can digital 

advertising be less expensive, but advertising offerings such as Google AdWords 

allow companies to only pay when users click on the link or advertisement.18 

 Additionally, social media sites offer advertising opportunities for both large and 

small companies. Firms can create a Facebook page and post corporate updates 

for free. To appeal to smaller businesses, Facebook has begun offering deals such 

as a certain amount in free advertising credits.19 Not to be outdone, Twitter also 

allows advertisers to purchase Promoted Tweets on the site. Promoted Tweets are 

just like regular tweets (except for the name), allowing users to respond or re-

tweet them to their friends.20

Marketing Research and Information Systems
Before marketers can develop a marketing mix, they must collect in-depth, up-to-

date information about customer needs. Marketing research is a systematic, objective 

process of getting information about potential customers to guide marketing deci-

sions. Such information might include data about the age, income, ethnicity, gender, 

and educational level of people in the target market, their preferences for product 

features, their attitudes toward competitors’ products, and the frequency with which 

they use the product. For instance, marketing research has revealed that consumers 

often make in-store purchase decisions in three seconds or less.21 Marketing research 

is vital because the marketing concept cannot be implemented without information 

about customers.

A marketing information system is a framework for accessing information about 

customers from sources both inside and outside the organization. Inside the organiza-

tion, there is a continuous fl ow of information about prices, sales, and expenses. Out-

side the organization, data are readily available through private or public reports and 

census statistics, as well as from many other sources. Computer networking technol-

ogy provides a framework for companies to connect to useful databases and custom-

ers with instantaneous information about product acceptance, sales performance, and 

buying behavior. This information is important to planning and marketing strategy 

development.

Two types of data are usually available to decision makers. Primary data are 

 observed, recorded, or collected directly from respondents. If you’ve ever par-

ticipated in a telephone survey about a product, recorded your TV viewing habits 

for ACNielsen or Arbitron, or even responded to a political opinion poll, you 

 provided the researcher with primary data. Primary data must be gathered by re-

searchers who develop a method to observe phenomena or research respondents. 

Many companies use “mystery shoppers” to visit their retail establishments and 

report on whether the stores were adhering to the companies’ standards of service. 

These undercover customers document their observations of store appearance, 

employee effectiveness, and customer treatment. Mystery shoppers provide valu-

able information that helps companies improve their organizations and refi ne their 

marketing strategies.22 Companies also use surveys and focus groups to gauge 

customer opinion. Table 11.2 provides the results of a survey conducted by MSN 

Money on organizations with the best customer service. A weakness of surveys 

is that respondents are sometimes untruthful in order to avoid seeming foolish or 

ignorant. Although focus groups can be more expensive than surveys, they allow 
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marketers to understand how consumers express themselves as well as observe 

their behavior patterns.23

Some methods for marketing research use passive observation of consumer be-

havior and open-ended questioning techniques. Called ethnographic or observational 

research, the approach can help marketers determine what consumers really think 

about their products and how different ethnic or demographic groups react to them.

Secondary data are compiled inside or outside the organization for some purpose 

other than changing the current situation. Marketers typically use information com-

piled by the U.S. census bureau and other government agencies, databases created by 

marketing research fi rms, as well as sales and other internal reports, to gain informa-

tion about customers.

Online Marketing Research
The marketing of products and collecting of data about buying behavior— information 

on what people actually buy and how they buy it—represents marketing research of 

the future. New information technologies are changing the way businesses learn about 

their customers and market their products. Interactive multimedia research, or virtual 
testing, combines sight, sound, and animation to facilitate the testing of concepts as 

well as packaging and design features for consumer products. The evolving develop-

ment of telecommunications and computer technologies is allowing marketing re-

searchers quick and easy access to a growing number of online services and a vast 

database of potential respondents.

Marketing research can use digital media and social networking sites to gather use-

ful information for marketing decisions. Sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn 

can be good substitutes for focus groups. Online surveys can serve as an alternative to 

mail, telephone, or personal interviews.

secondary data
information that is compiled 
inside or outside an 
organization for some purpose 
other than changing the 
current situation

Source: Karen Aho, “2013 Customer Service Hall of Fame,” MSN Money, http://money.msn.com/investing/2013-customer-service-hall-
of-fame (accessed May 14, 2014). 

TABLE 11.2
Companies with the Best 

Customer Service

Rank Companies Excellence Rating (%)

1 Amazon.com 57.3

2 Marriott 42.6

3 Hilton Hotels 41.8

4 UPS 41.3

5 FedEx 40.6

6 Google 39.5

7 State Farm 37.9

8 Samsung 36.5

9 Trader Joe’s 36.2

10 Lowe’s 35.9
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Social networks are a great way to obtain infor-

mation from consumers who are willing to share 

their experiences about products and companies. In 

a way, this process identifi es those consumers who 

develop an identity or passion for certain products, 

as well as those consumers who have concerns about 

quality or performance. It is possible for fi rms to tap 

into existing online social networks and simply “lis-

ten” to what consumers have on their mind. Firms 

can also encourage consumers to join a community 

or group so that they can share their opinions with 

the business.

A good outcome from using social networks is 

the opportunity to reach new voices and gain varied 

perspectives on the creative process of developing 

new products and promotions. For instance, Kick-

starter gives aspiring entrepreneurs the ability to 

market their ideas online. Funders can then choose 

whether to fund those ideas in return for a fi nished 

product or a steep discount.24 To some extent, social 

networking is democratizing design by welcoming 

consumers to join in the development process for 

new products.25

Online surveys are becoming an important part of marketing research. Tradition-

ally, the process of conducting surveys online involved sending questionnaires to re-

spondents either through email or through a website. However, digital communication 

has increased the ability of marketers to conduct polls on blogs and social networking 

sites. The benefi ts of online market research include lower costs and quicker feed-

back. For instance, when GNC launched its coconut-water beverage, it monitored 

online feedback to determine how customers viewed the product. The company found 

that feedback was negative, which convinced them to make product adjustments.26 

By monitoring consumers’ feedback, companies can understand customer needs and 

adapt their goods or services.

Buying Behavior
Carrying out the marketing concept is impossible unless marketers know what, 

where, when, and how consumers buy; conducting marketing research into the fac-

tors that infl uence buying behavior helps marketers develop effective marketing 

strategies. Buying behavior refers to the decision processes and actions of people 

who purchase and use products. It includes the behavior of both consumers purchas-

ing products for personal or household use and organizations buying products for 

business use. Marketers analyze buying behavior because a fi rm’s marketing strategy 

should be guided by an understanding of buyers. People view pets as part of their 

families, and they want their pets to have the best of everything. Iams, which markets 

the Iams and Eukanuba pet food brands, recognized this trend and shifted its focus. 

Today, it markets high-quality pet food, fancy pet treats, sauces, and other items. 

Both psychological and social variables are important to an understanding of buying 

behavior.

buying behavior
the decision processes 
and actions of people who 
purchase and use products

Starbucks attempts to infl uence consumers’ buying behavior by offering 
free Wi-Fi and a comfortable retail environment. 
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Psychological Variables of Buying Behavior
Psychological factors include the following:

•  Perception is the process by which a person selects, organizes, and interprets 

information received from his or her senses, as when experiencing an 

advertisement or touching a product to better understand it.

•  Motivation, as we said in Chapter 9, is an inner drive that directs a person’s 

behavior toward goals. A customer’s behavior is infl uenced by a set of motives 

rather than by a single motive. A buyer of a tablet computer, for example, may 

be motivated by ease of use, ability to communicate with the offi ce, and price.

•  Learning brings about changes in a person’s behavior based on information 

and experience. For instance, a smartphone app that provides digital news or 

magazine content could eliminate the need for print copies. If a person’s actions 

result in a reward, he or she is likely to behave the same way in similar situations. 

If a person’s actions bring about a negative result, however—such as feeling ill 

after eating at a certain restaurant—he or she will probably not repeat that action.

•  Attitude is knowledge and positive or negative feelings about something. For 

example, a person who feels strongly about protecting the environment may 

refuse to buy products that harm the earth and its inhabitants.

•  Personality refers to the organization of an individual’s distinguishing character 

traits, attitudes, or habits. Although market research on the relationship between 

personality and buying behavior has been inconclusive, some marketers believe 

that the type of car or clothing a person buys refl ects his or her personality.

Social Variables of Buying Behavior
Social factors include social roles, which are a set of expectations for individu-

als based on some position they occupy. A person may have many roles: mother, 

wife, student, executive. Each of these roles can infl uence buying behavior. Consider 

a woman choosing an automobile. Her father advises her to buy a safe, gasoline- 

effi cient car, such as a Volvo. Her teenaged daughter wants her to buy a cool car, such 

as a Ford Mustang; her young son wants her to buy a Ford Explorer to take on camp-

ing trips. Some of her colleagues at work say she should buy a hybrid Prius to help the 

environment. Thus, in choosing which car to buy, the woman’s buying behavior may 

be affected by the opinions and experiences of her family and friends and by her roles 

as mother, daughter, and employee.

Other social factors include reference groups, social classes, and culture.

•  Reference groups include families, professional groups, civic organizations, 

and other groups with whom buyers identify and whose values or attitudes they 

adopt. A person may use a reference group as a point of comparison or a source 

of information. A person new to a community may ask other group members to 

recommend a family doctor, for example.

•  Social classes are determined by ranking people into higher or lower positions 

of respect. Criteria vary from one society to another. People within a particular 

social class may develop common patterns of behavior. People in the upper-

middle class, for example, might buy a Lexus or a BMW as a symbol of their 

social class.

•  Culture is the integrated, accepted pattern of human behavior, including 

thought, speech, beliefs, actions, and artifacts. Culture determines what people 

perception
the process by which a 
person selects, organizes, 
and interprets information 
received from his or her 
senses

motivation
inner drive that directs a 
person’s behavior toward 
goals

learning
changes in a person’s 
behavior based on information 
and experience

attitude
knowledge and positive 
or negative feelings about 
something

personality
the organization of an 
individual’s distinguishing 
character traits, attitudes, or 
habits

social roles
a set of expectations for 
individuals based on some 
position they occupy

reference groups
groups with whom buyers 
identify and whose values or 
attitudes they adopt

social classes
a ranking of people into higher 
or lower positions of respect

culture
the integrated, accepted 
pattern of human behavior, 
including thought, speech, 
beliefs, actions, and artifacts
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wear and eat and where they live and travel. Many Hispanic Texans and New 

Mexicans, for example, buy masa trigo, the dough used to prepare fl our 

tortillas, which are basic to Southwestern and Mexican cuisine.

Understanding Buying Behavior
Although marketers try to understand  buying behavior, it is extremely diffi cult to 

explain exactly why a buyer purchases a particular product. The tools and tech-

niques for analyzing consumers are not exact. Marketers may not be able to deter-

mine accurately what is highly satisfying to buyers, but they know that trying to 

understand consumer wants and needs is the best way to satisfy them. McDonald’s, 

which has traditionally emphasized children, decided to focus more on Millenni-

als because they are the most profi table. Millennials spend $247 billion annually 

on restaurants. To target Millennials, McDonald’s has made changes to emphasize 

trends among Millennials. For example, it renovated its restaurants to look more 

modern, added more customized menu options, and improved the nutritional value 

of some of its products.28

The Marketing Environment
A number of external forces directly or indirectly infl uence the development of 

 marketing strategies; the following political, legal, regulatory, social, competitive, 

economic, and technological forces comprise the marketing environment.

•  Political, legal, and regulatory forces—laws and regulators’ interpretation of 

laws, law enforcement and regulatory activities, regulatory bodies, legislators and 

legislation, and political actions of interest groups. Specifi c laws, for example, 

require that advertisements be truthful and that all health claims be documented.

LO 11-6

Millennial Rejection of Car Culture Causes Automakers to Adapt
Millennials include consumers who were born between 
the early 1980s and the early 2000s. As Millennials grow 
to adulthood, they represent an important market for auto-
makers. However, automakers are fi nding that Millennial car 
buying habits are differing from their predecessors. Namely, 
Millennials are beginning to reject the car culture in favor 
of public transportation, bicycling, and alternative services 
such as the car-sharing service Zipcar. Part of this may be 
attributed to lower incomes, as younger people often have 
less discretionary income to spend. Yet another concern is 
sustainability. Millennials are voicing their concerns for the 
environment and want more sustainable vehicles. As many 
customers fi nd less need for vehicles in their everyday lives, 
the auto industry must adapt to the changing preferences of 
this demographic. 

By 2025, automakers will be forced to implement fuel ef-
fi ciency standards of 54.5 miles per gallon (MPG). However, 

automakers are fi nding that Millennials do not want to wait 
that long. They are holding automakers accountable, hoping to 
be provided with vehicles powered by alternative fuels to help 
diminish concerns over fuel emissions. With fewer Americans 
bothering to receive driver’s licenses and even dubbing it “not 
cool” to purchase a car, automakers have to rethink their ap-
proach when developing vehicles. Time will tell whether they 
will be able to attract these reluctant car consumers with 
more sustainable, reasonably priced vehicles.27

Discussion Questions
 1. Why do automakers have to adapt their strategies to attract 

the Millennial market?
 2. Describe some of the differences between Millennials and 

previous generations regarding vehicle ownership.
 3. What happens if automakers cannot suffi ciently attract the 

Millennial market?

Going Green
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•  Social forces—the public’s opinions and attitudes toward issues such as living 

standards, ethics, the environment, lifestyles, and quality of life. For example, 

social concerns have led marketers to design and market safer toys for children.

•  Competitive and economic forces—competitive relationships such as those 

in the technology industry, unemployment, purchasing power, and general 

economic conditions (prosperity, recession, depression, recovery, product 

shortages, and infl ation).

•  Technological forces—computers and other technological advances that 

improve distribution, promotion, and new-product development.

Marketing requires creativity and consumer focus because environmental forces 

can change quickly and dramatically. Changes can arise from social concerns and 

economic forces such as price increases, product shortages, and altering levels of 

demand for commodities. Recently, climate change, global warming, and the im-

pact of carbon emissions on our environment have become social concerns and are 

causing businesses to rethink marketing strategies. These environmental issues have 

persuaded governments to institute stricter limits on greenhouse gas emissions. For 

instance, in the United States the government has mandated that by 2025 vehicles 

must be able to reach 54.5 miles per gallon.29 This is causing automobile companies 

like General Motors to investigate ways to make their cars more fuel-effi cient with-

out signifi cantly raising the price. At the same time, these laws are also introducing 

opportunities for new products. Concerns over the environment are encouraging 

automobile companies to begin releasing electric vehicles, such as the Chevrolet 

Volt and the Nissan Leaf.

Because such environmental forces are interconnected, changes in one may cause 

changes in others. Consider that because of evidence linking children’s consumption 

of soft drinks and fast foods to health issues such as obesity, diabetes, and osteopo-

rosis, marketers of such products have experienced negative publicity and calls for 

legislation regulating the sale of soft drinks in public schools.

Although the forces in the marketing environment are sometimes called uncontrol-

lables, they are not totally so. A marketing manager can infl uence some environmen-

tal variables. For example, businesses can lobby legislators to dissuade them from 

passing unfavorable legislation. Figure  11.4 shows the variables in the marketing 

 environment that affect the marketing mix and the buyer.

Importance of Marketing to Business 
and Society
As this chapter has shown, marketing is a necessary function to reaching consumers, 

establishing relationships, and driving sales. While some critics might view market-

ing as a way to change what consumers want, marketing is essential in communi-

cating the value of goods and services. For consumers, marketing is necessary to 

ensure that they get the products they desire at the right places in the right quantities 

at a  reasonable price. From the perspective of businesses, marketing is necessary 

in order to form valuable relationships with customers to increase profi tability and 

customer support.

It is not just for-profi t businesses that engage in marketing activities. Nonprofi t 

organizations, government institutions, and even people must market themselves to 

spread awareness and achieve desired outcomes. All organizations must reach their 
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target markets, communicate their offerings, and establish high-quality services. For 

instance, nonprofi t organization The Leukemia and  Lymphoma  Society uses print, 

radio, web, and other forms of media to market its Team in Training racing events to 

recruit participants and solicit support. Without marketing, it would be nearly impos-

sible for organizations to connect with their target audiences. Marketing is therefore 

an important contributor to business and societal well-being.

CustomerPromotion Price

Distribution

Product

Marketing Environment

Political,
Legal, and
Regulatory
Forces

Social
Forces

Technological
Forces

Competitive
and Economic
Forces

FIGURE 11.4 The Marketing Mix and the Marketing Environment



You probably did not think as a child how great it would be 
to grow up and become a marketer. That’s because often 
marketing is associated with sales jobs, but opportunities in 
marketing, public relations, product management, advertising, 
e-marketing, and customer relationship management and be-
yond represent almost one-third of all jobs in today’s business 
world. To enter any job in the marketing fi eld, you must balance 
an awareness of customer needs with business knowledge 
while mixing in creativity and the ability to obtain useful infor-
mation to make smart business decisions.

Marketing starts with understanding the customer. Market-
ing research is a vital aspect in marketing decision making and 
presents many job opportunities. Market researchers survey 
customers to determine their habits, preferences, and aspira-
tions. Activities include concept testing, product testing, pack-
age testing, test-market research, and new-product research. 
Salaries vary, depending on the nature and level of the position 
as well as the type, size, and location of the firm. An entry-
level market analyst may make between $24,000 and $50,000, 
while a market research director may earn from $75,000 to 
$200,000 or more.

One of the most dynamic areas in marketing is direct mar-
keting, where a seller solicits a response from a consumer 
using direct communications methods such as telephone, 
online communication, direct mail, or catalogs. Jobs in direct 
marketing include buyers, catalog managers, research/mail-list 

managers, or order fulfillment managers. Most positions in 
direct marketing involve planning and market analysis. Some 
require the use of databases to sort and analyze customer 
information and sales history.

Use of the Internet for retail sales is growing, and the Inter-
net continues to be very useful for business-to-business sales, 
so e-marketing offers many career opportunities, including 
customer relationship management (CRM). CRM helps com-
panies market to customers through relationships, maintaining 
customer loyalty. Information technology plays a huge role in 
such marketing jobs, as you need to combine technical skills 
and marketing knowledge to effectively communicate with 
customers. Job titles include e-marketing manager, customer 
relationship manager, and e-services manager. A CRM cus-
tomer service manager may receive a salary in the $40,000 to 
$45,000 range, and experienced individuals in charge of online 
product offerings may earn up to $100,000.

A job in any of these marketing fields will require a strong 
sense of the current trends in business and marketing. Cus-
tomer service is vital to many aspects of marketing, so the abil-
ity to work with customers and to communicate their needs 
and wants is important. Marketing is everywhere, from the 
corner grocery or local nonprofit organization to the largest 
multinational corporations, making it a shrewd choice for an 
ambitious and creative person. We will provide additional job 
opportunities in marketing in Chapter 12.

So You Want a Job in Marketing

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne marketing, and describe the exchange 
process.

Marketing is a group of activities designed to expedite trans-
actions by creating, distributing, pricing, and promoting goods, 
services, and ideas. Marketing facilitates the exchange, the act 
of giving up one thing in return for something else. The central 
focus of marketing is to satisfy needs.

Specify the functions of marketing.

Marketing includes many varied and interrelated activities: buy-
ing, selling, transporting, storing, grading, fi nancing, marketing 
research, and risk taking.

Explain the marketing concept and its implications 
for developing marketing strategies.

The marketing concept is the idea that an organization should 
try to satisfy customers’ needs through coordinated activities 

that also allow it to achieve its goals. If a company does not 
implement the marketing concept by providing products that 
consumers need and want while achieving its own objectives, 
it will not survive.

Examine the development of a marketing strategy, 
including market segmentation and marketing mix.

A marketing strategy is a plan of action for creating a mar-
keting mix (product, price, distribution, promotion) for a spe-
cifi c target market (a specifi c group of consumers on whose 
needs and wants a company focuses its marketing efforts). 
Some fi rms use a total-market approach, designating every-
one as the target market. Most fi rms divide the total market 
into segments of people who have relatively similar  product 
needs. A company using a concentration approach devel-
ops one marketing strategy for a single market segment, 
whereas a multisegment approach aims marketing efforts 
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at two or more segments, developing a different marketing 
strategy for each.

Investigate how marketers conduct marketing 
research and study buying behavior.

Carrying out the marketing concept is impossible unless mar-
keters know what, where, when, and how consumers buy; 
marketing research into the factors that infl uence buying be-
havior helps marketers develop effective marketing strategies. 
Marketing research is a systematic, objective process of getting 
information about potential customers to guide marketing deci-
sions. Buying behavior is the decision processes and actions of 
people who purchase and use products.

Summarize the environmental forces that 
infl uence marketing decisions.

There are several forces that infl uence marketing activities: 
political, legal, regulatory, social, competitive, economic, and 
technological.

Assess a company’s marketing plans, and propose 
a solution for resolving its problem.

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to an-
swer the questions posed in “Solve the Dilemma” on page 353 
and help the business understand what went wrong and how 
to correct it.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. How did marketing contribute toward creating the 

successful Banana Republic brand?

 2. Why do you believe storytelling about the brand and 
themed stores attracted customers?

 3. Despite the differences in Gap-owned Banana Republic 
stores today, what are similarities the modern retailer 
shares with its initial stores?

Learn the Terms 

attitude 346
buying behavior 345
concentration approach 340
culture 346
distribution 342
exchange 330
learning 346
market 338
market orientation 336
market segment 338

market segmentation 338
marketing 330
marketing concept 333
marketing mix 341
marketing research 343
marketing strategy 338
motivation 346
multisegment approach 340
perception 346
personality 346

price 341
primary data 343
promotion 342
reference groups 346
secondary data 344
social classes 346
social roles 346
target market 338
total-market approach 338
value 333

Check Your Progress 

 1. What is marketing? How does it facilitate exchanges?

 2. Name the functions of marketing. How does an 
organization use marketing activities to achieve its 
objectives?

 3. What is the marketing concept? Why is it so 
important?

 4. What is a marketing strategy?

 5. What is market segmentation? Describe three target 
market strategies.

 6. List the variables in the marketing mix. How is each used 
in a marketing strategy?

 7. Why are marketing research and information systems 
important to an organization’s planning and development 
of strategy?

 8. Briefl y describe the factors that infl uence buying behavior. 
How does understanding buying behavior help marketers?

 9. Discuss the impact of technological forces and political 
and legal forces on the market.
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Get Involved 

 1. With some or all of your classmates, watch several hours 
of television, paying close attention to the commercials. 
Pick three commercials for products with which you are 
somewhat familiar. Based on the commercials, determine 

who the target market is. Can you surmise the marketing 
strategy for each of the three?

 2. Discuss the decision process and infl uences involved in 
purchasing a personal computer.

Build Your Skills 
The Marketing Mix

Background
You’ve learned the four variables—product, pro-
motion, price, and distribution—that the mar-
keter can select to achieve specifi c goals within 
a dynamic marketing environment. This exercise 

will give you an opportunity to analyze the marketing strategies 
of some well-known companies to determine which of the vari-
ables received the most emphasis to help the company achieve 
its goals.

Task
In groups of three to fi ve students, discuss the examples below 
and decide which variable received the most emphasis.

 A. Product

 B. Distribution

 C. Promotion

 D. Price

 _____ 1.  Starbucks Coffee began selling bagged premium 
specialty coffee through an agreement with 
Kraft Foods to gain access to more than 30,000 
supermarkets.

 _____ 2.  Skype is a software application that allows 
consumers to make telephone calls over the web. 
Calls to Skype subscribers are free, while calls to 
land line and mobile phones cost around 2 cents 
per minute.

 _____ 3.  Amid great anticipation, Apple released its iPad, 
selling over 3 million within 3 months. The slim 
tablet computer is a major step forward in reading 
e-books, watching movies, and playing games.

 _____ 4.  After decades on the market, WD-40 is in about 
80 percent of U.S. households—more than any 
other branded product. Although WD-40 is promoted 
as a product that can stop squeaks, protect metal, 
loosen rusted parts, and free sticky mechanisms, 
the WD-40 Company has received letters from 
customers who have sprayed the product on bait 
to attract fi sh, on pets to cure mange, and even 
on people to cure arthritis. Despite more than 
200 proposals to expand the WD-40 product line 
and ideas to change the packaging and labeling, 
the company stands fi rmly behind its one highly 
successful and respected original product.

 _____ 5.  Southwest Airlines makes fl ying fun. Flight 
attendants try to entertain passengers, and the 
airline has an impeccable customer service record. 
Employees play a key role and take classes that 
emphasize that having fun translates into great 
customer service.

 _____ 6.  Hewlett-Packard offered a $100 rebate on a $799 
HP LaserJet printer when purchased with an HP 
LaserJet toner cartridge. To receive the rebate, the 
buyer had to return a mail-in certifi cate to certify the 
purchase. A one-page ad with a coupon was used in 
USA Today stating, “We’re taking $100 off the top.”

 _____ 7.  Denny’s, the largest full-service family restaurant 
chain in the United States, serves more than 1 
million customers a day. The restaurants offer the 
Build Your Own Grand Slam Breakfast for about 
$7.15, lunch basket specials for $4–$6, and a value 
menu with prices ranging from $2 to $8.
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Solve the Dilemma 
Will It Go?

Ventura Motors makes midsized and luxury au-
tomobiles in the United States. Best selling mod-
els include its basic four-door sedans (priced 
from $20,000 to $25,000) and two-door and 
four-door luxury automobiles (priced from 

$40,000 to $55,000). The success of two-seat sports cars like 
the Mazda RX-8 started the company evaluating the market for 
a two-seat sports car priced midway between the moderate and 
luxury market. Research found that there was indeed signifi cant 
demand and that Ventura needed to act quickly to take advan-
tage of this market opportunity.

Ventura took the platform of the car from a popular model in 
its moderate line, borrowing the internal design from its luxury 
line. The car was designed, engineered, and produced in just 
over two years, but the coordination needed to bring the design 
together resulted in higher than anticipated costs. The price for 
this two-seat car, the Olympus, was set at $32,000. Dealers 
were anxious to take delivery on the car, and salespeople were 
well trained on techniques to sell this new model.

However, initial sales have been slow, and company execu-
tives are surprised and concerned. The Olympus was intro-
duced relatively quickly, made available at all Ventura dealers, 
priced midway between luxury and moderate models, and ad-
vertised heavily since its introduction.

Discussion Questions
 1. What do you think were the main concerns with the 

Olympus two-door sports coupe? Is there a market for 
a two-seat, $32,000 sports car when the RX-8 sells for 
signifi cantly less?

 2. Evaluate the role of the marketing mix in the Olympus 
introduction.

 3. What are some of the marketing strategies auto 
manufacturers use to stimulate sales of certain makes of 
automobiles?

Build Your Business Plan 
Customer-Driven Marketing

The fi rst step is to develop a marketing strategy 
for your good or service. Who will be the target 
market you will specifi cally try to reach? What 
group(s) of people has the need, ability, and will-
ingness to purchase this product? How will you 

segment customers within your target market? Segmenting by 
demographic and geographic variables are often the easiest seg-
mentation strategies to attempt. Remember that you would like to 
have the customers in your segment be as homogeneous and ac-
cessible as possible. You might target several segments if you feel 
your good or service has broad appeal.

The second step in your marketing strategy is to develop 
the marketing mix for your good or service. Whether you are 

dealing with an established product or you are creating your 
own good or service, you need to think about what is the dif-
ferential advantage your product offers. What makes it unique? 
How should it be priced? Should the product be priced below, 
above, or at the market? How will you distribute the product? 
And last but certainly not least, you need to think about the pro-
motional strategy for your product.

What about the uncontrollable variables you need to be 
aware of? Is your product something that can constantly be 
technologically advanced? Is your product a luxury that will 
not be considered by consumers when the economy is in a 
downturn?

LO 11-7
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See for Yourself Videocase 
New Belgium Brews Customer Satisfaction

More and more people recognize the name New 
Belgium Brewing, and even more are familiar 
with the brewery’s signature product, Fat Tire 
beer. New Belgium co-founder Jeff Lebesch fi rst 
began brewing beer with a roommate in his 

basement. Although the fi rst attempts failed, he and his then-
wife Kim Jordon continued basement brewing, eventually creat-
ing the now famous Fat Tire—named after the tires Lebesch 
used to mountain bike through European villages famous for 
beer. The basement brewery offi cially went commercial in 1991, 
selling fi rst to friends, family, and neighbors. A quality product, 
concern for employees, and commitment to environmental 
stewardship have led to fast sales growth, making New Belgium 
the third largest craft brewer in the United States behind Boston 
Beer and Sierra Nevada. It is also the seventh largest brewery in 
the nation. 

For Lebesch and Jordon, the basement brewery turned out 
to be a blessing. Jordon became the brewery’s fi rst bottler, 
sales representative, distributor, marketer, and fi nancial planner. 
(Today, she is the CEO.) Jordan would often deliver products in 
her Toyota to different stores until the company could afford a 
better mode of distribution. Her tireless efforts, combined with 
the low overhead, allowed Lebesch the freedom to experiment 
with creative beer formulas and innovative techniques with-
out worry about investor expectations or paying off large bank 
loans. New Belgium’s customers are drawn to the company’s 
care over naming, labeling, and producing its beer as much as 
they are by all that the brewery represents. New Belgium is con-
stantly coming up with new products and even forms partner-
ships with other craft breweries to help with idea generation. 
A collaboration with Cigar City Brewing resulted in the release 
of a new, special-edition ale for its Florida market brewed with 
Anaheim and Marash chiles.

From the beginning, NBB has been concerned with the 
brewery’s impact on the environment and has made every ef-
fort to minimize that impact. When the fi rm grew beyond the 
basement and created what is today’s New Belgium Brewing, 
the organization continued to put this concern at the fore-
front of all business operations. Today, the company is dedi-
cated to balancing profi tability with social and environmental 
 responsibility—something its loyal consumers appreciate. The 
company has used 100 percent wind-powered electricity since 
1999, using suntubes, light shelves, and evaporative coolers to 
reduce energy consumption. New Belgium is now using alumi-
num cans for some of its Fat Tire beer. Not only are aluminum 

cans more convenient for customers because they can be taken 
to places glass cannot, like baseball parks and other outdoor 
venues, they are more environmentally friendly as well. 

Although many in the business world believe that to aid the 
environment is to destroy business and to earn a profi t is to 
destroy the environment, New Belgium is an example of how a 
business can truly succeed fi nancially while maintaining a dedi-
cation to the environment. The company’s environmental prac-
tices have become synonymous with its brand, distinguishing it 
from other specialty beer on the market and creating customer 
loyalty through shared commitment.

NBB also connects with its fans through Facebook. By using 
social media, NBB can interact with its fans and understand 
their desires—an important component of the marketing pro-
cess. Additionally, social media allows NBB to understand the 
value of their most loyal customers. In one study, NBB was able 
to determine that those who “liked” New Belgium on Facebook 
account for approximately half of the fi rm’s annual sales. By 
understanding customer value, NBB can tailor marketing mes-
sages and create more customized products to attract a wider 
target market.

New Belgium began with innovation and a dedication to the 
environment and has stayed true to these elements throughout. 
The company has continued to grow, so much so that New Bel-
gium has opened an East Coast brewery in Asheville, North Car-
olina. As the company grows, it focuses on the balance among 
producing a great product, profi t, and environmental steward-
ship. Ever dedicated to bringing great, unique, and creative beer 
to its customers, today New Belgium is also striving to reduce its 
carbon footprint as well as connect with customers in new and 
innovative ways. Customers remain as loyal to New Belgium as 
it is to its roots.30

Discussion Questions
 1. Why is environmental stewardship so important at New 

Belgium Brewing?

 2. How does a strong commitment to environmental and 
social responsibility help to attract new customers and 
maintain old ones?

 3. Who do you think is New Belgium’s target market?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Form groups and assign the responsibility of fi nding examples 
of companies that excel in one dimension of the marketing mix 
(price, product, promotion, and distribution). Provide several 

company and product examples, and defend why this would be 
an exemplary case. Present your research to the class.
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Enter the World of Business

Corvette’s New Look and Message
Chevrolet is revamping its sports car image with the seventh-generation Cor-

vette Stingray to appeal to a younger, more affl uent demographic and compete 

with the popularity of foreign sports cars. The Corvette has in recent years 

reached the maturity stage of the product life cycle, and many buyers are those 

in their 50s or older. Chevrolet wants to change this image with a hip new 

model. The new model of the Stingray is designed with leather, carbon-fi ber, 

and aluminum as opposed to the plastic amenities of the older version. It is 

equipped with modern features such as a digital instrument panel that adjusts 

steering wheel resistance and timbre of exhaust. Drivers can also choose their 

mode of driving, whether it be for the racetrack, bad weather, economical driv-

ing, or sports driving. The base model starts at $52,000, and consumers who 

want the added luxuries can purchase them for an extra $8,000.

Due to the specifi c and unique nature of the new Stingray, the marketing 

communication for the product also has to be innovative. Chevy has been pro-

moting the vehicle through more exclusive avenues such as auto shows, cover 

stories in major newspapers, and auto magazines, which leads to demand via 

word-of-mouth communication. The company also created a digitalized ver-

sion of the car for the Sony PlayStation game Gran Turismo in order to create 

buzz among the younger demographic. Publicity, rather than advertising, is key 

for a product like this because it creates excitement and interest in the market 

rather than just giving information about the new features of the vehicle.1
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Introduction
The key to developing a marketing strategy is selecting a target market and maintain-

ing a marketing mix that creates long-term relationships with customers. Getting just 

the right mix of product, price, promotion, and distribution is critical if a business is to 

satisfy its target customers and achieve its own objectives (implement the marketing 

concept).

In Chapter 11, we introduced the marketing concept and the various activities impor-

tant in developing a marketing strategy. In this chapter, we’ll take a closer look at the 

four dimensions of the marketing mix—product, price, distribution, and  promotion—

used to develop the marketing strategy. The focus of these marketing mix elements is a 

marketing strategy that builds customer relationships and satisfaction.

The Marketing Mix
The marketing mix is the part of marketing strategy that involves decisions regarding 

controllable variables. After selecting a target market, marketers have to develop and 

manage the dimensions of the marketing mix to give their fi rm an advantage over 

competitors. Successful companies offer at least one dimension of value usually asso-

ciated with a marketing mix element that surpasses all competitors in the marketplace 

in meeting customer expectations. However, this does 

not mean that a company can ignore the other dimen-

sions of the marketing mix; it must maintain acceptable, 

and if possible distinguishable, differences in the other 

dimensions as well.

Walmart, for example, emphasizes price (“Save money, live better”). Procter & 

Gamble is well known for its promotion of top consumer brands such as Tide, Cheer, 

Crest, Ivory, and Head & Shoulders. Xiaomi, a three-year-old Chinese consumer 

electronics company, has achieved impressive scale by utilizing a low-cost, feature-

rich strategy.3

Product Strategy
As mentioned previously, the term product refers to goods, services, and ideas. Be-

cause the product is often the most visible of the marketing mix dimensions, manag-

ing product decisions is crucial. In this section, we’ll consider product development, 

classifi cation, mix, life cycle, and identifi cation.

Developing New Products
Each year, thousands of products are introduced, but few of them succeed. For exam-

ple, Hewlett-Packard believed it could compete in the tablet computer industry with 

the TouchPad and its WebOS operating system. However, after six weeks of being on 

the market, HP dropped the TouchPad due to lackluster sales. Many companies have 

similar stories of product failure.4 Figure 12.1 shows the different steps in the product 

development process. Before introducing a new product, a business must follow a 

multistep process: idea development, the screening of new ideas, business analysis, 

product development, test marketing, and commercialization. A fi rm can take consid-

erable time to get a product ready for the market: It took more than 20 years for the 

fi rst photocopier, for example. Additionally, sometimes an idea or product prototype 

might be shelved only to be returned to later. Former Apple CEO Steve Jobs admitted 

LO 12-1

DID YOU KNOW? Less than 10 percent of new products 

succeed in the marketplace, and 90 percent of successes 

come from a handful of companies.2
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that the iPad actually came before the iPhone in 

the product development process. Once it was 

realized that the scrolling mechanism he was 

thinking of using could be used to develop a 

phone, the iPad idea was placed on a shelf for 

the time being. Apple later returned to develop 

the product and released the iPad in 2010.5

Idea Development. New ideas can come 

from marketing research, engineers, and out-

side sources such as advertising agencies and 

management consultants. Nike has a separate 

division—Nike Sport Research Lab—where 

scientists, athletes, engineers, and designers 

work together to develop technology of the 

future. The teams research ideas in biome-

chanics, perception, athletic performance, and 

physiology to create unique, relevant, and in-

novative products. These fi nal products are 

tested in environmental chambers with real 

athletes to ensure functionality and quality before being introduced into the market.6

As we said in Chapter 11, ideas sometimes come from customers, too. Other sources 

are brainstorming and intracompany incentives or rewards for good ideas. New ideas 

While attending Yale in 1966, FedEx founder Fred Smith studied a mathematical 
discipline called topology, which inspired his vision for creating the company. 
Realizing the potential effi ciencies of connecting all points on a network through 
a central hub, Smith used what he learned to get FedEx off the ground. 

Idea development

New idea screening

Business analysis

Product
development

Test marketing

Commercialization

FIGURE 12.1
Product Development 

Process
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can even create a company. When Jeff Bezos came up with the idea to sell books over 

the Internet in 1992, he had no idea it would evolve into an $138 billion fi rm. After 

failing to convince his boss of the idea, Bezos left to start  Amazon.com.8

New Idea Screening. The next step in developing a new product is idea screen-

ing. In this phase, a marketing manager should look at the organization’s resources and 

objectives and assess the fi rm’s ability to produce and market the product. Important 

aspects to be considered at this stage are consumer desires, the competition, techno-

logical changes, social trends, and political, economic, and environmental consider-

ations. Basically, there are two reasons new products succeed: They are able to meet 

a need or solve a problem better than products already available or they add variety 

to the product selection currently on the market. Bringing together a team of knowl-

edgeable people including designers, engineers, marketers, and customers is a great 

way to screen ideas. Using the Internet to encourage collaboration represents a rich 

opportunity for marketers to screen ideas. Most new product ideas are rejected during 

screening because they seem inappropriate or impractical for the organization.

Business Analysis. Business analysis is a basic assessment of a product’s com-

patibility in the marketplace and its potential profi tability. Both the size of the market 

and competing products are often studied at this point. The most important question 

relates to market demand: How will the product affect the fi rm’s sales, costs, and 

profi ts?

Product Development. If a product survives the fi rst three steps, it is devel-

oped into a prototype that should reveal the intangible attributes it possesses as per-

ceived by the consumer. Product development is often expensive, and few product 

ideas make it to this stage. New product research and development costs vary. Adding 

Plant-Based Food Products: The Future of Food?
John Tetrick has a vision to change the future of food. He 
founded Hampton Creek Foods in 2011. Hampton Creek of-
fers plant-based replacements for foods that traditionally 
use animal-based products. Beyond Eggs, a plant-based 
egg replacement for baking purposes, was the catalyst for 
the business. Hampton Creek has also produced Just Mayo, 
a mayonnaise replacement, and is currently developing a 
scrambled egg version of the product. Tetrick hopes his cre-
ation will be the solution to the problems he sees in food: 
animal cruelty, health, cost, and sustainability. 

The company makes sure to target every group through 
its integrated marketing communications. In addition to 
its 120,000 Facebook followers and 5,000 Twitter follow-
ers, Hampton Creek Foods sends out targeted e-mails to 
promote its brand with free sample offers. Sampling has 
proven effective because many people are skeptical that 
a plant-based egg product would taste good until they try 

it. Another effective part of the marketing strategy is its 
press outreach program, as well as its endorsement by 
Bill Gates. The company relies heavily on storytelling to 
communicate its message, which is a promotional posi-
tioning strategy. Mothers whose children are allergic to 
eggs, people who are concerned about the environment 
and animal welfare, as well as those who want inexpen-
sive but quality food tell their stories about how great the 
future of food can be.7

Discussion Questions
 1. Describe the different ways Hampton Creek markets its 

plant-based food products.
 2. Why do sampling and storytelling appear to be effective tech-

niques for promoting Hampton Creek products?
 3. Why might an endorsement by Bill Gates add credibility to 

Hampton Creek products? 

Going Green
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a new color to an existing item may cost $100,000 to $200,000, but launching a com-

pletely new product can cost millions of dollars. During product development, various 

elements of the marketing mix must be developed for testing. Copyrights, tentative 

advertising copy, packaging, labeling, and descriptions of a target market are inte-

grated to develop an overall marketing strategy.

Test Marketing. Test marketing is a trial minilaunch of a product in limited 

areas that represent the potential market. It allows a complete test of the marketing 

strategy in a natural environment, giving the organization an opportunity to discover 

weaknesses and eliminate them before the product is fully launched. SOHM Inc., a 

generic pharmaceutical manufacturing fi rm, began test marketing some of its over-the-

counter and skin care products in U.S. retailers. Traditionally, SOHM has been more 

focused on emerging markets in Africa, Southeast Asia, and Latin America.9 Because 

test marketing requires signifi cant resources and expertise, market research companies 

like ACNielsen can assist fi rms in test marketing their products.  Figure 12.2 shows the 

permanent sites as well as custom locations for test marketing.

Commercialization. Commercialization is the full introduction of a complete 

marketing strategy and the launch of the product for commercial success. During 

commercialization, the fi rm gears up for full-scale production, distribution, and pro-

motion. Firms such as AquAdvantage Salmon are getting ready to release genetically 

modifi ed salmon into the market. The Food and Drug Administration has announced 

a preliminary fi nding that engineered salmon would not signifi cantly affect the U.S. 

environment, lending support to the idea that genetically modifi ed salmon is safe 

to consume. Federal approval is one major step for AquAdvantage in its plans for 

large-scale commercialization. However, even with federal regulatory approval, 

test marketing
a trial minilaunch of a product 
in limited areas that represent 
the potential market

commercialization
the full introduction of 
a complete marketing 
strategy and the launch 
of the product for 
commercial success

Market Decisions
Test Market Locations

Permanent Test Markets
(“Data Markets”)

Additional “Custom” Test Markets

Portland

Charleston

Evansville
Peoria

Colorado
Springs

Boise

Tucson

Lexington

FIGURE 12.2
Nielsen Market Decisions

Source: Copyrighted information of 
The Nielsen Company, licensed for 
use herein.
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 AquAdvantage may face hurdles from state governments or rejec-

tion from consumers who are concerned about the health risks of 

engineered salmon.10

Classifying Products
Products are usually classifi ed as either consumer products or industrial 

products. Consumer  products are for household or family use; they are 

not intended for any purpose other than daily living. They can be fur-

ther classifi ed as convenience products, shopping products, and specialty 

products on the basis of consumers’ buying behavior and intentions.

•  Convenience products, such as eggs, milk, bread, and 

newspapers, are bought frequently, without a lengthy search, 

and often for immediate consumption. Consumers spend 

virtually no time planning where to purchase these products 

and usually accept whatever brand is available.

•  Shopping products, such as furniture, audio equipment, 

clothing, and sporting goods, are purchased after the consumer 

has compared competitive products and “shopped around.” 

Price, product features, quality, style, service, and image all 

infl uence the decision to buy.

•  Specialty products, such as ethnic foods, designer clothing 

and shoes, art, and antiques, require even greater research and 

shopping effort. Consumers know what they want and go out of 

their way to fi nd it; they are not willing to accept a substitute.

Business products are used directly or indirectly in the operation 

or manufacturing processes of businesses. They are usually purchased 

for the operation of an organization or the production of other products; thus, their 

purchase is tied to specifi c goals and objectives. They too can be further classifi ed:

•  Raw materials are natural products taken from the earth, oceans, and recycled solid 

waste. Iron ore, bauxite, lumber, cotton, and fruits and vegetables are examples.

•  Major equipment covers large, expensive items used in production. Examples 

include earth-moving equipment, stamping machines, and robotic equipment 

used on auto assembly lines.

•  Accessory equipment includes items used for production, offi ce, or management 

purposes, which usually do not become part of the fi nal product. Computers, 

fax machines, calculators, and hand tools are examples.

•  Component parts are fi nished items, ready to be assembled into the company’s 

fi nal products. Tires, window glass, batteries, and spark plugs are component 

parts of automobiles.

•  Processed materials are things used directly in production or management 

operations but are not readily identifi able as component parts. Varnish, for 

example, is a processed material for a furniture manufacturer.

•  Supplies include materials that make production, management, and other 

operations possible, such as paper, pencils, paint, cleaning supplies, and so on.

•  Industrial services include fi nancial, legal, marketing research, security, 

janitorial, and exterminating services. Purchasers decide whether to provide 

these services internally or to acquire them from an outside supplier.

consumer products
products intended for 
household or family use

business products
products that are used directly 
or indirectly in the operation 
or manufacturing processes 
of businesses

Coca-Cola BlãK is a coffee-fl avored soft drink that 
Coca-Cola introduced in 2006. It is an example of 
product that did not survive. Many consumers did 
not like the taste, and Coca-Cola discontinued the 
drink in 2008.  
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Product Line and Product Mix
Product relationships within an organization are of key importance. A product line is 

a group of closely related products that are treated as a unit because of a similar mar-

keting strategy. At Colgate-Palmolive, for example, the oral-care product line includes 

Colgate toothpaste, toothbrushes, and dental fl oss. A product mix is all the products 

offered by an organization. Figure 12.3 displays a sampling of the product mix and 

product lines of the Colgate-Palmolive Company.

Product Life Cycle
Like people, products are born, grow, mature, and eventually die. Some products have 

very long lives. Ivory Soap was introduced in 1879 and still exists (although competi-

tion leading to decreased sales may soon put the future of Ivory Soap in question). In 

contrast, a new computer chip is usually outdated within a year because of technologi-

cal breakthroughs and rapid changes in the computer industry. There are four stages in 

the life cycle of a product: introduction, growth, maturity, and decline (Figure 12.4). 

The stage a product is in helps determine marketing strategy. In the personal computer 

industry, desktop computers are in the decline stage, laptop computers have reached 

the maturity stage, and tablet computers are currently in the growth stage of the prod-

uct life cycle. Manufacturers of these products are adopting different advertising and 

pricing strategies to maintain or increase demand for these types of computers.

In the introductory stage, consumer awareness and acceptance of the product are 

limited, sales are zero, and profi ts are negative. Profi ts are negative because the fi rm 

has spent money on research, development, and marketing to launch the product. Dur-

ing the introductory stage, marketers focus on making consumers aware of the prod-

uct and its benefi ts. Google Glass is currently in the introductory stage of the product 

life cycle. Google Glass is a wearable technology that enables users to take pictures, 

make phone calls, and reply to e-mails through voice commands. Early adoption of 

product line
a group of closely related 
products that are treated 
as a unit because of 
similar marketing strategy, 
production, or end-use 
considerations

product mix
all the products offered by 
an organization

®
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ebook video tab 
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explanation.
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   Oral Care
   Toothpaste

Colgate Total 
      Advanced

Colgate Optic 
      White

   Colgate Kids
 Colgate Dora the 

      Explorer
Colgate SpongeBob

      SquarePants
   Colgate 2in1

  
Toothbrushes

   Colgate 360°
   Colgate Max White
   Colgate Total 
      Professional

   Personal Care
   Deodorant
   Speed Stick 
   Lady Speed Stick

   Body Wash
   Softsoap
   Irish Spring

   Bar Soap
   Irish Spring Softsoap

   Toiletries for Men
   Afta Skin Bracer

 Home Care
 Dishwashing
 Palmolive
 AJAX
 Dermassage

 Fabric Conditioner  
 Suavitel

    
 Household cleaner
 Murphy Oil Soap
 Fabuloso
 AJAX

   Pet Nutrition
   Hill’s Prescription Diet

Hill’s Science Diet
   Hill’s Ideal Balance

FIGURE 12.3 Colgate-Palmolive’s Product Mix and Product Lines

Source: Colgate Palmolive, “Colgate World of Care,” www.colgatepalmolive.com/app/Colgate/US/CompanyHomePage.cvsp (accessed May 15, 2014).
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Glass seems promising, despite several potential barriers such as pricing, social and 

cultural factors, and the level of developer interest.11 Table 12.1 shows some familiar 

products at different stages of the product life cycle. Sales accelerate as the product 

enters the growth stage of the life cycle.

In the growth stage, sales increase rapidly and profi ts peak, then start to decline. 

One reason profi ts start to decline during the growth stage is that new companies enter 

the market, driving prices down and increasing marketing expenses. Beats by Dre 

 Studio headphones are currently in the growth stage. Launched in 2008, the premium 

headphone brand holds 27 percent of the $1.8 billion headphone market and 57 percent 

of the premium headphone market. Since the brand’s debut, the company has increased 

products to include speakers, earphones, proprietary software technology, and a music 

streaming service.12 During the growth stage, the fi rm tries to strengthen its position 

in the market by emphasizing the product’s benefi ts and identifying market segments 

that want these benefi ts.

Sales continue to increase at the beginning of the maturity stage, but then the 

sales curve peaks and starts to decline while profi ts continue to decline. This stage 

is characterized by severe competition and heavy expenditures. In the United States, 

soft drinks have hit the maturity stage. Firms such as PepsiCo and Coca-Cola have 

taken many steps to try and revitalize sales, from introducing soda in smaller package 

sizes to adopting healthier product lines to expanding their reach internationally in 

places like Africa.13

Introduction Growth Maturity Decline

Sales
Volume

Profit

FIGURE 12.4
The Life Cycle of a Product

TABLE 12.1
Products at Different 

Stages of the Product Life 

Cycle

Introduction Growth Maturity Decline

Google Glass Tablet computer Laptop computer Desktop computer

Smartwatch LEGO Friends Print newspaper CD player

Electric car Ford Focus Chevrolet Corvette PT Cruiser
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During the decline stage, sales continue to fall rapidly. Profi ts also decline and may 

even become losses as prices are cut and necessary marketing expenditures are made. 

As profi ts drop, fi rms may eliminate certain models or items. To reduce expenses and 

squeeze out any remaining profi ts, marketing expenditures may be cut back, even 

though such cutbacks accelerate the sales decline. Finally, plans must be made for 

phasing out the product and introducing new ones to take its place. Apple iPods have 

been in decline in recent years as tablets and phones are being designed to serve as 

music listening devices. The iPod classic is rumored to be phased out of Apple’s 

product line and has not been updated in a few years. Touchscreen iPods and the iPod 

shuffl e, while also included in the decline stage of the product life cycle, are not yet 

being prepared for exit from the marketplace.14

At the same time, it should be noted that product stages do not always go one way. 

Some products that have moved to the maturity stage or to the decline stage can still 

rebound through redesign or new uses for the product. One prime example is baking 

soda. Originally, baking soda was only used for cooking, which meant it reached the 

maturity stage very quickly. However, once it was discovered that baking soda could 

be used as a deodorizer, sales shot up and bumped baking soda back into the growth 

stage.15 Similarly, Acer is trying to make a comeback by releasing new lines of tablets 

and cell phones. The company focuses on value by offering quality products inexpen-

sively. The Iconia One 7, for instance, is a 7-inch tablet that looks and functions just 

like the competition but costs signifi cantly less. The company has also introduced a 

hybrid laptop/tablet combination product to appeal to more customers. Acer is aiming 

for the middle of the market positioning to achieve a successful comeback with these 

new products.16

Identifying Products
Branding, packaging, and labeling can be used to identify or distinguish one product 

from others. As a result, they are key marketing activities that help position a product 

appropriately for its target market.

Branding. Branding is the process of naming and identifying products. A brand 

is a name, term, symbol, design, or combination that identifi es a product and dis-

tinguishes it from other products. Consider that Google, iPod, and TiVo are brand 

names that are used to identify entire product categories, much like Xerox has become 

synonymous with photocopying and Kleenex with tissues. Protecting a brand name 

is important in maintaining a brand identity. The world’s 10 most valuable brands are 

shown in Table 12.2. The brand name is the part of the brand that can be spoken and 

consists of letters, words, and numbers—such as WD-40 lubricant. A brand mark is 

the part of the brand that is a distinctive design, such as the silver star on the hood of 

a Mercedes or McDonald’s golden arches logo. A trademark is a brand that is reg-

istered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Offi ce and is thus legally protected from 

use by any other fi rm.

Two major categories of brands are manufacturer brands and private distributor 

brands. Manufacturer brands are brands initiated and owned by the manufacturer 

to identify products from the point of production to the point of purchase. Kellogg’s, 

Sony, and Texaco are examples. Private distributor brands, which may be less expen-

sive than manufacturer brands, are owned and controlled by a wholesaler or retailer, 

such as Pantry Essentials (Safeway), Great Value (Walmart), and Member’s Mark 

(Sam’s Wholesale Club). The names of private brands do not usually identify their 

manufacturer. While private-label brands were once considered cheaper and of poor 

branding
the process of naming and 
identifying products

trademark
a brand that is registered with 
the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Offi ce and is thus legally 
protected from use by any 
other fi rm

manufacturer brands
brands initiated and owned by 
the manufacturer to identify 
products from the point of 
production to the point of 
purchase

private distributor 
brands
brands, which may cost less 
than manufacturer brands, 
that are owned and controlled 
by a wholesaler or retailer
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quality, such as Walmart’s Ol’Roy dog food, many private-label brands are increasing 

in quality and image and are competing with national brands. For instance, a number 

of companies are hiring professional designers to design their private-label brands, 

replacing the traditional two-color packaging schemes often associated with private-

label products. Target hired designer Jason Wu to design a limited-edition fashion 

collection, which sold out in a matter of hours.17 The grocery retailer Tesco has several 

types of private-label brands, and its branding strategy has performed so effectively 

that consumers may end up paying more for Tesco’s own products than for branded 

goods.18 Manufacturer brands are fi ghting hard against private distributor brands to 

retain their market share.

Another type of brand that has developed is generic products—products with no 

brand name at all. They often come in plain simple packages that carry only the generic 

name of the product—peanut butter, tomato juice, aspirin, dog food, and so on. They 

 appeal to consumers who may be willing to sacrifi ce quality or product consistency to 

get a lower price. Generic brands increased more than 18 percent in the last several years 

as food prices have risen and economic conditions have declined.19

Companies use two basic approaches to branding multiple products. In one, a 

company gives each product within its complete product mix its own brand name. 

Warner-Lambert, which was acquired by Pfi zer in 2000, sells many well-known con-

sumer products— Dentyne, Chiclets, Listerine, Halls, Rolaids, and Trident—each 

 individually branded. This branding policy ensures that the name of one product does 

not affect the names of others, and different brands can be targeted at different seg-

ments of the same market, increasing the company’s market share (its percentage 

of the sales for the total market for a product). Another approach to branding is to 

develop a family of brands with each of the fi rm’s products carrying the same name 

or at least part of the name. Gillette, Sara Lee, and IBM use this approach. Finally, 

consumers may react differently to domestic versus foreign brands. Table 12.3 pro-

vides a snapshot of the most popular car brands.

generic products
products with no brand name 
that often come in simple 
packages and carry only their 
generic name

Rank Brand Brand Value ($ Millions) Brand Value % Change

1 Google 158,843 40

2 Apple 147,880 220

3 IBM 107,541 24

4 Microsoft 90,185 29

5 McDonald’s 85,706 25

6 Coca-Cola 80,683 3

7 Visa 79,197 41

8 AT&T 77,883 3

9 Marlboro 67,341 23

10 Amazon.com 64,255 41

TABLE 12.2
The 10 Most Valuable 

Brands in the World

Source: Millward Brown Optimer, “BrandzTM Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands 2014,” www.millwardbrown.com/brandz/2014/
Top100/Docs/2014_BrandZ_Top100_Chart.pdf (accessed May 27, 2014).
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Packaging. The packaging, or external container that holds and 

describes the product, infl uences consumers’ attitudes and their buy-

ing decisions. Surveys have shown that consumers are willing to pay 

more for certain packaging attributes. One of the attributes includes 

clearly stated nutrition and ingredient labeling, especially those char-

acteristics indicating whether a product is organic, gluten free, or envi-

ronmentally friendly. Recyclable and biodegradable packaging is also 

popular.20 It is estimated that consumers’ eyes linger only 2.5 seconds 

on each product on an average shopping trip; therefore, product pack-

aging should be designed to attract and hold consumers’ attention.

A package can perform several functions, including protection, 

economy, convenience, and promotion. Packaging can also be used to 

appeal to emotions. For example, Chobani yogurt focuses on package 

design as a means of appealing to customers. Their design is meant to 

express that their product tastes as good as it looks.21 On the other hand, 

organizations must also exert caution before changing the designs of 

highly popular products. Olive Garden received criticism after chang-

ing its logo design. Critics believe the new design relays a cheaper and 

carefree feeling that was not embodied by the traditional logo.22

Labeling. Labeling, the presentation of important information 

on the package, is closely associated with packaging. The content of 

labeling, often required by law, may include ingredients or content, 

nutrition facts (calories, fat, etc.), care instructions, suggestions for 

use (such as recipes), the manufacturer’s address and toll-free num-

ber, website, and other useful information. This information can have 

a strong impact on sales. The labels of many products, particularly 

food and drugs, must carry warnings, instructions, certifi cations, or 

manufacturers’ identifi cations.

packaging
the external container that 
holds and describes the 
product

labeling
the presentation of important 
information on a package

Ranking Vehicle Model Country of Origin

1 Ford Focus United States

2 Toyota Corolla Japan

3 Volkswagen Jetta Germany

4 Hyundai Elantra South Korea

5 Chevrolet Cruze United States

6 Toyota Camry Japan

7 Volkswagen Golf Germany

8 Ford Fiesta United States

9 Honda CR-V Japan

10 Volkswagen Polo Germany

TABLE 12.3
Best-Selling Car Brands 

in the World

Source: Joann Muller, “The World’s Most Popular Cars: Ford Focus and Other Surprises,” Forbes, December 23, 2013, www.forbes.
com/sites/joannmuller/2013/12/23/the-worlds-most-popular-cars-ford-focus-and-other-surprises/ (accessed May 15, 2014).

Clorox uses a family branding strategy so that 
consumers will recognize when a product is 
affi liated with the brand.
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Product Quality. Quality refl ects the de-

gree to which a good, service, or idea meets 

the demands and requirements of customers. 

Quality products are often referred to as reli-

able, durable, easily maintained, easily used, a 

good value, or a trusted brand name. The level 

of quality is the amount of quality that a prod-

uct possesses, and the consistency of quality 

depends on the product maintaining the same 

level of quality over time.

Quality of service is diffi cult to gauge be-

cause it depends on customers’ perceptions of 

how well the service meets or exceeds their 

expectations. In other words, service quality is 

judged by consumers, not the service providers. 

For this reason, it is quite common for percep-

tions of quality to fl uctuate from year to year. For 

instance, General Motors recalled millions of 

vehicles due to quality control issues. Problems 

included faulty ignition switches that prompted 

General Motors to issue a recall on the Chevy Cobalt. These recalls are having a nega-

tive impact on  consumers’ perceptions of GM’s brands. A bank may defi ne service 

quality as employing friendly and knowledgeable employees, but the bank’s customers 

may be more concerned with waiting time, ATM access, security, and statement ac-

curacy. Similarly, an airline traveler considers on-time arrival, on-board Internet or TV 

connections, and satisfaction with the ticketing and boarding process. The American 

 Customer Satisfaction Index produces customer satisfaction scores for 10 economic 

sectors, 44 industries, and more than 200 companies. The latest results show that overall 

customer satisfaction was 76.8 (out of a possible 100) with increases in some industries 

balancing out drops in others.23 Table 12.4 shows the customer satisfaction rankings of 

some of the most popular personal care and cleaning product companies.

The quality of services provided by businesses on the Internet can be gauged by 

consumers on such sites as ConsumerReports.org and BBBOnline. The subscription 

service offered by ConsumerReports.org provides consumers with a view of digital 

marketing sites’ business, security, and privacy policies, while BBBOnline is dedi-

cated to promoting responsibility online. As consumers join in by posting business 

quality
the degree to which a good, 
service, or idea meets the 
demands and requirements 
of customers

Google is the most valuable brand worldwide. It owns a variety of brands, 
including the search engine Google, the web browser Chrome, the video sharing 
site YouTube, and the social networking site Google+.

Company Score

Clorox 85

Unilever 85

Colgate-Palmolive 85

Dial 84

Procter & Gamble 84

TABLE 12.4
Personal Care and 

Cleaning Products 

Customer Satisfaction 

Ratings

Source: American Customer Satisfaction Index, “Consumers Less Satisfi ed with Food Manufacturers; Athletic Shoes Rebound,” 
October 15, 2013, www.theacsi.org/news-and-resources/press-releases/acsi-press-releases-2013/press-release-october-2013 
(accessed May 15, 2014).
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and product reviews on the Internet on sites such as Yelp, the public can often get a 

much better idea of the quality of certain goods and services. Quality can also be as-

sociated with where the product is made. For example, “Made in U.S.A.” labeling can 

be perceived as having a different value and quality. There are differences in the per-

ception of quality and value between U.S. consumers and Europeans when comparing 

products made in the United States, Japan, Korea, and China.24 Chinese brands are 

usually perceived as lower quality, while Japanese and Korean products are perceived 

as being of higher quality.

Pricing Strategy
Previously, we defi ned price as the value placed on an object exchanged between a 

buyer and a seller. Buyers’ interest in price stems from their expectations about the 

usefulness of a product or the satisfaction they may derive from it. Because buyers 

have limited resources, they must allocate those resources to obtain the products they 

most desire. They must decide whether the benefi ts gained in an exchange are worth 

the buying power sacrifi ced. Almost anything of value can be assessed by a price. 

Many factors may infl uence the evaluation of value, including time constraints, price 

levels, perceived quality, and motivations to use available information about prices.25 

Figure 12.5 illustrates a method for calculating the value of a product. Indeed, con-

sumers vary in their response to price: Some focus solely on the lowest price, while 

others consider quality or the prestige associated with a product and its price. Some 

types of consumers are increasingly “trading up” to more status- conscious products, 

such as automobiles, home appliances, restaurants, and even pet food, yet remain 

price-conscious for other products such as cleaning and grocery goods. In setting 

prices, marketers must consider not just a company’s cost to produce a good or ser-

vice, but the perceived value of that item in the marketplace. Products’ perceived 

value has benefi ted marketers at Starbucks, Sub-Zero, BMW, and Petco—which can 

charge premium prices for high-quality, prestige products—as well as Sam’s Clubs 

and Costco—which offer basic household products at everyday low prices.

Price is a key element in the marketing mix because it relates directly to the genera-

tion of revenue and profi ts. In large part, the ability to set a price depends on the supply 

of and demand for a product. For most products, the quantity demanded goes up as the 

price goes down, and as the price goes up, the quantity demanded goes down. Changes 

in buyers’ needs, variations in the effectiveness of other marketing mix variables, the 

LO 12-2

Step 1: Step 2: Step 3: Step 4:

Identify target
customers.

Identify their best
alternative.

Determine
the product’s
difference.

Calculate
value based on its  
differentiation.

FIGURE 12.5 Calculating the Value of a Product

Source: Rafi  Mohammed, “Use Price to Profi t and Grow,” Forbes.com, March 25, 2010, www.forbes.com/ 2010/03/25/profi t-gain-value-
mckinsey-sears-whirlpool-cmo-network-rafi -mohammed.html (accessed April 15, 2012).
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presence of substitutes, and dynamic environmental factors can infl uence demand. The 

demand and price for coal has decreased as the price for natural gas has decreased due 

to an increase in supply.

Price is probably the most fl exible variable in the marketing mix. Although it may 

take years to develop a product, establish channels of distribution, and design and 

implement promotion, a product’s price may be set and changed in a few minutes. 

Under certain circumstances, of course, the price may not be so fl exible, especially 

if government regulations prevent dealers from controlling prices. Of course, price 

also depends on the cost to manufacture a good or provide a service or idea. A fi rm 

may temporarily sell products below cost to match competition, to generate cash fl ow, 

or even to increase market share, but in the long run, it cannot survive by selling its 

products below cost.

Pricing Objectives
Pricing objectives specify the role of price in an organization’s marketing mix and 

strategy. They usually are infl uenced not only by marketing mix decisions but also 

by fi nance, accounting, and production factors. Maximizing profi ts and sales, boost-

ing market share, maintaining the status quo, and survival are four common pricing 

objectives.

Specifi c Pricing Strategies
Pricing strategies provide guidelines for achieving the company’s pricing objectives 

and overall marketing strategy. They specify how price will be used as a variable in 

the marketing mix. Signifi cant pricing strategies relate to the pricing of new products, 

psychological pricing, and price discounting.

Pricing New Products. Setting the price for a new product is critical: The right 

price leads to profi tability; the wrong price may kill the product. In general, there 

are two basic strategies to setting the base price for a new product. Price  skimming 

is charging the highest possible price that buyers who want the product will pay. 

Price skimming is used with luxury goods items. Gucci bags, for example, often run 

into the thousands of dollars. Price skimming is often used to allow the company to 

generate much-needed revenue to help offset the costs of research and development. 

Conversely, a penetration price is a low price designed to help a product enter the 

market and gain market share rapidly. When Netfl ix entered the market, it offered its 

rentals at prices much lower than the average rental stores and did not charge late fees. 

Netfl ix quickly gained market share and eventually drove many rental stores out of 

business. Penetration pricing is less fl exible than price skimming; it is more diffi cult 

to raise a penetration price than to lower a skimming price. Penetration pricing is used 

most often when marketers suspect that competitors will enter the market shortly after 

the product has been introduced.

Psychological Pricing. Psychological pricing encourages purchases based on 

emotional rather than rational responses to the price. For example, the assumption 

behind even/odd pricing is that people will buy more of a product for $9.99 than $10 

because it seems to be a bargain at the odd price. The assumption behind symbolic/
prestige pricing is that high prices connote high quality. Thus the prices of certain 

fragrances and cosmetics are set artifi cially high to give the impression of superior 

quality. Some over-the-counter drugs are priced high because consumers associate a 

drug’s price with potency.

price skimming
charging the highest possible 
price that buyers who want 
the product will pay

penetration price
a low price designed to help a 
product enter the market and 
gain market share rapidly

psychological pricing
encouraging purchases based 
on emotional rather than 
rational responses to the price
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Reference Pricing. Reference pricing is a type of psychological pricing in 

which a lower-priced item is compared to a more expensive brand in hopes that the 

consumer will use the higher price as a comparison price. The main idea is to make the 

item appear less expensive compared with other alternatives. For example, Walmart 

might place its Great Value brand next to a manufacturer’s brand such as Bayer or 

Johnson & Johnson so that the Great Value brand will look like a better deal.

Price Discounting. Temporary price reductions, or discounts, are often employed 

to boost sales. Although there are many types, quantity, seasonal, and promotional dis-

counts are among the most widely used. Quantity discounts refl ect the economies of 

purchasing in large volumes. Seasonal discounts to buyers who purchase goods or ser-

vices out of season help even out production capacity. Promotional discounts attempt to 

improve sales by advertising price reductions on selected products to increase customer 

interest. Often promotional pricing is geared toward increased profi ts. Taco Bell, with 

its reputation for value, has been labeled the “best-positioned U.S. brand” to do well in 

a recession economy as consumers look for cheaper fast-food options. Taco Bell offers 

a Why Pay More? menu with selections priced at 89¢ and 99¢. KFC, Wendy’s, and 

 McDonald’s all offer Value Menus as well, with items priced around $1.

Distribution Strategy
The best products in the world will not be successful unless companies make them 

available where and when customers want to buy them. In this section, we will ex-

plore dimensions of distribution strategy, including the channels through which prod-

ucts are distributed, the intensity of market coverage, and the physical handling of 

products during distribution.

Marketing Channels
A marketing channel, or channel of distribution, is a group of organizations that 

moves products from their producer to customers. Marketing channels make products 

available to buyers when and where they desire to purchase them. Organizations that 

reference pricing
a type of psychological pricing 
in which a lower-priced 
item is compared to a more 
expensive brand in hopes 
that the consumer will use 
the higher price as a 
comparison price

discounts
temporary price reductions, 
often employed to boost sales

LO 12-3

marketing channel
a group of organizations that 
moves products from their 
producer to customers; also 
called a channel of distribution

Moots Cycles 
Moots Cycles
Founder: Kent Eriksen
Founded: 1981, in Steamboat, Colorado
Success: Moots is one of the few bicycle manufacturers that 
build only titanium bicycles, which has enabled it to charge a 
premium price and generate a loyal following.

Moots cycles is a bicycle manufacturer founded in 1981 by 
Kent Eriksen in Steamboat, Colorado. He started the company 
with the goal to provide a high-quality titanium bicycle. In so 
doing, Eriksen decided to adopt a premium pricing strategy. 
The average price of the company’s bicycles is about $5,000. 
This reduces the market willing to purchase the bicycles to 

the most avid bicyclists and individual riders. Yet, Moots is 
one of the few bicycle companies left that manufactures bi-
cycles from titanium tubing, a stiff and strong alloy metal that 
is highly resilient. This fi ts with the company’s goal of building 
the best-fi tting, fi nest-riding bike its customers will ever own.

Moots pays special attention to the product component of 
the marketing mix. Moots is known for making its handlebars, 
stems, and frames by hand, which has grown them a strong 
customer base who desire the best in quality even if it means 
higher prices. The company has built one of the most expen-
sive frames priced on the market, but its fans believe that the 
fi nal product warrants every penny.26

Entrepreneurship in Action
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bridge the gap between a product’s manufacturer and the ultimate consumer are called 

middlemen, or intermediaries. They create time, place, and ownership utility. Two 

intermediary organizations are retailers and wholesalers.

Retailers buy products from manufacturers (or other intermediaries) and sell them 

to consumers for home and household use rather than for resale or for use in produc-

ing other products. Toys ‘ ’ Us, for example, buys products from Mattel and other 

manufacturers and resells them to consumers. By bringing together an assortment 

of products from competing producers, retailers create utility. Retailers arrange for 

products to be moved from producers to a convenient retail establishment (place util-

ity). They maintain hours of operation for their retail stores to make merchandise 

available when consumers want it (time utility). They also assume the risk of owner-

ship of inventories (ownership utility). Table 12.5 describes various types of general 

merchandise retailers.

Today, there are too many stores competing for too few customers, and, as a re-

sult, competition between similar retailers has never been more intense. In addition, 

retailers face challenges such as shoplifting. Further, competition between different 

types of stores is changing the nature of retailing. Supermarkets compete with spe-

cialty food stores, wholesale clubs, and discount stores. Department stores compete 

with nearly every other type of store, including specialty stores, off-price chains, cat-

egory killers, discount stores, and online  retailers. For this reason, many businesses 

have turned to nonstore retailing to sell their products. Some nonstore retailing is 

performed by traditional retailers to complement their in-store offerings. For instance, 

Walmart and Macy’s have created online shopping sites to retain customers and 

compete against other businesses. Other companies retail outside of physical stores 

retailers
intermediaries who buy 
products from manufacturers 
(or other intermediaries) and 
sell them to consumers for 
home and household use 
rather than for resale or 
for use in producing other 
products

Type of Retailer Description Examples

Department store Large organization offering wide product mix and organized into 
separate departments

Macy’s, JCPenney, Sears

Discount store Self-service, general merchandise store offering brand name and 
private brand products at low prices

Walmart, Target, Kmart

Convenience store Small self-service store offering narrow product assortment 
in convenient locations

7-Eleven

Supermarket Self-service store offering complete line of food products and 
some nonfood products

Kroger, Safeway, Publix

Superstore Giant outlet offering all food and nonfood products found in 
supermarkets, as well as most routinely purchased products

Walmart Supercenters, SuperTarget

Hypermarket Combination of supermarket and discount store, 
larger than a superstore

Carrefour

Warehouse club Large-scale, members-only establishments combining 
cash-and-carry wholesaling with discount retailing

Sam’s Club, Costco

Warehouse showroom Facility in a large, low-cost building with large on-premises 
inventories and minimum service

Ikea

TABLE 12.5 General Merchandise Retailers

Source: William M. Pride and O. C. Ferrell, Marketing Foundations, 2013, p. 431. Copyright South-Western, a part of Cengage Learning. Reprinted with permission.
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entirely. The Internet, vending machines, mail-order catalogs, and entertainment such 

as going to a Chicago Bulls basketball game all provide opportunities for retailing 

outside of a store environment. For instance, although traditional vending machines 

are decreasing, some businesses are achieving success by using vending machines 

in unusual ways. The bakery Sprinkle Cupcake has developed a pink Cupcake ATM 

machine outside some of its store locations that dispenses different fl avored cupcakes 

with the swipe of a credit card. The machines are refi lled several times each day. Cup-

cake ATMs are currently located in Beverly Hills, Las Vegas, Dallas, New York City, 

Chicago, and Atlanta, with plans to open four more in the future.27

Wholesalers are intermediaries who buy from producers or from other wholesal-

ers and sell to retailers. They usually do not sell in signifi cant quantities to ultimate 

consumers. Wholesalers perform the functions listed in Table 12.6.

Wholesalers are extremely important because of the marketing activities they per-

form, particularly for consumer products. Although it is true that wholesalers can be 

eliminated, their functions must be passed on to some other entity, such as the pro-

ducer, another intermediary, or even the customer. Wholesalers help consumers and 

retailers by buying in large quantities, then selling to retailers in smaller quantities. By 

stocking an assortment of products, wholesalers match products to demand. Sysco is a 

food wholesaler for the food services industry. The company provides food, prepara-

tion, and serving products to restaurants, hospitals, and other institutions that provide 

meals outside of the home.28

Supply Chain Management. In an effort to improve distribution channel 

relationships among manufacturers and other channel intermediaries, supply chain 

management creates alliances between channel members. In Chapter 8, we defi ned 

wholesalers
intermediaries who buy 
from producers or from other 
wholesalers and sell 
to retailers

TABLE 12.6 Major Wholesaling Functions

Supply chain management Creating long-term partnerships among channel members

Promotion Providing a sales force, advertising, sales promotion, and publicity

Warehousing, shipping, and product 
handling

Receiving, storing, and stockkeeping
Packaging
Shipping outgoing orders
Materials handling
Arranging and making local and long-distance shipments

Inventory control and data 
processing

Processing orders
Controlling physical inventory
Recording transactions
Tracking sales data for fi nancial analysis

Risk taking Assuming responsibility for theft, product obsolescence, and excess inventories

Financing and budgeting Extending credit
Making capital investments
Forecasting cash fl ow

Marketing research and 
information systems

Providing information about market
Conducting research studies
Managing computer networks to facilitate exchanges and relationships

Source: William M. Pride and O. C. Ferrell, Marketing: Concepts and Strategies, 2008, p. 389. Copyright 2008 by Houghton Miffl in Company. Reprinted with permission.
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supply chain management as connecting and integrating all parties or members of the 

distribution system in order to satisfy customers. It involves long-term partnerships 

among marketing channel members working together to reduce costs, waste, and un-

necessary movement in the entire marketing channel in order to satisfy customers. It 

goes beyond traditional channel members (producers, wholesalers, retailers, custom-

ers) to include all organizations involved in moving products from the producer to the 

ultimate customer. In a survey of business managers, a disruption in the supply chain 

was viewed as the number-one crisis that could decrease revenue.29

The focus shifts from one of selling to the next level in the channel to one of sell-

ing products through the channel to a satisfi ed ultimate customer. Information, once 

provided on a guarded, “as needed” basis, is now open, honest, and ongoing. Perhaps 

most importantly, the points of contact in the relationship expand from one-on-one 

at the salesperson–buyer level to multiple interfaces at all levels and in all functional 

areas of the various organizations.

Channels for Consumer Products. Typical marketing channels for con-

sumer products are shown in Figure  12.6. In Channel A, the product moves from 

the producer directly to the consumer. Farmers who sell their fruit and vegetables 

to consumers at roadside stands or farmer’s markets use a direct-from-producer-to-

consumer marketing channel.

In Channel B, the product goes from producer to retailer to consumer. This type of 

channel is used for products such as college textbooks, automobiles, and appliances. 

In Channel C, the product is handled by a wholesaler and a retailer before it reaches 

the consumer. Producer-to-wholesaler-to-retailer-to-consumer marketing channels 

Producer

Retailers
(Intermediaries)

Wholesalers
(Intermediaries)

Retailers
(Intermediaries)

Retailers
(Intermediaries)

Producer Producer

Consumers Consumers Consumers Consumers

Wholesalers
(Intermediaries)

Agents
(Intermediaries)

A B C D

Producer

FIGURE 12.6
Marketing Channels for 

Consumer Products
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distribute a wide range of products including refrigerators, televisions, soft drinks, 

cigarettes, clocks, watches, and offi ce products. In Channel D, the product goes to an 

agent, a wholesaler, and a retailer before going to the consumer. This long channel of 

distribution is especially useful for convenience products. Candy and some produce 

are often sold by agents who bring buyers and sellers together.

Services are usually distributed through direct marketing channels because they 

are generally produced and consumed simultaneously. For example, you cannot take a 

haircut home for later use. Many services require the customer’s presence and partici-

pation: The sick patient must visit the physician to receive treatment; the child must 

be at the day care center to receive care; the tourist must be present to sightsee and 

consume tourism services.

Channels for Business Products. In contrast to consumer goods, more than 

half of all business products, especially expensive equipment or technically complex 

products, are sold through direct marketing channels. Business customers like to com-

municate directly with producers of such products to gain the technical assistance and 

personal assurances that only the producer can offer. For this reason, business buyers 

prefer to purchase expensive and highly complex mainframe computers directly from 

IBM, Unisys, and other mainframe producers. Other 

business products may be distributed through chan-

nels employing wholesaling intermediaries such as 

industrial distributors and/or manufacturer’s agents.

Intensity of Market Coverage
A major distribution decision is how widely to dis-

tribute a product—that is, how many and what type 

of outlets should carry it. The intensity of market 

coverage depends on buyer behavior, as well as the 

nature of the target market and the competition. 

Wholesalers and retailers provide various intensities 

of market coverage and must be selected carefully to 

ensure success. Market coverage may be intensive, 

selective, or exclusive.

Intensive distribution makes a product available 

in as many outlets as possible. Because availability 

is important to purchasers of convenience products 

such as bread, milk, gasoline, soft drinks, and chew-

ing gum, a nearby location with a minimum of time 

spent searching and waiting in line is most impor-

tant to the consumer. To saturate markets intensively, 

wholesalers and many varied retailers try to make the 

product available at every location where a consumer 

might desire to purchase it. Zoom Systems provides 

robotic vending machines for products beyond candy 

and drinks. Zoom has 1,500 machines in airports and 

hotels across the United States, some selling items 

such as Apple iPods, Neutrogena hair and skin prod-

ucts, and Sony products. The vending machines ac-

cept credit cards and allow sales to occur in places 

where storefronts would be impossible.30 Through 

intensive distribution
a form of market coverage 
whereby a product is made 
available in as many outlets 
as possible

The Jessica Simpson Collection is a line of fashion products for women. 
The collection is distributed through retailers including Macy’s, Dillard’s, 
Nordstrom, and Lord & Taylor. 
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partnering with different companies, today’s ZoomShops sell a variety of brands, in-

cluding products from Sephora, Best Buy, Macy’s, and Rosetta Stone.31

Selective distribution uses only a small number of all available outlets to expose 

products. It is used most often for products that consumers buy only after shopping 

and comparing price, quality, and style. Many products sold on a selective basis re-

quire salesperson assistance, technical advice, warranties, or repair service to main-

tain consumer satisfaction. Typical products include automobiles, major appliances, 

clothes, and furniture. Ralph Lauren is a brand that uses selective distribution.

Exclusive distribution exists when a manufacturer gives an intermediary the sole 

right to sell a product in a defi ned geographic territory. Such exclusivity provides 

an incentive for a dealer to handle a product that has a limited market. Exclusive 

distribution is the opposite of intensive distribution in that products are purchased 

and consumed over a long period of time, and service or information is required to 

develop a satisfactory sales relationship. Products distributed on an exclusive basis 

include high-quality musical instruments, yachts, airplanes, and high-fashion leather 

goods. Aircraft manufacturer Piper Aircraft uses exclusive distribution by choosing 

only a few dealers in each region. The company has more than 30 locations in several 

countries, including the Americas and China.32

Physical Distribution
Physical distribution includes all the activities necessary to move products from pro-

ducers to customers—inventory control, transportation, warehousing, and materials 

handling. Physical distribution creates time and place utility by making products avail-

able when they are wanted, with adequate service and at minimum cost. Both goods 

and services require physical distribution. Many physical distribution activities are 

part of supply chain management, which we discussed in Chapter 8; we’ll take a brief 

look at a few more now.

Transportation. Transportation, the shipment of products to buyers, creates 

time and place utility for products, and thus is a key element in the fl ow of goods and 

services from producer to consumer. The fi ve major modes of transportation used 

to move products between cities in the United 

States are railways, motor vehicles, inland wa-

terways, pipelines, and airways.

Railroads are a cost-effective method of 

transportation for many products. Heavy com-

modities, foodstuffs, raw materials, and coal 

are examples of products carried by railroads. 

Trucks have greater fl exibility than railroads 

because they can reach more locations. Trucks 

handle freight quickly and economically, offer 

door-to-door service, and are more fl exible in 

their packaging requirements than are ships 

or airplanes. Air transport offers speed and a 

high degree of dependability but is the most 

expensive means of transportation; shipping is 

less expensive and is the slowest form. Pipe-

lines are used to transport petroleum, natural 

gas, semiliquid coal, wood chips, and certain 

chemicals. Pipelines have the lowest costs for 

selective distribution
a form of market coverage 
whereby only a small number 
of all available outlets are 
used to expose products

exclusive distribution
the awarding by a 
manufacturer to an 
intermediary of the sole right 
to sell a product in a defi ned 
geographic territory

physical distribution
all the activities necessary 
to move products from 
producers to customers—
inventory control, 
transportation, warehousing, 
and materials handling

transportation
the shipment of products 
to buyers

The Burlington/Santa Fe Railroad is the second-largest freight railroad in North 
America. Although passenger trains have dwindled in favor of other forms of 
transportation, the railroad continues to be important for carrying freight to other 
parts of the country. 
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products that can be transported via this method. Many products can be moved most 

effi ciently by using more than one mode of transportation.

Factors affecting the selection of a mode of transportation include cost, capability 

to handle the product, reliability, and availability, and, as suggested, selecting trans-

portation modes requires trade-offs. Unique characteristics of the product and con-

sumer desires often determine the mode selected.

Warehousing. Warehousing is the design and operation of facilities to receive, 

store, and ship products. A warehouse facility receives, identifi es, sorts, and dis-

patches goods to storage; stores them; recalls, selects, or picks goods; assembles the 

shipment; and fi nally, dispatches the shipment.

Companies often own and operate their own private warehouses that store, handle, 

and move their own products. Firms might want to own or lease a private warehouse 

when their goods require special handling and storage or when it has large warehous-

ing needs in a specifi c geographic area. Private warehouses are benefi cial because 

they provide customers with more control over their goods. However, fi xed costs for 

maintaining these warehouses can be quite high.33 They can also rent storage and re-

lated physical distribution services from public warehouses. While public warehouses 

store goods for more than one company, providing fi rms with less control over distri-

bution, they are often less expensive than private warehouses and are useful for sea-

sonal production or low-volume storage.34 Regardless of whether a private or a public 

warehouse is used, warehousing is important because it makes products available for 

shipment to match demand at different geographic locations.

Materials Handling. Materials handling is the physical handling and move-

ment of products in warehousing and transportation. Handling processes may vary 

 signifi cantly due to product characteristics. Effi cient materials-handling proce-

dures increase a warehouse’s useful capacity and improve customer service. Well- 

coordinated loading and movement systems increase effi ciency and reduce costs.

Importance of Distribution in a Marketing Strategy
Distribution decisions are among the least fl exible marketing mix decisions. Products 

can be changed over time; prices can be changed quickly; and promotion is usually 

changed regularly. But distribution decisions often commit resources and establish 

contractual relationships that are diffi cult if not impossible to change. As a company 

attempts to expand into new markets, it may require a complete change in distribution. 

Moreover, if a fi rm does not manage its marketing channel in the most effi cient manner 

and provide the best service, then a new competitor will evolve to create a more effec-

tive distribution system.

Promotion Strategy
The role of promotion is to communicate with individuals, groups, and organizations to 

facilitate an exchange directly or indirectly. It encourages marketing exchanges by at-

tempting to persuade individuals, groups, and organizations to accept goods, services, 

and ideas. Promotion is used not only to sell products but also to infl uence opinions 

and attitudes toward an organization, person, or cause. The state of Texas, for example, 

has successfully used promotion to educate people about the costs of highway litter 

and thereby reduce littering. Most people probably equate promotion with advertising, 

but it also includes personal selling, publicity, and sales promotion. The role that these 

elements play in a marketing strategy is extremely important.

warehousing
the design and operation 
of facilities to receive, store, 
and ship products

materials handling
the physical handling and 
movement of products 
in warehousing and 
transportation

LO 12-4
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The Promotion Mix
Advertising, personal selling, publicity, and sales promotion are collectively known 

as the promotion mix because a strong promotion program results from the care-

ful selection and blending of these elements. The process of coordinating the pro-

motion mix elements and synchronizing promotion as a unifi ed effort is called 

integrated marketing communications. When planning promotional activities, an 

integrated marketing communications approach results in the desired message for 

customers. Different elements of the promotion mix are coordinated to play their ap-

propriate roles in delivery of the message on a consistent basis.

Advertising. Perhaps the best-known form of promotion, advertising is a paid 

form of nonpersonal communication transmitted through a mass medium, such as 

television commercials, magazine advertisements, or online ads. Even Google, one 

of the most powerful brands in the world, advertises. Google has turned to outdoor 

advertising on buses, trains, and ballparks in San Francisco and Chicago to promote 

its Google Maps feature.35 Commercials featuring celebrities, customers, or unique 

creations serve to grab viewers’ attention and pique their interest in a product.

An advertising campaign involves designing a series of advertisements and plac-

ing them in various media to reach a particular target audience. The basic content 

and form of an advertising campaign are a function of several factors. A product’s 

features, uses, and benefi ts affect the content of the campaign message and individual 

ads. Characteristics of the people in the target audience—gender, age, education, race, 

income, occupation, lifestyle, and other attributes—infl uence both content and form. 

When Procter & Gamble promotes Crest toothpaste to children, the company empha-

sizes daily brushing and cavity control, whereas it promotes tartar control and whiter 

teeth when marketing to adults. To communicate effectively, advertisers use words, 

symbols, and illustrations that are meaningful, familiar, and attractive to people in the 

target audience.

An advertising campaign’s objectives and platform also affect the content and 

form of its messages. If a fi rm’s advertising objectives involve large sales increases, 

the message may include hard-hitting, high-

impact language and symbols. When campaign 

objectives aim at increasing brand awareness, 

the message may use much repetition of the 

brand name and words and illustrations associ-

ated with it. Thus, the advertising platform is 

the foundation on which campaign messages 

are built.

Advertising media are the vehicles or forms 

of communication used to reach a desired 

audience. Print media include newspapers, 

magazines, direct mail, and billboards, while 

electronic media include television, radio, and 

Internet advertising. Choice of media obvi-

ously infl uences the content and form of the 

message. Effective outdoor displays and short 

broadcast spot announcements require concise, 

simple messages. Magazine and newspaper 

advertisements can include considerable detail 

integrated marketing 
communications
coordinating the promotion 
mix elements and 
synchronizing promotion 
as a unifi ed effort

advertising
a paid form of nonpersonal 
communication transmitted 
through a mass medium, such 
as television commercials or 
magazine advertisements

advertising campaign
designing a series of 
advertisements and placing 
them in various media to 
reach a particular target 
market

Hot Wheels uses celebrities, colorful packaging, and fun advertisements to 
appeal to children. 
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and long explanations. Because several kinds of media offer geographic selectivity, a 

precise message can be tailored to a particular geographic section of the target audi-

ence. For example, a company advertising in Time might decide to use one message 

in the New England region and another in the rest of the nation. A company may also 

choose to advertise in only one region. Such geographic selectivity lets a fi rm use the 

same message in different regions at different times. On the other hand, some com-

panies are willing to pay extensive amounts of money to reach national audiences. 

Marketers spent approximately $4 million for one 30-second advertising slot during 

the 2014 Super Bowl due to its national reach and popularity.36

The use of online advertising is increasing. However, advertisers are demand-

ing more for their ad dollars and proof that they are working, which is why Google 

AdWords only charges companies when users click on the ad. Certain types of ads 

are more popular than pop-up ads and banner ads that consumers fi nd annoying. 

One technique is to blur the lines between television and online advertising. TV 

commercials may point viewers to a website for more information, where short 

 “advertainment” fi lms continue the marketing message. Marketers might also use 

the Internet to show advertisements or videos that were not accepted by mainstream 

television.  SodaStream’s original advertisement for the 2014 Super Bowl featured 

celebrity Scarlett Johansson criticizing rivals Coca-Cola and Pepsi by ending the 

ad with “Sorry, Coke and Pepsi.” The last line was removed from the advertisement 

aired during the Super Bowl, but the original ad was featured online in its original 

uncensored format.37

Infomercials—typically 30-minute blocks of radio or television air time featuring a 

celebrity or upbeat host talking about and demonstrating a product—have evolved as 

an advertising method. Toll-free numbers and website addresses are usually provided 

so consumers can conveniently purchase the product or obtain additional information. 

Although many consumers and companies have negative feelings about infomercials, 

apparently they get results.

Personal Selling. Personal selling is direct, two-way communication with buy-

ers and potential buyers. For many products—especially large, expensive ones with 

specialized uses, such as cars, appliances, and 

houses—interaction between a salesperson and 

the customer is probably the most important 

promotional tool.

Personal selling is the most fl exible of the 

promotional methods because it gives marketers 

the greatest opportunity to communicate spe-

cifi c information that might trigger a purchase. 

Only personal selling can zero in on a prospect 

and attempt to persuade that person to make a 

purchase. Although personal selling has a lot of 

advantages, it is one of the most costly forms of 

promotion. A sales call on an industrial customer 

can cost more than $400.

There are three distinct categories of sales-

persons: order takers (for example, retail sales 

clerks and route salespeople), creative salesper-

sons (for example, automobile, furniture, and 

personal selling
direct, two-way 
communication with buyers 
and potential buyers

Google used publicity to drive sales even before the its Google Glass product was 
offi cially launched to the public. 
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insurance salespeople), and support salespersons (for example, customer educators 

and goodwill builders who usually do not take orders). For most of these salespeople, 

personal selling is a six-step process:

1. Prospecting: Identifying potential buyers of the product.

2. Approaching: Using a referral or calling on a customer without prior notice to 

determine interest in the product.

3. Presenting: Getting the prospect’s attention with a product demonstration.

4. Handling objections: Countering reasons for not buying the product.

5. Closing: Asking the prospect to buy the product.

6. Following up: Checking customer satisfaction with the purchased product.

Publicity. Publicity is nonpersonal communication transmitted through the mass 

media but not paid for directly by the fi rm. A fi rm does not pay the media cost for 

publicity and is not identifi ed as the originator of the message; instead, the message 

is presented in news story form. Obviously, a company can benefi t from publicity by 

releasing to news sources newsworthy messages about the fi rm and its involvement 

with the public. Many companies have public relations departments to try to gain 

favorable publicity and minimize negative publicity for the fi rm.

Although advertising and publicity are both carried by the mass media, they differ 

in several major ways. Advertising messages tend to be informative, persuasive, or 

both; publicity is mainly informative. Advertising is often designed to have an imme-

diate impact or to provide specifi c information to persuade a person to act; publicity 

describes what a fi rm is doing, what products it is launching, or other newsworthy 

information, but seldom calls for action. When advertising is used, the organization 

must pay for media time and select the media that will best reach target audiences. 

The mass media willingly carry publicity because they believe it has general public 

interest. Advertising can be repeated a number of times; most publicity appears in the 

mass media once and is not repeated.

Advertising, personal selling, and sales promotion are especially useful for infl u-

encing an exchange directly. Publicity is extremely important when communication 

focuses on a company’s activities and products and is directed at interest groups, 

current and potential investors, regulatory agencies, and society in general.

A variation of traditional advertising is buzz marketing, in which marketers at-

tempt to create a trend or acceptance of a product. Companies seek out trendsetters 

in communities and get them to “talk up” a brand to their friends, family, co-workers, 

and others. Samsung displayed a piece of its marketing genius during the 2014 Oscars 

when they orchestrated a celebrity “selfi e” with its new Galaxy Note III. They went 

so far as to teach the host of the awards show, Ellen Degeneres, exactly how to use the 

device and how to take the picture. The photo was quickly shared across various social 

media platforms, becoming one of the most widely shared images. The stunt caught 

Apple’s attention to the extent that it created a “Buzz Marketing Manager” position 

in order to compete on this level.38 Other marketers using the buzz technique include 

Hebrew National (“mom squads” grilled the company’s hot dogs), and Red Bull (its 

sponsorship of the stratosphere space diving project). The idea behind buzz market-

ing is that an accepted member of a particular social group will be more credible than 

any form of paid communication.39 The concept works best as part of an integrated 

marketing communication program that also includes traditional advertising, personal 

selling, sales promotion, and publicity.

publicity
nonpersonal communication 
transmitted through the mass 
media but not paid for directly 
by the fi rm
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A related concept is viral marketing, which 

describes the concept of getting Internet users 

to pass on ads and promotions to others. Dove’s 

“Real Beauty Sketches” video compared 

sketches of women as they described themselves 

to sketches of themselves as others described 

them. The video was meant to show how women 

often do not recognize their outward beauty. The 

video went viral, reaching 114 million views just 

one month after its release. It became the most 

viral video of its time.40

Sales Promotion. Sales promotion in-

volves direct inducements offering added value 

or some other incentive for buyers to enter into 

an exchange. Sales promotions are generally 

easier to measure and less expensive than adver-

tising. The major tools of sales promotion are 

store displays, premiums, samples and demon-

strations, coupons, contests and sweepstakes, 

refunds, and trade shows. Coupon- clipping in 

particular has become more common during 

the recent recession. While coupons in the past decade traditionally had a fairly low 

redemption rate, with about 2 percent being redeemed, the recent recession caused an 

upsurge in coupon usage. There has also been a major upsurge in the use of mobile 

coupons, or coupons sent to consumers over mobile devices. The redemption rate for 

mobile coupons is 10 times higher than that of traditional coupons, with a 10 percent 

rate versus a 1 percent redemption rate.41 While coupons can be a valuable tool in 

sales promotion, they cannot be relied upon to stand by themselves, but should be part 

of an overall promotion mix. Sales promotion stimulates customer purchasing and 

increases dealer effectiveness in selling products. It is used to enhance and supple-

ment other forms of promotion. Sampling a product may also encourage consumers to 

buy. This is why many grocery stores provide free samples in the hopes of infl uencing 

consumers’ purchasing decisions. In a given year, almost three-fourths of consumer 

product companies may use sampling.

Promotion Strategies: To Push or to Pull
In developing a promotion mix, organizations must decide whether to fashion a mix 

that pushes or pulls the product (Figure 12.7). A push strategy attempts to motivate 

intermediaries to push the product down to their customers. When a push strategy is 

used, the company attempts to motivate wholesalers and retailers to make the product 

available to their customers. Sales personnel may be used to persuade intermediaries 

to offer the product, distribute promotional materials, and offer special promotional 

incentives for those who agree to carry the product. For example, salespeople from 

pharmaceutical companies will often market new products to doctors in the hope 

that the doctors will recommend their products to their clients. A pull strategy uses 

promotion to create consumer demand for a product so that consumers exert pres-

sure on marketing channel members to make it available. For a while, T-Mobile was 

the only major carrier that did not have the iPhone. The iPhone was not compatible 

with T-Mobile’s 3G frequencies, so Apple largely sidestepped T-Mobile. However, 

sales promotion
direct inducements offering 
added value or some other 
incentive for buyers to enter 
into an exchange

push strategy
an attempt to motivate 
intermediaries to push 
the product down to their 
customers

pull strategy
the use of promotion to 
create consumer demand 
for a product so that 
consumers exert pressure on 
marketing channel members 
to make it available

Companies use a pull strategy by offering coupons in the hopes of convincing 
customers to visit their stores. 
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the popularity of the iPhone and decreasing market share caused T-Mobile to revamp 

its spectrum to run on the iPhone better. This is an example of how consumer pull 

caused a company to change its practices.42 Additionally, offering free samples prior 

to a product rollout encourages consumers to request the product from their favorite 

retailer.

A company can use either strategy, or it can use a variation or combination of the 

two. The exclusive use of advertising indicates a pull strategy. Personal selling to 

marketing channel members indicates a push strategy. The allocation of promotional 

resources to various marketing mix elements probably determines which strategy a 

marketer uses.

Objectives of Promotion
The marketing mix a company uses depends on its objectives. It is important to rec-

ognize that promotion is only one element of the marketing strategy and must be 

tied carefully to the goals of the fi rm, its overall marketing objectives, and the other 

elements of the marketing strategy. Firms use promotion for many reasons, but typi-

cal objectives are to stimulate demand, to stabilize sales, and to inform, remind, and 

reinforce customers.

Increasing demand for a product is probably the most typical promotional objec-

tive. Stimulating demand, often through advertising and sales promotion, is particu-

larly important when a fi rm is using a pull strategy.

Another goal of promotion is to stabilize sales by maintaining the status quo—that 

is, the current sales level of the product. During periods of slack or decreasing sales, 

contests, prizes, vacations, and other sales promotions are sometimes offered to cus-

tomers to maintain sales goals. Advertising is often used to stabilize sales by making 

Producer Wholesalers Retailers Consumers

Producer Wholesalers Retailers Consumers

Flow of Communications

Push Strategy

Pull Strategy

FIGURE 12.7 Push and Pull Strategies
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customers aware of slack use periods. For example, auto manufacturers often provide 

rebates, free options, or lower-than-market interest rates to stabilize sales and thereby 

keep production lines moving during temporary slowdowns. A stable sales pattern al-

lows the fi rm to run effi ciently by maintaining a consistent level of production and stor-

age and utilizing all its functions so that it is ready when sales increase.

An important role of any promotional program is to inform potential buyers about 

the organization and its products. A major portion of advertising in the United States, 

particularly in daily newspapers, is informational. Providing information about the 

availability, price, technology, and features of a product is very important in encour-

aging a buyer to move toward a purchase decision. Nearly all forms of promotion 

involve an attempt to help consumers learn more about a product and a company.

Promotion is also used to remind consumers that an established organization is 

still around and sells certain products that have uses and benefi ts. Often advertising 

reminds customers that they may need to use a product more frequently or in certain 

situations. Pennzoil, for example, has run television commercials reminding car own-

ers that they need to change their oil every 3,000 miles to ensure proper performance 

of their cars.

Reinforcement promotion attempts to assure current users of the product that they 

have made the right choice and tells them how to get the most satisfaction from the 

product. Also, a company could release publicity statements through the news media 

about a new use for a product. Additionally, fi rms can have salespeople communi-

cate with current and potential customers about the proper use and maintenance of a 

 product—all in the hope of developing a repeat customer.

Promotional Positioning
Promotional positioning uses promotion to create and maintain an image of a  product 

in buyers’ minds. It is a natural result of market segmentation. In both promotional 

positioning and market segmentation, the fi rm targets a given product or brand at a 

portion of the total market. A promotional strategy helps differentiate the product 

promotional positioning
the use of promotion to create 
and maintain an image of a 
product in buyers’ minds

Flying at a Higher Altitude: JetBlue Introduces Luxury Seating
JetBlue, the well-known discount airline, is changing its mar-
keting mix to compete with other airlines. Historically, the 
airline offered only coach seating and, like Southwest Air-
lines, allowed bags to be checked for free. However, as the 
dynamics of the airline market have evolved, JetBlue has not 
been adaptable. As a result, it has lost market share. While 
the low-cost model appeals to many fl yers, those who have 
to travel long distances will pay higher prices for more com-
fortable seats. 

In order to cater to a wider range of consumers, JetBlue 
is introducing premium seating on some of its cross-country 
fl ights. Flyers will have the option of simply more leg room 
at the front of the plane or, if they rather, they can opt for 
suites. Suites are seats equipped with a massager and 

density adjuster that converts into a bed. The passenger can 
also have more privacy at these seats with a moving partition 
serving as a closed door. Hot meals, free alcoholic beverages, 
and a larger screen on which to watch DirectTV are also of-
fered for these luxury seats. JetBlue is trying to keep up with 
the competition by optimizing its product offerings and vary-
ing its price points.43 

Discussion Questions
 1. How has JetBlue positioned its brand in the past?
 2. What is JetBlue doing to become more adaptable and gain 

more market share?
 3. Do you think JetBlue can successfully transition from a low-

cost carrier into a more high-end airline? 

Responding to Business Challenges
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and makes it appeal to a particular market segment. For example, to appeal to safety- 

conscious consumers, Volvo heavily promotes the safety and crashworthiness of 

Volvo automobiles in its advertising. Volkswagen has done the same thing with its 

edgy ads showing car crashes. Promotion can be used to change or reinforce an image. 

Effective promotion infl uences customers and persuades them to buy.

Importance of Marketing Strategy
Marketing creates value through the marketing mix. For customers, value means 

 receiving a product in which the benefi t of the product outweighs the cost, or price 

paid for it. For marketers, value means that the benefi ts (usually monetary) received 

from selling the product outweigh the costs it takes to develop and sell it. This 

 requires carefully integrating the marketing mix into an effective marketing strategy. 

One misstep could mean a loss in profi ts, whether it be from a failed product idea, 

shortages or oversupply of a product, a failure to effectively promote the product, or 

prices that are too high or too low. And while some of these marketing mix elements 

can be easily fi xed, other marketing mix elements such as distribution can be harder 

to adapt.

On the other hand, fi rms that develop an effective marketing mix to meet cus-

tomer needs will gain competitive advantages over those that do not. Often, these 

advantages occur when the fi rm excels at one or more elements of the marketing 

mix. Walmart has a reputation for its everyday low prices, while Tiffany’s is known 

for its high-quality jewelry. However, excelling at one element of the marketing 

mix does not mean that a company can neglect the others. The best product can-

not succeed if consumers do not know about it or if they cannot fi nd it in stores. 

Additionally, fi rms must constantly monitor the market environment to understand 

how demand is changing and whether adaptations in the marketing mix are needed. 

It is therefore essential that every element of the marketing mix be carefully evalu-

ated and synchronized with the marketing strategy. Only then will fi rms be able to 

achieve the marketing concept of providing products that satisfy customers’ needs 

while allowing the organization to achieve its goals.



Many jobs in marketing are closely tied to the marketing mix 
functions: distribution, product, promotion, and price. Often the 
job titles could be sales manager, distribution or supply chain 
manager, advertising account executive, or store manager.

A distribution manager arranges for transportation of goods 
within firms and through marketing channels. Transportation can 
be costly, and time is always an important factor, so minimizing 
their effects is vital to the success of a firm. Distribution manag-
ers must choose one or a combination of transportation modes 
from a vast array of options, taking into account local, federal, 
and international regulations for different freight classifications; 
the weight, size, and fragility of products to be shipped; time 
schedules; and loss and damage ratios. Manufacturing firms are 
the largest employers of distribution managers.

A product manager is responsible for the success or failure 
of a product line. This requires a general knowledge of advertis-
ing, transportation modes, inventory control, selling and sales 
management, promotion, marketing research, packaging, and 
pricing. Frequently, several years of selling and sales manage-
ment experience are prerequisites for such a position as well 
as college training in business administration. Being a product 
manager can be rewarding both financially and psychologically.

Some of the most creative roles in the business world are in 
the area of advertising. Advertising pervades our daily lives, as 
businesses and other organizations try to grab our attention and 
tell us about what they have to offer. Copywriters, artists, and 
account executives in advertising must have creativity, imagi-
nation, artistic talent, and expertise in expression and persua-
sion. Advertising is an area of business in which a wide variety 
of educational backgrounds may be useful, from degrees in 
advertising itself, to journalism or liberal arts degrees. Com-
mon entry-level positions in an advertising agency are found in 

the traffic department, account service (account coordinator), 
or the media department (media assistant). Advertising jobs are 
also available in many manufacturing or retail firms, nonprofit 
organizations, banks, professional associations, utility compa-
nies, and other arenas outside of an advertising agency.

Although a career in retailing may begin in sales, there is 
much more to retailing than simply selling. Many retail person-
nel occupy management positions, focusing on selecting and 
ordering merchandise, promotional activities, inventory control, 
customer credit operations, accounting, personnel, and store 
security. Many specific examples of retailing jobs can be found 
in large department stores. A section manager coordinates 
inventory and promotions and interacts with buyers, salespeo-
ple, and consumers. The buyer’s job is fast-paced, often involv-
ing much travel and pressure. Buyers must be open-minded and 
foresighted in their hunt for new, potentially successful items. 
Regional managers coordinate the activities of several retail 
stores within a specific geographic area, usually monitoring and 
supporting sales, promotions, and general procedures. Retail 
management can be exciting and challenging. Growth in retail-
ing is expected to accompany the growth in population and is 
likely to create substantial opportunities in the coming years.

While a career in marketing can be very rewarding, market-
ers today agree that the job is getting tougher. Many adver-
tising and marketing executives say the job has gotten much 
more demanding in the past 10 years, viewing their number-
one challenge as balancing work and personal obligations. 
Other challenges include staying current on industry trends or 
technologies, keeping motivated/inspired on the job, and mea-
suring success. If you are up to the challenge, you may find that 
a career in marketing is just right for you to utilize your busi-
ness knowledge while exercising your creative side as well.

So You Want to Be a Marketing Manager

Review Your Understanding 
Describe the role of product in the marketing mix, 
including how products are developed, classifi ed, 
and identifi ed.

Products (goods, services, ideas) are among a fi rm’s most vis-
ible contacts with consumers and must meet consumers’ needs 
and expectations to ensure success. New-product development 
is a multistep process: idea development, the screening of new 
ideas, business analysis, product development, test marketing, 
and commercialization. Products are usually classifi ed as either 
consumer or business products. Consumer products can be fur-
ther classifi ed as convenience, shopping, or specialty products. 
The business product classifi cations are raw materials, major 
equipment, accessory equipment, component parts, processed 

materials, supplies, and industrial services. Products also can 
be classifi ed by the stage of the product life cycle (introduction, 
growth, maturity, and decline). Identifying products includes 
branding (the process of naming and identifying products); 
packaging (the product’s container); and labeling (information, 
such as content and warnings, on the package).

Defi ne price, and discuss its importance in the 
marketing mix, including various pricing strategies 
a fi rm might employ.

Price is the value placed on an object exchanged between a 
buyer and a seller. It is probably the most fl exible variable of the 
marketing mix. Pricing objectives include survival, maximization 
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of profi ts and sales volume, and maintaining the status quo. 
When a fi rm introduces a new product, it may use price skim-
ming or penetration pricing. Psychological pricing and price dis-
counting are other strategies.

Identify factors affecting distribution decisions, 
such as marketing channels and intensity of 
market coverage.

Making products available to customers is facilitated by middle-
men, or intermediaries, who bridge the gap between the pro-
ducer of the product and its ultimate user. A marketing channel 
is a group of marketing organizations that directs the fl ow of 
products from producers to consumers. Market coverage re-
lates to the number and variety of outlets that make products 
available to customers; it may be intensive, selective, or exclu-
sive. Physical distribution is all the activities necessary to move 
products from producers to consumers, including inventory 
planning and control, transportation, warehousing, and materi-
als handling.

Specify the activities involved in promotion, as 
well as promotional strategies and promotional 
positioning.

Promotion encourages marketing exchanges by persuading in-
dividuals, groups, and organizations to accept goods, services, 

and ideas. The promotion mix includes advertising (a paid form 
of nonpersonal communication transmitted through a mass 
medium), personal selling (direct, two-way communication with 
buyers and potential buyers), publicity (nonpersonal commu-
nication transmitted through the mass media but not paid for 
directly by the fi rm), and sales promotion (direct inducements 
offering added value or some other incentive for buyers to 
enter into an exchange). A push strategy attempts to motivate 
intermediaries to push the product down to their customers, 
whereas a pull strategy tries to create consumer demand for a 
product so that consumers exert pressure on marketing chan-
nel members to make the product available. Typical promotion 
objectives are to stimulate demand; stabilize sales; and inform, 
remind, and reinforce customers. Promotional positioning is the 
use of promotion to create and maintain in the buyer’s mind an 
image of a product.

Evaluate an organization’s marketing strategy 
plans.

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able 
to answer the questions posed in “Solve the Dilemma” on 
page 388 and evaluate the company’s marketing strategy plans, 
including its target market and marketing mix.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. How is Chevrolet attempting to bring new life to the 

Corvette Stingray?

 2. Is the Corvette Stingray using a price skimming or 
penetration pricing strategy? Explain your answer.

 3. Describe the different ways Chevrolet is using promotion 
to market the Chevy Stingray.

Learn the Terms 
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Check Your Progress 

 1. What steps do companies generally take to develop 
and introduce a new product?

 2. What is the product life cycle? How does a product’s life 
cycle stage affect its marketing strategy?

 3. Which marketing mix variable is probably the most 
fl exible? Why?

 4. Distinguish between the two ways to set the base price for 
a new product.

 5. What is probably the least fl exible marketing mix variable? 
Why?

 6. Describe the typical marketing channels for consumer 
products.

 7. What activities are involved in physical distribution? What 
functions does a warehouse perform?

 8. How do publicity and advertising differ? How are they 
related?

 9. What does the personal selling process involve? Briefl y 
discuss the process.

 10. List the circumstances in which the push and pull 
promotional strategies are used.

Get Involved 

 1. Pick three products you use every day (in school, at 
work, or for pleasure—perhaps one of each). Determine 
what phase of the product life cycle each is in. Evaluate 
the marketer’s strategy (product, price, promotion, and 
distribution) for the product and whether it is appropriate 
for the life-cycle stage.

 2. Design a distribution channel for a manufacturer of stuffed 
toys.

 3. Pick a nearby store, and briefl y describe the kinds of sales 
promotion used and their effectiveness.

Build Your Skills 
Analyzing Motel 6’s Marketing Strategy

Background
Made famous through the well-known radio and 
TV commercials spoken in the distinctive “down-
home” voice of Tom Bodett, the Dallas-based 
Motel 6 chain of budget motels is probably fa-

miliar to you. Based on the information provided here and any 
personal knowledge you may have about the company, you will 
analyze the marketing strategy of Motel 6.

Task
Read the following paragraphs; then complete the questions 
that follow.

Motel 6 was established in 1962 with the original name 
emphasizing its low-cost, no-frills approach. Rooms at that 
time were $6 per night. Today, Motel 6 has more than 760 
units, and the average nightly cost is $49.99. Motel 6 is the 
largest company-owned and operated lodging chain in the 
United States. Customers receive HBO, ESPN, free morning 
coffee, and free local phone calls, and most units have pools 
and some business services. Motel 6 has made a name for it-
self by offering clean, comfortable rooms at the lowest prices 
of any national motel chain and by standardizing both its 
product offering and its operating policies and procedures. 
The company’s national spokesperson, Tom Bodett, is fea-
tured in radio and television commercials that use humorous 
stories to show why it makes sense to stay at Motel 6 rather 
than a pricey hotel.

In appealing to pleasure travelers on a budget as well as 
business travelers looking to get the most for their dollar, one 
commercial makes the point that all hotel and motel rooms look 
the same at night when the lights are out—when customers 
are getting what they came for, a good night’s sleep. Motel 6 
location sites are selected based on whether they provide con-
venient access to the highway system and whether they are 
close to areas such as shopping centers, tourist attractions, or 
business districts.

 1. In SELECTING A TARGET MARKET, which approach is Motel 
6 using to segment markets?

 a. concentration approach

 b. multisegment approach

 2. In DEVELOPING A MARKETING MIX, identify in the second 
column of the table what the current strategy is and then 
identify any changes you think Motel 6 should consider for 
carrying it successfully through the next fi ve years.

Marketing Mix 

Variable

Current 

Strategy

5-Year 

Strategy

a. Product
b. Price
c. Distribution
d. Promotion
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Solve the Dilemma 

Better Health with Snacks
Deluxe Chips is one of the leading companies in 
the salty-snack industry, with almost one-fourth 
of the $10 billion market. Its Deluxos tortilla 
chips are the number-one selling brand in North 
America, and its Ridgerunner potato chip is also 

a market share leader. Deluxe Chips wants to stay on top of the 
market by changing marketing strategies to match changing 
consumer needs and preferences. Promoting specifi c brands to 
market segments with the appropriate price and distribution 
channel is helping Deluxe Chips succeed.

As many middle-aged consumers modify their snacking 
habits, Deluxe Chips is considering a new product line of light 
snack foods with less fat and cholesterol and targeted at the 
35- to 50-year-old consumer who enjoys snacking but wants 

to be more health conscious. Marketing research suggests that 
the product will succeed as long as it tastes good and that con-
sumers may be willing to pay more for it. Large expenditures on 
advertising may be necessary to overcome the competition. How-
ever, it may be possible to analyze customer profi les and retail 
store characteristics and then match the right product with the 
right neighborhood. Store-specifi c micromarketing would allow 
 Deluxe Chips to spend its promotional dollars more effi ciently.

Discussion Questions
 1. Design a marketing strategy for the new product line.

 2. Critique your marketing strategy in terms of its strengths 
and weaknesses.

 3. What are your suggestions for implementation of the 
marketing strategy?

Build Your Business Plan 
Dimensions of Marketing Strategy

If you think your product/business is truly new 
to or unique to the market, you need to sub-
stantiate your claim. After a thorough explora-
tion on the web, you want to make sure there 
has not been a similar business/product 

 recently launched in your community. Check with your 
 Chamber of Commerce or Economic Development Offi ce that 
might be able to provide you with a history of recent business 
failures. If you are not confi dent about the ability or willingness 
of customers to try your new good or service, collecting your 
own primary data to ascertain demand is highly advisable.

The decision of where to initially set your prices is a critical 
one. If there are currently similar products in the market, you 
need to be aware of the competitors’ prices before you deter-
mine yours. If your product is new to the market, you can price 

it high (market skimming strategy) as long as you realize that 
the high price will probably attract competitors to the market 
more quickly (they will think they can make the same product 
for less), which will force you to drop your prices sooner than 
you would like. Another strategy to consider is market penetra-
tion pricing, a strategy that sets price lower and discourages 
competition from entering the market as quickly. Whatever 
strategy you decide to use, don’t forget to examine your  product 
elasticity.

At this time, you need to start thinking about how to pro-
mote your product. Why do you feel your product is different or 
new to the market? How do you want to position your  product 
so  customers view it favorably? Remember this is all occurring 
within the consumer’s mind.

See for Yourself Videocase 
Groupon Masters Promotion to Become a Popular Daily Deal Site

In 2008, a startup company called Groupon 
launched an innovative business model. The 
model works in the following way: Groupon part-
ners with businesses to offer subscribers daily 
deals. These deals are provided through the 

Groupon website, e-mail, and mobile devices. Groupon deals 
are similar to coupons, but with one major catch. A certain num-
ber of people (a group) must agree to purchase the deal. If 

enough people purchase, then the deal becomes available to 
everyone. If not enough people purchase, then no one receives 
that particular deal. In this way, Groupon has made the idea of 
coupons or deals into a social process.

The model quickly caught on with consumers. In many ways, 
Groupon lowers the risk for consumers when purchasing a new 
product because the product or activity costs less than its regu-
lar price. This encourages consumers to try out new activities 
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such as skydiving or dining at a certain restaurant. Groupon also 
alerts consumers about deals that they were not aware of be-
forehand. Making consumers aware of products is one of the 
major purposes of promotion.

When it fi rst started promoting Groupon deals, the company 
used social media sites such as Twitter and Facebook. One of 
the advantages of this type of advertising is the chance for an 
Internet ad or posting to go viral. With just a simple click of a 
button, an Internet user can inform his or her friends about the 
deal, spreading awareness of the company or product. This 
word-of-mouth marketing has been proven to be one of the 
most effective and trusted forms of promotion.

The benefi t for businesses is the possibility of attracting re-
peat customers. By offering deals through the Groupon site, busi-
nesses are able to get consumers into the store. If consumers 
have a good experience, then they might return or tell their friends 
about the business. Groupon, therefore, acts as a type of conduit 
that brings consumers and businesses together. Bo Hurd, national 
sales manager/business development, describes how this works 
for businesses. “We’re going to get the word out there, and then 
we’re actually going have these people decide that they want to 
come in and try your services. And then it’s up to you to actually 
convert them into long-term, full-paying customers.”

Because Groupon depends on businesses as much as con-
sumers, it must get businesses to agree to offer deals through 
its site. Groupon engages heavily in public relations to make its 
name known among companies. Personal selling is also very 
important to Groupon’s promotion mix. Groupon’s sales force 
uses phone calls and e-mails to contact businesses in the major 
cities in which it does business. Because it wants to offer the 
best deals, Groupon will generate leads by looking at review 
websites such as Yelp and Citysearch. By looking at how con-
sumers rate certain businesses, Groupon can get a better idea 
of which businesses to target.

The introduction of rival deal sites such as Google Offers 
and Living Social is requiring Groupon to continue innovating. 
The fi rm has begun to invest in new product offerings, such 
as Groupon Now! Groupon Now! is a mobile app that provides 
time-specifi c deals to consumers based on their location at a 
particular moment. Each new product that Groupon introduces 

requires adaptations to the promotion mix. For instance, promot-
ing Groupon Now! to businesses resulted in some challenges. At 
fi rst there were two separate sales teams, one for Groupon’s 
daily deal service and another for Groupon Now! The problem 
was that both sales teams would call up the same business, 
essentially duplicating the sales calls and making the business 
feel overwhelmed. As a result, Groupon changed its structure 
so that now one sales representative will offer both products 
during the sales call. Because promotion is an easier variable to 
modify than distribution or product, Groupon was able to adapt 
part of its promotion mix to increase its effectiveness.

Groupon’s ability to master different forms of promotion has 
contributed to its success as a company. However, recently the 
company has faced some challenges. After becoming a publicly 
traded company in 2011, Groupon’s net earnings were on the 
decline, and its executives have a reputation for buying back 
large amounts of stock. In 2013, CEO and co-founder Andrew 
Mason was forced out of his position by the board of directors. 
Furthermore, the previously successful business model is being 
called into question as the high customer acquisition costs are 
depleting profi ts. In order to address this issue, the company 
launched a service called Deal Builder that allows businesses 
to create their own deals on the company’s site, eliminating the 
need for salespeople for this service. Going forward, it will need 
to continue to communicate its value, particularly of new prod-
ucts, to both businesses and consumers.44

Discussion Questions
 1. How has Groupon effectively used personal selling, 

advertising, and public relations to market its products?
 2. Is there a difference in how Groupon markets itself to 

consumers versus how it markets itself to businesses? If 
so, describe these differences.

 3. Groupon had to adapt the personal selling component of 
the promotion mix. Why is it sometimes necessary for 
businesses to adapt the promotion mix?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Form groups and search for examples of convenience prod-
ucts, shopping products, specialty products, and business 
products. How are these products marketed? Provide examples 

of any ads that you can fi nd to show examples of the promo-
tional strategies for these products. Report your fi ndings to 
the class.
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Enter the World of Business

Microblog Marketing: Reaching Millions 
of Consumers with One Click
Companies such as Starbucks and Mercedes Benz are using microblog sites 

like Sina Weibo as a way to reach consumers in China. Sina Weibo, the Chinese 

version of Twitter but with more social networking features, has approximately 

309 million active users, of which 70 percent check their pages every day. 

Users can post up to 140 characters on the site. More than 1,000 multinational 

businesses—including IKEA, Royal Caribbean International, and Nokia—use 

this platform for marketing, brand building, and gathering customer feedback. 

Because of the large user base, marketing over this channel is not only useful 

but also cost-effective. For example, Mercedes Benz launched a digital mar-

keting campaign to sell more than 600 of its smart cars over Weibo. These cars 

sold in about eight hours. 

Starbucks also received signifi cant returns by marketing and communicat-

ing with customers on Sina Weibo. With more than 700,000 followers, the 

company launched an $80,000 campaign to promote Frappuccino sales. Over 

a two-month period, Starbucks made 60 Weibo posts, which were reposted 

and commented on approximately 200,000 times. As a result, more than 

95  million friend-to-friend recommendations were made, and the company 

saw a 14 percent growth in sales. 

The quick comments and responses allow companies to immediately ad-

dress customer feedback, whether it is positive or negative. This has helped 

companies reduce the impact of bad public relations and successfully market 

to the largest population in the world.1
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Introduction2

The Internet and information technology have dramatically changed the environ-

ment for business. Marketers’ new ability to convert all types of communications 

into digital media has created effi cient, inexpensive ways of connecting businesses 

and consumers and has improved the fl ow and the usefulness of information. Busi-

nesses have the information they need to make more informed decisions, and con-

sumers have access to a greater variety of products and more information about 

choices and quality.

The defi ning characteristic of information technology in the 21st century is ac-

celerating change. New systems and applications advance so rapidly that it is almost 

impossible to keep up with the latest developments. Startup companies emerge that 

quickly overtake existing approaches to digital media. When Google fi rst arrived 

on the scene, a number of search engines were fi ghting for dominance. With its 

fast, easy-to-use search engine, Google became number one and is now challeng-

ing many industries, including advertising, newspapers, mobile phones, and book 

publishing. Despite its victory, Google is constantly being challenged itself by com-

petitors like Yahoo! and Baidu. Baidu is gaining ground with 77 percent of the Chi-

nese search engine market. Baidu has aggressively 

entered the mobile technology market and has suc-

cessfully overtaken Google’s market share. It is es-

timated that Baidu’s market share of total mobile 

search queries in China is 57 percent.3 Social net-

working continues to advance as the channel most 

observers believe will dominate digital communica-

tion in the near future. Today, people spend more 

time on social networking sites, such as Facebook, 

than they spend on e-mail.

In this chapter, we fi rst provide some key defi -

nitions related to digital marketing and social net-

working. Next, we discuss using digital media in 

business and digital marketing. We look at market-

ing mix considerations when using digital media 

and pay special attention to social networking. 

Then we focus on digital marketing strategies— 

particularly new communication channels like  social 

networks— and consider how  consumers are chang-

ing their information searches and  consumption 

behavior to fi t emerging technologies and trends. 

Finally, we examine the legal and social issues asso-

ciated with information technology, digital media, 

and e-business.

Growth and Benefi ts of Digital 
Communication
Let’s start with a clear understanding of our focus 

in this chapter. First, we can distinguish e-business
from traditional business by noting that conducting 

e-business means carrying out the goals of business 
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e-business
carrying out the goals of 
business through utilization 
of the Internet

Amazon’s mobile applications make it easier for users to shop and 
purchase items on the go. 
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through the use of the Internet. Digital media are electronic media that function 

using digital codes—when we refer to digital media, we mean media available 

via computers and other digital devices, including mobile and wireless ones like 

smartphones.

Digital marketing uses all digital media, including the Internet and mobile and 

 interactive channels, to develop communication and exchanges with  customers. 

 Digital marketing is a term we will use often, because we are interested in all types 

of digital communications, regardless of the electronic channel that transmits the 

data. Digital marketing goes beyond the Internet and includes mobile phones,  banner 

ads, digital outdoor marketing, and social networks.

The Internet has created tremendous opportunities for businesses to forge relation-

ships with consumers and business customers, target markets more precisely, and even 

reach previously inaccessible markets at home and around the world. The Internet also 

facilitates business transactions, allowing companies to network with  manufacturers, 

wholesalers, retailers, suppliers, and outsource fi rms to serve customers more quickly 

and more effi ciently. The telecommunication opportunities created by the Internet have 

set the stage for digital marketing’s development and growth.

Digital communication offers a completely new dimension in connecting with oth-

ers. Some of the characteristics that distinguish digital from traditional communi-

cation are addressability, interactivity, accessibility, connectivity, and control. These 

terms are discussed in Table 13.1.

Using Digital Media in Business
The phenomenal growth of digital media has provided new ways of conducting busi-

ness. Given almost instant communication with precisely defi ned consumer groups, 

fi rms can use real-time exchanges to create and stimulate interactive communication, 

forge closer relationships, and learn more accurately about consumer and supplier 

needs. Consider that Amazon.com, one of the most successful electronic businesses, 

digital media
electronic media that function 
using digital codes via 
computers, cellular phones, 
smartphones, and other 
digital devices that have been 
released in recent years

digital marketing
uses all digital media, 
including the Internet and 
mobile and interactive 
channels, to develop 
communication and 
exchanges with customers

LO 13-2

Characteristic Defi nition Example

Addressability The ability of the marketer to identify customers before 
they make a purchase

Amazon installs cookies on a user’s computer that 
allows it to identify the owner when he or she returns to 
the website.

Interactivity The ability of customers to express their needs and 
wants directly to the fi rm in response to its marketing 
communications

Texas Instruments interacts with its customers on its 
Facebook page by answering concerns and posting 
updates.

Accessibility The ability for marketers to obtain digital information Google can use web searches done through its search 
engine to learn about customer interests.

Connectivity The ability for consumers to be connected with 
marketers along with other consumers

The Avon Voices website encouraged singers to upload 
their singing videos, which can then be voted on by other 
users for the chance to be discovered.

Control The customer’s ability to regulate the information they 
view as well as the rate and exposure to that information

Consumers use Kayak to discover the best travel deals.

TABLE 13.1 Characteristics of Digital Marketing
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ranked number 49 on the Fortune 500 list of America’s largest corporations. Amazon 

is a true digital marketer, getting 40 percent of its revenue from international sales.4

Many of you may not remember a world before Amazon because it has completely 

transformed how many people shop.

Because it is fast and inexpensive, digital communication is making it easier 

for businesses to conduct marketing research, provide and obtain price and prod-

uct information, and advertise, as well as to fulfi ll their business goals by selling 

goods and services online. Even the U.S. government engages in digital marketing 

 activities—marketing everything from Treasury bonds and other fi nancial instruments 

to oil- drilling leases and wild horses. Procter & Gamble uses the Internet as a fast, 

cost-effective means for marketing research, judging consumer demand for potential 

new products by inviting online consumers to sample new-product prototypes and 

provide feedback. If a product gets rave reviews from the samplers, the company 

might decide to introduce it. By testing concepts online, companies can save signifi -

cant time and money in getting new products to market.

New businesses and even industries are evolving that would not exist without digital 

media. Vimeo is a video website founded by fi lmmakers to share creative videos. The 

site lets users post or view videos from around the world. It has become the third most 

popular video website after YouTube and Netfl ix.5

The reality, however, is that Internet markets are more similar to traditional markets 

than they are different. Thus, successful digital marketing strategies, like traditional 

business strategies, focus on creating products that customers need or want, not merely 

developing a brand name or reducing the costs associated with online transactions. 

Instead of changing all industries, digital technology has had much more impact in 

certain industries where the cost of business and customer transactions has been very 

high. For example, investment trading is less expensive online because customers can 

buy and sell investments, such as stocks and mutual funds, on their own. Firms such 

as Charles Schwab Corp., the biggest online brokerage fi rm, have been innovators in 

promoting online trading. Traditional brokers such as Merrill Lynch 

have had to follow with online trading for their customers.

Because the Internet lowers the cost of communication, it can con-

tribute signifi cantly to any industry or activity that depends on the fl ow 

of digital information such as entertainment, health care, government 

services, education, and computer services like software development. 

The publishing industry is transitioning away from print newspapers, 

magazines, and books as more consumers purchase e-readers, like the 

Kindle Fire or iPad, or read the news online. Even your textbook is 

available electronically. Because publishers save money on paper, ink, 

and shipping, many times electronic versions of books are cheaper 

than their paper counterparts.

Digital media can also improve communication within and be-

tween businesses. In the future, most signifi cant gains will come 

from productivity improvements within businesses. Communication 

is a key business function, and improving the speed and clarity of 

communication can help businesses save time and improve employee 

problem-solving abilities. Digital media can be a communications 

backbone that helps to store knowledge, information, and records in 

management information systems so co-workers can access it when 

faced with a problem to solve. A well-designed management informa-

tion system that utilizes digital technology can, therefore, help reduce 

Home Depot has an application that connects 
mobile users to its website to search and shop 
for products. 
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confusion, improve organization and effi ciency, and facilitate clear communications. 

Given the crucial role of communication and information in business, the long-term 

impact of digital media on economic growth is substantial, and it will inevitably grow 

over time.

Firms also need to control access to their digital communication systems to ensure 

worker productivity. This can be a challenge. For example, in companies across the 

United States, employees are surfi ng the Internet for as much as an hour during each 

workday. Many fi rms are trying to curb this practice by limiting employees’ access to 

instant messaging services, streaming music, and websites with adult content.6

Digital Media and the Marketing Mix
While digital marketing shares some similarities with conventional marketing tech-

niques, a few valuable differences stand out. First, digital media make customer com-

munications faster and interactive. Second, digital media help companies reach new 

target markets more easily, affordably, and quickly than ever before. Finally, digital 

media help marketers utilize new resources in seeking out and communicating with 

customers. One of the most important benefi ts of digital marketing is the ability of 

marketers and customers to easily share information. Through websites, social net-

works, and other digital media, consumers can learn about everything they consume 

and use in their lives, ask questions, voice complaints, indicate preferences, and 

otherwise communicate about their needs and desires. Many marketers use e-mail, 

mobile phones, social networking, wikis, media sharing, blogs, videoconferencing, 

and other technologies to coordinate activities and communicate with employees, 

customers, and suppliers. Twitter, considered both a social network and a micro-blog, 

illustrates how these digital technologies can combine to create new communication 

opportunities.

Nielsen Marketing Research revealed that consumers now spend more time on 

social networking sites than they do on e-mail, and social network use is still grow-

ing. Figure 13.1 shows the use of social media among Internet users in select coun-

tries. With digital media, even small businesses can reach new markets through these 
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Note: Internet users in the United States 
represent adults who said they use 
the Internet or e-mail or connect via a 
mobile device “at least occasionally.” 
International Internet users represent 
adults who use the Internet at least 
occasionally or own a smartphone.

Source: Lee Rainie and Jacob Poushter, 
“Emerging Nations Catching Up to U.S. 
on Technology Adoption, Especially 
Mobile and Social Media Use,” Pew 
Research Center, www.pewresearch.
org/fact-tank/2014/02/13/
emerging-nations-catching-up-to-u-
s-on-technology-adoption-especially-
mobile-and-social-media-use/ 
(accessed May 19, 2014). 
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inexpensive communication channels. Brick-and-mortar companies like Walmart uti-

lize online catalogs and company websites and blogs to supplement their retail stores. 

Internet companies like Amazon and Zappos that lack physical stores let custom-

ers post reviews of their purchases on their websites, creating company-sponsored 

communities.

One aspect of marketing that has not changed with digital media is the importance 

of achieving the right marketing mix. Product, distribution, promotion, and pricing 

are as important as ever for successful online marketing strategies. More than 40 

percent of the world’s population now uses the Internet.7 That means it is essential 

for businesses large and small to use digital media effectively, not only to grab or 

maintain market share but also to streamline their organizations and offer customers 

entirely new benefi ts and convenience. Let’s look at how businesses are using digital 

media to create effective marketing strategies on the web. 

Product Considerations. Like traditional marketers, digital marketers must 

anticipate consumer needs and preferences, tailor their goods and services to meet 

these needs, and continually upgrade them to remain competitive. The connectiv-

ity created by digital media provides the opportunity for adding services and can 

enhance product benefi ts. Some products, such as online games, applications, and 

virtual worlds, are only available via digital media. The more than 800,000 applica-

tions available on the iPad, for instance, provide examples of products that are only 

available in the digital world.8 Businesses can often offer more items online than they 

could in a retail store. Additionally, Netfl ix offers a much wider array of movies and 

games than the average movie rental stores and original content, along with a one-

month free trial, quick delivery and easy returns, online video streaming of some 

movies, and no late fees. Netfl ix also prides itself on its recommendation engine, 

which recommends movies for users based on their previous rental history and how 

they rate movies they have seen. As Netfl ix demonstrates, the Internet can make it 

much easier to anticipate consumer needs. However, fi erce competition makes quality 

product offerings more important than ever.9

Distribution Considerations. The Internet is a new distribution channel 

for making products available at the right time, at the right place, and in the right 

quantities. Marketers’ ability to process orders electronically and increase the speed 

of communications via the Internet reduces ineffi ciencies, costs, and redundancies 

while increasing speed throughout the marketing channel. Shipping times and costs 

have become an important consideration in attracting customers, prompting many 

companies to offer consumers low shipping costs or next-day delivery. For example, 

Walmart is attempting to take market share away from e-marketers like Amazon.com 

by reducing delivery time and creating a “site to store” system that eliminates ship-

ping costs for consumers who pick up their deliveries in the store. This offer has the 

increased benefi t of getting customers into the store, where they might make add-on 

purchases. Walmart is also testing the concept of delivering groceries to individual 

homes. Through even more sophisticated distribution systems, Walmart hopes to 

overtake online retailers to become the biggest online merchant.10

These changes in distribution are not limited to the Western world. In a revolution-

ary shift in China, where online shopping had not been widely adopted by consumers, 

businesses are now realizing the benefi ts of marketing online. One of the fi rst adopt-

ers of Internet selling was the Chinese company Taobao, a consumer auction site that 

also features sections for Chinese brands and retailers. Taobao has been enormously 

successful; the company is estimated to be worth $650 billion in the next few years.11 
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Consumer trends like these demonstrate that the shift of distributing through digital 

networks is well under way worldwide.

Promotion Considerations. Perhaps one of the best ways businesses can 

utilize digital media is for promotion purposes—whether they are increasing brand 

awareness, connecting with consumers, or taking advantage of social networks or 

virtual worlds (discussed later) to form relationships and generate positive publicity 

or “buzz” about their products. Thanks to online promotion, consumers can be more 

informed than ever, including reading customer-generated content before making pur-

chasing decisions. Consumer consumption patterns are radically changing, and mar-

keters must adapt their promotional efforts to meet them.

If marketers fi nd it diffi cult to adapt their promotional strategies to online marketing, 

many social networks offer tools to help. For instance, Facebook has its “Facebook Ex-

change” and “Facebook Offers” to help businesses target their promotions to the right 

audiences. “Facebook Exchange” is a tool that provides marketers with the ability to 

target their advertisements to people based upon other activities they have done on the 

Internet. “Facebook Offers” is a tool allowing businesses to provide customers with dis-

counts on their Facebook pages. MGM Resorts International used both these tools in a 

campaign to acquire new customers, promote loyalty, and increase current customer ac-

tivity. It is estimated that MGM received a fi vefold return on its advertising investment 

using “Facebook Offers” and a 15-fold return using “Facebook Exchange.”12 Marketers 

that choose to capitalize on these opportunities have the chance to signifi cantly boost 

their fi rms’ brand exposure.

Pricing Considerations. Price is the most fl exible element of the marketing 

mix. Digital marketing can enhance the value of products by providing extra ben-

efi ts such as service, information, and convenience. Through digital media, discounts 

and other promotions can be quickly communicated. As consumers have become 

better  informed about their options, the demand for low-priced products has grown, 

leading to the creation of deal sites where consumers can directly compare prices. 

 Expedia.com, for instance, provides consumers with a wealth of travel information 

about everything from fl ights to hotels that lets them compare benefi ts and prices. 

Many marketers offer buying incentives like online coupons or free samples to gener-

ate consumer demand for their products. For the business that wants to compete on 

price, digital marketing provides unlimited opportunities.

Social Networking
A social network is a website where users can create a profi le and interact with other 

users, post information, and engage in other forms of web-based communication. 

Social networks are a valued part of marketing because they are changing the way 

consumers communicate with each other and with fi rms. Sites such as Facebook and 

Twitter have emerged as opportunities for marketers to build communities, provide 

product information, and learn about consumer needs. By the time you read this, it is 

possible there will be new social network sites that continue to advance digital com-

munication and opportunities for marketers.

You might be surprised to know that social networks have existed in some form or 

other for 40 years. The precursors of today’s social networks began in the 1970s as 

online bulletin boards that allowed users with common interests to interact with one 

another. The fi rst modern social network was Six Degrees.com, launched in 1997. 

This system permitted users to create a profi le and connect with friends—the core 

LO 13-4

social network
a website where users can 
create a profi le and interact 
with other users, post 
information, and engage in 
other forms of web-based 
communication
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attributes of today’s networks.13 Although Six 

Degrees eventually shut down for lack of inter-

est, the seed of networking had been planted.14

Other social networks followed, with each 

new generation becoming increasingly so-

phisticated. Today’s sites offer a multitude 

of consumer benefi ts, including the ability to 

download music, games, and applications; up-

load photos and videos; join groups; fi nd and 

chat with friends; comment on friends’ posts; 

and post and update status messages.

As the number of social network users in-

creases, interactive marketers are fi nding oppor-

tunities to reach out to consumers in new target 

markets. CafeMom is a family of branded social communities that offer mothers a forum 

in which to connect and write about parenting and other topics important to them. At 

more than 20 million users, this particular site is an opportunity to reach out to mothers, 

a demographic that has a signifi cant infl uence on family purchasing behavior. Walmart, 

Playskool, General Mills, and Johnson & Johnson have all advertised through this site.15

We’ll have more to say about how marketers utilize social networks later in this chapter.

An important question relates to how social media sites are adding value to the 

economy. Marketers at companies like Ford and Zappos, for instance, are using social 

media to promote products and build consumer relationships. Most corporations are 

supporting Facebook pages and Yammer accounts for employees to communicate 

across departments and divisions. Professionals such as professors, doctors, and engi-

neers also share ideas on a regular basis. Even staffi ng organizations use social media, 

bypassing traditional e-mail and telephone channels. While billions of dollars in in-

vestments are being funneled into social media, it may be too early to assess the exact 

economic contribution of social media to the entire economy.16

Types of Consumer-Generated Marketing 
and Digital Media
While digital marketing has generated exciting opportunities for companies to inter-

act with their customers, digital media are also more consumer-driven than traditional 

media. Internet users are creating and reading consumer-generated content as never 

before and are having a profound effect on marketing in the process.

Two factors have sparked the rise of consumer-generated information:

1. The increased tendency of consumers to publish their own thoughts, opinions, 

reviews, and product discussions through blogs or digital media.

2. Consumers’ tendencies to trust other consumers over corporations. Consumers 

often rely on the recommendations of friends, family, and fellow consumers 

when making purchasing decisions.

Marketers who know where online users are likely to express their thoughts and 

opinions can use these forums to interact with them, address problems, and promote 

their companies. Types of digital media in which Internet users are likely to partici-

pate include social networks, blogs, wikis, video sharing sites, podcasts, virtual reality 

sites, and mobile applications. Let’s look a little more closely at each.

Marketers can use the popular micro blogging site Twitter to connect with 
customers and answer questions. 
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Social Networks
The increase in social networking across the 

world is exponential. It is estimated that today’s 

adults spend approximately 37 minutes per day 

on social networking sites.18 As social networks 

evolve, both marketers and the owners of social 

networking sites are realizing the opportunities 

such networks offer—an infl ux of advertising 

dollars for site owners and a large reach for the 

advertiser. As a result, marketers have begun 

investigating and experimenting with promo-

tion on social networks. Three popular sites are 

Facebook, Twitter, and Google+.

Facebook. In April 2008, the social net-

working site Facebook surpassed Myspace in 

its number of members, becoming the most 

popular social networking site in the world.19 

Facebook users create profi les, which they can 

make public or private, and then search the net-

work for people with whom to connect. Many believe Facebook appeals to a broader 

demographic than does Myspace, attracting parents and grandparents as well as teens 

and college students.20 In fact, the fastest-growing group on Facebook is consumers 

55 and over.21

For this reason, many marketers are turning to Facebook to market products, inter-

act with consumers, and gain free publicity. It is possible for a consumer to become 

Facebook Praised for Tackling Carbon Emissions
It’s no secret that Facebook and Google are competitors, 
particularly when it comes to advertising. Both companies 
have a wide global reach and the ability to segment the mar-
ket. However, there is one area in which Facebook performs 
 better than Google: its carbon footprint. Facebook’s yearly 
carbon emissions amount to approximately 285,000 metric 
tons per year compared to Google’s 1.5 million.

As concern for the planet increases, consumers are de-
manding that companies become more sustainable. There-
fore, the fact that Facebook is more carbon-effi cient than 
competitors places it at an advantage. Greenpeace has 
praised the company for its transparency after Facebook re-
leased a detailed report describing its carbon footprint. In the 
report, Facebook announced its goals of getting 25 percent of 
its energy from renewable sources by 2015. This report pro-
vided information about Facebook’s goals and data centers 
as well as the carbon footprint from the company’s more than 
90 million Facebook users. 

So how much energy does each user’s Facebook use 
emit? Facebook has calculated that each user’s annual 
use is equivalent to the carbon footprint of a medium latte. 
Unfortunately, with more than 900 million users, this adds 
up signifi cantly. And while the fi rm plans to create a hydro-
powered data center in Sweden, other expansions will likely 
increase its carbon emissions in the short term. Despite 
these downsides, Facebook’s transparency has earned it 
accolades from stakeholders—including environmental 
groups.17

Discussion Questions
 1. How is Facebook trying to increase its sustainability?
 2. Why do you think Facebook released a report on its sustain-

ability accomplishments?
 3. Do you feel that Facebook’s sustainability initiatives will give 

it an edge over Google?

Going Green

Many companies have Facebook pages to promote products and stay 
connected to consumers.
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a “fan” of a major company like Starbucks by clicking on the “Like” icon on the 

coffee retailer’s Facebook page. Facebook is also partnering with businesses to offer 

unique incentives to businesses. American Express offers customers special discounts 

if they link their cards to Facebook, Twitter, and/or Foursquare accounts. This incen-

tive allows the fi rm to build loyalty and gain more information about customers.22 

Advertising on Facebook has also been increasing. The fi rm generated $1.8 billion 

from advertising during a four-month period, with 49 percent coming from mobile 

advertising.23 Promoted posts, one of the features Facebook has to offer businesses, 

allows companies to develop advertisements that show up in the News Feeds of those 

who have “liked” the organization and in the News Feeds of their friends.24

Additionally, social networking sites are useful for relationship marketing, or 

the creation of relationships that mutually benefi t the marketing business and the 

customer. Companies are utilizing relationship marketing through Facebook to 

help consumers feel more connected to their products. For instance, New Belgium 

Brewing has more than 35 local Facebook pages and uses the website to target 

 advertisements toward its fan base. After conducting a study on its Facebook fans, 

the company determined that its fans generate half of the company’s annual sales.25 

Thanks to Facebook, companies like New Belgium are able to understand who their 

customers are and how they can meet their needs.

Twitter. Twitter is a hybrid of a social networking site and a micro-blogging site 

that asks users one simple question: “What’s happening?” Members can post answers 

of up to 140 characters, which are then available for their registered “followers” to 

read. It sounds simple enough, but Twitter’s effect on digital media has been immense. 

The site quickly progressed from a novelty to a social networking staple, attracting 

millions of viewers each month.26 The site quickly progressed from a novelty to a 

social networking staple, attracting more than 215 million active users each month. 

Nearly half of these users visit the site on a daily basis, while approximately 30 per-

cent visit the site multiple times per day.27

Although 140 characters may not seem like enough for companies to send an 

 effective message, some have become experts at using Twitter in their marketing strat-

egies. Southwest Airlines has an entire team to monitor its account during its busi-

ness  operations to answer questions on Twitter ranging from refunds to lost baggage. 

These efforts are having an impact; more than half of Twitter’s active and monthly 

users follow companies or brands. This indicates three times more the exposure for 

businesses on Twitter than on Facebook.28

Like other social networking tools, Twitter is also being used to build, or in some 

cases rebuild, customer relationships. For example, Zappos posts on Twitter to update 

followers on company activities and address customer complaints.29 Other companies 

are using Twitter in conjunction with other social media sites to create unique viral 

marketing campaigns. For example, Royal Dutch Airlines implemented a campaign 

called KLM Surprise in which employees looked for waiting passengers on Twitter 

and Foursquare. Once discovered, they learned a little more about them and surprised 

them with gifts before they left the terminal.30

Finally, companies are using Twitter to gain a competitive advantage. Sports or-

ganizations and media companies are using Twitter to rebroadcast game highlights 

with short advertisements on their site. These postings have received several thousand 

comments and retweets as a result.31 Twitter is also expanding into video with its ac-

quisition of the mobile application Vine. In keeping with Twitter’s reputation for short, 

concise postings, Vine allows users to display up to 6 seconds of video and share them 

with other users. Vine has become highly popular among celebrities and teenagers, 
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with more than 13 million users. Marketers are taking notice. Burberry, for instance, 

developed a video on Vine that featured its London menswear fashion show.32 The race 

is on among companies that want to use Twitter to gain a competitive edge.

Google+. In 2011, Google launched its Google+ network, a social media site in-

tended to rival Facebook and identify users across Google’s various services.33 The 

initial launch was invitation-only as a fi eld test. Eventually, Google abandoned the 

invite-only feature and opened the site to all users over the age of 13. 

CEO Larry Page initiated a move to get more people to use Google+ by requiring 

those that use Google services, such as Gmail and YouTube, to have a Google+ ac-

count. This requirement has many implications for Google. For instance, integration 

between the social network and its other services means that users who post reviews 

on different Google platforms can no longer do so anonymously—they are now tied to 

a person’s Google+ account.34 In another controversial move, Google began requiring 

users who wanted to leave comments on YouTube to do so using Google+.35 The move 

has led to a 58 percent jump in users on the site.36

Google+ gives digital marketers an opportunity to capitalize on its growing user 

base. Because Google+ is linked with search results on Google, sharing a fi rm’s in-

formation on Google+ could push the fi rm up through the ranks of Google search 

results. Google+ postings with links to a company’s website encourage more traffi c 

on the corporate website. Google+ also has tools that allow companies to see how 

often their posts are shared. Additionally, because Google+ is integrated with other 

Google services, a search for an organization such as Ford will not only bring up in-

formation on Ford, but will also display recent posts about Ford that have been placed 

on Google+.37 Although Google+ does not yet have the same infl uence as Facebook, 

marketers are discovering a number of possibilities to engage users with Google+.

Blogs and Wikis
Today’s marketers must recognize that the impact of consumer-generated material 

like blogs and wikis and their signifi cance to online consumers have increased a great 

deal. Blogs (short for web logs) are web-based journals in which writers can editori-

alize and interact with other Internet users. More than three-fourths of Internet users 

read blogs.38 In fact, the blogging site Tumblr, which allows anyone to post text, hy-

perlinks, pictures, and other media for free, became one of the top 10 online destina-

tions. The site has 187 million blogs, and more than 98 million posts are posted on the 

site daily. In 2013, Yahoo! purchased Tumblr for $1.1 billion.39

Blogs give consumers power, sometimes more than companies would like. 

 Bloggers can post whatever they like about a company or its products, whether 

their opinions are positive or negative, true or false. For 

 instance,  although companies sometimes force bloggers 

to remove blogs, readers often create copies of the blog 

post and spread it across the Internet after the original’s 

removal. In other cases, a positive review of a good or service posted on a popular 

blog can result in large increases in sales. Thus, blogs can represent a potent threat or 

opportunity to marketers.

Rather than trying to eliminate blogs that cast their companies in a negative light, 

some fi rms are using their own blogs, or employee blogs, to answer consumer concerns 

or defend their corporate reputations. Boeing operates a corporate blog to highlight 

company news and to post correspondence from  Boeing enthusiasts from all over the 

world.41 As blogging changes the face of media, smart companies are using it to build 

enthusiasm for their products and create relationships with consumers.

blog
a web-based journal in which 
a writer can editorialize and 
interact with other Internet 
users

DID YOU KNOW? Searching is the most popular online 

activity, while social networking and blogging are fourth.40
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Wikis are websites where users can add to or edit the content of posted articles. One of 

the best known is Wikipedia, an online encyclopedia with more than 30 million entries in 

more than 285 languages on nearly every subject imaginable. (Encyclopedia Britannica 

only has 120,000 entries.)42 Wikipedia is one of the 10 most popular sites on the web, 

and because much of its content can be edited by anyone, it is easy for online consumers 

to add detail and supporting evidence and to correct inaccuracies in content. Wikipedia 

used to be completely open to editing, but in order to stop vandalism, the site had to make 

some topics off-limits that are now editable only by a small group of experts.

Like all digital media, wikis have advantages and disadvantages for companies. 

Wikis about controversial companies like Walmart and Nike often contain negative 

publicity, such as about workers’ rights violations. However, monitoring relevant 

wikis can provide companies with a better idea of how consumers feel about the 

company or brand. Some companies have also begun to use wikis as internal tools for 

teams working on projects that require a great deal of documentation.43

There is too much at stake fi nancially for marketers to ignore wikis and blogs. Despite 

this fact, statistics show that only 34 percent of Fortune 500 companies have a corpo-

rate blog.44 Marketers who want to form better customer relationships and promote their 

company’s products must not underestimate the power of these two media outlets.

Media Sharing
Businesses can also share their corporate messages in more visual ways through media 

sharing sites. Media sharing sites allow marketers to share photos, videos, and pod-

casts. Media sharing sites are more limited in scope in how companies interact with 

consumers. They tend to be more promotional than reactive. This means that while 

fi rms can promote their products through videos or photos, they usually do not interact 

with consumers through personal messages or responses. At the same time, the popu-

larity of these sites provides the potential to reach a global audience of consumers.

Video sharing sites allow virtually anybody to upload videos, from profes-

sional marketers at Fortune 500 corporations to the average Internet user. Some of 

the most popular video sharing sites include YouTube, Vimeo, and Dailymotion. 

Video sharing sites give companies the opportunity 

to upload ads and informational videos about their 

products. A few videos become viral at any given 

time, and although many of these gain popularity 

because they embarrass the subject in some way, 

others reach viral status because people fi nd them 

entertaining. Viral marketing occurs when a mes-

sage gets sent from person to person to person. It 

can be an extremely effective tool for  marketers—

particularly on the Internet, where one click can 

send a message to dozens or hundreds of people 

simultaneously. Marketers are taking advantage of 

the viral nature of video sharing sites like YouTube, 

either by creating their own unique videos or ad-

vertising on videos that have already reached viral 

status. For instance, Disney bought Maker Studios, 

one of the most successful online video compa-

nies, in order to target the Millennial generation, 

a prime group for viral marketing. With more than 

wiki
software that creates an 
interface that enables users 
to add or edit the content of 
some types of websites

viral marketing
a marketing tool that uses the 
Internet, particularly social 
networking and video sharing 
sites, to spread a message 
and create brand awareness

Flickr is a popular photo sharing site. Marketers can use Flickr to post 
photos of products or company activities.
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5.5 million views on YouTube, Maker Studios seems a promising acquisition to 

put Disney at a signifi cant competitive advantage in this arena.45

Businesses have also begun to utilize consumer-generated video content, saving 

money they would have spent on hiring advertising fi rms to develop professional ad-

vertising campaigns. GoPro was transformed from a small camera fi rm into a success-

ful company due to the videos consumers took of themselves using GoPro cameras. 

The company is partnering with YouTube to create its own network for consumer-

generated GoPro videos.46 Marketers believe consumer videos appear more authentic 

and create enthusiasm for the product among consumer participants.

Photo sharing sites allow users to upload and share their photos and short videos 

with the world. Well-known photo sharing sites include Instagram, Imgur, Shutterfl y, 

Photobucket, and Flickr. Flickr is owned by Yahoo! and is one of the most popular 

photo sharing sites on the Internet. A Flickr user can upload images, edit them, clas-

sify the images, create photo albums, and share photos with friends without having 

to e-mail bulky image fi les or send photos through the mail. However, Instagram has 

surpassed Flickr as the most popular photo sharing site. Instagram is a mobile applica-

tion that allows users to make their photos look dreamy or retrospective with different 

tints and then share them with their friends.47 The Eddie Bauer website has an icon 

on its main website that will take users to its Instagram stream.48 To compete against 

Twitter’s short-form video service Vine, Facebook has added 13 fi lters for video to 

the Instagram app.49 With more and more people using mobile apps or accessing the 

Internet through their smartphones, the use of photo sharing through mobile devices 

is likely to increase.

Other sites are emerging that take photo sharing to a new level. Pinterest is a 

photo sharing bulletin board site that combines photo sharing with elements of 

bookmarking and social networking. Users can share photos and images among 

other Internet users, communicating mostly through images that they “pin” to their 

boards. Other users can “repin” these images to their boards, follow each other, 

“like” images, and make comments. Marketers have found that an effective way 

of marketing through Pinterest is to post images conveying a certain emotion that 

represents their brand.50

Photo sharing represents an opportunity for companies to market themselves 

 visually by displaying snapshots of company events, company staff, and/or company 

products. Nike, Audi, and MTV have all used Instagram in digital marketing cam-

paigns. Whole Foods has topic boards on Pinterest featuring recipes, farm scenes, 

and more to reinforce its brand image.51 Zales Jewelers has topic boards on Pinterest 

featuring rings as well as other themes of love, including songs, wedding cake, and 

wedding dresses.52 Virgin Mobile has a Flickr photostream that features photos of 

company events such as product launches.53 Many businesses with pictures on Flickr 

have a link connecting their Flickr photostreams to their corporate websites.54

Podcasts are audio or video fi les that can be downloaded from the Internet via a 

subscription that automatically delivers new content to listening devices or personal 

computers. Podcasting offers the benefi t of convenience, giving users the ability to lis-

ten to or view content when and where they choose. It is estimated that approximately 

39 million U.S. consumers download podcasts every month. The markets podcasts 

reach are ideal for marketers, especially the 18–34 demographic, which includes the 

young and the affl uent.55 For instance, the podcast Mad Money, hosted by Jim  Cramer, 

gives investment advice and teaches listeners how to analyze stocks and other fi nan-

cial instruments. These are important topics for young adults who do not have much 

investment experience.56

podcast
an audio or video fi le that 
can be downloaded from the 
Internet with a subscription 
that automatically delivers 
new content to listening 
devices or personal 
computers
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As podcasting continues to catch on, radio stations and television networks like 

CBC Radio, NPR, MSNBC, and PBS are creating podcasts of their shows to profi t 

from this growing trend. Many companies hope to use podcasts to create brand aware-

ness, promote their products, and encourage customer loyalty.

Virtual Worlds
Games and programs allowing viewers to develop avatars that exist in an online 

virtual world have exploded in popularity in the 21st century. Virtual worlds include 

Second Life, Everquest, Sim City, and the role-playing game World of Warcraft. 

These sites can be described as social networks with a twist. Virtual realities are 

three- dimensional, user-created worlds that have their own currencies, lands, and 

residents that come in every shape and size. Internet users who participate in virtual 

realities such as Second Life choose a fi ctional persona, called an avatar. Residents 

of Second Life connect with other users, purchase goods with virtual Linden dol-

lars (convertible to real dollars), and even own virtual businesses. For entertainment 

purposes, residents can shop, attend concerts, or travel to virtual environments—all 

while spending real money. Farmville provides a similar virtual world experience, 

except it is limited to life on a farm.

Real-world marketers and organizations have been eager to capitalize on the popu-

larity of virtual gaming sites. MediaSpike specializes in placing brands into mobile 

games. Geico Powersports and Mountain Dew are two brands that have worked with 

MediaSpike to appear in mobile games.58 Other businesses are looking toward virtual 

worlds to familiarize consumers with their goods and services. For instance, McDon-

ald’s partnered with the virtual gaming site Zynga to bring its virtual store and brand 

to Zynga’s popular virtual gaming site Cityville.59

Smirnoff’s Mixhibit: An Example of Ethical Digital Marketing
Smirnoff Vodka is taking digital marketing to a new level. The 
company has developed Mixhibit, a mobile application allowing 
users to create short videos made up of snapshots from vari-
ous social networking platforms. Users can scour their Face-
book, Twitter, Instagram, and Foursquare profi les for photos 
and posts they want to include in their video. Then they can set 
the motion picture to music with any one of the 10,000 tracks 
available on the app. The goal of Mixhibit is to generate global 
consumer participation with the brand that extends beyond 
liking, following, and sharing—such activities are passive and 
do not optimize consumer participation. Mixhibit brings the 
physical world in closer contact with the digital world, which is 
a more realistic form of consumer participation.

Smirnoff is the top global seller of vodka in value and vol-
ume. As a major player in 133 countries, it is gaining trac-
tion in developing economies. The use of social networking 
is a way to include participants on a global scale and get 

them involved together in the physical world. The infl uence 
Smirnoff holds comes with two major responsibilities in mar-
keting, however. First, it has an economic responsibility not 
to become complacent in its success. Despite its number-
one status around the world, Smirnoff must be sensitive to 
environmental changes. Mixhibit achieves this goal by keep-
ing the brand fresh and interesting to customers. Second, 
Smirnoff has a sociocultural and legal responsibility to mar-
ket only to those who are of legal drinking age.57

Discussion Questions
 1. How is Smirnoff Vodka using digital marketing to encourage 

consumer participation?
 2. How do you think the Mixhibit app helps to keep the fi rm from 

becoming complacent in its success?
 3. Are there any risks associated with promoting the Mixhibit 

app? If so, how can Smirnoff Vodka overcome them?

Responding to Business Challenges
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Mobile Marketing
As digital marketing becomes increasingly sophisticated, consumers are beginning 

to utilize mobile devices like smartphones as a highly functional communication 

method. The iPhone and iPad have changed the way consumers communicate, and a 

growing number of travelers are using their smartphones to fi nd online maps, travel 

guides, and taxis. In industries such as hotels, airlines, and car rental agencies, mobile 

phones have become a primary method for booking reservations and communicating 

about services. They can act as airline boarding passes, GPS devices, and even hotel 

room keys. Other marketing uses of mobile phones include sending shoppers timely 

messages related to discounts and shopping opportunities.60 Figure 13.2 breaks down 

smartphone usage by age and income. Mobile marketing is exploding—marketers are 

estimated to spend $31.45 billion on mobile marketing in 2014.61 To avoid being left 

behind, brands must recognize the importance of mobile marketing.

E-commerce sales on smartphones is also rapidly growing. Sales are estimated to 

reach $638 billion by 2018.62 This makes it essential for companies to understand how 

to use mobile tools to create effective campaigns. Some of the more common mobile 

marketing tools include the following:

•  SMS messages: SMS messages are text messages of 160 words or less. SMS 

messages have been an effective way to send coupons to prospective customers.63

•  Multimedia messages: Multimedia messaging takes SMS messaging a step 

further by allowing companies to send video, audio, photos, and other types of 

media over mobile devices. Gap used Instagram Direct as the outlet for their 

“What I Wore Today (#WIWT)” campaign, allowing users to win a Gap denim 

tablet case.64

•  Mobile advertisements: Mobile advertisements are visual advertisements that 

appear on mobile devices. Companies might choose to advertise through search 

engines, websites, or even games accessed on mobile devices. Marketers spent 

approximately $3 billion within a six-month period on mobile advertising.65

•  Mobile websites: Mobile websites are websites designed for mobile devices. 

Mobile devices constitute one-third of web traffi c.66
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•  Location-based networks: Location-based networks are built for mobile 

devices. One of the most popular location-based networks is Foursquare, which 

lets users check in and share their location with others. Foursquare partnered 

with Visa and MasterCard to offer discounts at participating retailers, including 

Dunkin’ Donuts and Burger King.67

•  Mobile applications: Mobile applications (known as apps) are software 

programs that run on mobile devices and give users access to certain content.68 

Businesses release apps to help consumers access more information about their 

company or to provide incentives. Apps are discussed in further detail in the 

next section.

Applications and Widgets
Applications are adding an entirely new layer to the marketing environment, as 

 approximately half of all American adult cell phone users have applications on their 

mobile devices.69 The most important feature of apps is the convenience and cost 

 savings they offer to the consumer. Certain apps allow consumers to scan a product’s 

barcode and then compare it with the prices of identical products in other stores. 

Mobile apps also enable customers to download in-store discounts. As of 2014, an 

estimated 58  percent of American adults have smartphones, so businesses cannot 

 afford to miss out on the chance to profi t from these new trends.70

To remain competitive, companies are beginning to use mobile marketing to offer 

additional incentives to consumers. Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide developed 

an app customers can use to research their travel location straight from their smart-

phones and receive discounts and personalized incentives. Starwood Hotels believes 

the app will enhance customer relationships, thereby increasing customer loyalty.71 

Another application that marketers are fi nding useful is the QR scanning app. QR 

codes are black-and-white squares that sometimes appear in magazines, posters, and 

storefront displays. Smartphone users who have downloaded the QR scanning appli-

cation can open their smartphones and scan the code, which contains a hidden mes-

sage accessible with the app. The QR scanning app recognizes the code and opens the 

link, video, or image on the phone’s screen. Marketers are using QR codes to promote 

their companies and offer consumer discounts.72

Mobile payments are also gaining traction, and companies like Google are work-

ing to capitalize on this opportunity.73 Google Wallet is a mobile app that stores credit 

card information on the smartphone. When the shopper is ready to check out, he or 

she can tap the phone at the point of sale for the transaction to be registered.74 Square 

is a company launched by Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey. The company provides 

organizations with smartphone swiping devices for credit cards as well as tablets that 

can be used to tally purchases. A newer service called Square Cash is enabling users 

to send up to $2,500 digitally through e-mail.75 Bitcoin is a virtual peer-to-peer cur-

rency that can be used to make a payment via smartphone. Smaller organizations have 

begun to accept Bitcoin at some of their stores. Virtual currency exchanges have run 

into legal issues, however, due to state money-transmission laws. Bitcoin also fl uctu-

ates in value, making it risky for companies to hold onto the virtual currency for long 

periods.76 It is not backed by a central bank and its software is run on a network of vol-

unteers’ computers. Bitcoin is being increasingly accepted among offi cials, and Ger-

many has recognized it as a unit of account.77 However, a recent scandal has caused 

some to question Bitcoin’s use. Mt. Gox, a Bitcoin exchange, reportedly lost hundreds 

of thousands of Bitcoins amounting to $620 million in value. A lawsuit has been fi led, 
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and Mt. Gox declared bankruptcy.78 The success of mobile payments in revolution-

izing the shopping experience will largely depend upon retailers to adopt this payment 

system, but companies such as Starbucks are already jumping at the opportunity.

Widgets are small bits of software on a website, desktop, or mobile device that 

perform a simple purpose, such as providing stock quotes or blog updates. Market-

ers might use widgets to display news headlines, clocks, or games on their web 

pages.79 Widgets have been used by companies such as A&E Television Network 

as a form of viral marketing—users can download the widget and send it to their 

friends with a click of a button.80 Widgets downloaded to a user’s desktop can update 

the user on the latest company or product information, enhancing relationship mar-

keting between companies and their fans. Hotels, restaurants, and other tourist loca-

tions can download TripAdvisor widgets to their websites. These widgets display 

the latest company reviews, rewards, and other TripAdvisor content directly to the 

company’s website.81 Widgets are an innovative digital marketing tool to personalize 

web pages, alert users to the latest company information, and spread awareness of 

the company’s products.

Using Digital Media to Reach Consumers
We’ve seen that customer-generated communications and digital media connect con-

sumers as never before. These connections let consumers share information and expe-

riences without company interference so they get more of the “real story” on a product 

or company feature. In many ways, these media take some of the 

professional marketer’s power to control and dispense information 

and place it in the hands of the consumer.

However, this shift does not have to spell doom for marketers, 

who can choose to utilize the power of the consumer and Internet 

technology to their advantage. While consumers use digital media to 

access more product information, marketers can use the same sites 

to get better and more targeted information about the consumer—

often more than they could gather through traditional marketing 

venues. Marketers increasingly use consumer-generated content to 

aid their own marketing efforts, even going so far as to incorporate 

Internet bloggers in their publicity campaigns. Finally, marketers are 

also beginning to use the Internet to track the success of their on-

line marketing campaigns, creating an entirely new way of gathering 

marketing research.

The challenge for digital media marketers is to constantly adapt 

to new technologies and changing consumer patterns. Unfortunately, 

the attrition rate for digital media channels is very high, with some 

dying off each year as new ones emerge. As time passes, digital media 

are becoming more sophisticated so as to reach consumers in more 

effective ways. Those that are not able to adapt and change eventu-

ally fail.

Charlene Li and Josh Bernoff of Forrester Research, a technology 

and market research company, emphasize the need for marketers to 

understand these changing relationships in the online media world. 

By grouping consumers into different segments based on how they 

utilize digital media, marketers can gain a better understanding of the 

online market and how best to proceed.82

The use of mobile coupons is increasing. 
Consumers appreciate these types of coupons for 
their convenience. Retailers like mobile coupons 
because they save money from having to print and 
distribute them. 
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Table 13.2 shows seven ways that Forrester Research groups consumers based on 

their Internet activity (or lack thereof). The categories are not mutually exclusive; online 

consumers can participate in more than one at a time.

Creators are consumers who create their own media outlets, such as blogs, podcasts, 

consumer-generated videos, and wikis.83 Consumer-generated media are increasingly 

important to online marketers as a conduit for addressing consumers directly. The sec-

ond group of Internet users is conversationalists. Conversationalists regularly update 

their Twitter feeds or status updates on social networking sites. Although they are less 

involved than creators, conversationalists spend time at least once a week (and often 

more) on digital media sites posting updates.84 The third category, critics, consists of 

people who comment on blogs or post ratings and reviews on review websites such as 

Yelp. Because many online shoppers read ratings and reviews to aid their purchasing 

decisions, critics should be a primary component in a company’s digital marketing 

strategy. The next category is collectors. They collect information and organize con-

tent generated by critics and creators.85 Because collectors are active members of the 

online community, a company story or site that catches the eye of a collector is likely 

TABLE 13.2
Social Technographics

Creators Publish a blog

Publish personal web pages

Upload original video

Upload original audio/music

Write articles or stories and post them

Conversationalists Update status on social networking sites

Post updates on Twitter

Critics Post ratings/reviews of products or services

Comment on someone else’s blog

Contribute to online forums

Contribute to/edit articles in a wiki

Collectors Use RSS feeds

Add tags to web pages or photos

“Vote” for websites online

Joiners Maintain profi le on a social networking site

Visit social networking sites

Spectators Read blogs

Watch video from other users

Listen to podcasts

Read online forums

Read customer ratings/reviews

Inactives None of the activities

Source: Charlene Li and Josh Bernoff, Groundswell (Boston: Harvard Business Press, 2008), p. 43. “Forrester Unveils New Segment of 
Social Technographics—The Conversationalists,” 360 Digital Connections, January 21, 2010, http://blog.360i.com/social-media/forrester-
new-segment-social-technographics-conversationalists (accessed May 19, 2014).
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to be posted, discussed on collector sites, and made available to other online users 

looking for information.

Joiners include all who become users of Twitter, Facebook, or other social network-

ing sites. It is not unusual for consumers to be members of several social networking 

sites at once. Joiners use these sites to connect and network with other users, but as 

we’ve seen, marketers too can take signifi cant advantage of these sites to connect with 

consumers and form customer relationships.87 The last two segments are Spectators 

and Inactives. Spectators, who read online information but do not join groups or post 

anywhere, are the largest group in most countries. Inactives are online users who do 

not participate in any digital online media, but their numbers are dwindling.

Marketers need to consider what proportion of online consumers are creating, con-

versing, rating, collecting, joining, or simply reading online materials. As in tradi-

tional marketing efforts, they need to know their target market. For instance, where 

spectators make up the majority of the online population, companies should post their 

own corporate messages through blogs and websites promoting their organizations.

Using Digital Media to Learn about Consumers
Marketing research and information systems can use digital media and social network-

ing sites to gather useful information about consumers and their preferences. Sites such 

as Twitter and Facebook can be good substitutes for focus groups. Online surveys can 

serve as an alternative to mail, telephone, or personal interviews.

Crowdsourcing describes how marketers use  digital media to fi nd out the opin-

ions or needs of the crowd (or potential markets). Communities of interested con-

sumers join sites like threadless.com, which designs T-shirts, or crowdspring.com, 

which creates logos and print and web designs. These companies give interested 

consumers opportunities to contribute and give feedback on product ideas. Crowd-

sourcing lets companies gather and utilize consumers’ ideas in an interactive way 

when creating new products.

Fab.com: How an e-Business Generated Growth 
through Digital Marketing
Fab.com
Founders: Bradford Shelhammer and Jason Goldberg
Founded: 2011, in Manhattan
Success: This online retailer has 20,000 designers selling 
through its site and a valuation of $1 billion after only two 
years in business.

Fab.com understands the value of digital marketing. 
When founders Bradford Shellhammer and Jason Goldberg 
launched Fab.com, an e-business retailer selling designer-
made products, they saw an opportunity to inspire word-
of-mouth promotion. In order to build their user base, 
Shelhammer and Goldberg used sites such as Facebook, 

Twitter, and Pinterest to encourage people to post designs 
they liked on Fab.com. They also bought advertisements on 
Facebook for flash sales, where items are offered at a dis-
count price for the first week they are sold on Fab.com. These 
tactics generated buzz and worked as a word-of-mouth 
marketing tool in the social media realm. By the time Fab.
com launched, it had 175,000 members, and each of those 
members had invited approximately three friends to view 
the site. The company estimates that 30,000 of the 175,000 
members joined as a result of its social media ads. Goldberg 
continues to measure social media marketing and constantly 
blogs about the company.86

Entrepreneurship in Action
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Consumer feedback is an important part of 

the digital media equation. Ratings and reviews 

have become exceptionally popular. Online 

reviews are estimated to infl uence the buying 

decisions of approximately 90 percent of U.S. 

consumers.88 Retailers such as Amazon, Netf-

lix, and Priceline allow consumers to post com-

ments on their sites about the books, movies, 

and travel arrangements they sell. Today, most 

online shoppers search the Internet for ratings 

and reviews before making major purchase 

decisions.

While consumer-generated content about a 

fi rm can be either positive or negative, digital 

media forums do allow businesses to closely 

monitor what their customers are saying. In the 

case of negative feedback, businesses can com-

municate with consumers to address problems 

or complaints much more easily than through traditional communication channels. 

Yet despite the ease and obvious importance of online feedback, many companies do 

not yet take full advantage of the digital tools at their disposal.

Legal and Social Issues in Internet Marketing
The extraordinary growth of information technology, the Internet, and social networks 

has generated many legal and social issues for consumers and businesses. These is-

sues include privacy concerns, the risk of identity theft and online fraud, and the need 

to protect intellectual property. The U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) compiles 

an annual list of consumer complaints related to the Internet and digital media. We 

discuss these in this section, as well as steps that individuals, companies, and the gov-

ernment have taken to address them.

Privacy
Businesses have long tracked consumers’ shopping habits with little controversy. 

However, observing the contents of a consumer’s shopping cart or the process a con-

sumer goes through when choosing a box of cereal generally does not result in the 

collection of specifi c, personally identifying data. Although using credit cards, shop-

ping cards, and coupons forces consumers to give up a certain degree of anonymity in 

the traditional shopping process, they can still choose to remain anonymous by pay-

ing cash. Shopping on the Internet, however, allows businesses to track them on a far 

more personal level, from the contents of their online purchases to the websites they 

favor. Current technology has made it possible for marketers to amass vast quantities 

of personal information, often without consumers’ knowledge, and to share and sell 

this information to interested third parties.

How is personal information collected on the web? Many sites follow users online 

by storing a “cookie,” or an identifying string of text, on users’ computers. Cookies 

permit website operators to track how often a user visits the site, what he or she looks 

at while there, and in what sequence. They also allow website visitors to customize 

services, such as virtual shopping carts, as well as the particular content they see 

when they log onto a web page. Users have the option of turning off cookies on their 

LO 13-5

About three-quarters of online shoppers read ratings and reviews before making 
a decision. 
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machines, but nevertheless the potential for misuse has left many consumers uncom-

fortable with this technology.

Google, Facebook, and other Internet fi rms have also come under fi re for privacy 

 issues. For instance, when Facebook announced it would give teenagers between the ages 

of 13 and 17 the ability to make their posts public, privacy advocates quickly  protested 

the move.89 Google has been a particular target of privacy advocates. Google has the 

ability to collect a trove of data on consumers who use its various services. Although 

Google has attempted to develop a “slider” tool that would provide users with a greater 

ability to control the data collected about them, the tool was abandoned after it was 

deemed too diffi cult to implement. However, past privacy snafus have caused Google 

to make Internet privacy a major priority. For instance, its Google Now product—a new 

tool that provides information to people before they search for it—underwent many legal 

and privacy hurdles before its fi nal development. The  European Union has been particu-

larly cautious regarding the collection of user data and has instituted more restrictive 

regulations to control how much data these Internet fi rms can gather.90

Due to consumer concerns over privacy, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is 

considering developing regulations that would better protect consumer privacy by 

limiting the amount of consumer information that businesses can gather online. Other 

countries are pursuing similar actions. The European Union passed a law requiring 

companies to get users’ consent before using cookies to track their information. In the 

United States, one proposed solution for consumer Internet privacy is a “do not track” 

bill, similar to the “do not call” bill for telephones, to allow users to opt out of hav-

ing their information tracked.91 While consumers may welcome such added protec-

tions, web advertisers, who use consumer information to better target advertisements 

to online consumers, see it as a threat. In response to impending legislation, many 

web advertisers are attempting self-regulation in order to stay ahead of the game. For 

instance, the Interactive Advertising Board is encouraging its members to adopt a 

do-not-track icon that users can click on to avoid having their online activity tracked. 

However, it is debatable whether members will choose to participate or honor users’ 

do-not-track requests.92

Identity Theft
Identity theft occurs when criminals obtain personal information that allows them 

to impersonate someone else in order to use the person’s credit to access fi nancial 

accounts and make purchases. This requires organizations to implement increased 

security measures to prevent database theft. As you can see in Figure 13.3, the most 

common complaints relate to government documents/benefi ts fraud, followed by 

credit card fraud, utility fraud, bank fraud, employment fraud, and loan fraud.

The Internet’s relative anonymity and speed make possible both legal and illegal 

access to databases storing Social Security numbers, drivers’ license numbers, dates 

of birth, mothers’ maiden names, and other information that can be used to establish 

a credit card or bank account in another person’s name in order to make fraudulent 

transactions. One growing scam used to initiate identity theft fraud is the practice of 

phishing, whereby con artists counterfeit a well-known website and send out e-mails 

directing victims to it. There visitors fi nd instructions to reveal sensitive information 

such as their credit card numbers. Phishing scams have faked websites for PayPal, 

AOL, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Some identity theft problems are resolved quickly, while other cases take weeks 

and hundreds of dollars before a victim’s bank balances and credit standings are 

 restored. To deter identity theft, the National Fraud Center wants fi nancial institutions 

identity theft
when criminals obtain 
personal information that 
allows them to impersonate 
someone else in order to use 
their credit to access fi nancial 
accounts and make purchases
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to implement new technologies such as digital certifi cates, digital signatures, and 

 biometrics—the use of fi ngerprinting or retina scanning.

Online Fraud
Online fraud includes any attempt to conduct fraudulent activities online, such as 

by deceiving consumers into releasing personal information. It is becoming a major 

source of frustration among users of social networking sites, because cybercriminals 

are fi nding new ways to use sites like Facebook and Twitter to commit fraudulent ac-

tivities. Twitter has experienced an infl ux of fake Twitter accounts to try to boost pub-

licity. A celebrity, for instance, might pay somebody to rebroadcast their tweets on a 

number of fake Twitter accounts. It is estimated that between 5 and 9 percent of Twit-

ter accounts could be fake. While these accounts might not be used to solicit money or 

harm users directly, they are used for the express purpose of deceiving users.93 Mobile 

payments are another concern. Perhaps the most disturbing is the practice of using so-

cial networking sites to pose as charitable institutions or victims of natural disasters. 

A good method for people to avoid getting scammed through social media sites is to 

research charities before giving.

In another case, 1.5 million Europeans who had enrolled in customer-loyalty pro-

grams found that their personal data had been stolen. Although these consumers dealt 

with a number of different websites, these websites were all linked by a loyalty pro-

gram management fi rm in Ireland.94 Privacy advocates advise that the best way to stay 

out of trouble is to avoid giving out personal information, such as Social Security 

numbers or credit card information, unless the site is defi nitely legitimate.

Intellectual Property
In addition to protecting personal privacy, Internet users and others want to protect 

their rights to property they may create, including songs, movies, books, and software. 

Such intellectual property consists of the ideas and creative materials developed to 

solve problems, carry out applications, and educate and entertain others.

online fraud
any attempt to conduct 
fraudulent activities online
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Although intellectual property is generally pro-

tected by patents and copyrights, each year losses 

from the illegal copying of computer programs, 

music, movies, compact discs, and books reach bil-

lions of dollars in the United States alone. This has 

become a particular problem with digital media sites. 

YouTube has often faced lawsuits on intellectual 

property infringement. With millions of users upload-

ing content to YouTube, it can be hard for Google to 

monitor and remove all the videos that may contain 

copyrighted materials. 

Illegal sharing of content is another major intel-

lectual property problem. Consumers rationalize the 

pirating of software, videogames, movies, and music 

for a number of reasons. First, many feel they just 

don’t have the money to pay for what they want. Sec-

ond, because their friends engage in piracy and swap 

digital content, some users feel infl uenced to engage 

in this activity. Others enjoy the thrill of getting away 

with something with a low risk of consequences. And fi nally, some people feel being 

tech-savvy allows them to take advantage of the opportunity to pirate content.95

The software industry loses more than $63 billion globally each year due to theft 

and illegal use of software products, according to the Business Software Alliance.96

About 90 percent of illegal software copying is actually done by businesses. For 

example, a fi rm may obtain a license to install a specifi c application on 100 of its 

computers but actually installs it on 300. In some cases, software is illegally made 

available through the Internet by companies that have taken the software from the 

producer and set up their own distribution system.

Digital Media’s Impact on Marketing
To be successful in business, you need to know much more than how to use a social 

networking site to communicate with friends. Developing a strategic understanding of 

how digital  marketing can make business more effi cient and productive is increasingly 

necessary. If you are  thinking of becoming an  entrepreneur, then the digital world can 

open doors to new resources and  customers. Smartphones, mobile broadband, and 

webcams are among the tools that can make the most of an online business world, cre-

ating greater effi ciency at less cost. For example, rather than using  traditional phone 

lines, Skype helps  people make and receive calls via the Internet and provides free 

video calling and text  messaging for about 10 percent of the cost of a land line.97 It is 

up to businesses and entrepreneurs to develop strategies that achieve business success 

using existing and future technology, software, and networking opportunities.

Traditional businesses accustomed to using print media can fi nd the transition to 

digital challenging. New media may require employees with new skills or additional 

training for current employees. There is often a gap between technical knowledge of 

how to develop sites and how to develop effective digital marketing strategies to en-

hance business success. Determining the correct blend of traditional and new media 

requires careful consideration; the mix will vary depending on the business, its size, 

and its target market. Future career opportunities will require skills in both traditional 

and digital media areas so that marketers properly understand and implement market-

ing strategies that help businesses achieve a competitive advantage.

The fi le-sharing protocol BitTorrent allows users to share and download 
fi les. The U.S. Copyright Group obtained the IP addresses of users who 
downloaded specifi c movies using BitTorrent technology and are taking 
action against thousands of BitTorrent users for illegally downloading 
protected content. 



The business world has grown increasingly dependent on 
digital marketing to maintain communication with stakehold-
ers. Reaching customers is often a major concern, but digital 
marketing can also be used to communicate with suppliers, 
concerned community members, and special interest groups 
about issues related to sustainability, safety practices, and phil-
anthropic activities. Many types of jobs exist: account executive 
directors of social media and director of marketing for digital 
products, as well as digital advertisers, online marketers, global 
digital marketers, and brand managers are prominently listed 
on career opportunity websites.

Entrepreneurs are taking advantage of the low cost of digi-
tal marketing, building social networking sites to help market 
their products. In fact, some small businesses such as specialty 
publishing, personal health and beauty, and other specialty 
products can use digital marketing as the primary channel for 
reaching consumers. Many small businesses are posting signs 
outside their stores with statements such as “Follow us on 
Twitter” or “Check out our Facebook page.”

To utilize digital marketing, especially social network-
ing, requires more than information technology skills related 
to constructing websites, graphics, videos, podcasts, etc. 
Most importantly, one must be able to determine how digital 
media can be used in implementing a marketing strategy. All 

marketing starts with identifying a target market and develop-
ing a marketing mix to satisfy customers. Digital marketing is 
just another way to reach customers, provide information, and 
develop relationships. Therefore, your opportunity for a career 
in this field is greatly based on understanding the messages, 
desired level of interactivity, and connectivity that helps achieve 
marketing objectives.

As social media use skyrockets, digital marketing profes-
sionals will be in demand. The experience of many businesses 
and research indicate digital marketing is a powerful way to 
increase brand exposure and generate traffic. In fact, a study 
conducted on Social Media Examiner found that 85 percent of 
marketers surveyed believe generating exposure for their busi-
ness is their number-one advantage in Internet marketing. As 
consumers use social networking for their personal communi-
cation, they will be more open to obtaining information about 
products through this channel. Digital marketing could be the 
fastest-growing opportunity in business.

To prepare yourself for a digital marketing career, learn not 
only the technical aspects, but also how social media can be 
used to maximize marketing performance. A glance at career-
builder.com indicates that management positions such as 
account manager, digital marketing manager, and digital product 
manager can pay from $60,000 to $170,000 or more per year.

So You Want to Be a Digital Marketer

Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne digital media and digital marketing, and 
recognize their increasing value in strategic 
planning.

Digital media are electronic media that function using digital 
codes and are available via computers, cellular phones, smart-
phones, and other digital devices. Digital marketing refers to the 
strategic process of distributing, promoting, pricing products, and 
discovering the desires of customers in the virtual environment of 
the Internet. Because they can enhance the exchange of informa-
tion between the marketer and the customer, digital media have 
become an important component of fi rms’ marketing strategies.

Demonstrate the role of digital marketing and 
social networking in today’s business environment.

Digital communication facilitates marketing research and low-
ers the cost of communication and consumer service and sup-
port. Through websites, social networks, and other digital media, 
consumers can learn about everything they purchase and use in 
life and businesses can reach new markets through inexpensive 
and interactive communication channels. Social networking is 
expanding so fast that no business can ignore its impact on 
customer relationships.

Show how digital media affect the marketing mix.

The ability to process orders electronically and increase the 
speed of communications via the Internet has reduced many 
distribution ineffi ciencies, costs, and redundancies while in-
creasing speed throughout the marketing channel. Digital media 
help fi rms increase brand awareness, connect with consum-
ers, form relationships, and spread positive publicity about their 
products. Because consumers are more informed than ever and 
consumer consumption patterns are changing, marketers must 
adapt their promotional efforts. The Internet gives consumers 
access to more information about costs and prices.

Defi ne social networking, and illustrate how 
businesses can use different types of social 
networking media.

Social networking occurs when online consumers interact with 
other users on a web-based platform to discuss or view top-
ics of interest. Types of social networking media include social 
 networking sites, blogs, wikis, media sharing sites, virtual reality 
sites, mobile marketing, mobile applications, and widgets.

Blogs not only give consumers power but also allow com-
panies to answer consumer concerns and obtain free publicity. 
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Wikis give marketers a better understanding of how consumers 
feel about their companies. Photo sharing sites enable com-
panies to share images of their businesses or products with 
consumers and often have links that connect users to company-
sponsored blogs. Video sharing is allowing many businesses to 
engage in viral marketing. Amateur fi lmmakers are also becom-
ing a potential low-cost, effective marketing venue for compa-
nies. Podcasts are audio or video fi les that can be downloaded 
from the Internet with a subscription that automatically delivers 
new content to listening devices or personal computers.

Marketers have begun joining and advertising on social 
networking sites like Facebook and Twitter due to their global 
reach. Virtual realities can be fun and creative ways to reach 
consumers, create brand loyalty, and use consumer knowledge 
to benefi t companies. Mobile marketing includes advertising, 
text messages, and other types of digital marketing through 
mobile devices. Mobile apps can be anything from games, to 
news updates, to shopping assistance. They provide a way for 
marketers to reach consumers via their cell phones. Apps can 
help consumers to perform services and make purchases more 
easily, such as checking in at a hotel or comparing and contrast-
ing the price of appliances or a new dress. Widgets are small 

bits of software on a website, desktop, or mobile device. They 
can be used to inform consumers about company updates and 
can easily go viral.

Identify legal and ethical considerations 
in digital media.

Increasing consumer concerns about privacy are prompting the 
FTC to look into regulating the types of information marketers 
can gather from Internet users, while many web advertisers and 
trade groups try to engage in self-regulation to prevent the pas-
sage of new Internet privacy laws. Online fraud includes any 
attempt to conduct fraudulent activities online. Intellectual prop-
erty losses cost the United States billions of dollars and have 
become a particular problem for sites such as YouTube, which 
often fi nds it hard to monitor the millions of videos uploaded to 
its site for copyright infringement.

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able 
to answer the questions posed in “Solve the Dilemma” on 
page  416 and evaluate where the company’s marketing 
 strategy has failed. How could Paul utilize new digital media to 
help promote his product and gather data on how to improve it?

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. How are multinational companies using Chinese 

microblogging sites to reach consumers?

 2. Why do you think Sina Weibo is a good platform for digital 
marketing in China?

 3. Twitter is currently blocked in China. How do you think the 
success of Sina Weibo may affect Twitter if it is eventually 
able to enter the country?

Learn the Terms 

blog 401
digital marketing 393
digital media 393
e-business 392

identity theft 411
online fraud 412
podcast 403
social network 397

viral marketing 402
wiki 402

Check Your Progress 

 1. What is digital marketing?

 2. How can marketers utilize digital media to improve 
business?

 3. Defi ne accessibility, addressability, connectivity, interactivity, 
and control. What do these terms have to do with digital 
marketing?

 4. What is e-business?

 5. How is the Internet changing the practice of marketing?

 6. What impact do digital media have on the marketing mix?

 7. How can businesses utilize new digital and social 
networking channels in their marketing campaigns?

 8. What are some of the privacy concerns associated with 
the Internet and e-business? How are these concerns 
being addressed in the United States?

 9. What is identity theft? How can consumers protect 
themselves from this crime?

 10. Why do creators want to protect their intellectual property? 
Provide an example on the Internet where intellectual 
property may not be protected or where a copyright has 
been infringed.
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Get Involved 

 1.  Amazon.com is one of the most recognized e-businesses. 
Visit the site (www.amazon.com) and identify the types of 
products the company sells. Explain its privacy policy.

 2. Visit some of the social networking sites identifi ed in 
this chapter. How do they differ in design, audience, and 
features? Why do you think some social networking sites 
like Facebook are more popular than others?

 3. It has been stated that digital technology and the Internet 
are to business today what manufacturing was to business 

during the Industrial Revolution. The technology revolution 
requires a strategic understanding greater than learning 
the latest software and programs or determining which 
computer is the fastest. Leaders in business can no longer 
delegate digital media to specialists and must be the 
connectors and the strategists of how digital media will be 
used in the company. Outline a plan for how you will prepare 
yourself to function in a business world where digital 
marketing knowledge will be important to your success.

Build Your Skills 
Planning a Digital Marketing and Social Networking Site

Background
Many companies today utilize digital media in a 
way that refl ects their images and goals. They 
can also help to improve customer service, 
 loyalty, and satisfaction while reaching out to 

new target markets. Companies use these sites in a variety of 
ways, sometimes setting up Facebook pages or Twitter  accounts 
to gather customer feedback, to promote new products, or even 
to hold competitions.

The U.S. economy has experienced many ups and downs 
in recent decades, but e-commerce has been an area that has 
continued to grow throughout economic ups and downs. Many 
dot-com companies and social networking sites have risen and 
collapsed. Others such as Amazon.com, eBay, Facebook, and 
Twitter have not only survived, but thrived. Many that succeed 
are “niche players”; that is, they cater to a very specifi c market 

that a brick-and-mortar business (existing only in a physical 
marketplace) would fi nd hard to reach. Others are able to com-
pete with brick-and-mortar stores because they offer a wider 
variety of products, lower prices, or better customer service. 
Many new digital media outlets help companies compete on 
these fronts.

As a manager of Biodegradable Packaging Products Inc., a 
small business that produces packaging foam from recycled 
agricultural waste (mostly corn), you want to expand into e-
business by using digital media to help market your product. 
Your major customers are other businesses and could include 
environmentally friendly companies like Tom’s of Maine (natural 
toothpaste) and Celestial Seasonings (herbal tea). Your fi rst need 
is to develop a social networking site or blog that will help you 
reach your potential customers. You must decide who your tar-
get market is and which medium will attract it the best.

Task
Plan a digital media marketing campaign using online social networking sites, blogs, or another digital media outlet using the 
template below.

Social networking/blog/other site: _______________________________________
Overall image and design of your site: ____________________________________
Strategy for attracting followers to your site: _______________________________
Potential advertising partners to draw in more customers: _____________________

Solve the Dilemma 
Developing Successful Freeware

Paul Easterwood, a recent graduate of Colorado 
State University with a degree in computer sci-
ence, entered the job market during a slow point 
in the economy. Tech sector positions were hard 
to come by, and Paul felt he wouldn’t be making 

anywhere near what he was worth. The only offer he received 
was from an entrepreneurial fi rm, Pentaverate Inc., that pro-
duced freeware. Freeware, or public domain software, is offered 
to consumers free of charge in exchange for revenues gener-
ated later. Makers of freeware (such as Adobe and Netscape) 

LO 13-6
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can earn high profi ts through advertisements their sites carry, 
from purchases made on the freeware site, or, for more special-
ized software, through fee-based tutorials and workshops of-
fered to help end users. Paul did some research and found an 
article in Worth magazine documenting the enormous success 
of freeware.

Pentaverate Inc. offered compensation mainly in the form 
of stock options, which had the potential to be highly profi t-
able if the company did well. Paul’s job would be to develop 
freeware that people could download from the Internet and that 
would generate signifi cant income for Pentaverate. With this in 
mind, he decided to accept the position, but he quickly realized 
he knew very little about business. With no real experience in 
marketing, Paul was at a loss to know what software he should 
produce that would make the company money. His fi rst project, 
IOWatch, was designed to take users on virtual tours of outer 
space, especially the moons of Jupiter (Paul’s favorite subject), 
by continually searching the Internet for images and video clips 
associated with the cosmos and downloading them directly to 
a PC. The images would then appear as soon as the person 

logged on. Advertisements would accompany each download, 
generating income for Pentaverate.

However, IOWatch experienced low end-user interest and 
drew little advertising income as a result. Historically at Pentav-
erate, employees were fi red after two failed projects. Desperate 
to save his job, Paul decided to hire a consultant. He needed to 
fi gure out what customers might want so he could design some 
useful freeware for his second project. He also needed to know 
what went wrong with IOWatch, because he loved the software 
and couldn’t fi gure out why it had failed to fi nd an audience. The 
job market has not improved, so Paul realizes how important it 
is for his second project to succeed.

Discussion Questions
 1. As a consultant, what would you do to help Paul fi gure out 

what went wrong with IOWatch?

 2. What ideas for new freeware can you give Paul? What 
potential uses will the new software have?

 3. How will it make money?

Build Your Business Plan 
Digital Marketing and Social Networking

If you are considering developing a business 
plan for an established good or service, fi nd out 
whether it is currently marketed digitally. If it is 
not, think about why that is the case. Can you 
think of how you might overcome any obstacles 

and engage in digital marketing on the Internet?

If you are thinking about introducing a new good or service, 
now is the time to think about whether you might want to mar-
ket this product on the Internet. Remember, you do not have 
to have a brick-and-mortar store to open your own business 
anymore. Perhaps you might want to consider click instead 
of brick!

See for Yourself Videocase 
Should Employees Use Social Media Sites at Work?

As Facebook and other social media sites have 
gained popularity and expanded, managing their 
use at work has become an increasingly hot 
topic. Studies on the use of social media in the 
workplace confl ict over how much it inhibits pro-

ductivity. Should employees be allowed to access social media 
at work? Many offi ces have banned access to the Facebook site. 
The results are as mixed as the research. A National Business 
Ethics Survey (NBES) revealed that 11 percent of employees 
who engage in social networking are “active” social networkers 
who spend 30 percent or more of the workday on social net-
working sites. Many managers are confl icted as to whether this 
constitutes enough of a problem to be banned outright.

Another study conducted by Nucleus Research (an IT 
 research company) revealed a 1.5 percent loss of productiv-
ity for businesses allowing social media access. It found that 
77 percent of Facebook users used the site during work for as 

much as two hours a day; 87 percent of those surveyed admit-
ted they were using social media sites to waste time. NBES also 
found that active social networkers were more likely to fi nd cer-
tain questionable behaviors to be acceptable, such as criticizing 
the company or its managers on social networking sites. Procter 
& Gamble realized that many of its employees were using so-
cial networking sites for nonwork purposes. Its investigations 
revealed that employees across the company were watching an 
average of 50,000 fi ve-minute YouTube videos and listening to 
4,000 hours of music on Pandora daily.

However, an outright ban could cause problems. Some 
younger employees have expressed that they do not want to 
work for companies without social media access; they view re-
stricting or eliminating access like removing a benefi t. Employ-
ees at companies with an outright ban often resent the lack of 
trust associated with such a move and feel that management is 
censuring their activities. Other employees who use Facebook 
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during their lunch hours or break times may feel that they are 
being punished because of others’ actions. Additionally, Procter 
& Gamble uses YouTube and Facebook extensively for market-
ing purposes. Banning these sites would disrupt the fi rm’s mar-
keting efforts.

An Australian study indicates that employees taking time 
out to pursue Facebook and other social media were actually 9 
percent more productive than those who did not. Brent Coker, 
the study’s author and University of Melbourne faculty member, 
says people are more productive when they take time to “zone 
out” throughout the workday. Doing so can improve concentra-
tion. Coker’s study focused on those using less than 20 percent 
of the workday on such breaks, which is less than the amount of 
time “active” social networkers spend on these sites.

Some companies actually encourage employees to use so-
cial networking as part of their integrated marketing stra tegy. 
In fact, not having a social media page such as Facebook or 
LinkedIn might be seen as a missed opportunity for marketing 
the fi rm. Even the law industry is starting to use social media on 
a more daily basis. One study of the top 50 highest ranked law 
fi rms in the country determined that 64 percent use Facebook 
and 90 percent are on Twitter. Approximately 80 percent post 
something every day or once a week. Although larger law fi rms 
tend not to use social media as effectively as smaller law fi rms, 
the use of social media to interact with clients is clearly gaining 
throughout the industry. 

Despite the benefi ts that companies have received from al-
lowing their employees to use social media, many companies 
have gone ahead with social media bans. Procter & Gamble has 
restricted the use of Netfl ix and Pandora, but not Facebook or 
YouTube. Companies all need to ask, “Can management use 
social media to benefi t the company?” If so, it may be more 
advantageous to take the risks of employees using social media 
for personal use if they can also be encouraged to use social 
networks to publicize their organizations, connect with custom-
ers, and view consumer comments or complaints. By restrict-
ing social media use, companies may be forfeiting an effective 
marketing tool.98

Discussion Questions
 1. Why do you think results are so mixed on the use of social 

networking in the workplace?

 2. What are some possible upsides to utilizing social media 
as part of an integrated marketing strategy, especially in 
digital marketing?

 3. What are the downsides to restricting employee access to 
social networking sites?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Develop a digital marketing promotion for a local sports team. 
Use Twitter, Facebook, and other social networking media to 
promote ticket sales for next season’s schedule. In your plan, 
provide specifi c details and ideas for the content you would 

use on the sites. Also, describe how you would encourage fans 
and potential fans to go to your site. How would you use digital 
media to motivate sports fans to purchase tickets and merchan-
dise and attend games?
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Enter the World of Business

Former Enron CFO Talks about 
Accounting Fraud
One of the major players in the Enron fraud is now lecturing on business ethics. 

Andrew Fastow was the CFO of Enron responsible for hiding debt using fi nan-

cial structures he designed, including off-balance sheet partnerships. These 

structures misled investors about Enron’s true fi nancial situation. The result 

was one of the biggest business ethics scandals, leading to the demise of a 

fi rm that had been nominated by Fortune as “the most innovative company in 

corporate America” six times.

Fastow spent fi ve years in prison for his role in the fraud. While he currently 

works at a law fi rm as a document review clerk, Fastow often gives free lectures 

to business schools such as the Leeds School of Business at the University of 

Colorado–Boulder. More recently, he spoke at the Certifi ed Fraud Examiner’s 

annual convention, which invites a criminal speaker to its convention each year.

Fastow maintains that while he did not embezzle or engage in insider trading, 

he did commit fraud by making Enron’s fi nancials look better than they really 

were—despite approval from company lawyers, accountants, and directors. 

According to Fastow, rather than obeying accounting and securities rules, the 

chief players at Enron looked for ways to interpret the rules to the company’s 

advantage. In his presentations, Fastow takes care to warn audiences that 

while he did not think what he was doing was illegal, he knew it was wrong and 

misleading—a strong signal that accounting fraud is occurring. He believes 

that adhering to principles is more important to preventing misconduct than 

just trying to follow rules and regulations. Fastow also believes companies 

today are engaging in activities “10 times worse” than what Enron did, pointing 

out the continued use of off-balance sheet entities and unrealistically high 

estimates for future cash fl ows.1
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Introduction
Accounting, the fi nancial “language” that organizations use to record, measure, and 

interpret all of their fi nancial transactions and records, is very important in business. 

All businesses—from a small family farm to a giant corporation—use the language 

of accounting to make sure they use their money wisely and to plan for the future. 

Nonbusiness organizations such as charities and governments also use accounting to 

demonstrate to donors and taxpayers how well they are using their funds and meeting 

their stated objectives.

This chapter explores the role of accounting in business and its importance in mak-

ing business decisions. First, we discuss the uses of accounting information and the 

accounting process. Then, we briefl y look at some simple fi nancial statements and 

accounting tools that are useful in analyzing organizations worldwide.

The Nature of Accounting
Simply stated, accounting is the recording, measurement, and interpretation of fi nan-

cial information. Large numbers of people and institutions, both within and outside 

businesses, use accounting tools to evaluate organizational operations. The Financial 

Accounting Standards Board has been setting the principles and standards of fi nancial 

accounting and reporting in the private sector since 1973. Its mission is to establish 

and improve standards of fi nancial accounting and reporting for the guidance and 

education of the public, including issuers, auditors, and users of fi nancial informa-

tion. However, the accounting scandals at the turn of the last century resulted when 

many accounting fi rms and businesses failed to abide by generally accepted account-

ing principles, or GAAP. Consequently, the federal government has taken a greater 

role in making rules, requirements, and policies for accounting fi rms and businesses 

through the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) Public Company Account-

ing Oversight Board. For example, the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 

fi led a disciplinary order against Deloitte & Touche for permitting a suspended audi-

tor to participate in auditing activities. This violated the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX). 

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board imposed a $2 million fi ne against 

Deloitte for the violation.2

To better understand the importance of accounting, we must fi rst understand who 

prepares accounting information and how it is used.

Accountants
Many of the functions of accounting are carried out by public or private accountants.

Public Accountants. Individuals and businesses can hire a certifi ed  public 
 accountant (CPA), an individual who has been certifi ed by the state in which he 

or she practices to provide accounting services ranging from the preparation of 

 fi nancial  records and the fi ling of tax returns to complex audits of corporate fi nan-

cial records. Certifi cation gives a public accountant the right to express, offi cially, 

an unbiased opinion regarding the accuracy of the client’s fi nancial statements. Most 

public accountants are either self-employed or members of large public account-

ing fi rms such as Ernst & Young, KPMG, Deloitte, and PricewaterhouseCoopers, 

together referred to as “the Big Four.” In addition, many CPAs work for one of 

the second-tier accounting fi rms that are much smaller than the Big Four fi rms, as 

 illustrated in Table 14.1.

LO 14-1

accounting
the recording, measurement, 
and interpretation of fi nancial 
information

certifi ed public 
accountant (CPA)
an individual who has been 
state certifi ed to provide 
accounting services ranging 
from the preparation of 
fi nancial records and the fi ling 
of tax returns to complex 
audits of corporate fi nancial 
records
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While there will always be companies and individual money managers who can 

successfully hide illegal or misleading accounting practices for a while, eventu-

ally they are exposed. After the accounting scandals of Enron and Worldcom in the 

early 2000s, Congress passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which required fi rms to be 

more rigorous in their accounting and reporting practices. Sarbanes-Oxley made 

accounting fi rms separate their consulting and auditing businesses and punished cor-

porate executives with potential jail sentences for inaccurate, misleading, or illegal 

accounting statements. This seemed to reduce the accounting errors among nonfi -

nancial companies, but declining housing prices exposed some of the questionable 

practices by banks and mortgage companies. Only fi ve years after the passage of the 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the world experienced a fi nancial crisis starting in 2008—part 

of which was due to excessive risk taking and inappropriate accounting practices. 

Many banks failed to understand the true state of their fi nancial health. Banks also 

developed questionable lending practices and investments based on subprime mort-

gages made to individuals who had poor credit. When housing prices declined and 

people suddenly found that they owed more on their mortgages than their homes 

were worth, they began to default. To prevent a depression, the government inter-

vened and bailed out some of the United States’ largest banks. Congress passed 

the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010 to strengthen the oversight of fi nancial institutions. 

This act gave the Federal Reserve Board the task of implementing the legislation. 

It is expected that fi nancial institutions will have at least one year to implement the 

requirements. This legislation limits the types of assets commercial banks can buy; 

the amount of capital they must maintain; and the use of derivative instruments such 

as options, futures, and structured investment products.

A growing area for public accountants is  forensic 
 accounting, which is accounting that is fi t for legal  review. 

It involves analyzing fi nancial documents in search of 

fraudulent entries or fi nancial misconduct. Functioning 

2015 
Rank

2014 
Rank Company

Revenues* 
(in millions) Score Location

1 1 (PricewaterhouseCoopers) LLP $11,041.00 8.717 New York, NY

2 2 Ernst & Young LLP $  9,100.00 8.451 New York, NY

3 3 Deloitte LLP $13,894.00 8.433 New York, NY

4 4 KPMG LLP $  6,140.00 7.520 New York, NY

5 5 Grant Thornton LLP $  1,302.83 6.677 Chicago, IL

6 6 McGladrey LLP $  1,366.59 6.054 Chicago, IL

7 7 BDO USA LLP $     683.00 5.725 Chicago, IL

8 8 Crowe Horwath LLP $     664.62 4.517 Chicago, IL

9 9 Moss Adams LLP $     403.00 4.299 Seattle, WA

10 10 Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP $     301.30 4.220 Chicago, IL

TABLE 14.1
Prestige Rankings of 

Accounting Firms

*Revenues taken from Accounting Today, “The 2014 Accounting Today Top 100 Firms,” March 2014, Supplement P, 15–18.

Source: www.vault.com/company-rankings/accounting/.

DID YOU KNOW? Corporate fraud costs are estimated 

at $3.7 trillion annually.3
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as much like detectives as accountants, forensic accountants have been used since the 

1930s. In the wake of the accounting scandals of the early 2000s, many auditing fi rms 

are rapidly adding or expanding forensic or fraud-detection services. Additionally, 

many forensic accountants root out evidence of “cooked books” for federal agencies 

like the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the Internal Revenue Service. The Associa-

tion of Certifi ed Fraud Examiners, which certifi es accounting professionals as certifi ed 
fraud examiners (CFEs), has grown to more than 70,000 members.4

Private Accountants. Large corporations, government agencies, and other or-

ganizations may employ their own private accountants to prepare and analyze their 

fi nancial statements. With titles such as controller, tax accountant, or internal audi-

tor, private accountants are deeply involved in many of the most important fi nancial 

decisions of the organizations for which they work. Private accountants can be CPAs 

and may become certifi ed management accountants (CMAs) by passing a rigorous 

examination by the Institute of Management Accountants.

Accounting or Bookkeeping?
The terms accounting and bookkeeping are often mistakenly used interchangeably. 

Much narrower and far more mechanical than accounting, bookkeeping is typically 

private accountants
accountants employed 
by large corporations, 
government agencies, and 
other organizations to prepare 
and analyze their fi nancial 
statements

certifi ed management 
accountants (CMAs)
private accountants who, 
after rigorous examination, 
are certifi ed by the National 
Association of Accountants 
and who have some 
managerial responsibility

Ernst & Young is a part of the “Big Four,” or the four largest international accounting fi rms. The other three are PricewaterhouseCoopers, KPMG, 
and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu. 
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limited to the routine, day-to-day recording of business transactions. Bookkeepers are 

responsible for obtaining and recording the information that accountants require to 

analyze a fi rm’s fi nancial position. They generally require less training than accoun-

tants. Accountants, on the other hand, usually complete course work beyond their 

basic four- or fi ve-year college accounting degrees. This additional training allows 

accountants not only to record fi nancial information, but to understand, interpret, and 

even develop the sophisticated accounting systems necessary to classify and analyze 

complex fi nancial information.

The Uses of Accounting Information
Accountants summarize the information from a fi rm’s business transactions in vari-

ous fi nancial statements (which we’ll look at in a later section of this chapter) for 

a variety of stakeholders, including managers, investors, creditors, and government 

agencies. Many business failures may be directly linked to ignorance of the informa-

tion “hidden” inside these fi nancial statements. Likewise, most business successes can 

be traced to informed managers who understand the consequences of their decisions. 

While maintaining and even increasing short-run profi ts is desirable, the failure to 

plan suffi ciently for the future can easily lead an otherwise successful company to 

insolvency and bankruptcy court.

Basically, managers and owners use fi nancial statements (1) to aid in internal 

planning and control and (2) for external purposes such as reporting to the Internal 

Revenue Service, stockholders, creditors, customers, employees, and other interested 

parties. Figure 14.1 shows some of the users of the accounting information generated 

by organizations and other stakeholders.

Internal Uses. Managerial accounting refers to the internal use of  accounting 

statements by managers in planning and directing the organization’s activities. 

 Perhaps management’s greatest single concern is cash fl ow, the movement of money 

through an organization over a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis. Obviously, for 

any business to succeed, it needs to generate enough cash to pay its bills as they fall 

managerial accounting
the internal use of accounting 
statements by managers in 
planning and directing the 
organization’s activities

cash fl ow
the movement of money 
through an organization over 
a daily, weekly, monthly, or 
yearly basis

Organizational Use of

Accounting Information

Boards of directors

Owners, shareholders

Managers

Management information

systems

Business research

Internal control

Stakeholder Use of Accounting

Information 

Tax collecting agencies

Regulatory agencies

Special interest groups

Customers

Financial analysts

Employees 

Media

FIGURE 14.1
The Users of Accounting 

Information

Source: Adapted from Principles of 
Accounting, 4th edition. Houghton 
Miffl in Company, 1990. Authors: 
Belverd E. Needles, Henry R. Anderson, 
and James C. Caldwell.
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due. However, it is not at all unusual for highly successful and rapidly growing com-

panies to struggle to make payments to employees, suppliers, and lenders because of 

an inadequate cash fl ow. One common reason for a so-called cash crunch, or shortfall, 

is poor managerial planning.

Managerial accountants also help prepare an organization’s budget, an internal 

fi nancial plan that forecasts expenses and income over a set period of time. It is not 

unusual for an organization to prepare separate daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly 

budgets. Think of a budget as a fi nancial map, showing how the company expects to 

move from Point A to Point B over a specifi c period of time. While most companies 

prepare master budgets for the entire fi rm, many also prepare budgets for smaller seg-

ments of the organization such as divisions, departments, product lines, or projects. 

“Top-down” master budgets begin at the upper management level and fi lter down to 

the individual department level, while “bottom-up” budgets start at the department or 

project level and are combined at the chief executive’s offi ce. Generally, the larger and 

more rapidly growing an organization, the greater will be the likelihood that it will 

build its master budget from the ground up.

Regardless of focus, the principal value of a budget lies in its breakdown of cash 

infl ows and outfl ows. Expected operating expenses (cash outfl ows such as wages, ma-

terials costs, and taxes) and operating revenues (cash infl ows in the form of payments 

from customers) over a set period of time are carefully forecast and subsequently 

compared with actual results. Deviations between the two serve as a “trip wire” or 

“feedback loop” to launch more detailed fi nancial analyses in an effort to pinpoint 

trouble spots and opportunities.

External Uses. Managers also use ac-

counting statements to report the business’s 

fi nancial performance to outsiders. Such state-

ments are used for fi ling income taxes, obtain-

ing credit from lenders, and reporting results 

to the fi rm’s stockholders. They become the 

basis for the information provided in the of-

fi cial corporate annual report, a summary 

of the fi rm’s fi nancial information, products, 

and growth plans for owners and potential in-

vestors. While frequently presented between 

slick, glossy covers prepared by major adver-

tising fi rms, the single most important com-

ponent of an annual report is the signature of 

a certifi ed public accountant attesting that the 

required fi nancial statements are an accurate 

refl ection of the underlying fi nancial condi-

tion of the fi rm. Financial statements meet-

ing these conditions are termed audited. The 

primary external users of audited accounting 

information are government agencies, stock-

holders and potential investors, and lenders, 

suppliers, and employees.

During the global fi nancial crisis, it turns 

out that Greece had been engaging in decep-

tive accounting practices, with the help of U.S. 

budget
an internal fi nancial plan 
that forecasts expenses and 
income over a set period of 
time

annual report
summary of a fi rm’s fi nancial 
information, products, and 
growth plans for owners and 
potential investors

The annual report is a summary of the fi rm’s fi nancial information, products, and 
growth plans for owners and potential investors. Many investors look at a fi rm’s 
annual report to determine how well the company is doing fi nancially. 
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investment banks. Greece used fi nancial techniques to hide massive amounts of debt 

from its public balance sheets. Eventually, the markets fi gured out the country might 

not be able to pay off its creditors. The European Union and the International Mon-

etary Fund came up with a plan to give Greece some credit relief, but tied to this 

was the message to “get your fi nancial house 

in order.” The European problem was often re-

ferred to as the PIGS. This referred to  Portugal, 

Italy, Ireland, Greece, and Spain—all of which 

were having debt problems. The PIGS caused 

cracks in the European Monetary Union. While 

Germany demanded austerity, others wanted 

more growth-oriented strategies. By the middle 

of 2014, Europe was pursuing more growth 

strategies but the PIGS were still stuck in the 

mud, except for Ireland, which was making 

better progress than the others.

To top this off, The New York Times reported 

that many states, such as Illinois and Califor-

nia, have the same problems as the PIGS— 

debt overload. These states have “budgets that 

will not balance, accounting that masks debt, 

the use of derivatives to plug holes, and armies 

of retired public workers who are counting on 

Companies Investigate Ways to Integrate Financial Information 
and Sustainability Costs
Most people believe that fi nancial statements such as income 
statements and balance sheets provide the entire picture of 
a fi rm’s fi nancial standing. In reality, however, this is not the 
case. It has been estimated that about 80 percent of a fi rm’s 
value is not found on the balance sheet. One of the least 
understood areas involves sustainability. For instance, how 
much does violating an environmental law truly cost a fi rm, 
not only monetarily but also regarding its reputation? Some 
socially responsible businesses have adopted a triple bottom 
line approach in which the organization reports its fi nancial 
results, its impact on society, and its impact on the planet. Yet, 
even these companies fi nd it diffi cult to take three different 
dimensions and add them up to provide an overall report.

A pilot program consisting of 75 global companies is 
investigating ways to overcome these challenges. This pro-
gram, monitored by the International Integrated Reporting 
Council, seeks to create an integrated reporting model giv-
ing investors the opportunity to receive a holistic view of the 
company’s operations and business strategies. Integrated 

reporting combines both fi nancial and nonfi nancial infor-
mation. Companies testing this program include Microsoft, 
 Unilever, Clorox, and Coca-Cola. Although most of these 
fi rms already develop sustainability or social  responsibility 
reports, these reports are separate from the company’s 
 fi nancial information. Such an endeavor requires the active 
participation of both company fi nancial offi cers and accoun-
tants. Integrated reporting may become the new norm for 
investor reports—stock exchanges such as NASDAQ are 
beginning to require more information on a fi rm’s corporate 
governance and environmental activities.5

Discussion Questions
 1. Why might it be important to include sustainability and other 

factors in a fi rm’s fi nancial reports?
 2. What is the purpose of the Integrated Reporting Council?
 3. Why do you think NASDAQ is beginning to require more infor-

mation on a fi rm’s corporate governance and environmental 
activities?

Going Green

As one of the biggest banks in the United States, Wells Fargo specializes in 
banking, mortgage, and fi nancial services. The data it provides can be used in 
fi nancial statements. 
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pension benefi ts that are proving harder and harder to pay.” Fortunately for California, 

by the middle of 2014, it was making better progress than Illinois. Clearly, the fi nan-

cial crisis will have some lasting effects that need clear accounting solutions.6

Financial statements evaluate the return on stockholders’ investment and the overall 

quality of the fi rm’s management team. As a result, poor performance, as documented 

in the fi nancial statements, often results in changes in top management. Potential in-

vestors study the fi nancial statements in a fi rm’s annual report to determine whether 

the company meets their investment requirements and whether the returns from a 

given fi rm are likely to compare favorably with other similar companies.

Banks and other lenders look at fi nancial statements to determine a company’s 

ability to meet current and future debt obligations if a loan or credit is granted. To 

determine this ability, a short-term lender examines a fi rm’s cash fl ow to assess its 

ability to repay a loan quickly with cash generated from sales. A long-term lender is 

more interested in the company’s profi tability and indebtedness to other lenders.

Labor unions and employees use fi nancial statements to establish reasonable ex-

pectations for salary and other benefi t requests. Just as fi rms experiencing  record prof-

its are likely to face added pressure to increase employee wages, so too are employees 

unlikely to grant employers wage and benefi t concessions without considerable evi-

dence of fi nancial distress.

The Accounting Process
Many view accounting as a primary business language. It is of little use, however, 

 unless you know how to “speak” it. Fortunately, the fundamentals—the  accounting 

equation and the double-entry bookkeeping system—are not diffi cult to learn. 

These two concepts serve as the starting point for all currently accepted accounting 

principles.

The Accounting Equation
Accountants are concerned with reporting an organization’s assets, liabilities, and 

owners’ equity. To help illustrate these concepts, consider a hypothetical fl oral 

shop called Anna’s Flowers, owned by Anna 

Rodriguez. A fi rm’s economic resources, 

or items of value that it owns, represent its 

assets—cash, inventory, land, equipment, 

buildings, and other tangible and intangible 

things. The assets of Anna’s Flowers include 

counters, refrigerated display cases, fl owers, 

decorations, vases, cards, and other gifts, 

as well as something known as “goodwill,” 

which in this case is Anna’s reputation for 

 preparing and delivering beautiful fl oral ar-

rangements on a timely basis. Liabilities, on 

the other hand, are debts the fi rm owes to oth-

ers. Among the liabilities of Anna’s Flowers 

are a loan from the Small Business Admin-

istration and money owed to fl ower suppli-

ers and other creditors for items purchased. 

The  owners’ equity category contains all of 

the money that has ever been contributed to 
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assets
a fi rm’s economic resources, 
or items of value that it owns, 
such as cash, inventory, land, 
equipment, buildings, and 
other tangible and intangible 
things

liabilities
debts that a fi rm owes 
to others

owners’ equity
equals assets minus liabilities 
and refl ects historical values

The owners’ equity portion of a company’s balance sheet, such as that of 
Rendezvous Barbecue in Memphis, Tennessee, includes the money the 
company’s owners have put into the fi rm. 
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the  company that never has to be paid back. The funds can come from inves-

tors who have given money or assets to the company, or it can come from past 

profi table operations. In the case of Anna’s Flowers, if Anna were to sell off, 

or liquidate, her business, any money left over after selling all the shop’s assets 

and paying off its liabilities would comprise her owners’ equity. The relationship 

among  assets,  liabilities, and owners’ equity is a fundamental concept in account-

ing and is known as the accounting equation:

Assets 5 Liabilities 1 Owners’ equity

Double-Entry Bookkeeping
Double-entry bookkeeping is a system of recording and classifying business trans-

actions in separate accounts in order to maintain the balance of the accounting 

equation. Returning to Anna’s Flowers, suppose Anna buys $325 worth of roses on 

credit from the Antique Rose Emporium to fi ll a wedding order. When she records 

this transaction, she will list the $325 as a liability or a debt to a supplier. At the 

same time, however, she will also record $325 worth of roses as an asset in an ac-

count known as “inventory.” Because the assets and liabilities are on different sides 

of the accounting equation, Anna’s accounts increase in total size (by $325) but 

remain in balance:

Assets 5 Liabilities 1 Owners’ equity

$325 5 $325

Thus, to keep the accounting equation in balance, each business transaction must be 

recorded in two separate accounts.

In the fi nal analysis, all business transactions are classifi ed as assets, liabilities, or 

owners’ equity. However, most organizations further break down these three accounts 

to provide more specifi c information about a transaction. For example, assets may be 

broken down into specifi c categories such as cash, inventory, and equipment, while 

liabilities may include bank loans, supplier credit, and other debts.

Figure 14.2 shows how Anna used the double-entry bookkeeping system to ac-

count for all of the transactions that took place in her fi rst month of business. These 

transactions include her initial investment of $2,500, the loan from the Small Business 

Administration, purchases of equipment and inventory, and the purchase of roses on 

credit. In her fi rst month of business, Anna generated revenues of $2,000 by selling 

$1,500 worth of inventory. Thus, she deducts, or (in accounting notation that is appro-

priate for assets) credits, $1,500 from inventory and adds, or debits, $2,000 to the cash 

account. The difference between Anna’s $2,000 cash infl ow and her $1,500 outfl ow 

is represented by a credit to owners’ equity, because it is money that belongs to her as 

the owner of the fl ower shop.

The Accounting Cycle
In any accounting system, fi nancial data typically pass through a four-step pro-

cedure sometimes called the accounting cycle. The steps include examining 

source documents, recording transactions in an accounting journal, posting re-

corded transactions, and preparing fi nancial statements. Figure  14.3 shows how 

Anna works through them. Traditionally, all of these steps were performed using 

paper, pencils, and erasers (lots of erasers!), but today the process is often fully 

computerized.

accounting equation
assets equal liabilities plus 
owners’ equity

double-entry 
bookkeeping
a system of recording 
and classifying business 
transactions that maintains 
the balance of the accounting 
equation

accounting cycle
the four-step procedure of an 
accounting system: examining 
source documents, recording 
transactions in an accounting 
journal, posting recorded 
transactions, and preparing 
fi nancial statements
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Step One: Examine Source Documents. Like all good managers, Anna 

Rodriguez begins the accounting cycle by gathering and examining source 

 documents—checks, credit card receipts, sales slips, and other related evidence 

 concerning specifi c transactions.

Step Two: Record Transactions. Next, Anna records each fi nancial transac-

tion in a journal, which is basically just a time-ordered list of account transactions. 

While most businesses keep a general journal in which all transactions are recorded, 

some classify transactions into specialized journals for specifi c types of transaction 

accounts.

Step Three: Post Transactions. Anna next transfers the information 

from her journal into a ledger, a book or computer program with separate fi les for 

each account. This process is known as posting. At the end of the accounting period 

(usually yearly, but occasionally quarterly or monthly), Anna prepares a trial balance, 
a summary of the balances of all the accounts in the general ledger. If, upon totalling, 

the trial balance doesn’t balance (that is, the accounting equation is not in balance), 

Anna or her accountant must look for mistakes (typically an error in one or more of 

the ledger entries) and correct them. If the trial balance is correct, the accountant can 

then begin to prepare the fi nancial statements.

Step Four: Prepare Financial Statements. The information from the 

trial balance is also used to prepare the company’s fi nancial statements. In the case of 

public corporations and certain other organizations, a CPA must attest, or certify, that 

the organization followed generally accepted accounting principles in preparing the 

fi nancial statements. When these statements have been completed, the organization’s 

books are “closed,” and the accounting cycle begins anew for the next accounting 

period.

journal
a time-ordered list of account 
transactions

ledger
a book or computer fi le with 
separate sections for each 
account

FIGURE 14.2 The Accounting Equation and Double-Entry Bookkeeping for Anna’s Flowers

®

Need help under-
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 Accounting Cycle? 

Visit your Connect 

ebook video tab 

for a brief animated 

explanation.
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FIGURE 14.3 The Accounting Process for Anna’s Flowers
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Financial Statements
The end result of the accounting process is a series of fi nancial statements. The in-

come statement, the balance sheet, and the statement of cash fl ows are the best-known 

examples of fi nancial statements. They are provided to stockholders and potential 

investors in a fi rm’s annual report as well as to other relevant outsiders such as credi-

tors, government agencies, and the Internal Revenue Service.

It is important to recognize that not all fi nancial statements follow precisely the same 

format. The fact that different organizations generate income in different ways suggests 

that when it comes to fi nancial statements, one size defi nitely does not fi t all. Manufac-

turing fi rms, service providers, and nonprofi t organizations each use a different set of 

accounting principles or rules upon which the public accounting profession has agreed. 

As we have already mentioned, these are sometimes referred to as generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP). Each country has a different set of rules that the busi-

nesses within that country are required to use for their accounting process and fi nancial 

statements. However, a number of countries have adopted a standard set of accounting 

principles known as International Financial Reporting Standards. The United States has 

discussed adopting these standards to create a more standardized system of reporting 

for global investors. Moreover, as is the case in many other disciplines, certain concepts 

have more than one name. For example, sales and revenues are often interchanged, as 

are profi ts, income, and earnings. Table 14.2 lists a few common equivalent terms that 

should help you decipher their meaning in accounting statements.

The Income Statement
The question, “What’s the bottom line?” derives from the income statement, where 

the bottom line shows the overall profi t or loss of the company after taxes. Thus, the 

income statement is a fi nancial report that shows an organization’s profi tability over 

a period of time, be that a month, quarter, or year. By its very design, the income state-

ment offers one of the clearest possible pictures of the company’s overall revenues and 

the costs incurred in generating those revenues. Other names for the income statement 

include profi t and loss (P&L) statement or operating statement. A sample income 
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income statement
a fi nancial report that shows 
an organization’s profi tability 
over a period of time—month, 
quarter, or year

Term Equivalent Term

Revenues Sales

Goods or services sold

Gross profi t Gross income

Gross earnings

Operating income Operating profi t

Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)

Income before interest and taxes (IBIT)

Income before taxes (IBT) Earnings before taxes (EBT)

Profi t before taxes (PBT)

Net income (NI) Earnings after taxes (EAT)

Profi t after taxes (PAT)

Income available to common stockholders Earnings available to common stockholders

TABLE 14.2
Equivalent Terms 

in Accounting
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Company Name for the Year Ended December 31

Revenues (sales) Total dollar amount of products sold (includes income from other business services such as 
rental-lease income and interest income).

 Less: Cost of goods sold The cost of producing the goods and services, including the cost of labor and raw materials 
as well as other expenses associated with production.

Gross profi t The income available after paying all expenses of production.

  Less: Selling and administrative 
expense

The cost of promoting, advertising, and selling products as well as the overhead costs of 
managing the company. This includes the cost of management and corporate staff. One non-
cash expense included in this category is depreciation, which approximates the decline in the 
value of plant and equipment assets due to use over time. In most accounting statements, 
depreciation is not separated from selling and administrative expenses. However, fi nancial 
analysts usually create statements that include this expense.

Income before interest and taxes 
(operating income or EBIT)

This line represents all income left over after operating expenses have been deducted. This is 
sometimes referred to as operating income since it represents all income after the expenses 
of operations have been accounted for. Occasionally, this is referred to as EBIT, or earnings 
before interest and taxes.

 Less: Interest expense Interest expense arises as a cost of borrowing money. This is a fi nancial expense rather than 
an operating expense and is listed separately. As the amount of debt and the cost of debt 
increase, so will the interest expense. This covers the cost of both short-term and long-term 
borrowing.

Income before taxes 
(earnings before taxes—EBT)

The fi rm will pay a tax on this amount. This is what is left of revenues after subtracting all 
operating costs, depreciation costs, and interest costs.

 Less: Taxes The tax rate is specifi ed in the federal tax code.

Net income This is the amount of income left after taxes. The fi rm may decide to retain all or a portion of 
the income for reinvestment in new assets. Whatever it decides not to keep it will usually pay 
out in dividends to its stockholders.

 Less: Preferred dividends If the company has preferred stockholders, they are fi rst in line for dividends. That is one 
reason why their stock is called “preferred.”

Income to common stockholders This is the income left for the common stockholders. If the company has a good year, there 
may be a lot of income available for dividends. If the company has a bad year, income could 
be negative. The common stockholders are the ultimate owners and risk takers. They have 
the potential for very high or very poor returns since they get whatever is left after all other 
expenses.

Earnings per share Earnings per share is found by taking the income available to the common stockholders and 
dividing by the number of shares of common stock outstanding. This is income generated by 
the company for each share of common stock.

TABLE 14.3 Sample Income Statement

The following exhibit presents a sample income statement with all the terms defi ned and explained.

statement with line-by-line explanations is presented in Table 14.3, while Table 14.4 

presents the income statement of Microsoft. The income statement indicates the fi rm’s 

profi tability or income (the bottom line), which is derived by subtracting the fi rm’s 

expenses from its revenues.
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Revenue. Revenue is the total amount of money received (or promised) from the 

sale of goods or services, as well as from other business activities such as the rental 

of property and investments. Nonbusiness entities typically obtain revenues through 

donations from individuals and/or grants from governments and private foundations. 

One of the controversies in accounting has been when a business should recognize 

revenue. For instance, should an organization book revenue during a project or after 

the project is completed? Differences in revenue recognition have caused similar or-

ganizations to book different accounting results. A proposed rule states that fi rms 

should book revenue when “it satisfi e[s] a performance obligation by transferring a 

promised good or service to a customer.”7

revenue
the total amount of money 
received from the sale of 
goods or services, as well 
as from related business 
activities

Year Ended June 30, 2013 2012 2011

Revenue $77,849 $73,723 $69,943

Cost of revenue 20,249 17,530 15,577

 Gross profi t 57,600 56,193 54,366

Operating expenses: 

 Research and development 10,411 9,811 9,043

 Sales and marketing 15,276 13,857 13,940

 General and administrative 5,149 4,569 4,222

 Goodwill impairment 0 6,193 0

  Total operating expenses 30,836 34,430 27,205

Operating income 26,764 21,763 27,161

Other income 288 504 910

Income before income taxes 27,052 22,267 28,071

Provision for income taxes 5,189 5,289 4,921

Net income $21,863 $16,978 $23,150

Earnings per share:

 Basic $    2.61 $    2.02 $    2.73

 Diluted $    2.58 $    2.00 $    2.69

Weighted average shares outstanding:

 Basic 8,375 8,396 8,490

 Diluted 8,470 8,506 8,593

Cash dividents declared per common share $    0.92 $    0.80 $    0.64

TABLE 14.4
Microsoft Corporation 

Consolidated Statement 

of Earnings (in millions, 

except share per data)

Source: Microsoft Corporation 2013 Annual Report.
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For most manufacturing and retail concerns, the next major item included in the 

income statement is the cost of goods sold, the amount of money the fi rm spent (or 

promised to spend) to buy and/or produce the products it sold during the accounting 

period. This fi gure may be calculated as follows:

Cost of goods sold 5 Beginning inventory 1 Interim purchases 2 Ending inventory

Let’s say that Anna’s Flowers began an accounting period with an inventory of 

goods for which it paid $5,000. During the period, Anna bought another $4,000 worth 

of goods, giving the shop a total inventory available for sale of $9,000. If, at the end 

of the accounting period, Anna’s inventory was worth $5,500, the cost of goods sold 

during the period would have been $3,500 ($5,000 1 $4,000 2 $5,500 5 $3,500). 

If Anna had total revenues of $10,000 over the same period of time, subtracting the 

cost of goods sold ($3,500) from the total revenues of $10,000 yields the store’s gross 
income or profi t (revenues minus the cost of goods sold required to generate the rev-

enues): $6,500. The same process occurs at Microsoft. As indicated in Table 14.4, the 

cost of goods sold was more than $20.249 billion in 2013. Notice that Microsoft calls 

it cost of revenues, rather than cost of goods sold.

Expenses. Expenses are the costs incurred in the day-to-day operations of an 

organization. Three common expense accounts shown on income statements are 

(1) selling, general, and administrative expenses; (2) research, development, and 

engineering expenses; and (3) interest expenses (remember that the costs directly 

attributable to selling goods or services are included in the cost of goods sold). 

Selling expenses include advertising and sales salaries. General and administrative 

expenses include salaries of executives and their staff and the costs of owning and 

maintaining the general offi ce. Research and development costs include scientifi c, 

engineering, and marketing personnel and the equipment and information used to 

design and build prototypes and samples. Interest expenses include the direct costs 

of borrowing money.

The number and type of expense accounts vary from organization to organiza-

tion. Included in the general and administrative category is a special type of expense 

known as depreciation, the process of spreading the costs of long-lived assets such as 

buildings and equipment over the total number of accounting periods in which they 

are expected to be used. Consider a manufacturer that purchases a $100,000 machine 

expected to last about 10 years. Rather than showing an expense of $100,000 in the 

fi rst year and no expense for that equipment over the next nine years, the manufacturer 

is allowed to report depreciation expenses of $10,000 per year in each of the next 10 

years because that better matches the cost of the machine to the years the machine 

is used. Each time this depreciation is “written off” as an expense, the book value of 

the machine is also reduced by $10,000. The fact that the equipment has a zero value 

on the fi rm’s balance sheet when it is fully depreciated (in this case, after 10 years) 

does not necessarily mean that it can no longer be used or is economically worthless. 

Indeed, in some industries, machines used every day have been reported as having no 

book value whatsoever for more than 30 years.

Net Income. Net income (or net earnings) is the total profi t (or loss) after all 

expenses including taxes have been deducted from revenue. Generally, accountants 

divide profi ts into individual sections such as operating income and earnings before 

interest and taxes. Microsoft, for example, lists earnings before income taxes, net 

cost of goods sold
the amount of money a 
fi rm spent to buy or produce 
the products it sold during the 
period to which the income 
statement applies

gross income (profi t)
revenues minus the cost 
of goods sold required to 
generate the revenues

expenses
the costs incurred in the 
day-to-day operations of an 
organization

depreciation
the process of spreading 
the costs of long-lived 
assets such as buildings 
and equipment over the total 
number of accounting periods 
in which they are expected to 
be used

net income
the total profi t (or loss) after 
all expenses, including taxes, 
have been deducted from 
revenue; also called net 
earnings
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earnings, and earnings per share of outstanding stock (see Table  14.4). Like most 

companies, Microsoft presents not only the current year’s results but also the previous 

two years’ income statements to permit comparison of performance from one period 

to another.

Temporary Nature of the Income Statement Accounts. Companies 

record their operational activities in the revenue and expense accounts during an 

accounting period. Gross profi t, earnings before interest and taxes, and net income are 

the results of calculations made from the revenues and expenses accounts; they are not 

actual accounts. At the end of each accounting period, the dollar amounts in all the 

revenue and expense accounts are moved into an account called “Retained Earnings,” 

one of the owners’ equity accounts. Revenues increase owners’ equity, while expenses 

decrease it. The resulting change in the owners’ equity account is exactly equal to 

the net income. This shifting of dollar values from the revenue and expense accounts 

allows the fi rm to begin the next accounting period with zero balances in those 

accounts. Zeroing out the balances enables a company to count how much it has 

sold and how many expenses have been incurred during a period of time. The basic 

 accounting equation (Assets 5 Liabilities 1 Owners’ equity) will not balance until 

the revenue and expense account balances have been moved or “closed out” to the 

 owners’ equity account.

One fi nal note about income statements: You may remember that corporations may 

choose to make cash payments called dividends to shareholders out of their net earn-

ings. When a corporation elects to pay dividends, it decreases the cash account (in the 

assets category of the balance sheet) as well as a capital account (in the owners’ equity 

category of the balance sheet). During any period of time, the owners’ equity account 

may change because of the sale of stock (or contributions/withdrawals by owners), the 

net income or loss, or the dividends paid.

ExxonMobil is the world’s 
fi fth largest company with 
approximately $408 billion 
in annual revenue.
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The Balance Sheet
The second basic fi nancial statement is the balance sheet, which presents a “snap-

shot” of an organization’s fi nancial position at a given moment. As such, the balance 

sheet indicates what the organization owns or controls and the various sources of the 

funds used to pay for these assets, such as bank debt or owners’ equity.

The balance sheet takes its name from its reliance on the accounting equation: As-

sets must equal liabilities plus owners’ equity. Table 14.5 provides a sample balance 

sheet with line-by-line explanations. Unlike the income statement, the balance sheet 

does not represent the result of transactions completed over a specifi ed accounting pe-

riod. Instead, the balance sheet is, by defi nition, an accumulation of all fi nancial trans-

actions conducted by an organization since its founding. Following long-established 

traditions, items on the balance sheet are listed on the basis of their original cost less 

accumulated depreciation, rather than their present values.

Balance sheets are often presented in two different formats. The traditional bal-

ance sheet format placed the organization’s assets on the left side and its liabilities 

and owners’ equity on the right. More recently, a vertical format, with assets on top 

followed by liabilities and owners’ equity, has gained wide acceptance. Microsoft’s 

balance sheet for 2012 and 2013 is presented in Table 14.6. In the sections that follow, 

we’ll briefl y describe the basic items found on the balance sheet; we’ll take a closer 

look at a number of these in Chapter 16.

Assets. All asset accounts are listed in descending order of liquidity—that is, how 

quickly each could be turned into cash. Current assets, also called short-term assets, 

are those that are used or converted into cash within the course of a calendar year. 

Cash is followed by temporary investments, accounts receivable, and inventory, in 

that order. Accounts receivable refers to money owed the company by its clients 

or customers who have promised to pay for the products at a later date. Accounts 

receivable usually includes an allowance for bad debts that management does not ex-

pect to collect. The bad-debts adjustment is normally based on historical collections 
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balance sheet
a “snapshot” of an 
organization’s fi nancial 
position at a given moment

current assets
assets that are used or 
converted into cash within the 
course of a calendar year

accounts receivable
money owed a company by 
its clients or customers who 
have promised to pay for the 
products at a later date

Al Dente Pasta Serves Up Perfect Pasta to Customers Nationwide
Al Dente® Pasta Company
Founder: Monique Deschaine
Founded: 1981, in Whitmore Lake, Michiga
Success: The company’s Al Dente Perfect PastaTM and Mo-
nique’s Sumptuous SaucesTM are now sold nationwide.

Monique Deschaine dreamed of making the perfect 
pasta. She turned that dream into a reality in 1981 by 
launching the Al Dente® Pasta Company. Deschaine be-
friended celebrated Italian chef and cookbook author Mar-
cella Hazan, using Hazan’s restaurant kitchen after-hours 
as her pasta-making location. Dedication to the recipe and 
technique taught to her by Hazan convinced Deschaine to 
market to niche consumers looking for perfect al dente 
pasta rather than competing with large pasta companies. 

In the beginning, Deschaine assumed the fi rm’s account-
ing responsibilities. She was responsible for monitoring and 
responding to growth by keeping the company’s fi nancial 
statements up-to-date according to the generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP).

As the pasta’s popularity has grown, so has the 
 company—expanding from Deschaine and her husband 
to more than 20 employees. Al Dente now sells products 
nationwide and has been featured on The Food Network. 
 Financial information is distributed throughout the com-
pany, allowing managers to examine strengths and weak-
nesses. Through Deschaine’s institution of good accounting 
systems and proper management, Al Dente Pasta Company 
is achieving sustainable profi ts and growth.8

Entrepreneurship in Action
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Typical Company December 31

Assets This is the major category for all physical, monetary, or intangible goods that have some 
dollar value.

Current assets Assets that are either cash or are expected to be turned into cash within the next 12 months.

 Cash Cash or checking accounts.

 Marketable securities Short-term investments in securities that can be converted to cash quickly (liquid assets).

 Accounts receivable Cash due from customers in payment for goods received. These arise from sales made 
on credit.

 Inventory Finished goods ready for sale, goods in the process of being fi nished, or raw materials used 
in the production of goods.

 Prepaid expense A future expense item that has already been paid, such as insurance premiums or rent.

  Total current assets The sum of the above accounts.

Fixed assets Assets that are long term in nature and have a minimum life expectancy that exceeds 
one year.

 Investments Assets held as investments rather than assets owned for the production process. Most often 
the assets include small ownership interests in other companies.

  Gross property, plant, 
and equipment

Land, buildings, and other fi xed assets listed at original cost.

  Less: Accumulated depreciation The accumulated expense deductions applied to all plant and equipment over their life. 
Land may not be depreciated. The total amount represents in general the decline in value as 
equipment gets older and wears out. The maximum amount that can be deducted is set by 
the U.S. Federal Tax Code and varies by type of asset.

  Net property, plant, 
and equipment

Gross property, plant, and equipment minus the accumulated depreciation. This amount 
refl ects the book value of the fi xed assets and not their value if sold.

 Other assets Any other asset that is long term and does not fi t into the above categories. It could be 
patents or trademarks.

  Total assets The sum of all the asset values.

Liabilities and Stockholders’ 
Equity

This is the major category. Liabilities refer to all indebtedness and loans of both a long-term 
and short-term nature. Stockholders’ equity refers to all money that has been contributed to 
the company over the life of the fi rm by the owners.

Current liabilities Short-term debt expected to be paid off within the next 12 months.

 Accounts payable Money owed to suppliers for goods ordered. Firms usually have between 30 and 90 days to 
pay this account, depending on industry norms.

 Wages payable Money owned to employees for hours worked or salary. If workers receive checks every two 
weeks, the amount owed should be no more than two weeks’ pay.

 Taxes payable Firms are required to pay corporate taxes quarterly. This refers to taxes owed based on 
earnings estimates for the quarter.

TABLE 14.5 Sample Balance Sheet

The following exhibit presents a balance sheet in word form with each item defi ned or explained.

(continued)
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experience and is deducted from the accounts receivable balance to present a more re-

alistic view of the payments likely to be received in the future, called net receivables. 

Inventory may be held in the form of raw materials, work-in-progress, or fi nished 

goods ready for delivery.

Long-term or fi xed assets represent a commitment of organizational funds of at 

least one year. Items classifi ed as fi xed include long-term investments, plant and 

equipment, and intangible assets, such as corporate “goodwill,” or reputation, as well 

as patents and trademarks.

Liabilities. As seen in the accounting equation, total assets must be fi nanced 

 either through borrowing (liabilities) or through owner investments (owners’ equity). 

 Current liabilities include a fi rm’s fi nancial obligations to short-term creditors, which 

must be repaid within one year, while long-term liabilities have longer repayment 

terms. Accounts payable represents amounts owed to suppliers for goods and services 

purchased with credit. For example, if you buy gas with a BP credit card, the pur-

chase represents an account payable for you (and an account receivable for BP). Other 

 liabilities include wages earned by employees but not yet paid and taxes owed to the 

government. Occasionally, these accounts are consolidated into an accrued expenses 

account, representing all unpaid fi nancial obligations incurred by the organization.

current liabilities
a fi rm’s fi nancial 
obligations to short-term 
creditors, which must be 
repaid within one year

accounts payable
the amount a company owes 
to suppliers for goods and 
services purchased 
with credit

accrued expenses
is an account representing all 
unpaid fi nancial obligations 
incurred by the organization

 Notes payable Short-term loans from banks or other lenders.

 Other current liabilities The other short-term debts that do not fi t into the above categories.

  Total current liabilities The sum of the above accounts.

Long-term liabilities All long-term debt that will not be paid off in the next 12 months.

 Long-term debt Loans of more than one year from banks, pension funds, insurance companies, or other 
lenders. These loans often take the form of bonds, which are securities that may be bought 
and sold in bond markets.

 Deferred income taxes This is a liability owed to the government but not due within one year.

 Other liabilities Any other long-term debt that does not fi t the above two categories.

Stockholders’ equity The following three categories are the owners’ investment in the company.

 Common stock The tangible evidence of ownership is a security called common stock. The par value is 
stated value and does not indicate the company’s worth.

Capital in excess of par 
(a.k.a. contributed capital)

When shares of stock were sold to the owners, they were recorded at the price at the time of 
the original sale. If the price paid was $10 per share, the extra $9 per share would show up in 
this account at 100,000 shares times $9 per share, or $900,000.

 Retained earnings The total amount of earnings the company has made during its life and not paid out to its 
stockholders as dividends. This account represents the owners’ reinvestment of earnings 
into company assets rather than payments of cash dividends. This account does not 
represent cash.

 Total stockholders’ equity This is the sum of the above equity accounts representing the owner’s total investment in the 
company.

   Total liabilities and 
stockholders’ equity

The total short-term and long-term debt of the company plus the owner’s total investment. 
This combined amount must equal total assets.

TABLE 14.5 Sample Balance Sheet (continued)
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TABLE 14.6 Microsoft Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets (in millions, except per share data)

June 30, 2013 2012

Assets

Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents $   3,804 $ 6,938

 Short-term investments (including securities loaned of $579 and $785) 73,218 56,102

  Total cash, cash equivalents, and short-term investments 77,022 63,040

 Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts of $336 and $389 17,486 15,780

 Inventories 1,938 1,137

 Deferred income taxes 1,632 2,035

 Other 3,388 3,092

  Total current assets 101,466 85,084

Property and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation of $12,513 and $10,962 9,991 8,269

Equity and other investments 10,844 9,776

Goodwill 14,655 13,452

Intangible assets, net 3,083 3,170

Other long-term assets 2,392 1,520

    Total assets $142,431 $ 121,271

Liabilities and stockholders’ equity

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable $   4,828 $ 4,175

 Current portion of long-term debt 2,999 1,231

 Accrued compensation 4,117 3,875

 Income taxes 592 789

 Short-term unearned revenue 20,639 18,653

 Securities lending payable 645 814

 Other 3,597 3,151

  Total current liabilities 37,417 32,688

Long-term debt 12,601 10,713

Long-term unearned revenue 1,760 1,406

Deferred income taxes 1,709 1,893

Other long-term liabilities 10,000 8,208

   Total liabilities 63,487 54,908

(continued)
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Owners’ Equity. Owners’ equity includes the owners’ contributions to the organi-

zation along with income earned by the organization and retained to fi nance continued 

growth and development. If the organization were to sell off all of its assets and pay 

off all of its liabilities, any remaining funds would belong to the owners. Not surpris-

ingly, the accounts listed as owners’ equity on a balance sheet may differ dramatically 

from company to company. Corporations sell stock to investors, who then become the 

owners of the fi rm. Many corporations issue two, three, or even more different classes 

of common and preferred stock, each with different dividend payments and/or voting 

rights. Google has three classes of stock, with the class B stock having more voting 

rights than class A shares. These are sometimes called founder’s shares and allow the 

founders to maintain control over the company even though they do not own the major-

ity of the shares. Ford Motor has the same type of voting structure. Because each type 

of stock issued represents a different claim on the organization, each must be repre-

sented by a separate owners’ equity account, called contributed capital.

The Statement of Cash Flows
The third primary fi nancial statement is called the statement of cash fl ows, which ex-

plains how the company’s cash changed from the beginning of the accounting period to 

the end. Cash, of course, is an asset shown on the balance sheet, which provides a snap-

shot of the fi rm’s fi nancial position at one point in time. However, many investors and 

other users of fi nancial statements want more information about the cash fl owing into 

and out of the fi rm than is provided on the balance sheet in order to better understand 

the company’s fi nancial health. The statement of cash fl ows takes the cash balance from 

one year’s balance sheet and compares it with the next while providing detail about how 

the fi rm used the cash. Table 14.7 presents Microsoft’s statement of cash fl ows.

The change in cash is explained through details in three categories: cash from (used 

for) operating activities, cash from (used for) investing activities, and cash from (used 

for) fi nancing activities. Cash from operating activities is calculated by combining the 

changes in the revenue accounts, expense accounts, current asset accounts, and current 

liability accounts. This category of cash fl ows includes all the accounts on the balance 

sheet that relate to computing revenues and expenses for the accounting period. If this 

amount is a positive number, as it is for Microsoft, then the business is making extra cash 

that it can use to invest in increased long-term capacity or to pay off debts such as loans 

or bonds. A negative number may indicate a business that is in a declining position with 

regards to operations. Negative cash fl ow is not always a bad thing, however. Negative 

cash fl ow might indicate a company is in the rapid growth phase but not yet making a 

profi t. This is often true of small growth companies in technology and biotech.

LO 14-5

statement of cash fl ows
explains how the company’s 
cash changed from the 
beginning of the accounting 
period to the end

Commitments and contingencies

Stockholders’ equity:

 Common stock and paid-in capital–shares authorized 24,000; outstanding 8,328 and 8,381 67,306 65,797

 Retained earnings (defi cit) 9,895 (856)

 Accumulated other comprehensive Income 1,743 1,422

  Total stockholders’ equity 78,944 66,363

   Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity $ 142,431 $ 121,271

TABLE 14.6 Microsoft Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets (in millions, except per share data) (continued)
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Year Ended June 30, 2013 2012 2011

Operations

Net income $ 21,863 $ 16,978 $ 23,150

Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash from operations:

 Goodwill impairment 0 6,193 0

 Depreciation, amortization, and other 3,755 2,967 2,766

 Stock-based compensation expense 2,406 2,244 2,166

 Net recognized losses (gains) on investments and derivatives 80 (200) (362)

 Excess tax benefi ts from stock-based compensation (209) (93) (17)

 Deferred income taxes (19) 954 2

 Deferral of unearned revenue 44,253 36,104 31,227

 Recognition of unearned revenue (41,921) (33,347) (28,935)

 Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

  Accounts receivable (1,807) (1,156) (1,451)

  Inventories (802) 184 (561)

  Other current assets (129) 493 (1,259)

  Other long-term assets (478) (248) 62

  Accounts payable 537 (31) 58

  Other current liabilities 146 410 (1,146)

  Other long-term liabilities 1,158 174 1,294

   Net cash from operations 28,833 31,626 26,994

Financing

Short-term debt repayments, maturities of 90 days or less, net 0 0 (186)

Proceeds from issuance of debt 4,883 0 6,960

Repayments of debt (1,346) 0 (814)

Common stock issued 931 1,913 2,422

Common stock repurchased (5,360) (5,029) (11,555)

Common stock cash dividends paid (7,455) (6,385) (5,180)

Excess tax benefi ts from stock-based compensation 209 93 17

Other (10) 0 (40)

   Net cash used in fi nancing (8,148) (9,408) (8,376)

TABLE 14.7 Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (in millions)

(continued)
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Cash from investing activities is calculated from changes in the long-term or fi xed 

asset accounts. If this amount is negative, as is the case with Microsoft, we can see 

that the company bought $4.2 billion of property and equipment. It also purchased 

$75 billion of investments and sold $52 billion of investments for a total  negative cash 

fl ow of $23.8 billion. A positive fi gure usually indicates a business that is selling off 

existing long-term assets and reducing its capacity for the future.

Finally, cash from fi nancing activities is calculated from changes in the long-term 

liability accounts and the contributed capital accounts in owners’ equity. If this amount 

is negative, the company is likely paying off long-term debt or returning contributed 

capital to investors. In the case of Microsoft, it sold some debt for an increase in cash 

of $4.88 billion, but repurchased stock and paid a dividend, which resulted in negative 

cash fl ow from fi nancing.

Ratio Analysis: Analyzing Financial Statements
The income statement shows a company’s profi t or loss, while the balance sheet item-

izes the value of its assets, liabilities, and owners’ equity. Together, the two statements 

provide the means to answer two critical questions: (1) How much did the fi rm make 

or lose? and (2) How much is the fi rm presently worth based on historical values 

found on the balance sheet? Ratio analysis, calculations that measure an organiza-

tion’s fi nancial health, brings the complex information from the income statement and 

balance sheet into sharper focus so that managers, lenders, owners, and other inter-

ested parties can measure and compare the organization’s productivity, profi tability, 

and fi nancing mix with other similar entities.

As you know, a ratio is simply one number divided by another, with the result 

showing the relationship between the two numbers. For example, we measure fuel 

effi ciency with miles per gallon. This is how we know that 55 mpg in a Toyota Prius 

is much better than the average car. Financial ratios are used to weigh and evaluate 

a fi rm’s performance. An absolute value such as earnings of $70,000 or  accounts 

ratio analysis
calculations that measure an 
organization’s fi nancial health

Investing

Additions to property and equipment (4,257) (2,305) (2,355)

Acquisition of companies, net of cash acquired, and purchases of intangible 
 and other assets

(1,584) (10,112) (71)

Purchases of investments (75,396) (57,250) (35,993)

Maturities of investments 5,130 15,575 6,897

Sales of investments 52,464 29,700 15,880

Securities lending payable (168) (394) 1,026

   Net cash used in investing (23,811) (24,786) (14,616)

Effect of exchange rates on cash and cash equivalents (8) (104) 103

Net change in cash and cash equivalents (3,134) (2,672) 4,105

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period 6,938 9,610 5,505

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period $ 3,804 $ 6,938 $ 9,610

TABLE 14.7 Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (in millions) (continued)
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receivable of $200,000 almost never provides as much useful information as a well-

constructed ratio. Whether those numbers are good or bad depends on their relation 

to other numbers. If a company earned $70,000 on $700,000 in sales (a 10 percent 

return), such an earnings level might be quite satisfactory. The president of a company 

earning this same $70,000 on sales of $7 million (a 1 percent return), however, should 

probably start looking for another job!

Ratios by themselves are not very useful. It is the relationship of the calculated 

ratios to both prior organizational performance and the performance of the organiza-

tion’s “peers,” as well as its stated goals, that really matters. Remember, while the 

profi tability, asset utilization, liquidity, debt ratios, and per share data we’ll look at 

here can be very useful, you will never see the forest by looking only at the trees.

Profi tability Ratios
Profi tability ratios measure how much operating income or net income an organiza-

tion is able to generate relative to its assets, owners’ equity, and sales. The numerator 

(top number) used in these examples is always the net income after taxes. Common 

profi tability ratios include profi t margin, return on assets, and return on equity. The 

following examples are based on the 2013 income statement and balance sheet for 

Microsoft, as shown in Tables 14.4 and 14.6. Except where specifi ed, all data are 

expressed in millions of dollars.

The profi t margin, computed by dividing net income by sales, shows the overall 

percentage of profi ts earned by the company. It is based solely upon data obtained 

from the income statement. The higher the profi t margin, the better the cost controls 

within the company and the higher the return on every dollar of revenue. Microsoft’s 

profi t margin is calculated as follows:

Profi t margin 5   
Net income (Net earnings)

   _______________________   
Sales (Total net revenues)

   5   
$21,863

 _______ 
$77,849

   5 28.08%

Thus, for every $1 in sales, Microsoft generated profi ts after taxes of 28 cents.

Return on assets, net income divided by assets, shows how much income the fi rm 

produces for every dollar invested in assets. A company with a low return on assets 

is probably not using its assets very productively—a key managerial failing. For its 

construction, the return on assets calculation requires data from both the income state-

ment and the balance sheet.

Return on assets 5   
Net income (Net earnings)

   _______________________  Total assets   5   
$21,863

 ________ 
$142,431

   5 15.35%

In the case of Microsoft, every $1 of assets generated a return of close to 15 percent, 

or profi ts of 15.35 cents per dollar.

Stockholders are always concerned with how much money they will make on 

their investment, and they frequently use the return on equity ratio as one of their 

key performance yardsticks. Return on equity (also called return on investment 

[ROI]), calculated by dividing net income by owners’ equity, shows how much in-

come is generated by each $1 the owners have invested in the fi rm. Obviously, 

a low return on equity means low stockholder returns and may indicate a need 

for immediate managerial attention. Because some assets may have been fi nanced 

with debt not contributed by the owners, the value of the owners’ equity is usually 

profi tability ratios
ratios that measure the 
amount of operating income 
or net income an organization 
is able to generate relative to 
its assets, owners’ equity, 
and sales

profi t margin
net income divided by 
sales

return on assets
net income divided by assets

return on equity
net income divided by owners’ 
equity; also called return on 
investment (ROI)
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considerably lower than the total value of the fi rm’s assets. Microsoft’s return on 

equity is calculated as follows:

Return on equity 5   Net income  __________________  
Stockholders’ equity

   5   
$21,863

 _______ 
$78,944

   5 27.69%

For every dollar invested by Microsoft stockholders, the company earned a 

27.69 percent return, or 27.69 cents per dollar invested.

Asset Utilization Ratios
Asset utilization ratios measure how well a fi rm uses its assets to generate each $1 

of sales. Obviously, companies using their assets more productively will have higher 

returns on assets than their less effi cient competitors. Similarly, managers can use 

asset utilization ratios to pinpoint areas of ineffi ciency in their operations. These ratios 

(receivables turnover, inventory turnover, and total asset turnover) relate balance sheet 

assets to sales, which are found on the income statement.

The receivables turnover, sales divided by accounts receivable, indicates how 

many times a fi rm collects its accounts receivable in one year. It also demonstrates 

how quickly a fi rm is able to collect payments on its credit sales. Obviously, no 

 payments means no profi ts. Microsoft collected its receivables 4.45 times per year, 

which translates to about 80 days that receivables are outstanding. This is most likely 

due to the trade terms they give their corporate customers.

Receivables turnover 5   
Sales (Total net revenues)

   _______________________  
Receivables

   5   
$77,849

 _______ 
$17,486

   5 4.453

Inventory turnover, sales divided by total inventory, indicates how many times 

a fi rm sells and replaces its inventory over the course of a year. A high inventory 

asset utilization ratios
ratios that measure how 
well a fi rm uses its assets to 
generate each $1 of sales

receivables turnover
sales divided by accounts 
receivable

inventory turnover
sales divided by total 
inventory

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

Deloitte Partners with New Profi t Inc. to Drive Social Innovation
Deloitte LLP is one of the largest consulting fi rms in the world, 
specializing in fi nancial advisory, risk management, and audit 
and tax services. The organization has a far-reaching reputa-
tion for being one of the most philanthropic fi rms in the world. 
It is therefore no surprise that it has established a multi- 
million-dollar partnership with New Profi t Inc. to promote and 
support social innovation initiatives.

New Profi t Inc. is a social innovation nonprofi t and venture 
philanthropy fund, investing in social entrepreneurs whose 
ideas promise to contribute to a greater social good. Areas 
of interest include education, workforce development, public 
health, and community development because they facilitate 
social mobility and enact powerful systemic change by pro-
viding better opportunities for children, families, and com-
munities. Deloitte shares these values and has committed to 
providing pro bono consulting services to New Profi t as well 

as to those in New Profi t’s portfolio. As one of the largest em-
ployers with top talent, Deloitte recognizes that human and 
intellectual capital is its most valuable asset, and it has based 
its corporate citizenship strategy—Impact  Imperative—
around this.

This collaboration between a large public fi nancial fi rm 
and a small private organization is a profound example of so-
cial responsibility that has the potential to affect many people 
for the better.9

Discussion Questions
 1. Do you believe Deloitte should be investing so many 

resources in philanthropy? Why or why not?
 2. How is Deloitte contributing to New Profi t Inc.’s mission?
 3. What benefi ts do both organizations receive through this 

partnership?
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turnover ratio may indicate great effi ciency but may also suggest the possibility of lost 

sales due to insuffi cient stock levels. Microsoft’s inventory turnover indicates that it 

replaced its inventory 40.17 times last year, or about every 9 days. This high inventory 

turnover is a refl ection that Microsoft has very little physical inventory and instead 

downloads its Windows programs over the Internet.

Inventory turnover 5   
Sales (Total net revenues)

   _______________________  Inventory   5   
$77,849

 _______ 
$1,938

   5 40.173

Total asset turnover, sales divided by total assets, measures how well an organiza-

tion uses all of its assets in creating sales. It indicates whether a company is using its 

assets productively. Microsoft generated $0.55 in sales for every $1 in total corporate 

assets. The cause of this low total asset turnover is the $77 billion of cash that Mico-

soft has on its balance sheet. Cash does not produce sales dollars.

Total asset turnover 5   
Sales (Total net revenues)

   _______________________  Total assets   5   
$77,849

 ________ 
$142,431

   5 0.553

Liquidity Ratios
Liquidity ratios compare current (short-term) assets to current liabilities to indicate 

the speed with which a company can turn its assets into cash to meet debts as they fall 

due. High liquidity ratios may satisfy a creditor’s need for safety, but ratios that are 

too high may indicate that the organization is not using its current assets effi ciently. 

Liquidity ratios are generally best examined in conjunction with asset utilization 

 ratios because high turnover ratios imply that cash is fl owing through an organization 

very quickly—a situation that dramatically reduces the need for the type of reserves 

measured by liquidity ratios.

The current ratio is calculated by dividing current assets by current liabilities. 

Microsoft’s current ratio indicates that for every $1 of current liabilities, the fi rm had 

$2.71 of current assets on hand. The relatively high current ratio is also due to the 

$77 billion of cash on hand, which is part of the current asset total. If we take cash out 

of current assets, the numerator drops to $24,444, and the current ratio drops to 0.65.

Current ratio 5   Current assets  ________________  
Current liabilities

   5   
$101,466

 ________ 
$37,417

   5 2.713

The quick ratio (also known as the acid test) is a far more stringent measure of 

liquidity because it eliminates inventory, the least liquid current asset. It measures how 

well an organization can meet its current obligations without resorting to the sale of its 

inventory. Because Microsoft has so little inventory ($1.9 billion out of $101.4 billion 

of current assets), the quick ratio is almost exactly the same as the current ratio.

Quick ratio 5   
Current assets 2 Inventory

   ________________________  
Current liabilities

   5   
$99,528

 _______ 
$37,417

   5 2.663

Debt Utilization Ratios
Debt utilization ratios provide information about how much debt an organization is 

using relative to other sources of capital, such as owners’ equity. Because the use of 

debt carries an interest charge that must be paid regularly regardless of profi tability, 

debt fi nancing is much riskier than equity. Unforeseen negative events such as reces-

sions affect heavily indebted fi rms to a far greater extent than those fi nanced exclu-

sively with owners’ equity. Because of this and other factors, the managers of most 

total asset turnover
sales divided by total assets

liquidity ratios
ratios that measure the speed 
with which a company can 
turn its assets into cash to 
meet short-term debt

current ratio
current assets divided by 
current liabilities

quick ratio (acid test)
a stringent measure of 
liquidity that eliminates 
inventory

debt utilization ratios
ratios that measure how 
much debt an organization is 
using relative to other sources 
of capital, such as owners’ 
equity
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fi rms tend to keep debt-to-asset levels below 50 percent. However, fi rms in very stable 

and/or regulated industries, such as electric utilities, often are able to carry debt ratios 

well in excess of 50 percent with no ill effects.

The debt to total assets ratio indicates how much of the fi rm is fi nanced by debt 

and how much by owners’ equity. To fi nd the value of Microsoft’s total debt, you must 

add current liabilities to long-term debt and other liabilities.

Debt to total assets 5   
Debt (Total liabilities)

  ___________________  Total assets   5   
$63,487

 ________ 
$142,431

   5 45%

Thus, for every $1 of Microsoft’s total assets, 45 percent is fi nanced with debt. The 

remaining 65 percent is provided by owners’ equity.

The times interest earned ratio, operating income divided by interest expense, is 

a measure of the safety margin a company has with respect to the interest payments it 

must make to its creditors. A low times interest earned ratio indicates that even a small 

decrease in earnings may lead the company into fi nancial straits. Microsoft had so 

little interest expense that it did not list it as a separate item on the income statement. 

In this case, the analyst has to go searching through the footnotes to the fi nancial state-

ments. In note 3, we fi nd that interest expense was $429 million. Putting this into the 

calculation, we fi nd that interest expense is covered 62.39 times by operating income. 

A lender would have no worries about receiving interest payments from Microsoft.

Times interest earned 5   
EBIT (Operating income)

   _______________________  
Interest (from note 3)

   5   
$26,863

 _______ 
$429

   5 62.393

Per Share Data
Investors may use per share data to compare the performance of one company with 

another on an equal, or per share, basis. Generally, the more shares of stock a com-

pany issues, the less income is available for each share.

Earnings per share is calculated by dividing net income or profi t by the number 

of shares of stock outstanding. This ratio is important because yearly changes in earn-

ings per share, in combination with other economywide factors, determine a compa-

ny’s overall stock price. When earnings go up, so does a company’s stock price—and 

so does the wealth of its stockholders.

Diluted earnings per share 5   Net income   __________________________________    
Number of shares outstanding (diluted)

   

5   
$21,863

 _______ 
8,470

   5 $2.58

We can see from the income statement that Microsoft’s basic earnings per share de-

clined from $2.73 per share to $2.61, and this decline also shows up in diluted earnings 

per share. This drop in earnings can be attributed to Microsoft’s new Windows software, 

which the market did not embrace. You can see from the income statement that diluted 

earnings per share include more shares than the basic calculation; this is because diluted 

shares include potential shares that could be issued due to the exercise of stock options 

or the conversion of certain types of debt into common stock. Investors generally pay 

more attention to diluted earnings per share than basic earnings per share.

Dividends per share are paid by the corporation to the stockholders for each share 

owned. The payment is made from earnings after taxes by the corporation but is tax-

able income to the stockholder. Thus, dividends result in double taxation: The cor-

poration pays tax once on its earnings, and the stockholder pays tax a second time 

on his or her dividend income. Since 2004, Microsoft has raised its dividend every 

debt to total assets ratio
a ratio indicating how much 
of the fi rm is fi nanced by debt 
and how much by owners’ 
equity

times interest earned 
ratio
operating income divided by 
interest expense

per share data
data used by investors to 
compare the performance of 
one company with another on 
an equal, per share basis

earnings per share
net income or profi t divided 
by the number of stock shares 
outstanding

dividends per share
the actual cash received for 
each share owned
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year, from $0.16 per share to $0.92 per share. A note of clarifi cation on the number of 

shares outstanding of 8,375 million versus the 8,103 million listed in the denominator. 

Share count for earnings per share are weighted average shares over the year. How-

ever, as the share count goes up, the weighted average can be higher than the actual 

shares on which dividends were paid. The 8,103 shares were found by dividing $0.92 

into the dividends paid on the statement of cash fl ow.

Dividends per share 5   
Dividends paid

  ___________________________   
Number of shares outstanding

   5   
$7,456

 ______ 
8,103

   5 $0.92

Industry Analysis
We have used Microsoft as a comparison to Google because they are competitive in 

many technology areas, including software and the Internet. They both have a lot of 

intellectual property and cash balances, and they do not produce hardware like Apple 

and Hewlett-Packard do. Google has revenues of $59.8 billion. Many investors view 

Microsoft as an old technology company and Google as a new technology com-

pany with more growth opportunities. In fact, between 2011 and 2013, Microsoft’s 

revenues grew only 11 percent while Google’s revenues grew almost 58  percent. 

Refl ecting this growth is that investors are willing to pay more for one dollar of 

Google’s earnings per share than one dollar of Microsoft’s EPS. In fact, in June of 

2014, Google had a price to earnings per share ratio (PE) of 30.7 times and Microsoft 

had a PE of 15.5 times.

Microsoft dominates Google on the profi tability ratios generating a higher profi t 

margin, return on assets, and return on equity ratios. Both companies have very little 

accounts receivable or inventory, so they show very high receivables and inventory 

turnover ratios. However, because they each have large cash balances, their total asset 

turnover ratios are very low, which is not what you would expect with low receivables 

and inventory investment. At the end of 2013, Microsoft had $77 billion and Google 

had $58.7 billion of cash, cash equivalents, and short-term investments on their bal-

ance sheets. Because of their high cash balances, both companies show high current 

and quick ratios and, because of very little inventory, their quick ratios are almost 

equal to their current ratios.

Microsoft has more debt than Google, which 

is indicated by the debt to total assets ratio. 

While Microsoft has more debt than Google, 

the times interest earned ratio indicates that 

Microsoft’s earnings before interest and taxes 

cover its interest expense at a higher level than 

does Google.

Table 14.8 doesn’t show earnings per share 

growth, but it is important in forecasting divi-

dend growth. As you can see from the table, 

Google does not pay a dividend even though it 

has cash and its earnings per share grew 28 per-

cent between 2011 and 2013. Microsoft pays 

$0.92 per share even though its earnings per 

share had negative growth of 4 percent. Despite 

the negative earnings per share growth, Micro-

soft raised its dividends 43 percent over the 

same time period. That is easy to do when you 
Increased profi t margins allow companies such as New Belgium to invest in 
new production facilities in Asheville, North Carolina.
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have $77 billion of cash on hand and dividends only cost $7.5 billion. The moral of the 

story is that the faster a company grows, the more funds the company retains for future 

growth or, in the case of both companies, acquisitions of new technology created by 

smaller companies.

Importance of Integrity in Accounting
The fi nancial crisis and the recession that followed provided another example of a fail-

ure in accounting reporting. Many fi rms attempted to exploit loopholes and manipulate 

accounting processes and statements. Banks and other fi nancial institutions often held 

assets off their books by manipulating their ac-

counts. In 2010, the examiner for the Lehman 

Brothers’ bankruptcy found that the most com-

mon example of removing assets or liabilities 

from the books was entering into what is called 

a “repurchase agreement.” In a repurchase 

agreement, assets are transferred to another en-

tity with the contractual promise of buying them 

back at a set price. In the case of Lehman Broth-

ers and other companies, repurchase agreements 

were used as a method of “cooking the books” 

that allowed them to manipulate accounting 

statements so that their ratios looked better than 

they actually were. If the accountants, the SEC, 

and the bank regulators had been more careful, 

these types of transactions would have been dis-

covered and corrected.

Google Microsoft

Profi t margin 21.60% 28.08%

Return on assets 11.65% 15.35%

Return on equity 14.80% 27.69%

Receivables turnover 6.743 4.453

Inventory turnover 140.433 40.173

Total asset turnover 0.543 0.553

Current ratio 4.583  2.713

Quick ratio 4.553  2.663

Debt to total assets 21.00% 45.00%

Times interest earned 26.353 62.313

Diluted earnings per share $38.13 $2.58

Dividends per share $0.00 $0.92

TABLE 14.8
Industry Analysis Year 

Ending 2013

Source: Data calculated from 2013 annual reports.

As another member of the “Big Four” accounting fi rms, Deloitte must maintain 
high standards of accounting ethics to secure its reputation for integrity. 
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On the other hand, strong compliance to accounting principles creates trust among 

stakeholders. Accounting and fi nancial planning is important for all organizational 

entities, even cities. The City of Maricopa in Arizona received the Government Fi-

nance Offi cers Association of the United States and Canada (GFOA) Distinguished 

Budget Presentation Award for its governmental budgeting. The city scored pro-

fi cient in its policy, fi nancial plan, operations guide, and communications device. 

Integrity in accounting is crucial to creating trust, understanding the fi nancial posi-

tion of an organization or entity, and making fi nancial decisions that will benefi t the 

organization.10

It is most important to remember that integrity in accounting processes requires 

ethical principles and compliance with both the spirit of the law and professional 

standards in the accounting profession. Most states require accountants preparing 

to take the CPA exam to take accounting ethics courses. Transparency and accu-

racy in reporting revenue, income, and assets develops trust from investors and other 

stakeholders.

Do you like numbers and fi nances? Are you detail oriented, a 
perfectionist, and highly accountable for your decisions? If so, 
accounting may be a good fi eld for you. If you are interested 
in accounting, there are always job opportunities available no 
matter the state of the economy. Accounting is one of the most 
secure job options in business. Of course, becoming an accoun-
tant is not easy. You will need at least a bachelor’s degree in 
accounting to get a job, and many positions require additional 
training. Many states demand coursework beyond the 120 to 
150 credit hours collegiate programs require for an account-
ing degree. If you are really serious about getting into the ac-
counting fi eld, you will probably want to consider getting your 
master’s in accounting and taking the CPA exam. The fi eld of 
accounting can be complicated, and the extra training provided 
through a master’s in accounting program will prove invaluable 
when you go out looking for a good job. Accounting is a volatile 
discipline affected by changes in legislative initiatives.

With corporate accounting policies changing constantly 
and becoming more complex, accountants are needed to help 
keep a business running smoothly and within the bounds of the 
law. In fact, the number of jobs in the accounting and auditing 
field are expected to increase 16 percent between 2010 and 

2020, with more than 1.4 million jobs in the United States alone 
by 2020. Jobs in accounting tend to pay quite well, with the 
median salary standing at $61,690. If you go on to get your 
master’s degree in accounting, expect to see an even higher 
starting wage. Of course, your earnings could be higher or 
lower than these averages, depending on where you work, your 
level of experience, the firm, and your particular position.

Accountants are needed in the public and the private sec-
tors, in large and small firms, in for-profit and not-for-profit 
organizations. Accountants in firms are generally in charge of 
preparing and filing tax forms and financial reports. Public-
sector accountants are responsible for checking the veracity 
of corporate and personal records in order to prepare tax fil-
ings. Basically, any organization that has to deal with money 
and/or taxes in some way or another will be in need of an 
accountant, either for in-house service or occasional contract 
work. Requirements for audits under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
and rules from the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 
are creating more jobs and increased responsibility to maintain 
internal controls and accounting ethics. The fact that account-
ing rules and tax filings tend to be complex virtually ensures 
that the demand for accountants will never decrease.11

So You Want to Be an Accountant
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Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne accounting, and describe the different 
uses of accounting information.

Accounting is the language businesses and other organizations 
use to record, measure, and interpret fi nancial transactions. 
Financial statements are used internally to judge and control 
an organization’s performance and to plan and direct its future 
activities and measure goal attainment. External organizations 
such as lenders, governments, customers, suppliers, and the 
Internal Revenue Service are major consumers of the informa-
tion generated by the accounting process.

Demonstrate the accounting process.

Assets are an organization’s economic resources; liabilities, 
debts the organization owes to others; and owners’ equity, the 
difference between the value of an organization’s assets and 
liabilities. This principle can be expressed as the accounting 
equation: Assets  5  Liabilities  1  Owners’ equity. The double-
entry bookkeeping system is a system of recording and classify-
ing business transactions in accounts that maintain the balance 
of the accounting equation. The accounting cycle involves ex-
amining source documents, recording transactions in a journal, 
posting transactions, and preparing fi nancial statements on a 
continuous basis throughout the life of the organization.

Decipher the various components of an income 
statement in order to evaluate a fi rm’s “bottom 
line.”

The income statement indicates a company’s profi tability over 
a specifi c period of time. It shows the “bottom line,” the total 
profi t (or loss) after all expenses (the costs incurred in the day-
to-day operations of the organization) have been deducted from 
revenue (the total amount of money received from the sale of 
goods or services and other business activities). The cash fl ow 
statement details how much cash is moving through the fi rm 
and thus adds insight to a fi rm’s “bottom line.”

Interpret a company’s balance sheet to determine 
its current fi nancial position.

The balance sheet, which summarizes the fi rm’s assets, liabili-
ties, and owners’ equity since its inception, portrays its fi nancial 
position as of a particular point in time. Major classifi cations 
included in the balance sheet are current assets (assets that can 
be converted to cash within one calendar year), fi xed assets (as-
sets of greater than one year’s duration), current liabilities (bills 
owed by the organization within one calendar year), long-term 
liabilities (bills due more than one year hence), and owners’ eq-
uity (the net value of the owners’ investment).

Analyze fi nancial statements, using ratio analysis, 
to evaluate a company’s performance.

Ratio analysis is a series of calculations that brings the com-
plex information from the income statement and balance sheet 
into sharper focus so that managers, lenders, owners, and 
other interested parties can measure and compare the orga-
nization’s productivity, profi tability, and fi nancing mix with 
similar entities. Ratios may be classifi ed in terms of profi tability 
(measure dollars of return for each dollar of employed assets), 
asset utilization (measure how well the organization uses its as-
sets to generate $1 in sales), liquidity (assess organizational risk 
by comparing current assets to current liabilities), debt utiliza-
tion (measure how much debt the organization is using relative 
to other sources of capital), and per share data (compare the 
performance of one company with another on an equal basis).

Assess a company’s fi nancial position using its 
accounting statements and ratio analysis.

Based on the information presented in the chapter, you should 
be able to answer the questions posed in “Solve the Dilemma” 
on page 453. Formulate a plan for determining BrainDrain’s bot-
tom line, current worth, and productivity.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. Even if Fastow did not believe what he was doing 

was illegal, how did his activities qualify as accounting 
fraud?

 2. If Fastow’s claim that he received approval from 
accountants, lawyers, and directors for his financial 

structures is true, does this make him less liable for the 
fraud? Why or why not?

 3. Why do you think Fastow believes companies today are 
engaging in accounting and financial manipulation that is 
worse than Enron’s?
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Learn the Terms 

accounting 422
accounting cycle 429
accounting equation 429
accounts payable 439
accounts receivable 437
accrued expenses 439
annual report 426
asset utilization ratios 445
assets 428
balance sheet 437
budget 426
cash fl ow 425
certifi ed management 

accountants (CMAs) 424
certifi ed public accountant (CPA) 422
cost of goods sold 435
current assets 437

current liabilities 439
current ratio 446
debt to total assets ratio 447
debt utilization ratios 446
depreciation 435
dividends per share 447
double-entry bookkeeping 429
earnings per share 447
expenses 435
gross income (profi t) 435
income statement 432
inventory turnover 445
journal 430
ledger 430
liabilities 428
liquidity ratios 446

managerial accounting 425
net income 435
owners’ equity 428
per share data 447
private accountants 424
profi t margin 444
profi tability ratios 444
quick ratio (acid test) 446
ratio analysis 443
receivables turnover 445
return on assets 444
return on equity 444
revenue 434
statement of cash fl ows 441
times interest earned ratio 447
total asset turnover 446

Check Your Progress 

 1. Why are accountants so important to a corporation? What 
function do they perform?

 2. Discuss the internal uses of accounting statements.

 3. What is a budget?

 4. Discuss the external uses of fi nancial statements.

 5. Describe the accounting process and cycle.

 6. The income statements of all corporations are in the same 
format. True or false? Discuss.

 7. Which accounts appear under “current liabilities”?

 8. Together, the income statement and the balance sheet 
answer two basic questions. What are they?

 9. What are the fi ve basic ratio classifi cations? What ratios 
are found in each category?

 10. Why are debt ratios important in assessing the risk of a 
fi rm?

Get Involved 

 1. Go to the library or the Internet and get the annual report 
of a company with which you are familiar. Read through 
the fi nancial statements, then write up an analysis of the 
fi rm’s performance using ratio analysis. Look at data over 
several years and analyze whether the fi rm’s performance 
is changing through time.

 2. Form a group of three or four students to perform an 
industry analysis. Each student should analyze a company 
in the same industry, and then all of you should compare 
your results. The following companies would make good 
group projects:

  Automobiles: Fiat Chryslesr, Ford, General Motors

  Computers: Apple, Hewlett-Packard, Dell

  Brewing: MillerCoors, Molson Coors, The Boston Beer 
Company

  Chemicals: DuPont, Dow Chemical, Monsanto

  Petroleum: Chevron, ExxonMobil, BP

  Pharmaceuticals: Merck, Lilly, Amgen

  Retail: Sears, JCPenney, Macy’s, The Limited
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Build Your Skills 
Financial Analysis

Background
The income statement for Western Grain 
Company, a producer of agricultural products 
for industrial as well as consumer markets, is 
shown below. Western Grain’s total assets are 

$4,237.1 million, and its equity is $1,713.4 million.

Consolidated Earnings and Retained Earnings Year Ended 
December 31

(Millions) 2010

Net sales $6,295.4
Cost of goods sold 2,989.0
Selling and administrative expense  2,237.5
Operating profi t 1,068.9
Interest expense 33.3
Other income (expense), net  (1.5)

Earnings before income taxes 1,034.1
Income taxes  353.4 
Net earnings 680.7
(Net earnings per share) $2.94
Retained earnings, beginning of year  3,033.9 
Dividends paid   (305.2) 
Retained earnings, end of year $3,409.4 

Task
Calculate the following profi tability ratios: profi t margin, return 
on assets, and return on equity. Assume that the industry aver-
ages for these ratios are as follows: profi t margin, 12 percent; 
return on assets, 18 percent; and return on equity, 25 percent. 
Evaluate Western Grain’s profi tability relative to the industry av-
erages. Why is this information useful?

Solve the Dilemma 

Exploring the Secrets of Accounting
You have just been promoted from vice president 
of marketing of BrainDrain Corporation to presi-
dent and CEO! That’s the good news. Unfortu-
nately, while you know marketing like the back 
of your hand, you know next to nothing about fi -

nance. Worse still, the “word on the street” is that BrainDrain is 
in danger of failure if steps to correct large and continuing fi nan-
cial losses are not taken immediately. Accordingly, you have 
asked the vice president of fi nance and accounting for a com-
plete set of accounting statements detailing the fi nancial opera-
tions of the company over the past several years.

Recovering from the dual shocks of your promotion and feel-
ing the weight of the fi rm’s complete accounting report for the 
very fi rst time, you decide to attack the problem systematically 
and learn the “hidden secrets” of the company, statement by 

statement. With Mary Pruitt, the fi rm’s trusted senior fi nancial 
analyst, by your side, you delve into the accounting statements 
as never before. You resolve to “get to the bottom” of the fi rm’s 
fi nancial problems and set a new course for the future—a 
course that will take the fi rm from insolvency and failure to fi -
nancial recovery and perpetual prosperity.

Discussion Questions
 1. Describe the three basic accounting statements. What 

types of information does each provide that can help you 
evaluate the situation?

 2. Which of the fi nancial ratios are likely to prove to be 
of greatest value in identifying problem areas in the 
company? Why? Which of your company’s fi nancial ratios 
might you expect to be especially poor?

 3. Discuss the limitations of ratio analysis.

Build Your Business Plan 
Accounting and Financial Statements

After you determine your initial reasonable selling 
price, you need to estimate your sales forecasts 
(in terms of units and dollars of sales) for the fi rst 
year of operation. Remember to be conservative 
and set forecasts that are more modest.

While customers may initially try your business, many busi-
nesses have seasonal patterns. A good budgeting/planning 
system allows managers to anticipate problems, coordinate ac-
tivities of the business (so that subunits within the organization 
are all working toward the common goal of the organization), 

LO 14-6
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and control operations (how we know whether spending is 
“in line”).

The fi rst fi nancial statement you need to prepare is the in-
come statement. Beginning with your estimated sales revenue, 
determine what expenses will be necessary to generate that 
level of sales revenue.

The second fi nancial statement you need to create is your 
balance sheet. Your balance sheet is a snapshot of your fi nancial 

position in a moment in time. Refer to Table 14.6 to assist you in 
listing your assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity.

The last fi nancial statement, the cash fl ow statement, is the 
most important one to a bank. It is a measure of your ability to 
get and repay the loan from the bank. Referring to Table 14.7, be 
as realistic as possible as you are completing it. Allow yourself 
enough cash on hand until the point in which the business starts 
to support itself.

See for Yourself Videocase 
The Accounting Function at Goodwill Industries International Inc.

Goodwill Industries International Inc. consists of 
a network of 165 independent, community-
based organizations located throughout the 
United States and Canada. The mission of this 
nonprofi t is to enhance the lives of individuals, 

families, and communities “through learning and the power of 
work.” Local Goodwill stores sell donated goods and then do-
nate the proceeds to fund job training programs, placement 
services, education, and more. Despite its nonprofi t status, 
Goodwill establishments are in many ways run similar to for-
profi t businesses. One of these similarities involves the ac-
counting function.

Like for-profi t fi rms, nonprofi t organizations like Goodwill 
must provide detailed information about how they are using the 
donations that are provided to them. Indeed, fraud can occur just 
as easily at a nonprofi t organization as for a for-profi t company, 
making it necessary for nonprofi ts to reassure stakeholders that 
they are using their funds legitimately. Additionally, donors want 
to know how much of their donations is going toward activities 
such as job creation and how much is going toward operational 
and administrative expenses. It sometimes surprises people 
that nonprofi ts use part of the funds they receive for operational 
costs. Yet such a perspective fails to see that nonprofi ts must 
also pay for electricity, rent, wages, and other services.

“We have revenue and support for the revenue pieces, and 
then we have direct and indirect expenses for our program 
services, and then we have G and A, general administrative 
services. And we have what’s called the bottom line, or other 
people call net profi t. We have what’s called net change in as-
sets. The concept is pretty much the same as far as account-
ing,” says Jeff McGraw, CFO of Goodwill.

Goodwill creates the equivalent of a balance sheet and in-
come statement. Yet because Goodwill is a nonprofi t entity, its 
fi nancials are known by the names statement of fi nancial po-
sition and statement of activities. These fi nancials have some 
differences compared to fi nancial statements of for-profi t com-
panies. For instance, Goodwill’s statement of fi nancial position 
does not have shareholder’s equity but instead has net assets. 

The organization’s fi nancials are audited, and stakeholders can 
fi nd the fi rm’s information in form 990 through Goodwill’s public 
website (form 990 is the IRS form for nonprofi ts).

Because Goodwill sells goods at its stores, the company 
must also fi gure in costs of goods sold. In fact, most of the or-
ganization’s revenue comes from its store activities. In the most 
recent year, the retail division or sale of donated goods and con-
tributed goods generated $3.53 billion. The contracts division 
generated $636 million, which provides custodial, janitorial, and 
lawn maintenance service contracts to government agencies. 
Grants from foundations, corporations, individuals, and govern-
ment account for $148 million. The fact that Goodwill is able 
to generate much of its own funding through store activities 
and contracts is important. Many nonprofi ts that rely solely on 
donated funds fi nd it hard to be sustainable in the long run, 
particularly during economic downturns.

Remember that even though nonprofi ts are different from 
for-profi t companies, they must still make certain that their 
fi nancial information is accurate. This requires nonprofi t ac-
countants to be meticulous and thorough in gathering and 
analyzing information. Like all accountants, accountants at 
Goodwill record transactions in journals and then carefully re-
view the information before it is recorded in the general ledger. 
The organization uses trial balances to ensure that everything 
balances out, as well as advanced software to record transac-
tions, reconcile any discrepancies, and provide an idea of how 
much cash the organization has on hand.

Finally, Goodwill uses ratio analysis to determine the fi nan-
cial health of the company. For instance, the common ratio al-
lows Goodwill to determine how much revenue it brings in for 
every dollar it spends on costs. The organization also uses ratio 
analysis to compare its results to similar organizations. It is im-
portant for Goodwill to identify the best performers in its fi eld 
so that it can generate ideas and even form partnerships with 
other organizations. By using accounting to identify how best to 
use its resources, Goodwill is advancing its mission of helping 
others.12
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Discussion Questions
 1. What are some similarities between the type of accounting 

performed at Goodwill compared to accounting at for-profi t 
companies?

 2. What are some differences between the type of accounting 
performed at Goodwill compared to accounting at for-profi t 
companies?

 3. How can Goodwill use ratio analysis to improve its 
operations?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
You can look at websites such as Yahoo! Finance (http://fi nance.
yahoo.com/), under the company’s “key statistics” link, to fi nd 
many of its fi nancial ratios, such as return on assets and return 
on equity. Have each member of your team look up a different 

company, and explain why you think there are differences 
in the ratio analysis for these two ratios among the selected 
companies.
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Enter the World of Business

The Good and the Bad of a Cashless Society
The rise of alternative payment methods is making people wonder whether 

our future is headed toward a cashless society. Such a society would involve 

further development and integration of technology, big data, and cashless 

payment methods. However, we see evidence of this occurring with the use of 

virtual money and payment methods such as Bitcoin, PayPal, and Mastercard’s 

Paypass. More than 80 percent of consumer transactions in the United States 

are electronic, and Sweden estimates that only 3 percent of its transactions are 

made with actual currency.

Critics feel that a cashless society could be used to control consumer 

purchasing. For instance, algorithms are currently used to alert debit and 

credit card users of fraud. While these technologies protect customers, Visa 

and MasterCard are also using them to prohibit credit and debit transactions in 

online gambling, even if it is not illegal. Could this type of consumer regulation be 

applied to all purchases? For example, if an overweight person tries to purchase 

a sugary drink, could data about the person be used to deny the purchase? 

While this might seem to be a way to protect consumers from bad decision 

making, it also limits consumer choice.

On the other hand, there are many advantages. Governments support the 

idea of a cashless society because it eliminates the cost of printing money and 

makes monetary policy easier. It can save consumers in costs as well. People 

lose approximately $200 billion through various ATM fees, theft, and taxes. 

Controls can be used to protect electronic currency and guard against theft, 

perhaps leading to less crime. There is still one major benefi t for using cash, 

however. Psychological research has shown that people tend to make wiser 

purchasing decisions when they use cash over any other payment method.1
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Introduction
From Wall Street to Main Street, both overseas and at home, money is the one tool 

used to measure personal and business income and wealth. Finance is the study of 

money: how it’s made, how it’s lost, and how it’s managed. This chapter introduces 

you to the role of money and the fi nancial system in the economy. Of course, if you 

have a checking account, automobile insurance, a college loan, or a credit card, you 

already have personal experience with some key players in the fi nancial world.

We begin our discussion with a defi nition of money and then explore some of the 

many forms money may take. Next, we examine the roles of the Federal Reserve Board 

and other major institutions in the fi nancial system. Finally, we explore the future of 

the fi nance industry and some of the changes likely to occur over the course of the next 

several years.

Money in the Financial System
Strictly defi ned, money, or currency, is anything generally accepted in exchange 

for goods and services. Materials as diverse as salt, cattle, fi sh, rocks, shells, cloth, 

as well as precious metals such as gold, silver, and copper have long been used by 

various cultures as money. Most of these materials were limited-supply commodi-

ties that had their own value to society (for example, salt can be used as a preserva-

tive and shells and metals as jewelry). The supply of these commodities therefore 

determined the supply of “money” in that society. The next step was the develop-

ment of “IOUs,” or slips of paper that could be exchanged for a specifi ed supply 

of the underlying commodity. “Gold” notes, for instance, could be exchanged for 

gold, and the money supply was tied to the amount of gold available. While paper 

money was fi rst used in North America in 1685 (and even earlier in Europe), the 

concept of fi at money—a paper money not readily convertible to a precious metal 

such as gold—did not gain full acceptance until the Great Depression in the 1930s. 

The United States abandoned its gold-backed currency standard largely in response 

to the Great Depression and converted to a fi duciary, or fi at, monetary system. In 

the United States, paper money is really a government “note” or promise, worth the 

value specifi ed on the note.

Functions of Money
No matter what a particular society uses for money, its primary purpose is to enable 

a person or organization to transform a desire into an action. These desires may be 

for entertainment actions, such as party expenses; operating actions, such as paying 

for rent, utilities, or employees; investing actions, such as buying property or equip-

ment; or fi nancing actions, such as for starting or growing a business. Money serves 

three important functions: as a medium of exchange, a measure of value, and a store 

of value.

Medium of Exchange. Before fi at money, the trade of goods and services was 

accomplished through bartering—trading one good or service for another of similar 

value. As any school-age child knows, bartering can become quite ineffi cient—

particularly in the case of complex, three-party transactions involving peanut butter 

sandwiches, baseball cards, and hair barrettes. There had to be a simpler way, and that 

was to decide on a single item—money—that can be freely converted to any other 

good upon agreement between parties.

fi nance
the study of money; how it’s 
made, how it’s lost, and how 
it’s managed

LO 15-1

money
anything generally accepted 
in exchange for goods and 
services
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Measure of Value. As a measure of value, money serves as a 

common standard or yardstick of the value of goods and services. 

For example, $2 will buy a dozen large eggs and $25,000 will buy a 

nice car in the United States. In Japan, where the currency is known 

as the yen, these same transactions would cost about 185 yen and 

2.3 million yen, respectively. Money, then, is a common denominator 

that allows people to compare the different goods and services that 

can be consumed on a particular income level. While a star athlete and 

a “burger-fl ipper” are paid vastly different wages, each uses money as 

a measure of the value of their yearly earnings and purchases.

Store of Value. As a store of value, money serves as a way to 

 accumulate wealth (buying power) until it is needed. For example, a 

person making $1,000 per week who wants to buy a $500 computer 

could save $50 per week for each of the next 10 weeks. Unfortunately, 

the value of stored money is directly dependent on the health of the 

economy. If, due to rapid infl ation, all prices double in one year, then 

the purchasing power value of the money “stuffed in the mattress” 

would fall by half. On the other hand, defl ation occurs when prices 

of goods fall. Defl ation might seem like a good thing for consumers, 

but in many ways it can be just as problematic as infl ation. Periods 

of major defl ation often lead to decreases in wages and increases in 

debt burdens.2 Defl ation also tends to be an indicator of problems in 

the economy. Defl ation use indicates a very slow growth or shrinking 

economy with high unemployment and falling prices. Over the past 

25 years, we have seen defl ation in Japan and more recently Ireland 

in 2009.

Characteristics of Money
To be used as a medium of exchange, money must be acceptable, divisible, portable, 

stable in value, durable, and diffi cult to counterfeit.

Acceptability. To be effective, money must be readily acceptable for the pur-

chase of goods and services and for the settlement of debts. Acceptability is probably 

the most important characteristic of money: If people do not trust the value of money, 

businesses will not accept it as a payment for goods and services, and consumers will 

have to fi nd some other means of paying for their purchases.

Divisibility. Given the widespread use of quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies in 

the United States, it is no surprise that the principle of divisibility is an important one. 

With barter, the lack of divisibility often makes otherwise preferable trades impos-

sible, as would be an attempt to trade a steer for a loaf of bread. For money to serve 

effectively as a measure of value, all items must be valued in terms of comparable 

units—dimes for a piece of bubble gum, quarters for laundry machines, and dollars 

(or dollars and coins) for everything else.

Portability. Clearly, for money to function as a medium of exchange, it must be 

easily moved from one location to the next. Large colored rocks could be used as 

money, but you couldn’t carry them around in your wallet. Paper currency and metal 

coins, on the other hand, are capable of transferring vast purchasing power into small, 

easily carried (and hidden!) bundles. Few Americans realize it, but more U.S. currency 

For centures, people on the Micronesian island of 
Yap have used giant round stones, like the ones 
shown here, for money. The stones aren’t moved, 
but their ownership can change. 
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is in circulation outside the United States than within. Currently, about $1.280 trillion 

of U.S. currency is in circulation, and the majority is held outside the United States.3 

Some countries, such as Panama, even use the U.S. dollar as their currency. Retailers 

in other countries often state prices in dollars and in their local currency.

Stability. Money must be stable and maintain its declared face value. A $10 bill 

should purchase the same amount of goods or services from one day to the next. The 

principle of stability allows people who wish to postpone purchases and save their 

money to do so without fear that it will decline in value. As mentioned earlier, money 

declines in value during periods of infl ation, when economic conditions cause prices 

to rise. Thus, the same amount of money buys fewer and fewer goods and services. In 

some countries, people spend their money as fast as they can in order to keep it from 

losing any more of its value. Instability destroys confi dence in a nation’s money and its 

ability to store value and serve as an effective medium of exchange. Ultimately, people 

faced with spiraling price increases avoid the increasingly worthless paper money at 

all costs, storing all of their savings in the form of real assets such as gold and land.

Durability. Money must be durable. The crisp new dollar bills you trade at the 

music store for the hottest new Blu-ray movie will make their way all around town for 

about six years before being replaced (see Table 15.1). Were the value of an old, faded 

bill to fall in line with the deterioration of its appearance, the principles of stability 

and universal acceptability would fail (but, no doubt, fewer bills would pass through 

the washer!). Although metal coins, due to their much longer useful life, would appear 

to be an ideal form of money, paper currency is far more portable than metal because 

of its light weight. Today, coins are used primarily to provide divisibility.

Denomination Estimated Life Span*

$    1 5.9 years

$    5 4.9 years

$  10 4.2 years

$  20 7.7 years

$  50 3.7 years

$100 15.0 years

TABLE 15.1 Life Expectancy of Money

*Estimated life spans as of December 2012. Because the $2 note does not widely circulate, we do not publish its estimated life span.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, “How Long Is the Life Span of U.S. Paper Money?” www.federalreserve.
gov/faqs/how-long-is-the-life-span-of-us-paper-money.htm (accessed June 12, 2014).

How long is the life span of U.S. paper money?

When currency is deposited with a Federal Reserve Bank, the quality of each note is evaluated by 
sophisticated processing equipment. Notes that meet our strict quality criteria—that is, they are still in 
good condition—continue to circulate, while those that do not are taken out of circulation and destroyed. 
This process determines the life span of a Federal Reserve note.

Life span varies by denomination. One factor that infl uences the life span of each denomination is how 
the denomination is used by the public. For example, $100 notes are often used as a store of value. This 
means that they pass between users less frequently than lower denominations that are more often used 
for transactions, such as $5 notes. Thus, $100 notes typically last longer than $5 notes.
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Difficulty to Counterfeit. Finally, to remain stable and enjoy universal 

acceptance, it almost goes without saying that money must be very diffi cult to 

counterfeit—that is, to duplicate illegally. Every country takes steps to make coun-

terfeiting diffi cult. Most use multicolored money, and 

many use specially watermarked papers that are virtu-

ally impossible to duplicate. Counterfeit bills represent 

less than 0.03 percent of the currency in circulation in 

the United States,5 but it is becoming increasingly easy 

for counterfeiters to print money. This illegal printing of money is fueled by hun-

dreds of people who often circulate only small amounts of counterfeit bills. To 

thwart the problem of counterfeiting, the U.S. Treasury Department redesigned the 

U.S.  currency, starting with the $20 bill in 2003, the $50 bill in 2004, the $10 bill in 

2006, the $5 bill in 2008, and the $100 bill in 2010. For the fi rst time, U.S. money 

includes subtle colors in addition to the traditional green, as well as enhanced secu-

rity features, such as a watermark, security thread, and color-shifting ink.6 Although 

counterfeiting is not as much of an issue with coins, U.S. metal coins are usually 

worth more for the metal than their face value. It has begun to cost more to manu-

facture coins than what they are worth monetarily.

As Table 15.2 indicates, it costs more than a penny to manufacture a penny, result-

ing in a call to discontinue it. Because it costs more to produce pennies and nickels 

than what they are worth, these coins have generated losses of $573.5 million in a 

seven-year period.7 The redeeming feature of printing money is that the U.S. mint 

makes money on dimes, quarters, and dollars. Also, it only costs 5.4 cents to make a 

$1 bill and 10.2 cents to make a $20 or $50 bill. So what the U.S. Mint loses on pen-

nies and nickels, the Treasury makes up on paper money.

Types of Money
While paper money and coins are the most visible types of money, the combined value 

of all of the printed bills and all of the minted coins is actually rather insignifi cant 

when compared with the value of money kept in checking accounts, savings accounts, 

and other monetary forms.

LO 15-2

The U.S. government redesigns currency to stay ahead of counterfeiters and protect the public.

DID YOU KNOW? Around 75 percent of counterfeit 

currency is found and destroyed before it ever reaches 

the public.4
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You probably have a checking account (also called a demand deposit), money 

stored in an account at a bank or other fi nancial institution that can be withdrawn 

without advance notice. One way to withdraw funds from your account is by writing a 

check, a written order to a bank to pay the indicated individual or business the amount 

specifi ed on the check from money already on deposit. Figure 15.1 explains the sig-

nifi cance of the numbers found on a typical U.S. check. As legal instruments, checks 

serve as a substitute for currency and coins and are preferred for many transactions 

checking account
money stored in an account 
at a bank or other fi nancial 
institution that can be 
withdrawn without advance 
notice; also called a demand 
deposit

Source: Various annual reports of the U.S. Mint.

Fiscal Year Cent Unit Cost (¢) Nickel Unit Cost (¢) Revenue from Coins (millions)

2013 1.83 9.40 ($104.5)

2012 1.99 10.1 ($109.2)

2011 2.41 11.18 ($116.70)

2010 1.79 9.22 ($42.60)

2009 1.62 6.03 ($22.00)

2008 1.42 8.83 ($47.00)

2007 1.67 9.53 ($98.60)

2006 1.21 5.97 ($32.90)

Total ($573.5)

TABLE 15.2
Costs to Produce Pennies 

and Nickels

XYZ Corporation
530 W. Adams
Chicago, IL 60606

FIRST BANK OF CHICAGO
312/555-8400
1245 S. State St.
Chicago, IL 60607

Pay to the
order of

Memo

70-1669/719

Clearing
number

Bank
number

Check sum
(a number used to
verify that everything
is correct)

Account
number

Check
number

This gets put on
when the check clears.
It represents the
dollar amount,
in this case, $250.00.

Clearing number
Bank number
Regional bank
numberDollars

No. 177
20

Kristin Piotrowski

Two hundred fifty and no/100

Temp secretarial

June 23, 13

250.00$

FIGURE 15.1 A Check
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due to their lower risk of loss. If you lose a $100 bill, anyone who fi nds or steals it 

can spend it. If you lose a blank check, however, the risk of catastrophic loss is quite 

low. Not only does your bank have a sample of your signature on fi le to compare with 

a suspected forged signature, but you can render the check immediately worthless by 

means of a stop-payment order at your bank.

There are several types of checking accounts, with different features available for 

different monthly fee levels or specifi c minimum account balances. Some checking 

accounts earn interest (a small percentage of the amount deposited in the account that 

the bank pays to the depositor). One such interest-bearing checking account is the 

NOW (Negotiable Order of Withdrawal) account offered by most fi nancial institu-

tions. The interest rate paid on such accounts varies with the interest rates available 

in the economy but is typically quite low (more recently less than 1 percent but in the 

past between 2 and 5 percent).

Savings accounts (also known as time deposits) are accounts with funds that usu-

ally cannot be withdrawn without advance notice and/or have limits on the number of 

withdrawals per period. While seldom enforced, the “fi ne print” governing most savings 

accounts prohibits withdrawals without two or three days’ notice. Savings accounts are 

not generally used for transactions or as a medium of exchange, but their funds can be 

moved to a checking account or turned into cash.

Money market accounts are similar to interest-bearing checking accounts, but 

with more restrictions. Generally, in exchange for slightly higher interest rates, the 

owner of a money market account can write only a limited number of checks each 

month, and there may be a restriction on the minimum amount of each check.

Certifi cates of deposit (CDs) are savings accounts that guarantee a depositor a set 

 interest rate over a specifi ed interval of time as long as the funds are not withdrawn be-

fore the end of the interval—six months, one year, or seven years, for example. Money 

may be withdrawn from these accounts prematurely only after paying a substantial 

penalty. In general, the longer the term of the CD, the higher is the interest rate it earns. 

As with all interest rates, the rate offered and fi xed at the time the account is opened 

fl uctuates according to economic conditions.

Credit cards allow you to promise to pay 

at a later date by using preapproved lines of 

credit granted by a bank or fi nance company. 

They are a popular substitute for cash pay-

ments because of their convenience, easy ac-

cess to credit, and acceptance by merchants 

around the world. The institution that issues 

the credit card guarantees payment of a credit 

charge to merchants and assumes responsibil-

ity for collecting the money from the card-

holders. Card issuers charge a transaction fee 

to the merchants for performing the credit 

check, guaranteeing the payment, and col-

lecting the payment. The fee is typically be-

tween 2 and 5 percent, depending on the type 

of card. American Express fees are usually 

higher than Visa and MasterCard.

The original American Express cards re-

quire full payment at the end of each month, but 

American Express now offers credit cards similar 

savings accounts
accounts with funds that 
usually cannot be withdrawn 
without advance notice; also 
known as time deposits

money market accounts
accounts that offer higher 
interest rates than standard 
bank rates but with greater 
restrictions

certifi cates of 
deposit (CDs)
savings accounts that 
guarantee a depositor a set 
interest rate over a specifi ed 
interval as long as the funds 
are not withdrawn before the 
end of the period—six months 
or one year, for example

credit cards
means of access to 
preapproved lines of credit 
granted by a bank or fi nance 
company

Credit cards have many advantages, including being able to buy expensive 
items and pay them off a little at a time. However, this can easily lead an 
individual to incur spiraling credit card debt that is hard to pay off. 
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to Visa, MasterCard, and Discover that allow cardholders to make installment payments 

and carry a maximum balance. There is a minimum monthly payment with interest 

charged on the  remaining  balance. Some people pay off their credit cards monthly, 

while other make monthly payments. Charges for unpaid balances can run 18 percent 

or higher at an annual rate, making credit card debt one of the most expensive ways to 

borrow money.

Besides the major credit card companies, many stores—Target, Saks Fifth Avenue, 

Macy’s, Bloomingdales, Sears, and others—have their own branded credit cards. They 

use credit rating agencies to check the credit of the cardholders and they generally make 

money on the fi nance charges.

The Credit CARD (Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure) Act of 

2009 was passed to regulate the practices of credit card companies. Without going 

into the details, the law limited the ability of card issuers to raise interest rates, limited 

credit to young adults, gave people more time to pay bills, required that if there were 

various levels of interest rates that the balances with the highest rate would be paid off 

fi rst, and made clearer due dates on billing cycles, along with several other provisions. 

For college students, the most important part of the law is that young adults under the 

age of 21 will have to have an adult co-signer or show proof that they have enough 

income to handle the debt limit on the card.

This act is important to all companies and cardholders. Research indicates that 

approximately 40 percent of lower- and middle-income households use credit cards 

to pay for basic necessities. Yet there is also good news. The average credit card debt 

for lower- and middle-income households has decreased in recent years. On the other 

hand, studies also show that college students tend to lack the fi nancial literacy needed 

to understand credit cards and their requirements. Approximately 90 percent of col-

lege students with credit cards have credit card debt. Therefore, vulnerable segments 

of the population such as college students should be careful about which credit cards 

to choose and how often they use them.8

A debit card looks like a credit card but works like a check. The use of a debit card 

results in a direct, immediate, electronic payment from the cardholder’s checking ac-

count to a merchant or other party. While they are convenient to carry and profi table for 

banks, they lack credit features, offer no purchase “grace period,” and provide no hard 

“paper trail.” Debit cards are gaining more acceptance with merchants, and consumers 

like debit cards because of the ease of getting cash from an increasing number of ATM 

machines. Financial institutions also want consumers to use debit cards because they 

reduce the number of teller transactions and check processing costs. Some cash man-

agement accounts at retail brokers like Merrill Lynch offer deferred debit cards. These 

act like a credit card but debit to the cash management account once a month. During 

that time, the cash earns a money market return.

Traveler’s checks, money orders, and cashier’s checks are other common forms 

of “near money.” Although each is slightly different from the others, they all share 

a common characteristic: A fi nancial institution, bank, credit company, or neighbor-

hood currency exchange issues them in exchange for cash and guarantees that the 

purchased note will be honored and exchanged for cash when it is presented to the 

institution making the guarantee.

Credit Card Fraud. More and more computer hackers have managed to steal 

credit card information and either use the information for Internet purchases or ac-

tually make a card exactly the same as the stolen card. The most signifi cant breach 

was at Target, where the retail giant lost the information for more than 40 million 

debit card
a card that looks like a 
credit card but works like 
a check; using it results 
in a direct, immediate, 
electronic payment from the 
cardholder’s checking account 
to a merchant or third party
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credit cards to hackers. Losses on credit card theft run into the billions, but consum-

ers are usually not liable for the losses. However, consumers should be careful with 

debit cards because once the money is out of the account, the bank and credit card 

companies cannot get it back. Debit cards do not have the same level of protection 

as credit cards.

The American Financial System
The U.S. fi nancial system fuels our economy by storing money, fostering investment 

opportunities, and making loans for new businesses and business expansion as well 

as for homes, cars, and college educations. This amazingly complex system includes 

banking institutions, nonbanking fi nancial institutions such as fi nance companies, and 

systems that provide for the electronic transfer of funds throughout the world. Over 

the past 20 years, the rate at which money turns over, or changes hands, has increased 

exponentially. Different cultures place unique values on saving, spending, borrowing, 

and investing. The combination of this increased turnover rate and increasing inter-

actions with people and organizations from other countries has created a complex 

money system. First, we need to meet the guardian of this complex system.

The Federal Reserve System
The guardian of the American fi nancial system is the Federal Reserve Board, or “the 

Fed,” as it is commonly called, an independent agency of the federal government 

established in 1913 to regulate the nation’s banking and fi nancial industry. The Fed-

eral Reserve System is organized into 12 regions, each with a Federal Reserve Bank 

that serves its defi ned area (Figure 15.2). All the Federal Reserve banks except those 

in Boston and Philadelphia have regional branches. The Cleveland Federal Reserve 

Bank, for example, is responsible for branch offi ces in Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.

The Federal Reserve Board is the chief economic policy arm of the United States. 

Working with Congress and the president, the Fed tries to create a positive economic 

environment capable of sustaining low infl ation, high levels of employment, a balance 

in international payments, and long-term economic growth. To this end, the Federal 

Reserve Board has four major responsibilities: (1) to control the supply of money, or 

monetary policy; (2) to regulate banks and other fi nancial institutions; (3) to man-

age regional and national checking account procedures, or check clearing; and (4) to 

supervise the federal deposit insurance programs of banks belonging to the Federal 

Reserve System.

Monetary Policy. The Fed controls the amount of money available in the 

economy through monetary policy. Without this intervention, the supply of and de-

mand for money might not balance. This could result in either rapid price increases 

(infl ation) because of too little money or economic recession and a slowdown of 

price increases (disinfl ation) because of too little growth in the money supply. In 

very rare cases (the depression of the 1930s) the United States has suffered from 

defl ation, when the actual purchasing power of the dollar has increased as prices 

declined. To effectively control the supply of money in the economy, the Fed must 

have a good idea of how much money is in circulation at any given time. This has 

become increasingly challenging because the global nature of our economy means 

that more and more U.S. dollars are circulating overseas. Using several different 

measures of the money supply, the Fed establishes specifi c growth targets which, 

presumably, ensure a close balance between money supply and money demand. The 

LO 15-3

Federal Reserve Board
an independent agency of 
the federal government 
established in 1913 to 
regulate the nation’s banking 
and fi nancial industry

monetary policy
means by which the Fed 
controls the amount of money 
available in the economy
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Fed fi ne-tunes money growth by using four basic tools: open market operations, 

reserve requirements, the discount rate, and credit controls (see Table 15.3). There 

is generally a lag of 6 to 18 months before the effect of these charges shows up in 

economic activity.

Open market operations refer to decisions to buy or sell U.S. Treasury bills 

(short-term debt issued by the U.S. government; also called T-bills) and other invest-

ments in the open market. The actual purchase or sale of the investments is performed 

by the New York Federal Reserve Bank. This monetary tool, the most commonly 

employed of all Fed operations, is performed almost daily in an effort to control the 

money supply.

When the Fed buys securities, it writes a check on its own account to the seller of 

the investments. When the seller of the investments (usually a large bank) deposits 

the check, the Fed transfers the balance from the Federal Reserve account into the 

seller’s account, thus increasing the supply of money in the economy and, hopefully, 

fueling economic growth. The opposite occurs when the Fed sells investments. The 

buyer writes a check to the Federal Reserve, and when the funds are transferred out of 

the purchaser’s account, the amount of money in circulation falls, slowing economic 

growth to a desired level.

open market operations
decisions to buy or sell U.S. 
Treasury bills (short-term 
debt issued by the U.S. 
government) and other 
investments in the open 
market
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The second major monetary policy tool is the reserve requirement, the percentage 

of deposits that banking institutions must hold in reserve (“in the vault,” as it were). 

Funds so held are not available for lending to businesses and consumers. For example, 

a bank holding $10 million in deposits, with a 10 percent reserve requirement, must 

have reserves of $1 million. If the Fed were to reduce the reserve requirement to, say, 

5 percent, the bank would need to keep only $500,000 in reserves. The bank could 

then lend to customers the $500,000 difference between the old reserve level and the 

new lower reserve level, thus increasing the supply of money. Because the reserve 

requirement has such a powerful effect on the money supply, the Fed does not change 

it very often, relying instead on open market operations most of the time.

The third monetary policy tool, the discount rate, is the rate of interest the Fed 

charges to loan money to any banking institution to meet reserve requirements. The 

Fed is the lender of last resort for these banks. When a bank borrows from the Fed, 

it is said to have borrowed at the “discount window,” and the interest rates charged 

there are often higher than those charged on loans of comparable risk elsewhere in 

the economy. This added interest expense, when it exists, serves to discourage banks 

from borrowing from the Fed.

When the Fed wants to expand the money supply, it lowers the discount rate to 

encourage borrowing. Conversely, when the Fed wants to decrease the money sup-

ply, it raises the discount rate. The increases in interest rates that occurred in the 

United States from 2003 through 2006 were the result of more than 16 quarter-point 

(0.25 percent) increases in the Fed discount rate. The purpose was to keep infl ation 

under control and to raise rates to a more normal level as the economy recovered from 

the recession of 2001. During the most recent recession, which started in 2007, the 

Fed lowered interest rates to nearly zero in order to encourage borrowing. In an en-

vironment where credit markets were nearly frozen, the Fed utilized monetary policy 

to stimulate spending. Not surprisingly, economists watch changes in this sensitive 

interest rate as an indicator of the Fed’s monetary policy.

reserve requirement
the percentage of deposits 
that banking institutions must 
hold in reserve

discount rate
the rate of interest the Fed 
charges to loan money to any 
banking institution to meet 
reserve requirements

Activity Effect on the Money Supply and the Economy

Buy government securities The money supply increases; economic activity increases.

Sell government securities The money supply decreases; economic activity slows down.

Raise discount rate Interest rates increase; the money supply decreases; 
economic activity slows down.

Lower discount rate Interest rates decrease; the money supply increases; 
economic activity increases.

Increase reserve requirements Banks make fewer loans; the money supply declines; 
economic activity slows down.

Decrease reserve requirements Banks make more loans; the money supply increases; 
economic activity increases.

Relax credit controls More people are encouraged to make major purchases, 
increasing economic activity.

Restrict credit controls People are discouraged from making major purchases, 
decreasing economic activity.

TABLE 15.3
Fed Tools for Regulating 

the Money Supply

®

Need help under-

standing how the 

Federal Reserve 

Tries to Stablize 

the  Economy? 

Visit your Connect 

ebook video tab 

for a brief  animated 

explanation.
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The fi nal tool in the Fed’s arsenal of weapons is credit controls—the authority to 

establish and enforce credit rules for fi nancial institutions and some private investors. 

For example, the Fed can determine how large a down payment individuals and busi-

nesses must make on credit purchases of expensive items such as automobiles, and 

how much time they have to fi nish paying for the purchases. By raising and lowering 

minimum down payment amounts and payment periods, the Fed can stimulate or dis-

courage credit purchases of “big ticket” items. The Fed also has the authority to set the 

minimum down payment investors must use for the credit purchases of stock. Buying 

stock with credit—“buying on margin”—is a popular investment strategy among in-

dividual speculators. By altering the margin requirement (currently set at 50 percent 

of the price of the purchased stocks), the Fed can effectively control the total amount 

of credit borrowing in the stock market.

Regulatory Functions. The second major responsibility of the Fed is to regu-

late banking institutions that are members of the Federal Reserve System. Accord-

ingly, the Fed establishes and enforces banking rules that affect monetary policy and 

the overall level of the competition between different banks. It determines which non-

banking activities, such as brokerage services, leasing, and insurance, are appropriate 

for banks and which should be prohibited. The Fed also has the authority to approve 

or disapprove mergers between banks and the formation of bank holding companies. 

In an effort to ensure that all rules are enforced and that correct accounting procedures 

are being followed at member banks, surprise bank examinations are conducted by 

bank examiners each year.

Check Clearing. The Federal Reserve provides national check processing on 

a huge scale. Divisions of the Fed known as check clearinghouses handle almost all 

the checks written against a bank in one city and presented for deposit to a bank in a 

second city. Any banking institution can present the checks it has received from others 

around the country to its regional Federal Reserve Bank. The Fed passes the checks 

to the appropriate regional Federal Reserve Bank, which then sends the checks to the 

issuing bank for payment. With the advance of electronic payment systems and the 

passage of the Check Clearing for the 21st Century Act (Check 21 Act), checks can 

now be processed in a day. The Check 21 Act allows banks to clear checks electroni-

cally by presenting an electronic image of the check. This eliminates mail delays and 

time-consuming paper processing.

Depository Insurance. The Fed is also responsible for supervising the fed-

eral insurance funds that protect the deposits of member institutions. These insurance 

funds will be discussed in greater detail in the following section.

Banking Institutions
Banking institutions accept money deposits from and make loans to individual con-

sumers and businesses. Some of the most important banking institutions include com-

mercial banks, savings and loan associations, credit unions, and mutual savings banks. 

Historically, these have all been separate institutions. However, new hybrid forms of 

banking institutions that perform two or more of these functions have emerged over 

the past two decades. The following all have one thing in common: They are busi-

nesses whose objective is to earn money by managing, safeguarding, and lending 

money to others. Their sales revenues come from the fees and interest that they charge 

for providing these fi nancial services.

credit controls
the authority to establish 
and enforce credit rules for 
fi nancial institutions and some 
private investors

LO 15-4
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Commercial Banks. The largest 

and oldest of all fi nancial institutions are 

 commercial banks, which perform a vari-

ety of fi nancial services. They rely mainly 

on checking and savings accounts as their 

major source of funds and use only a portion 

of these deposits to make loans to businesses 

and individuals. Because it is unlikely that all 

the depositors of any one bank will want to 

withdraw all of their funds at the same time, 

a bank can safely loan out a large percentage 

of its deposits.

Today, banks are quite diversifi ed and offer 

a number of services. Commercial banks 

make loans for virtually any conceivable legal 

purpose, from vacations to cars, from homes 

to college educations. Banks in many states offer home equity loans, by which home 

owners can borrow against the appraised value of their already purchased homes. 

Banks also issue Visa and MasterCard credit cards and offer CDs and trusts (legal enti-

ties set up to hold and manage assets for a benefi ciary). Many banks rent safe deposit 

boxes in bank vaults to customers who want to store jewelry, legal documents, artwork, 

and other valuables. In 1999, Congress passed the Financial Services Modernization 

Act, also known as the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Bill. This act repealed the Glass Steagall 

Act, which was enacted in 1929 after the stock market crash and prohibited commercial 

banks from being in the insurance and investment banking business. This puts U.S. 

commercial banks on the same competitive footing as  European banks and provides 

a more level playing fi eld for global banking competition. As commercial banks and 

investment banks have merged, the fi nancial landscape has changed. Consolidation 

remains the norm in the U.S. banking industry. The fi nancial crisis and the economic 

recession that began in 2007 and lasted into 2012 only accelerated the consolidation 

as large, healthy banks ended up buying weak banks that were in trouble. JPMorgan 

Chase bought Wachovia and the investment bank Bear Stearns; Wells Fargo bought 

Washington Mutual; PNC bought National City Bank; and Bank of America bought 

Countrywide Credit and Merrill Lynch. Most of these purchases were made with fi -

nancial help from the U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve. By 2012, the banks had paid 

back their loans, but the fi nancial meltdown exposed some high-risk activities in the 

banking industry that Congress wanted to curtail. The result was the passage of the 

Dodd-Frank Act. This act added many new regulations, but the two most important 

changes raised the required capital banks had to hold on their balance sheet and limited 

certain types of high-risk trading activities.

Savings and Loan Associations. Savings and loan associations (S&Ls),
often called “thrifts,” are fi nancial institutions that primarily offer savings accounts 

and make long-term loans for residential mortgages. A mortgage is a loan made so 

that a business or individual can purchase real estate, typically a home; the real estate 

itself is pledged as a guarantee (called collateral) that the buyer will repay the loan. If 

the loan is not repaid, the savings and loan has the right to repossess the  property. Prior 

to the 1970s, S&Ls focused almost exclusively on real estate lending and  accepted 

only savings accounts. Today, following years of regulatory changes, S&Ls compete 

directly with commercial banks by offering many types of services.

commercial banks
the largest and oldest of 
all fi nancial institutions, 
relying mainly on checking 
and savings accounts as 
sources of funds for loans to 
businesses and individuals

savings and loan 
associations (S&Ls)
fi nancial institutions that 
primarily offer savings 
accounts and make long-
term loans for residential 
mortgages; also called 
“thrifts”

JPMorgan Chase is the 
second-largest commercial 
bank in the United States 
behind Bank of America. 
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Savings and loans have gone through a metamorphosis since the early 1990s, after 

having almost collapsed in the 1980s. Today, many of the largest savings and loans 

have merged with commercial banks. This segment of the fi nancial services industry 

plays a diminished role in the mortgage lending market.

Credit Unions. A credit union is a fi nancial institution owned and controlled 

by its depositors, who usually have a common employer, profession, trade group, or 

religion. The Aggieland Credit Union in College Station, Texas, for example, provides 

banking services for faculty, employees, and current and former students of Texas 

A&M University. A savings account at a credit union is commonly referred to as a 

share account, while a checking account is termed a share draft account. Because the 

credit union is tied to a common organization, the members (depositors) are allowed 

to vote for directors and share in the credit union’s profi ts in the form of higher inter-

est rates on accounts and/or lower loan rates.

While credit unions were originally created to provide depositors with a short-

term source of funds for low-interest consumer loans for items such as cars, home 

appliances, vacations, and college, today they offer a wide range of fi nancial services. 

Generally, the larger the credit union, the more sophisticated its fi nancial service 

 offerings will be.

Mutual Savings Banks. Mutual savings banks are similar to savings and loan 

associations, but, like credit unions, they are owned by their depositors. Among the 

oldest fi nancial institutions in the United States, they were originally established to 

provide a safe place for savings of particular groups of people, such as fi shermen. 

Found mostly in New England, they are becoming more popular in the rest of the 

country as some S&Ls have converted to mutual savings banks to escape the stigma 

created by the widespread S&L failures in the 1980s.

credit union
a fi nancial institution 
owned and controlled by 
its depositors, who usually 
have a common employer, 
profession, trade group, or 
religion

mutual savings banks
fi nancial institutions that are 
similar to savings and loan 
associations but, like credit 
unions, are owned by their 
depositors

Banks Increase Investment in Sustainability
What does banking have to do with green technology? 
If companies such as Bank of America, Goldman Sachs, 
and Wells Fargo have their way, banks will be seen as 
major supporters of sustainability. Banks not only want to 
incorporate greener processes into their operations, but they 
are also investing in green technology initiatives. For instance, 
in addition to reducing its paper and energy consumption, 
Bank of America is investing in projects that focus on areas 
such as water reduction and energy conservation. Goldman 
Sachs has pledged $40 billion toward solar, wind, energy 
storage, and transportation initiatives.

Wells Fargo has set lofty goals for the year 2020. The 
company announced that it was pledging $30 billion to-
ward green technologies, increasing its own operational 
sustainability, and pledging $100 million in grants for 
grassroots environmental projects. In reducing its own 
environmental footprint, Wells Fargo plans to decrease 
its greenhouse gas emissions by 35 percent over 2008 

levels. Although these initiatives will cost Wells Fargo in 
the short term, the company believes that sustainability 
is the future of business. In interacting with customers in 
an online forum, Wells Fargo found that 80 percent valued 
environmental commitment on the part of businesses. By 
investing in greener initiatives, banks such as Wells Fargo 
and Bank of America could create competitive advantages 
through better customer relationships and a more positive 
reputation.9

Discussion Questions
 1. Discuss some of the ways in which banks are investing in 

sustainability.
 2. What are the advantages of investing in sustainability? The 

disadvantages?
 3. Do you think Wells Fargo’s sustainability goals represent a 

genuine commitment, or are they more window-dressing to 
make the company look good?

Going Green
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Insurance for Banking Institutions. 
The Federal Deposit Insurance  Corporation 
(FDIC), which insures individual bank ac-

counts, was established in 1933 to help stop 

bank failures throughout the country during the 

Great  Depression. Today, the FDIC insures per-

sonal accounts up to a maximum of $250,000 

at nearly 8,000 FDIC member institutions.10

While most major banks are insured by the 

FDIC, small institutions in some states may 

be insured by state insurance funds or private 

insurance companies. Should a member bank 

fail, its depositors can recover all of their funds, 

up to $250,000. Amounts over $250,000, while 

not legally covered by the insurance, are in 

fact usually covered because the Fed understands very well the enormous damage 

that would result to the fi nancial system should these large depositors withdraw their 

money. When the fi nancial crisis occurred, the FDIC increased the deposit insurance 

amount from $100,000 to $250,000 on a temporary basis to increase consumer con-

fi dence in the banking system. The Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 

passed on July 21, 2010, made the $250,000 insurance per account permanent. The 

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) insured thrift deposits 

prior to its insolvency and failure during the S&L crisis of the 1980s. Now, the insur-

ance functions once overseen by the FSLIC are handled directly by the FDIC through 

its Savings Association Insurance Fund. The National Credit Union Administration 
(NCUA) regulates and charters credit unions and insures their deposits through its 

National Credit Union  Insurance Fund.

When they were originally established, Congress hoped that these insurance funds 

would make people feel secure about their savings so that they would not panic and 

withdraw their money when news of a bank failure was announced. The “bank run” 

scene in the perennial Christmas movie It’s a Wonderful Life, when dozens of Bailey 

Building and Loan depositors attempted to withdraw their money (only to have the 

reassuring fi gure of Jimmy Stewart calm their fears), was not based on mere fi ction. 

During the Great Depression, hundreds of banks failed and their depositors lost ev-

erything. The fact that large numbers of major fi nancial institutions failed in the 1980s 

and 1990s—without a single major banking panic—underscores the effectiveness of 

the current insurance system. Large bank failures occurred once again during the most 

recent recession. According to the FDIC, 474 banks failed between January 2009 and 

May 31, 2014. Compare this to 52 failures between January 2000 and December 31, 

2008, and you can grasp the impact of the fi nancial crisis and long-lasting recession. 

For the March 2014 ending quarter, the FDIC reported that the number of problem 

banks had declined for 12 quarters in a row. This refl ects an improving economy and a 

healthier fi nancial system. It is safe to say that most depositors go to sleep every night 

without worrying about the safety of their savings.

Nonbanking Institutions
Nonbank fi nancial institutions offer some fi nancial services, such as short-term loans 

or investment products, but do not accept deposits. These include insurance compa-

nies, pension funds, mutual funds, brokerage fi rms, nonfi nancial fi rms, and fi nance 

companies. Table 15.4 lists some other diversifi ed fi nancial services fi rms.

Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC)
an insurance fund established 
in 1933 that insures individual 
bank accounts

National Credit Union 
Administration (NCUA)
an agency that regulates and 
charters credit unions and 
insures their deposits through 
its National Credit Union 
Insurance Fund

LO 15-5

The National Credit Union Administration has the important job of regulating and 
chartering credit unions and insuring their deposits through its National Credit 
Union Insurance Fund. 
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Diversified Firms. There are many nonfi nancial fi rms that help fi nance their 

customers’ purchases of expensive equipment. For example, Caterpillar (construction 

equipment), Boeing (airplanes), and General Electric (jet engines and locomotives) 

help their customers fi nance these large-scale expensive purchases through their fi nance 

subsidiaries. At one time, General Electric’s credit subsidiary accounted for 40 percent 

of the company’s revenues, but this is slowly falling as the company divests itself of 

consumer credit operations. Automobile companies such as Ford and General Motors 

have also traditionally had credit subsidiaries to help customers fi nance their cars.

Insurance Companies. Insurance companies are businesses that protect 

their clients against fi nancial losses from certain specifi ed risks (death, injury, dis-

ability, accident, fi re, theft, and natural disasters, for example) in exchange for a fee, 

called a premium. Because insurance premiums fl ow into the companies regularly, but 

major insurance losses cannot be timed with great accuracy (though expected risks 

can be assessed with considerable precision), insurance companies generally have 

large amounts of excess funds. They typically invest these or make long-term loans, 

particularly to businesses in the form of commercial real estate loans.

Pension Funds. Pension funds are managed investment pools set aside by indi-

viduals, corporations, unions, and some nonprofi t organizations to provide retirement 

income for members. One type of pension fund is the individual retirement account 
(IRA), which is established by individuals to provide for their personal retirement 

needs. IRAs can be invested in a variety of fi nancial assets, from risky commodities 

such as oil or cocoa to low-risk fi nancial “staples” such as U.S. Treasury securities. 

The choice is up to each person and is dictated solely by individual objectives and 

tolerance for risk. The interest earned by all of these investments may be deferred 

tax-free until retirement.

In 1997, Congress revised the IRA laws and created a Roth IRA. Although similar 

to a traditional IRA in that investors may contribute $5,500 per year, the money in a 

Roth IRA is considered an after-tax contribution. Workers over 50 can add an extra 

$1,000, but in all cases, if you make too much money, you cannot fund a Roth. When 

the money is withdrawn at retirement, no tax is paid on the distribution. The Roth 

insurance companies
businesses that protect their 
clients against fi nancial losses 
from certain specifi ed risks 
(death, accident, and theft, 
for example)

pension funds
managed investment pools 
set aside by individuals, 
corporations, unions, and 
some nonprofi t organizations 
to provide retirement income 
for members

Source: S&P Capital IQ reports.

2013 Assets (in millions)

JPMorgan Chase $2,415,666

Citigroup Inc.  1,880,382

Ameriprise  144,576

American Express  71,601

Visa  35,956

AON  30,251

Invesco  19,271

Marsh & McLennan  16,980

Apollo Investment Corp. 3,642

TABLE 15.4
Leading Diversifi ed 

Financial Services Firms
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IRA is benefi cial to young people who can allow a 

long time for their money to compound and who may 

be able to have their parents or grandparents fund the 

Roth IRA with gift money.

Most major corporations provide some kind of 

pension plan for their employees. Many of these are 

established with bank trust departments or life insur-

ance companies. Money is deposited in a separate ac-

count in the name of each individual employee, and 

when the employee retires, the total amount in the 

account can be either withdrawn in one lump sum 

or taken as monthly cash payments over some de-

fi ned time period (usually for the remaining life of 

the retiree).

Social Security, the largest pension fund, is 

 publicly fi nanced. The federal government collects 

Social Security funds from payroll taxes paid by 

both employers and employees. The Social Security 

Administration then takes these  monies and makes 

payments to those eligible to receive Social Security 

benefi ts—the retired, the disabled, and the young 

children of deceased parents.

Mutual Funds. A mutual fund pools individual investor dollars and invests 

them in large numbers of well-diversifi ed securities. Individual investors buy 

shares in a mutual fund in the hope of earning a high rate of return and in much the 

same way as people buy shares of stock. Because of the large numbers of people 

investing in any one mutual fund, the funds can afford to invest in hundreds (if not 

thousands) of securities at any one time, minimizing the risks of any single security 

that does not do well. Mutual funds provide professional fi nancial management for 

people who lack the time and/or expertise to invest in particular securities, such as 

government bonds. While there are no hard-and-fast rules, investments in one or 

more mutual funds are one way for people to plan for fi nancial independence at the 

time of retirement.

A special type of mutual fund called a money market fund invests specifi cally in short-

term debt securities issued by governments and large corporations. Although they offer 

services such as check-writing privileges and  reinvestment of interest income, money 

market funds differ from the money market accounts offered by banks primarily in that 

the former represent a pool of funds, while the latter are basically specialized, individual 

checking accounts. Money market funds usually offer slightly higher rates of interest 

than bank money market accounts.

Brokerage Firms and Investment Banks. Brokerage fi rms buy and sell 

stocks, bonds, and other securities for their customers and provide other fi nancial 

 services. Larger brokerage fi rms like Merrill Lynch, Charles Schwab, and  Edward 

Jones offer fi nancial services unavailable at their smaller competitors. Merrill Lynch, 

for  example, offers the Merrill Lynch Cash Management Account (CMA), which pays 

interest on deposits and allows clients to write checks, borrow money, and  withdraw 

cash much like a commercial bank. The largest of the brokerage fi rms  (including 

 Merrill Lynch) have developed so many specialized services that they may be consid-

ered fi nancial networks—organizations capable of offering virtually all of the services 

mutual fund
an investment company that 
pools individual investor 
dollars and invests them 
in large numbers of well-
diversifi ed securities

brokerage fi rms
fi rms that buy and sell stocks, 
bonds, and other securities for 
their customers and provide 
other fi nancial services

State Farm Insurance allows users to input their information on its 
website to receive an auto insurance quote quickly and conveniently. 
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traditionally associated with commercial banks. The rise of online brokerage fi rms 

has helped investors who want to do it themselves at low costs. Firms like E-Trade, 

TDAmeritrade, and Scottrade offer investors the ability to buy and sell securities for 

$7 to $10 per trade, while the same trade at Morgan Stanley might cost $125. E-Trade 

offers banking services, debit cards, wire transfers, and many of the same services that 

the traditional brokerage fi rms offer.

Most brokerage fi rms are really part fi nancial conglomerates that provide many 

different kinds of services besides buying and selling securities for clients. For exam-

ple, Merrill Lynch also is an investment banker, as are Morgan Stanley and Goldman 

Sachs. The investment banker underwrites new issues of securities for corporations, 

states, and municipalities needed to raise money in the capital markets. The new issue 

market is called a primary market because the sale of the securities is for the fi rst 

time. After the fi rst sale, the securities trade in the secondary markets by brokers. The 

investment banker advises on the price of the new securities and generally guarantees 

the sale while overseeing the distribution of the securities through the selling broker-

age houses. Investment bankers also act as dealers who make markets in securities. 

They do this by offering to sell the securities at an asked price (which is a higher rate) 

and buy the securities at a bid price (which is a lower rate)—the difference in the two 

prices represents the profi t for the dealer.

Finance Companies. Finance companies are businesses that offer short-term 

loans at substantially higher rates of interest than banks. Commercial fi nance companies 

make loans to businesses, requiring their borrowers to pledge assets such as equipment, 

inventories, or unpaid accounts as collateral for the loans. Consumer fi nance compa-

nies make loans to individuals. Like commercial fi nance companies, these fi rms require 

some sort of personal collateral as security against the borrower’s possible inability to 

repay their loans. Because of the high interest rates they charge and other factors, fi nance 

investment banker
underwrites new issues of 
securities for corporations, 
states, and municipalities

fi nance companies
businesses that offer short-
term loans at substantially 
higher rates of interest than 
banks

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

Unregulated Bitcoin Industry Has Regulators Worried
Bitcoin is a digital currency that can be used to make pur-
chases without the use of cash, credit, or debit cards. Bitcoins 
are not backed by the government, not circulated by banks or 
other intermediaries, and not currently taxed. Bitcoin transac-
tions are public, but users often use pseudonyms that are dif-
fi cult to track to the real person. The increasing use of Bitcoin 
has generated ethical concerns, especially because it is an un-
regulated industry. This can lead to issues such as the ability 
to purchase illegal substances and fi rearms as well as being 
susceptible to fraud and theft. Users place their trust in other 
users when making purchases via Bitcoin, which increases 
the risk of using it. Additionally, because it is not backed by 
anything of credibility, its value is much more volatile.

While the use of Bitcoin is generally online, there are 
some brick-and-mortar locations that have set up a system 
to receive payments with Bitcoin. Authorities are investigating 

ways to regulate digital currencies to guard against money 
laundering and to protect investors and consumers who use 
it. Interestingly, Bitcoin sparked enough interest in investors 
to be traded on Mt Gox, a Tokyo-based exchange. However, 
Bitcoin was dealt a blow after Mt Gox lost 850,000 Bitcoins 
to a hacking attack (although it says it recovered 200,000), 
resulting in bankruptcy for the fi rm and numerous lawsuits. 
The threat of hacking is obviously an underappreciated risk 
for Bitcoin as a digital currency. Also, regulators worry that 
without boundaries, the nascent digital currency industry 
may lose viability.11

Discussion Questions
 1. How does Bitcoin differ from other forms of currency?
 2. What are some of the ethical concerns involved with Bitcoin?
 3. Why do you think investors are interested in Bitcoin?
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companies typically are the lender of last resort for individuals and businesses whose 

credit limits have been exhausted and/or those with poor credit ratings.

Electronic Banking
Since the advent of the computer age, a wide range of technological innovations has 

made it possible to move money all across the world electronically. Such “paperless” 

transactions have allowed fi nancial institutions to reduce costs in what has been, and 

continues to be, a virtual competitive battlefi eld. Electronic funds transfer (EFT) is 

any movement of funds by means of an electronic terminal, telephone, computer, or 

magnetic tape. Such transactions order a particular fi nancial institution to subtract 

money from one account and add it to another. The most commonly used forms of 

EFT are automated teller machines, automated clearinghouses, and home banking 

systems.

Automated Teller Machines. Probably the most familiar form of electronic 

banking is the automated teller machine (ATM), which dispenses cash, accepts de-

posits, and allows balance inquiries and cash transfers from one account to another. 

ATMs provide 24-hour banking services—both at home (through a local bank) and far 

away (via worldwide ATM networks such as Cirrus and Plus). Rapid growth, driven 

by both strong consumer acceptance and lower transaction costs for banks (about half 

the cost of teller transactions), has led to the installation of hundreds of thousands of 

ATMs worldwide. Table 15.5 presents some interesting statistics about ATMs.

Automated Clearinghouses. Automated clearinghouses (ACHs) permit 

payments such as deposits or withdrawals to be made to and from a bank account by 

magnetic computer tape. Most large U.S. employers, and many others worldwide, use 

ACHs to deposit their employees’ paychecks directly to the employees’ bank accounts. 

While direct deposit is used by only 50 percent of U.S. workers, nearly 100 percent of 

Japanese workers and more than 90 percent of European workers utilize it. The largest 

user of automated clearinghouses in the United States is the federal government, with 

99 percent of federal government employees and 65 percent of the private workforce 

receiving their pay via direct deposit. More than 82 percent of all Social Security pay-

ments are made through an ACH system. The Social Security Administration is trying 

to reduce costs and reduce theft and fraud, so if you apply for Social Security benefi ts 

on or after May 1, 2011, you must receive your payments electronically.

electronic funds 
transfer (EFT)
any movement of funds 
by means of an electronic 
terminal, telephone, computer, 
or magnetic tape

automated teller 
machine (ATM)
the most familiar form of 
electronic banking, which 
dispenses cash, accepts 
deposits, and allows balance 
inquiries and cash transfers 
from one account to another

automated 
clearinghouses (ACHs)
a system that permits 
payments such as deposits 
or withdrawals to be made to 
and from a bank account by 
magnetic computer tape

TABLE 15.5
Facts about ATM Use

There are 2.2 million ATM machines currently in use. 

The average cash withdrawal from ATMs is $60.

The typical ATM consumer will visit an ATM 7.4 times per month.

The total ratio of people per ATM machine is 3,000:1.

ATM users spend approximately 23 percent more than non-ATM users.

The top ATM owners are Cardtronics, Payment Alliance, Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, 
and Wells Fargo.

Source: Lenpenzo, Trends Today, “ATM Machines Statistics,” March 2, 2012, www.statisticbrain.com/atm-machine-statistics/ 
(accessed June 12, 2014).
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The advantages of direct deposits to consumers include convenience, safety, and 

potential interest earnings. It is estimated that more than 4 million paychecks are lost 

or stolen annually, and FBI studies show that 2,000 fraudulent checks are cashed 

every day in the United States. Checks can never be lost or stolen with direct de-

posit. The benefi ts to businesses include decreased check-processing expenses and 

increased employee productivity. Research shows that businesses that use direct de-

posit can save more than $1.25 on each payroll check processed. Productivity could 

increase by $3 to $5 billion annually if all employees were to use direct deposit rather 

than taking time away from work to deposit their payroll checks.

Some companies also use ACHs for dividend and interest payments. Consumers 

can also use ACHs to make periodic (usually monthly) fi xed payments to specifi c 

creditors without ever having to write a check or buy stamps. The estimated number of 

bills paid annually by consumers is 20 billion, and the total number paid through ACHs 

is estimated at only 8.5 billion. The average consumer who writes 10 to 15 checks each 

month would save $41 to $62 annually in postage alone.12

Online Banking. Many banking activi-

ties are now conducted on a computer at home 

or at work, or through wireless devices such 

as cell phones and PDAs anywhere there is a 

wireless “hot point.” Consumers and small 

businesses can now make a bewildering array 

of fi nancial transactions at home or on the 

go 24  hours a day. Functioning much like a 

vast network of personal ATMs, companies 

like Google and Apple provide online bank-

ing services through mobile phones, allow-

ing subscribers to make sophisticated banking 

transactions, buy and sell stocks and bonds, 

and  purchase products and airline tickets with-

out ever leaving home or speaking to another 

human being. Many banks allow customers 

to log directly into their accounts to check 

balances, transfer money between accounts, 

view their account statements, and pay bills 

via home computer or other Internet-enabled 

devices. Computer and advanced telecommu-

nications technology have revolutionized world commerce; 62 percent of adults list 

Internet banking as their preferred banking method, making it the most popular bank-

ing method in the United States.13

Future of Banking
Rapid advances and innovations in technology are challenging the banking indus-

try and requiring it to change. As we said earlier, more and more banks, both large 

and small, are offering electronic access to their fi nancial services. ATM tech-

nology is rapidly changing, with machines now dispensing more than just cash. 

Online fi nancial services, ATM technology, and bill presentation are just a few of 

the areas where rapidly changing technology is causing the banking industry to 

change as well.

LO 15-6

Computers and handheld devices have made online banking extremely 
convenient. However, hackers have stolen millions from banking customers by 
tricking them into visiting websites and downloading malicious software that 
gives hackers access to their passwords. 
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Impact of Financial Crisis. The premise that banks will get bigger over the 

next 10 years is uncertain. During 2007–2008, the fi nancial markets collapsed under 

the weight of declining housing prices, subprime mortgages (mortgages with low-

qualifying borrowers), and risky securities backed by these subprime mortgages. Be-

cause the value of bank assets declined dramatically, most large banks like CitiBank, 

Bank of America, and Wachovia had a shrinking capital base. That is, the amount of 

debt in relation to their equity was so high that they were below the minimum required 

capital requirements.

During this period, the Federal Reserve took unprecedented actions that included 

buying up troubled assets from the banks and lending money at the discount window to 

nonbanks such as investment banks and brokers. The Fed also entered into the fi nancial 

markets by making markets in commercial paper and other securities where the markets 

had ceased to function in an orderly fashion. Additionally, the Fed began to pay interest 

on reserves banks kept at the Fed and fi nally, it kept interest rates low to stimulate the 

economy and to help the banks regain their health. Because banks make money by the 

spread between their borrowing and lending rates, the Fed managed the spread between 

long- and short-term rates to generate a fairly large spread for the banks.

Additionally, to keep interest rates low and stimulate the economy, the Fed bought 

$85 billion of mortgages and other fi nancial assets on a monthly basis. By mid-2014, 

it had accumulated close to $4 trillion  of securities on its balance sheet and was 

beginning to taper off its asset purchases as the economy improved. A major issue 

involves the impact this will have on the economy once the Fed begins to sell these 

securities.

Lastly, the future of the structure of the banking system is in the hands of the 

U.S. Congress. In reaction to the fi nancial meltdown and severe recession, Congress 

passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. The full 

name implies that the intent of the act is to eliminate the ability of banks to create this 

type of problem in the future.

Shadow Banking. In broad general terms, shadow banking refers to compa-

nies performing banking functions of some sort that are not regulated by banking 

regulators. All the types of fi nancial institutions listed on pages 471 through 474 can 

Square Inc. Introduces the Square Stand
Business: Square Inc.
Founder: Jack Dorsey
Founded:  2009, in San Francisco, California
Success: Square, Fast Company’s fifth most innovative com-
pany of 2012, has released a new product to complement the 
iPad and its Square Register point-of-sale app.

In an effort to change the way customers pay for goods, 
Twitter founder Jack Dorsey has delivered a digital cash reg-
ister. The Square Stand, paired with the Square Register app, 
is a piece of hardware that allows Google Android and Apple 
IOS operating systems to become a point-of-sale system for 
many businesses. With technology moving at a rapid pace, 

it was only a matter of time before an iPad became a cash 
register.

The Square Stand enables the built-in card reader to con-
nect with other accessories that allow businesses to print 
receipts and scan bar codes. With the advertised quick setup, 
Square claims that you can get your hardware up and running 
in just minutes. The swiveling stand is priced at $299. The 
Square Stand will allow businesses an easy and affordable 
way to grow and manage their business. With this innova-
tive device, Square Stand is aiming to change the payment 
industry for good.14

Entrepreneurship in Action
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be considered shadow banks under this defi nition. Shadow banking activities are in-

creasing. In a letter to shareholders in the 2013 annual report, Jamie Dimon, CEO and 

chairman of JPMorgan Chase, was quoted as saying to his shareholders that the bank 

will face tough competitors, including shadow banking. He may have said it best in 

the following quote. 

Many of these institutions are smart and sophisticated and will benefi t as banks 

move out of certain products and services. Non-bank fi nancial competitors will look 

at every product we price, and if they can do it cheaper with their set of capital 

providers, they will. There is nothing inherently wrong with this—it is a natural state 

of affairs and, in some cases, may benefi t the clients who get the better price. But 

regulators should—and will—be looking at how all fi nancial companies (including 

non-bank competitors) need to be regulated and will be evaluating what is better to 

be done by banks vs. non-banks and vice versa.15

In addition to shadow banks mentioned by Mr. Dimon, there are the peer-to-peer 

lenders like Prosper, a company that matches investors and borrowers with loans of 

between $2,000 and $35,000. There are other sources of funding by Internet web-

sites such as GoFundMe, which helps people enhance their life skills, raise money 

for health care issues, and more. Another similar website is Kickstarter, which funds 

creative projects in the worlds of art, fi lm, games, music, publishing, and so on. In 

many cases, funds provided for these projects replace loans that might have been used 

to develop the project. These forms of funding are growing rapidly. Kickstarter was 

formed in October 2009 and has already received a total of $1.15 billion to fund more 

than 63,000 projects. There is also the budding use of virtual money and other futuris-

tic ideas, so only time will tell how the world of banking changes over time and how 

bank regulators will deal with these nonbank institutions.



Review Your Understanding 
Defi ne money, its functions, and its characteristics.

Money is anything generally accepted as a means of payment 
for goods and services. Money serves as a medium of exchange, 
a measure of value, and a store of wealth. To serve effectively in 
these functions, money must be acceptable, divisible, portable, 
durable, stable in value, and diffi cult to counterfeit.

Describe various types of money.

Money may take the form of currency, checking accounts, or 
other accounts. Checking accounts are funds left in an account 
in a fi nancial institution that can be withdrawn (usually by writ-
ing a check) without advance notice. Other types of accounts 
include savings accounts (funds left in an interest-earning ac-
count that usually cannot be withdrawn without advance notice), 
money market accounts (an interest-bearing checking account 
that is invested in short-term debt instruments), certifi cates 
of deposit (deposits left in an institution for a specifi ed period 
of time at a specifi ed interest rate), credit cards (access to a 
preapproved line of credit granted by a bank or company), and 
debit cards (means of instant cash transfers between customer 
and merchant accounts), as well as traveler’s checks, money 
orders, and cashier’s checks.

Specify how the Federal Reserve Board manages 
the money supply and regulates the American 
banking system.

The Federal Reserve Board regulates the U.S. fi nancial system. 
The Fed manages the money supply by buying and selling gov-
ernment securities, raising or lowering the discount rate (the 
rate of interest at which banks may borrow cash reserves from 
the Fed), raising or lowering bank reserve requirements (the 
percentage of funds on deposit at a bank that must be held 
to cover expected depositor withdrawals), and adjusting down 
payment and repayment terms for credit purchases. It also 
regulates banking practices, processes checks, and oversees 
federal depository insurance for institutions.

Compare and contrast commercial banks, savings 
and loan associations, credit unions, and mutual 
savings banks.

Commercial banks are fi nancial institutions that take and hold 
deposits in accounts for and make loans to individuals and 
businesses. Savings and loan associations are fi nancial insti-
tutions that primarily specialize in offering savings accounts 
and mortgage loans. Credit unions are fi nancial institutions 

You think you might be interested in going into fi nance or bank-
ing, but it is so hard to tell when you are a full-time student. 
Classes that seem interesting when you take them might not 
translate in an interesting work experience after you graduate. 
A great way to see if you would excel at a career in fi nance is to 
get some experience in the industry. Internships, whether they 
are paid or unpaid, not only help you fi gure out what you might 
really want to do after you graduate but they are also a great 
way to build up your résumé, put your learning to use, and start 
generating connections within the fi eld.

For example, Pennsylvania’s Delaware County District Attor-
ney’s Office has been accepting business students from Villa-
nova University for a six-month internship. The student works 
in the economic-crime division, analyzing documents of people 
under investigation for financial crimes ranging from fraud 
to money laundering. The students get actual experience in 
forensic accounting and have the chance to see whether this 
is the right career path. On top of that, the program has saved 
the county an average of $20,000 annually on consulting and 
accounting fees, not to mention that detectives now have more 
time to take on larger caseloads. One student who completed 
the program spent his six months investigating a case in which 

the owner of a sewage treatment company had embezzled a 
total of $1 million over the course of nine years. The student 
noted that the experience helped him gain an understanding 
about how different companies handle their financial state-
ments, as well as how accounting can be applied in forensics 
and law enforcement.

Internship opportunities are plentiful all over the country, 
although you may need to do some research to find them. To 
start, talk to your program advisor and your professors about 
opportunities. Also, you can check company websites where 
you think you might like to work to see if they have any oppor-
tunities available. City, state, or federal government offices 
often provide student internships as well. No matter where you 
end up interning, the real-life skills you pick up, as well as the 
résumé boost you get, will be helpful in finding a job after you 
graduate. When you graduate, commercial banks and other 
financial institutions offer major employment opportunities. In 
2008–2009, a major downturn in the financial industry resulted 
in mergers, acquisitions, and financial restructuring for many 
companies. While the immediate result was a decrease in job 
opportunities, as the industry recovers, there will be many 
challenging job opportunities available.16

So You’re Interested in Financial Systems or Banking
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owned and controlled by their depositors. Mutual savings 
banks are similar to S&Ls except that they are owned by their 
depositors.

Distinguish among nonbanking institutions such 
as insurance companies, pension funds, mutual 
funds, and fi nance companies.

Insurance companies are businesses that protect their clients 
against fi nancial losses due to certain circumstances, in exchange 
for a fee. Pension funds are investments set aside by organiza-
tions or individuals to meet retirement needs. Mutual funds pool 
investors’ money and invest in large numbers of different types 
of securities. Brokerage fi rms buy and sell stocks and bonds for 

investors. Finance companies make short-term loans at higher 
interest rates than do banks.

Investigate the challenges ahead for the 
banking industry.

Future changes in fi nancial regulations are likely to result in 
fewer but larger banks and other fi nancial institutions.

Recommend the most appropriate fi nancial 
institution for a hypothetical small business.

Using the information presented in this chapter, you should 
be able to answer the questions in “Solve the Dilemma” on 
page 481 and fi nd the best institution for Hill Optometrics.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. What are some positive implications of a cashless society?

 2. What could be some disadvantages to a cashless society?

 3. Why do you think using cash is more effective for making 
wiser purchasing decisions?

Learn the Terms 

automated clearinghouses (ACHs) 475
automated teller machine (ATM) 475
brokerage fi rms 473
certifi cates of deposit (CDs) 463
checking account 462
commercial banks 469
credit cards 463
credit controls 468
credit union 470
debit card 464
discount rate 467

electronic funds transfer (EFT) 475
Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation (FDIC) 471
Federal Reserve Board 465
fi nance 458
fi nance companies 474
insurance companies 472
investment banker 474
monetary policy 465
money 458
money market accounts 463

mutual fund 473
mutual savings banks 470
National Credit Union 

Association (NCUA) 471
open market operations 466
pension funds 472
reserve requirement 467
savings accounts 463
savings and loan 

associations (S&Ls) 469

Check Your Progress 

 1. What are the six characteristics of money? Explain how 
the U.S. dollar has those six characteristics.

 2. What is the difference between a credit card and a debit 
card? Why are credit cards considerably more popular 
with U.S. consumers?

 3. Discuss the four economic goals the Federal Reserve 
must try to achieve with its monetary policy.

 4. Explain how the Federal Reserve uses open market 
operations to expand and contract the money 
supply.

 5. What are the basic differences between commercial banks 
and savings and loans?

 6. Why do credit unions charge lower rates than commercial 
banks?

 7. Why do fi nance companies charge higher interest rates 
than commercial banks?

 8. How are mutual funds, money market funds, and pension 
funds similar? How are they different?

 9. What are some of the advantages of electronic funds 
transfer systems?
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Get Involved 

 1. Survey the banks, savings and loans, and credit unions 
in your area, and put together a list of interest rates paid 
on the various types of checking accounts. Find out what, 
if any, restrictions are in effect for NOW accounts and 
regular checking accounts. In which type of account and in 
what institution would you deposit your money? Why?

 2. Survey the same institutions as in question one, this time 
inquiring as to the rates asked for each of their various 
loans. Where would you prefer to obtain a car loan? A 
home loan? Why?

Build Your Skills 
Managing Money

Background
You have just graduated from college and have 
received an offer for your dream job (annual sal-
ary: $35,000). This premium salary is a reward 
for your hard work, perseverance, and good 

grades. It is also a reward for the social skills you developed in 
college doing service work as a tutor for high school students 
and interacting with the business community as the program 
chairman of the college business fraternity, Delta Sigma Pi. You 
are engaged and plan to be married this summer. You and your 
spouse will have a joint income of $60,000, and the two of you 
are trying to decide the best way to manage your money.

Task
Research available fi nancial service institutions in your area, 
and answer the following questions.

1. What kinds of institutions and services can you use to help 
manage your money?

2. Do you want a full service fi nancial organization that can 
take care of your banking, insurance, and investing needs 
or do you want to spread your business among individual 
specialists? Why have you made this choice?

3. What retirement alternatives do you have?

Solve the Dilemma 
Seeing the Financial Side of Business

Dr. Stephen Hill, a successful optometrist in In-
dianapolis, Indiana, has tinkered with various 
inventions for years. Having fi nally developed 
what he believes is his fi rst saleable product (a 
truly scratch-resistant and lightweight lens), Hill 

has decided to invest his life savings and open Hill Optometrics 
to manufacture and market his invention.

Unfortunately, despite possessing true genius in many areas, 
Hill is uncertain about the “fi nance side” of business and the 
various functions of different types of fi nancial institutions in the 
economy. He is, however, fully aware that he will need fi nancial 
services such as checking and savings accounts, various short-
term investments that can easily and quickly be converted to 
cash as needs dictate, and sources of borrowing capacity—
should the need for either short- or long-term loans arise. 

Despite having read mounds of brochures from various local 
and national fi nancial institutions, Hill is still somewhat unclear 
about the merits and capabilities of each type of fi nancial 
institution. He has turned to you, his 11th patient of the day, 
for help.

Discussion Questions
 1. List the various types of U.S. fi nancial institutions and the 

primary function of each.

 2. What services of each fi nancial institution is Hill’s new 
company likely to need?

 3. Which single fi nancial institution is likely to be best able to 
meet Hill’s small company’s needs now? Why?

LO 15-7
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Build Your Business Plan 
Money and the Financial System

This chapter provides you with the opportunity 
to think about money and the fi nancial system 
and just how many new businesses fail every 
year. In some industries, the failure rate is as 
high as 80 percent. One reason for such a high 

failure rate is the inability to manage the fi nances of the organi-
zation. From the start of the business, fi nancial planning plays a 

key role. Try getting a loan without an accompanying budget/ 
forecast of earnings and cash fl ow.

While obtaining a loan from a family member may be the eas-
iest way to fund your business, it may cause more problems for 
you later on if you are unable to pay the money back as sched-
uled. Before heading to a lending offi cer at a bank, contact your 
local SBA center to see what assistance it might provide.

See for Yourself Videocase
Controversy over Bank Lending Policies

The last fi nancial crisis affected people and busi-
nesses in different ways, including the temporary 
restriction of credit both for businesses and indi-
viduals. As the recent recession worsened, banks 
turned inward and signifi cantly reduced or 

stopped lending money, and businesses began having diffi culty 
accessing credit. Bank credit usually falls under a business’s 
notes payable or long-term debt. This increases liabilities on the 
balance sheet because businesses must pay off this debt over a 
certain time period. A company that depends too much on credit 
might incur long-term debt that it will be unable to pay off, result-
ing in bankruptcy. However, during the recession, the opposite 
problem occurred: a severe reduction in credit and loans.

While credit does result in debt, it is usually necessary in 
order for small business owners to have the necessary funds 
available to start a business. Indeed, small business owners 
were among those most affected by the loss of credit, which in 
turn harmed the economy. It is estimated that the United States 
alone supports 23 million small businesses, making up roughly 
54 percent of all U.S. sales. Many small businesses that rely on 
credit to survive were forced to lay off employees or shut down 
altogether, resulting in the loss of hundreds of thousands of jobs.

The main roadblock that faced people seeking these types of 
loans was their credit score. Banks hesitated to lend to anyone 
with a credit score of less than 700 out of 850, while the aver-
age credit score hovers around 680. Financial experts advise 
individuals to focus on improving their credit scores as a critical 
component of fi nancial security. Additionally, a healthy amount 
of current assets that are liquid—easily converted to cash—
is advisable for businesses, which can then use this cash to 
pay for inventory, equipment, or debt in case credit becomes 
unavailable.

Now that the United States appears to be in a recovery, one 
would think that bank lending would increase. However, this is 
not necessarily the case. Bank loans and leases are lower than 

they were in 2008. This decrease in lending is occurring for 
 several reasons. At the four largest banks—Wells Fargo, Bank 
of America, JPMorgan Chase, and Citigroup—lending has fallen 
signifi cantly. Interestingly, regulation might be one of the rea-
sons for the decrease. Due to increased regulation, large banks 
feel pressured to get rid of their risky loans. This bodes ill for 
large banks but is good for smaller regional banks that are not 
subject to these regulatory requirements. The extension of credit 
at smaller banks has gone up. Small banks may be closer to 
their customers and can better assess risk, especially in areas 
such as small business loans and real estate. Many large banks 
have to manage risks on a global basis.

Another potential theory for why banks are not lending is 
that they are provided with an incentive not to lend. Some econ-
omists believe that because the Fed is paying banks interest on 
their reserves, these interest payments are convincing banks 
to hold more money in reserve. Every bank is required to hold 
a certain amount of money in reserve as a form of protection. 
Traditionally, banks want to hold as little in reserve as necessary 
because money that is in reserve cannot earn income. However, 
in 2008 the Fed began to pay interest on reserves. Could this be 
one reason why banks are not extending as much credit?

Banks themselves claim otherwise. They state that the rea-
son that they are not extending as much credit is due to lack 
of demand. Nonbanking fi nancial institutions such as insurance 
companies, fi nance companies, and venture capital fi rms are 
extending loans to businesses globally. These fi nancial institu-
tions are called shadow banks and now represent an estimated 
25 percent of all business loans. Therefore, perhaps banks 
should share some of the blame for not being more aggressive 
in making loans to businesses that have had to go to other fi -
nancial institutions to acquire the credit they need to operate. Of 
course, as recovery gains strength, it is possible that by the time 
you read this, banks may be lending more but facing increasing 
competition from shadow banks17.
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Discussion Questions
 1. While it does involve taking on debt, why is credit so 

important for businesses to function?

 2. How do you think people can improve their credit scores in 
order to look more attractive for loans?

 3. How might a lack of demand for business credit affect the 
economy?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Mutual funds pool individual investor dollars and invest them in 
a number of different securities. Go to http://fi nance.yahoo.

com/ and select some top-performing funds using criteria 
such as sector, style, or strategy. Assume that your group has 

$100,000 to invest in mutual funds. Select fi ve funds in which 
to invest, representing a balanced (varied industries, risk, etc.) 
portfolio, and defend your selections.
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Enter the World of Business

Standard & Poor’s Defends Ratings
Credit rating agencies are facing regulatory scrutiny for actions leading up to 

the 2008–2009 fi nancial crisis. The fallout was partially due to the buying and 

selling of complex, high-risk fi nancial instruments such as mortgage-backed 

collateralized debt obligations (CDOs). When the housing boom collapsed, 

fi rms were unable to pay their debt obligations. Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s 

Investors Services, and Fitch Ratings are three major credit rating agencies, 

holding approximately 95 percent of the market share. Credit rating agencies 

provide investors with a credible and accurate evaluation of the risk of debt 

securities. These agencies use a letter system to denote the riskiness of the 

fi nancial instrument, and investors depend upon these ratings to make invest-

ment decisions.

The U.S. government has sued Standard & Poor’s for $5 billion, alleging that 

it rated CDOs higher than they should have been. According to allegations, 

the credit rating agencies were paid by the debt issuers for their ratings, 

creating an incentive for the agencies to give these securities high ratings. Of 

the approximately 75 percent of the debt securities rated at AAA (the highest 

rating), more than 70 percent of them defaulted. Some argue that investors 

need to conduct their own due diligence rather than relying on ratings. However, 

because these fi nancial instruments are so complex, investors depend on credit 

rating agencies to know the specifi cs of each individual loan in the portfolio.

In defense, the agencies argue that committees determine ratings rather 

than individual analysts and compensation is not dependent upon ratings. 

They claim that being paid by the banks is not a confl ict of interest and the 

credibility of ratings lies in the transparency of the models used by raters.1
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Introduction
While it’s certainly true that money makes the world go around, fi nancial management 

is the discipline that makes the world turn more smoothly. Indeed, without effective 

management of assets, liabilities, and owners’ equity, all business organizations are 

doomed to fail—regardless of the quality and innovativeness of their products. Finan-

cial management is the fi eld that addresses the issues of obtaining and managing the 

funds and resources necessary to run a business successfully. It is not limited to busi-

ness organizations: All organizations, from the corner store to the local nonprofi t art 

museum, from giant corporations to county governments, must manage their resources 

effectively and effi ciently if they are to achieve their objectives.

In this chapter, we look at both short- and long-term fi nancial management. First, 

we discuss the management of short-term assets, which companies use to generate 

sales and conduct ordinary day-to-day business operations. Next we turn our atten-

tion to the management of short-term liabilities, the sources of short-term funds used 

to fi nance the business. Then, we discuss the management of long-term assets such 

as plants, equipment, and the use of common stock (equity) and bonds (long-term li-

ability) to fi nance these long-term corporate assets. Finally, we look at the securities 

markets, where stocks and bonds are traded.

Managing Current Assets and Liabilities
Managing short-term assets and liabilities involves managing the current assets and 

liabilities on the balance sheet (discussed in Chapter 14). Current assets are short-term 

resources such as cash, investments, accounts receivable, and inventory. Current lia-

bilities are short-term debts such as accounts payable, accrued salaries, accrued taxes, 

and short-term bank loans. We use the terms current and short term interchangeably 

because short-term assets and liabilities are usually replaced by new assets and liabili-

ties within three or four months, and always within a year. Managing short-term assets 

and liabilities is sometimes called working capital management because short-term 

assets and liabilities continually fl ow through an organization and are thus said to be 

“working.”

Managing Current Assets
The chief goal of fi nancial managers who focus on current assets and liabilities is 

to maximize the return to the business on cash, temporary investments of idle cash, 

 accounts receivable, and inventory.

Managing Cash. A crucial element facing any fi nancial manager is effectively 

managing the fi rm’s cash fl ow. Remember that cash fl ow is the movement of money 

through an organization on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis. Ensuring that 

suffi cient (but not excessive) funds are on hand to meet the company’s obligations is 

one of the single most important facets of fi nancial management.

Idle cash does not make money, and corporate checking accounts typically do not 

earn interest. As a result, astute money managers try to keep just enough cash on 

hand, called transaction balances, to pay bills—such as employee wages, supplies, 

and utilities—as they fall due. To manage the fi rm’s cash and ensure that enough cash 

fl ows through the organization quickly and effi ciently, companies try to speed up cash 

collections from customers.

working capital 
management
the managing of short-term 
assets and liabilities

LO 16-1

transaction balances
cash kept on hand by a fi rm 
to pay normal daily expenses, 
such as employee wages and 
bills for supplies and utilities
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To facilitate collection, some companies have customers send their payments to a 

lockbox, which is simply an address for receiving payments, instead of directly to the 

company’s main address. The manager of the lockbox, usually a commercial bank, 

collects payments directly from the lockbox several times a day and deposits them into 

the company’s bank account. The bank can then start clearing the checks and get the 

money into the company’s checking account much more quickly than if the payments 

had been submitted directly to the company. However, there is no free lunch: The costs 

associated with lockbox systems make them worthwhile only for those companies that 

receive thousands of checks from customers each business day.

Large fi rms with many stores or offi ces around the country, such as HSBC Finance 

Corporation, frequently use electronic funds transfer to speed up collections. HSBC 

Finance Corporation’s local offi ces deposit checks received each business day into 

their local banks and, at the end of the day, HSBC Finance Corporation’s corporate 

offi ce initiates the transfer of all collected funds to its central bank for overnight in-

vestment. This technique is especially attractive for major international companies, 

which face slow and sometimes uncertain physical delivery of payments and/or less-

than-effi cient check-clearing procedures.

More and more companies are now using electronic funds transfer systems to pay 

and collect bills online. Companies generally want to collect cash quickly but pay out 

cash slowly. When companies use electronic funds transfers between buyers and sup-

pliers, the speed of collections and disbursements increases to one day. Only with the 

use of checks can companies delay the payment of cash by three or four days until the 

check is presented to their bank and the cash leaves their account.

lockbox
an address, usually a 
commercial bank, at which a 
company receives payments 
in order to speed collections 
from customers

Finance Executives Recognize the Benefi ts 
of Method’s Green Effi ciencies
Method is a green company in more ways than one. Not only 
does it sell eco-friendly household supplies, but it also gener-
ates more than $100 million in annual revenues. Thanks to 
companies like Method, fi nance executives are beginning to 
realize the fi nancial benefi ts of going green. At a time when 
the prices of commodities are rapidly fl uctuating, fi nance 
executives are looking for ways to cut costs. Eco-friendly 
options such as decreasing energy use, using recycled ma-
terials, and reducing packaging are becoming viable meth-
ods for saving money and improving effi ciency. A recent poll 
found that 40 percent of fi nance executives are increasing 
their facilities’ effi ciency through better energy management, 
while one-third are undertaking initiatives to increase the 
effi ciency of their shipping, including the adoption of more 
fuel-effi cient vehicles. Method, for instance, has signifi cantly 
increased its use of biodiesel trucks, which emit 20 percent 
less carbon and air pollutants than traditional trucks.

Method aligns its environmental objectives with its 
cost-saving goals. The operations and fi nance departments 

routinely work together to look at what ingredients and pro-
cesses would save money while also reducing Method’s en-
vironmental impact. Sometimes, this requires the company to 
adopt additional costs in the short run in order to save money 
over the long term. Method’s long-term perspective, effi cient 
operations, and popularity with customers are catching on 
with competitors. It is estimated that eco-friendly household 
supplies consist of 30 percent of household cleaning prod-
ucts. And as green products and operational processes in-
crease, Method already has a head start.2

Discussion Questions
 1. If greener operations cut company costs, how will this affect 

a company’s current assets and liabilities?
 2. Why might Method decide to pursue greener business activi-

ties that are costly in the short run?
 3. Do you think other household supply companies are begin-

ning to realize how green products can improve their fi nan-
cial conditions?

Going Green
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Investing Idle Cash. As companies sell products, they generate cash on a daily 

basis, and sometimes cash comes in faster than it is needed to pay bills. Organiza-

tions often invest this “extra” cash, for periods as short as one day (overnight) or for 

as long as one year, until it is needed. Such temporary investments of cash are known 

as marketable securities. Examples include U.S. Treasury bills, certifi cates of de-

posit, commercial paper, and eurodollar deposits. Table 16.1 summarizes a number 

of different marketable securities used by businesses and some sample interest rates 

on these investments as of June 23, 2006, and June 10, 2014. The safety rankings are 

relative. While all of the listed securities are very low risk, the U.S. government secu-

rities are the safest. You can see from the table that interest rates have  declined during 

the two periods presented.

You may never see interest rates this low in your lifetime. The Fed used monetary 

policy to lower interest rates to stimulate borrowing and investment during the severe 

recession of 2007–2009 and continued to maintain low rates into 2014 in order to 

stimulate employment and economic growth. The Fed has stated that it expects to con-

tinue with low interest rates into 2015 or even 2016, which would be unprecedented.

Many large companies invest idle cash in U.S. Treasury bills (T-bills), which are 

short-term debt obligations the U.S. government sells to raise money. Issued weekly 

by the U.S. Treasury, T-bills carry maturities of between one week and one year. U.S. 

T-bills are generally considered to be the safest of all investments and are called risk 

free because the U.S. government will not default on its debt.

Commercial certifi cates of deposit (CDs) are issued by commercial banks and 

brokerage companies. They are available in minimum amounts of $100,000 but are 

typically in units of $1 million for large corporations investing excess cash. Unlike 

consumer CDs (discussed in Chapter 15), which must be held until maturity, commer-

cial CDs may be traded prior to maturity. Should a cash shortage occur, the organiza-

tion can simply sell the CD on the open market and obtain needed funds.

One of the most popular short-term investments for the largest business organiza-

tions is commercial paper—a written promise from one company to another to pay 

a specifi c amount of money. Because commercial paper is backed only by the name 

and reputation of the issuing company, sales of commercial paper are restricted to only 

the largest and most fi nancially stable companies. As commercial paper is frequently 

marketable securities
temporary investment of 
“extra” cash by organizations 
for up to one year in U.S. 
Treasury bills, certifi cates of 
deposit, commercial paper, or 
eurodollar loans

Treasury bills (T-bills)
short-term debt obligations 
the U.S. government sells to 
raise money

commercial certifi cates 
of deposit (CDs)
certifi cates of deposit issued 
by commercial banks and 
brokerage companies, 
available in minimum 
amounts of $100,000, which 
may be traded prior to 
maturity

commercial paper
a written promise from one 
company to another to pay a 
specifi c amount of money

Interest Rate

Type of Security Maturity Seller of Security 6/23/2006 6/10/2014 Safety Level

U.S. Treasury bills 90 days U.S. government 4.80% 0.04% Excellent

U.S. Treasury bills 180 days U.S. government 5.05 0.06 Excellent

Commercial paper 30 days Major corporations 5.14 0.09 Very good

Certifi cates of deposit 90 days U.S. commercial banks 5.40 0.30 Very good

Certifi cates of deposit 180 days U.S. commercial banks 5.43 0.35 Very good

Eurodollars 90 days European commercial banks 5.48 0.25 Very good

TABLE 16.1 Short-Term Investment Possibilities for Idle Cash

Sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, “Selected Interest Rates (Weekly)—H.15,” June 9, 2014, www.federalreserve.gov/releases/H15/current/default.
htm (accessed June 10, 2014); Fidelity, “Certifi cates of Deposit,” www.fi delity.com/fi xed-income-bonds/cds (accessed June 10, 2014).
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bought and sold for durations of as short as one 

business day, many “players” in the market fi nd 

themselves buying commercial paper with excess 

cash on one day and selling it to gain extra money 

the following day.

During 2007 and 2008, the commercial paper 

market simply stopped functioning. Investors no 

longer trusted the IOUs of even the best compa-

nies. Companies that had relied on commercial 

paper to fund short-term cash needs had to turn 

to the banks for borrowing. Those companies who 

had existing lines of credit at their bank were able 

to draw on their line of credit. Others were in a 

tight spot. Eventually, the Federal Reserve en-

tered the market to buy and sell commercial paper 

for its own portfolio. This is something the Fed 

was not in the habit of doing. But it rescued the 

market, and the market functioned well in the past 

few years.

Some companies invest idle cash in interna-

tional markets such as the eurodollar  market,
a market for trading U.S. dollars in foreign 

countries. Because the eurodollar market was 

originally developed by London banks, any dollar- 

denominated deposit in a non-U.S. bank is called 

a eurodollar deposit, regardless of whether the is-

suing bank is actually located in Europe, South 

America, or anyplace else. For example, if you 

travel overseas and deposit $1,000 in a German 

bank, you will have “created” a eurodollar deposit 

in the amount of $1,000. Because the U.S. dol-

lar is accepted by most countries for international 

trade, these dollar deposits can be used by inter-

national companies to settle their accounts. The 

market created for trading such investments offers fi rms with extra dollars a chance to 

earn a slightly higher rate of return with just a little more risk than they would face by 

investing in U.S. Treasury bills.

Maximizing Accounts Receivable. After cash and marketable securities, 

the balance sheet lists accounts receivable and inventory. Remember that accounts 

 receivable is money owed to a business by credit customers. For example, if you charge 

your Shell gasoline purchases, until you actually pay for them with cash or a check, 

they represent an account receivable to Shell. Many businesses make the vast majority 

of their sales on credit, so managing accounts receivable is an important task.

Each credit sale represents an account receivable for the company, the terms of 

which typically require customers to pay the full amount due within 30, 60, or even 

90 days from the date of the sale. To encourage quick payment, some businesses offer 

some of their customers discounts of between 1 and 2 percent if they pay off their 

balance within a specifi ed period of time (usually between 10 and 30 days). On the 

other hand, late payment charges of between 1 and 1.5 percent serve to discourage 

eurodollar market
a market centered in London 
for trading U.S. dollars in 
foreign countries

Individuals and companies can invest their idle cash in marketable securities 
such as U.S. Treasury bills, commercial paper, and eurodollar deposits.
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slow payers from sitting on their bills forever. The larger the early payment discount 

offered, the faster customers will tend to pay their accounts. Unfortunately, while 

discounts increase cash fl ow, they also reduce profi tability. Finding the right balance 

between the added advantages of early cash receipt and the disadvantages of reduced 

profi ts is no simple matter. Similarly, determining the optimal balance between the 

higher sales likely to result from extending credit to customers with less than ster-

ling credit ratings and the higher bad-debt losses likely to result from a more lenient 

credit policy is also challenging. Information on company credit ratings is provided 

by local credit bureaus, national credit-rating agencies such as Dun and Bradstreet, 

and industry trade groups.

Optimizing Inventory. While the inventory that a fi rm holds is controlled by 

both production needs and marketing considerations, the fi nancial manager has to 

coordinate inventory purchases to manage cash fl ows. The object is to minimize the 

fi rm’s investment in inventory without experiencing production cutbacks as a result of 

critical materials shortfalls or lost sales due to insuffi cient fi nished goods inventories. 

Every dollar invested in inventory is a dollar unavailable for investment in some other 

Loans are important for most consumers purchasing a home or business. Interest rates have been at historic lows over the past few years but 
are expected to increase in the long run.
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area of the organization. Optimal inventory levels are determined in large part by the 

method of production. If a fi rm attempts to produce its goods just in time to meet 

sales demand, the level of inventory will be relatively low. If, on the other hand, the 

fi rm produces materials in a constant, level pattern, inventory increases when sales 

decrease and decreases when sales increase. One way that companies are optimiz-

ing inventory is through the use of radio frequency identifi cation (RFID) technology. 

Companies such as Walmart better manage their inventories by using RFID tags. An 

RFID tag, which contains a silicon chip and an antenna, allows a company to use 

radio waves to track and identify the products to which the tags are attached. These 

tags are primarily used to track inventory shipments from the manufacturer to the 

buyer’s warehouses and then to the individual stores and also cut down on trucking 

theft because the delivery truck and its contents can be tracked.

The automobile industry is an excellent example of an industry driven almost 

solely by inventory levels. Because it is ineffi cient to continually lay off workers in 

slow times and call them back in better times, Ford, General Motors, and Toyota try to 

set and stick to quarterly production quotas. Automakers typically try to keep a 60-day 

supply of unsold cars. During particularly slow periods, however, it is not unusual for 

inventories to exceed 100 days of sales.

Although less publicized, inventory shortages can be as much of a drag on poten-

tial profi ts as too much inventory. Not having an item on hand may send the customer 

to a competitor—forever. Complex computer inventory models are frequently em-

ployed to determine the optimum level of inventory a fi rm should hold to support a 

given level of sales. Such models can indicate how and when parts inventories should 

be ordered so that they are available exactly when required—and not a day before. 

Developing and maintaining such an intricate production and inventory system is dif-

fi cult, but it can often prove to be the difference between experiencing average profi ts 

and spectacular ones.

Managing Current Liabilities
While having extra cash on hand is a delightful surprise, the opposite situation—a 

temporary cash shortfall—can be a crisis. The good news is that there are several 

potential sources of short-term funds. Suppliers often serve as an important source 

through credit sales practices. Also, banks, fi nance companies, and other organiza-

tions offer short-term funds through loans and other business operations.

Accounts Payable. Remember from Chapter 14 that accounts payable is money 

an organization owes to suppliers for goods and services. Just as accounts receivable 

must be actively managed to ensure proper cash collections, so too must accounts 

payable be managed to make the best use of this important liability.

The most widely used source of short-term fi nancing, and therefore the most 

important account payable, is trade credit—credit extended by suppliers for the 

purchase of their goods and services. While varying in formality, depending on both 

the organizations involved and the value of the items purchased, most trade credit 

agreements offer discounts to organizations that pay their bills early. A supplier, for 

example, may offer trade terms of “1/10 net 30,” meaning that the purchasing orga-

nization may take a 1 percent discount from the invoice amount if it makes payment 

by the 10th day after receiving the bill. Otherwise, the entire amount is due within 

30 days. For example, pretend that you are the fi nancial manager in charge of pay-

ables. You owe Ajax Company $10,000, and it offers trade terms of 2/10 net 30. By 

paying the amount due within 10 days, you can save 2 percent of $10,000, or $200. 

LO 16-2
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Assume you place orders with Ajax once per month and have 12 bills of $10,000 

each per year. By taking the discount every time, you will save 12 times $200, or 

$2,400, per year. Now assume you are the fi nancial manager of Gigantic Corp., and 

it has monthly payables of $100 million per month. Two percent of $100 million is 

$2 million per month. Failure to take advantage of such trade discounts can add up 

to large opportunity losses over the span of a year.

Bank Loans. Virtually all organizations—large and small—obtain short-term 

funds for operations from banks. In most instances, the credit services granted these 

fi rms take the form of a line of credit or fi xed dollar loan. A line of credit is an ar-

rangement by which a bank agrees to lend a specifi ed amount of money to the organi-

zation upon request—provided that the bank has the required funds to make the loan. 

In general, a business line of credit is very similar to a consumer credit card, with the 

exception that the preset credit limit can amount to millions of dollars.

In addition to credit lines, banks also make secured loans—loans backed by 

 collateral that the bank can claim if the borrowers do not repay the loans—and 

 unsecured loans—loans backed only by the borrowers’ good reputation and previous 

credit rating. Both individuals and businesses build their credit rating from their his-

tory of borrowing and repaying borrowed funds on time and in full. The three national 

credit-rating services are Equifax, TransUnion, and Experian. A lack of credit history 

or a poor credit history can make it diffi cult to get loans from fi nancial institutions. 

The principal is the amount of money borrowed; interest is a percentage of the princi-

pal that the bank charges for use of its money. As we mentioned in Chapter 15, banks 

also pay depositors interest on savings accounts and some checking accounts. Thus, 

banks charge borrowers interest for loans and pay interest to depositors for the use of 

their money. In addition, these loans may include origination fees.

One of the complaints from borrowers during the fi nancial meltdown and recession 

was that banks weren’t willing to lend. There were several causes. Banks were trying 

to rebuild their capital, and they didn’t want to take the extra risk that lending offers in 

an economic recession. They were drowning in bad debts and were not sure how future 

loan losses would affect their capital. The banks’ lack of lending caused problems for 

small businesses. Smaller regional banks did a better job of maintaining small business 

loans than the major money center banks who suffered most in the recession.

The prime rate is the interest rate commercial banks charge their best customers 

(usually large corporations) for short-term loans. While for many years, loans at the 

prime rate represented funds at the lowest possible cost, the rapid development of the 

market for commercial paper has dramatically reduced the importance of commercial 

banks as a source of short-term loans. Today, most “prime” borrowers are actually 

small- and medium-sized businesses.

The interest rates on commercial loans may be either fi xed or variable. A variable 

or fl oating-rate loan offers an advantage when interest rates are falling but represents 

a distinct disadvantage when interest rates are rising. Between 1999 and 2004, interest 

rates plummeted, and borrowers refi nanced their loans with low-cost fi xed-rate loans. 

Nowhere was this more visible than in the U.S. mortgage markets, where homeown-

ers lined up to refi nance their high-percentage home mortgages with lower-cost loans, 

in some cases as low as 5 percent on a 30-year loan. These mortgage interest rates had 

returned to 6.5 percent by mid-2006, but between 2012 and 2014 had declined to less 

than 4.0 percent. Individuals and corporations have the same motivation: to minimize 

their borrowing costs. During this period of historically low interest rates, companies 

ramped up their borrowing, bought back stock, and locked in large amounts of debt at 

line of credit
an arrangement by which 
a bank agrees to lend a 
specifi ed amount of money to 
an organization upon request

secured loans
loans backed by collateral 
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borrowers do not repay them

unsecured loans
loans backed only by the 
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low rates. Think back to Chapter 14 and imagine what impact this behavior will have 

on the interest coverage ratio.

Nonbank Liabilities. Banks are not the only source of short-term funds for 

businesses. Indeed, virtually all fi nancial institutions, from insurance companies to 

pension funds, from money market funds to fi nance companies, make short-term 

loans to many organizations. The largest U.S. companies also actively engage in bor-

rowing money from the eurodollar and commercial paper markets. As noted earlier, 

both of these funds’ sources are typically slightly less expensive than bank loans.

In some instances, businesses actually sell their accounts receivable to a fi nance 

company known as a factor, which gives the selling organizations cash and assumes 

responsibility for collecting the accounts. For example, a factor might pay $60,000 

for receivables with a total face value of $100,000 (60 percent of the total). The factor 

profi ts if it can collect more than what it paid for the accounts. Because the selling 

organization’s customers send their payments to a lockbox, they may have no idea that 

a factor has bought their receivables.

Additional nonbank liabilities that must be effi ciently managed to ensure maxi-

mum profi tability are taxes owed to the government and wages owed to employees. 

Clearly, businesses are responsible for many different types of taxes, including fed-

eral, state, and local income taxes, property taxes, mineral rights taxes, unemployment 

taxes, Social Security taxes, workers’ compensation taxes, excise taxes, and more. 

While the public tends to think that the only relevant taxes are on income and sales, 

many industries must pay other taxes that far exceed those levied against their income. 

Taxes and employees’ wages represent debt obligations of the fi rm, which the fi nan-

cial manager must plan to meet as they fall due.

Managing Fixed Assets
Up to this point, we have focused on the short-term aspects of fi nancial management. 

While most business failures are the result of poor short-term planning, successful 

ventures must also consider the long-term fi nancial consequences of their actions. 

Managing the long-term assets and liabilities and the owners’ equity portion of the 

balance sheet is important for the long-term health of the business.

Long-term (fi xed) assets are expected to last for many years—production facilities 

(plants), offi ces, equipment, heavy machinery, furniture, automobiles, and so on. In 

today’s fast-paced world, companies need the most technologically advanced, modern 

facilities and equipment they can afford. Automobile, oil refi ning, and transportation 

companies are dependent on fi xed assets.

Modern and high-tech equipment carry high price tags, and the fi nancial arrange-

ments required to support these investments are by no means trivial. Leasing is just 

one approach to fi nancing. Obtaining major long-term fi nancing can be challenging 

for even the most profi table organizations. For less successful fi rms, such challenges 

can prove nearly impossible. One approach is leasing assets such as equipment, ma-

chines, and buildings. Leasing involves paying a fee for usage rather than owning the 

asset. There are two kinds of leases: capital leases and operating leases. A capital lease 

is a long-term contract and shows up on the balance sheet as an asset and liability. 

The operating lease is a short-term cancelable lease and does not show up on the bal-

ance sheet. We’ll take a closer look at long-term fi nancing in a moment, but fi rst let’s 

address some issues associated with fi xed assets, including capital budgeting, risk 

assessment, and the costs of fi nancing fi xed assets.

factor
a fi nance company to which 
businesses sell their accounts 
receivable—usually for 
a percentage of the total 
face value
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Capital Budgeting and Project Selection
One of the most important jobs performed by the fi nancial manager is to decide what 

fi xed assets, projects, and investments will earn profi ts for the fi rm beyond the costs 

necessary to fund them. The process of analyzing the needs of the business and select-

ing the assets that will maximize its value is called capital budgeting, and the capital 

budget is the amount of money budgeted for investment in such long-term assets. But 

capital budgeting does not end with the selection and purchase of a particular piece 

of land, equipment, or major investment. All assets and projects must be continually 

reevaluated to ensure their compatibility with the organization’s needs. Financial ex-

ecutives believe most budgeting activities are occasionally or frequently unrealistic 

or irrelevant. If a particular asset does not live up to expectations, then management 

must determine why and take necessary corrective action. Budgeting is not an exact 

process, and managers must be fl exible when new information is available.

Assessing Risk
Every investment carries some risk. Figure 16.1 

ranks potential investment projects according 

to estimated risk. When considering invest-

ments overseas, risk assessments must include 

the political climate and economic stability of 

a region. The decision to introduce a product 

or build a manufacturing facility in England 

would be much less risky than a decision to 

build one in the Middle East, for example.

The longer a project or asset is expected to 

last, the greater its potential risk  because it is 

hard to predict whether a piece of equipment 

will wear out or become obsolete in 5 or 10 

years. Predicting cash fl ows one year down the 

road is diffi cult, but projecting them over the 

span of a 10-year project is a gamble.

The level of a project’s risk is also affected by the stability and competitive nature 

of the marketplace and the world economy as a whole. IBM’s latest high-technology 

computer product is far more likely to become obsolete overnight than is a similar 

$10 million investment in a manufacturing plant. Dramatic changes in the marketplace 

are not uncommon. Indeed, uncertainty created by the rapid devaluation of Asian 

currencies in the late 1990s wrecked a host of assumptions in literally hundreds of 

projects worldwide. Financial managers must constantly consider such issues when 

making long-term decisions about the purchase of fi xed assets.

Pricing Long-Term Money
The ultimate profi tability of any project depends not only on accurate assumptions 

of how much cash it will generate, but also on its fi nancing costs. Because a busi-

ness must pay interest on money it borrows, the returns from any project must cover 

not only the costs of operating the project but also the interest expenses for the debt 

used to fi nance its construction. Unless an organization can effectively cover all of its 

costs—both fi nancial and operating—it will eventually fail.

Clearly, only a limited supply of funds is available for investment in any given 

enterprise. The most effi cient and profi table companies can attract the lowest-cost 

capital budgeting
the process of analyzing the 
needs of the business and 
selecting the assets that will 
maximize its value

Pharmaceutical companies spend millions of dollars developing drugs such 
as Zyprexa without knowing if the drug will pass FDA approval and have a 
signifi cant profi t margin. 
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funds because they typically offer reasonable fi nancial returns at very low relative 

risks. Newer and less prosperous fi rms must pay higher costs to attract capital be-

cause these companies tend to be quite risky. One of the strongest motivations for 

companies to manage their fi nancial resources wisely is that they will, over time, 

be able to reduce the costs of their funds and in so doing increase their overall 

profi tability.

In our free-enterprise economy, new fi rms tend to enter industries that offer the 

greatest potential rewards for success. However, as more and more companies enter 

an industry, competition intensifi es, eventually driving profi ts down to average levels. 

The digital music player market of the early 2000s provides an excellent example of 

the changes in profi tability that typically accompany increasing competition. The sign 

of a successful capital budgeting program is that the new products create higher than 

normal profi ts and drive sales and the stock price up. This has certainly been true for 

Apple when it made the decision to enter the consumer electronics industry. In 2001, 

Apple introduced the fi rst iPod. Since then, the iPod has undergone many enhance-

ments in size, style, and different versions such as the small Nano. Sales of iPods have 

declined over time as iPhones took their place as music players. It was the iPod that 

Repair Old Machinery

Buy New Equipment for
an Established Market

Add to a Product Line

Introduce a New Product in
a Familiar Area

Expand into a New Market

Introduce a New Product in
Foreign Markets (risk depends
on stability of country)

Highest Risk

Lowest Risk

FIGURE 16.1
Qualitative Assessment 

of Capital Budgeting Risk
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made the iTunes Store possible, which has continued to grow 

at rates of 38 percent from 2011 to 2012 and 25 percent from 

2012 to 2013. It now accounts for $16 billion in revenues. The 

iPhone, introduced in 2007, has now gone through many an-

nual updates with the latest being the iPhone 6. During 2013, 

the iPhone sold 150 million units accounting for $91 billion 

in sales, up 100 percent since 2011. Finally, the iPad tablet 

was introduced in 2010 and is now the second best product 

after the iPhone, selling 71 million units and generating al-

most $32 billion in sales. Interestingly, Apple did not appear to 

be negatively affected by the recession. In fact, its sales grew 

from $42.9 billion in 2009 to $170.9 billion in 2013. It is on 

track to keep up its growth as it expands into China, India, and 

other emerging markets. An interesting development was that 

the ease of synchronization with all Apple computers caused 

an increase in the sale of iMacs and MacBooks.

Even with a well-planned capital budgeting program, it may 

be diffi cult for Apple to stay ahead of the competition because 

the Google Android platform is being used by Apple’s compet-

itors. This intense competition may make it diffi cult to continue 

market dominance for any extended period. However, Apple 

is now the most valuable company in the world, valued at 

$568 billion on June 10, 2014. On June 9, 2014, Apple split its 

stock seven for one, meaning that for every share you owned, 

you would get six more for a total of seven shares. There is no real gain involved be-

cause the stock price is divided by 7, so stockholders still have the same value, just 

more shares at a lower price. An investor who bought $1,000 of Apple stock in 2003 

for $0.91 would have had Apple stock worth $103,700 on June 10, 2014. The problem 

is having the patience to continue to hold such a winner without taking some profi ts 

along the way.3

Maintaining market dominance is also diffi cult in the personal computer industry, 

particularly because tablet computers are taking away market share. With increasing 

competition, prices have fallen dramatically since the 1990s. Weaker companies have 

failed, leaving the most effi cient producers/marketers scrambling for market share. 

The expanded market for personal computers dramatically reduced the fi nancial re-

turns generated by each dollar invested in productive assets. The “glory days” of the 

personal computer industry—the time in which fortunes could be won and lost in the 

space of an average-sized garage—have long since passed into history. Personal com-

puters have essentially become commodity items, and profi t margins for companies 

in this industry have shrunk as the market matures.

Financing with Long-Term Liabilities
As we said earlier, long-term assets do not come cheaply, and few companies have 

the cash on hand to open a new store across town, build a new manufacturing  facility, 

 research and develop a new life-saving drug, or launch a new product worldwide. 

To develop such fi xed assets, companies need to raise low-cost long-term funds 

to fi nance them. Two common choices for raising these funds are attracting new 

 owners (equity fi nancing), which we’ll look at in a moment, and taking on long-term 

 liabilities (debt fi nancing), which we’ll look at now.
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Long-term liabilities are debts that will be repaid over a number of years, such as 

long-term bank loans and bond issues. These take many different forms, but in the 

end, the key word is debt. Companies may raise money by borrowing it from com-

mercial banks or other fi nancial institutions in the form of lines of credit, short-term 

loans, or long-term loans. Many corporations acquire debt by borrowing money from 

pension funds, mutual funds, or life-insurance funds.

Companies that rely too heavily on debt can get into serious trouble should the 

economy falter; during these times, they may not earn enough operating income to 

make the required interest payments (remember the times interest earned ratio in 

Chapter 14). In severe cases when the problem persists too long, creditors will not 

restructure loans but will instead sue for the interest and principal owed and force the 

company into bankruptcy.

Bonds: Corporate IOUs
Much long-term debt takes the form of bonds, which are debt instruments that larger 

companies sell to raise long-term funds. In essence, the buyers of bonds (bondhold-

ers) loan the issuer of the bonds cash in exchange for regular interest payments until 

the loan is repaid on or before the specifi ed maturity date. The bond itself is a cer-

tifi cate, much like an IOU, that represents the company’s debt to the bondholder. 

Bonds are issued by a wide variety of entities, including corporations; national, state, 

and local governments; public utilities; and nonprofi t corporations. Most bondhold-

ers need not hold their bonds until maturity; rather, the existence of active secondary 

markets of brokers and dealers allows for the quick and effi cient transfer of bonds 

from owner to owner.

The bond contract, or indenture, specifi es all of the terms of the agreement between 

the bondholders and the issuing organization. The indenture, which can run more than 

100 pages, specifi es the basic terms of the bond, such as its face value, maturity date, 

and the annual interest rate. Table 16.2 briefl y explains how to determine these and 

more things about a bond from a bond quote, as it might appear in Barron’s maga-

zine. The face value of the bond, its initial sales price, is typically $1,000. After this, 

however, the price of the bond on the open market will fl uctuate along with changes 

in the economy (particularly, changes in interest rates) and in the creditworthiness of 

the issuer. Bondholders receive the face value of the bond along with the fi nal interest 

payment on the maturity date. The annual interest rate (often called the coupon rate) is 

the guaranteed percentage of face value that the company will pay to the bond owner 

every year. For example, a $1,000 bond with a coupon rate of 7 percent would pay 

$70 per year in interest. In most cases, bond indentures specify that interest payments 

be made every six months. In the example above, the $70 annual payment would be 

divided into two semiannual payments of $35.

In addition to the terms of interest payments and maturity date, the bond indenture 

typically covers other important topics, such as repayment methods, interest payment 

dates, procedures to be followed in case the organization fails to make the interest 

payments, conditions for the early repayment of the bonds, and any conditions requir-

ing the pledging of assets as collateral.

Types of Bonds
Not surprisingly, there are a great many different types of bonds. Most are unsecured 
bonds, meaning that they are not backed by collateral; such bonds are termed debentures. 
Secured bonds, on the other hand, are backed by specifi c collateral that must be forfeited 
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unsecured bonds
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secured bonds
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be forfeited in the event that 
the issuing fi rm defaults
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in the event that the issuing fi rm defaults. Whether secured or unsecured, bonds may be 

repaid in one lump sum or with many payments spread out over a period of time. Serial 
bonds, which are different from secured bonds, are actually a sequence of small bond 

issues of progressively longer maturity. The fi rm pays off each of the serial bonds as they 

mature. Floating-rate bonds do not have fi xed interest payments; instead, the interest 

rate changes with current interest rates otherwise available in the economy.

In recent years, a special type of high-interest-rate bond has attracted consider-

able attention (usually negative) in the fi nancial press. High-interest bonds, or junk 
bonds as they are popularly known, offer relatively high rates of interest because 

they have higher inherent risks. Historically, junk bonds have been associated with 

companies in poor fi nancial health and/or startup fi rms with limited track records. In 

the mid-1980s, however, junk bonds became a very attractive method of fi nancing 

corporate mergers; they remain popular today with many investors as a result of their 

very high relative interest rates. But higher risks are associated with those higher re-

turns (upward of 12 percent per year in some cases) and the average investor would 

be well-advised to heed those famous words: Look before you leap!

Financing with Owners’ Equity
A second means of long-term fi nancing is through equity. Remember from Chapter 14 

that owners’ equity refers to the owners’ investment in an organization. Sole proprietors 

and partners own all or a part of their businesses outright, and their equity includes the 

money and assets they have brought into their ventures. Corporate owners, on the other 

hand, own stock or shares of their companies, which they hope will provide them with 

a return on their investment. Stockholders’ equity includes common stock, preferred 

stock, and retained earnings.

Common stock (introduced in Chapter 4) is the single most important source of 

capital for most new companies. On the balance sheet, the common stock account 

junk bonds
a special type of high interest-
rate bond that carries higher 
inherent risks
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TABLE 16.2
Bonds—Global Investment 

Grade Quoted in U.S. 

Dollars

13-June-14 Coupon Maturity
Last 
Price Last Yield

Est. 
Spread** UST***

Est $ Vol 
(000s)

GE Capital 3.450 May 15, 2024 100.172 3.429 83 10 147,634

AT&T 4.800 June 15, 2044 100.787 4.750 135 30 260,529

Goldman 
Sachs

6.750 October 1, 2037 120.425 5.223 182 30 173,795

**Estimated spreads, in basis points (100 basis points is one percentage point), over the 2-, 5-, 10-, or 30-year hot run Treasury 
note/bond. 

***Comparable U.S. Treasury issue.

Coupon—the percentage in interest payment that the bond pays based on a $1,000 bond 

Maturity—the day on which the issuer will reissue the principal

Last Price—last price at which the security is traded

Last Yield—yield-to-maturity for the investor that buys the bond today and holds it until it matures

Est. Spread—amount of additional yield the investor will earn each year compared to a U.S. Treasury bond or 

note of the same maturity

UST—U.S. Treasury bond

Est $ Vol (000s)—number of individual bonds that were bought and sold on the date indicated

Sources: MarketAxess Corporate BondTicker, www.bondticker.com; Barron’s, “Corporate Bonds,” June 16, 2014, http://online.barrons.
com/public/page/9_0210-corpbonds.html (accessed June 16, 2014).
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is separated into two basic parts—common stock at par and capital in excess of par. 

The par value of a stock is simply the dollar amount printed on the stock certifi cate 

and has no relation to actual market value—the price at which the common stock is 

currently trading. The difference between a stock’s par value and its offering price 

is called capital in excess of par. Except in the case of some very low-priced stocks, 

the capital in excess of par account is signifi cantly larger than the par value account. 

Table 16.3 briefl y explains how to gather important information from a stock quote, 

as it appears on Yahoo!’s website. You should be familiar with EPS from Chapter 14. 

However, beta is a new term, and Nike’s beta of 0.67 indicates that its stock price is 

67 percent as volatile as the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index. The market cap represents 

the total value of Nike’s common stock, or the value of the company. The target price 

is the analysts’ consensus of the potential stock price.

Preferred stock was defi ned in Chapter 14 as corporate ownership that gives the 

stockholder preference in the distribution of the company’s profi ts but not the voting 

and control rights accorded to common stockholders. Thus, the primary advantage of 

owning preferred stock is that it is a safer investment than common stock.

All businesses exist to earn profi ts for their owners. Without the possibility of 

profi t, there can be no incentive to risk investors’ capital and succeed. When a 

1.  The 52-week high and low—the highest and lowest prices, respectively, paid for the stock in the last year; for Nike stock, 
the highest was $80.26 and the lowest price, $59.11.

2.  Stock—the name of the issuing company. When followed by the letters “pf,” the stock is a preferred stock.

3. Symbol—the ticker tape symbol for the stock; NKE.

4. Dividend—the annual cash dividend paid to stockholders; Nike paid a dividend of $0.96 per share of stock outstanding.

5. Dividend yield—the dividend return on one share of common stock; 1.30 percent.

6. Volume—the number of shares traded on this day; Nike, 2,576,422.

7. Close—Nike’s last sale of the day was for $76.31.

8. Net change—the difference between the previous day’s close and the close on the day being reported; Nike was down $0.36.

TABLE 16.3 A Basic Stock Quote

Source: Yahoo! Finance, http://fi nance.yahoo.com/q?s (accessed June 16, 2014).

Nike, Inc. (NKE) - NYSE        Follow

76.31    0.36(0.47%) Jun 10, 4:00PM EDT

After Hours: 76.39     0.08 (0.10%) Jun 10, 7:16PM EDT

Prev Close: 76.67

Open: 76.34

Bid: 75.88 x 100

Ask: 77.00 x 300

1y Target Est: 82.54

Beta: 0.67

Next Earnings Date: 26-Jun-14      

Day’s Range: 76.24 - 76.92

52wk Range: 59.11 - 80.26

Volume: 2,576,422

Avg Vol (3m): 3,608,820

Market Cap: 67.01B

P/E (ttm): 26.05

EPS (ttm): 2.93

Div & Yield: 0.96 (1.30%)
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corporation has profi ts left over after paying all of its expenses and taxes, it has 

the choice of retaining all or a portion of its earnings and/or paying them out to its 

shareholders in the form of dividends. Retained earnings are reinvested in the assets 

of the fi rm and belong to the owners in the form of equity. Retained earnings are an 

important source of funds and are, in fact, the only long-term funds that the company 

can generate internally.

When the board of directors distributes some of a corporation’s profi ts to the own-

ers, it issues them as cash dividend payments. But not all fi rms pay dividends. Many 

fast-growing fi rms like Google retain all of their earnings because they can earn high 

rates of return on the earnings they reinvest. Companies with fewer growth oppor-

tunities like Campbell Soup or Verizon typically pay out large proportions of their 

earnings in the form of dividends, thereby allowing their stockholders to reinvest their 

dividend payments in higher-growth companies. Table 16.4 presents a sample of com-

panies and the dividend each paid on a single share of stock. As shown in the table, 

when the dividend is divided by the price the result is the dividend yield. The divi-

dend yield is the cash return as a percentage of the price but does not refl ect the total 

return an investor earns on the individual stock. If the dividend yield is 2.76 percent 

on Campbell Soup and the stock price increases by 10 percent from $45.26 to $49.79 

then the total return would be 12.76 percent. It is not clear that stocks with high divi-

dend yields will be preferred by investors to those with little or no dividends. Most 

large companies pay their stockholders dividends on a quarterly basis.

Investment Banking
A company that needs more money to expand or take advantage of opportunities may 

be able to obtain fi nancing by issuing stock. The fi rst-time sale of stocks and bonds 

directly to the public is called a new issue. Companies that already have stocks or 

bonds outstanding may offer a new issue of stock to raise 

additional funds for specifi c projects. When a company 

offers its stock to the public for the very fi rst time, it is 

said to be “going public,” and the sale is called an initial 
public offering (IPO).

retained earnings
earnings after expenses and 
taxes that are reinvested in 
the assets of the fi rm and 
belong to the owners in the 
form of equity

dividend yield
the dividend per share divided 
by the stock price

Venture Capital Firm Y Combinator Riding on Startup Success
Y Combinator
Founder: Paul Graham
Founded: 2005, in Mountain View, California
Success: Y Combinator has been ranked as the top startup 
incubator by Forbes, with a portolio approaching $10 billion.

Y Combinator and the companies it assists are among 
those thriving in an uncertain economic environment. 
Founder Paul Graham (famous in tech circles for creating 
Viaweb—sold to Yahoo! in 1998 for $49 million) launched 
the venture capital firm Y Combinator in 2005. His method 
is somewhat like a school for startups, and his funding is 

similar to financial aid. Graham gathers entrepreneurs for 
three-month periods, during which time he provides them 
with small loans (typically under $20,000) to meet basic 
needs, allowing them to focus on developing their fledgling 
companies. He also offers them access to his experienced 
eye, solid advice, and a positive and creative environment. 
In exchange, Y Combinator receives a 2 to 10 percent com-
pany stake. While not all of the companies that Y Combina-
tor has funded have become successful, three well-known 
firms that received funding from Y Combinator include 
Dropbox, Reddit, and Airbnb.4

Entrepreneurship in Action

DID YOU KNOW? A single share of Coca-Cola stock 

purchased during its original 1919 IPO would be worth more 

than $5 million today.5
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New issues of stocks and bonds are sold directly to the public and to institutions in 

what is known as the primary market—the market where fi rms raise fi nancial capital. 

The primary market differs from secondary markets, which are stock exchanges 

and over-the-counter markets where investors can trade their securities with other 

investors rather than the company that issued the stock or bonds. Primary market 

transactions actually raise cash for the issuing corporations, while secondary market 

transactions do not. For example, when Facebook went public on May 18, 2012, its 

IPO raised $16 billion for the company and stockholders, who were cashing in on 

their success. Once the investment bankers distributed the stock to retail brokers, the 

brokers sold it to clients in the secondary market for $38 per share. The stock got off 

to a rocky start and hit a low of $17.73 in September 2012. However, by March 2014, 

it was at $71.97. You might want to check out its current price for fun.

Investment banking, the sale of stocks and bonds for corporations, helps such 

companies raise funds by matching people and institutions who have money to invest 

with corporations in need of resources to exploit new opportunities. Corporations 

usually employ an investment banking fi rm to help sell their securities in the primary 

market. An investment banker helps fi rms establish appropriate offering prices for 

their securities. In addition, the investment banker takes care of the myriad details and 

securities regulations involved in any sale of securities to the public.

Just as large corporations such as IBM and Microsoft have a client relationship 

with a law fi rm and an accounting fi rm, they also have a client relationship with an 

primary market
the market where fi rms 
raise fi nancial capital

secondary markets
stock exchanges and over-
the-counter markets where 
investors can trade their 
securities with others

investment banking
the sale of stocks and bonds 
for corporations

Ticker 
Symbol Company Name

Price per 
Share

Dividend 
per 

Share
Dividend 

Yield

Earnings 
per 

Share (*)

Price 
Earnings 

Ratio

AEO American Eagle $11.06 $0.50 4.52% $0.31 35.68

AXP American Express 94.76 1.04 1.10% 5.06 18.73

AAPL Apple 92.29 1.88 2.04% 5.96 15.48

CPB Campbell Soup 45.26 1.25 2.76% 1.66 27.27

DIS Disney 84.31 0.86 1.02% 3.89 21.67

F Ford 16.52 0.50 3.03% 1.61 10.26

GOOG Google 551.35 0.00 0.00% 19.09 28.88

HOG Harley Davidson 69.79 1.10 1.58% 3.49 20.00

HD Home Depot 78.43 1.88 2.40% 3.93 19.96

MCD McDonald’s 99.76 3.24 3.25% 5.50 18.14

MSFT Microsoft 40.58 1.12 2.76% 2.67 15.20

PG Procter & Gamble 79.76 2.57 3.22% 3.75 21.27

LUV Southwest Airlines 25.72 0.24 0.93% 1.20 21.43

VZ Verizon 49.04 2.12 4.32% 4.48 10.95

TABLE 16.4
Estimated Common Stock 

Price-Earnings Ratios and 

Dividends for Selected 

Companies

*Earnings per share are for the latest 12-month period and do not necessarily match year-end numbers.

Source: Yahoo! Finance, http://fi nance.yahoo.com/ (June 12, 2014).
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investment banking fi rm. An investment banking fi rm such as Merrill Lynch, Gold-

man Sachs, or Morgan Stanley can provide advice about fi nancing plans, dividend 

policy, or stock repurchases, as well as advice on mergers and acquisitions. Many now 

offer additional banking services, making them “one-stop shopping” banking centers. 

When Pixar merged with Disney, both companies used investment bankers to help 

them value the transaction. Each fi rm wanted an outside opinion about what it was 

worth to the other. Sometimes mergers fall apart because the companies cannot agree 

on the price each company is worth or the structure of management after the merger. 

The advising investment banker, working with management, often irons out these 

details. Of course, investment bankers do not provide these services for free. They 

usually charge a fee of between 1 and 1.5 percent of the transaction. A $20 billion 

merger can generate between $200 and $300 million in investment banking fees. The 

merger mania of the late 1990s allowed top investment bankers to earn huge sums. 

Unfortunately, this type of fee income is dependent on healthy stock markets, which 

seem to stimulate the merger fever among corporate executives.

The Securities Markets
Securities markets provide a mechanism for buying and selling securities. They 

make it possible for owners to sell their stocks and bonds to other investors. Thus, 

in the broadest sense, stocks and bonds markets may be thought of as providers of 

liquidity—the ability to turn security holdings into cash quickly and at minimal 

expense and effort. Without liquid securities markets, many potential investors 

would sit on the sidelines rather than invest their hard-earned savings in securi-

ties. Indeed, the ability to sell securities at well-established market prices is one 

of the very pillars of the capitalistic society that has developed over the years in 

the United States.

Unlike the primary market, in which corporations sell stocks directly to the pub-

lic, secondary markets permit the trading of previously issued securities. There are 

many different secondary markets for both stocks and bonds. If you want to purchase 

100 shares of Google common 

stock, for example, you must 

purchase this stock from an-

other investor or institution. It 

is the active buying and selling 

by many thousands of investors 

that establishes the prices of all 

fi nancial securities. Secondary 

market trades may take place on 

organized exchanges or in what 

is known as the over-the-counter 

market. Many brokerage houses 

exist to help investors with fi -

nancial decisions, and many 

offer their services through the 

Internet. One such broker is 

Charles Schwab. Its site offers a 

wealth of information and pro-

vides educational material to in-

dividual investors.

LO 16-6

securities markets
the mechanism for buying and 
selling securities

The New York Stock Exchange is the world’s largest stock exchange in terms of market capitalization. 
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Stock Markets
Stock markets exist around the world in New York, Tokyo, London, Frankfort, Paris, 

and other world locations. The two biggest stock markets in the United States are the 

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the  NASDAQ market. 

Exchanges used to be divided into organized exchanges and over-the-counter markets, 

but during the past several years, dramatic changes have occurred in the markets. Both 

the NYSE and NASDAQ became publicly traded companies. They were previously not-

for-profi t organizations but are now for-profi t companies. Additionally, both exchanges 

bought or merged with electronic exchanges. In an attempt to expand their markets, 

NASDAQ acquired the OMX, a Nordic stock exchange headquartered in Sweden, 

and the New York Stock Exchange merged with Euronext, a large European electronic 

 exchange that trades options and futures contracts as well as common stock.

Traditionally, the NASDAQ market has been an electronic market, and many of the 

large technology companies such as Microsoft, Google, Apple, and Facebook trade on 

the NASDAQ market. The NASDAQ operates through dealers who buy and sell com-

mon stock (inventory) for their own accounts. The NYSE used to be primarily a fl oor-

traded market, where brokers meet at trading posts on the fl oor of the New York Stock 

Exchange to buy and sell common stock. The brokers act as agents for their clients and 

do not own their own inventory. Today, more than 50 percent of NYSE trading is elec-

tronic. This traditional division between the two markets is becoming less signifi cant as 

the exchanges become electronic.

Electronic markets have grown quickly because of the speed, low cost, and effi -

ciency of trading that they offer over fl oor trading. One of the fastest-growing electronic 

markets has been the Intercontinental Exchange (referred to as ICE). ICE, based in 

Atlanta, Georgia, primarily trades fi nancial and commodity futures products. It started 

out as an energy futures exchange, and in its 14 years of existence, it has broadened 

its futures contracts into an array of commodities and derivative products. In Decem-

ber 2012, ICE made an offer to buy the New York Stock Exchange. When the NYSE 

became a public company and had common stock trading in the secondary market, 

rather than the hunter, it became the prey. On November 13, 2013, ICE completed its 

takeover of the NYSE. One condition of the takeover was that ICE had to divest itself 

of Euronext because international regulators thought the company would have a mo-

nopoly on European derivative markets. Also acquired as part of the NYSE family of 

exchanges was LIFFE, the London International Financial Futures Exchange. Many 

analysts thought that LIFFE was the major reason ICE bought the NYSE—not for its 

equity markets trading common stocks. So sometime in 2014, ICE will sell Euronext 

to a group of European investors, many of whom will be institutional investors such as 

bank, mutual funds, and investment banks. What we are seeing is the globalization of 

securities markets and the increasing reliance on electronic trading. 

The Over-the-Counter Market
Unlike the organized exchanges, the over-the-counter (OTC) market is a network of 

dealers all over the country linked by computers, telephones, and Teletype machines. 

It has no central location. Today, the OTC market consists of small stocks, illiquid 

bank stocks, penny stocks, and companies whose stocks trade on the “pink sheets.” 

Once NASDAQ was classifi ed as an exchange by the SEC, it was no longer part of the 

OTC market. Further, because most corporate bonds and all U.S. securities are traded 

over the counter, the OTC market regularly accounts for the largest total dollar value 

of all of the secondary markets.

over-the-counter 
(OTC) market
a network of dealers all 
over the country linked by 
computers, telephones, and 
Teletype machines
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Measuring Market Performance
Investors, especially professional money managers, want to know how well their 

 investments are performing relative to the market as a whole. Financial managers also 

need to know how their companies’ securities are performing when compared with 

their competitors’. Thus, performance measures—averages and indexes—are very im-

portant to many different people. They not only indicate the performance of a particular 

securities market but also provide a measure of the overall health of the economy.

Indexes and averages are used to measure stock prices. An index compares current 

stock prices with those in a specifi ed base period, such as 1944, 1967, or 1977. An av-
erage is the average of certain stock prices. The averages used are usually not simple 

calculations, however. Some stock market averages (such as the Standard & Poor’s 

Composite Index) are weighted averages, where the weights employed are the total 

market values of each stock in the index (in this case 500). The Dow Jones Industrial 

Average (DJIA) is a price-weighted average. Regardless of how they are constructed, 

all market averages of stocks move together closely over time. See Figure 16.2, which 

graphs the Dow Jones Industrial Average. Notice the sharp downturn in the market 

during the 2008–2009 time period and the recovery that started in 2010. Investors 

perform better by keeping an eye on the long-term trend line and not the short-term 

fl uctuations. Contrarian investors buy when everyone else is panicked and prices are 

low because they play the long-term trends. However, for many, this is psychologically 

a tough way to play the market.

Many investors follow the activity of the Dow Jones Industrial Average to see 

whether the stock market has gone up or down. Table 16.5 lists the 30 companies that 

currently make up the Dow. Although these companies are only a small fraction of the 

total number of companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange, because of their 

size they account for about 25 percent of the total value of the NYSE.

The numbers listed in an index or average that tracks the performance of a stock 

market are expressed not as dollars but as a number on a fi xed scale. If you know, for 

example, that the Dow Jones Industrial Average climbed from 860 in August 1982 to a 

high of 11,497 at the beginning of 2000, you can see clearly that the value of the Dow 

Jones Average increased more than 10 times in this 19-year period, making it one of 

the highest rate of return periods in the history of the stock market.

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2014

18,000
14,000
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10,000
8,000
6,000

4,000

2,000

1,242

FIGURE 16.2 Recent Performance of Stock Market and Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA)

Source: “Dow Jones Industrial Average,” Yahoo! Finance, http://fi nance.yahoo.com/q/bc?s=%5EDJI+Basic+Chart&t=my (accessed June 12, 2014).
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Unfortunately, prosperity did not last long once the Internet bubble burst. Tech-

nology stocks and new Internet companies were responsible for the huge increase in 

stock prices. Even companies with few sales and no earnings were selling at prices 

that were totally unreasonable. It is always easier to realize that a bubble existed after 

it has popped. By September 2002, the Dow Jones Industrial Average hit 7,461. The 

markets stabilized and the economy kept growing; investors were euphoric when the 

Dow Jones Industrial Average hit an all-time high of 14,198 in October 2007. How-

ever, once the housing bubble burst, the economy and the stock market went into a 

free fall. The Dow Jones Industrial Average bottomed out at 6,470 in March 2009. 

The market entered a period of recovery, and by April 2010, it hit a new high for the 

Consider Ethics and Social Responsibility

JPMorgan Struggles to Repair Reputation
The London Whale scandal is making waves for JPMorgan. 
A trader known as the London Whale (because of his large 
portfolio and extensive trading) became the center of a trad-
ing loss that cost the bank more than $6 billion. Two trad-
ers in JPMorgan’s London offi ces face charges from the U.S. 
and U.K. governments for allegedly trying to cover up the 
losses. While investigations have shown that top executives 
were not involved in a cover-up and were unaware of the 
bad trades, JPMorgan could face civil charges for lacking 
the oversight needed to prevent this kind of misconduct in 
its organization. Reports have indicated that one employee 
was in charge of ensuring proper conduct over these trades, 
but that the standards for oversight were so broad that they 
were ineffective. 

As a result, the bank has paid more than $920 million in 
fi nes to several U.S. and U.K. regulators plus an additional 

$100 million to the Commodity Futures Trading Commis-
sion (CFTC). In addition, JPMorgan is battling this scandal 
while trying to come to terms with regulators on faulty mort-
gage securities that contributed to the 2008 fi nancial crisis. 
 JPMorgan paid record fi nes of about $13 billion, in addition 
to the $1 billion it paid to resolve U.K. and U.S. investigations 
into the Whale scandal.6

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some of the ethical issues involved with the JPMorgan 

trading scandal?
 2. Why is JPMorgan facing a civil suit if executives did not have 

knowledge of the wrongdoing?
 3. Describe some of the lapses in JPMorgan’s oversight of its 

trades.

3M Co General Electric Nike

American Express Co Goldman Sachs Pfi zer

AT&T Inc. Home Depot Procter & Gamble

Boeing Intel Travelers Companies

Caterpiller IBM United Health Group

Chevron Johnson & Johnson United Technologies

Cisco Systems JPMorgan Chase Verizon

Coca-Cola McDonald’s Visa

Du Pont Merck Walmart

ExxonMobil Microsoft Walt Disney

TABLE 16.5
The 30 Stocks in the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average

Source: “Dow Jones Industrial Average,” http://fi nance.yahoo.com/q/cp?s=%5EDJI (accessed June 16, 2014).
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year of 10,975. By June 2014, the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average hit an all-time record high 

of 16,970. The good news is that even when the 

market has been rather fl at, an investor would 

have collected dividends, which are not re-

fl ected in the index. Perhaps this roller coaster 

ride indicates why some people are afraid to 

enter the market and buy common stocks. If 

you look at the long-term trend and long-term 

returns in common stocks, they far outdistance 

bonds and government securities. 

Recognizing fi nancial bubbles can be dif-

fi cult. It is too easy to get caught up in the 

enthusiasm that accompanies rising markets. 

Knowing what something is worth in economic 

terms is the test of true value. During the hous-

ing bubble, banks made loans to subprime 

borrowers to buy houses. (Remember that the 

prime rate is the rate for the highest quality 

borrowers and subprime loans are generally 

made to those who do not qualify for regular 

ones.) As more money poured into the hous-

ing market, the obvious supply and demand 

relationship from economics would indicate 

that housing prices would rise. As prices rose, 

speculators entered the real estate market try-

ing to make a fast buck. States such as Florida, 

Arizona, Nevada, and California were the fa-

vorite speculative spots and the states with the 

largest decline in house prices. To make mat-

ters worse, banks had created the home equity 

loan years ago so that borrowers could take 

out a second mortgage against their house and 

deduct the interest payment for tax purposes. Many homeowners no longer thought 

about paying off their mortgages but instead used the increase in the price of their 

houses to borrow more money. This behavior was unsustainable.

The bankers engaged in risky fi nancial behavior packaged up billions of dol-

lars of mortgages into securitized assets. In other words, an investor could buy a 

pool of assets and collect the interest income and eventually get a payment at the end 

of the life of the product. This technique allowed banks to make a mortgage, collect a 

fee, package the mortgage, and collect another fee. These securitized mortgages were 

sold to the market as asset-backed securities with a AAA credit rating off their books 

and replaced with cash to make more loans. In this case, when the bubble burst, it had 

extremely severe consequences for the economy, workers, and investors.

People defaulted on loans when they could no longer afford to pay the mortgage. 

Many of these people shouldn’t have been able to borrow in the fi rst place. The de-

faults caused housing prices to fall, and some people who had home equity loans no 

longer had any equity left in their house. Some homeowners owed the bank more than 

the house was worth, and they started walking away from their mortgage. At the same 

time, investors realized that the mortgage-backed securities they owned were probably 

During the housing bubble, banks provided loans to riskier subprime borrowers. 
Although these loans were highly profi table, it was only a matter of time before 
the bubble burst. 
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not worth what they thought they were worth, and prices of these assets plummeted. 

Banks and other fi nancial service fi rms that had these assets on their books suffered a 

double whammy. They had loan losses and losses on mortgage-backed securities that 

another division of the bank had bought for investment purposes. Soon, many banks 

were close to violating their capital requirement, and the U.S. Treasury and Federal 

Reserve stepped in—with the help of funding from Congress—to make bank loans, 

buy securities that were illiquid, and invest in the capital of the banks by buying pre-

ferred stocks.

The consensus of most economists is that through the actions of the U.S. Treasury 

and the Federal Reserve, the U.S. economy escaped what might have been another 

depression equal to or worse than the depression of the 1930s. The recession of 2007–

2009 lasted 18 months and was the longest recession since the 1930s. Some worry 

that as the Federal Reserve becomes less accommodating and lets interest rates rise, 

the rising interest rates will have a negative effect on stock prices. This is always pos-

sible if corporate earnings do not increase enough to outweigh the impact of higher 

required returns motivated by higher rates and higher infl ation.

For investors to make sound fi nancial decisions, it is important that they stay in 

touch with business news, markets, and indexes. Of course, business and investment 

magazines, such as Bloomberg Businessweek, Fortune, and Money, offer this type 

of information. Many Internet sites, including the CNN/Money, Business Wire, USA 
Today, other online newspapers, and PR Newswire, offer this information, as well. 

Many sites offer searchable databases of information by topic, company, or keyword. 

However investors choose to receive and review business news, doing so is a necessity 

in today’s market.



Review Your Understanding 
Describe some common methods of 
managing current assets.

Current assets are short-term resources such as cash, 
investments, accounts receivable, and inventory, which 
can be converted to cash within a year. Financial managers 
focus on minimizing the amount of cash kept on hand and 
increasing the speed of collections through lockboxes 
and electronic funds transfer and investing in marketable 
securities. Marketable securities include U.S. Treasury bills, 
certifi cates of deposit, commercial paper, and money market 
funds. Managing accounts receivable requires judging 
customer creditworthiness and creating credit terms that 
encourage prompt payment. Inventory management focuses 
on determining optimum inventory levels that minimize the 
cost of storing and ordering inventory without sacrifi cing too 
many lost sales due to stockouts.

Identify some sources of short-term 
fi nancing (current liabilities).

Current liabilities are short-term debt obligations that must be 
repaid within one year, such as accounts payable, taxes payable, 
and notes (loans) payable. Trade credit is extended by suppliers 
for the purchase of their goods and services. A line of credit 
is an arrangement by which a bank agrees to lend a specifi ed 
amount of money to a business whenever the business needs 
it. Secured loans are backed by collateral; unsecured loans are 
backed only by the borrower’s good reputation.

Summarize the importance of long-term assets 
and capital budgeting.

Long-term, or fi xed, assets are expected to last for many years, 
such as production facilities (plants), offi ces, and equipment. 
Businesses need modern, up-to-date equipment to succeed in 

Taking classes in fi nancial and securities management can 
provide many career options, from managing a small fi rm’s 
accounts receivables to handling charitable giving for a mul-
tinational to investment banking to stock brokerage. We have 
entered into a less certain period for fi nance and securities 
jobs, however. In the world of investment banking, the past few 
years have been especially challenging. Tens of thousands of 
employees from Wall Street fi rms have lost their jobs. This phe-
nomenon is not confi ned to New York City either, leaving the 
industry with a lot fewer jobs around the country. This type of 
phenomenon is not isolated to the fi nance sector. In the early 
2000s, the tech sector experienced a similar downturn, from 
which it has subsequently largely recovered. Undoubtedly, mar-
kets will bounce back and job creation in fi nance and securi-
ties will increase again—but until that happens the atmosphere 
across fi nance and securities will be more competitive than it 
has been in the past. However, this does not mean that there are 
no jobs. All fi rms need fi nancial analysts to determine whether a 
project should be implemented, when to issue stocks or bonds, 
or when to initiate loans. These and other forward-looking ques-
tions such as how to invest excess cash must be addressed by 
fi nancial managers. Economic uncertainty in the fi nancial and 
securities market has made for more diffi culty in fi nding the 
most desirable jobs.

Why this sudden downturn in financial industry prospects? 
A lot of these job cuts came in response to the subprime lend-
ing fallout and subsequent bank failures such as Bear Stearns, 
which alone lost around 7,000  employees. All of these people 
had to look for new jobs in new organizations, increasing the 
competitive level in a lot of different employment areas. For 
young jobseekers with relatively little experience, this may 
result in a great deal of frustration. On the other hand, by the 
time you graduate, the job market for finance majors could be 
in recovery and rebuilding with new employees. Uncertainty 
results in hiring freezes and layoffs but leaves firms lean and 
ready to grow when the cycle turns around, resulting in hiring 
from the bottom up.

Many different industries require people with finance 
skills. So do not despair if you have a difficult time finding a 
job in exactly the right firm. Most students switch companies a 
number of times over the course of their careers. Many orga-
nizations require individuals trained in forecasting, statistics, 
economics, and finance. Even unlikely places like museums, 
aquariums, and zoos need people who are good at numbers. 
It may require some creativity, but if you are committed to a 
career in finance, look to less obvious sources—not just the 
large financial firms.7

So You Want to Work in Financial Management 
or Securities
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today’s competitive environment. Capital budgeting is the pro-
cess of analyzing company needs and selecting the assets that 
will maximize its value; a capital budget is the amount of money 
budgeted for the purchase of fi xed assets. Every investment in 
fi xed assets carries some risk.

Specify how companies fi nance their operations 
and manage fi xed assets with long-term liabilities, 
particularly bonds.

Two common choices for fi nancing are equity fi nancing (at-
tracting new owners) and debt fi nancing (taking on long-term 
liabilities). Long-term liabilities are debts that will be repaid over 
a number of years, such as long-term bank loans and bond is-
sues. A bond is a long-term debt security that an organization 
sells to raise money. The bond indenture specifi es the provisions 
of the bond contract—maturity date, coupon rate, repayment 
methods, and others.

Discuss how corporations can use equity 
fi nancing by issuing stock through an investment 
banker.

Owners’ equity represents what owners have contributed to the 
company and includes common stock, preferred stock, and re-
tained earnings (profi ts that have been reinvested in the assets 
of the fi rm). To fi nance operations, companies can issue new 

common and preferred stock through an investment banker that 
sells stocks and bonds for corporations.

Describe the various securities markets 
in the United States.

Securities markets provide the mechanism for buying and sell-
ing stocks and bonds. Primary markets allow companies to raise 
capital by selling new stock directly to investors through invest-
ment bankers. Secondary markets allow the buyers of previ-
ously issued shares of stock to sell them to other owners. The 
major secondary markets are the New York Stock Exchange, the 
American Stock Exchange, and the over-the-counter market. In-
vestors measure stock market performance by watching stock 
market averages and indexes such as the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average and the Standard & Poor’s (S&P) Composite Index.

Critique the position of short-term assets and 
liabilities of a small manufacturer, and recommend 
corrective action.

Using the information presented in this chapter, you should be 
able to “Solve the Dilemma” on page 511 presented by the cur-
rent bleak working capital situation of Glasspray Corporation.

Revisit the World of Business 
 1. Do you think that credit rating agencies had the incentive 

to rate securities highly even if they were risky?

 2. Should credit rating agencies such as Standard & Poor’s 
be forced to pay for their erroneous ratings?

 3. What can credit rating agencies do to ensure that their 
ratings remain objective?

Learn the Terms 

bonds 497
capital budgeting 494
commercial certifi cates of 

deposit (CDs) 488
commercial paper 488
dividend yield 500
eurodollar market 489
factor 493
fl oating-rate bonds 498
investment banking 501
junk bonds 498

line of credit 492
lockbox 487
long-term (fi xed) assets 493
long-term liabilities 497
marketable securities 488
over-the-counter (OTC) market 503
primary market 501
prime rate 492
retained earnings 500
secondary markets 501
secured bonds 497

secured loans 492
securities markets 502
serial bonds 498
trade credit 491
transaction balances 486
Treasury bills (T-bills) 488
unsecured bonds 497
unsecured loans 492
working capital management 486
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Check Your Progress 

 1. Defi ne working capital management.

 2. How can a company speed up cash fl ow? Why should it?

 3. Describe the various types of marketable securities.

 4. What does it mean to have a line of credit at a bank?

 5. What are fi xed assets? Why is assessing risk important in 
capital budgeting?

 6. How can a company fi nance fi xed assets?

 7. What are bonds and what do companies do with them?

 8. How can companies use equity to fi nance their operations 
and long-term growth?

 9. What are the functions of securities markets?

 10. What were some of the principal causes of the most recent 
recession?

Get Involved 

 1. Using your local newspaper or The Wall Street Journal, fi nd 
the current rates of interest on the following marketable 
securities. If you were a fi nancial manager for a large 
corporation, which would you invest extra cash in? Which 
would you invest in if you worked for a small business?

 a. Three-month T-bills

 b. Six-month T-bills

 c. Commercial certifi cates of deposit

 d. Commercial paper

 e. Eurodollar deposits

 f. Money market deposits

 2. Select fi ve of the Dow Jones Industrials from Table 16.5. 
Look up their earnings, dividends, and prices for the 
past fi ve years. What kind of picture is presented by this 
information? Which stocks would you like to have owned 
over this past period? Do you think the next fi ve years will 
present a similar picture?

Build Your Skills 
Choosing among Projects

Background
As the senior executive in charge of exploration 
for High Octane Oil Co., you are constantly look-
ing for projects that will add to the company’s 
profi tability—without increasing the company’s 

risk. High Octane Oil is an international oil company with opera-
tions in Latin America, the Middle East, Africa, the United States, 
and Mexico. The company is one of the world’s leading experts 
in deep-water exploration and drilling. High Octane currently 
produces 50 percent of its oil in the United States, 25 percent in 
the Middle East, 5 percent in Africa, 10 percent in Latin America, 
and 10 percent in Mexico. You are considering six projects from 
around the world.

Project 1—Your deep-water drilling platform in the Gulf of 
Mexico is producing at maximum capacity from the Valdez oil 
fi eld, and High Octane’s geological engineers think there is a 
high probability that there is oil in the Sanchez fi eld, which is 
adjacent to Valdez. They recommend drilling a new series of 
wells. Once commercial quantities of oil have been discovered, 
it will take two more years to build the collection platform and 
pipelines. It will be four years before the discovered oil gets to 
the refi neries.

Project 2—The Brazilian government has invited you to drill 
on some unexplored tracts in the middle of the central jungle 
region. There are roads to within 50 miles of the tract and 
British Petroleum has found oil 500 miles away from this tract. It 
would take about three years to develop this property and sev-
eral more years to build pipelines and pumping stations to carry 
the oil to the refi neries. The Brazilian government wants 20 per-
cent of all production as its fee for giving High Octane Oil Co. 
the drilling rights or a $500 million up-front fee and 5  percent 
of the output.

Project 3—Your fi elds in Saudi Arabia have been producing 
oil for 50 years. Several wells are old, and the pressure has 
diminished. Your engineers are sure that if you were to initi-
ate high-pressure secondary recovery procedures, you would 
increase the output of these existing wells by 20 percent. High-
pressure recovery methods pump water at high pressure into 
the underground limestone formations to enhance the move-
ment of petroleum toward the surface.

Project 4—Your largest oil fi elds in Alaska have been pro-
ducing from only 50 percent of the known deposits. Your geo-
logical engineers estimate that you could open up 10 percent 
of the remaining fi elds every two years and offset your current 
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declining production from existing wells. The pipeline capacity 
is available and, while you can only drill during six months of the 
year, the fi elds could be producing oil in three years.

Project 5—Some of High Octane’s west Texas oil fi elds pro-
duce in shallow stripper wells of 2,000- to 4,000-foot depths. 
Stripper wells produce anywhere from 10 to 2,000 barrels per 
day and can last for six months or 40 years. Generally, once 
you fi nd a shallow deposit, there is an 80 percent chance that 
offset wells will fi nd more oil. Because these wells are shallow, 
they can be drilled quickly at a low cost. High Octane’s engi-
neers estimate that in your largest tract, which is closest to the 
company’s Houston refi nery, you could increase production by 
30 percent for the next 10 years by increasing the density of the 
wells per square mile.

Project 6—The government of a republic in Russia has in-
vited you to drill for oil in Siberia. Russian geologists think that 
this oil fi eld might be the largest in the world, but there have 
been no wells drilled and no infrastructure exists to carry oil 
if it should be found. The republic has no money to help you 
build the infrastructure but if you fi nd oil, it will let you keep the 
fi rst fi ve years’ production before taking its 25 percent share. 
Knowing that oil fi elds do not start producing at full capacity for 
many years after initial production, your engineers are not sure 
that your portion of the fi rst fi ve years of production will pay for 

the infrastructure they must build to get the oil to market. The 
republic also has been known to have a rather unstable gov-
ernment, and the last international oil company that began this 
project left the country when a new government demanded a 
higher than originally agreed-upon percentage of the expected 
output. If this fi eld is in fact the largest in the world, High Oc-
tane’s supply of oil would be ensured well into the 21st century.

Task
 1. Working in groups, rank the six projects from lowest risk 

to highest risk.

 2. Given the information provided, do the best you can 
to rank the projects from lowest cost to highest cost.

 3. What political considerations might affect your project 
choice?

 4. If you could choose one project, which would it be 
and why?

 5. If you could choose three projects, which ones would you 
choose? In making this decision, consider which projects 
might be highly correlated to High Octane Oil’s existing 
production and which ones might diversify the company’s 
production on a geographical basis.

Solve the Dilemma 
Surviving Rapid Growth

Glasspray Corporation is a small fi rm that makes 
industrial fi berglass spray equipment. Despite its 
size, the company supplies a range of fi rms from 
small mom-and-pop boatmakers to major in-
dustrial giants, both overseas and here at home. 

Indeed, just about every molded fi berglass resin product, from 
bathroom sinks and counters to portable spas and racing 
yachts, is constructed with the help of one or more of the com-
pany’s machines.

Despite global acceptance of its products, Glasspray has 
repeatedly run into trouble with regard to the management of 
its current assets and liabilities as a result of extremely rapid 
and consistent increases in year-to-year sales. The fi rm’s presi-
dent and founder, Stephen T. Rose, recently lamented the sad 

state of his fi rm’s working capital position: “Our current assets 
aren’t, and our current liabilities are!” Rose shouted in a recent 
meeting of the fi rm’s top offi cers. “We can’t afford any more in-
creases in sales! We’re selling our way into bankruptcy! Frankly, 
our working capital doesn’t!”

Discussion Questions
 1. Normally, rapidly increasing sales are a good thing. What 

seems to be the problem here?
 2. List the important components of a fi rm’s working capital. 

Include both current assets and current liabilities.
 3. What are some management techniques applied to current 

liabilities that Glasspray might use to improve its working 
capital position?

Build Your Business Plan 
Financial Management and Securities Market

This chapter helps you realize that once you are 
making money, you need to be careful in deter-
mining how to invest it. Meanwhile, your team 
should consider the pros and cons of establish-
ing a line of credit at the bank.

Remember the key to building your business plan is to be 
realistic!!

LO 16-7
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See for Yourself Videocase 
Morningstar Inc. Makes Investing Easier

Many individuals fi nd stocks and bonds to be 
confusing, but Joe Mansueto has begun to 
change that by making investing easier to un-
derstand. In 1984, Mansueto founded Morning-
star Inc., which provides independent investment 

research to individuals, fi nancial advisors, and institutional advi-
sors. The company’s top asset is that it is independent and its 
assessments are based on impartial research. Although it works 
with advisors, its main focus is on individuals. From the begin-
ning, Mansueto, a former stock analyst, aimed to take the chaos 
of the investment world and create tools that would help indi-
viduals make sense of it. With so much investment information 
and opportunities available, it is easy for the average person to 
feel lost.

The idea for Morningstar began when Mansueto realized 
that in order to compare funds and get enough information to 
begin investing effectively he would have to order prospectuses 
from each individual fund. The amount of information needed 
was overwhelming. Mansueto thought that if he could create 
a compendium of information for the different funds out there, 
it would make it much easier for the average person to invest 
intelligently. In 1984, Mansueto founded Morningstar Inc. and 
began by focusing on mutual funds. He created the Mutual Fund 
Sourcebook, a compilation of information on roughly 400 dif-
ferent mutual funds. More than two decades later, Morningstar 
assists more than 8.9 million individual investors with mutual 
funds, stocks, bonds, and more. The company employs more 
than 3,600 global employees, who research, write up, and rate 
investments along with guiding individuals toward making wise 
business decisions. Morningstar is dedicated to serving inves-
tors. It does not charge the companies that it rates and prides 
itself on maintaining an independent view. Analysts regularly 
compile data on more than 456,000 global investment offerings.

Morningstar uses a fi ve star rating system to inform inves-
tors about the fi nancial strength of investment choices. High 
stars, such as 4 and 5, mean that the investment choices have 
the highest value and are expected to have a high level of return. 
Lower stars, such as 1 and 2, have lower perceived value com-
pared to their cost and are perceived to be riskier investments.

The company focuses on offering information for three dif-
ferent types of investment choices: mutual funds, stocks, and 

bonds. Mutual funds are pools of investments (often called port-
folios) selected by fund managers. A mutual fund can be good 
for someone wanting less risk. The idea is to offset the high-risk 
investments by investing in multiple securities. Mutual funds 
are also well suited for investors who do not want to take the 
time or who lack the expertise to invest in individual securities. 
Morningstar also works with stocks and bonds. Stocks are own-
erships, or stakes, in a particular company, whereas a bond is 
like a company IOU. A bond investor basically loans a company 
money with the understanding that the company will pay back 
the money with interest. Bonds generally carry less risk than 
stocks do.

Multiply all this information by the thousands of mutual 
funds, stocks, and bonds out there, and it is easy to see why 
someone might become confused when deciding where to in-
vest. Morningstar has even geared its website toward new in-
vestors, with features such as the investing classroom, analyst 
picks, data tools, and articles. In a post-Enron, post-recession 
world, it is more critical than ever that people understand how to 
manage their fi nances and keep their debt in check. Mansueto 
believes fi rmly that investing is a key component to fi nancial 
solvency. He recommends investing early, even suggesting that 
high school students take the plunge. According to him, it is not 
the amount of money a person invests that matters; it is getting 
started early, being consistent, and patiently waiting for initial 
investments to grow.8

Discussion Questions
 1. What is it about investing that Mansueto discovered is so 

confusing for the average investor?

 2. How does Morningstar Inc. make investing easier for 
individuals?

 3. Why does Mansueto recommend investing early in life, 
even in high school?

You can fi nd the related video in the Video Library 

in Connect. Ask your instructor how you can access 

Connect.

Team Exercise 
Compare and contrast fi nancing with long-term liabilities, such 
as bonds versus fi nancing with owner’s equity, typically retained 
earnings, common stock, and preferred stock. Form groups and 

suggest a good mix of long-term liabilities and owner’s equity 
for a new fi rm that makes wind turbines for generating alterna-
tive energy and would like to grow quickly.
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Appendix D

Personal Financial Planning*

The Financial 
Planning Process
Personal fi nancial planning is the process of manag-

ing your fi nances so that you can achieve your fi nancial 

goals. By anticipating future needs and wants, you can 

take appropriate steps to prepare for them. Your needs 

and wants will undoubtedly change over time as you 

enter into various life circumstances. Although fi nan-

cial planning is not entirely about money management, 

a large part of this process is concerned with decisions 

related to expenditures, investments, and credit.

Although every person has unique needs, everyone 

can benefi t from fi nancial planning. Even if the entire 

fi nancial plan is not implemented at once, the process 

itself will help you focus on what is important. With 

a little forethought and action, you may be able to 

achieve goals that you previously thought were unat-

tainable. Table D.1 shows how teens handle fi nances.

The steps in development and implementation of an 

effective fi nancial plan are:

 • Evaluate your fi nancial health.

 • Set short-term and long-term fi nancial goals.

 • Create and adhere to a budget.

 • Manage credit wisely.

 • Develop a savings and investment plan.

 • Evaluate and purchase insurance.

 • Develop an estate plan.

 • Adjust your fi nancial plan to new circumstances.

Evaluate Your 
Financial Health
Just as businesses make use of fi nancial reports to track 

their performance, good personal fi nancial planning re-

quires that individuals keep track of their income and 

expenses and their overall fi nancial condition. Sev-

eral software packages are readily available to help 

track personal fi nances (for example, Quicken and 

Microsoft Money), but all that is really needed is a 

simple spreadsheet program. This appendix includes 

some simple worksheets that can be reproduced to 

provide a starting point for personal fi nancial plan-

ning. Comprehensive fi nancial planning sites are also 

available on the Internet. For example, http://money
.msn.com/ and www.smartmoney.com both provide 

information and tools to simplify this process.

While it is possible to track all kinds of informa-

tion over time, the two most critical elements of your 

fi nances are your personal net worth and your personal 

cash fl ow. The information necessary for these two 

measures is often required by lending institutions on 

loan applications, so keeping it up to date can save you 

time and effort later.

The Personal Balance Sheet
For businesses, net worth is usually defi ned as assets 

minus liabilities, and this is no different for individu-

als. Personal net worth is simply the total value of all 

TABLE D.1 Teens and Money

Learned about money from their parents 82%

Know how to balance a checkbook or check the 
accuracy of a bank statement

35%

Consider themselves to be “super savers” 77%

Know how to manage a credit card 35%

Get money from a job 67%

Get money from borrowing 28%

Have an ATM/debit card 42%

Would like to know more about money 
management

80%

Source: “2011 Teens & Money Survey Findings: Insights into Money Attitudes, 
Behaviors and Expectations of 16- to 18-Year-Olds,” Charles Schwab 
Foundation, www.aboutschwab.com/images/press/teensmoneyfactsheet.pdf 
(accessed June 16, 2014).

*This appendix was contributed by Dr. Vickie Bajtelsmit.
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personal assets less the total value of unpaid debts or 

liabilities. Although a business could not survive with a 

negative net worth since it would be technically insol-

vent, many students have negative net worth. As a stu-

dent, you probably are not yet earning enough to have 

accumulated signifi cant assets, such as a house or stock 

portfolio, but you are likely to have incurred various 

forms of debt, including student loans, car loans, and 

credit card debt.

At this stage in your life, negative net worth is not 

necessarily an indication of poor future fi nancial pros-

pects. Current investment in your “human capital” (ed-

ucation) is usually considered to have a resulting payoff 

in the form of better job opportunities and higher po-

tential lifetime income, so this “upside-down” balance 

sheet should not stay that way forever. Unfortunately, 

there are many people in the United States who have 

negative net worth much later in their lives. This can 

result from unforeseen circumstances, like divorce, 

illness, or disability, but the easy availability of credit 

in the last couple of decades has also been blamed for 

the heavy debt loads of many American families. The 

most recent recession, caused partially by excessive 

risk-taking, has resulted in many bankruptcies and 

housing foreclosures. No matter the immediate trigger, 

it is usually poor fi nancial planning—the failure to pre-

pare in advance for those unforeseen circumstances—

that makes the difference between those who fail and 

those who survive. It is interesting to note that we could 

say the exact same thing about business failures. Most 

are attributable to poor fi nancial planning. If your net 

worth is negative, you should defi nitely include debt 

reduction on your list of short-and/or long-term goals.

You can use Table D.2 to estimate your net worth. 

On the left-hand side of the balance sheet, you should 

record the value of assets, all the things you own that 

TABLE D.2 Personal Net Worth

Assets $ Liabilities $

Checking accounts _____ Credit cards balances (list) _____

Savings accounts _____ 1 __________ _____

Money market accounts _____ 2 __________ _____

Other short-term investment _____ 3 __________ _____

_____ Personal loans _____

Market value of investments 
(stocks, bonds, mutual funds) _____ Student loans _____

_____ Car loans _____

Value of retirement funds _____ Home mortgage balance _____

College savings plan _____ Home equity loans _____

Other savings plans _____ Other real estate loans _____

Market value of real estate _____ Alimony/child support owed _____

Cars _____ Taxes owed 
(above withholding)

_____

Home furnishings _____ Other investment loans _____

Jewelry/art/collectibles _____ Other liabilities/debts _____

Clothing/personal assets _____ _____

Other assets _____ _____

TOTAL ASSETS _____ TOTAL LIABILITIES _____

PERSONAL NET WORTH 5 TOTAL ASSETS 2 TOTAL LIABILITIES 5 $ _____
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have value. These include checking and savings ac-

count balances, investments, furniture, books, cloth-

ing, vehicles, houses, and the like. As with business 

balance sheets, assets are usually arranged from most 

liquid (easily convertible to cash) to least liquid. If you 

are a young student, it should not be surprising to fi nd 

that you have little, if anything, to put on this side of 

your balance sheet. You should note that balance sheets 

are sensitive to the point in time chosen for evaluation. 

For example, if you always get paid on the fi rst day 

of the month, your checking balance will be greatest 

at that point but will quickly be depleted as you pay 

for rent, food, and other needs. You may want to use 

your average daily balance in checking and savings ac-

counts as a more accurate refl ection of your fi nancial 

condition. The right-hand side of the balance sheet is 

for recording liabilities, amounts of money that you 

owe to others. These include bank loans, mortgages, 

credit card debt, and other personal loans and are usu-

ally listed in order of how soon they must be paid back 

to the lender.

The Cash Flow Statement
Businesses forecast and track their regular infl ows and 

outfl ows of cash with a cash budget and summarize an-

nual cash fl ows on the statement of cash fl ows. Simi-

larly, individuals should have a clear understanding of 

their fl ow of cash as they budget their expenditures and 

regularly check to be sure that they are sticking to their 

budget.

What is cash fl ow? Anytime you receive cash or 

pay cash (including payments with checks), the dol-

lar amount that is moving from one person to another 

is a cash fl ow. For students, the most likely cash in-

fl ows will be student loans, grants, and income from 

part-time jobs. Cash outfl ows will include rent, food, 

gas, car payments, books, tuition, and personal care ex-

penses. Although it may seem obvious that you need 

to have enough infl ows to cover the outfl ows, it is very 

common for people to estimate incorrectly and over-

spend. This may result in hefty bank overdraft charges 

or increasing debt as credit lines are used to make up 

the difference. Accurate forecasting of cash infl ows and 

outfl ows allows you to make arrangements to cover 

estimated shortfalls before they occur. For students, 

this can be particularly valuable when cash infl ows 

primarily occur at the beginning of the semester (for 

example, student loans) but outfl ows are spread over 

the semester.

How should you treat credit card purchases on your 

cash fl ow worksheet? Because credit purchases do not 

require payment of cash now, your cash fl ow statement 

should not refl ect the value of the purchase as an out-

fl ow until you pay the bill. Take for example the pur-

chase of a television set on credit. The $500 purchase 

will increase your assets and your liabilities by $500 

but will only result in a negative cash fl ow of a few dol-

lars per month, since payments on credit cards are cash 

outfl ows when they are made. If you always pay your 

credit card balances in full each month, the purchases 

are really the same thing as cash, and your balance 

sheet will never refl ect the debt. But if you purchase on 

credit and only pay minimum balances, you will be liv-

ing beyond your means, and your balance sheet will get 

more and more “upside down.” A further problem with 

using credit to purchase assets that decline in value is 

that the liability may still be there long after the asset 

you purchased has no value.

Table D.3 can be used to estimate your cash fl ow. 

The purpose of a cash fl ow worksheet for your fi nancial 

plan is to heighten your awareness of where the cash 

is going. Many people are surprised to fi nd that they 

are spending more than they make (by using too much 

credit) or that they have signifi cant “cash leakage”—

those little expenditures that add up to a lot without 

their even noticing. Examples include afternoon lattes 

or snacks, too many nights out at the local pub, eating 

lunch at the Student Center instead of packing a bag, 

and regularly paying for parking (or parking tickets) 

instead of biking or riding the bus to school. In many 

cases, plugging the little leaks can free up enough cash 

to make a signifi cant contribution toward achieving 

long-term savings goals.

Set Short-Term and 
Long-Term Financial Goals
Just as a business develops its vision and strategic plan, 

individuals should have a clear set of fi nancial goals. 

This component of your fi nancial plan is the road map 

that will lead you to achieving your short-term and 

long-term fi nancial goals.

Short-term goals are those that can be achieved in 

two years or less. They may include saving for particu-

lar short-term objectives, such as a new car, a down 

payment for a home, a vacation, or other major con-

sumer purchases. For many people, short-term fi nan-

cial goals should include tightening up on household 

spending patterns and reducing outstanding credit.
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TABLE D.3 Personal Cash Flow

Cash Infl ows Monthly Annual

Salary/wage income (gross) $ _____ $ _____

Interest/dividend income _____ _____

Other income (self-employment) _____ _____

Rental income (after expenses) _____ _____

Capital gains _____ _____

Other income _____ _____

Total income _____ _____

Cash Outfl ows Monthly Annual

Groceries $ _____ $ _____

Housing _____ _____

 Mortgage or rent _____ _____

 House repairs/expenses _____ _____

 Property taxes _____ _____

Utilities _____ _____

 Heating _____ _____

 Electric _____ _____

 Water and sewer _____ _____

 Cable/phone/satellite/Internet _____ _____

Car loan payments _____ _____

Car maintenance/gas _____ _____

Credit card payments _____ _____

Other loan payments _____ _____

Income and payroll taxes _____ _____

Other taxes _____ _____

Insurance _____ _____

 Life _____ _____

 Health _____ _____

 Auto _____ _____

 Disability _____ _____

 Other insurance _____ _____

Clothing _____ _____

Gifts _____ _____

(continued)
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Long-term goals are those that require substantial 

time to achieve. Nearly everyone should include retire-

ment planning as a long-term objective. Those who have 

or anticipate having children will probably consider col-

lege savings a priority. Protection of loved ones from 

the fi nancial hazards of your unexpected death, illness, 

or disability is also a long-term objective for many indi-

viduals. If you have a spouse or other dependents, having 

adequate insurance and an estate plan in place should be 

part of your long-term goals.

Create and Adhere to a Budget
Whereas the cash fl ow table you completed in the previ-

ous section tells you what you are doing with your money 

currently, a budget shows what you plan to do with it in 

the future. A budget can be for any period of time, but it 

is common to budget in monthly and/or annual intervals.

Developing a Budget
You can use the cash fl ow worksheet completed earlier 

to create a budget. Begin with the amount of income 

you have for the month. Enter your nondiscretionary 

Other consumables (TVs, etc.) _____ _____

Child care expenses _____ _____

Sports-related expenses _____ _____

Health club dues _____ _____

Uninsured medical expenses _____ _____

Education _____ _____

Vacations _____ _____

Entertainment _____ _____

Alimony/child support _____ _____

Charitable contributions _____ _____

Required pension contributions _____ _____

Magazine subscriptions/books _____ _____

Other payments/expenses _____ _____

Total Expenses $ _____ $ _____

NET PERSONAL CASH FLOW 5 TOTAL INCOME 2 TOTAL EXPENSES 5 $ _____

TABLE D.3 Personal Cash Flow (continued )

Do you know whether your expenses are going up or going down? 
Use a budget to track them.
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expenditures (that is, bills you must pay, such as  tuition, 

rent, and utilities) on the worksheet and determine the 

leftover amount. Next list your discretionary expendi-

tures, such as entertainment and cable TV, in order of 

importance. You can then work down your discretionary 

list until your remaining available cash fl ow is zero.

An important component of your budget is the 

amount that you allocate to savings. If you put a high 

priority on saving and you do not use credit to spend 

beyond your income each month, you will be able to 

accumulate wealth that can be used to meet your short-

term and long-term fi nancial goals. In the bestseller 

The Millionaire Next Door, authors Thomas J. Stanley 

and William D. Danko point out that most millionaires 

have achieved fi nancial success through hard work and 

thriftiness as opposed to luck or inheritance. You cannot 

achieve your fi nancial goals unless your budget process 

places a high priority on saving and investing.

Tracking Your Budgeting Success
Businesses regularly identify budget items and track 

their variance from budget forecasts. People who fol-

low a similar strategy in their personal fi nances are 

better able to meet their fi nancial goals as well. If cer-

tain budgeted expenses routinely turn out to be under 

or over your previous estimates, then it is important to 

either revise the budget estimate or develop a strategy 

for reducing that expense.

College students commonly have trouble adhering to 

their budget for food and entertainment expenses. A strat-

egy that works fairly well is to limit yourself to cash pay-

ments. At the beginning of the week, withdraw an amount 

from checking that will cover your weekly budgeted ex-

penses. For the rest of the week, leave your checkbook, 

ATM card, and debit and credit cards at home. When the 

cash is gone, don’t spend any more. While this is easier 

said than done, after a couple of weeks, you will learn 

to cut down on the cash leakage that inevitably occurs 

without careful cash management.

A debit card looks like a credit card but works like a 

check. For example, in the Netherlands almost no one 

writes a check, and everything is paid by debit card, 

which drafts directly from a checking account. You do 

not build up your credit rating when using a debit card. 

Figure D.1 indicates that the use of debit cards is grow-

ing rapidly in the United States. On the other hand, 

credit cards allow you to promise to pay for something 

at a later date by using preapproved lines of credit 

granted by a bank or fi nance company. Credit cards are 

easy to use and are accepted by most retailers today.

Manage Credit Wisely
One of the cornerstones of your fi nancial plan should 

be to keep credit usage to a minimum and to work at 

reducing outstanding debt. The use of credit for con-

sumer and home purchases is well entrenched in our 

culture and has arguably fueled our economy and en-

abled Americans to better their standard of living as 

compared to earlier generations. Nevertheless, credit 

abuse is a serious problem in this country, and the most 

recent economic downturn undoubtedly pushed many 

households over the edge into bankruptcy as a result.

To consider the pros and cons of credit usage, com-

pare the following two scenarios. In the fi rst case, Joel 

takes an 8 percent fi xed-rate mortgage to purchase a 

house to live in while he is a college student. The mort-

gage payment is comparable to alternative monthly 

rental costs, and his house appreciates 20 percent in 

value over the four years he is in college. At the end 

of college, Joel will be able to sell his house and reap 

the return, having invested only a small amount of his 

own cash. For example, if he made an initial 5 percent 

down payment on a $100,000 home that is now worth 

$120,000 four years later, he has earned $12,800 (after 

a 6 percent commission to the real estate agent) on an 
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FIGURE D.1 Number of Debit Card Transactions
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investment of $5,000. This amounts to a sizable return 

on investment of more than 250 percent over four years. 

This example is oversimplifi ed in that we did not take 

into account the principal that has been repaid over the 

four years, and we did not consider the mortgage pay-

ment costs or the tax deductibility of interest paid dur-

ing that time. However, the point is still clear; borrowing 

money to buy an asset that appreciates in value by more 

than the cost of the debt is a terrifi c way to invest.

In the second case, Nicole uses her credit card to 

pay for some of her college expenses. Instead of pay-

ing off the balance each month, Nicole makes only the 

minimum payment and incurs 16 percent interest costs. 

Over the course of several years of college, Nicole’s 

credit card debt is likely to amount to several thou-

sand dollars, typical of college graduates in the United 

States. The beer and pizza Nicole purchased have long 

ago been digested, yet the debt remains, and the pay-

ments continue. If Nicole continues making minimum 

payments, it will take many years to pay back that orig-

inal debt, and in the meantime the interest paid will far 

exceed the original amount borrowed. Credit card debt 

in the amount of $1,000 will usually require a mini-

mum payment of at least $15 per month. At this pay-

ment level, it will take 166 months (almost 14 years) to 

pay the debt in full, and the total interest paid will be 

more than $1,400!

So when is borrowing a good fi nancial strategy? A 

rule of thumb is that you should borrow only to buy 

assets that will appreciate in value or when your fi nanc-

ing charges are less than what you are earning on the 

cash that you would otherwise use to make the pur-

chase. This rule generally will limit your borrowing to 

home purchases and investments.

Use and Abuse of Credit Cards
Credit cards should be used only as a cash fl ow man-

agement tool. If you pay off your balance every month, 

you avoid fi nancing charges (assuming no annual fee), 

you have proof of expenditures, which may be neces-

sary for tax or business reasons, and you may be able 

to better match your cash infl ows and outfl ows over the 

course of the month. There are several aspects of credit 

cards that you should be familiar with.

 • Finance charges. Credit card companies make 

money by lending to you at a higher rate than it 

costs them to obtain fi nancing. Since many of their 

customers don’t pay back their debts in a timely 

fashion (default), they must charge enough to 

cover the risk of default as well. Interest is usually 

calculated on the average daily balance over the 

month, and payments are applied to old debts 

fi rst. Although there are “teaser” rates that may 

be less than 5 percent, most credit cards regularly 

charge 13 to 24 percent annual interest. The low 

introductory rates are subject to time limitations 

(often six months or less), and they revert to the 

higher rates if you don’t pay on time.

 • Annual fee. Many credit cards assess an annual fee 

that may be as low as $15 or as much as $100 per 

year. If you regularly carry a very low balance, this 

amounts to the equivalent of a very high additional 

interest charge. For example, a $50 annual fee is 

the equivalent of an additional 5 percent on your 

annual interest rate if your balance is $1,000. 

Because the cards with fees do not generally 

provide you with different services, it is best to 

choose no-annual-fee credit cards.

 • Credit line. The credit line is the maximum you are 

allowed to borrow. This may begin with a small 

amount for a new customer, perhaps as low as 

$300. As the customer shows the ability and intent 

to repay (by doing so in a timely fashion), the limit 

can increase to many thousands of dollars.

 • Grace period. The grace period for most credit 

cards is 25 days. This may amount to twice as 

long a period of free credit depending on when 

your purchase date falls in the billing cycle. For 

example, if you used your card on January 1 and 

your billing cycle goes from the 1st to the 31st, 

then the bill for January purchases will arrive the 

fi rst week in February and will be due on February 

25. If you pay it in full on the last possible day, you 

will have had 55 days of free credit. Keep in mind 

that the lender considers the bill paid when the 

check is received, not when it is mailed.

 • Fees and penalties. In addition to charging interest 

and annual fees, credit card companies charge extra 

for late payments and for going over the stated 

limit on the card. These fees have been on the rise 

in the past decade, and $25 or higher penalties are 

now fairly common.

 • ATM withdrawals. Most credit cards can be used 

to obtain cash from ATMs. Although this may be 

convenient, it contributes to your increasing credit 

card balance and may result in extra expenditures 

that you would otherwise have avoided. In 

addition, these withdrawals may have hidden 

costs. Withdrawing cash from a machine that is not 
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owned by your credit card lender will usually cause 

you to incur a fee of $1 or $1.50. The effective 

interest that this represents can be substantial if 

you are withdrawing small amounts of cash. A $1 

charge on a withdrawal of $50 is the equivalent of 

2 percent interest in addition to any interest you 

might pay to the credit card lender.

 • Perks. Most credit cards provide a number of 

additional services. These may include a limitation 

on your potential liability in the event your card is 

lost or stolen or trip insurance. Some cards promise 

“cash back” in the form of a small rebate based 

on dollar volume of credit purchases. Many credit 

card companies offer the opportunity to participate 

in airline mileage programs. The general rule of 

thumb is that none of these perks is worth the credit 

card interest that is charged. If, however, you use 

your credit card as a cash management tool only, 

paying off your balance every month, then these 

perks are truly free to you.

Student Loans
Student loans are fairly common in today’s environ-

ment of rising college tuition and costs. These loans 

can be a great deal, offering lower interest rates than 

other loans and terms that allow deferral of repay-

ment until graduation. Furthermore, the money is 

being borrowed to pay for an asset that is expected 

to increase in value—your human capital. Don’t un-

derestimate, however, the monthly payments that will 

be required upon graduation. Students today gradu-

ate with average student loan debt of approximately 

$33,000. This is the most debt to date that graduates 

are carrying after graduation, and it is double the 

amount graduates carried 20 years ago. It is likely 

that next year’s graduating class will have a higher 

average debt burden as the rate increases every year. 

The rate of student debt is increasing at a rate higher 

than infl ation.9 Table  D.4 shows the monthly pay-

ments required to repay the debt under various term 

Amount of Debt

Months to Pay Interest Rate $1,000 $2,500 $5,000 $10,000

12 15% $90.26 $225.65 $451.29 $902.58

18% $91.68 $229.20 $458.40 $916.80

21% $93.11 $232.78 $465.57 $931.14

24 15% $48.49 $121.22 $242.43 $484.87

18% $49.92 $124.81 $249.62 $499.24

21% $51.39 $128.46 $256.93 $513.86

36 15% $34.67 $ 86.66 $173.33 $346.65

18% $36.15 $ 90.38 $180.76 $361.52

21% $37.68 $ 94.19 $188.38 $376.75

48 15% $27.83 $ 69.58 $139.15 $278.31

18% $29.37 $ 73.44 $146.87 $293.75

21% $30.97 $ 77.41 $154.83 $309.66

60 15% $23.79 $ 59.47 $118.95 $237.90

18% $25.39 $ 63.48 $126.97 $253.93

21% $27.05 $ 67.63 $135.27 $270.53

72 15% $21.15 $ 52.86 $105.73 $211.45

18% $22.81 $ 57.02 $114.04 $228.08

21% $24.54 $ 61.34 $122.68 $245.36

TABLE D.4 How Much Will It Take to Pay That Debt?
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and interest scenarios. For larger outstanding debt 

amounts, new college graduates in entry-level posi-

tions fi nd that it is diffi cult to make the necessary pay-

ments without help.

Although the average student loan debt is $33,000, 

many students end up owing much more than that. 

In 2014, the amount of student loan debt among 

Americans reached $1.08 trillion, exceeding the 

amount of credit card debt they owe. Figure D.2 

shows how much the average debt per borrower has 

increased over the past 20 years.10 Both political par-

ties agree that something must be done to curb this 

debt,  although they appear split on how to do so. In 

2013, Congress passed the Bipartisan Student Loan 

Certainty Act, which bases the interest rate on fed-

eral student loans according to market rate fl uctua-

tions. The year in which the loan is borrowed will 

determine the interest rate for the life of the loan. 

For  example, the rate for the 2014–2015 school year 

is set at 4.66 percent. This will be the rate at which 

the loan generates interest until it is repaid.11 Also 

in 2014, President Obama signed an executive order 

mandating that repayments not exceed 10 percent of 

the  borrower’s monthly income.12 

Before borrowing for your education, check into 

federal student loans because they are less risky and 

less expensive than private loans. In order to see what 

kind of federal loans for which you qualify, fi ll out the 

Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). It 

is important to keep track of the details of your loans, 

and keep your loan servicer updated on any changes 

in your information to avoid expensive late fees. For 

a list of all your federal student loans, frequently 

visit the National Student Loan Data System at www.

nslds.ed.gov. Private loans can be accessed from your 

credit report, of which you can request a copy at 

www.annualcreditreport.com. 

It is also helpful to understand your repayment plan 

options. The most common are standard repayment and 

income-driven repayment. Standard repayment is when 

the same sum is paid every month, and while the pay-

ment may be high, you will pay off your loans more 

quickly and pay fewer interest payments. Income-

driven repayment bases your monthly payments on 

a percentage of income. They require annual income 

verifi cation and other paperwork, and interest charges 

are high. Visit the Department of Education at www.

studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans for information and 

calculators regarding the different repayment options. 

Those who work in government, nonprofi t, and other 

public service jobs may be eligible for student loan for-

giveness after 10 years of faithful repayments. Other 

programs offer forgiveness of debt for teachers, mili-

tary service members, or medical practitioners. More 

information can be found at www.studentloanborrow-

erassistance.org.13
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Develop a Savings 
and Investment Plan
The next step to achieving your fi nancial goals is to 

decide on a savings plan. A common recommendation 

of fi nancial planners is to “pay yourself fi rst.” What this 

means is that you begin the month by setting aside an 

amount of money for your savings and investments, 

as compared to waiting until the end of the month and 

seeing what’s left to save or invest. The budget is ex-

tremely important for deciding on a reasonable dollar 

amount to apply to this component of your fi nancial 

plan.

As students, you might think that you cannot pos-

sibly fi nd any extra dollars in your budget for saving, 

but, in fact, nearly everyone can stretch their budget a 

little. Some strategies for students might include taking 

public transportation several times a week and setting 

aside the gas or parking dollars you would have spent, 

buying regular coffees instead of Starbucks lattes, or 

eating at home one more night per week.

Understanding the Power of 
Compounded Returns
Even better, if you are a college student living on a 

typically small budget, you should be able to use this 

experience to help jump-start a viable savings program 

after graduation. If you currently live on $10,000 per 

year and your fi rst job pays $30,000, it should be easy 

to “pay yourself” $2,000 or more per year. Putting the 

current maximum of $3,000 in an individual retirement 

account (IRA) will give you some tax advantages and 

can result in substantial wealth accumulation over time. 

An investment of only $2,000 per year from age 22 to 

retirement at 67 at 6 percent return per year will result 

in $425,487 at the retirement date. An annual contri-

bution of $5,000 for 45 years will result in retirement 

wealth of about $1 million, not considering any addi-

tional tax benefi ts you might qualify for. If you invest 

that $5,000 per year for only 10 years and discon-

tinue your contributions, you will still have about half 

a million dollars at age 67. And that assumes only a 

6 percent return on investment!

What happens if you wait 10 years to start, begin-

ning your $5,000 annual savings at age 32? By age 

67, you will have only about a half million. Thirty-fi ve 

years of investing instead of 45 doesn’t sound like a 

big difference, but it cuts your retirement wealth in 

half. These examples illustrate an important point 

about long-term savings and wealth accumulation—

the earlier you start, the better off you will be.

The Link between Investment 
Choice and Savings Goals
Once you have decided how much you can save, your 

choice of investment should be guided by your fi nancial 

goals and the investment’s risk and return and whether 

it will be long term or short term.

In general, investments differ in risk and return. The 

types of risk that you should be aware of are:

 • Liquidity risk—How easy/costly is it to convert the 

investment to cash without loss of value?

 • Default risk—How likely are you to receive the 

promised cash fl ows?

 • Infl ation risk—Will changes in purchasing power 

of the dollar over time erode the value of future 

cash fl ows your investment will generate?

 • Price risk—How much might your investment 

fl uctuate in value in the short run and the long run?

In general, the riskier an investment, the higher the 

return it will generate to you. Therefore, even though 

individuals differ in their willingness to take risk, it is 

important to invest in assets that expose you to at least 

moderate risk so that you can accumulate suffi cient 

wealth to fund your long-term goals. To illustrate this 

more clearly, consider a $1 investment made in 1926. If 

this dollar had been invested in short-term Treasury bills, 

at the end of 2000 it would have grown to only $16.57. 

If the dollar had been invested in the S&P 500 index, 

which includes a diversifi ed mix of stocks, the invest-

ment would be worth $2,586 in 2000 and about the same 

value in 2008, almost 200 times more than an investment 

in Treasury bills. But this gain was not without risk. In 

some of those 70 years, the stock market lost money and 

your investment would have actually declined in value.

Short-Term versus Long-Term 
Investment
Given the differences in risk exposure across invest-

ments, your investment time horizon plays an impor-

tant role in choice of investment vehicle. For example, 

suppose you borrow $5,000 on a student loan today 

but the money will be needed to pay tuition six months 

from now. Because you cannot afford to lose any of this 

principal in the short run, your investment should be 

in a low-risk security such as a bank certifi cate of de-

posit. These types of accounts promise that the original 
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$5,000 principal plus promised interest will be avail-

able to you when your tuition is due. During the bull 

market of the 1990s, many students were tempted to 

take student loans and invest in the stock market in the 

hopes of doubling their money (although this undoubt-

edly violated their lender’s rules). However, in the re-

cent bear market, this strategy might have reduced the 

tuition funds by 20 percent or more.

In contrast to money that you are saving for near-

term goals, your retirement is likely to be many de-

cades away, so you can afford to take more risk for 

greater return. The average return on stocks over the 

past 25 years has been around 17 percent. In contrast, 

the average return on long-term corporate bonds, which 

offer regular payments of interest to investors, has been 

around 10 percent. Short-term, low-risk debt securities 

have averaged 7 percent but were lower in 2010. The 

differences in investment returns between these three 

categories is explainable based on the difference in risk 

imposed on the owners. Stock is the most risky. Corpo-

rate bonds with their regular payments of interest are 

less risky to you since you do not have to wait until 

you sell your investment to get some of your return on 

the investment. Because they are less risky, investors 

expect a lower percentage return.

Investment Choices
There are numerous possible investments, both do-

mestic and international. The diffi culty lies in deciding 

which ones are most appropriate for your needs and 

risk tolerance.

Savings Accounts and Certificates of 
Deposit. The easiest parking spot for your cash 

is in a savings account. Unfortunately, investments in 

these low-risk (FDIC-insured), low-return accounts 

will barely keep up with infl ation. If you have a need 

for liquidity but not necessarily immediate access to 

cash, a certifi cate of deposit wherein you promise to 

leave the money in the bank for six months or more will 

give you a slightly higher rate of return.

Bonds. Corporations regularly borrow money 

from investors and issue bonds, which are securities 

that contain the fi rm’s promise to pay regular interest 

and to repay principal at the end of the loan period, 

often 20 or more years in the future. These investments 

provide higher return to investors than short-term, 

 interest-bearing accounts, but they also expose inves-

tors to price volatility, liquidity, and default risk.

A second group of bonds are those offered by gov-

ernment entities, commonly referred to as municipal 

bonds. These are typically issued to fi nance govern-

ment projects, such as roads, airports, and bridges. Like 

corporate bonds, municipal bonds will pay interest on 

a regular basis, and the principal amount will be paid 

back to the investor at the end of a stated period of time, 

often 20 or more years. This type of bond has fewer in-

terested investors and therefore has more liquidity risk.

Stocks. A share of stock represents proportion-

ate ownership interest in a business. Stockholders are 

thus exposed to all the risks that impact the business 

environment—interest rates, competition from other 

fi rms, input and output price risk, and others. In return 

for being willing to bear this risk, shareholders may 

receive dividends and/or capital appreciation in the 

value of their share(s). In any given year, stocks may 

fare better or worse than other investments, but there 

is substantial evidence that for long holding periods 

(20-plus years) stocks tend to outperform other invest-

ment choices.

Mutual Funds. For the novice investor with a 

small amount of money to invest, the best choice is 

mutual funds. A mutual fund is a pool of funds from 

Want to buy a home someday? Lenders will look at how you have 
handled your past debts before loaning you money.
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many investors that is managed by professionals who 

allocate the pooled dollars among various investments 

that meet the requirements of the mutual fund inves-

tors. There are literally thousands of these funds from 

which to choose, and they differ in type of investment 

(bonds, stocks, real estate, etc.), management style (ac-

tive versus passive), and fee structure. Although even 

small investors have access to the market for individual 

securities, professional investors spend 100 percent of 

their time following the market and are likely to have 

more information at their disposal to aid in making buy 

and sell decisions.

Purchase of a Home. For many people, one 

of the best investments is the purchase of a home. With 

a small up-front investment (your down payment) and 

relatively low borrowing costs, modest appreciation in 

the home’s value can generate a large return on invest-

ment. This return benefi ts from the tax deductibility of 

home mortgage interest and capital gains tax relief at 

the point of sale. And to top it off, you have a place to 

live and thus save any additional rental costs you would 

incur if you invested your money elsewhere. There are 

many sources of information about home ownership 

for investors on the Internet. What type of home can 

you afford? What mortgage can you qualify for? How 

much difference does investment choice make?

Everyone needs to have a place to live, and two-

thirds of Americans own their own homes. Neverthe-

less, owning a home is not necessarily the best choice 

for everyone. The decision on when and how to buy a 

house and how much to spend must be made based on 

a careful examination of your ability to pay the mort-

gage and to cover the time and expense of maintenance 

and repair. A home is probably the largest purchase you 

will ever make in your life. It is also one of the best 

investments you can make. As in the example given 

earlier, the ability to buy with a small down payment 

and to deduct the cost of interest paid from your taxable 

income provides fi nancial benefi ts that are not available 

with any other investment type.

Few people could afford to buy homes at young ages 

if they were required to pay the full purchase price on 

their own. Instead, it is common for people to borrow 

most of the money from a fi nancial institution and pay 

it back over time. The process of buying a home can 

begin with your search for the perfect home or it can 

begin with a visit to your local lender, who can give 

you an estimate of the amount of mortgage for which 

you can qualify. Mortgage companies and banks have 

specifi c guidelines that help them determine your cred-

itworthiness. These include consideration of your abil-

ity and willingness to repay the loan in a timely fashion, 

as well as an estimate of the value of the house that will 

be the basis for the loan.

A mortgage is a special type of loan that commonly 

requires that you make a constant payment over time 

to repay the lender the original money you borrowed 

(principal) together with interest, the amount that the 

lender charges for your use of its money. In the event 

that you do not make timely payments, the lender has 

the right to sell your property to get its money back 

(a process called foreclosure).

Mortgage interest rates in the past decade have ranged 

from 5 to 10 percent per year, depending on the terms 

and creditworthiness of the borrower. There are many 

variations on mortgages, some that lock in an interest rate 

for the full term of the loan, often 30 years, and others 

that allow the rate to vary with market rates of interest. 

In low-interest-rate economic circumstances, it makes 

sense to lock in the mortgage at favorable low rates.

Several measures are commonly applied to assess 

your ability to repay the loan. In addition to requiring 

some work history, most lenders will apply two ratio 

tests. First, the ratio of your total mortgage payment 

(including principal, interest, property taxes, and home-

owners insurance) to your gross monthly income can be 

no more than a prespecifi ed percentage that varies from 

lender to lender but is rarely greater than 28 percent. 

Second, the ratio of your credit payments (including 

credit cards, car loan or lease payments, and mortgage 

payment) to your gross monthly income is limited to no 

more than 36 percent. More restrictive lenders will have 

lower limits on both of these ratios.

Lenders also consider your willingness to repay the 

loan by looking at how you have managed debt obli-

gations in the past. The primary source of information 

will be a credit report provided by one of the large 

credit reporting agencies. Late payments and defaulted 

loans will appear on that report and may result in de-

nial of the mortgage loan. Most lenders, however, will 

overlook previously poor credit if more recent credit 

management shows a change in behavior. This can be 

helpful to college students who had trouble paying bills 

before they were gainfully employed.

The value of the home is important to the lender since 

it is the collateral for the loan; that is, in the event that 

you default on the loan (don’t pay), the lender has the 
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right to take the home in payment of the loan. To ensure 

that they are adequately covered, lenders will rarely lend 

more than 95 percent of the appraised value of the home. 

If you borrow more than 80 percent of the value, you 

will usually be required to pay a mortgage insurance pre-

mium with your regular payments. This will effectively 

increase the fi nancing costs by ½ percent per year.

To illustrate the process of buying a home and 

qualifying for a mortgage, consider the following ex-

ample. Jennifer graduated from college two years ago 

and has saved $7,000. She intends to use some of her 

savings as a down payment on a home. Her current 

salary is $36,000. She has a car payment of $250 per 

month and credit card debt that requires a minimum 

monthly payment of $100 per month. Suppose that 

Jennifer has found her dream home, which has a price 

of $105,000. She intends to make a down payment of 

$5,000 and borrow the rest. Can she qualify for the 

$100,000 loan at a rate of 7 percent?

Using Table D.5, her payment of principal and in-

terest on a loan of $100,000 at 7 percent annual interest 

will be $665. With an additional $150 per month for 

property taxes and insurance (which may vary substan-

tially in different areas of the country), her total pay-

ment will be $815. Since her gross monthly income 

is $3,000, the ratio of her payment to her income is 

27 percent. Unless her lender has fairly strict rules, 

this should be acceptable. Her ratio of total payments 

to income will be ($815  1  $250  1  $150)/$3,000  5 

40.5 percent.  Unfortunately, Jennifer will not be 

able to qualify for this loan in her current fi nancial 

circumstances.

So what can she do? The simplest solution is to use 

some of her remaining savings to pay off her credit card 

debt. By doing this, her debt ratio will drop to 35.5 per-

cent and she will be accomplishing another element of 

good fi nancial planning—reducing credit card debt and 

investing in assets that increase in value.

Planning for a Comfortable 
Retirement
Although it may seem like it’s too early to start think-

ing about retirement when you are still in college, this 

is actually the best time to do so. In the investment sec-

tion of this Appendix, you learned about the power of 

compound interest over long periods of time. The ear-

lier you start saving for long-term goals, the easier it 

will be to achieve them.

How Much to Save. There is no “magic num-

ber” that will tell you how much to save. You must de-

termine, based on budgeted income and expenses, what 

amount is realistic to set aside for this important goal. 

Several factors should help to guide this decision:

 • Contributions to qualifi ed retirement plans can be 

made before tax. This allows you to defer the payment 

of taxes until you retire many years from now.

 • Earnings on retirement plan assets are tax deferred. 

If you have money in nonretirement vehicles, you 

will have to pay state and federal taxes on your 

earnings, which will signifi cantly reduce your 

ending accumulation.

 • If you need the money at some time before you 

reach age 59½, you will be subject to a withdrawal 

penalty of 10 percent, and the distribution will also 

be subject to taxes at the time of withdrawal.

In planning for your retirement needs, keep in 

mind that infl ation will erode the purchasing power 

of your money. You should consider your ability to 

replace preretirement income as a measure of your 

success in retirement preparation. You can use the 

Social Security Administration website (www.ssa
.gov) to estimate your future benefi ts from that pro-

gram. In addition, most fi nancial websites provide 

calculators to aid you in forecasting the future accumu-

lations of your savings.

TABLE D.5 Calculating Monthly Mortgage Payments 

(30 year loan, principal and interest only)

Amount Borrowed

Annual 
Interest % $75,000 $100,000 $125,000 $150,000

 6.0 $450 $600 $  749 $  899

 6.5 $474 $632 $  790 $  948

 7.0 $499 $665 $  832 $  998

 7.5 $524 $699 $  874 $1,049

 8.0 $550 $734 $  917 $1,101

 8.5 $577 $769 $  961 $1,153

 9.0 $603 $805 $1,006 $1,207

 9.5 $631 $841 $1,051 $1,261

10.0 $658 $878 $1,097 $1,316
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Employer Retirement Plans. Many em-

ployers offer retirement plans as part of their employee 

benefi ts package. Defi ned benefi t plans promise a 

specifi c benefi t at retirement (for example, 60 per-

cent of fi nal salary). More commonly, fi rms offer de-
fi ned  contribution plans, where they promise to put 

a  certain amount of money into the plan in your name 

every pay period. The plan may also allow you to make 

additional contributions or the employer may base its 

contribution on your contribution (for example, by 

matching the fi rst 3 percent of salary that you put in). 

Employers also may make it possible for their employ-

ees to contribute additional amounts toward retirement 

on a tax-deferred basis. Many plans now allow employ-

ees to specify the investment allocation of their plan 

contributions and to shift account balances  between 

different investment choices.

Some simple rules to follow with respect to em-

ployer plans include the following:

 • If your employer offers you the opportunity 

to participate in a retirement plan, you should 

do so.

 • If your employer offers to match your 

contributions, you should contribute as much as is 

necessary to get the maximum match, if you can 

afford to. Every dollar that the employer matches is 

like getting a 100 percent return on your investment 

in the fi rst year.

 • If your plan allows you to select your investment 

allocation, do not be too conservative in your 

choices if you still have many years until 

retirement.

Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs). 
Even if you do not have an employer-sponsored 

plan, you can contribute to retirement through an indi-

vidual retirement account (IRA). There are two types of 

IRAs with distinctively different characteristics (which 

are summarized in Table D.6). Although previously sub-

ject to a $2,000 maximum annual contribution limit, tax 

reform in 2001 increased that limit gradually to $5,000 

by 2008. The critical difference between Roth IRAs 

and traditional IRAs is the taxation of contributions and 

withdrawals. Roth IRA contributions are taxable, but the 

withdrawals are tax-free. Traditional IRAs are deduct-

ible, but the withdrawals are taxable. Both types impose 

a penalty of 10 percent for withdrawal before the quali-

fi ed retirement age of 59½, subject to a few exceptions.

Social Security. Social Security is a public pen-

sion plan sponsored by the federal government and paid 

for by payroll taxes equally split between employers 

and employees. In addition to funding the retirement 

portion of the plan, Social Security payroll taxes pay 

for Medicare insurance (an old-age health program), 

disability insurance, and survivors benefi ts for the fam-

ilies of those who die prematurely.

The aging of the U.S. population has created a prob-

lem for funding the current Social Security system. 

Whereas it has traditionally been a pay-as-you-go pro-

gram, with current payroll taxes going out to pay cur-

rent retiree benefi ts, the impending retirement of baby 

boomers is forecast to bankrupt the system early in this 

century if changes are not made in a timely fashion. 

To understand the problem, consider that when Social 

Security began, there were 17 workers for each retiree 

receiving benefi ts. There are currently fewer than four 

workers per benefi ciary. After the baby boom retire-

ment, there will be only two workers to pay for each 

retiree. Obviously, that equation cannot work.

Does that mean that Social Security will not be 

around when you retire? Contrary to popular belief, it 

is unlikely that this will happen. There are simply too 

many voters relying on the future of Social Security for 

Congress to ever take such a drastic action. Instead, it 

is likely that the current system will be revised to help 

TABLE D.6 Comparing Individual Retirement Account 

Options

Roth IRA Traditional 
IRA

2008–2010 allowable contribution $5,000 $5,000

Contributions deductible from 
current taxable income

No Yes

Current tax on annual investment 
earnings

No No

Tax due on withdrawal in 
retirement

No Yes

10% penalty for withdrawal before 
age 59½

Yes Yes

Mandatory distribution before 
age 70½

No Yes

Tax-free withdrawals allowed for 
fi rst-time homebuyers

Yes No
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it balance. Prior to the heavy declines in the stock mar-

ket in 2008–2009 there was some general support for a 

plan that would divert some of the current payroll taxes 

to fund individual retirement accounts that could be in-

vested in market assets. In addition, it seems likely that 

the retirement age will increase gradually to age 67. 

Other possible changes are to increase payroll taxes or 

to limit benefi ts payable to wealthier individuals. The 

proposed solutions are all complicated by the necessity 

of providing a transition program for those who are too 

old to save signifi cant additional amounts toward their 

retirement. Figure D.3 indicates that most people are 

concerned about receiving fewer Social Security ben-

efi ts when they retire.

Evaluate and Purchase Insurance
The next step in personal fi nancial planning is the evalu-

ation and purchase of insurance. Insurance policies 

are contracts between you and an insurance company 

wherein the insurer promises to pay you money in the 

event that a particular event occurs. Insurance is impor-

tant, not only to protect your own assets from claims 

but also to protect your loved ones and dependents. The 

most common types of insurance for individuals are 

identifi ed and briefl y described below.

Automobile Insurance
In most states, drivers are required by law to carry a 

minimum amount of auto liability insurance. In the 

event that you are in a car accident, this coverage prom-

ises to pay claims against you for injuries to persons 

or property, up to a maximum per person and per acci-

dent. The basic liability policy will also cover your own 

medical costs. If you want to insure against damage to 

your own vehicle, you must purchase an additional type 

of coverage called auto physical damage insurance. 
If you have a car loan, the lender will require that you 

carry this type of insurance, since the value of the car 

is the collateral for that loan and the lender wants to be 

sure that you can afford to fi x any damage to the vehi-

cle following an accident. The minimum limits in most 

states are too low to cover typical claim levels. Good 

fi nancial planning requires that you pay for insurance 

coverage with much higher limits.

Auto physical damage insurance coverage is always 

subject to a deductible. A deductible is an amount that 

you must pay before the insurance company will pay. 

To illustrate this, suppose your policy has a $250 de-

ductible. You back into your garage door and damage 

your bumper, which will cost $750 to fi x. The insurer 

will only pay $500, because you are responsible for the 

Very

8%

24%

33%

35%

Somewhat

Not too confident

Not at all confident

Source: Ruth Helman, Nevin Adams, and Jack VanDerhei, “The 2014 Retirement Confi dence Survey: Confi dence Rebounds—for Those with 
Retirement Plans,” March 2014, No. 397 (Washington, D.C.: Employee Benefi t Research Institute, 2014). 

FIGURE D.3 Confi dence in Social Security for Those with Retirement Plans
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fi rst $250. Once you receive the check from the insurer, 

you are free to try to get it fi xed for less than the full 

$750.

Homeowners/Renters Insurance
Homeowners insurance provides coverage for liabil-

ity and property damage in your home. For example, 

if someone slips and falls on your front steps and sues 

you for medical expenses, this insurance policy will pay 

the claim (or defend you against the claim if the insurer 

thinks it is not justifi ed). If your house and/or property 

are damaged in a fi re, the insurance will pay for lost 

property and the costs of repair. It is a good idea to pay 

extra for replacement cost insurance, since otherwise 

the insurance company is only obligated to pay you the 

depreciated value, which won’t be enough to replace 

your belongings.

Renters insurance is similar to homeowners in that 

it covers you for liability on your premises (for example, 

if your dog bites someone) and for damage to your per-

sonal property. Because you do not own the house, your 

landlord needs to carry separate insurance for his build-

ing. This insurance is very cheap and is well worth the 

cost, since your landlord’s insurance will not pay any-

thing to you in the event that the house burns down and 

you lose all your belongings.

Life Insurance
As compared to other types of insurance, the primary 

purpose of life insurance is to provide protection for 

others. Life insurance pays a benefi t to your desig-

nated benefi ciary (usually your spouse or other family 

members) in the event that you die during the cover-

age period. Life insurance premiums will depend on 

the face amount of the policy, your age and health, 

your habits (smoker versus nonsmoker), and the type 

of policy (whether it includes an investment component 

in addition to the death benefi t).

The simplest type of life insurance is term 
insurance. This policy is usually for one year and the 

insurer promises to pay your designated benefi ciary 

only the face amount of the policy in the event that you 

die during the year of coverage. Because the probabil-

ity of dying at a young age is very small, the cost of 

providing this promise to people in their 20s and 30s 

is very inexpensive, and premiums are fairly low. Term 

insurance becomes more expensive at older ages, since 

the probability of dying is much higher and insurers 

must charge more.

Other types of life insurance usually fall into a cat-

egory often called permanent insurance, because they 

are designed to provide you with insurance protection 

over your lifetime. To provide lifetime coverage at a rea-

sonable cost, premiums will include an investment com-

ponent. While there are many variations, typically in the 

early years of the policy you are paying a lot more than 

the actual cost of providing the death protection. The 

insurer takes that extra cost and invests it so that when 

you are older, the company has suffi cient funds to cover 

your death risk. The primary difference between differ-

ent types of permanent insurance is the way that they 

treat the investment component. Some policies allow the 

buyer to direct the investment choice and others do not.

Health Insurance
Health insurance pays the cost of covered medical ex-

penses during the policy period, which is usually six 

months or one year. Most health insurance is provided 

under group policies through employers, but it is pos-

sible to purchase an individual policy. Because those 

who want to buy individual insurance are likely to be 

people who anticipate medical expenses, individual 

policies can be very expensive and are usually subject 

to exclusions, high coinsurance (the percentage of each 

dollar of expenses that you must pay out of pocket), 

and deductibles (the amount you must pay in full be-

fore the insurance pays).

From a fi nancial-planning perspective, the type of 

health coverage that is most important is that which 

will protect you and your family from unexpected large 

medical costs. The usual checkups, shots, and prescrip-

tion drugs are all budgetable expenses and need not be 

insured. At a minimum, you should have a policy that 

covers hospitalization and care for major disease or in-

jury. This can be accomplished at relatively low cost by 

contracting for a large deductible (e.g., you pay the fi rst 

$1,000 of costs per year).

The two main types of health insurance plans are 

fee-for-service and managed care. In a fee-for-service 

arrangement, the insurer simply pays for whatever cov-

ered medical costs you incur, subject to the deductible 

and coinsurance. Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans are 

the best known of this type. Managed care includes 

health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and pre-

ferred provider organizations (PPOs). In these health 

insurance arrangements, your health insurer pays all 

your costs (subject sometimes to small co-pays for of-

fi ce visits), but the care you receive is determined by 
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your physician, who has contracted with the health in-

surer and has incentives to control overall costs. You 

are often limited in your choice of physician and your 

ability to seek specialist care under these plans.

Major changes in health insurance began to occur 

after the 2010 passage of the Patient Protection and 

Affordable Care Act. According to the law, individuals 

who are self-employed or who do not receive health in-

surance through their businesses can pay for insurance 

through state-based exchanges. Exchanges will also be 

created for small businesses to purchase health cover-

age, along with tax breaks for this purpose. All individ-

uals who do not have insurance from their employers 

must pay for their own insurance or face penalties, but 

low-income people who cannot afford to pay can re-

ceive government subsidies. Employers with more than 

50 employees must also pay for health care coverage. 

The purpose of this legislation is to provide health insur-

ance for the more than 32 million Americans who were 

uninsured. The act also puts limits on insurers. For in-

stance, insurers can no longer deny coverage or benefi ts 

based on a preexisting condition. The Patient Protection 

and Affordable Care Act will have a wide-ranging im-

pact on the health care industry, including how much 

you will pay for future health care insurance.14

Disability Insurance
One of the most overlooked types of insurance is 

disability insurance, which pays replacement income 

to you in the event you are disabled under the defi nition 

in your policy. One in three people will be disabled for 

a period of three months or more during their lifetime, 

so disability insurance should be a component of the 

fi nancial plan for anyone without suffi cient fi nancial 

resources to weather a period of loss of income.

Develop an Estate Plan
As with retirement planning, it is diffi cult to think about 

estate planning when you are young. In fact, you prob-

ably don’t need to think much about it yet. If you have 

no dependents, there is little point in doing so. How-

ever, if you are married or have other dependents, you 

should include this as a necessary part of your fi nancial 

plan. The essential components of an estate plan are

 • Your will, including a plan for guardianship of your 

children.

 • Minimization of taxes on your estate.

 • Protection of estate assets.

Estate planning is a complicated subject that is 

mired in legal issues. As such, appropriate design and 

implementation of an estate plan requires the assistance 

of a qualifi ed professional.

The Importance of Having a Will
There are several circumstances that necessitate having 

a will. If you have a spouse and/or dependent children, 

if you have substantial assets, or if you have specifi c 

assets that you would like to give to certain individu-

als in the event of your death, you should have a will. 

On the other hand, if you are single with no assets or 

obligations (like many students), a will is probably not 

necessary—yet.

Having a valid will makes the estate settlement sim-

pler for your spouse. If your children are left parent-

less, will provisions specify who will take guardianship 

of the children and direct funds for their support. You 

might also like to include a living will, which gives 

your family directions for whether to keep you on life 

support in the event that an illness or injury makes it 

unlikely for you to survive without extraordinary in-

terventions. Lastly, you may want to make a will so 

that you can give your iPad to your college roommate 

or Grandma’s china to your daughter. Absent such 

Medical costs can be astronomical. Part of keeping your fi nances in 
order is making sure you have health insurance. 
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Gender Differences Create Special Financial Planning Concerns

Although most people would agree that there are some essential differences between men and women, it is not as clear why their 
fi nancial planning needs should be different. After all, people of both sexes need to invest for future fi nancial goals like college 
educations for their children and retirement income for themselves. In the past few years, professionals have written articles 
considering this subject. The results are both controversial and eye-opening.

•  Even though 75 percent of women in the United States are working, they still have greater responsibility for household chores, 
child care, and care of aging parents than their husbands. This leaves less time for household fi nances.

•  Women still earn much less than men, on average.

•  Women are much less likely to have a pension sponsored through their employer. Only one-third of all working women have one 
at their current employer.

•  Women are more conservative investors than men. Although there is evidence that women are gradually getting smart about 
taking a little more risk in their portfolios, on average they allocate half as much as men do to stocks.

•  Most women will someday be on their own, either divorced or widowed.

Because women live an average of fi ve years longer than men, they actually need to have saved more to provide a comparable 
retirement income. The combined impact of these research fi ndings makes it diffi cult but not impossible for women to save 
adequately for retirement. Much of the problem lies in education. Women need to be better informed about investing in order to 
make choices early in life that will pay off in the end. If they don’t take the time to become informed about their fi nances or can’t 
due to other obligations, in the end they will join the ranks of many women over age 65 who are living in poverty. But when women 
earn less, they don’t have access to an employer pension, and they invest too conservatively, it is no surprise that women have so 
little wealth accumulation.

In her book, The Busy Woman’s Guide to Financial Freedom, Dr. Vickie Bajtelsmit, an associate professor at Colorado State University, 
provides a road map for women who are interested in taking charge of their fi nancial future. With simple-to-follow instructions for 
all aspects of fi nancial planning, from investing to insurance to home buying, the book provides information for women to get on the 
right fi nancial track.
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provisions, relatives and friends have been known to 

take whatever they want without regard to your specifi c 

desires.

Avoiding Estate Taxes
As students, it will likely be many years before you 

will have accumulated a large enough estate (all your 

“worldly possessions”) to have to worry about estate 

taxes. Although federal tax law changes eliminated the 

estate tax in 2010, the tax was reinstated and raised to 

35 percent in 2011. Today, the estate tax is at a maxi-

mum of 40 percent of assets upon death, with talks to 

raise it as high as 45 percent.15 This is an area of law 

that frequently changes. Because no one can predict the 

date of his or her death, this implies that estate tax plan-

ning should be done assuming the worst-case scenario. 

Current estate taxes can take a big bite out of your fam-

ily’s inheritance for wealthy taxpayers. Thus, much of 

estate planning is actually tax-avoidance planning. Pro-

fessionals can help set up trust arrangements that allow 

all or part of your estate to pass to your heirs without 

incurring taxes.

Adjust Your Financial Plan 
to New Circumstances
Finally, to ensure the success of your overall fi nancial 

plan, it is vital that you evaluate it on a periodic basis 

and adjust it to accommodate changes in your life, such 

as marriage, children, or the addition or deletion of a 

second income from your spouse. You may be preparing 

income tax returns now, but as your income increases, 

you may have to make a decision about professional as-

sistance. Figure D.4 indicates that most people prepare 

their own taxes, but many taxpayers use a professional 

service. Your plan also must be adjusted as your fi nancial 

goals change (for example, desires to own a home, make 

a large purchase, or retire at an early age). Whatever your 

goals may be, the information and worksheets provided 

here will help with your personal fi nancial planning.
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A
absolute advantage a monopoly that exists when a 

country is the only source of an item, the only producer of 

an item, or the most effi cient producer of an item.

accountability the principle that employees who accept 

an assignment and the authority to carry it out are answerable 

to a superior for the outcome.

accounting the recording, measurement, and interpretation 

of fi nancial information.

accounting cycle the four-step procedure of an accounting 

system: examining source documents, recording transactions 

in an accounting journal, posting recorded transactions, and 

preparing fi nancial statements.

accounting equation assets equal liabilities plus owners’ 

equity.

accounts payable the amount a company owes to 

suppliers for goods and services purchased with credit.

accounts receivable money owed a company by its 

clients or customers who have promised to pay for the 

products at a later date.

accrued expenses all unpaid fi nancial obligations incurred 

by an organization.

acquisition the purchase of one company by another, 

usually by buying its stock.

administrative managers those who manage an entire 

business or a major segment of a business; they are not 

specialists but coordinate the activities of specialized 

managers.

advertising a paid form of nonpersonal communication 

transmitted through a mass medium, such as television 

commercials or magazine advertisements.

advertising campaign designing a series of advertisements 

and placing them in various media to reach a particular target 

market.

affi rmative action programs legally mandated plans 

that try to increase job opportunities for minority groups 

by analyzing the current pool of workers, identifying areas 

where women and minorities are underrepresented, and 

establishing specifi c hiring and promotion goals, with target 

dates, for addressing the discrepancy.

agenda a calendar, containing both specifi c and vague 

items, that covers short-term goals and long-term objectives.

analytical skills the ability to identify relevant issues, 

recognize their importance, understand the relationships 

between them, and perceive the underlying causes of a 

situation.

annual report summary of a fi rm’s fi nancial information, 

products, and growth plans for owners and potential investors.

arbitration settlement of a labor/management dispute by a 

third party whose solution is legally binding and enforceable.

articles of partnership legal documents that set forth 

the basic agreement between partners.

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) an 

international trade alliance that promotes open trade and 

economic and technical cooperation among member 

nations.

asset utilization ratios ratios that measure how well a 

fi rm uses its assets to generate each $1 of sales.

assets a fi rm’s economic resources, or items of value that 

it owns, such as cash, inventory, land, equipment, buildings, 

and other tangible and intangible things.

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) A 

trade alliance that promotes trade and economic integration 

among member nations in Southeast Asia.

attitude knowledge and positive or negative feelings about 

something.

automated clearinghouses (ACHs) a system that 

permits payments such as deposits or withdrawals to be 

made to and from a bank account by magnetic computer 

tape.

automated teller machine (ATM) the most familiar 

form of electronic banking, which dispenses cash, accepts 

deposits, and allows balance inquiries and cash transfers 

from one account to another.

B
balance of payments the difference between the fl ow of 

money into and out of a country.

balance of trade the difference in value between a 

nation’s exports and its imports.

balance sheet a “snapshot” of an organization’s fi nancial 

position at a given moment.

behavior modifi cation changing behavior and encouraging 

appropriate actions by relating the consequences of behavior 

to the behavior itself.

benefi ts nonfi nancial forms of compensation provided to 

employees, such as pension plans, health insurance, paid 

vacation and holidays, and the like.
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blogs web-based journals in which writers can editorialize 

and interact with other Internet users.

board of directors a group of individuals, elected by 

the stockholders to oversee the general operation of the 

corporation, who set the corporation’s long-range objectives.

bonds debt instruments that larger companies sell to raise 

long-term funds.

bonuses monetary rewards offered by companies for 

exceptional performance as incentives to further increase 

productivity.

boycott an attempt to keep people from purchasing the 

products of a company.

branding the process of naming and identifying products.

bribes payments, gifts, or special favors intended to 

infl uence the outcome of a decision.

brokerage fi rms fi rms that buy and sell stocks, bonds, 

and other securities for their customers and provide other 

fi nancial services.

budget an internal fi nancial plan that forecasts expenses 

and income over a set period of time.

budget defi cit the condition in which a nation spends 

more than it takes in from taxes.

business individuals or organizations who try to earn a 

profi t by providing products that satisfy people’s needs.

business ethics principles and standards that determine 

acceptable conduct in business.

business plan a precise statement of the rationale for 

a business and a step-by-step explanation of how it will 

achieve its goals.

business products products that are used directly or 

indirectly in the operation or manufacturing processes of 

businesses.

buying behavior the decision processes and actions of 

people who purchase and use products.

C
capacity the maximum load that an organizational unit 

can carry or operate.

capital budgeting the process of analyzing the needs of 

the business and selecting the assets that will maximize its 

value.

capitalism (free enterprise) an economic system in 

which individuals own and operate the majority of businesses 

that provide goods and services.

cartel a group of fi rms or nations that agrees to act as a 

monopoly and not compete with each other, in order to 

generate a competitive advantage in world markets.

cash fl ow the movement of money through an organization 

over a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis.

centralized organization a structure in which authority 

is concentrated at the top, and very little decision-making 

authority is delegated to lower levels.

certifi cates of deposit (CDs) savings accounts that 

guarantee a depositor a set interest rate over a specifi ed 

interval as long as the funds are not withdrawn before the 

end of the period—six months or one year, for example.

certifi ed management accountants (CMAs) private 

accountants who, after rigorous examination, are certifi ed 

by the National Association of Accountants and who have 

some managerial responsibility.

certifi ed public accountant (CPA) an individual who 

has been state certifi ed to provide accounting services 

ranging from the preparation of fi nancial records and the 

fi ling of tax returns to complex audits of corporate fi nancial 

records.

checking account money stored in an account at a bank 

or other fi nancial institution that can be withdrawn without 

advance notice; also called a demand deposit.

classical theory of motivation theory suggesting that 

money is the sole motivator for workers.

codes of ethics formalized rules and standards that 

describe what a company expects of its employees.

collective bargaining the negotiation process through 

which management and unions reach an agreement about 

compensation, working hours, and working conditions for 

the bargaining unit.

commercial banks the largest and oldest of all fi nancial 

institutions, relying mainly on checking and savings accounts 

as sources of funds for loans to businesses and individuals.

commercial certifi cates of deposit (CDs) certifi cates 

of deposit issued by commercial banks and brokerage 

companies, available in minimum amounts of $100,000, 

which may be traded prior to maturity.

commercial paper a written promise from one company 

to another to pay a specifi c amount of money.

commercialization the full introduction of a complete 

marketing strategy and the launch of the product for 

commercial success.

commission an incentive system that pays a fi xed amount 

or a percentage of the employee’s sales.
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commitee a permanent, formal group that performs a 

specifi c task.

common stock stock whose owners have voting rights 

in the corporation, yet do not receive preferential treatment 

regarding dividends.

communism fi rst described by Karl Marx as a society 

in which the people, without regard to class, own all the 

nation’s resources.

comparative advantage the basis of most international 

trade, when a country specializes in products that it can 

supply more effi ciently or at a lower cost than it can produce 

other items.

competition the rivalry among businesses for consumers’ 

dollars.

compressed workweek a four-day (or shorter) period 

during which an employee works 40 hours.

computer-assisted design (CAD) the design of components, 

products, and processes on computers instead of on paper.

computer-assisted manufacturing (CAM) manufacturing 

that employs specialized computer systems to actually guide 

and control the transformation processes.

computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) a complete 

system that designs products, manages machines and materials, 

and controls the operations function.

concentration approach a market segmentation approach 

whereby a company develops one marketing strategy for a 

single market segment.

conceptual skills the ability to think in abstract terms 

and to see how parts fi t together to form the whole.

conciliation a method of outside resolution of labor and 

management differences in which a third party is brought in 

to keep the two sides talking.

consumer products products intended for household or 

family use.

consumerism the activities that independent individuals, 

groups, and organizations undertake to protect their rights 

as consumers.

continuous manufacturing organizations companies 

that use continuously running assembly lines, creating 

products with many similar characteristics.

contract manufacturing the hiring of a foreign company 

to produce a specifi ed volume of the initiating company’s 

product to specifi cation; the fi nal product carries the 

domestic fi rm’s name.

controlling the process of evaluating and correcting 

activities to keep the organization on course.

cooperative (co-op) an organization composed of individuals 

or small businesses that have banded together to reap the 

benefi ts of belonging to a larger organization.

corporate charter a legal document that the state issues 

to a company based on information the company provides in 

the articles of incorporation.

corporate citizenship the extent to which businesses 

meet the legal, ethical, economic, and voluntary 

responsibilities placed on them by their stakeholders.

corporation a legal entity, created by the state, whose 

assets and liabilities are separate from its owners.

cost of goods sold the amount of money a fi rm spent 

to buy or produce the products it sold during the period to 

which the income statement applies.

countertrade agreements foreign trade agreements that 

involve bartering products for other products instead of for 

currency.

credit cards means of access to preapproved lines of 

credit granted by a bank or fi nance company.

credit controls the authority to establish and enforce 

credit rules for fi nancial institutions and some private 

investors.

credit union a fi nancial institution owned and controlled 

by its depositors, who usually have a common employer, 

profession, trade group, or religion.

crisis management (contingency planning) an 

element in planning that deals with potential disasters such 

as product tampering, oil spills, fi re, earthquake, computer 

virus, or airplane crash.

culture the integrated, accepted pattern of human behavior, 

including thought, speech, beliefs, actions, and artifacts.

current assets assets that are used or converted into cash 

within the course of a calendar year.

current liabilities a fi rm’s fi nancial obligations to short-

term creditors, which must be repaid within one year.

current ratio current assets divided by current liabilities.

customer departmentalization the arrangement of 

jobs around the needs of various types of customers.

customization making products to meet a particular 

customer’s needs or wants.
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D
debit card a card that looks like a credit card but 

works like a check; using it results in a direct, immediate, 

electronic payment from the cardholder’s checking account 

to a merchant or third party.

debt to total assets ratio a ratio indicating how much of 

the fi rm is fi nanced by debt and how much by owners’ equity.

debt utilization ratios ratios that measure how much 

debt an organization is using relative to other sources of 

capital, such as owners’ equity.

decentralized organization an organization in which 

decision-making authority is delegated as far down the chain 

of command as possible.

delegation of authority giving employees not only 

tasks, but also the power to make commitments, use 

resources, and take whatever actions are necessary to carry 

out those tasks.

demand the number of goods and services that consumers 

are willing to buy at different prices at a specifi c time.

departmentalization the grouping of jobs into working 

units usually called departments, units, groups, or divisions.

depreciation the process of spreading the costs of long-

lived assets such as buildings and equipment over the total 

number of accounting periods in which they are expected to 

be used.

depression a condition of the economy in which 

unemployment is very high, consumer spending is low, and 

business output is sharply reduced.

development training that augments the skills and 

knowledge of managers and professionals.

digital marketing uses all digital media, including the 

Internet and mobile and interactive channels, to develop 

communication and exchanges with customers.

digital media electronic media that function using digital 

codes via computers, cellular phones, smart phones, and 

other digital devices that have been released in recent years.

direct investment the ownership of overseas facilities.

directing motivating and leading employees to achieve 

organizational objectives.

discount rate the rate of interest the Fed charges to 

loan money to any banking institution to meet reserve 

requirements.

discounts temporary price reductions, often employed to 

boost sales.

distribution making products available to customers in 

the quantities desired.

diversity the participation of different ages, genders, races, 

ethnicities, nationalities, and abilities in the workplace.

dividend yield the dividend per share divided by the 

stock price.

dividends profi ts of a corporation that are distributed in 

the form of cash payments to stockholders.

dividends per share the actual cash received for each 

share owned.

double-entry bookkeeping a system of recording and 

classifying business transactions that maintains the balance 

of the accounting equation.

downsizing the elimination of a signifi cant number of 

employees from an organization.

dumping the act of a country or business selling products 

at less than what it costs to produce them.

E
e-business carrying out the goals of business through 

utilization of the Internet.

earnings per share net income or profi t divided by the 

number of stock shares outstanding.

economic contraction a slowdown of the economy 

characterized by a decline in spending and during which 

businesses cut back on production and lay off workers.

economic expansion the situation that occurs when an 

economy is growing and people are spending more money; 

their purchases stimulate the production of goods and 

services, which in turn stimulates employment.

economic order quantity (EOQ) model a model that 

identifi es the optimum number of items to order to minimize 

the costs of managing (ordering, storing, and using) them.

economic system a description of how a particular society 

distributes its resources to produce goods and services.

economics the study of how resources are distributed for 

the production of goods and services within a social system.

electronic funds transfer (EFT) any movement of funds 

by means of an electronic terminal, telephone, computer, or 

magnetic tape.

embargo a prohibition on trade in a particular product.

employee empowerment when employees are provided 

with the ability to take on responsibilities and make decisions 

about their jobs.

entrepreneur an individual who risks his or her wealth, 

time, and effort to develop for profi t an innovative product 

or way of doing something.
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entrepreneurship the process of creating and managing 

a business to achieve desired objectives.

equilibrium price the price at which the number of 

products that businesses are willing to supply equals the 

amount of products that consumers are willing to buy at a 

specifi c point in time.

equity theory an assumption that how much people are 

willing to contribute to an organization depends on their 

assessment of the fairness, or equity, of the rewards they will 

receive in exchange.

esteem needs the need for respect—both self-respect and 

respect from others.

ethical issue an identifi able problem, situation, or 

opportunity that requires a person to choose from among 

several actions that may be evaluated as right or wrong, 

ethical or unethical.

eurodollar market a market for trading U.S. dollars in 

foreign countries.

European Union (EU) a union of European nations 

established in 1958 to promote trade among its members; 

one of the largest single markets today.

exchange the act of giving up one thing (money, credit, 

labor, goods) in return for something else (goods, services, 

or ideas).

exchange controls regulations that restrict the amount of 

currency that can be bought or sold.

exchange rate the ratio at which one nation’s currency 

can be exchanged for another nation’s currency.

exclusive distribution the awarding by a manufacturer 

to an intermediary of the sole right to sell a product in a 

defi ned geographic territory.

expectancy theory the assumption that motivation 

depends not only on how much a person wants something 

but also on how likely he or she is to get it.

expenses the costs incurred in the day-to-day operations 

of an organization.

exporting the sale of goods and services to foreign 

markets.

extrinsic rewards benefi ts and/or recognition received 

from someone else.

F
factor a fi nance company to which businesses sell their 

accounts receivable—usually for a percentage of the total 

face value.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) an 

insurance fund established in 1933 that insures individual 

bank accounts.

Federal Reserve Board an independent agency of the 

federal government established in 1913 to regulate the 

nation’s banking and fi nancial industry.

fi nance the study of money; how it’s made, how it’s lost, 

and how it’s managed.

fi nance companies businesses that offer short-term loans 

at substantially higher rates of interest than banks.

fi nancial managers those who focus on obtaining needed 

funds for the successful operation of an organization and 

using those funds to further organizational goals.

fi nancial resources the funds used to acquire the natural 

and human resources needed to provide products; also called 

capital.

fi rst-line managers those who supervise both workers 

and the daily operations of an organization.

fi xed-position layout a layout that brings all resources 

required to create the product to a central location.

fl exible manufacturing the direction of machinery by 

computers to adapt to different versions of similar operations.

fl extime a program that allows employees to choose their 

starting and ending times, provided that they are at work 

during a specifi ed core period.

fl oating-rate bonds bonds with interest rates that 

change with current interest rates otherwise available in the 

economy.

franchise a license to sell another’s products or to use 

another’s name in business, or both.

franchisee the purchaser of a franchise.

franchiser the company that sells a franchise.

franchising a form of licensing in which a company—the 

franchiser—agrees to provide a franchisee a name, logo, 

methods of operation, advertising, products, and other 

elements associated with a franchiser’s business in return 

for a fi nancial commitment and the agreement to conduct 

business in accordance with the franchiser’s standard of 

operations.

free-market system pure capitalism, in which all 

economic decisions are made without government 

intervention.

functional departmentalization the grouping of jobs 

that perform similar functional activities, such as fi nance, 

manufacturing, marketing, and human resources.
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G
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) a 

trade agreement, originally signed by 23 nations in 1947, 

that provided a forum for tariff negotiations and a place 

where international trade problems could be discussed and 

resolved.

general partnership a partnership that involves a 

complete sharing in both the management and the liability 

of the business.

generic products products with no brand name that often 

come in simple packages and carry only their generic name.

geographical departmentalization the grouping of 

jobs according to geographic location, such as state, region, 

country, or continent.

global strategy (globalization) a strategy that involves 

standardizing products (and, as much as possible, their 

promotion and distribution) for the whole world, as if it were 

a single entity.

grapevine an informal channel of communication, separate 

from management’s formal, offi cial communication channels.

gross domestic product (GDP) the sum of all goods 

and services produced in a country during a year.

gross income (or profi t) revenues minus the cost of 

goods sold required to generate the revenues.

group two or more individuals who communicate with one 

another, share a common identity, and have a common goal.

H
human relations the study of the behavior of individuals 

and groups in organizational settings.

human relations skills the ability to deal with people, 

both inside and outside the organization.

human resources the physical and mental abilities that 

people use to produce goods and services; also called labor.

human resources management (HRM) all the activities 

involved in determining an organization’s human resources 

needs, as well as acquiring, training, and compensating 

people to fi ll those needs.

human resources managers those who handle the 

staffi ng function and deal with employees in a formalized 

manner.

hygiene factors aspects of Herzberg’s theory of 

motivation that focus on the work setting and not the 

content of the work; these aspects include adequate wages, 

comfortable and safe working conditions, fair company 

policies, and job security.

I
identity theft when criminals obtain personal information 

that allows them to impersonate someone else in order to use 

their credit to obtain fi nancial accounts and make purchases.

import tariff a tax levied by a nation on goods imported 

into the country.

importing the purchase of goods and services from foreign 

sources.

income statement a fi nancial report that shows an 

organization’s profi tability over a period of time—month, 

quarter, or year.

infl ation a condition characterized by a continuing rise in 

prices.

information technology (IT) managers those who are 

responsible for implementing, maintaining, and controlling 

technology applications in business, such as computer 

networks.

infrastructure the physical facilities that support a country’s 

economic activities, such as railroads, highways, ports, airfi elds, 

utilities and power plants, schools, hospitals, communication 

systems, and commercial distribution systems.

initial public offering (IPO) selling a corporation’s 

stock on public markets for the fi rst time.

inputs the resources—such as labor, money, materials, and 

energy—that are converted into outputs.

insurance companies businesses that protect their 

clients against fi nancial losses from certain specifi ed risks 

(death, accident, and theft, for example).

integrated marketing communications coordinating 

the promotion mix elements and synchronizing promotion 

as a unifi ed effort.

intensive distribution a form of market coverage whereby 

a product is made available in as many outlets as possible.

intermittent organizations organizations that deal with 

products of a lesser magnitude than do project organizations; 

their products are not necessarily unique but possess a 

signifi cant number of differences.

international business the buying, selling, and trading 

of goods and services across national boundaries.

International Monetary Fund (IMF) organization 

established in 1947 to promote trade among member 

nations by eliminating trade barriers and fostering fi nancial 

cooperation.

intrapreneurs individuals in large fi rms who take 

responsibility for the development of innovations within the 

organizations.
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intrinsic rewards the personal satisfaction and enjoyment 

felt after attaining a goal.

inventory all raw materials, components, completed or 

partially completed products, and pieces of equipment a fi rm 

uses.

inventory control the process of determining how many 

supplies and goods are needed and keeping track of quantities 

on hand, where each item is, and who is responsible for it.

inventory turnover sales divided by total inventory.

investment banker underwrites new issues of securities 

for corporations, states, and municipalities.

investment banking the sale of stocks and bonds for 

corporations

ISO 9000 a series of quality assurance standards designed 

by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

to ensure consistent product quality under many conditions.

ISO 14000 a comprehensive set of environmental standards 

that encourages a cleaner and safer world by promoting a 

more uniform approach to environmental management and 

helping companies attain and measure improvements in their 

environmental performance.

J
job analysis the determination, through observation and 

study, of pertinent information about a job—including 

specifi c tasks and necessary abilities, knowledge, and skills.

job description a formal, written explanation of a 

specifi c job, usually including job title, tasks, relationship 

with other jobs, physical and mental skills required, duties, 

responsibilities, and working conditions.

job enlargement the addition of more tasks to a job 

instead of treating each task as separate.

job enrichment the incorporation of motivational 

factors, such as opportunity for achievement, recognition, 

responsibility, and advancement, into a job.

job rotation movement of employees from one job to 

another in an effort to relieve the boredom often associated 

with job specialization.

job sharing performance of one full-time job by two 

people on part-time hours.

job specifi cation a description of the qualifi cations 

necessary for a specifi c job, in terms of education, experience, 

and personal and physical characteristics.

joint venture a partnership established for a specifi c 

project or for a limited time.

journal a time-ordered list of account transactions.

junk bonds a special type of high interest rate bond that 

carries higher inherent risks.

just-in-time (JIT) inventory management a technique 

using smaller quantities of materials that arrive “just in time” 

for use in the transformation process and therefore require 

less storage space and other inventory management expense.

L
labeling the presentation of important information on a 

package.

labor contract the formal, written document that spells 

out the relationship between the union and management for 

a specifi ed period of time—usually two or three years.

labor unions employee organizations formed to deal with 

employers for achieving better pay, hours, and working 

conditions.

leadership the ability to infl uence employees to work 

toward organizational goals.

learning changes in a person’s behavior based on 

information and experience.

ledger a book or computer fi le with separate sections for 

each account.

leveraged buyout (LBO) a purchase in which a group of 

investors borrows money from banks and other institutions to 

acquire a company (or a division of one), using the assets of 

the purchased company to guarantee repayment of the loan.

liabilities debts that a fi rm owes to others.

licensing a trade agreement in which one company—the 

licensor—allows another company—the licensee—to use its 

company name, products, patents, brands, trademarks, raw 

materials, and/or production processes in exchange for a fee 

or royalty.

limited liability company (LLC) form of ownership that 

provides limited liability and taxation like a partnership but 

places fewer restrictions on members.

limited partnership a business organization that has at 

least one general partner, who assumes unlimited liability, 

and at least one limited partner, whose liability is limited to 

his or her investment in the business.

line of credit an arrangement by which a bank agrees to 

lend a specifi ed amount of money to an organization upon 

request.

line-and-staff structure a structure having a traditional 

line relationship between superiors and subordinates and 

also specialized managers—called staff managers—who are 

available to assist line managers.
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line structure the simplest organizational structure, in 

which direct lines of authority extend from the top manager 

to the lowest level of the organization.

liquidity ratios ratios that measure the speed with which 

a company can turn its assets into cash to meet short-term 

debt.

lockbox an address, usually a commercial bank, at which 

a company receives payments in order to speed collections 

from customers.

lockout management’s version of a strike, wherein a work 

site is closed so that employees cannot go to work.

long-term (fi xed) assets production facilities (plants), 

offi ces, and equipment—all of which are expected to last for 

many years.

long-term liabilities debts that will be repaid over a 

number of years, such as long-term loans and bond issues.

M
management a process designed to achieve an 

organization’s objectives by using its resources effectively 

and effi ciently in a changing environment.

managerial accounting the internal use of accounting 

statements by managers in planning and directing the 

organization’s activities.

managers those individuals in organizations who make 

decisions about the use of resources and who are concerned 

with planning, organizing, staffi ng, directing, and controlling 

the organization’s activities to reach its objectives.

manufacturer brands brands initiated and owned by 

the manufacturer to identify products from the point of 

production to the point of purchase.

manufacturing the activities and processes used in 

making tangible products; also called production.

market a group of people who have a need, purchasing 

power, and the desire and authority to spend money on 

goods, services, and ideas.

market orientation an approach requiring organizations 

to gather information about customer needs, share that 

information throughout the fi rm, and use that information to 

help build long-term relationships with customers.

market segment a collection of individuals, groups, or 

organizations who share one or more characteristics and thus 

have relatively similar product needs and desires.

market segmentation a strategy whereby a fi rm divides 

the total market into groups of people who have relatively 

similar product needs.

marketable securities temporary investment of “extra” 

cash by organizations for up to one year in U.S. Treasury 

bills, certifi cates of deposit, commercial paper, or eurodollar 

loans.

marketing a group of activities designed to expedite 

transactions by creating, distributing, pricing, and promoting 

goods, services, and ideas.

marketing channel a group of organizations that moves 

products from their producer to customers; also called a 

channel of distribution.

marketing concept the idea that an organization should 

try to satisfy customers’ needs through coordinated activities 

that also allow it to achieve its own goals.

marketing managers those who are responsible for 

planning, pricing, and promoting products and making them 

available to customers.

marketing mix the four marketing activites—product, 

price, promotion, and distribution—that the fi rm can control 

to achieve specifi c goals within a dynamic marketing 

environment.

marketing research a systematic, objective process 

of getting information about potential customers to guide 

marketing decisions.

marketing strategy a plan of action for developing, 

pricing, distributing, and promoting products that meet the 

needs of specifi c customers.

Maslow’s hierarchy a theory that arranges the fi ve basic 

needs of people—physiological, security, social, esteem, 

and self-actualization—into the order in which people strive 

to satisfy them.

material-requirements planning (MRP) a planning 

system that schedules the precise quantity of materials 

needed to make the product.

materials handling the physical handling and movement 

of products in warehousing and transportation.

matrix structure a structure that sets up teams from 

different departments, thereby creating two or more 

intersecting lines of authority; also called a project- 

management structure.

mediation a method of outside resolution of labor and 

management differences in which the third party’s role is to 

suggest or propose a solution to the problem.

merger the combination of two companies (usually 

corporations) to form a new company.

middle managers those members of an organization 

responsible for the tactical planning that implements the 

general guidelines established by top management.
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mission the statement of an organization’s fundamental 

purpose and basic philosophy.

mixed economies economies made up of elements from 

more than one economic system.

modular design the creation of an item in self-contained 

units, or modules, that can be combined or interchanged to 

create different products.

monetary policy means by which the Fed controls the 

amount of money available in the economy.

money anything generally accepted in exchange for goods 

and services.

money market accounts accounts that offer higher 

interest rates than standard bank rates but with greater 

restrictions.

monopolistic competition the market structure that 

exists when there are fewer businesses than in a pure-

competition environment and the differences among the 

goods they sell are small.

monopoly the market structure that exists when there is 

only one business providing a product in a given market.

morale an employee’s attitude toward his or her job, 

employer, and colleagues.

motivation an inner drive that directs a person’s behavior 

toward goals.

motivational factors aspects of Herzberg’s theory of 

motivation that focus on the content of the work itself; these 

aspects include achievement, recognition, involvement, 

responsibility, and advancement.

multidivisional structure a structure that organizes 

departments into larger groups called divisions.

multinational corporation (MNC) a corporation that 

operates on a worldwide scale, without signifi cant ties to any 

one nation or region.

multinational strategy a plan, used by international 

companies, that involves customizing products, promotion, 

and distribution according to cultural, technological, 

regional, and national differences.

multisegment approach a market segmentation 

approach whereby the marketer aims its efforts at two or 

more segments, developing a marketing strategy for each.

mutual fund an investment company that pools individual 

investor dollars and invests them in large numbers of well-

diversifi ed securities.

mutual savings banks fi nancial institutions that are 

similar to savings and loan associations but, like credit 

unions, are owned by their depositors.

N
National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) an 

agency that regulates and charters credit unions and insures 

their deposits through its National Credit Union Insurance 

Fund.

natural resources land, forests, minerals, water, and 

other things that are not made by people.

net income the total profi t (or loss) after all expenses, 

including taxes, have been deducted from revenue; also 

called net earnings.

networking the building of relationships and sharing of 

information with colleagues who can help managers achieve 

the items on their agendas.

nonprofi t corporations corporations that focus on 

providing a service rather than earning a profi t but are not 

owned by a government entity.

nonprofi t organizations organizations that may provide 

goods or services but do not have the fundamental purpose 

of earning profi ts.

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
agreement that eliminates most tariffs and trade restrictions 

on agricultural and manufactured products to encourage 

trade among Canada, the United States, and Mexico.

O
offshoring the relocation of business processes by a 

company or subsidiary to another country. Offshoring is 

different than outsourcing because the company retains 

control of the offshored processes.

oligopoly the market structure that exists when there are 

very few businesses selling a product.

online fraud any attempt to conduct fraudulent activities 

online.

open market operations decisions to buy or sell 

U.S. Treasury bills (short-term debt issued by the U.S. 

government) and other investments in the open market.

operational plans very short-term plans that specify 

what actions individuals, work groups, or departments 

need to accomplish in order to achieve the tactical plan and 

ultimately the strategic plan.

operations the activities and processes used in making 

both tangible and intangible products.

operations management (OM) the development and 

administration of the activities involved in transforming 

resources into goods and services.
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organizational chart a visual display of the organizational 

structure, lines of authority (chain of command), staff 

relationships, permanent committee arrangements, and lines 

of communication.

organizational culture a fi rm’s shared values, beliefs, 

traditions, philosophies, rules, and role models for behavior.

organizational layers the levels of management in an 

organization.

organizing the structuring of resources and activities to 

accomplish objectives in an effi cient and effective manner.

orientation familiarizing newly hired employees with 

fellow workers, company procedures, and the physical 

properties of the company.

outputs the goods, services, and ideas that result from the 

conversion of inputs.

outsourcing the transferring of manufacturing or other 

tasks—such as data processing—to countries where labor 

and supplies are less expensive.

over-the-counter (OTC) market a network of dealers 

all over the country linked by computers, telephones, and 

Teletype machines.

owners’ equity equals assets minus liabilities and refl ects 

historical values.

P
packaging the external container that holds and describes 

the product.

partnership a form of business organization defi ned by 

the Uniform Partnership Act as “an association of two or 

more persons who carry on as co-owners of a business for 

profi t.”

penetration price a low price designed to help a product 

enter the market and gain market share rapidly.

pension funds managed investment pools set aside 

by individuals, corporations, unions, and some nonprofi t 

organizations to provide retirement income for members.

per share data data used by investors to compare the 

performance of one company with another on an equal, per 

share basis.

perception the process by which a person selects, 

organizes, and interprets information received from his or 

her senses.

personal selling direct, two-way communication with 

buyers and potential buyers.

personality the organization of an individual’s 

distinguishing character traits, attitudes, or habits.

physical distribution all the activities necessary to move 

products from producers to customers—inventory control, 

transportation, warehousing, and materials handling.

physiological needs the most basic human needs to be 

satisfi ed—water, food, shelter, and clothing.

picketing a public protest against management practices 

that involves union members marching and carrying 

antimanagement signs at the employer’s plant.

plagiarism the act of taking someone else’s work 

and presenting it as your own without mentioning the 

source.

planning the process of determining the organization’s 

objectives and deciding how to accomplish them; the fi rst 

function of management.

podcast audio or video fi le that can be downloaded from 

the Internet with a subscription that automatically delivers 

new content to listening devices or personal computers.

preferred stock a special type of stock whose owners, 

though not generally having a say in running the company, 

have a claim to profi ts before other stockholders do.

price a value placed on an object exchanged between a 

buyer and a seller.

price skimming charging the highest possible price that 

buyers who want the product will pay.

primary data marketing information that is observed, 

recorded, or collected directly from respondents.

primary market the market where fi rms raise fi nancial 

capital.

prime rate the interest rate that commercial banks charge 

their best customers (usually large corporations) for short-

term loans.

private accountants accountants employed by large 

corporations, government agencies, and other organizations 

to prepare and analyze their fi nancial statements.

private corporation a corporation owned by just one or a 

few people who are closely involved in managing the business.

private distributor brands brands, which may cost less 

than manufacturer brands, that are owned and controlled by 

a wholesaler or retailer.

process layout a layout that organizes the transformation 

process into departments that group related processes.

product a good or service with tangible and intangible 

characteristics that provide satisfaction and benefi ts.

product departmentalization the organization of jobs 

in relation to the products of the fi rm.
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product layout a layout requiring that production be 

broken down into relatively simple tasks assigned to workers, 

who are usually positioned along an assembly line.

product line a group of closely related products that 

are treated as a unit because of similar marketing strategy, 

production, or end-use considerations.

product mix all the products offered by an organization.

product-development teams a specifi c type of project 

team formed to devise, design, and implement a new product.

production the activities and processes used in making 

tangible products; also called manufacturing.

production and operations managers those who 

develop and administer the activities involved in transforming 

resources into goods, services, and ideas ready for the 

marketplace.

profi t the difference between what it costs to make and sell 

a product and what a customer pays for it.

profi t margin net income divided by sales.

profi t sharing a form of compensation whereby a 

percentage of company profi ts is distributed to the employees 

whose work helped to generate them.

profi tability ratios ratios that measure the amount of 

operating income or net income an organization is able to 

generate relative to its assets, owners’ equity, and sales.

project organization a company using a fi xed-position 

layout because it is typically involved in large, complex 

projects such as construction or exploration.

project teams groups similar to task forces that normally 

run their operation and have total control of a specifi c work 

project.

promotion an advancement to a higher-level job with 

increased authority, responsibility, and pay.

promotional positioning the use of promotion to create 

and maintain an image of a product in buyers’ minds.

psychological pricing encouraging purchases based on 

emotional rather than rational responses to the price.

public corporation a corporation whose stock anyone 

may buy, sell, or trade.

publicity nonpersonal communication transmitted through 

the mass media but not paid for directly by the fi rm.

pull strategy the use of promotion to create consumer 

demand for a product so that consumers exert pressure on 

marketing channel members to make it available.

purchasing the buying of all the materials needed by the 

organization; also called procurement.

pure competition the market structure that exists when 

there are many small businesses selling one standardized 

product.

push strategy an attempt to motivate intermediaries to 

push the product down to their customers.

Q
quality the degree to which a good, service, or idea meets 

the demands and requirements of customers.

quality control the processes an organization uses to 

maintain its established quality standards.

quality-assurance teams (or quality circles) small 

groups of workers brought together from throughout the 

organization to solve specifi c quality, productivity, or service 

problems.

quasi-public corporations corporations owned and 

operated by the federal, state, or local government.

quick ratio (acid test) a stringent measure of liquidity 

that eliminates inventory.

quota a restriction on the number of units of a particular 

product that can be imported into a country.

R
ratio analysis calculations that measure an organization’s 

fi nancial health.

receivables turnover sales divided by accounts 

receivable.

recession a decline in production, employment, and income.

recruiting forming a pool of qualifi ed applicants from 

which management can select employees.

reference groups groups with whom buyers identify and 

whose values or attitudes they adopt.

reference pricing a type of psychological pricing in 

which a lower-priced item is compared to a more expensive 

brand in hopes that the consumer will use the higher price as 

a comparison price. 

reserve requirement the percentage of deposits that 

banking institutions must hold in reserve.

responsibility the obligation, placed on employees 

through delegation, to perform assigned tasks satisfactorily 

and be held accountable for the proper execution of work.

retailers intermediaries who buy products from 

manufacturers (or other intermediaries) and sell them to 

consumers for home and household use rather than for resale 

or for use in producing other products.
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retained earnings earnings after expenses and taxes that 

are reinvested in the assets of the fi rm and belong to the 

owners in the form of equity.

return on assets net income divided by assets.

return on equity net income divided by owners’ equity; 

also called return on investment (ROI).

revenue the total amount of money received from the 

sale of goods or services, as well as from related business 

activities.

routing the sequence of operations through which the 

product must pass.

S
S corporation corporation taxed as though it were a 

partnership with restrictions on shareholders.

salary a fi nancial reward calculated on a weekly, monthly, 

or annual basis.

sales promotion direct inducements offering added value 

or some other incentive for buyers to enter into an exchange.

savings accounts accounts with funds that usually cannot 

be withdrawn without advance notice; also known as time 

deposits.

savings and loan associations (S&Ls) fi nancial institutions 

that primarily offer savings accounts and make long-term 

loans for residential mortgages; also called “thrifts.”

scheduling the assignment of required tasks to 

departments or even specifi c machines, workers, or teams.

secondary data information that is compiled inside 

or outside an organization for some purpose other than 

changing the current situation.

secondary markets stock exchanges and over-the- 

counter markets where investors can trade their securities 

with others.

secured bonds bonds that are backed by specifi c 

collateral that must be forfeited in the event that the issuing 

fi rm defaults.

secured loans loans backed by collateral that the bank 

can claim if the borrowers do not repay them.

securities markets the mechanism for buying and selling 

securities.

security needs the need to protect oneself from physical 

and economic harm.

selection the process of collecting information about 

applicants and using that information to make hiring 

decisions.

selective distribution a form of market coverage 

whereby only a small number of all available outlets are 

used to expose products.

self-actualization needs the need to be the best one can 

be; at the top of Maslow’s hierarchy.

self-directed work team (SDWT) a group of employees 

responsible for an entire work process or segment that 

delivers a product to an internal or external customer.

separations employment changes involving resignation, 

retirement, termination, or layoff.

serial bonds a sequence of small bond issues of 

progressively longer maturity.

small business any independently owned and operated 

business that is not dominant in its competitive area and does 

not employ more than 500 people.

Small Business Administration (SBA) an independent 

agency of the federal government that offers managerial and 

fi nancial assistance to small businesses.

social classes a ranking of people into higher or lower 

positions of respect.

social needs the need for love, companionship, and 

friendship—the desire for acceptance by others.

social network a web-based meeting place for friends, 

family, co-workers, and peers that lets users create a profi le 

and connect with other users for a wide range of purposes.

social responsibility a business’s obligation to maximize 

its positive impact and minimize its negative impact on society.

social roles a set of expectations for individuals based on 

some position they occupy.

socialism an economic system in which the government 

owns and operates basic industries but individuals own most 

businesses.

sole proprietorships businesses owned and operated 

by one individual; the most common form of business 

organization in the United States.

span of management the number of subordinates who 

report to a particular manager.

specialization the division of labor into small, specifi c 

tasks and the assignment of employees to do a single task.

staffi ng the hiring of people to carry out the work of the 

organization.

stakeholders groups that have a stake in the success and 

outcomes of a business.

standardization the making of identical interchangeable 

components or products.
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statement of cash fl ows explains how the company’s 

cash changed from the beginning of the accounting period 

to the end.

statistical process control a system in which 

management collects and analyzes information about the 

production process to pinpoint quality problems in the 

production system.

stock shares of a corporation that may be bought or sold.

strategic alliance a partnership formed to create 

competitive advantage on a worldwide basis.

strategic plans those plans that establish the long-range 

objectives and overall strategy or course of action by which 

a fi rm fulfi lls its mission.

strikebreakers people hired by management to replace 

striking employees; called “scabs” by striking union 

members.

strikes employee walkouts; one of the most effective 

weapons labor has.

structure the arrangement or relationship of positions 

within an organization.

supply the number of products—goods and services—that 

businesses are willing to sell at different prices at a specifi c 

time.

supply chain management connecting and integrating 

all parties or members of the distribution system in order to 

satisfy customers.

sustainability conducting activities in a way that allows 

for the long-term well-being of the natural environment, 

including all biological entities; involves the assessment and 

improvement of business strategies, economic sectors, work 

practices, technologies, and lifestyles so that they maintain 

the health of the natural environment.

T
tactical plans short-range plans designed to implement 

the activities and objectives specifi ed in the strategic plan.

target market a specifi c group of consumers on whose 

needs and wants a company focuses its marketing efforts.

task force a temporary group of employees responsible 

for bringing about a particular change.

team a small group whose members have complementary 

skills; have a common purpose, goals, and approach; and 

hold themselves mutually accountable.

technical expertise the specialized knowledge and 

training needed to perform jobs that are related to particular 

areas of management.

test marketing a trial minilaunch of a product in limited 

areas that represent the potential market.

Theory X McGregor’s traditional view of management 

whereby it is assumed that workers generally dislike work 

and must be forced to do their jobs.

Theory Y McGregor’s humanistic view of management 

whereby it is assumed that workers like to work and 

that under proper conditions employees will seek out 

responsibility in an attempt to satisfy their social, esteem, 

and self-actualization needs.

Theory Z a management philosophy that stresses employee 

participation in all aspects of company decision making.

times interest earned ratio operating income divided 

by interest expense.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination 

in employment and created the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission.

top managers the president and other top executives of 

a business, such as the chief executive offi cer (CEO), chief 

fi nancial offi cer (CFO), and chief operations offi cer (COO), 

who have overall responsibility for the organization.

total asset turnover sales divided by total assets.

total quality management (TQM) a philosophy that 

uniform commitment to quality in all areas of an organization 

will promote a culture that meets customers’ perceptions of 

quality.

total-market approach an approach whereby a fi rm 

tries to appeal to everyone and assumes that all buyers have 

similar needs.

trade credit credit extended by suppliers for the purchase 

of their goods and services.

trade defi cit a nation’s negative balance of trade, which 

exists when that country imports more products than it exports.

trademark a brand that is registered with the U.S. Patent 

and Trademark Offi ce and is thus legally protected from use 

by any other fi rm.

trading company a fi rm that buys goods in one country 

and sells them to buyers in another country.

training teaching employees to do specifi c job tasks through 

either classroom development or on-the-job experience.

transaction balances cash kept on hand by a fi rm to pay 

normal daily expenses, such as employee wages and bills for 

supplies and utilities.

transfer a move to another job within the company at 

essentially the same level and wage.

transportation the shipment of products to buyers.
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Treasury bills (T-bills) short-term debt obligations the 

U.S. government sells to raise money.

turnover occurs when employees quit or are fi red and must 

be replaced by new employees.

U
undercapitalization the lack of funds to operate a 

business normally.

unemployment the condition in which a percentage of 

the population wants to work but is unable to fi nd jobs.

unsecured bonds debentures or bonds that are not 

backed by specifi c collateral.

unsecured loans loans backed only by the borrowers’ 

good reputation and previous credit rating.

V
value a customer’s subjective assessment of benefi ts 

relative to costs in determining the worth of a product.

venture capitalists persons or organizations that agree to 

provide some funds for a new business in exchange for an 

ownership interest or stock.

viral marketing a marketing tool that uses a networking 

effect to spread a message and create brand awareness. 

The purpose of this marketing technique is to encourage 

the consumer to share the message with friends, family, 

co-workers, and peers.

W
wage/salary survey a study that tells a company how 

much compensation comparable fi rms are paying for specifi c 

jobs that the fi rms have in common.

wages fi nancial rewards based on the number of hours the 

employee works or the level of output achieved.

warehousing the design and operation of facilities to 

receive, store, and ship products.

whistleblowing the act of an employee exposing an 

employer’s wrongdoing to outsiders, such as the media or 

government regulatory agencies.

wholesalers intermediaries who buy from producers or 

from other wholesalers and sell to retailers.

wiki software that creates an interface that enables users to 

add or edit the content of some types of websites.

working capital management the managing of short-

term assets and liabilities.

World Bank an organization established by the industrialized 

nations in 1946 to loan money to underdeveloped and 

developing countries; formally known as the International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

World Trade Organization (WTO) international organi-

zation dealing with the rules of trade between nations.
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Implied warranty, 71
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Inactives, 409
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International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO), 252–253

Internet. see also Digital marketing; 
Digital media; E-business

banking via, 476

impact on marketing, 393

legal and regulatory issues, 76–78

marketing, 410–413

Interpersonal role, manager, 187
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Interview, 291–292

Intimidating behavior, 41–42

Intranets, 221–222

Intrapreneurs, 164
Intrinsic rewards, 265
Introductory stage, product, 363–364

Inventory, 245–247

EOQ model, 246
JIT inventory management, 246–247

MRP, 247
optimizing, 490–491

Inventory control, 245
Inventory managers, 246

Inventory turnover, 445–446

Investing activities. see also Financial 

management; Financial system

cash from, 442, 443

by Federal Reserve, 465

for idle cash, 488–489

personal, 240

Investment banker, 474
Investment banking, 500–502, 501
ISO 9000, 253
ISO 14000, 253

J
Japanese management style, 274

Job analysis, 289
Job description, 289
Job enlargement, 277
Job enrichment, 277
Job rotation, 276
Job sharing, 278
Job specifi cation, 289
Jobs. see Career

Joiners, 409

Joint venture, 105, 133
Journal, 430
Junk bonds, 498
Jurisdiction, 68

Just-in-time (JIT) inventory management, 
246

K
Kiosk, 30, 205

Knowledge and skills

partnerships, 123

sole proprietorship, 119

L
Labeling

ethical issues, 47

product, 367
Labor, manufacturers vs. service providers, 

236

Labor contract, 307
Labor tactics, 308

Labor unions, 305, 305–309

hollywood, 320

Laissez-faire (“let it be”) capitalism, 11

Land pollution, 58

Launch Readiness plan, 200

Laws. see Legal and regulatory environment

Lawsuits, 67

Layoffs, 299, 300

Leadership, 188–191

feminine traits for, 192

Learning
buying behavior, 346

Ledger, 430
Legal and regulatory environment

alternative dispute resolution methods, 

68–69

court systems, 68

dispute resolution, 67–68

laws affecting business practices, 74–76

regulatory administrative agencies, 

69–70

sources of law, 67

Legal barriers, trade, 90–92

Legal responsibilities, 51, 52

Legality, 72

Lenders, 19, 61, 235, 426, 428, 524. see also 

Loans

Less-developed countries (LDCs), 88

Leveraged buyout (LBO), 137
Liabilities

on balance sheets, 439–441

defi ned, 428
Licensee, 103

Licensing, 103
Licensor, 103

Limited liability

corporations, 131

Limited liability company (LLC), 116, 134
Limited partnership, 121
Line of credit, 158

Line of credit, 492
Line structure, 215
Line-and-staff structure, 216
Liquidity, 437

Liquidity ratios, 446
Loans

from nonbanking institutions, 471, 472

to sole proprietorships, 119

Location, facility, 240–241

Location-based networks, 406

Lockbox, 487
Lockout, 308
Logistics, 244–245. see also Operations 

management (OM)
Long-range objectives, 177

Long-term (fi xed) assets, 493
Long-term liabilities, 497–498

Luxury car, eco-friendly interiors, 20

M
Mad Money, 403

Major equipment, 362

Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, 

251

Management, 5–6, 174
areas of, 185–187

controlling, 181–182

decision making, 191–194

directing, 180–181

ethical compromises, 47, 50

fi rst-line, 185

importance of, 174

leadership, 188–191

level of, 182–185

middle, 185

operations (see Operations 
management (OM))

organizing, 179
planning, 175–178

in practice, 194–195

quality (see Quality management)

staffi ng, 179–180

supply chain (see Supply chain 
management)

tactics, 308–309

top, 182–185

types of, 182–187

Managerial accounting, 425
Managerial inexperience, 155

Managers, 174. see also Management
analytical skills, 188
conceptual skills, 188
human relations skills, 188
roles, 187

technical expertise, 187
Manufacturer brands, 365
Manufacturers vs. service providers, 235–237

Manufacturing, 232. see also Operations 
management (OM)

small businesses, 151

sustainability and, 243–244

Manufacturing economy, 21

Maquiladoras, 97

Market, 338
performance, 504–507

Market analysis, 31

Market coverage, distribution, 375–376

Market orientation, 336
Market segment, 338
Market segmentation, 338

approaches, 340

Market value, 499

Marketable securities, 488
Marketing, 6–7, 330. see also Digital 

marketing
concept, 333–337

environment, 347–349

exchange relationship, 330–332

functions of, 332–333

global, 85 (see also International 
business)

importance of, 348–349
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mobile, 405–406

value creation, 333

viral, 381, 402–403

Marketing channel, 371–373

Marketing concept, 333–337

Marketing economy, 21

Marketing manager, 186

Marketing mix, 341, 341–343, 349, 358

in business plan, 352

digital media and, 395–398

distribution in, 371–377

pricing in, 369–371

product in, 358–369

promotion in, 377–384

Marketing research, 333, 343–345

online, 344–345

Marketing strategy. see also Digital 
marketing

deals, 388–389

developing, 338–343

distribution in, 371–377

importance, 384

importance of, 384

marketing mix, 31, 341–343, 

349, 358

pricing in, 369–371

product in, 358–369

promotion in, 377–384

Maslow’s hierarchy, 269–271

Master budgets, 426

Material-requirements planning (MRP), 
247

Materials handling, 377
Matrix structure, 217–218

Maturity stage, product, 364

Media sharing, 402–404

Mediation, 68

Mediation, 309
Merger, 135, 136

mania, 137

Mexico

Restricted Zone, 90

trade agreements with, 96–97

Microblog marketing, 391

Middle management, 185

Middle managers, 173

Middle managers, 185
“Milk mustache” advertising campaign, 7

Millennials, 162

Millennials, buying behavior, 347

Mini-trial, 68

Minorities

buying power, 339

employment opportunities, 55

Mission, 175–176

Misuse of company resources, 42–43

Misuse of company time, 40–41, 45

Mixed economies, 11–12

Mobile advertisements, 405

Mobile applications (apps), 406

Mobile marketing, 405–406

Mobile payments, 406–407

Mobile websites, 405

Modifi ed capitalism, 11

Modular design, 238–239

Monetary policy, 465–468

Money, 458
characteristics of, 459–461

in fi nancial system, 458–465

functions of, 458–459

types, 461–465

Money market accounts, 463
Money market fund, 473

Monitoring communications, 223

Monopolistic competition, 14–15

Monopoly, 15–16

Morale, 265
Mortgage, 158, 469

crisis, 74, 506–507 (see also Global 

fi nancial crisis)

Motivation
buying behavior, 346
Container Store and, 284–285

defi ned, 264
historical perspectives on, 267–269

human relations, 264–266

importance of, 280–281

recognition and appreciation, 

180–181

Stein Mart and, 273

strategies, 276–281

theories, 269–276

Motivational factors, 272
Multidivisional structure, 216–217
Multimedia messages, 405

Multinational corporation (MNC), 
105–106

Multinational strategy, 107
Multisegment approach, 340
Mutual fund, 473
Mutual savings banks, 470
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 293

N
National Business Ethics Survey (NBES), 

40, 41, 47, 50

National Credit Union Association 
(NCUA), 471

Natural resources, 8
Net income, 435
Networking, 161, 195
New issue, 500

Niche marketing, 340

Nonbank liabilities, 493

Nonbanking institutions, 471–475

Nonprofi t corporations, 129
Nonprofi t organizations, 4
North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), 96–97

NOW (Negotiable Order of Withdrawal) 

account, 463

Nylon, 73

O
Objective assessment, performance, 298

Objectives, 176

vs. goals, 176

Observational research, 344

Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (OSHA), 54

Offshoring, 104–105

Oligopoly, 15
Online advertising, 379. see also Digital 

marketing
Online banking, 476

Online consumers, 409. see also Digital 
marketing

Online fraud, 412. see also Fraud
Online marketing research, 344–345

On-the-job training, 296

Open market operations, 466
Operating activities

cash from, 441, 442

Operational excellence, Home Run Inn, 259

Operational issues, 32

Operational plans, 178
Operations, 232

supply chain management and, 254

Operations management (OM), 232–237

in service businesses, 233–237

transformation process, 233

Operations manager, 186

Operations processes, designing, 238–239

Organizational chart, 206
Organizational culture, 204–206

Organizational layers, 214–215

Organizational structure
defi ned, 206
line structure, 215
line-and-staff structure, 216
Zappos, 229

Organizing, 179
Orientation, 296
OrigAudio, idea opportunity and, 37

Outputs, 233
uniformity, 236

Outside directors, 129

Outside resolution, 309

Outsourcing, 85, 104

supply chain management, 247–248

Overspecialization, 208

Over-the-counter (OTC) market, 503
Owners, 5

social responsibility and, 54

Owners’ equity
on balance sheets, 441

defi ned, 428
fi nancing with, 498–500

Ownership forms. see Business ownership
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P
Packaging, 367
Par value, 499

Partnership, 120–125

advantages of, 122–124

articles of, 121–122, 123

disadvantages of, 124–125

general, 121
keys to success, 121

limited, 121
selling, 125

Smashburger and, 120

Partnership capital, 122

Patents, 73

Payables. see Accounts payable
Peer-to-peer lenders, 478

Penetration price, 370
Pension funds, 472–473

Per share data, 447
Perception

buying behavior, 346

Performance assessment, 297–299

Perpetual life

corporations, 131–132

Personal career plan, 321–326

Personal fi nancial planning, 513–531

Personal property, 73

Personal selling, 379–380

Personal space, 93

Personality
buying behavior, 346
tests, 293

Phishing, 411

Photo sharing, 403

Physical distribution, 376–377

Physiological needs, 269
Picketing, 308
PIGS fi nancial crisis, 101, 427

Pirated software, 47

Plagiarism, 46, 48
Planning

capacity, 239

facilities, 240–243

human resources needs, 288–289

as management function, 175–178

Plant-based materials, 20

Plastic bag, bans, 58

Podcast, 403
Poison pill, 137

Policies, 49–50

Political barriers, trade, 92–93

Pollution, 56–58. see also Environmental 

concerns

China and, 89

Ponzi scheme, 156

Portability of money, 459–460

Portable On Demand Storage (PODS), 

142–143

Posting, 430

Power of attorney, 73

Preemptive right, 131

Preferred stock, 130
Presenting, personal selling, 380

Price, 341
Price skimming, 370
Pricing

considerations, 397

long-term money, 494–496

marketing, 341–342

strategies, 369–371

Primary characteristics, diversity, 309

Primary data, 343
Primary market, 474

Primary market, 501
Prime rate, 492
Principal, 72, 492

Privacy

internet marketing, 410–411

Private accountants, 424
Private corporation, 127
Private court system, 69

Private distributor brands, 365
Process layout, 241
Processed materials, 362

Procter & Gamble, 5

Product, 4
branding, 365–367

classifi cation, 362

considerations, 396

development process, 358–362

identifying, 365–369

labeling, 367
life cycle, 363–365

marketing, 341, 358–369

packaging, 367

planning, 237–238

quality, 368–369

Product departmentalization, 211
Product labeling, 47

Product layout, 241
Product liability, 71

Product line, 363
Product mix, 363
Product-development teams, 220
Production, 232. see also Manufacturing; 

Operations management (OM)
orientation, 335

Production and  Operations Manager, 185
Production manager, 186

Productivity, measurement of, 237

Profi t, 4
partnerships, 125

sole proprietorship, 118

Profi t margin, 444
Profi t sharing, 302
Profi tability ratios, 444
Program Evaluation and Review Technique 

(PERT), 248

Project organization, 241
Project teams, 220

Promotion, 299
considerations, 397

in marketing, 342–343, 377–384

objectives, 382–383

Promotion mix, 378–381

Promotional positioning, 383–384

Prospecting, 380

Protective tariffs, 91

Proxy, 131

Psychographic variables, 340

of buying behavior, 346

Psychological pricing, 370
Public accountants, 422–424

Public corporation, 127
Public distrust, 65–66

Public relations, 380

Publicity, 380–381

vs. advertising, 380

Pull strategy, 381–382

Purchasing, 245
Pure capitalism, 11

Pure competition, 14
Push strategy, 381–382

Q
Qualifi ed employees

sole proprietorship, 120

Quality, 368
Quality circles (quality-assurance teams), 

220–221

Quality control, 251
Quality Control Information Manager 

(QCIM) system, 235

Quality management, 250–254

inspection, 253

ISO, 252–253

sampling, 253–254

Quality-assurance teams (or quality 
circles), 220–221

Quasi-public corporations, 129
Quick ratio (acid test), 446
Quota, 91

R
Ratio analysis, 443–449

Raw materials, 362

Raw materials inventory, 245

Real property, 73

Receivables. see Accounts receivable
Receivables turnover, 445
Recession, 16
Recession of 2008–2009. see also Global 

fi nancial crisis

causes, 17

layoffs during, 479

Recruiting, 289–290, 305

Cirque du Soleil, 287

external sources, 289–290

internal sources, 289

legal issues in, 294–295
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Recycling, 60. see also Green business 

strategies; Sustainability
electronics, 5

Redbox, 30

Reference checking, 293–294

Reference groups, 346
Reference pricing, 371
Regulatory controls

partnership, 124

sole proprietorship, 118

Relationship marketing, 400, 407

Relationships, ethical, 47–48

Remote monitoring systems, 231

Reputation

small business, 153

Reserve requirement, 467
Resource misuse, 42–43

Responsibility, 212
assigning, 211–215

Restricted Zone, 90

Retailers, 372
Retailing, 150–151. see also E-business
Retained earnings, 500
Return on assets, 444
Return on equity, 444
Revenue, 434
Right to be heard, 55

Right to be informed, 55

Right to choose, 55

Right to safety, 55

Risk assessment, 494

Risk taking, 333

Risk-Weighted Environmental Index, 243

Robots, transformation process, 242

Routing, 249

S
S corporation, 126, 133–134

Salary, 302. see also Compensation

Sales

agreements, 70–71

orientation, 336

Sales promotion, 381
Sampling, quality management, 253–254

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 38, 79–80

board of directors and, 129

Savings accounts, 463
Savings and loan associations (S&Ls), 469
Scabs, 309

Scandals

accounting, 37–38, 129, 422, 423–424

corporate, 65, 66

Scheduling, 249
fl exible, 277–280

Sears Holdings, evolution of, 135

Secondary characteristics, diversity, 309

Secondary data, 344
Secondary market, 474

Secondary markets, 501
Secrecy, sole proprietorship, 118

Secured bonds, 497
Secured loans, 492
Securities markets, 502–507

Security needs, 269
Selection, 291–294

legal issues in, 294–295

Selective distribution, 376
Self-actualization needs, 271
Self-directed work team (SDWT), 221
Selling, 332

Separations, 299–300

September 11 attacks, 178

Serial bonds, 498
Service Corps of Retired Executives 

(SCORE), 161

Service economy, 21

Service sector, 151

operations management in, 233–237

vs. manufacturers, 235–237

Sexual harassment in workplace, 42

Shadow banking, 477–478

Shareholder activism, 115

Shark repellant, 137

Shark Tank, 12

Sherman Antitrust Act, 74

Short-range planning, 177–178

Sina Weibo, 391

Small business, 147–148. see also 

Entrepreneurship
advantages, 152–153

disadvantages, 153–155

failure, 154–155

fi nancial resources, 157–159

future, 162–164

role in American economy, 148–150

starting, 156–161

Small Business Administration (SBA), 161

Small Business Administration (SBA), 147
Small Business Development Centers 

(SBDCs), 161

Small Business Institutes (SBIs), 161

Small-business managers, 161

Smartphones, 21, 313

challenges in expansion, 83

SMS messages, 405

Social barriers, trade, 93–94

Social classes, 346
Social entrepreneurs, 147

Social innovation, 445. see also Innovation

Social media

in fi nancial industry, 313

marketing research and, 344–345

recruitment and, 290

in workplace, 417–418

Social needs, 270
Social network, 397–398

Facebook, 399–400

Google+, 401

Twitter, 400–401

in workplace, 417–418

Social responsibility, 24, 36
arguments for and against, 52, 53

community relations, 60

consumer relations, 55–56

employee relations, 54–55

issues, 54–60

nature of, 51–60

owners and stockholders, 54

philanthropy, 445

privacy and, 313

profi tability and, 54

Ralph Lauren Corporation in FCPA 

case, 49

sustainability issues, 56–60

unemployment, 60–61

Social roles, 346
Social variables

of buying behavior, 346–347

Socialism, 10–11

Software pirating, 47

Sole proprietorships, 116–117

advantages of, 117–118

disadvantages of, 118–120

Sources of law, 67

SOX. see Sarbanes-Oxley Act
Span of management, 214

narrow, 214

wide, 214

Specialization, 207–208

Spectators, 409

Sports, ethical violations in, 39, 47

Stability of money, 460

Staffi ng, 179–180

Stakeholders, 5
Standardization, 238
Standards for ethics, 49–50

Statement of cash fl ows, 441–443

Statistical process control, 252
Stock, 126. see also Dividends

brokers, 497, 501, 503

buying and selling, 500–502

defi ned, 126
initial public offering, 128, 500
Morningstar, 512

sold by banks to U.S. Treasury, 466, 

488

Stock markets, 503

Stock ownership, 130–131

Stockholders, 126

social responsibility and, 54

Storing, 332

Strategic alliance, 105
Strategic plans, 177
Stress, small business, 154

Strikebreakers, 309
Strikes, 308
Structure, 206. see also Organizational 

structure
Subjective assessment, performance, 298

Supplies, 362
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Supply, 13
Supply chain management

defi ned, 244
distribution channel, 373–374

inventory, 245–247

operations and, 254

outsourcing, 247–248

purchasing, 245

routing, 249
scheduling, 249

Supply curve, 13, 14

Sustainability, 56. see also Environmental 

concerns; Green business strategies

career opportunities, 301

China’s initiatives, 89

fi nancial reports and, 427

investment in, 470

major issues, 56–60

manufacturing and, 243–244

tradeoffs, 58

Wegmans, 268

Swatch Group SA, 15

Symbolic/prestige pricing, 370

T
Tactical plans, 177
Tangible property, 4, 73, 232, 235

Target market, 338
Tariffs, 90–92

Task force, 219–220

Tasks, assigning, 207–211

Taxation

corporations, 132

partnership, 125

sole proprietorship, 118, 120

Teams, 218, 220

product-development, 220
project, 220
quality-assurance, 220–221

SDWT, 221
Technical expertise, 187
Technology

digital media and, 407

marketing and, 348

as trade barriers, 95

transformation process, 242–243

trends, small business, 163–164

Telecommuting, 205, 278–279

Tender offer, 137

Termination, partnership, 125

Test marketing, 361
Testing, selection process, 292–293

Theory X, 272
Theory Y, 272

Theory Z, 273–274

Theory Z—How American Business Can 
Meet the Japanese Challenge, 273

Time deposits, 463

Time perception, cultural differences, 94

Time theft, 40–41, 45

Times interest earned ratio, 447
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, 294
Tobacco warning labels, 47

Top management, 182–185

Top managers, 173, 182–185. see also 

Management
compensation, 184

ethical commitment, 47

“Top-down” master budgets, 426

Tort, 71

Total asset turnover, 446
Total quality management (TQM), 251
Total-market approach, 338
Trade. see International business
Trade barriers, 88–95

cultural barriers, 93–94

economic barriers, 88–89

ethical barriers, 89–90

legal barriers, 90–92

political barriers, 92–93

social barriers, 93–94

technological barriers, 95

Trade credit, 158

Trade credit, 491
Trade defi cit, 86
Trade restrictions, 90–92

Trademark, 73

Trademark, 365
Trading company, 103
Training, 296–297

Transaction balances, 486
Transfer, 299
Transfer of ownership

corporations, 131

Transformation process, 233

Translations, 93

Transportation, 332, 376–377

Treasury bills (T-bills), 488
Trial balance, 430

Trial court, 68

Triclosan, 35

Turnover, 299
Twitter, 400–401

U
Undercapitalization, 155
Undercover Boss, 41

Unemployment, 16, 60–61

Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), 70

Unionized employees, 305–309

United States

economy of (see American economy)

public debt, 17

Unlimited liability

partnerships, 124

proprietorship, 119

sole proprietorship, 119

Unsecured bonds, 497
Unsecured loans, 492
Up-cycling, ReFleece and, 159

Upward communication, 222

V
Value, 333
Vendor Flex Program, 6

Venture capital, 500

Venture capitalists, 158
Vertical merger, 136

Viral marketing, 381, 402–403

Virtual teams, 218–219

Virtual testing, 344

Virtual worlds, 404. see also Digital 
marketing

Voluntary agreement, 72

Voluntary responsibilities, 51, 52

W
Wage/salary survey, 300
Wages, 301. see also Compensation

Warehousing, 377
Warning labels, 47

Water pollution, 56–57

The Wealth of Nations, 11, 208

Websites. see also Digital media; Internet
benchmarking tools for, 252

for job seekers, 289–290

promotions on, 342–343

Whistleblowing, 50
White knight, 137

Wholesalers, 373
Wholesaling, 150–151

Widgets, 407

Wiki, 402
Worker safety in Bangladesh, 100

Workforce diversity, 184–185

importance, 309–313

Working capital management, 486
Working from home, 205, 278–279

Work-in-process inventory, 245

World Bank, 101
World Trade Center attacks, 178

World Trade Organization (WTO), 95
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